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PREFACE 

IN the Toam Labourer the writers tried to give a picture of 
the social conditions created. by the great changes of the 
Industrial Revolution. They described the general character 
of the new life of town and factory, the ideas and diflicuJties 
of the clasa in power and the outlook and the temper of the 
workers. This book treats the same period from a different 
aspeot. Its aim is to present the detailed history of particular 
bodies of skilled workers during those changes. It would be 
impossible to cover all industries in a book planned on the 
scale of this volume: the industries chosen are those for 
which the fullest records were available. 

The writers owe a substantial debt to Professor George 
Unwin, who has helped them liberally from his large store of 
special knowledge of industrial history. They are under 
obligations to other friends, notably Mr. A. Clutton Brock. 
Mr. G. D. H. Cole, Professor L. T. Hobhouse, Mr. R. H. Tawney, 
and Professor Graham Wallas. Mr. Go W. Daniels has been 
kind enough to make some valuable suggestions on the subject 
of the early history of the cotton bade, on which he speaks 
with special authority, and Mr. T. W. Hanson of Halifax. 
who is steeped in the exciting history of the West Riding, 
has given important help for the chapter on the Yorkshire 
Luddite&. The Appendix is due to Mr. A. G. C. Lloyd of 
Capetown. 

The writers published in the T_ Labounr a list of their 
principal authorities. It seems UDnecessarJ to reptoduoe 
that list, but a few books on which they have drawn more 
specially for this vulume should be mentioned. They are: 
.4MGi.t qf Coal 11""",, by R. L. Gullo_y; HiIttIrg qf ,. .. 
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Cotton Manufadul'e, by Edward Bainf;" ; The L_hil'e Cou" .. 
JndUBtrg, by Professor S. J. Cbapnlan; Y Ol'kshire Past and 
Presfflt, by Thomas Baines; The Sistory of Wool and Wool
combing. by James Burnley; His/my of the W Maud Manufacture 
in England, by John James: .J. HiBtory of Machine·WrougCt 
Hosiery and Lace Manufacturf!8, by William Felkin; a.nd The 
Risings of the LudJite8, by Frank PeeL 

HBIOlL liBM:Psmu>, November 1919. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

TuB history of England at the time discussed in these pages 
reads like a history of civil war. This is the impression pro
duoed by the speeches and the policy of Ministers, the letters 
and the conduct of magistrates, the records of the Courts of 
Justice, the system on which our military foroes were organised 
and the purposes they were designed to serve. Critics and 
partisans of the established order alike talae this war for 
granted. It produoes an atmosphere more intense and more 
absorbing than the great war that was !aging from one end 
of Europe to the other, and it persists long after that war is 
over. 

What was this civil war about! It was not a quarrel over 
religion nor a quarrel over rival claims of Parliament and 
Crown. The issue that now divided the English people was 
in one sense less simple, in another sense it was simpler than 
the issue that had provoked the better known civil wars of 
the seventeenth ceotury. It was less simple because it assumed 
various and changing aspeets and one side in the struggle was 
not always articulate. Yet it was simpler because it arose 
from the fundamental instincts of human nature, for the 
question that it put was this, whether the mass of the English 
people were to lose the last vestige of initiative and choice in 
their daily lives. . 

The last vestige; for so much had been lost already that 
the upper classes came readily to think of the surviving ele
ments as an anachronism. For two ceoturies there had been 
a steady conceotration of eoonomic power in the hands of a 
small class. The historian traoes the growth of this power 
through its different s~: the appropriation of the monastic 
land.. the decay and disappearance of the guilds. the en
closures, the changes in school and university, the rise in one 
trade after another of capitalism in a form that enables the 
~w to control the productive energy of the m&n1- In tho 

• 
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medieval village all over Europe,;' here as elsewhere, the 
normal man had certain rights. ~ the dissolution of that 
old village society in England th9 ~ rights were lost, and the 
peasant disappeared in a social tevolution that created a 
proletariate ready for the service 01. the owners of capital, 
whether they employed their capital in agriculture or in ~ne 
of the new industries.1 

So much attention has been bestowed on the development 
of capitalism before the Industrial Revolution, that there is 
perhaps a tendency to underestimate the importance of the 
changes that accompanied the Revolution. • Long before 1776 
byfar the greater part ofEngIishindustry had become dependent 
on capitalistic enterprise in the two important respects that 
a commercial capitalist provided the actual workmen with 
their materials, and found a market for the finished goods.'
This is true, though readers of these pages will do well to 
note that among the exceptions Professor Ashley names the 
Yorkshire Woollen IDdustry. The men whom Arthur Young 
described as working on their little farms round Leeds bought 
their own wool and sold the cloth that they made to merchants 
in the Cloth Hall. But if it is true that the majority of domestic 
workers were dependent on capitalist enterprise, it does not 
follow that the changes the Industrial Revolution produced 
were unimportant in their consequences to the worker. They 
were so important that when the weaver in Oldham or the 
cropper in Halifax or the woolcomber in Bradford looked 
back in 1820 or 1880 to the beginning of his life, he thought 
he could remember a ,time when the worker was in all senses 
a free man.- We can see that the fate of the worker at the 
Industrial Revolution was predetermioed-unless some miracle 
had happened to change the temper of English society-by 
the social changes that preceded the Revolution, for those 
changes had made it difficult for the workers, deprived of 
all the machinery and traditions of co-operation, to 
obtain a share in the control of the new power.' But it would 

1 For an excellent account of the fate of the peasant in the diB'erent countrle:a. 
lee Professor Ashley'. address to the International Congres.s of Historical 
Studies, 1913, CPmpandiw E<DIJ4u Hisl.", """ I;" E"r#SA JAndlq,t/, 

• Ashley, EetmDfllu O,.,-tUJisalinl_/ England, p. 141 • 
• The cotton handloom weaver often preferred famine to the discipli~e 01 the 

mill.-Chapmau, IAII&IUAi,.. C./16tt Indont"" P. 46 • 
• Mr. Bellae goes too far .urely in I.gge.ling in hia book Tlu S<m4 SIal, 

that the capital (or the DCW industriel came exclusively from the rich, for Gaskell 
(n. e"""iiKIrwilrr P"I"kllimI ,f Enrf4"". (833) te11I .. IhaI the QIOIt ... 0-
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~ wrong to conclude :ttheir rate was any the less tem'ble 
on that account. 

Within oei'tljin limits e oldinary workman had still a 
large margin of freedom in his daily life at the beginning of 
the period discussed in this volume. We have Felkin's picture 
of\iie Frame-work Knitters of Leicester: • Each had a garden, 
a barrel of home-brewed ale, a week-day suit of clothes and 
one for Sundl\Y8, and plenty of leisure.' We have Bamford's 
agreeable picture of the Lancashire weaver at the end of the 
eighteenth oentury drawn from his'uncle's home at Middleton. 
The domestio worker was not like the modern domestic worker 
who usually supplies the worst examples of sweated con
ditions. He was not hopelessly and despairingly poor. He 
had some say in his own life: he could go out and dig in his 
garden or smoke as he pleased: he was in some cases a farmer 
as well as a weaver or a spinner: he was in short not quite 
disinherited from the old village economy in which a man did 
not merely sell his labour but had some kind of holding and 
independenoe of his own. . 

The industrial changes that occurred at this time destroyed 
this social economy with its margin of freedom and choice for 
the worker. To the uppeNliass observer those cha.n'ges seemed 
to promise a great saving of human labour. To the worker 
they seemed to threaten a great degradation of human life. 
And the worker was right, because the saving of human labour 
did not mean that the work. worked less or received greater 
oompensation for his toil, but that the capitalist could draw 
greater prollts from the labour of the workers he employed. 
What happened during this period was that the power of the 
owners of capital to control the energy of mankind was 80 
immensely increased by the industrial changes that in many 
parts of England it spread over the entire life of a society. 
The worker had to surrender his freedom to this power: 
he had to surrender his home as well. His wife who in the 
old days brewed the ale. cleaned and cooked, and helped with 
the loom, had now to spend the day in the mill: the child 
had to be sent or earned to the mill as soon as it could walk. 
Robert Owen told Peel's Committee in 18111 that he could 
remember in the dl\Y8 before the advent of factories that the 

....rut .... mea who started ""'" "'1 small l>egiDDiD&s. Robert 0- _ 
III thia _ 110 ucoptl.... Ba.t Mr. BelIoc _ to .. to be perCectI, riPt .. 
bla_ ....... tballho __ r.... tballbo an ~ __ "-'"haecI 

1171ho-u-.- ollbo w. 
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children looked as well fed as at tt time, though few of 
them were employed before they w twelve or thirteen. A 
few years' experience of the new s stem made this seem in
credible, for it was supposed that no home could be kept going 
uuless the children of five or six went to the mill. Under 
that system the owners of capital could decide not o&.y 
how the worker spent his life. but how he brought up his 
children. In other words the weaver or spinner or carder 
could call1ess of his life or his time his own than the hum
blest peasant in the old village, who worked so many days 
for his lord and so many days as farmer or as weaver for 
himself. 

The workers were in the main ignorant men, but they were 
not so perverse or so foolish as they appeared to the philo
sophers who wrote The lleauJta of MoohlneryJ. They felt that 
the grasp of the new power was closing on them, and they 
resisted instinctively every change that could hasten that 
process. They considered about eaeh invention not whether 
it meant that a piece of work could be done in one hour instead 
of ten-the only consideration for the reasonable and en
lightened people of the time-but whether it brought their 
final enslavement a day nearer. They were fighting as literally 
as ever men have fought • pro aria et facia.' Something of 
the atmosphere of a tragedy-the tragedy that seemed to set 
science in the lists against happiness, and knowledge against 
freedom--clings to the viIIages and the grey hills of the West 
Riding. The bleak and sombre landscape that gives its sad 
tone to the life and the art of the Brontl!s seems to speak of the 
destinies of that world of combers and croppers and spinners 
and weavers on whom the Industrial Revolution fell like a 
war or a plague. For of all these c1asses of workers it is true 
that they were more their own masters, that they had a wider 
range of initiative, that their homes and their children were 
happier in 1760 than they were in 1830. Surely never since 
the days when populations were sold into slavery did a fate 
more sweeping overtake a people than the fate that covered the 
hills and valleys of Lancashire and the West Riding with the 
factory towns that were to introduce a new social type for 
the world to follow. 

It was not only those workers whose art or skill was supe ... 
seded by the developments of the factory system that suffered 
in these changes. The strengthening of the power of capi tal 
whieh followed the introduction of machinery told disastrously 
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on the position 'of those !;me workers whose industry remained 
B domestic industry. e hand-loom weaver sank steadily 
more and more as the po ,er-looms increased. until. as one of 
them said to Oastler. they were reduced to living on their 
children. The Frame-work Knitters were in B different case. 
in 'the sense that no factories were started until after our time 
to do the work that was done in their homes. but as we shall 
Bee. their fortunes declined almost as tragically as those of 
the hand-loom weaver. FeIkin gives B most interesting review 
of the changes in their conditions as recalled by an old man 
who hBd been apprenticed in 1155: I • When B lad. the work
people laboured ordinarily ten hours B day. five days B week. 
the Saturday being always left open for taking in work to 
Nottingham, gardening, etc.: through the middle of his life they 
worked about twelve hours B day; but of late years they work 
by necessity .fourteen to sixteen hours a. day •••• For the, 
first thirty years or thereabouts of his being in the trade. or 
from 1155 to 1185. lIuctuation in wages was almost unknown ; 
taking work in. he describes as being as regular and well under
stood in the general rate of wages. as to be like going and 
paying Id. for B penny loaf.' It is interesting to note that 
a ,Leicester witness. speaking of the conditions of this trade 
in 1888, said •• We have no factory bell: it is our only 
blessing.' • 

The new industrial system which robbed this society of its 
freedom robbed it also of its pleasures. If the introduction 
of machinery had taken place under B system that allowed the 
workers to control it, that system would have increased leisure 
and so made the life of man happier: it would in fact have 
done what the philosophers claimed for it. But machinery 
was introduced under B system that placed the workers at the 
disposal of the owners of capital. who valued machinery as B 

means. not to B Iarger and richer life for the workers, but to 
greater and quicker profits for their enterprise.1 There were 
of course many thinkers, politicians, and magistrates before 
the Industrial Revolution who thought that the mass of men 
and women ought to spend their lives in hard toil without 
relief or distraction. But the Industrial Revolution gave B 

great momentum to this view and increased the power of 

• l'octorI .. IDquIrJ CommIIIIoD, 18330 .. L po 180. 
• ~ '*-... 11. polO. 
• See WiI _ _ • !oJ A. Qull ..... lkocIt, pp. u6 L. lor .. odminIoIe 

dIacuaI ... 01 tIWo upect 01 the 1Il41111ria1.,u-
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those who held it. Take for examntethe way in which the 
average manufacturer regarded the: introduction of laboul'o 
saving machinery. He never thoUght of it as a means to 
increasing leisure. On the contrary; if one machine could do 
ten men's work, there was &II the more reason for not allowing 
so valuable an instrument to be idle a moment longer tIlan 
was necessary: in other words, the machine was an argu
ment for lengthelring rather than shortening the working day. 
There were hononrable employers, chief among them the 
illustrious John Fielden, who oontended as ardently as any 
workmen's leader against this vicious monolllRJlia, but the 
spectacle of the immense and sudden expansion of trade was 
so intoxicating that the educated classes were led to forget 
every other side of life. 

This aspect of industry, as an UDreJenting and sIave-driving 
masrer, was emphasised by· the general atmosphere of com
petition that dominated this new world. During a war .. 
nation is obliged to concentmre all its reso~ on one aim, 
to regard everything in its bearing on the efficiency of a society 
for one particular purpose. Everything is seen in a special 
perspective which is false if once you take your eyes off that 
exclusive end. The Industrial Revolution had an effect 6ke 
this on the iroagina.tion of England. for it made people think 
that their society was to be judged solely by its commercial 
success in a.struggle of which the whole world was now the 
arena. The rest of success was the test of profits: if a society 
could make its social and political conditions favoumble to 
the earuing of high profits that society was prosperous. 

Under this influenee there grew up the idea which more 
than any other hranded the workers as servile: the idea that 
they were to be treated as the instruments of this power. and 
not as citizens with faculties and interests of their own· for 
which society should make some provision. This fixed idea 
rules the outlook of the age on religion, politics, philosophy. 
and all the arts and pleasures of social life. The 
optimism created by the new discoveries mingled with as 
dark a disbelief in a wide range of happiness and freedom 88 

the world had ever known. The majority of educated men 
renounced the hope of adapting human life and human power 
to their new surroundings in such a way as to satisfy the 
nobler instinets of human characrer, content to think of the 
mass of their fellow-countrymen as conoemed only with II 

routine of Working, eating, and sleeping. It was 88 if men. 
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had deliberately turned' their bacb on • the master task of 
civilised mankind.' I 

The towns that belOD~ to this age are steeped in ita 
character: they are one aspect of an industrial system that 
refused to recognise that the mass of mankind had any 
btfsiness with education, recreation, or the wide and spiritual 
interests and purposes of life. The age that regarded men, 
women, and children as hands for feeding the machines 
of the new industry had no use for libraries, galleries, 
playgrounds, or any of the forms in which space and 
beauty can bring comfort or nourishment to the human 
mind. The new towns were built for a race that was 
allowed no leisure. Education, it was believed, would make 
the workers less passive and therefore less useful instruments I 
therefore they were not to be educated, or to be educated only 
within the narrowest limits. Recreation was waste: the man 
who was kicking a football or playing a fiddle might be wield· 
ing a hammer at a forge or superintending a spinning machine. 
In some parts of Lancashire it was the custom to forbid musio 
in the public-houses. and parsons and magistrates were found 
who thought that the worker would be demoralised by hearing 
an oratorio in a church on a Sunday. A witness before the 
Faotory Commission gave his impressions of the factory 
system in a vivid phrase: • Thinks they are not much better 
than the Israe1ites in Egypt and their life is no pleasure to 
them.' It Is significant that we find in the pages of Crabbe. 
of Cobbett. and of Bamford the same lament that the games 
and happiness of life are disappearing. The rich might win 
their Waterloos on the playing-fields of Eton. but the rivals 
who were trying to shake our grasp of the new wealth could 
only be conquered by a nation that shut up its wolkers in 
mill or mine or workshop from the rising to the setting of 
the SUD. . 

For with the Industrial Revolution the long working day 
becomes the rule in all industries. factory or domestic, old or 
new. We have an example of a new domestio industry in 
the case of lace-running. which employed over 180,000 women 
and children at the time of the Reform Bill. In this industry 
the worker paid the penalty of these hours in blindiless. A 
girl worlrer before the Factory Commission. who worked from 
Biz in the moming to ten at night, with two hours of! for 

• See Graham WoIIu't po...mJ chapter OIl ·Dispotitiaa ODd ~, 
In n. t;IWI $wio9>. 
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meals. described the trade as ODe that made you subject to 
headache, and said iD contrast to another witness who was 
DO longer able to see .the clock at aU, that she could see the 
clock but could not distinguish the figures from the hands. 
She added a grim touch from the lXIlIDD.ers of the time: • I 
went a long way to see a man hanged t'other day. and couldB't 
see him a hit after all. I heard folks talking: that was some
thing. I got very Dear at last. A man asked me couldn't I see 
him now. I said I could, I was so ashamed, but I could Dot.' 1 

For workers and rulers a1ike the harsh dilemmas of the 
Dew world were sharpened and embittered by the Great War. 
Some bistorians think that England found in that war the 
golden opportunity for her new industries. and that while 
the armies of the Continent were tramping to and fro over 
Europe. and Napoleon was allowing her peoples no respite 
from his rapid stratagems in politics and war, she was laying 
the foundations of her commercial supremacy. There is a 
contrary view that the artificial conditions created by the war 
encouraged a premature expansion of the cotton industry, 
and that it would have been better for that industry had it 
developed more slowly and more naturally. The advocates 
of a minimum wage for weaving were on this view recom
mending a measure that would have been a public benefit, 
apart from its effects on the social life of Lancashire, because 
it would have steadied the wild speculation of the early years. 
At any rate it is certain that the war aggravated every problem 
that the Industrial Revolution presented to the age. 

It is a commonplace that that Revolution introduced pro
foundly disturbing elements into the economic world from the 
scale on which trade was now conducted: a development 
that made nations and industries dependent on a series 91 
delicate relationships spreading like a ,net all over the globe.' 
The war added a new and terrible element of disorder'to the 
uncertainty and caprice of demand which marked the intro
duction of • great industry' with its world-wide markets. At 
times it was conducted directly by economic weapons: the 
spinners and weavers suffered grimly in the great duel between 
the Berlin Decrees and the Orders in Council. Nobody can 
read the evidence given before the Committee on, the Orders 
in Council in ISII1 without appreciating the difficulties of an. 
employer who suddenly found himseH denuded of orders for 

1 Factories Inquiry CommissiOD, 1833, c. U. p. IS. 
• See I'qr • full ditcussioD, Smart, Emw"'" A""a/" vol. i. p. 6oi. 
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his five or six hundred wprkers.1 And the cause that increased 
the miseries of the worke~ and brought serious embarrassments 
to the traders hardened \the mind of the ruling class against 
all liberal ideas by makin~ them more afraid than ever of the 
very name of reform. Thus it came to increase not only 
the distress but the discord of the time, for it was now, as 
the industrial changes pressed more and more on their habits 
and daily life, that the workers became conscious of their 
~ngs as citizens. 

In the early days of this period there was no general sense 
of grievance in the industrial districts on the subject of political 
disabilities, for at that time there was no sharp conflict in 
political ideas between the workers and their rulers, So long 
as the politics of the Birmingham workers took the form of a 
strong desire to pull Dr. Priestley's house to pieces,' their 
rulers had no undue inclination to bridle their energy. Bam· 
ford gives an amusing account of the experience of the unhappy 
reformers who tried to hold a meeting at Thorpe, near Royton 
in Lancashire, in 179". The reformers had assembled in a 
public-house and the mob attacked it with great violence i 
the house was wrecked and the reformers very savagely handled. 
• The cOnstables of the place had been called upon by the 
peaceably disposed inhabitants to act but they declined to inter
fere and the mob had their own way. Mr. Pickford, of Royton 
Hall, a magistrate, never made his appearance, though he lived 
within a few score yards of the scene of the riot, and was 
supposed 'to have been at home all the time during which 
the outrage was perpetrated. He was afterwards known as Sir 
Joseph Ratcliffe, of Milnes Brig, in Yorkshire. Such of the 
reformers as had the good fortune to escape out of the house 
ran for their lives, and sought hiding places wherever they 
could be found i whilst the parson of the pIace, whose name 
was Berry, standing on an elevated situation, pointed them 
out to the mob, saying, "There goes one: and there goes one I 
That's a J acobin, that's another '" and so continued till his 
services were no longer effectual.' Twenty years later the 

• Sadler pointed out in the Roue of Com ...... that .. \oDe os _ was DO 

ft&I>IatiOll of indusll)' the au_Ii .... to whic:Ia tn.de ODd ........ W:tareo .... 
IUbJeet reu 011 the work.... 'Thus if the demud ODd profit of the _p\oJ<o 
111_ the labour of the operatl .... most of wb_ .... chilchs, &ucmcots tiD 
...... , of them .... IitenllJ _cd to deeth I if that demaad dilDi ..... the 
ehil_ .... thro .... putialIJ or whollJ oot of -" ud left to heau7 ODd tho 
pubh.'-Houe of Commou, Much 16, 183&0 
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magistrates took a very different view of popular demonstra
tions, because popular demonstrationS were now directed not 
against reformers but against the COil.duct and the privileges 
of the class in power. If Lancashire had sent 80,000 people 
to St. Peter's Fields to demand the suppression of the Radicals, 
or to support the Combination Laws or the Com Laws, tiu!'e 
would have been no Peterloo. As the working classes came 
to want things that the ruling class had no mind to give them, 
they became acutely sensible of political disabilities which had 
formerly seemed of no account, and the more they felt those 
disabilities, the more harshly did the ruling class enforce them. 

Thus there is a growing strain and tension, the workers 
finding their lives more and more hemmed in, their surround
ings more and more forbidding, their place in the society that 
regulated their arrangements more and more insignificant. 
Their rulers were becoming at the same time more and 
more preoccupied with the danger of yielding any point to 
their impatience. They sought to maintain every monopoly, 
to keep Manchester under the rule of the county magistrates, 
to preserve a system which gave two members to a ditch in 
Wiltshire and left the large industrial towns unrepresented, 
to strengthen and perpetuate by every device the control of 
the new world and the new wealth by a small class. They 
seemed bent on withholding from the workers all initiative in 
every direction, politics, industry, education, pleasure, social 
life.' For they had come to look on civilisation as depend
ing on the undisputed leadership of this small class and on 
the bondage of the workers in the service of the new power 
by means of which thcy hoped to make and keep England 
the mistress of the commerce of the world. A jingle put 
into the mouth of Wellington at the time of the Reform struggle 
summed up the philosophy of this class: 

If I say A I must say B, 
And so go on to C and D; 
And so no end I see there'll be 
If I but once say A B C.l 

Here were all the elements of a mortal struggle. And so we 
see on one side strikes, outbursts of violence, agitations, now 
for a minimum wage, now for the right to combine, attempts, 
sometimes ambitious and far-sighted, to co-operate for mutual 

I WaIIu'. Lif. D{ PIM" po 2460 
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aid and mutual education, the pumuit from tim~ to time of 
projects for the reform ~f Parliament: on the other, Ministem 
and magistrates replyin&\ with the unhesitating and unscrupu
lous use of every weapbn they can find: spies, agents pro
IIOCaUur8, military. occupation, courts of justice used 
dWiherately for the purposes of a class war, all the features of 
armed government where a garrison is holding its own in 
the midst of a hostile pecple. It is not surprising that a civil 
war in which such issues were disputed and such methods 
were employed was fierce and bitter at the time or that it 
left behind it implacable memories, 



CHAPTER II 

THE MINERS OF THE TYNE AND THE WEAR 

THE miners of the Tyne and the Wear are a specially interest· 
ing study, because it is possible to collect from local papers 
and pamphlets a fairly consecutive history of the workmen's 
point of view. For a study of the history of the mining in· 
dustry in general, it would be necessary to examine the various 
experiments of the time in organisation: such as the system 
of letting mines to small labour co~tractors that prevailed in 
Derbyshire, or the leasing of mines to groups of workmen. 
But the miners of the Tyne and the Wear represent the normal 
mining society, and the struggle in these districts is a good 
example of the efforts of the workmen to secure by combination 
some share in the profits of the industry, and some degree of 
independence and assurance. 

The degrading serf system by which the mining population 
in Scotland 1 was bound to the soil had not obtained in England 
for several centuries,' but in Northumberland and Durham 
a system of yearly bond was customary down to 18", and 
was a constant source of disputes between the binders and the 
bound. By this bond the men bound themselves to serve for 
the coming year at a certain rate of pay. The masters were 
not bound to provide them with constant work, but the men 
were bound to descend into the pit when required. The usual 
time for this • binding' was October, but in early days, at any 
rate, the masters were careful not to bind all the men at one 
time 'lest it should be in their power to distress the trade, by 
refusing to work till their demands "7cre 8lItisfied.' • 

In 1765 a combination of masters endeavoured to tum this 
system of a yearly bond into a slavery nearly as gross as that 

J The worken in mines and lilt works of Scotland were nominally releued 
£rom bondage in 1775 (15 George III, Co :18). but .. this measure .... DOt deeD ... 
• further Act .... pused in 1799 139 George III. Co 56~ 

• Gallo ... y. ANUIl of CHI Mi'""r. Sori .. I •• PP.75'76 •• ""eoll 14/iO .. 
the date when miners were emancipated. 

• AN""," R,pst,.., 1765, p. 130-
U 
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which was legal in Scotland. The occasion for this attempt 
was, strangely enough, \ the scarcity of pitmen due to the 
rapid increase of the coal- trade. An apologist for the masters 
explained that iii 17640 some colliery owners neal' Newcastle 
a\tracted workers by offering them two, three, or even four 
guineas as • binding money' in place of the customary shiIling, 
with the result that the men in other collieries became discon
tented, and as their year of service drew to a close showed 
signs of readiness to quit their respective masters, and to 
offer themselves where golden guineas were to be had.' Another 

. account explained that it was the owners of the more hazardous 
pits who started the scheme, because they found the bounties 
which they were forced to give to attract workers a serious 
expense.- Whatever the origin of the idea, the result was 
that the coal-owners of the, Tyne and the Wear met and entered 
into an agreement • that no coal-owner should hire another's 
men, unless they produced a certificate of leave from their 
last master 1 and, as no coal-owner would grant such a certi
ficate, it was by the pitmen called a binding during the will 
of the master.' I The men's position was described as follows : 
if they wanted to move and go to another pit they' now lind 
that no other Owner will hire them, but that they must be 
forced to work at pits which perhaps they do not like, and at 
what Wages the Master pleases, starve, or go to other parts.' • 
The men in fact found themselves faced 'with the prospect of 
virtual slavery. 

To protest against this agreement of the coal-owners 
the men all struck work on August 115, the date when, as 
they thought, their year's bondage expired. The masters 
retorted by declaring that they were bound till November 
11, a discrepancy that can only be explained by the sup
position that the masters had inserted a clause to that 
effect in the bonds without the knowledge of the men. It 
is clear that it was the usual custom to hind the men for eleven 
months and fifteen days in order to prevent them from gain
Ing a settlement in the parishes where their masters lived. 
Whatever the rights or the wrongs of this particular point, the 
men's action had a very rapid effect on their masters' policy, 
and the scheme of introducing virtual serfdom collapsed, as 

, A_ RqUIrr, 1765. P. 1300 
• u.t'. /lwa'ry PNt _ /JritisA c.irMido, Soptem'- --30 176s. 
• A ...... IIIqi#w. 17&S.p.']o,ud~c.m.w"'Sepl_boo"-230 '76s. 
• lA¥I. _-.., PNt _ /JritisA ~ Sept ..... --30 1765-
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we learn from a handbill preserved skong the Home Office 
Papers.- It is dated August 81, and' runs as follows: • The 
Gentlemen in the Coal Trade, on the'Rivers Tyne. and Wear, 
earnestly recommend to the several Pitmen to go immediately 
to their work, as they are obliged by Law to do, till the Expira
tion of their present Bonds, at which Time they do assthe 
them, that each Pitman shall receive a Discharge in Writing 
if he shall require it, that he may be at Liberty to engage in 
the Service of any other Master: and that no Agreement is 
entered into by the Gentlemen of the Coal Trade, to refuse 
employing any Pitman on Account of his having served in 
any other Colliery the Year before.' These assurances, how
ever, came too late, and the only pit where the men would 
work was the Hartley Colliery owned by Thomas Delave!: 
• a very remarkable Instance,' so the newspapers called it, 
• of the Gmtitude of tbe. common People,' for Mr. Delavel 
was conspicuous as a humane employer, and the strikers sent 
him assurances that his pit should not be in any way molested.' 
On the other. hand, when Sir Ralph Milbanke started 
some of his pits on September 18, in the middle of the 
strike, a body of men came and broke up the machinery, 
and three troopS of dmgoons were sent for to protect the 
colliery district.· With this exception the men do not seem 
to have done any actual damage, though we read afterwards, 
• Mr. -- of Fatfield has been obliged to keep soldiers and 
a Justice of Peace in his house night and day for this fortnight 
past •••• " 

The reason why the masters did not test the legality of 
their claim that the binding extended to November 11, by 
summoning their recalcitrant servants before a magistmte, 
and having them sent to prison for a month,· is explained 
in a letter, dated September 18, from Mr. J. B. Ridley to the 
Earl of Northumberland.' The letter is interesting as showing 
the solidarity of the men. You may wonder, he writes, 
why no proceedings have been taken under 20 George D., • this 

I s.P. Dom. (George III.), va). iv. 
• .AIUIIM/ Registw, 1765, p. 131. 
• L41td<nI elm",uk, September 17-11), 176S I Home Office Papen, s.P. 

Dom. EDtry Book, 1940 September 17. 
• Lk7d's Etmoi",. bst, September 3().October .. 
• By 20 George II. Co 19. workman could be sent to prison for a month if • 

malter satis6ed aI.P. that the workDWl wu guUty of '. misdemeanour, JDis.. 
carriage Of ill-behaviour' in his "nice. 

• S.P. Do .... (G"""e m.), voL I •• 
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Is very well, where two ,01' three or a dozeIl, men desert their 
service, and has been D1Bf.y times properly executed with good 
Effect, but where there \is a general Combination of all the 
Pitmen to the Number of 41)00, how can this measure take 
Effect Y in the first place it is difficult to be executed as to 
seimng the men, and even if they should not make a formidable 
Resistance which scarce can be presumed, a few only can be 
taken, for upon the Face of the thing it is obvious that the 
whole persons guilty can not be secured, so the punishment of 
probably twenty 01' forty by a month's confinement in a House 
of Correction, does not carry with it the least Appearance of 
Terror 10 as to induce the remaining Part of so large a Number 
to submit, and these men that should be so confined would 
be treated as Martyrs for the good Cause, and be supported 
and caressed, and at the end of the time broug,ht home in 
Triumph, so no good effect would arise. • • • 

The coal-owners aecoMingly thought it the wisest course to 
obtain military help and to insert the following advertise
ment in the Newcastle papers : 

• Whereas moat of the Bound Pitmen, of the Gentlemen of the 
Coal Trade on the Riven Tyne and Wear, have latel,. desened 
their respective Employments before the Expiration of their 
Bonds and refuse to retum to serve out the respective Time. for 
which they were bound, as they are by Law obliged to do: The 
laid Gentlemen therefore eamestl,. desire aU Penons not to retain 
or employ any of the said Pitmen till they have performed their 
bound Services to their present Masten, as they have not till then 
a Right to aerve any other: 1 

The pitmen in answer to this drew up and published I a 
declaration so remarkable for its spirit of independence and 
for its outspoken language that it deserves to be given in full: 

• Whereas several scandalous and false reports have been and 
ltill continue to be spread abroad in the Country, eoneerning the 
Pitmen In the Counties of Durham and Northumberland absenting 
from their respective Employments before the Expiration of their 
Bonds: This is therefore to Inform the Public, that most of the 
Pitmen in the aforesaid Counties of Durham and Northumberland 
were bound the latter End of August, and the remainder of them 
were bound the Beginning of September 176., and they served 
till the .4th or !15th of August 1765, whieb they expect is the 
due time of their Servitude l but the honourable Gentlemen In 
the Coal Trade will not let them be free till the 11th lof 

, N_1a CirMi<1a ODd c-t, September 14 ... d II. 
I /ii4.. Sep_bcr Ill. 
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November, 1765, which, instead of 11 !ionths and 15 Days, the 
respective Time of their Bonds, is upwards of 14 Months, So 
they leave the most censorious to judgtll whether they be right or 
wrong. For they are of Opinion that they are free from any 
Bond wherein they were bound. And an A~vertisement appear
ing in the Newspapers last Week commanding all Persons not.to 
employ any Pitmen whatever for the Support of themselvea and 
Familiea, it is confidently believed that they who were the 
Authors of the said Advertisement are designed to reduce the 
industrious Poor of the aforesaid Counties to the greatest Misery: 
as all the N eceasariea of Life are at such exorbitant Prices, that 
it is impossible for them to support their Families without using 
some other lawful Means, which they will and are determined to 
do, as the said Advertisement has caused the People whom they 
were employed under to discharge them from their Service. 
Likewise the said honourable Gentlemen have agreed and signed 
an Article not to employ any Pitman that has served in any other 
Colliery the year before; which will reduce them to still greater 
hardships, as they will be obliged to serve in the &ame Colliery 
for Life; which they conjecture will take away the antient 
Character of this Kingdom as being a free Nation. So the Pitmen 
are not designed to work for or serve any of the said Gentlemen, 
in any of their Collieries, till they be fully uti.fied that the said 
Article is dissolved, and new Bonds and Agreementa made and 
entered into for. the Year Ensuing: 

The Gentlemen of the Coal Trade meanwhile repeated with 
greater emphasis their denial of the existence of the obnoxious 
agreement not to employ each other's pitmen, and issued 
further handbills and advertisements to that effect : 

'Whereas an opinion still seems to remain, that an engagement 
i. subsisting among the gentlemen of the coal trade, or some of 
them, not to engage any pitman who shall have been employed in 
any other colliery: It is therefore hereby declared, in the most 
public manner, that there is no such agreement, nor any agree
ment intended to be entered into; or is it meant by the gentlemen 
of the coal trade to refuse employing any pitman on account of 
his having served in any other colliery; and that they require no 
more from the pitmen than that they shall perform the conditions 
of their present bonds: 1 , 

The pitmen, however, were not satisfied with this declara
tion from their employers, and they seem to have taken the 
opportunity to improve their position with respect to wagea 
before their return to work, which finally took place on October t. 
It is interesting to notice from the newspapers of the time 

I NlflKuJ" C",."i<,. aDd r:--, September .,. 
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that the question of g<!>vemment interference to settle the 
wages was raised. Why sJ!.ould not the Privy Council intervene 
before the meeting of ~rliament: 'it is imagined there 
would be no greater difficulty to' settle these unhappy men's 
wa~s than it was to fix a price for the labour of the journey
men taylors.' I The terms on which the men returned are 
nowhere stated; all we can learn is that the contest was 
settled amicably and that they resumed work 'in great 

. spirits.' 
A striking feature of the accounts of this episode in the 

Press is the sympathy shown to the miners. 'rhe local papers 
indeed give no comment, but the London papers-and London 
was seriously affected by the shortage of coal, which wenb up 
from under 80s. to 4.0s. a chaIdron-pubIished many letters 
from the district, showing that the men had public opinion 
on their side. What is perhaps most remarkable is that 
protests were made against the employment of the military. 
'Impartial people,' ran one letter, • think the masters have 
brought this upon themselves, by endeavouring to break 
through an old custom; however, in a country which boasts 
its Liberty, it is an odd way of deciding differences between 
masters and servants by Dragoons.' I Again,' The sending 
a body of troops against them [the pitmen] is a measure but 
little approved by the considerate part of the people; every
body thinks that some expedient to reduce the price of pro
visions, would have been the best means of quieting the tumult; 
and many persons say, it is rather an extraordinary circum
stance to knock a set of poor. men on the head, because they 
will not quietly submit to be starved.' • 

The conditions of the colliers' lives. and of the hardships 
under which they suffered were described in some detail and 
with much feeling in a letter published in two London papers • 
by a certain Richard Atkinson during the strike. This letter 
is particularly interesting because it shows that the familiar 
charge of extravagance was levelled against the miners even 
in these early times. Mr. Atkinson's indignation had been 
roused by the masters' assertion that the troubles were due 
to laziness and not to distress. The men's wages he tells WI 

• I.Mthft CJ-..lo, October "3. 
I Ll9'. ~ /WI, SepWnbet .6 •• 8. 
'l.I.yd'. ~ 1'Nt, Sep ..... bet .8·.... See o.Iso r..u.. C_", 
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are 7s. a week.1 , Cut off from the light of heaven for sixteen 
or seventeen hours a day, they af'l obliged to undergo a 
drudgery which the veriest slave (in the plantations would 
think intolerable, for the mighty sum of fourteen pence.' 
Further, they cannot spend even that sum as they like, for the 
overseer, appointed by the proprietor to keep the men to their 
duty, and to pay them their wages 'constantly keeps a shop 
contiguous to the Pit, where he lays in every necessary both 
for the belly and the back, and obliges the poor men to buy 
whatever they want from him, stopping it out of their wages,' 
and keeping them constantly in his debt. 'Such, Mr. Printer,' 
he exclaims, 'is the real situation of the Colliers. To be sure 
it is the business of the Proprietors to represent them as a 
set of lazy, disorderly fellows, who want only to increase their 
wages, for the sake of extending their extravagancies; the 
more they are kept down, the more their Masters will be 
enabled to venture ten thousand guineas on a favourite horse, 
or the accidental tum of a card. But the sensible part of 
the kingdom, who will always judge for themselves, must 
immediately see, that when Butter in the northern parts of 
England is at sixpence and Butcher's meat at threepence a 
pound, a man who has but seven shillings a week to support 
himself, a wife, and four or five children, can have no mighty 
matter to squander away at an alehouse, or at any other place 
of recreation, which happens to agree with the casual bent 
of his inclination.' 

From the letters of Mrs. Montagu, the famous blu~tocking, 
herself a colliery owner, we learn the impression the colliers 
made on their employers in these early days. 'The Tyne Vale 
where I live,' she wrote in 1775," 'used to look green and 
pleasant. The whole country is now a brown crust, with here 
and there a black hole of a coal-pit, so that I cannot boast of 
the beauty of our prospects. As to Denton, it has mightily 
the air of an ant-hill: a vast many black animals for ever 
busy. Near fourscore families are employed on my concerns 
here. Boys work in the colliery from seven years of age. I 
used to give my colliery people a feast when I came hither, 

I The employen' 'tiew (~ CA,.,,,itk, September 21-23. and .A,,1UI4I 
Regisler. ,,65. p. 130) was that they earned &om twelve ahillings to fourt .... 
shillings. week.. Arthur Young, who got hia figures from employen. in Ilia 
Norl_ T_. ..,L tiL pp. 8 and 90 g .... the eamiDgI u one ohillina to foar 
ohillings • day with firing • 

• Sec" IAt/¥ oj 1M z-t ~. '" Dr. D"""" PI" 199 fI'. 
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but as the good souls (men and women) are very apt to get 
drunk, and when drunk, {Very joyful, and sing, and dance, and 
holloo, and whoop, I dale not on this occasion,l trust their 
discretion to behave with proper gravity; so I content myself 
with killing a fat beast once a week, and sending to each family, 
once, a piece of meat. It will take time to get round to all 
my black friends. I had fifty-Jline boys and girls to sup in 
the court-yard last night on rice pudding and boiled bed I 
to-monow night I shall have as many. It is very pleasant 
to see how the poor things cram themselves. and the expense 
is not great. We buy rice cheap, and skimmed milk and 
coarse bed serve the occasion.' 

Mrs. Montagu goes on to explain that she will also • bestow 
some apparel' on the most needy. Self-interest and benevo
lence blend in a happy ooncord over the cheap rice and the 
skimmed milk: • Some benefits of this sort, and a general kind 
behaviour giveS to the coaI-owner, as well as to them, a good 
deal of advantage. Our pitmen are afraid of being turned off, 
and that fear keeps an order and regularity amongst them 
that is very uncommon.' But Mrs. Montagu was a woman of 
sensibilities. and even the promise she made to herself to start 
a spinning school for the girls, if profits continued good for 
two years, failed to quiet her scruples; • I cannot yet reooncile 
myself to seeing my fellow-creatures descend into the dark 
regions of the earth; tho' to my great comfort, I hear them 
singing in the pits... • ." 

Arthur Young gave in 1768 an unfavourable picture of 
coIlien as • a most tumultuous, sturdy set of people, greatly 
impatient of controul, very insolent, and much void of common 
industry'" Their characters indeed were not of a kind to 
endear them to their social soperiozs. and as the eighteenth 
century went on and the coal trade increased, the mannen of 
the pitmen altered • materially for the WOJSe.' TheJe is little 
mention of them in t!>e reoords of the time beyond refereneea 
to their turbulence. Thus a petition from the .Magistrates 
and Principal Inhabitanb of'Sunderland in 1'185 asks fot a 
permanent military foroe as a protection not only against the 
disobedienee of the Seamen and KeeImen, but against the 
unruly behaviour of • another description of Men eaIIecI. Pi~ 
men: amongst whom, • from their n1lD1bem and habits 01 

I R .... ...-..a hod "'II!IJ die4. 
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Life, discontents frequently arise whlch call for the inter
position of the Civil Power aided by 4 Military force.' 1 

In the first volume of the Reports of the Society for 
Bettering the Condition of the Poor I there is a long and 
serious account of the situation and shortcomings of the 
mining poor, and of the provisions made for the benefit 
of the Duke of Bridgewater's colliers near Manchester, by 
the Rev. Thomas Gisbome, written in 1798. • It is to high 
wages,' he informs his readers, • that many of the criminal 
habits, so often ascribed to the character of a collier, may in 
part be ascribed •••• To economy, he is, in general, an utter 
stranger.' When first his wages are paid the collier and his 
family may be seen' indulging themselves in the use of animal 
food three times a day.' The week after, it is true, they have 
to descend to a diet of rye bread with oatmeal and water, 
till • the next receipt of their wages enables them to retum to 
a course of luxury.' A contrast is drawn between the luxurious 

\ and riotous pitman with his wage of 169. (or with the family's 
labour of 20s. or even 80s.) and the decent and frugal agricul
tural labourer who, on his wage of 9s. a week, would cer
tainly never be able to succumb to the wild debauchery of 
meat three times a day. Drunkenness, profane language, 
deceit, • riotous dispositions, impatience of supposed griev
ances, and discontent infiamed by the contagion of turbulence 
and clamour,' are amongst the charges brought against the 
miners. The chief remedy proposed by the Rev. Thomas 
Gisbome was that the colliers should by religious education 
be led to • a just sense of revealed religion, and of the rewards 
and punishments of a future state.' Failing this the posses
sion of gardens and other property was to be encouraged as a 
corrective to bad habits;' and the truck system and • tommy-

1 H.O., 420 6. ID 1793 the Mayor tIIld magistrates of Newcastle .. ked for 
barracks to be built (H.O., 4' •• 5). 

o Pp. 170·73 .... d pp. "3.6. 
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shops' instituted near ,Manchester by the Duke of Bridge
water were praised. By such a method • the collier always 
has credit for necessaries and reasonable comforts; and, at 
the same time, is not able to squander the mass of his gains, 
to the injury of himself and his family.' . 

The unsatisfactory behaviour of the miners created a good 
deal of uneasiness amongst their neighbours. The Bishop of 
Durham, who as Lord of the Manor had been given the mineral 
rights of the district by a legal decision early in the century, 
when the growth of the mining industry made the question 
vital, now urged the creation of additional chapels in populous 
districts. • I hope,' he had written in 1798, in reference to a 
dispute between coal-owners and men, • the good sense of the 
People will in a little time prevail and convince them of the 
happiness which they enjoy.' 1 But so little did the expedient 
of additional chapels succeed, that seventeen years later, in 
1810, the Bishop's stables were requisitioned to hold three 
hundred recalcitrant strikers, for whom there was no room in 
the Gaol and House of Correction. 

The dispute in 1810 was not connected with wages.- It 
was concerned primarily with that persistent cause of friction, 
the yearly bond, and incidentally with certain special griev
ances, including fines. The history of the dispute is briefly 
as follows.- In October 1809, just before the annual binding, 
the masters agreed amongst themselves to bind the men for 
a year and a quarter instead of a year, that is till January 
1811, so that after that time the yearly binding should be in 
January instead of in October. This they did because, October 
being a very busy time, the men could force up the binding 
bounty. The new plan was propounded to the men at the 
binding; they agreed to it and were bound for the year and 

• a quarter. Afterwards, on thinking it over they realised the 

... _ took more than rour hours' s1.ep, and OD mOODlighl nichts I.... Arth .. 
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disadvantages, and determined that in October 1810 they 
would strike, unless the masters coll¥ented to bind them for 
a year as usual. The men had some sort of 'brotherhood' 
or confederacy, possibly formed now, possibly of earlier date. 
Its existence was publicly known about July.! In October 
the masters refused to grant the demands made on them, and 
all the men on the Tyne and the Wear struck work. The dele
gates from the diHerent collieries held frequent meetings, but 
, they were hunted out by the owners and magistrates, assisted 
by the military, and committed to prison.' 

The hunt for strikers continued for several weeks, and the 
overflow of prisoners from the Gaol and the House of Correc
tion at Durham filled the Bishop's stables, without any 
effect being produced on the strike itself. At last, when 
matters were at a deadlock, a parson magistrate, the Rev. 
Mr. Nesfield, Rector of Brauncepeth, and Captain Davis, in 
charge of the Caermarthen militia, who guarded the prisoners, 
intervened as mediators. The stable prisoners, to whom they 
appealed as the leaders of the strike, refused to make terms, 
'leaving it entirely to their partners at liberty.' The result 
of the negotiations was that the pitmen returned to their 
work, and promised to fulfil their present bonds, that is up 
to January, whilst Mr. Nesfield pledged his word to them that 
he would act as mediator and bring forward proposals to 
improve their position in future. The main proposal, to 
which they are said to have agreed at the time, was that 
by a compromise the binding time should in future be neither 
October nor January. but April As soon as the prisoners 
were released they published in all the Newcastle papers I 
a dignified message of thanks to the inhabitants of Durham, 
for their • kindnesses and favours' during their confinement 
in the stables, to the soldiers who did their duty over them for 
their ' good behaviour,' and to Captain Davis, Mr. Nesfield, and 
others for the trouble and interest shown in befriending them. 
This message was signed by four leaders on behalf of 159 
prisoners. 

After the men had gone back to work, Mr. Nesfield found 
the path of the peacemaker a thorny one. He addressed 
the coal-owners on the River Wear, inviting them and two 
men from each colliery to meet him at Chester-Ie-Street on 
December 20, and offering to submit for their consideration 

1 Committee on CombiuatiOll Laws,,82s, P. 21 and T,....N".,..".,F.bl1WJ 
~, ,811. I T,.... N"....,.. Pecember ... ,8,~ 
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IUch regulations lis would remove the peculiar cause of the 
present discontent. But; the coal-owners refused his over
tures; they argued first.! that the River Wear did not,consti
tute the coal trade. but that the River Tyne, Hartley. Blyth. 
and Cowpen were integral parts of it, and that therefore 
they could not make any separate arrangements; secondly. 
that the. plan of inviting two' men from each colliery was 
objectionable • lest such Meeting should hazard a Recurrence 
of the late Disturbances.' They further hinted that his inter
ference was uncalled for. and that if his services were needed 
he would be informed. in which case the coal-ownem would 
• attend with Deference to your Recommendation as far as 
they can do consistently with what is fit to be observed Oil' 

such an important Occasion; at the same Time keeping in 
view the Duty they owe to themselves, their Workmen. and 
the Peace of the Country.' • ' 

Mr. Nesfield's goodwill was not daunted by this cold recep
tion, and he proposed a new meeting on January 8. inviting 
this time all the coal-owners of the Tyne and Wear distric13 
to attend, Whether it was the near approach of the new 
binding time and the fear of riots, or some other motive that 
changed their attitude. the coal-owners now accepted the 
invitation, the conference took place, and Mr. Nesfield brought 
forward proposals under twelve heads. On this occasion it 
was the men who thwarted Mr. Nesfield's good intentions of 
acting as peacemaker; the masters, after notifying the fact 
that some points did not meet with their approval. accepted 
his proposals as a whole for the sake of peace and quiet. 1he 
pitmen agreed to the clauses which enacted that the condi
tions. apart from the bond under which they were hired. 
should be clearly set down in a book. that a copy of the bond 
should be handed to a representative appointed by them. 
that fines should lapse if not demanded at the ensuing pay 
day, and that if fined when they were voluntarily idle they 
should be paid when they were compelled to be idle: but 
they now rejected. though not unanimously. the proposal they 
had originally accepted thet the hinding time should be on 
April S. They also rejected the proposals designed to meet 
their grievances about fines for deficient measures, and foul 
coal, and payment when the pit was made unfit for working 
by an accident to the engine.. 

The conference aecoMingly broke up without arriving at 
an'1 agreement. The ne~tiations Ulat followed can onI'1 be 
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guessed at. This much is certain: that the men were ulti
mately forced to accept the proposals, and when their bonds 
expired in January, were bound peaceably for It years. 
The 5th of April henceforth remained the regular binding 
day till the bond system came to an end in 1844. The coal
owners were afterwards said to have adjusted the business 
'by the assistance of legal weapons,' 1 and as no records of 
actual prosecution exist, threats of prosecution under the 
Conspiracy and Combination Laws were probably sufficient. 

Acurious glimpse into the scenes of the binding time is afforded 
by a correspondence in the Tyne Mercury." That paper on 
January 29 inserted a paragraph explaining that the reluctant 
pitmen at Jarrow were urged by a Methodist preacher to 
accept their bonds, under pain of hell fire if they refused. 
, At the time appointed, the pitmen WERE bound, the fear of 
hell vanished, and they got comfortably drunk, as usual upon 
such occasions.' Next week a correspondent wrote on behalf 
of the Methodist preacher, impugning the truth of this account, 
and declaring that the fulminations from the pulpit were 
directed against the combination or Brotherhood with its 
oath. • This Oath is illegal; and because Christianity teaches 
subjection to the laws it is unchristian and immoral.' This 
version of the affair roused violent protests from a volunxinous 
writer signing himself 'No Methodist,' who quarrelled with 
the Methodists, not because they had used unfair pressure 
in urging the pitmen to retum to work, but because after 
being 'the principal founders, supporters, and propagators of 
the combination,' they now posed as its destroyers, whereas 
in reality they had not declared their opposition till it was 
already' annihilated by the strong arm of the Law.' 

The use of the strong arm of the Law to put down the 
pitmen's combination possesses a certain piquancy from the 
fact that the masters themselves were formed into an illegal 
combination commonly known 88 the' Newcastle Vend.' I 

The Vend, which had existed ever since 1786, and possibly 
before, was an agreement made between the different coal
owners that no pit should sell or 'vend' more than a certain 

1 Tym Mercury. February 12, 18n. 
• Ibid •• January 29. February S. February 12, and February 26, J811 • 
• For particulars of the Vend during this period, lee 1800 Reports of the 

Houe of CommoDi Committees on the Coal Trade (specially App. 4' to the Firat 
Report, which show. how it wu worked), &ad the .S,? Report of the Honse of 
Lords' Committe, oq the Coal T .. de, 
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fixed amount of coal. At the beginning of the year a rough 
and liberal calculation was made of the whole amount for 
which there was likely ~ be a demand, and the proportion 
in which each individual colliery might supply it was arranged. 
The price of the coal of different collieries differed according 
to its quality, and that too was fixed at the beginning of the 
year. By this arrangement the collieries" with inferior coal 
were ensured a certain sale, and if any owners shipped more 
than their stipulated quantities they were bound at the end 
of each year to make an allowance to those who had shipped 
less.' 

From the men's point of view the Vend gave them more 
or less regularity of employment by equalising the work • 
• One great Consideration,' said a coal-owner to the 1800 
Committee" in speaking of the system, • is, I believe, the Peace 
and good Order of the Country.' He went on to explain that 
if the inferior pits were to stop work the men would go and 
call out the workers in other pits. 

In the troubled days of 1816, when the iron trade was almost 
at a standstill, and the Staffordshire and Shropshire miners 
were wandering about the country starving, the pitmen of 
the Tyne and Wear suffered much less severely. The mines 
which, like those in Northumberland and Durham, supplied 
coals for the London market were, of course, less affected by 
the depression of trade than the mines whose output was 
mainly consumed by neighbouring furnaces. On the Wear 
indeed there was a small strike 'upon the ostensible ground 
of their present wages being inadequate to their support, 
wlule the price of bread-com continues so very much higher 
than it has been,' but the magistrates and the soldiers soon 
sent the strikers back to work.' 

It is clear that the system of a yearly bond, guaranteeing 
the men a certain minimum of work at a fixed rate of pay, 

t A _ was """'" 1n'794 acainlt the DIab of Northamh.lI ... d'a oemt and 
li .... o.h .... principal memhelS of the V.nd, for wic:lr:edIr CODSpirIDg, ... mhinin&. 
... a ..... red ... tinl to ch ... t the public, by • ~ain Mr. Errincton who had 
inherited aD I.t_ .. I ..... in • coo1 min. beloncU>c to the Dllk. of Northum-
herlaad, and had found the output Umited below • profitable .... GODt b:r the 
_I, but after ohtaIninc the mDOW ofth. trial from N ...... tle to York 
Mr. Err\octon'. ardour eooled alia the matter was dropped. See First Report 
on the Coal Thd ... 800. 

• .. - RqisItr, .8.6, c.tPMido, p. 73, quoting the 2)w MIftW7. See 
H.o.,42. 'S'. for the RH. Mr. Neolield't oj .... 011 this 1tIike. Ho tItoo;ht 
lb. _ UDjUSti6~ 
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gave a certain protection to the Northumberland and Durham 
miners in sudden depressions of trade during the year. It 
also gave them facilities for concerted action which the Coln
bination Laws might check but could not destroy. Their well· 
known 'turbulence' acted also as a protection against any 
attempt actually to lower the money wages at the time of 
binding. Mr. Buddie, the well·known colliery manager,' was 
asked in 1829,· whether a reduction in wages could' be effected 
without danger to the tranquillity of the district, or risking 
the destruction of the mines, with all the machinery and the 
valuable stock, vested in them?' 'I should think not,' he 
answered; 'but the coal-owners have not the power of reduc
ing the wages till April next.' ••• 'Is it possible another 
year to hire the workmen at lower wages, if the present prices 
of coals continue Y '-' I should conceive not without great 
disturbance and perhaps not succeeding in the end.' 

The system of paying wages in goods or truck instead of in 
money was prohibited by law in 1817." The truck grievance 
seems never to have been so acute in the Northern as in the 
Midland mines,' although its existence is mentioned from 
time to time. 

In 1819 the wave of excitement about Reform which 
spread over the country after Peterloo affected the pitmen in 
the north." 'Until within these few weeks,' wrote Mr. John 
Buddie on October 25,' , our Colliers and the body of Labourers, 
of every description, connected with the Coal Works, never 
troubled their heads with politics.' The mischief he ascribes 
to the publications, the Black Dwarf and the Black Book. 'They 
are to be found in the Hal Cr&UJn of almost every pitman you 
meet.' This zeal for politics was combined with discontent 
about their lot, and restiveness about the bond. ' Their 
constant cry,' he writes some weeks later, 'is that they work 

J He invented the system of '.plittinc' the air! See Galloway, Hist",,".! 
CIHIl Miniw.r. p. 146 . 

• 18'9 Lord" Committee on the Cod Trod., pp. 68, 69-
• 57 George III. Co 122. • See T".,,, Ww,w, 1160-1832, pp. 66-71. 
• For an interesting estimate of the Dumbers of men and bo)'l employed ill 

18190 ... H.O., 42. 198. 
l1odapomu1. A ............. 
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.. far too hard for their wageI/," and cannot exist npon [them]. 
One fellow at Heaton, after having solemnly made this declara
tion last say Friday, gave lis. 10<1. next day for a White Hat.' I 

The men's grievances are fully set out in a pamphlet entitled 
A. Votcefrom the Coal Minu, or II p/ain8latemtmt of the IJIII'iouB 
grieIJ/IflCU of the Pitmen of the Tyne and Wear, tJddreued to the 
COtJl..orDneFs,lheir head agent8 and II sympathetic pubZic, pubZuhed 
by the CoUier" of the United A.B8oci4tion of N orIhumberZand and 
Dur1w.m in 1825," a publication made possible by tile repeal 
of the Combination Laws. A clear account is given of the 
oonditions of employment. . . 

Foremost among tile grievances was the system of fines. 
Witllout entering into tedious techniealities, tile men's Jines 
can be briefty described as fonows : 

(1) ~en the hewer'a coal Was measured, if tIlere was any 
deftcieney in any particular oorf or basket, he forfeited tile 
whole oorf. There was great uncertainty as to the standatd 
measure, and hence tile system gave • rise to much injustice 
and oppression.' • . 

(2) U foul coal, flint, or stone was found mixed in any oorf 
the hewer was fined 8d. a quart for it, and if tIlere were more 
tIlan t quarts he was guilty by law of a misdemeanour. Under 
tile term foul coal, it was said •• tile master classes whatever 
part of tile strata he pleases.' • 

A second grievance was what may be called tile • three-days 
grievance.' A stipulation that a minimum of work of nine 
days a fortnight must be provided, was inserted in tile bond, 
but by tile arrangements drawn IIp by Mr. Nesfi.eld in 1810, if 
an accident happened to tile engine which made tile pit unfit 
for working, after tIlree days tile men were to be paid 2s. 6d. a 
day. Later on tile clause was amended in such a way that tile 
arrangement applied if a pit was rendered unfit for working 
by an accident to the engine, • or any other cause.' Some of 
tile ooal-ownen interpreted tIlese words • or any otller cause' 
very liberally: and when work was slack tIley would lay the 
pit idle for tIlree' days. resume work for one day, lay it idle for 
tl1ree days again. and so on, thus cheating the men not only 

I H.o., <Po rgg. Although th .... me orthe writ .. iI __ oat the le_ 
la c1_1J fna Mr. _die. 

I Thio UDiOD _ folUldcd U\a the Jlepoal or the Combiuatioa La .... Ilbs. 
C£ Gallo..." ... ..", L P. 46S. ud BoddIe's EridmI:e be&n Cotami&Iee OR 

CombiDatioa La .. in Ilbs. p. I. 
I ... CtnWitl ~"tiI c..l-o-.. vu-.. 18a6. • /iii. 
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of their stipulated minimum but of their 25_ ad. a day as well. 
The men who were thus cheated when work was slack were 
themselves fined half a crown a day if they were absent when 
their employers wanted them. 

A grievance which was to playa more important part later 
.was the length of hours worked by the boys, seventeen in some 
pits; and another grievance was the hardships caused by the 
use of the Davy lamp.' Owing to this lamp, declares the pam
phlet, the miner has now' to sufier the most awful agony in 
an exceedingly high temperature.' Complaints with reference 
to wages were mainly connected with shortage of work and 
with fines and deductions. Detailed estimates from two pits 
put these fines and deductions at a little over 25. a week. Thus 
in one pit where not more than nine days' work a fortnight 
was provided and the weekly earnings were about 13s. ad., the 
deductions .were reckoned as follows: 

Candles 
Caller and smith 
House rent and fire 
Picks and pick handle 

Fines and forfeits •. 

S. D. 

o 71 
o 1 
o 8 
o 8 

1 21 
1 0 

The estimate of the wages which would produce ' reasonable 
comfort' to the collier's family, we give elsewhere;· they 
are high compared with the actual wages. The colliers in 
fact had no intention of being reduced to subsistence level, and 
appeals to them to remember that mine owning and mine 
working were expensive occupations, which left little margin 
for wages, met with a blunt response: 'We are not ignorant 
of the great expense incurred in the working of the mine; 
yet princely fortunes have been amassed by both our employers 
and their ancestors; and even men from our own ranks, have 
grown rioh by the emoluments arising from the coal mines ••• .' 

According to the 18~2 lrfines Report, a great impetus was 

I See T_~, '760-,832, p. 25. 
I T""", z.,u"",", '760·,8~., pp. 34·~5. II "orb 001 " tl, 6 .. 3~d •• 

,,"I<. 
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given to the Miners Association in 1826 by the refusal of the 
masters to give the customary hiring bounty, and ~oo men are 
said to have joined the Union.' • The Union of the Pitmen,' 
wrote Lord Londonderry that same year, February 26, 1826,
• is entirely established, and if the Coal-Owners do not resist 
their Combination they must surrender at Discretion to any 
Laws the Union propose.' He enclosed an interesting pampblet 
called A. Candid A.ppeal 10 tM COal-OmnerB and Vkmer8, ••• 
from tM Committee oftM CoUiers United A.880ci4tion, from which 
we leam particulars of some attempted negotiations, between 
the Pitmen's Union and the Coal-Owners. When the Colliers 
United Association, as it called itself, approached the Coal
Owners Union Committee with the suggestion that a meeting 
should be held by representatives of both sides • in order the 
better to adjust the exceptionable parts of the Bond,' the 
coal-owners • refused to take any notice of it on the ground 
that we were not a corporate body, and the Coal-Owners Union 
Committee knew nothing of and, therefore would not recog
nise or treat with such a body of men as the Colliers Union 
Association.' I 

It is interesting to notice in the Candid,A.ppeal that the men 
claim a certain share in the management of affairs that directly 
concern them. Thus they object to the clause in the customary 
Bond which refers • the settlement of differences and dis
putes between the contracting parties. to two viewers,' and 
ask that a body consisting of two viewers appointed by the 
proprietors and two hewers appointed by the men should be 
set up fotthe purpose. They also object to a proposed scheme 
for a Benefit Society: • It has long been a favourite object 
with the rich and opulent to desire and promote plans for 
making the poor maintain the poor, and the funds of Benefit 
Societies have generally been made to aid the poor rates, and 
thereby relieve at the same time both the poor and the rich. 
• • • We view therefore with some jealousy and suspicion 
a recommendation lately submitted to us from the colliery 
viewers, or some of them, to institute a general fund for the 
relief of colliers, their widows and families, eto. We can 
hardly hope that those who have refused to attend to our 
complaints or make any reply to our just remonstrances, will 
be prepared to lay aside all partiality and sinister views and 

• Pirst Report '" c-aw.1oa for IDquiriDc into ... pl..,......t of cbildftD in 
mina..,cl ..... ufoct .... (Appeaclb. Part i.). 

, B.O., 40. 190 ' See .. C-.J A»-L 
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interest themselves sincerely in the management and direc
tion of a fund solely for our benefit. Besides, any pIan pro
posed for our benefit, to which we should be called on to con
tribute, must be under our own special management and 
direction.' 1 

Lord Londonderry's alarm at the power of the Union was 
unnecessary, for during the next few years the men lost ground 
rather than gained it. In 1828 the 15s. a week guaranteed 
them by the Bond was reduced to Us., and in 1880 • it was 
withdrawn altogether by a section at least of the coal-owners, 
with the result that in many collieries wages fell very low, 
as low as 8s. or lOs. per week, owing to want of worko' I 

• Galloway, AnnaII, L p. 46S. 



CHAPTER III 

THE lIIINERS OF THE TYNE AND THE WEAR 

The Strikel of 1881 and 1882 

Tim men, unable to improve their position by peaceful per
suasion, determined to join battle with the coai-owneI'S. On 
February 26, 1881, about 10,000 pitmen I of the .Tyne and 
Wear met near Chester-Ie-Street and resolved to obtain 
redress for their grievances, and on March 21 a mass meeting 
of about twen,ty thousand persons, attended by the workeI'S from 
forty-seven eollieries, was held on the Town Moor of Newcastle, 
at which a policy was formulated. Amongst. other things 
the system of • tommy-shops , was condemned. To the Lord 
Mayor of Newcastle, who had offered to act as mediator, they 
Bent on March 28 a letter de~g their grievances.- First 
and foremost comes the three-days grievance, which we have 
already deseribed. • An article in the bonds empoWeI'S the 
Owne!S to limit the working days to only nine in the fortnight, 
in which nine days we are allowed as much work as will yield 
us 2Ss. at the prices for working which is mentioned in the 
bond; but there is another article tl!.e former part of which 
reads as follows: if through any accident happening the 
engines or pits, rendering them unfit for working, or any other 
cause, the pits be laid off work for more than three successive 
days. we are to be paid lis. lid. per day, but not until we have 
laid idle three successive days. But, sir, that clause in this 
article which reads thus, or any other cause the pits be laid 
oft work, does, we think, destroy the virtue of the former 
article: for if the owne!S chooseth to keep the coals and not 
send them to market, they may assign it as a sufficient cause 
for laying the pits off work for three !lays. and if we be set 
to work upon the fourth, we have no claim of any allowance 

I IIlIS]1 tho Mayor of Newastl. ootimo.ted that the totalllumbor of pitmell 
employod OIl the '1)D.' ad the Weer __ ]O.OOC> 10 4O.00C> (H.O., 52. J4). 
Mr. llI1ddle beIOno Lozds' Commitl<le OIl Cool Tude, l&a,. ci- ... 954 .. the 
1l1llllbor. 

a :l)tot M_ April n. lip. 

• 
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for the loss of such time. • • .' I The second grievance was the 
length of the hours worked by the boys: • Again, another article 
binds the boys to work fourteen hours from starting at the crane 
and until ending at the same, which through the distances the 
crane is underground, keeps the boys sometimes seventeen hours 
from home, leaving them only seven or eight hours a day for 
every other purpose of life.' 

The third grievance was the system of colliery houses by 
which the men and their families were dependent for she1t~ 
on signing the bond, for if • we are not agreed for the ensuing 
year, or if we be legally discharged from the colliery, the owners, 
their agents or servants are empowered to enter such dwell- . 
ing, turn us with our families and furniture to the door, without 
having recourse to the legal proceedings of the law.' 

The fourth grievance was the system of fines already described • 
• These measures we wish to have softened': put in blunter 
language, the men wished for protection from fraud, especially 
with regard to false corves, for' if the corves be made ever so 
much above their measurement, we are not allowed to have 
them adjusted, so that we have to guess when there is a suffi
cient quantity of coals in her, but if, when sent to bank, any 
corf be deficient, we lose the price of that corf altogether.' 

Into the grievances connected with the • tommy-shop' 
system the men did not enter: probably they felt strong 
enough to settle that question by themselves, on the lines of 
the resolution passed at their meeting. It is important to 
note that they did not actually threaten to strike, if their 
demands were not granted: they expressed their determina
tion to refuse to be bound till they were satisfied, but were 
willing to continue working unbound, whilst their original 
plan was to send two delegates to London to state their case 
before the House of Commons. As the Mayor of Newcastle 
had offered to • intercede' for them, they turned to him first. 

The result of the Mayor's mediation was that the coal
owners passed certain resolutions on March 28.' They conceded 
a twelve-hours day for boys at the crane, iguored the three-day 
grievance, merely reiterating that a minimum of 28s. a fort
night should be guaranteed as before, suggested that in future 
the binding contract should be entered into in January, three 
months before it took effect, so that the men should have time 
to arrange about their houses if necessary, and refused to make 
any concessions in the matter of fines or honest dealing: the 

1 T".. NImU7, AprU U, 1831. • /Jid, 
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fines' being a necessary protection to the oWners against negli
gence, or frauds.' No change in reference to the size of the 
corves, they said, was required, since a measure existed at 
the top of the pit. On the subject of the truck system they 
passed the following curiously worded resolution: • That the 
workmen be paid their wages in money as has hitherto been 
the custom, and remain at liberty to supply themselves with 
candles, gunpowder, and shop goods, wherever they may think 
proper.' It is noteworthy that the TIJ1I8 Mercury, which 
represented the views of the coal-owners, forgetting that the 
week before it had denied the existence of any grievance on 
the ground that such a system would be illegal, hailed this 
abolition of • tommy-shops' as an important Concession. 
Finally the coal-owners resolved not to carry .on any colliery 
after April II with unbound men.' 

In answer to this, the pitmen replied that the masters had 
not met their point about the • three-day' grievance, and they 
asked a question which showed that they had now raised 
their minimum terms, • Is it unreasonable to ask for employ
ment for...,leven days in a fortnight at as. per day! '. The 
masters retorted by an ingenious denial of the three-day 
grievance, showing that on paper it could not exist; how
ever, they practically conceded the men's demands, agreeing 
that as there was some ambiguity in the wording, • the inten
tions of the parties being the same,' the clause might be more 
clearly expressed.' This point settled, the dispute was 
narrowed down to two questions: (1) the demand for a BSs. 
minimum a fortnight; (2) fraudulent fines. On the tlrst 
question the coal-owners with bewildering logic aflirmed in 
the same breath, tlrst that the men already made higher wages 
than 88s. a fortnight, and could count on as much. for the 
ensuing year, and secondly that if the men were bound on 
those terms only three-quarters of them would be engaged. 
Further, comparisons were drawn with the wages of other 
miners and those of other occupations. The fines they could 
not dispense with, • but they may state that they are levied 

I The M.JOl of N.wcut1. told Si< H. R-. who .... ill eommand th ..... that 
the eo&l.ownen did not wish fw aD. imm.ediate settlem~Dt. but waDted the price 
01 coals oohanc:od and hoo .. olfend _ ""'ilr..1y to be .... pted. R_ WIGle, 
'.. • .. The terms the, haft offered. to the pitmen are such u to be ftI'J beDeficlal 
to th ..... I_lf .... pted .... d if rejected (which thOJ will be) thOJ 10m be...u 
..... ~t '(H.O •• 40. "9). 

• N __ C ...... 1o, April,. • Z)oN M...". April ... 
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unwillingly and with every proper discrimination and for
bearance.' Again the men demanded protection from fraud; 
they asked not to be fined till the fault was shown before 
witnesses on both sides. and to have ' the privilege of measur· 
ing the Corves at any Time without previous Notice of their 
Intention,' a demand which speaks for itseH.1 

For several weeks the dispute went on and the pits lay idle ;. 
eleven magistrates not connected with the coal trade offered 
their services as mediators without success. an offer deprecated 
by the TyM Mercury' as 'liable to produce an impression on un· 
educated men that their complaints are well founded and must 
be attended to.' In vain Lord Londonderry offered 80s. a fort
night to his pitmen. asking that the fines should 'be left to 

. his honour. and that of his agents." 'I conceived my colliers,' 
he wrote afterwards I 'were really attached to the family and 
their old establishment. I tried by addressing them (as well 
as Lady Londonderry) to work upon their sense of justice and 
regret as well as their affections.' At last both sides agreed 
to a minimum of 80s. a fortnight, and the fines remained the 
only point at issue. The TyM Mercury' made the novel but 
unfrnitful suggestion that they should be used for a fund for 
the education of the pitmen's chiWren. mtimateJy towards 
the end of May it was decided that the several collieries should 
treat separately with their own men. Lord Londonderry 
started concessions; I other coal-owners followed suit. and 
by the middle of June all the pits were at work again.8 The 

• N",,,,sslil C4rot1i&k. Apri1.6. I See H.O., 5' .... and so. '4-
• April 12. 
, Ntfllttut/6 CArtlflieieJ May 14- Lord Londonderry wu criticised by the 

T,YJU Menury (Aprilu) (or joining with two other J.P." in iauing a warning 
to the pitmen against assembling, acting vi01ently, ADd deterring others from 
working: fit is DOt very decorous of the Marquis of Londonderry to put hi, 
name as a magistrate to such a notice, when he is himself interested ... coal. 
owner. J • NntJ&4stll Clu-tmku, June II. 

t May 3. ' H.O., 5:1. 14, and 40. 29-
• Tl;1e Duke of Northumberland wrote to the H.O. on May a6 that work had 

been resumed-c the occupiers having made their own terms respectively with 
the refractory workmen, and thereby departed frOID the Union which they had 
recently established in their own defc.o.ce; whilst the original and impoainc 
Union of the Pilmen is in full authority and (orce. In many cases new covenant. 
haft been made upon fair and teuable principles. abrogating lOme hard aDd 
indefensible costoml and giving an advance of wages upon an ."erage of £10 
per cent. In lOme cues • precipitate and abtolute concession has been made to 
tbe demands of the pitmcn-more I apprehend in the ea.gemetl of mercantile 
seol than Iio ... an1 positive and impending intimidation' (H.O •• So. '4). 
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7'yt18 Mm:uryl thus summed up the result of the negotiations: 
• Though it be true that the owners of each particular colliery 
have made the best terms they could for their own /COncern, 
it is quite clear that the servants have triumphed over their 
masters in the struggle.' The men in fact had won a twelve
hours day for the boys and for the inferior grades of labour, 
had raised their own guaranteed minimum Is. a week, and had 
secured themselves against a system of fraud. For a few 
months there was peace. 

The hero of the fight was Thomas Hepburn, a pitman at 
Hetton Colliery. The Union which had won the victory is 
commonly c&lled Hepburn's Union, for he was its moving 
spirit, but it was not till August of this year (1881) that he was 
appointed a paid organiser to visit the different collieries." 
Hepburn's watchwords which he reiterated to his followers at 
every meeting, with almost wearisome emphasis, were modera
tion and abstention from violence. On their orderly behaviour 
publio sympathy depended, and publio sympathy was an 
important factor, especially when it took the form of credit 
allowed by tradespeople to pitmen earning no wages. During 
the 1881 strike Hepburn was on the whole suecessful in en
forcing orderly conduct l some machinery indeed was destroyed 
at Blyth, Bedlington, and 'at Jesmond Dene, and soldiers 
were called out to protect the pits when blacklegs were work
ing, but considering that 17,000 men were idle, and for the 
most part hungry, the absence of serious outrage was remark
able. Hepburn was a politician and he took a prominent part 
in the Reform agitation, speaking both at the dinner of the 
Northumberland Political Union in September, and at the 
great meeting in October on Newcastle Town Moor when 
110,000 persons gathered together to demand Reform. The 
pitmen themselves, in all the pride of their recent victories, 
met in August at their usual meeting place. Boldon FeU. 
to the number of 10,000 or 12,000, and resolved to send a 
loyal address to the King' thanking him for his beneficent 
attention to the' wants of his people, for the Reform Bill, and 
for the support he had given to his ministers." The address 
which was dispatched to Lord Melboume was signed by 
11,561 workmen from tlfty-seven collieries. 

To understand the events ~ lSSi it is necessary to consider 
, M., 3" • 5,,,,,, b«II R_. ii. Po 30L 
• Sykes, b«II R_. ii. P. 3081 N __ ~ AapIl *'; 7)oot 

MwnII70 A""", o:\-
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the position of the coal-owners and their outlook on life. They 
had been beaten and they dreaded the future. As early as 
June 21, 1881, the perils of their position were put very ably 
by an anonymous writer, under the pseudonym of • Vindex,' 
in the Tyne Mercury. The men, he reasoned, by the very 
orderliness of their conduct, had shown themselves to be 
powerful antagonists. • Their minds were bent upon the 
attainment of certain rights which they esteemed due.to them, 
and during a season of abject poverty and great distress they 
have maintained those rights more by arguments and reason
ings, than by tumults or disorders.' The delegates, he urged, 
had been chosen with 'infinite discrimination,' and their 
appeals to the public distinguished by art and ability. The 
coal-owners, on the other hand, had played an ignominious 
part: if the prosperity of the coal trade was not to pass away 
they must rouse themselves and' resist the exorbitant demands 
of the pitmen. If the spirit of intimidation ever stalked abroad, 
and if revolt was ever brewing, it is now.' I 

The coal-owners, moreover, had lost something more sub
stantial than prestige. During the year that followed April 
1881 their profits fell, partly, no doubt, in consequence of the 
strike; partly, if unkind critics are to be trusted, in con
sequence of the new Coal Act, under which London coals were 
sold by weight and not by measure.' By the use of false 
bottoms in the boats masters had often packed on a boat, 
supposed to carry 21 or 22 tons, as many as 27 to 80, thus 
cheating the pitmen, the canal companies, and also the royalty 
owners.· Another cause of diminished profits was the stricter 
supervision of the men's corves or baskets. A writer who gave 
the men's version of affairs in the N et1JctJStle Chronicle of January 
7,1882, estimated that by the' adjustment of corves' after the 
strike, from three to four keels a day less were frequently 
wrought in a colliery: in other words, formerly • the men were 
frequently cheated out of three or four keels a day.' This 
means, of course, that the men by working at the same piece 
rates could now make the reqnired sum in a shorter time. 

With the object apparently of distributing the work equally 
over different days and amongst the different workers, the 

1 Compare H.O .• 40. 29 (H. Morton LambtOD to General Bouverie on June 
8. 1831): f ••• the business of mining canDot be carried on (or a great leD~ 
or time if the men remain iD the present .tate of iosllbordination.' 

I I & 2: William IV. Co tun. 
• T,¥tJe Mlretlry, JanllUY 10, 183:1, quotiDg (rom Bi,..i"cu_/_r'IIIIl. 
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[Jnion laid down a rule that no hewer should m8.ke more than 
Is. a day.. On this the coal~owners seized as a serious grievance, 
~ttributing their losses largely to this diminished output. 
rhey stated boldly that two-thirds of the hewers made their 
Is. in six hours, a statement vehemently denied by the men. 
;mce the guaranteed minimum was 80s. for eleven days, and 
;he owners admitted that eight hours was the customary day 
~or a 'hewer, the statement on the face of it seems improbable. 
B:owever this might be, many of the coal-owners believed that 
;he men had passed that 'limit beyond which wages cannot 
:Ie raised, because beyond it the employment of labour ceases 
~ be profitable.'· The pitmen, wrote Mr. James Losh, a pro
lninent colliery owner, on January 28,· have forced from their 
m1ployers higher wages for shorter hours, consequently many 
IlOllieries have made no profit, and many !D8Sters will soon 
!lease employing men at all unless the· men show a more 
reasonable spirit. Mr. Losh who represented, so to speak, the 
reasoning faculty on the employers' side, basing his arguments 
~n large generalisations of political economy and on quotations 
rrom Holy Scripture, never wearied in assuring the pitmen 
that their own and their masters' interests were inseparably 
united, the masters being presumably the only judges of those 
interests. Comparisons with the wages of other occupations 
in the district and elsewhere fortified the belief that the pit
men were overpaid, and that by the law of supply and demand 
their remuneration must be reduced l thus we find Mr. Losh 
pointing out' that sailors and fishermen are worse paid for 
more dangerous occupations, lead, tin, and copper miners paid 
only half as much for as dangerous work. whilst the lot of 
South-country agricultural labourers should make the pitmen 
thankful for the many blessings they enjoy. EVeQ the coal 
miners at Bilston were said to make only Ss. 'lid. a week when 
mlt was deducted.' 

Apart from these theoretical considerations the natural 
man in the employer was tempted by the supply of cheap 
labour available from the neighbouring lead mines, where 'Is. 
or Ss. a week was the usual wage for men, who, if not engaged 
in precisely similar tasks. were at any rate working under
ground. Indced the masters soon persuaded themselves 
that it was a positive. charity to give these distressed lead 

1 H.o.. S .. 1+ • 7)000 ."'""7. K"131, 1131. 
, NftItOSIl. C_1t. • N....u. CIwMidI, April I], 113L · n_. December 9. quoted In 7)000 11"'""70 December &7. 1811. 
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miners work, and the objections of the pitmen to this course 
were 'a heartless combination against their industrious but 
starving fellow creatures.' I 'How absurd it is,' wrote Mr. 
Losh,l 'to attempt to hinder men who are working for 88. or 
9s. per week, from removing thirty or forty miles, to places 
where they can earn, with less labour, more than twice that 
sum. I will only add,' he went on, summing up the position 
with obvious sincerity,.' that whoever advises the pitmen 
to seek for unreasonable wages far above the average of the 
district in which they live, or in any way to interfere with the 
property or controul the operations of their employers, must 
be very ignorant or very wicked; and I think one may safely 
conclude that they can neither be good Christians nor honest 
men, who act themselves, or advise others to act, contrary to 
the scripture rule of "doing unto others as you wish they 
should do unto you." , 

In the autumn of 1831 the cholera came creeping on towards 
the North of England from Russia. About the end of October 
it appeared in Sunderland, from December till Mareh of the next 
year it devastated Newcastle, Gateshead, North Shields, and the 
neighbouring colliery villages. • It raged principally amongst 
the lower orders whose dissolute habits and poverty rendered 
them speedy victims to its direful attacks, most of them only 
surviving a few hours.' 8 At Newburn-on-Tyne out of a popu
lation of 650, ~240 persons were attacked, of whom 57 died. 
Public subscriptions were opened for the relief of the sufferers;' 
but in spite of this the epidemic proved a severe drain on 
the resources of the young Union, and lcft it without any 
reserve funds to face the next conflict with the masters. By 
March 1832 no less than .£10,000 had been paid out by the 
Union for the relief of the sick and destitute; in Hctton 
alone .£700 was subscribed by the men for the relief of the 
sick." 

Meanwhile trouble of another sort was brewing. At Callerton, 
Coxlodge, and Waldridge lead miners were imported and the 

J 'Publicola' in T,YIU Mercu"" December 13, 1831. 
I Nnocaslk CArmule, January 28, 1832. 
• Sykes, LKIII Reems. ii. p. 323-
• To the Sunderland Fund Lord Londoudeny sent £100 with a. very leel

iDe: letter,' Lord Durham £100 and 1100 tons of coaL 'Such philanthropy: 
wtote the 1)"# Mereruy. December 20, 1831, 'better becomel their rank than 
the brightest COlonets they can boasL' 

• See account of Union M .. tine of March 3 iD N_'t. CfvMilt., Marcb 
'0, .832 • 
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pitmen refused to work with them; at Waldridge the angry 
coal miners stopped the engine and endangered the lives of the 
lead miners working below. The Union bad nothing to do 
with any of these affairs; indeed at Waldridge the delegates 
did their best to prevent mischief, and the Union sided with 
the masters in the original matter of dispute: the refusal of 
the pitmen, in defiance of their bond, to accept the prices fixed 
for a new seam. The Union's policy was clearly stated by 
Hepbum: • It was wrong for men to combine and prevent 
others from working, when they bad got work in a legal manner • 
• • • By the articles into which they had lately entered, though 
they bound themselves to the maintenance and support of 
each other, they could not hinder anyone from working with 
them.' I Again he urged strongly that when once the bond 
was entered into it must be kept, and whoever broke it would 
be punished.- The law indeed provided penalties, and various 
pitmen from the above-mentioned collieries were sent to prison 
for three months' hard labour because they bad deserted their 
work. 

The case of Coxlodge was particularly hard. By an oral 
agreement at the binding time, it was arranged that as 
more workmen bad been bound than could be employed at 
Coxlodge, the surplus men from CoxIodge should go to G0&
forth (a less profitable pit for the workers), but that they should 
have the first claim if extra labour was required at CoxIodge.' 
In defiance of this understanding, when extra labour was 
wanted at Coxlodge, the owner imported low-paid lead miners. 
The pitmen already employed at Coxlodge, finding their remon
strances ignored, struck work. Some were sent to prison, the 
rest had their indentures cancelled, and soldiers were called 
in to evict them from their houses. When the doors of 
their cottages had been nailed up, they at last appealed to 
the Union. Delegates from that body made an investiga
tion and passed the following unheroic resolution: • That the 
dispute having terminated in a manner highly prejudicial to 
the men, and in a way which cannot but be also injurious 
to the masters, a deputation from this meeting be appointed 
to Wait on the Rev. Mr. Brandling, the owner, to solicit him to 
continue to employ those men who may be willing to remain.' • 

• N_k C_k, August .... ,83" 
• ~. lIfucla .... ,83" 
• lW. lOll..., ", ,83"-
• lW, JOll..., 18, .83"-
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But the men concerned rejected this proposal by 108 votes 
to 8'. . Is it to be believed,' urged the Union Committee in 
its appeal to the public, • that a large body of sober, industrious 
men (and in the whole district there is not a more sober and 
industrious body than was lately at Coxlodge) would without 
provocation, without ill treatment, without witnessing violation 
of contracts, wantonly abandon their work, to experience, 
with their families, all the misery of houseless penury" 1 

It is not surprising that bitter words were uttered about the 
minister of the Gospel who had so merged the Christian in 
the employer as to tum these families adrift at a time when 
cholera was raging. 

Into the intricacies of the 1832 quarrel between masters 
and men it is unnecessary to enter; overseers and pitmen gave 
their different versions of the same affair, anonymous writers 
on both sides sent long letters to the Press, charge was followed 
by countercharge,. statement by denial with bewildering 
rapidity. Conditions varied at diHerent pits, and techni
calities often obscured the issues. Early in the year some of 
the masters began to threaten the deputy overseers and others 
with a loss of their places at the next binding unless they 
consented to leave the Union. The policy of the Union, as 
formulated by Hepburn on March 8, was to support all those 
who lost their places from the caprice of their masters and to 
refuse to supply thcir places;' but not, as was often after
wards stated, to refuse to be bound altogether. 

On March 10 a general meeting of coal-owners on the Tyne 
and Wear, with Robert W. Brandling in the chair, issued what 
can only be described as a provocative manifesto in view of 
the approaching binding time.' AIter a fantastic computa
tion of the loss to the coal trade by the 1881 dispute and the 
diminished output, they described the introduction of the 
lead miners, their happiness, and the excellence of their work • 
• These facts are most important, as they prove beyond the 
possibility of doubt, that the Pitmen formerly employed could 
have been neither overworked nor ill-paid.' Their disputes 
in fact were due not to grievances but to a secret combina
tion, and the Waldridge affair was cited as an illustration. 
Beyond issuing this declaration, the coal-owners seem to have 
taken no concerted action at the binding time. In about half 

1 NefII(tUt/. CA",,,"',, January 28, IS3::&. 
I lhd .• March 10, ,832-
• Ibid., March 17, 18JZ. 
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the pits, including Lord. .Durham's and Lord Londonderry's, 
the inen were bound as usual on the same conditions as the 
previous year. In the other half., difficulties arose, with the 
result that AprilS passed and the pits lay idle and eight thou
sand men were out of work. The point of dispute at most pits 
was the refusal of the owners to bind • the deputies, shifters, 
bankmen, and enginemen,' or the more prominent members, 
unless they deserted the Union. In some eases their com
rades refused to be bound without the~. At some pits the 
men tried, as was the custom at binding' time, to get some 
particular grievance remedied. In some, no doubt, unreason
able demands were made, as at Retton, where some of the 
younger men asked for the dismissal of the viewer. 

It is clear that there was no uniform demand for higher 
wages or better conditions: the Union's policy was to keep 
what had already been won. As the dispute went on it became 
a commonplace on the masters' side that the quarrel had begun 
because the men demanded higher wages: the men invariably 
denied tPis; the explanation of this contradiction is perhaps 
to be found in a sentence in the TyM Mercury,1 where after 
repeating that the men had struek for higher wages the writer 
naively adds: • This they have not said in words, but they 
have required more privileges than they previously had, which 
is equivalent to demanding a higher price for their labour.' 
On the other hand, the men declared that various collieries 
were offering reduced wages, a fact which the TyM Mercury 
admitted might be true, excusing it on the grounds of reduced 
profits. But whatever the original causes of dispute at the 
various collieries, by the middle of May the issue had become 
clear and simple; the policy of all the coa1-owners whose 
pits still lay idle became identical; they refused to bind any 
men unless they deserted the Union. It was a life and death 
struggle for the right to combine. 

In the early days of the strike the men's hopes ran high. 
They were as confident as the coa1-owners that God was on 
their side. A resolution at one of their meetings in April was 

, worded thus: • That as oppressed people, in every age of the 
world, when united, had confounded their enemies, we act in 
conjunction with the example of such ancients and modems, 
as have withstood and overcome their enemies.' - At the 
same meeting one speaker outlined a proposal for a great 

l Aprillo, .831. - ~II CArMo<II, April_I. 
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general union to spread over the whole country.! ',It would 
be an excellent thing if this could be brought about, union 
would go forth, and religion would follow, and moral degrada
tion be banished from the earth, and the world become 
evangelised.' When several weeks had passed their growing 
bitterness was expressed in somewhat grandiloquent language : 
'That 'as our opponents are all alive to our destruction, we, 
the objects of their antipathy, resort to every auxiliary within 
our reach to frustrate their diabolical design.' I 

How were the eight thousand unemployed pitmen supported 
during their long struggle f As we have seen, the cholera had 
depleted the Union funds, but half the pits were still at work, 
and in them the Unionists, out of every £1 earned, contributed 
6s. to the support of their comrades: I a further proof in the 
masters' eyes, if one were wanted, that the wages paid were 
excessive. 

Meanwhile lead miners and others were being brought into 
the district to take the place of the Unionists in pit and 
cottage. Evictions were carried out with the aid of soldiers 
and angry passions let loose.' At Hetton, where ejections 
first took place on an extensive scale, a pitman Errington, 
who with two others had deserted the Union, was found 
murdered. At Friars Goose the ejection was accompanied by 
a serious affray. The signal was given by a pitman's wife, 
Elizabeth Carr, who refused to move, was carried to the door 
on a chair, seized the hat of a policeman, flourished it above 
her head and cheered on the exasperated mob. The justice 
dispensed by the authorities was rough, and the indignities 
suffered by the rioters were not likely to pacify the feelings 
of men already embittered by the loss of home and work. 
Special constables were sworn in and instructed to arrest 
miners whenever they found them standing together, and to 
lock them up in the colliery stables or empty houses. 'Some 
of them were bound hand and foot against the mangers in 
the stalls all night, with neither food nor water, and if they 
attempted to make the least resistance, a cutlass or pistol 
was held to their faces. It was not the riotous and disorderly 
persons that were mostly punished, but chiefly those who had 
been taking leading parts in the union, and who had taken 

1 They seem to ban had DO coDDection with the National Auociauoa Cor the 
ProtectioD of Labour. See r""", L.IHnuIr. pp. 311 r . 

• Nlfll(lJStie CMwtmI. June 2. 

• H.O., 40- 3D. ' /Md. 
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no part ;whatever in the disorders.' 1 It was in vain that 
Hepburn urged the unbound men not to go near the collieries 
where other men were at work, and above all to keep their 
wives from interfering in matters with which they had nothing 
to do." The wives might well have answered that they were 
pretty intimately concerned with measures that turned them 
out of house and home, and they certainly showed their feel· 
ings in vigorous fashion: thus when some lead miners were 
being marched to their new abodes at the Tyne Main and 
Friars Goose they were • assailed in. Gateshead by the pit. 
men's wives, who not only .. cudgelled" them with their 
tongues, but threw stones at them.' I In many cases the 
owners added to the hardships of eviction by publishing at 
the same time the clauses in the Vagrancy Act whicl1 pro
claimed penalties for encamping in the open air or under a 
tent.' 

Whilst the unruly strikers were breaking the heads of the 
lead miners, the orderlY strikers were publishing accounts 
of their incompetence, which were promptly contradicted by 
the masters. In this connection it is interesting to read in the 
18U Mines Report' that the newcoDlers are said to have been 
unsatisfactory, and that by 18'11 hardly one remained in the 
district. 

Competent or incompetent, the tide of supplanters flowed 
steadily in from Wales, from Staffordshire, and from York· 
shile; by June about two thousand had already entered the 
district.' Still the strikers kept up a bold front, and at their 
meeting on June 16, When the strike had lasted ten weeks, 
Hepburn declared that they must be out for another ten, 
after whicl1 their services would be needed at the busy time, 
and they would win." Meanwhile a tragic event whicl1 
struck the public imagination prejudiced their cause. On 
June 11, Mr. Fairies, an old magistrate of seventy, was accosted 
when on horseback by two pitmen who asked for money for 
a drink. Angry words passed, blows followed, and in the 
end Mr. Fairies was left brutally wounded in the ditch. Eleven 
days later he died. Jobling, the man who had first addressed 
him, was arrested and afterwards hung. His corpse was ex
posed in chains on a gibbet until, to the public relief, it was · ..,., ... 116_.,_-.......-_ Dwiwa, PI'- a8, ag. • 

• N_II C"'-i<II, J..... .. • 7)rN 11...-" ila, &. 
• _ c-.w., Ma, .6. • Appeadia, Pan i. 
• LoIh In N_ C"'-i<II, J...... ' N_ ~ J .... 130 
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stolen away. Armstrong, who had committed the actual 
assault, was never found, though tradi tion said he was at 
large in the distnct till after .Jobling's execution. Like all 
other crimes and misdeeds this assault was attributed to the 
Union. • I am afraid,' said Mr • .Justice Parke, in sentenc
ing .Jobling,1 • that this is one of those melancholy circum
stances which are occasioned by that combination which has 
prevailed in this county so long-<>ne of the unlawful efiects, 
and we have witnessed many-arising out of a combination, 
alike injurious to the public weal and the private interests 
of all who are concerned in it. It is to that combination 
that I attribute that utter want of moral feeling which in
duced you to stand by and assist another in inflicting that 
mortal wound which led to the death of the deceased.' George 
Weddle, a policeman who had killed a miner named Sldpsy, 
was sentenced at the same Assizes as .Jobling to six months' 
imprisonment.- Skipsy had been trying to make peace in a 
quarrel between miners and constables when Weddle shot 
him dead. 

Perhaps the most striking illustration of the heavy odds 
against which the Union was fighting for recognition is con
veyed in the letter from Lord Melbourne to the magistrates 
of the district: I 

WHITEHALl, Ju/g 16,1882. 

SIR,-I am commanded by his Majesty 10 call your most serious 
and immediate attention to tbe stlte of the colliery districts in 
the county "f Durbam. 

It appears that, for some time past, extensive and determined 
~mbinations and conspiracies have been formed and entered into 
by the workmen, for the purpose of dictating to their masters the .. te 
of wages at which they shall be employed. the hours during which 
they shall work, tbe quantity of labour which they shall perform, 
as well as for imposing npon them many otber regulations relating 
to the conduct and management of their trade and concern .. 

In pursuance of this system, and in furtherance and support of 
these demands, which are as unwise and injurious to the authors 
of them as they are violent and unjust in themselves, tumultuous 
assemblages of people have been gathered together, to the great 
danger of the public peace, at which the most seditious and 
inBammatory discourses have been delivered, and the most illegal 
resolutions adopted. 

The natural consequences of snch proceedings have shown 

I NnIK-.stll C"'tmiC/~, August 4-
I PntK4tll. C __ , July 08, 183" 
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themselves in outrages of the most atrocious character, in menaces 
and intimidation, in the injury and maltreating of peaceable 
and industrious labourers, so as to endanger their livea,--and in 
the commission of mnrder in the face of open day. 

In these circumstances I am commanded by his Majesty to 
express hi. confident expectation, that aU who hold the commission 
of the peace "ill act with the promptitude, decision, and firmness 
which are .0 imperatively required, and that they will exert 
themselve. for the prevention and suppression of all meeting. 
which shall be called together for an megal purpose, or which 
ahall, in the coune of their proceedings, become illegal; for the 
detection and punishment of all unlawful combination and con
spiracy, as well as of all outrage and violence; and for the 
enconragement and protection of his Majesty's peaceable and 
well-disposed subjects.- I have the honour to he, sir, your humble 
servant, MELBOURNe. 

As the summer passed secessions became more frequent, 
and the ardour of' the contributors to the strike fund cooled. 
Six shillings in the pound was a heavy tax when no end seemed 
in sight. By August 28 one hundred men in Lord Durham's pits 
refused to pay any longer.' Others soon followed suit. On 
September 1 the Union held its last meeting at Boldon Fell. 
They were willing to alter their rules to meet the employers' 
wishes provided they might continue as a society. But no 
compromise could be accepted, the • monstrous System of 
Violence and Insubordination' must cease to exist. • By the 
Introduction of Workmen of more upright Principles, and 
with more correct Notions of the Rights and relative Duties 
of Masters and Servants,' the coal-owners, they were told, 
hoped to prevent the recurrence of these disgraceful scenes." 
The Union was beaten; on September 20 it was formally dis
solved.' 

All through that summer and autumn over Northumberland 
and Durham there were rejoicings for the passing of the 
Reform Bill, public dinners, the ringing of bells, and a proud 
display of banners with appropriate mottoes: • A day of 
liberty is worth an eternity of bondage.' • United we stand, 
divided we fall.' • Fortune follows the Brave.' As winter 
approached, Hepburn, shunned by those men whom he had 
led to disaster, spumed by the men who had proved faithless 
to their cause, wandered about in the bitterness of failure. 

1 1>- N'"""70 
• It. W. Ilrandlioc to J. Losh, N_tIf G'ArMirI4, Septembc<" .832-
• R.O., 40. ]0. 
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a ragged hawker of tea whose wares no one would buy. Driven 
by hunger, he sued for work at the Felling colliery, and was 
told it would only be given him if he promised to- have no 
more to do with Unions. He paused, consented, and kept 
his word.' Perhaps the darkness of his days was lightened 
by the vision of the future pictured in almost his last public 
speech: 'If we have not been successful, at least we, as a 
body of miners, have been able to bring our grievances before 
the public; and the time will COme when the golden chain 
which binds the tyrants together will be snapped, when men 
will be properly organised, when coal-owners will only be like 
ordinary men, and will have to sigh for the days gone by. It 
only needs time to bring this about.' I 

1 He lived till 1873 ; see Fynes, 11/. Iii., p. 36. 
I Fynes, tlJ. eit., p. 36. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE COTTON WORKERS 

176()'1818 

Tall history of the cotton industry is often regarded as an 
epitome of the Industrial Revolution, for it presents in a clear 
and Jtriking form all the features of that Revolution. Unlike 
older industries it was unhampered by traditions or restrictions 
~cept such restrictions as its rival the woollen trade could 
succeed in imposing on it-for ancient industrial regulations 
were discredited by the time it grew up; it rose in an incred
iblyshort time from a small struggling trade to become England's 
leading industry; it was centralised in the 'Lancashire district, 
changing the whole character of that district; it was the chief 
fleld for the application of the mechanical inventions of the 
period. A few flgures will illustrate the rapidity of its growth. 

In 176' the import of cotton wool into Great Britain was 
8,870,892 lbs.; in 1888 it had risen to 808,726,1991bs.1 

At the Coronation of George m. in 1761, repJeSentatives of 
the principal trades of Manchester walked in procession through 
the streets; tailors marched in that pageant, worsted weavers, 
woolcombers. shoemakers. dyers, joiners. silk weavers, and 
hatters; but there were no cotton weavers or manufacturers.'. 
and yet by 171' there were probably about 80,000 ~ns in 
and round Manchester engaged in the cotton industry.' By 
1787 some 162,000 persons were employed in that industry in 
Great Britain: t by 1881 these numbers had risen to 888,000.' 

It it with this maltitude of workers and with the vicissitudes 
of their fortunes that we are concerned, and we shall dcal 
with the development of the industry and the application of 
mechanical inventions only in 60 far as they affected the 
workpeople. 

The early history of the use of cotton is largely a history of 

• Bain ... Hum,." Cot .. J1~ pp. 109, IU. 
• Aston, " PU .... "II_Iud .. , P. 'g. 
I Cba_ n.~ ... ""'*-/~, M __ ... ,_ P. 3-

• BaiDeo, ., nr.. p. •• g. • JIaia..,., nr.. p. Ill, CjQOliDa M'CulIadl. 
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the attempts of the old-established woollen trade to strangle 
its young rival. In the seventeenth century only coarse cotton 
fabrics were made in England, but .with the development of 
colonial commerce in the latter part of the seventeenth century 
fine cotton goods were imported in considerable quantities from 
India and the East.' Indian calicoes, muslins, and chintzes 
took the fancy of the elegant world and • the liberty of the 
ladies, their passion for their fashion' • was blamed as destruc
tive to the old silk and woollen manufactures of England. 

The vagaries of fashion are amusingly described' by Defoe 
in 1708: '. • • such is the power of a mode as we saw our 
persons of quality dressed in Indian carpets, which but a few 
years before their chambermaids would have thought too 
ordinary for them; the chints was advan~ed from lying lIpon 
their floors to their backs, from the foot-cloth to the petticoat; 
and even the queen herself at this time was pleased to appear 
in China and Japan, I mean China silks and callico.' • 

The appeals that were made to patriotic sentiment on behalf 
of silk or wool were unsuccessful, and to protect the woollen 
trade against this competition an Act was passed in 1700 
prohibiting the introduction of Indian silks and printed calicoes 
for domestic use, either as apparel or furniture, under a penalty 
of £200 on the wearer or seller.' But this drastic Act was 
ineffective; goods were smuggled in or else calicoes were 
manufactured in India and printed or dyed in England. In 
1720 another attempt was made to destroy the trade. An 
Act. was passed which entirely prohibited the use of any 
• printed, painted, stained, or dyed calico ' for clothing or for 
furniture under the penalty of £5 in the case of clothing, £20 
in the case of furniture. Cotton goods made with warp of 
another material, if printed or dyed, were prohibited. Calicoes 
dyed all blue and muslins, neckcloths, and fustians were ex
cepted. Now English cotton goods were in those early days 
made with linen or woollen warp, for the English fingers could 
not match the suppleness of the fingers of the Hindoos or spin 
a sufficiently fine strong thread for the warp; they could only 
produce in fact a • mongrel manufacture.' 

Doubts arose as to the scope of this Act, and it was argued 

1 MaDtOUJ:, LA R!rJolWHIf IruJlMlrielu dtI SfJiii' suel,. 
• A PiaN .ftlu ENriisIJ C,,,,,,,,,,,,, '728, quoted by Saiuea, -j. riI., P. Sa. 
• Quoted by Baine., 'I. til., p. 79· 
• II &: J:I William III. Co 10; lee Baines, 'J. m., po 79-
• 7 George •• c. 7; see Bainea,lj. (iI., p •• 66. 
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by some that fustians came under it. These doubts were set 
at rest in 1786 by an Act which legalised the use of fustians.1 

Pure calico goods if printed or dyed were still proliibited and 
remained prohibited till 17740 when, owing to the exertions 
of Arkwright, who was producing pure cotton goods 01 this 
description, and in spite of the opposition of the other 
Lancashire manufaeturers(the prohibition was repealed.· TM 
efforts of the woollen trade to retain its position had failed 
and cotton had to a great extent superseded silk, so that by 
1785 it could be said • Women of all ranks, from the highest 
to the lowest, are clothed in British manufactures of cotton, 
from the muslin cap on the crown of the head, to the cotton 
stocking under the sole of the foot.' I 

The N/!f1J Maehinery 
Our period is the period of the great mechanical inventions 

that revolutionised trade and the workers' lives, and it will be 
necessary to give some account of them. In 1760 cotton was 
carded and spun by hand in the spinsters' own houses, and 
woven at hand-looms in the weavers' houses. By 1880 hand
spinning was dead, and all the processes previous to weaving 
were carried on by complicated machinery in factories, whilst 
weaving was partly done in factories, by power-looms worked 
by girls, but partly still by hand-loom weavers in their own 
houses. 

In 1788 John Kay, a native of Bury but an inhabitant of 
Colchester, had invented the flying shuttle,' a device by which 
the weaver could pull a string and so send the shuttle on its 
course through the web, without throwing it himself by hand. 
By this invention one man could manage .. wide loom alone 
whereas previously it was necessary to have a man each side 
of the loom. Kay's invention, like many other inventions, 
was unpopular with the workers, but it made its way, and 
by 1760 it was in general use for cotton weaving, causing a c0n

siderable increase in the demand for yarn. The weavers in ract 
wanted more yarn than the spinners could supply.- New 
markets were opening in Germany. Italy. and North America; 
the merchants pressed the weavers, the weavers in their tum 

, 9 Geoqe II ... 4; "" Baines, 01- tiI., P. 167. 
• '4 George III ... 72; 1Ioi ..... 01- tit •• P. .68. 
• Nac:ph ....... A_ ~c--. quoted br Bolnes, p. 336-
• M&Iltow<. 01- tiI.. P. 19& 
-u" c.u.. 11_/_" GrNI am.. ... i, p. 19ao 
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pressed the spinners. The system of production at this timE 
is described by Ure : 

'The workshop of the weaver was a rural cottage, from which 
. when he was tired of sedentary labour he could sally forth into 
his little garden, and with the spade or the hoe tend its culinary 
productions. The cotton wool which was to form hi. weft was 
picked clean by the fingers of hi. younger children, and was carded 
and spun by the older girls assisted by his wife, and the yarn was 
woven by himself assisted by his sons. When he could not 
procure within his family a supply of yam adequate to the 
demands of his 100m, he had recourse to the spinsters of his 
neighbourhood. One good weaver could keep three active women 
at wor!' upon the wheel, spinning weft.· 1 

The troubles of the weaver trudging round several miles 
to procure his yam are described: • he was often oblig.~d to 
treat the females with presents in order to quicken their dili
gence at the wheel.' • 

This was a satisfactory state of things for the spinsters but 
it did not last long, for three inventions, Hargreaves' spinning
jenny, Arkwright's water frame, and Crompton's mule turned 
the tables, and unworked yam was soon produced faster than 
the weavers could consume it. Instead of being scarce and a 
prize, yam became an important article of export. These 
inventions must be briefly described. 

The spinning-jenny invented by James Hargreaves about 
1765, though n,ot patented till 1770, was a multiplied wheel 
One spindle alone was worked by the ordinary spinning wheel, 
but Har\treaves' invention made it possible to work first eight 
and afterwards as many as one hundred spindles by a single 
wheel. The output was enormously increased, but the struc
ture of the industry was not altered as the jennies could be 
worked at home. Arkwright's water frame, on the other 
hand, patented in 1769, revolutionised the character of the 
trade. 

It is impossible here to give even in outline the remarkable 
story of Arkwright's career, how he rose from a travelling 
barber who bought country girIs'locks, dyed them with a special 
secret dye and sold them to wig-makers, to be a knight and 
a High Sheriff worth half a million; nor can we discuss the 
vexed question of the precise credit due to him, how far he 
picked other men's brains, how far the inventions he patented 

1 Ure,.po AI., L p. 191. • Ure, oj. <iI., L P. 1930 
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Were biB own. As it has been well put, his history as an in
ventor is obscure, biB history as a manufacturer is clear.' 

A process of spinJling by means of passing the material to 
be spun through rollers had been invented and patented by 
Wyatt and Paul as early as 1788, and establishments where 
the process could be worked had been set up, but they had all 
failed. Those establishments ean be regarded as the real 
ancestors of the cotton-spinning factories. No attempts were 
made for many years to introduce the process, and roller 
spinning remained an idle discovery till Arkwright took out a 
patent for a roller-spinning frame; worked by water power, 
in 1769. This water frame, as it was called, produoed a stronger 
thread than the wheels or jennies, a thread that could be used 
for warp; thus it was now possible to manufacture pure 
cottol\ goods, unmixed with linen, and, as we have seen, 
Parliament was petitioned to withdraw the prohibition on 
these goods. 

In 1775 Arkwright took out another patent for a series of 
machines, for the subsidiary processes of carding, drawing, 
and roving. In the lawsuits which Arkwright brought later 
against rivals whom he accused of infringing his patents, 
each of the several methods he patented was claimed by some 
other inventor, and in the final trial the veJdict was given 
against him. Whatever his claims as an inventor, he p0s
sessed at all events an unrivalled power of working other 
people's ideas, and it was he, more than any other single man, 
who brought the cotton~pinning industry into the factory 
system. For some time water frames in factories producing 
warp, and jennies in houses producing weft, worked on side 
by side. • The jenny,' it has been well put, I simply multiplied 
human hands. while the water frame was a substitute for 
human skill,' I but not for· human skill exercised in the cotton 
industry, since the warp produoed by the frames had pre
viously been made of linen or wool. 

The third of the inventions, the mule, was invented by 
Samucl Crompton in 1779. Crompton was the antithesis of 
Arkwright. A quiet man of inventive genius but without 
any administrative or business ability, he devised his new 
machine after some years' work in his ancestral yeoman's 
house near Bolton. The machine was called a mule beeause 
it borrowed features from the water frame and from the jenny. 
It had both rollers and spiDdles, and produoed a finer and 

I 11 ... ,_.,. iii., P. .'40 • ~ .,.1iI., po ~ 
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stronger thread than any that could be spun before. It made 
the production of fine muslins possible, and thus established 
a new branch of the cotton industry in England. Crompton 
worked his mule by hand in his garret, but the quality of the 
yam he sold was so excellent that neighbours soon began to 
pry into his secrets. Ladders were placed against his house, 
and holes were made in the walls for inquisitive eyes_ Crompton 
lacked the money or the business enterprise to take out a 
patent, and was persuaded to give up his secret in return for 
a voluntary subscription. The story of Crompton's career 
reflects little credit on his hard-headed rivals. The original 
subscription list amounted to £67, 6s. 6d., but not all of tws 
was paid; after the mule had been brought into general use, 
when the new muslin industry had grown up in Bolton, Paisley, 
and Glasgow, and was making huge fortunes for others, a 
further subscription of £500 was raised for Crompton. In 
1812, Parliament, treating him much less generously than the 
undistinguished relative of a successful politieian, voted him 
the sum of £5000, but the several business enterprises in 
which he invested his money came to grief, and he died a 
poor and disappointed man. • 

The original mules, as we have said, were worked by hand; 
gin-horses were sometimes used and water power was applied 
to them about 1790, but it was only slowly that jennies or 
mules passed into factories, and 'for many years the typical 
jenny- or mule-factory remained small,' I and men would 
start with one mule in a loft, adding others gradually.· For 
Arkwright's water frames, on the other hand, water power, large 
mills, and considerable capital were essentiaL It must be remem
bered that any new invention takes time to supersede its rivals, 
the structure of an industry does not change in a day or a year, 
and the introduction of the mule did not mean that jennies 
disappeared, though it ultimately took their place and, in a 
perfected form, superseded the water frame. Hence during 
the last twenty years or so of the eighteenth century, whilst 
the cotton industry was increasing by leaps and bounds, there 
were large mills or factories, built where water power was 
plentiful on country rivers, producing warp by means of 
Arkwright's water frames, whilst jennies and mules were pro-

t Chapman, .p. cu., p. 59. . 
• Robert Owen. (or example, in 1789 started by taking: a factory aDd tub. 

letting &11 bu.t one foom wbere he employed three men OD three band-mule. 
( ... Chapmau, .p. cU., p. 60). 
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ducing the weft in dwelling houses or small establishments. 
Larger businesses, however, were gradually ~placing the smaller 
and steam power was also beginning to supplant water power. 
Meanwhile the weavers, a growing and a prosperous body of 
men, were working in their own houses, turning the yarn into 
cotton goods. 

The class of labour required by the different machines varied. 
Before the inventions already described, spinning, as we have 
seen, had been a woman's industry with children helping 
in the subsidiary processes. The factories or mills were now 
worked by child labour, chiefly prentice labour, with a few 
unskilled men or women i in the case of the jennies and mules, 
on the other hand, skilled men's work gradually replaced the 
labour of women and children. Jennies with eight or twelve 
spindles were worked by children, but when jennies were larger 
and mules more complicated, it became more economical to 
employ skilled men i hence we have, side by side with the 
exploitation of child labour, the growth of a small skilled 
aristocracy of spinners, who followed the machines into the 
factories. Their conditions, wages, and outlook present a 
markec\ contrast to those of the weavers. 

The oonditions of the child labour in the factories are dis
cussed elsewhere i 1 we must here consider the attitude of 
the adult workers to these new inventions. 

Men and women who see their livelihood taken from them 
or threatened by some new invention, can hardly be expected 
to grow enthusiastic over the public benefits of inventive 
genius. A larger view and a vivid imagination may teach 
them that the loss to their particular occupation may be 
temporary ouIy i but then, as it has been remarked, man's 
life is temporary also.' The indignant spinsters of Blackbum 
with their friends broke open Hargreaves' house and destroyed 
his jennies, and Hargreaves was thus driven from his native 
county to find a more peaceful home for his inventions at 
Nottingham. In 17'19 there was a more systematic attack upon 
the new machines, directed especially against the new series 
of machines for carding, roving. etc., patented by Arkwright 
in 17'15. Trade was depressed in consequence of the war with 
America, and the new factories and the jennies that tumed 
a number of spindles were looked on as partly responsible for 

I so. rNa LdHrnr. chap.. ..ru. 
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the want of work_ Arkwright, who had started his career as 
an organiser of factories at Nottingham where he found the 
necessary capital, had afterwards set up mills in Derbyshire. 
For his different enterprises he enlisted different partners but 
he was careful to manage the whole business himseH. About 
1776 he tried his luck in Lancashire, providing the machinery 
for a mill erected at Birkacre near Chorley. But the people 
of Lancashire were hostil~. • Upon the fourth day of October 
last,' stated one of the proprietors in a petition for redress to 
Parliament, • a most riotous and outrageous Mob assembled 
in the Neighbourhood, armed in a warlike Manner, and after 
breaking down the Doors of the Buildings, they entered the 
Rooms, destroyed most of the Machinery, and afterwards set 
fire to and conSumed the whole Buildings, and every Thing 
therein contained.' 1 The damage he estimated at UMlO, 
the sum actually spent on the undertaking. 

At the first attack, on Sunday, the proprietors put up a 
fight and two of the assailan,ts were killed and eight wounded, 
but the mob returned next day in overwhelming force." Josiah 
Wedgwood, who happened to be travelling throngh the district 
at the time, estimated their numbers at eight thousand, and 
noted that the Duke of Bridgewater's miners were amongst 
them.· The works of the elder Peel (father of the first 
Baronet) at Altham were also visited, and the machinery con
structed on Arkwright's processes destroyed. Peel retired in 
disgust to Burton-on-Trent and built mills there instead.' 
Wigan, Bolton, Blackburn, Preston, and Manchester were all 
visited or threatened by mobs who destroyed in those districts 
all jennies with more than twenty spindles, leaving those with 
twenty and fewer spindles, which they held to be a • fair 
machine' as it could be used in a cottage.· Ultimately the 
rioters were stopped by t1>e appearance of military force, but 
it is clear that there was much private sympathy with 
their objects. It was alleged by the Edinburgh ll.evietD many 
years later I that the Birkacre mill was destroyed • in the 
presence of a powerful body of police and military without 
anyone of the civil authorities requiring them to interlere to 

I HtnIS.iI/C",,"""JtnW'IIIIl, June 27,1780. 
I A'''''II41 R,ps/,,., 1779; C",.MlUU, p. 229-
• See Maot011l:,~. cit., p. 418. 
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prevent 80 scandalous an outrage.' This may be a myth, but 
it must be remembered that Arkwright was intensely unpopular 
with other manufacturers, and that the landed class were 
afraid that the poor rates would be burdened with persons 
thrown out of work by the new inventions.' At Wigan the 
magistrates, principal inhabitants, and manufacturers met and 
agreed to suspend the use of all machines and engines worked 
by water or horses for carding, roving, or spinning, till the 
determination of Parliament on the subject was known." 
The Quarter Sessions at Prestqn, however, passed resolutions 
on the advantages of machinery and the dangers of competition 
from other counties if its progress were checked. They went 
on to ask for a special commission to try the rioters lYing in 
Lancaster gaol." The request was refused, as the Law Officers 
reported that there were only two persons, Richard Haslam 
and Samuel Parkinson, against whom it was possible to bring 
a capital charge.' 

The extent of publio sympathy with the rioters is illustrated 
by the tone of the petition sent up to Parliament next spring 
by the cotton spiuners and others of Lancashire. The petition 
is interesting, as it is perhaps the only document expressing the 
workers' opinions about the new changes. The petitioners explain 
that in addition to the distress caused by the American dispute 
and by the war with Spain, events which have caused a • casual 
Diminution of Commerce,' • a Domestio Evil of very great 
Magnitude' has sprung up during the last few years in the 
form of the introduction of patent machines threatening the 
petitioners with a total loss of employment, ,They do not 
hesitate to avow their illiiie in the Riots; last September, 
they declare, their sufferings became so • intolerable as to 
reduce them to Despair. and many Thousands assembled in 
different Parts to...de&tmy the CeliSes of their Jlistress' and 
demolished one of the largest patent machines together with 
some smaller ones. They recall the resolutions of the magis
trates and manufacturers of Wtgan, declare that the work 
produced by machines is iuferior to band work, and call the 
machines a mere monopoly • for the immense Prolits and 
Advantages of the Patentees and Proprietors.' a 

• Bain ..... <iI., po .6a. 
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A Parliamentary Committee investigated their complaints 
and reported in favour of machinery.1 The cotton masters 
gave evidence of the enormous increase in the cott'Ln .manu
facture during the last ten years ;tlieliioms~ they said, had 
increased to three times their former number, and the weavers 
could not be supplied with warp if the machinery were stopped, 
whilst a jenny spinner could make 2s. or 20. 6d. a day in con
trast to the 8d. or 4.d. a day made by a spinner with one spindle. 
The spinners, on the other hand, stated that though a woman 
could now only make 3d. or 5d. a day with one spindle, sixteen 
years ago she could earn from 10d. to Is. 3d. a day, whilst the 
earnings on jennies of twenty-four spindles had 'also gone 
down. They reiterated their belief that the work was better 
done by small jennies than by large ones, and added a 
significant complaint that marks the rise of the new order 
of capitalism: • the Jenneys are in the Hands of the Poor 
and the Patent Machines are generally in the Hands of the 
Rich.' 

After these riots in 1779 the workers made ,no more attempts 
to check the introduction of machinery for spinning. The reason 
no doubt lies in the fact that whenever any labour was dis
placed by the introduction of any particular species of machinery 
for spinning. it was soon absorbed by an expansion of trade." 
Many of the economists of the day, with this example before 
them, came to think that the introduction of machinery would 
be a similarly painless process in every case. The weaving 
trade offered employment to any surplus labour from spinning. 
The mills with • patent machines' to which the petitioners of 
1780 objected continued to grow in number and size. Not 
only did Arkwright set up new establishments, but he sold 
his machines or permission to use them to • numbers of adven
turers, residing in the different counties of Derby, Leicester, 
Nottingham, Worcester, Stafford, York, Hertford, and Lan
caster.' I By 1782 Arkwright estimated that' a business was 
formed, which ,already employed upwards of five thousand 
persons, and a capital on the whole of not less than £200,000.' 
In addition to this there were numbers of unauthorised mills 
set up in defiance of the patent. In the lawsuit over the 
validity of the- patent the counsel opposed to Arkwright 

J See HMU. #j' CDtllIIIIIIU JlIlWlftII, June 27. 1780-
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described these unauthorised mills as employing 80,000 
persons and a capital of some £800,000.1 

It will perhaps be convenient to trace here briefly the further 
changes in the cotton-spinning industry during our period. 
The cardinal change is the introduction of steam power to 
work the machinery. When Watt's steam engine was per
fected, and it was no longer necessary to place mills on streams, 
machinery was attracted back to towns. The first mill to 
use Watt's engine wa\; one at Papplewick in 1785; the engine 
was first used in Manchester in 1789, in Oldham in 1798.· It 
did not of course supersede water power at once, but early 
in the nineteenth century its superiority was so manifest that 
water mills ceased to be built, whilst steam factories rose on all 
sides. Mules and jennies were gathered more and more into 
factories and worked by steam power. The seU-acting mule 
was a later developlnent; many unsuccessful experiments 
were made with it, and it was not in satisfactory working 
order till about 1825. 

We can summarise the results of these changes by saying 
that whereas at the beginning of the nineteenth century the 
bulk of the master cotton spinners were still smaIl men" as the 
century advanced the smaIl establishments could not hold their 
own against the large establishments worked by steam, and 
employing many hundreds or even thousands of hands. This 
development had an inlportant consequence in the history of 
the workers, for in these establishments the men spinners 
formed a compact body with common ain1s among whom 
combination was easy. 

TAlI W _" and 1M Comblfltltion .4cl 
,We must now tum to the cotton weavers. In their case we 

shaIl find no startling changes in the structure of the industry. 
for at the time of the Reform Bill weaving is still in the main 
a domestic industry. though the power-loom and the factory 
system are rapidly gaining ground. But though there was no 
startIing change in the structure of the industry. there was a 
lamentable change in the conditions of the weavers, 

Before the invention of the spinning-jenny. the weavers 
suffered from a shortage of yam. After that invention and 
the introduction of Arkwright's water frame, yam was abun
dant, and by 1780 it was said that the number of looms had 

• See Cbapmtll," <iI., P. 57. 
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increased threefold.1 It is probable of course that many of 
these looms were looms that had been converted from linen or 
woollen looms to cotton looms. When the mule came into 
use the demand for more looms grew rapidly, and the almost 
feverish prosperity of the trade is graphical\y described by 
William Radcliffe." , 

He caI\s the years from 1788 to 1803 • the golden age of 
this great trade,' and describes how • the old loom-shops 
being insufficient, every lumber-room, even old barns, cart
houses, and out-buildings of any description, were repaired, 
windows broke through the old blank walls, and all fitted up 
for loom-shops. This source of making room being at length 
exhausted, new weavers' cottages, with loom-shops, rose up in 
every direction.' Of the' operative weavers on f1IQI)hine yarna,' 
he says, • both as cottagers and small farmers, even with three 
times their former rents, they might be truly said to be placed 
in a higher state of .. wealth, peace, and godliness," by the 
great demand for, and high price of their labour than they 
had ever before experienced. Their dwellings and small 
gardens clean and neat,---e11 the family well clad,-tbe men 
with eaeh a watch in his pocket, and the women dressed to 
their own fancy,-the church CTO'Wckd to e:TXeSS every Sunday,
every house well furnished with a clock in elegant mahogany 
or fancy case,---handsome tea services in Staffordshire ware, 
with silver or plated sugar-tongs and spoons,-Birmingham, 
Potteries, and Sheffield wares for necessary use and ornament, 
wherever a comer cupboard or shelf could be placed to sa 
them ojJ,-many cottage families had their cow, paying 60 
much for the summer's grass, and about a statute acre' of land 
laid out for them in some croft or comer, which they dressed 
up as a meadow for hay in the winter.' 

Tjle golden age was not 60 golden nor did it last so long 
as William Radcliffe suggests.· Early in 1799 the weavers 
were complaining of the decrease . in the price of labour and 
forming themselves into an Association for mutual protection 
and for obtaining Parliamentary relief. At the end of April 
_a correspondent wrote from Wigan to the Home Office to say 

I See p. S6 abo... Radcliff. (quoted Bai ..... .p. rll., p. 338) deDi .. that th .... 
was any increase till 1788. 

• William Radclilf., Orig;,. ..r P"", ... ·z.-" W"""iIr, 1828, pp. 59-67 • 
• Nor did all weaven enjoy Its blessings, lor ProL Cbapmaa poinll out that 

the fustian weann were Dot ill this happy case (-J. ciI .• p. 39). See allO T.U 
0>11.,. r ... th ""ri_g llu R""'/~ """ N",._ W"'" bJ G. W. llaDieJa 
(Manch .. ter Stalilti<:al SocielJ). 
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that numbers of societies were being formed in that and the 
neighbouring oounties, and that 'when the sum of five 
hundred pounds is oollected by the grand central oommittee 
at Manchester oonsisting of three persons • • • they are to pay 
it into the hands of some great person in London who hath 
engaged to procure them an act of parliament for an advance 

, of wages.' 1 , 

On May 27 the same oorrespondent sent to the Home 
Office an address that had been issued to the public by the 
newly formed association of weavers.' It is worth quoting 
at some length. The address is to be printed and distributed 
in different towns in the name of the general oommittee 
assembled at Bolton, May 18, 1799. John Seddon is president, 
James Holcroft is secretary, and the oommittee is composed 
of representatives from different towns as follows: from Bolton 
and the neighbourhood six, from Manchester and Salford three, 
from Stockport, Oldham, Wigan, Warrington, Blackburn, 
Chorley, Newton, and Bury two each, from Whitefield, Chow
bent, and New Chapel near Leigh one each. 

The writers begin: • The present existing Laws that should 
protect Weavers, etc., from imposition, being trampled under 
foot, for want of a union amongst them, they are oome to a 
detemlination to support' each other in their just and legal 
rights, and to apply to the Legislature of the country for such 
further, regulations, as it may in its wisdom deem fit to make, 
when the real state of the cotton manufactory shall have been 
laid before it.' They talk of the • mutual interest of both 
employers and employed , and ask for a • candid consideration. 
how every necessary of life has increased in price, while the 
price of labour has undergone a continual decrease. ••• And, 
ye who are our enemies, do you not blush to hear these facts 
repeated-Great Britain holding the reins of universal oom
me.ree, is it not shameful that her sons should be thus imposecL 
on ,~ you afraid that we should approach Government, 
and there tell the truth '-that ye use the mean artifice of 
stigmatising us with the name of Jaoobins, that ye raise your 
rumours of plots, riots, etc.' They disclaim all oonnectiOD 
with attempts to undermine Government, and in their dread 

1 H.O.,4I. 4)'. 
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of any misunderstanding on this point go so far as to declare 
the' late law on meetings 1 appears to us to be only intended 
as a bridle to that wild democratical fury that leads nations 
into the vortex of anarchy. confusion, and bloodshed.' They 
give particulars of reduced payment; supposing a man to 
be newly married in 1792. he would then be receiving 22s. 
for forty-four yards of cloth; in 1799. surrounded by four or five 
small children, he would be receiving only lIs. for sixty yards • 
. worked with a finer weft. • It is in vain.' they conclude •• to 
talk of bad trade; if goods are actually not wanted. they 
cannot be sold at any price; if wanted. 2d. or 8d. per yard 
will not stop the buyer; and whether does it appear more 
reasonable that 2d. or 8d. per yard should be laid on the con
sumer. or taken from the labourer?' The official endorse
ment on this document is interesting. It is in the handwriting 
of the Duke of Portland (Home Secretary): • Can anything . 
more be done in this case than calling the Attention of 
the Magistrates to the Facts by a Letter to the Chairman 
of the Sessions, or some intelligent Magistrate in that part 
of the County which is indeed all or at least the principal 
part of the manufacturing district.' 

The correspondent (Mr. John Singleton of Wigan) who sent 
up the weavers' address denied that the weavers had grounds for 
complaint; the labouring class he declared was • fully employed 
and well very well paid for their labour and before these arts 
were us'd to disturb their peace and·make them discontented 

. was both happy and contented.' He throws an interesting 
sidelight on the introduction of women into the trade: in 
spite of the war the number of looms have increased, .' for if 
a Man enlists. his Wife turns Weaver, for here the women are 
weavers as well as the Men, and instructs her children in the 
art of weaving-and I have heard many declare that they 
lived better since their husbands enlisted than before.' I 
--The action of the weavers in associating together was speedily 
followed by the first Combination Act, passed July 1799. It 
seems probable, indeed, that their association was a cause 
of its introduction. The paper containing their manifesto was 

-sent up. as we have seen. to the Home Office on l'rlay 27.' On 
June 17 Pitt obtained leave to bring in the Workman's 
Combination Bill, and in his speech referred specially to the 
combinations in the northern part of the kingdom." The 

1 Probably tbe Seditious Meetings Act, 36 George Ill. Co 8. 
• H.O •• .p. 47. • /bid. • See T .... lMwnr. p. 11\1. 
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'Combination Act, however, was not the sort of answer that 
the weavers wanted or appreciated. A general meeting of the 
acting magistrates within the hundred of Salford in November 
even thought it necessary to publish a handbill of warning to 
the discontented: • We, the undersigned, taking into con
sideration the various and repeated Attempts that have lately 
been made, to excite a spirit of Dissatisfaction amongst the 
Weavers and others employed in the Manufactures of this 
County, and by violent Hand Bills, and other in1lammatory 
Publications, to encourage an illegal Opposition to the Act 
passed in the last Session of Parliament .. To prevent unlawful 
Combinations amongst Workmen" do hereby signify our 
determined Resolution to maintain, as much as in us lies, 
due Obedience to the Laws ••• ' 1 

The passing of the Combination Act did not deter the weaveni 
from pressing Parliament next year for a regulation of the4:. 
wages. The journeyman weavers of Chester, York, Lanca
shire, and Derby sent up a petition I praying for a more speedy 
and summary mode of regulating abuses • and for the settling 
of the Wages, Pay and Price of Labour from time to time.' 
The Combination Act, it must be remembered, nominally 
prohibited combination amongst masters not less than amongst 
men, and the weavers take the opportunity to point out that 
their evils are due to • a powerful Combination of the Master 
Weavers or Manufacturers, and that the Petitioners scarce1y 
earning a bare Subsistence by their daily Labour, are totally 
unable to seek the Suppression of Combinations of so much 
Secrecy, Wealth and Power, or any Redress of their Grievances. 
by any existing Law.' Some of the master manufacturers; 
however, were on the men's side, for on the same day came a 
petition from master manufacturers in Chester, York, and 
Lancashire stating that their difficulties were due to the fact 
that there was no power to settle wages. A special Committee 
of the House of Commons was appointed to take evidence, 
and on May 8 it published the Minutes of Evidence.' James 
Holcroft, weaver of Bolton, who had lIeen secretary of the 
Association the ~ar before, stated the men~s object clearly • 
• Is it the wish of the Weavers,' he was asked, • to have any 
Standard Price or not" 'We wish for no particular Wages, 
but what may be fixed upon mutually between the Manufacturers 
and Workmen, or by the Quarter Session.' • Is it not rega-

1&0-.... 48. 'B_"C_J~ YaRb SoISoG. 
• IW, Ma, S. lSao. 
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lated at present by the Manufacturers and Workmen" 'No, 
we wish to be regulated similar to the Silk Manufacturers.' I 

The Cotton ArUtratim Act8 

The weavers did not obtain their desired regulation, but they 
were given instead an Act I providing for arbitration in the 
cotton trade. Richard Needham, weaver of Bolton, who had 

,lbeen one of the general committee in 1799, gave the history 
of this Act both before the Committee on Artisans and 
Machinery in 1824' and also before the Committee on Hand
loom Weavers ·ten years later, in 1834.' We will quote 
,the latter account: 'At that time Mr. Pitt was prime minister 
and chancellor of the Exchequer as well; I was not here 
but another person was here at the time we were applying 
for it. Mr. Pitt stopped Colonel Stanley from moving any 
further in the business; he sent to the weavers' solicitor, 
and sent him down to hold a delegate meeting to consult the 
weavers as to the plan he had to suggest, which was a principle 
of arbitration, and if we would give up the application for 
a regulation of wages at that time, he would give us that 
in lieu of it.' 

That Pitt had seriously considered the question of granting 
a minimum wage seems probable. ·Mr. Bayley, the Lancashire 
magistrate, as early as 1798 wrote to the Home Office urging 
the adoption of some such measures as ' indispensable to keep 
quiet the lower Orders and to conciliate their good Will •••• 
U the great Mind of Mr. Pitt would give it five Minu/u Con
sideration, I am sure the Bill would pass.' I Amongst the 
Home Office papers for 1800 is an undated and rather illegible 
paper probably belonging to the year before, which seems to 
be a memorandum on the subject prepared for Pitt by Mr. 
King, then Under Secretary of the Home Office.' • Ou look
ing into Bum's Justice Title ServanU, head 4 Rating ofWagea, 
Mr. Pitt will see the Authority given to Magistrates to settle 
the wages of all artificers and labourers by the day, week or 
month. U any thing can be done as suggested by Mr. Bayley 
it appears to Mr. King that it must be grounded on the acts 
there mentioned.' The memorandum points out that the 

I See Chapter VII. I 39'" 40 George m. Co 90, posoed Jul, as. 
I Fifth Report, p. 544-
, Report rrom Select Committee OD Hand-loom Wca'fen' PetitioDi. 18,34-
• H.O.,.po 45. From thia letter it ....... that Rule bad & Bill on the IDbject 

in Ilia cJarce. • H.O., 41· 55-
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existing Acts apply to cases where employment is uniform; 
in manufactures of great extent and employing great numbers 
the only remedy seems to be • to leave it to the call for employ
ment to regulate the wages. • • • I know not what Rule Mr. 
A. Smith or anyone would desire to lay down.' 

If Pitt played with the idea of an Act for regulating wages, 
he rejected it and gave the weavers instead the Arbitration Act. 
This Act 1 provided that in all cases of dispute over wages or 
hours each party could name an arbitrator, and if the arbitrators 
could not agree either arbitrator could require them to submit 
the points in dispute to a Justice of the Peace whose decision 
would be Jlnal. The Act had some success for a short time 
as a device for settling disputes and protecting the men from 
actual frauds, but before long the masters put their finger On 
a ratal flaw in the drafting. The Act obliged the mast.el'!! to 
appoint an arhitrator, and made provision for cases of dis
agreement between the arbitrators, but it contained no pro
vision to compel an arbitrator to act. The masters having 
discovered this hiatus amused themselves by appointing an 
arbitrator living in London or some other distant place who 
had no intention of acting, with the result that the arbitra· 
tion went no further. 

The working of the Act and the grievances of the weavers 
are described very fully three years later in the evidence before a 
Select Committee of the House of Commons.' Thomas Thorpe, 
who had acted as arbitrator in some two hundred cases (in • 
few he was chosen by the masters).li&id so long as the Act was 
carried out it worked well. or the cases in which he had 
acted eleven had been referred to a magistrate, and of those 
eleven all but one had been settled in the men's favour. James 
Holcroft, who' had acted in some three hundred cases, said 
that only four or dve had been referred to a magistrate. He 
described in detail a case which throws light on the scope of 
the Act and the persistent desile of the men for a minimum 
wage. At Whitefl.eld, whele wages had been reduoed some 
time befOle from Sid- to 81d. a yard. the men. hoping to use 
the Act to raise their wages, wished to arbitrate in a body. 
but they Wele advised by Mr. Gurney that they could only 
aot individually. Consequently some nine hundred applica· 
tions for arbitration Wele made. but the magistrates tleated 

I 39 A 40 Georte Ill. Co go. 
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the demand as if it were an attempt by the men to fix wages, 
and said that the Act gave no such power. This interpretation 
of the Act, which of course made it worthless as a protection to 
the men against anything but actual fraud or breach of agree
ment, was supported by the legal opinion of Law, afterwards 
Lord Ellenborough; Gurney, who advised the men, taking 
the 'opposite view that the reduction of wages on this scale
was a proper subject for the operation of the Act. When 
Holcroft was asked if it was the favourite wish in Whitefield 
that there should be a regulation ,of wages, he replied: • It 
was not only the favourite Wish of the People at Whitefield, 
but the favourite Wish of the Four Counties of Lancaster, 
Cheshire, York, and Durham.' 

Another witness, James Draper, gave an instance of the 
dismissal of a workman because he had appointed an arbi
trator, and it came out very clearly in the inquiry that the 
masters thought it beneath the dignity of an arbitrator of 
their class to meet a workman, that they resented workmen 
being allowed to administer oaths, and that dishonesties and 
frauds of the meanest kind were very common on the part 
of the. employers. One master, Richard Cliff, in defending 
his conduct in choosing a remote and non-effective arbitrator, 
said, • I don't know who I could have got to attend against the 
People who were appointed on the Weavers' Side.' 

It is clear that there was a good deal of uneasiness amongst 
the authorities about the attitude of the weavers, law-abiding 
,a!,d even anti-Jacobin though the latter at this time were. 
Prices were leaping up, food riots were occurring all over the 
country, and sedition of the stomach and sedition of the mind 
were often confounded by the anxious friends of law and 
order. When hunger prompted the composition of the many 
doggerel rhymes 1 sent up by the recipients in alarm to the 
Home Office during these years, it was in truth difficult to 
distinguish the two. Any attempt of the working classes to 
assist themselves in the • Wants and Distresses arising from 
the various Events which Divine Providence may permit to 
chasten us" was regarded with suspicion, hence it is not sur
prising to find Mr. Bayley, who at this time wrote constantly 

1 l.g. • The Bishops, Vican, Curates, 
Parliam.." IIDd Kings 
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to the Home Office, declaring that • much of sedition has 
mixed itself with the Weavers' Petition and Bill. It will'not 
have escaped your Observation,' he adds, • that Mr. Gurney is 
their Counsel and Mr. Foulkes their Solicitor.' I 

'Cavalry should be stationed near Bolton and an 'eye kept 
on whole quarter' is the official endorsement of an enclosure 
in Mr. Bayley's letter. The enclosure, from Mr. Fletcher of 
Bolton who figures in our pages elsewhere, had amongst other 
things urged the taxation of the export of cotton twist, a 
measure which was constantly being pressed by the weaving 
interest, and as constantly opposed by the spinning interest.. 
Mr. Bayley's fears were not allayed by the receipt of an anony
mous threatening letter a few weeks later." There is of course 
no reason to connect this letter with the weavers or their 
organisation, but as a type of the letters that were showered 
upon the magistrates all over England wherever famine was 
rife, it is worth while to quote part of it. These letters are 
interesting as showing how far the poor were from taking the 
same view as their betters about the chastening mercies of 
Divine Providence. We have altered the spelling and punc
tuation. • And the people said unto Joshua, the Lord our 
God will we serve and His voice will we obey. You Magis· 
trates and Gentlemen of old England, by God's laws and tile 
,church we mean to stand, and men's laws to destroy. Unless 
the price of provisions comes to' a fair price, a famine appeBl'S 
in the midst of plenty. Betwixt the Badger and the huxter 
the poor do starve. As a caution take this writ. For a fare 
living on our bended knees to God we will caD.' Unless this 
comes about the writer threatens' a civil war' and 'your fine 
halls and your pleasure ground we will destroy either by fire 
or sword.' 

Throughout the year 1801 there was great distress among 
the workers in the cotton district, and great alarm among 
the authorities. There seemed indeed cause for alarm lest 
hunger should drive the manufacturing population, ill-policed 
as it was, into open rebellion against law and order.' There 
were rumours that the cotton factories at Bolton would be 
burnt, tales were told of large bodies of men, some said fifty 

• H.o.,~ sa. '1fttI.. 
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thousand, bound together by illegal oaths. The magistrates 
were not the only alarmists. Thomas Ainsworth, the manu
facturer, wrote to Sir Robert Peel (1st Baronet) from Bolton: 1 

, There is nothing to fear from Jacobinism further than avail
ing themselves of the distracted state 0' the country and the 
common saying of the poor is better to die in a battIe than be 
starved in our houses.' With reference to a rising he adds : 
'If ever there is an invasion or other commotion to employ 
the regular force of the country I make no doubt but that 
opportunity will be seized.' Mr. Yates, Peel's partner, wrote 
in equal alarm two days later, giving an aceount of food riots 
at Bury: I 'I am sorry to say that what I have seen and 
heard to-Day, convinces me that the Country is ripe for rebel
lion and in a most dangerous situation, and I firmly believe 
that if provisions continue at the present high prices, a 
Revolution will be the consequence • • • my heart bled 
this morning,' he adds, 'to see so many Children not more 
than half Fed.' Both these gentlemen share the magistrates' 
doubts of the Volunteers. In the Bury food riot it was thought 
wiser not to call them out. Mr. Ainsworth went so far as to 
declare' great doubts are entertained as to Volunteers acting 
and some are supposed to be corrupted. I am of opinion not 
one Corps in Lancashire would [act] I in their own Towns 
against their neighbours and perhaps relatives.' 

Under these circumstances it is not surprising that the 
magistrates were alarmed. Seditious language was not 
wanting,' but more dangerous than mere seditious language, 
doctrines subversive of the foundations of society were being 
circulated in the cotton district,· and opinions unfavourable 
to the Government seemed to be gaining ground. This was the 
belief of Mr. Fletcher of Bolton, who wrote that he bad 'en
couraged several loyal masters who employ great numbers of 
servants in different Branches of the Cotton manufacture, 
to examine into the political opinions of their workmen, and 
to discharge such as are known to be Jacobin from their 
employ." 

1 H.O., .p. 61, March .1.3, tSol. • H.O., 41. 6r. I Tora out. 
• lor. One Dyson was lent to the Salford House of Correction for _yin, 
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It is in the year 1801 that the first mention is made in the 
Home Office Papers of that unhallowed band of informers and 
spies, of whom the magistrates henceforth made continual 
use. The Rev. Mr. Hay, J.P., who will figure later.in the 
Luddite chapters, rejoices in having found an informer to 
attend the secret meetings, although it cannot be said that 
the information he furnished was very exciting.! Mr. Fletcher 
of Bolton also begins to send up informers' tales. I It is in this 
year that we first hear of Mr. Bent, alias • B.,' 10 long the 
trusted informer of Mr. Fletcher and the trusted confidant of 
the discontented. I 

Meanwhile the organised weavers directed their efforts to 
obtaining by lawful means an amendment of the Arbitratio~ 
Act. Now an application for amendment involved concerted 
action, and concerted action, however law-abiding, in this 
atmosphere of suspicion and fear, was at once attributed by 
the magistrates to sedition and Jacobinism, and hence the 
weavers worked under difficulties. Their meetings, too, wel'l! 
constantly stopped or dispersed • 

• The intention of a second application to Parliament to 
amend what is called the Weaver,' Bill,' wrote the Rev. Mr. 
Bancroft of Bolton, t 'ha, I believe been made a means of 
combining and· stimulating the People. It was mentioned 
before that Correspondencies were carried on between a Leader 
here (Holcroft) and the People of Scotland. I expect that 
Holcroft has of late abated in his exertions.' 

Mr. Fletcher of Bolton wrote to the same effect early next 
year:' 

• In this neigbbourhood (Bolton) the seditioUl seem to be 
mostly occupied about the intended application to Parliament 
for ~gulating the cotton manufacture. This application 
(although perhaps some small alteration.may be neoessary 
in the existing Laws as to that Trade) certalnly originates in 
the J t.ICObirt 80cietiu and is intended as a means to keep the 

1 R.O., 48. 6a. I R.o.,48. 6a, ODd 48. 6S-
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minds of the Weavers in a continual Ferment, and as a Pre
text to raise Money from them which will probably be em
ployed in part at ,least, to seditious purposes.' 

Parliament was less suspicious of the weavers' intentions 
than were the magistrates, and a Special Committee, from 
whose report we have already quoted, heard evidence from 
both masters and men. The result of the inquiry was the 
passing of an amending Act designed, not as the weavers had 
hoped, to oblige the masters to carry out the law, but to soften 
their hearts towards it by removing some of the features that 
were particularly repugnant to them. 

In the course of the debate Rose made a significant speech 
commenting upon the • extraordinary way' in which the 
masters had behaved and suggesting the application of an 
Act like the Spitalfields Act to the cotton manufacture • 
• That law might be extended to the cotton trade with much 
less difficulty, and in the silk trade there were above 1000 
articles to become the object of the wages of workmen, whilst 
in the cotton trade there were not above 100.' 1 

The amending Arbitration Bill, as introduced in 1808, pro
vided that the J.P. was to choose two arbitrators, one to be a 
master or manager or foreman, the other to be taken from a 
list drawn up by the workmen. The Act' in its final form 
empowered the magistrate to choose a panel (not less than four 
or more than six, half to be masters or their agents, the other 
half to be weavers) from which the two sides should each 
choose an arbitrator. Another provision in the Act sought 
to protect the workman from a common method of fraud by 
obliging the masters to give out tickets, 'if required, stating 
the quality, nature, and price of the work assigned to a work
man. The new Act seems to have been practically inopera
tive. Richard Needham indeed declared later that it had 
answered its purpose to a great extent and that thousand. 
of pounds had been recovered under it," but Needham's views 
were not shared by his fellow weavers. From this time he 
became closely allied with the authorities and represented 

-what they termed the • loyal' weavers, whilst the great mass 
of hi. fellow workers were gradually becoming convinced that 
application to an unreformed Parliament was useless. A 

1 PariilfwuttllU7 Rqisltr, February 13. 1804-
I 44 George .n. Co 87 . 
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petition from the cotton weavers at Bolton in 1818 described 
the Act as • unavailing inasmuch as no one conviction before 
a Magistrate under this Law h~ ever been confinned at any 
Quarter Sessions of the Peace' ; 1 and in the Reform agita
tion of 1819 the 'uselessness of the Act was constantly men
tioned as an illustration of tl!e necessity for a radical reform 
of Parliament." . 

The clause requiring the masters to give out tickets was 
evaded by giving tickets with • no wages promised.' A 
witness before the Committee on tl!e Cotton Weavers' Petitions 
in 1808 described how one master, who had suffered defeat 
in an arbitration, indllmnified himself by a general reduction 
of wages. Arbitration, in fact. witl!out tl!e right and tl!e 
power of combination was worthless from tl!e moment tl!e 
masters had set tl!eir faces against it. Moreover, apart from 
the Combination Laws, organised action amongst tl!e weavers 
was particularly difficult, and every year tl!e difficulty increased. 

TM Decline of 1M Weaver, 

Before describing the renewed and persistent applications 
of the weavers, and of many of their employers, for a regula
tion of wages, it will be well to discuss some of the peculiar 
circumstances of tl!e weaving trade, and to glance al!ead at that 
future of long-drawn-out D!isery which the victims were 
striving in vain to elude. From the prosperous men described 
by Radcliffe' who believe, in the depression of 1799, that 
Government has only to be told tl!e trutl! to restore them to 
their former condition, the hand·loom weavers become by 
18811 perhaps tl!e most )lVretched and famished class in tl!e com
munity. The figures given in tl!e Report of tl!e Committee on 
lIand-loom Weavers in 1885 illustrate that decline graphically.
Assuming tl!at tl!e wage was spent in equal proportions on 

• H ..... f C ......... J ...... l. February 25 •• 8'3; cr. P. 87. Needham 
.... nted the power of appeal to Quuter Sessions against the peualtJ taken a"1-
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, t.r. In 1819 the Stockport we&ftfS spoke of it as & I ••• gruted them after 
spending D'lUJ thQusands of pounds to obtain it; which law professes to redress 
their a:rie'ftnce, and theu to protect them. from. oppression iD future.. But the 
magist ... t .. would .ol.ct UPOD it.' See M_1ustw Clhtrwr 0I1ul7 3 in R.O •• 
41 •• 890 Ct. IItoadhlUSl",peech al Blacltbum Reform M .. ti:oc ' see M_1ustw 
0N0rwr.1u17 '0, In R.O .• 4" '119-

• Seep. Sl.bo .... 
• ~ hfon •• S3$. xiii. p. '3. '1uoted by Chap ...... .,. <it., P. 430 
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ftour, oatmeal, potatoes, and butcher's meat, the Committee 
worked out the comparative wages as follows: 

1797-1804-price 26s. Sd. amt. of provs. 281lbs. 
18040-1811 20s. 288 .. 
1811-1818 Us. 7d. 181 .. 
1818-1825 8s. 9d. 108 .. 
1825-1882 6s. 4<1. 83 .. 

There were many causes at work to bring about this disas
trous result. Weaving was easily learned,' and during its pros
perous days it offered the attraction of high wages. In other 
trades, the trade societies managed to restrict the flow of 
incomers; the weavers, disorganised and scattered, had no 
such power. Ireland was pouring out her population from theif 
wretched homes into Lancashire; peasants and cottagers, dis
possessed by the agricultural revolution in England, were 
leaving the land, and after 1815 discharged soldiers were 
looking for employment. Hand-loom weaving became the 
• refuge of the surplus numbers from nearly all other trades.' I 
At the same time numbers of small masters sprang up, 
because the cotton trade offered rapid profits and in the early 
days comparatively little capital was Reeded. Competition 
or the spirit of enterprise led them to vie with each other 
in cheapening production by cutting wages. They took full 
advantage of the weak and disorganised position of the 
weavers, playing upon their necessities until they had reduced 
them below sul;lsistence level, and employers who would have 
preferred to pay good wages thought themselves bound to 
follow suit. 

The PUtlJer-Loom 

In the later years the extension of the use of the power-
100m was one element in the depression of the hand-100m 
weavers. The process was slow, for though the power-100m 
was invented in 1785, as late as 1835 the Select Committee that 
reported on Hand-100m Weavers could report that while the 
power-100m had been in operation for many years, it was only 
of late that it had come into direct competition with hand-

1 There were of eoune special kinds of weaving that required Itrengtla and 
skill, and the Hand·loom WeannJ Commiuionen pointed out that the meo who 
did this fine work suffered mach leD and were earning Ice. to as&. a week ill 
1839 (Chapman,.p. til., P. 431. 

• Report from Hand-loom We .... ers' Commiaionen, l&tl, p. 4G. 
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looms. Its advance was actually retarded by the low rate at 
which the hand labourers worked.l 

The story of the original invention of the power-loom is a 
eurious one. The Rev. Edmund Cartwright, a country parson, 
Fe1'ow of Magdalene, Cambridge, and brother of Major Cart
wright the reformer, was staying for a holiday at Matlock in 
1784, and happened to fall into conversation with some Man
chester men about the newly invented spinning machinery. 
With the boldness of inexperience, for he had never even seen 
a weaver at work, Cartwright advanced the proposition that 
weaving no less than spinning should be done by machinery. 
The experts derided him, advancing arguments which from 
want of technical knowledge he could not even understand. 
Cartwright went home. and from his theoretical knowledge of 
the process of weaving invented the first power-loom which 
he patented in 1785. This invention produced cloth indeed •. 
but it took' two powerful men to work the machine at a slow 
rate, and only for a short time. • • • This being done, I then 
condescended to see how other people wove; and you will 
guess my astonishment, when I compared their easy mode of 
operation with mine." He set himself to improve his power
loom, and in 1787 took out a patent for an improved machine. 
Cartwright, like Crompton, had little business ability, and his 
attempts to profit by his invention were failures. A factory 
for four hundred of his looms was indeed built by Messrs. 
Grimshaw in Manchester, but it was burnt down in 1792 and 
not rebuilt. 

The power-loom was in fact still too clumsy a machine for 
general use, but some of its defects were remedied by a dressing 

. machine, patented by William Radcliffe of Stockport in 
1808-4.' Hitherto each power-loom' had required a man to . 
dress the warp from time to time; by this invention the warp 
\vas dressed before it was put into the loom. In 1808 Mr. 
a Horrocks of Stockport patented power-looms of iron, 
another important improvement. Yet in spite of these 

I 'It i. DOW found, for the tint time ill. the histOIJ of' mllDkind. 10 low are 
...... rail .... 10 I'Mt ia the presn ... of cIiot ..... that _nul labour is maItiDc 
repriull OD. machinery, standinc • IUccessful competitioD. with it, beatiDc it OIQt 
of the market, and precluding the use of aD eDgiDe, fAr from costlJ ill itself, 
which .... throe labourers III fo... The fiuther iIlllod.cti ... of the po __ 
Is a<tu&l1J stopped b)o the low nle of _ ..... _,'-1Iroqh&m, S~ 
Ho_ of COIIlmooa, Mard> I], lal71 ~ 1838 ecIlti ..... ..,., L po S6c>. 

• Cartwright" 0_ otatem ... t (_ Boineo, .. dI., po 8,]0). 

• Bt.i ....... dI.. P. 131. 
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improvements power-looms were not universally adopted. 
The attempts of the workers to destroy them in 1812 are 
described in a later chapter.' In 1813 it was estimated that 
there were 2400 power-looms in the United Kingdom; in 1820 
there were 14,150 (12,150 of them in England); in 1829 there 
were 55,500 (45,500 in England), and by 1883 they had reached 
a total of 100,000 (85,009 in England)." 

In spite of this rapid growth in the number of power-looms, 
. the number of hand-loom cotton weavers did not decrease 
during our period. All estimates, it is true, are. more or less 
guesswork, but any marked diminution must have been 
noticed. Baines I accepts the estimates of the number of 
cotton hand-100m weavers in 1888 in England as 200,000, 
and thinks that they had probably increased rather than 
diminished during the previous years. It was only in the 
thirties that the power-looms were used for muslin goods. 

The early power-loom weavers were all women or boys. In 
the case of spinning, when work left the cottage for the factory, 
men in factories with the help of children replaced the women 
domestic spinners: in weaving, when the change from domestic 
to factory industry took place, women and boys in factories 
replaced men who had worked at home. 

The Agitatirmfor a Minimum Wage 

The weavers had desired a Bill for regulating wages, and 
had received instead from Parliament in 1804 the second 
Arbitration Act. They had not renounced their hopes, and 
Rose's speech in the debate on the Arbitration Act had given 
them some encouragement. The first move in the agitation, 
which cnJminated in the riots at Manchester on the rejection 
of the Minimum Wage Bill in 1808, seems to have come from 
the masters. The inner history of the movement is best told 
in Richard Needham's ·words : 0 • In 1805 the master manu
facturers, some of the most wealthy in Bolton, applied to me 
and others to desire the weavers to call a meeting and choose 
a committee, and they would go with us to Parliament to get 
a regulatory law on the principle of the Spitalfields Act, we 
were glad of it and we did do so: those gentlemen met us 

J See Chapter z. 
I Report from Assistant Hand~loom Weaven' Commiuionen, 1840t quoted 

ChapmaD, III. m., p. 28. • 0,. <iI., P. "37 • 
• 1834 Report froID Select Committee on Hand.loom Weaveq, p. 421. 
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and a joint Committee was appointed.' It was in connection 
with this movement that Mr. Fletcher of Bolton noted the 
weavers' activity. Th~ disaffected, he writes,' are • under the 
mask of protecting the Weavers against their Employers, 
forming them into Societies, each consisting of any number 
of classes not exceeding eleven-these Classes by a manager 
corresponding with the Secretary of the Society and each 
Society sending a delegate to a general meeting.' They had 
printed rules; the entrance fee was 6<1. and the subscription 
Id. a week. The growth of such a socicty, Mr. Fletcher points 
out, might become not only injurious to the • manufacturing 
Interest,' but dangerous to Government, since the leaders 
would have at their dispesal large sums of money, and most 
of the leaders are • known to entertain Opinions adverse to 
our happy Constitution.' The same letter encloses a bill for 
£128, as. 6ld., being the payment for the services of four spies, 
B., C.; T., and L. F. since the previous August. 

The efforts of the weavers to obtain a minimum wage were 
connected by Mr. Fletcher with the further agitation also 
engineered by • the disaffected' against the Com Law of 
180.. This law, it will be remembered, practically prohibited 
the importation of foreign com till the price of English com 
had risen to 68s., instead of to the 50s. fixed in 1791.' A petition 
against the law was extensively signed in Manchester and 
• B.' was one of the Committee.' 

The weavers meanwbile were very busy with their applica
tion. • We applied to Parliament,' said Richard Needham,' 
• in 1806, but a dissolution of Parliament took place in con
sequence of a disagreement between His Majesty and bis 
Ministers.' The Whig Ministry of • All the Talents' then 
took office for a brief year, but they showed no favour to the 
application. • At that time the present Earl Grey was Secretary 
of State for the Home Department,' and he would not sulfer 
us to go into the question till we had had an interview with 
the Board of Trade. We had an intervicw with them and the)' 
opposed us.' I A monster petition was presented to Parlia· 
ment on February S6, 1807,' signed (according to Needham) 
by no fewer than 180,000 cotton weavers from Lancasbire~ 

'lau ... " ,IS, ,80S. H.o.. 41. 8a. I H.O.,4I. 79. 41. 10, 41. I .. 
• ,834 Roport flOm Sol .. t Committee OIl Ha.d·loom W ........ po 41" 
t This. of COUnt, was & m.istake. The Home Secreta." was Lord Speacer. 
I Lord Auckland was at tho Bootd of Trade. ·U ..... "C __ J ....... 

, 
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Cheshire, and York. This petition pointed out • that when
ever the demand for goods becomes slack, many Master Manu
facturers adopt the expedient of reducing wages, thereby 
compelling the Petitioners, in order to obtain a livelihood, to 
manufacture great quantities of goods at a time, when they 
are absolutely not wanted, and that great quantities of goods 
so manufactured are sacrificed in the market at low prices, 
to the manifest injury of the fair dealer, and the great oppres
sion of the Petitioners,' who could often only earn 9s. a week. 
They asked for a Bill to regulate wages from time to time. 

In March 1807 the Whig Ministry fell and Perceval became 
Prime Minister, with Rose, the professed friend of the minimum 
wage policy. at the Board of ,Trade. Hopes of Government 
action ran high. Early in 1808 the Journeymen Cotton 
Weavers again petitioned Parliament I asking that a minimum 
price should be fixed, belGw which goods should not be manu
factured, and drawing attention to their growing distress owing 
to the bankruptcy of many masters. Their average earnings 
were now six shillings a week. Several masters supported the 
men's application. Richard Ainsworth, a manufacturer, sent 
up a petition I stating that a meeting of masters at Bolton 
had approved the action of the men," and on March 9 an im
portant petition from several Cotton Merchants, Manufac
turers and others in Lancashire and Cheshire, was presented 
to Parliament.& This, petition stated that the petitioners had 
suffered great injury from the fluctuation in wages, which 
during the last three years had been mOle than 100 per cent., 
being at least 88 per cent. on the value of a great part of the 
cotton goods in a finished state, • and that this fluctuation of 
wages gives no increase to the demand from foreign markets. 
whilst its direct tendency is to min the fair Manufacturer by 
reducing the value of his stock on hand; and that capital, 
ingennity and industry cannot ensure success in the Cotton 
Trade till some limits are fixed by the Legislative below which 
the wages of workmen cannot be reduced.' The petitioners 
appealed to the landlord interest in Parliament, pointing out 
that it would ultimately be affected by the numbers of poor 
thrown on to the parish for rclief. 

These petitions were referred to a Select Committee, who 

I H.us,./C-......J."nJ4/. February '9 •• 808. 
I IIi6 •• March 7 •• 808. 
• C£ Mr. Fletcher. December 27. '807. iD H.O., 42. 9" 
• H..,.I/C ... _JUJ-""'-
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at first merely reported the evidence.- The inner history 01 
negotiations has been told by Richard Needham and others. 
The masters' petition, says Needham,' was • signed by 101 
masre. manufacturers, and moSt 01 them very wealthy, some 
01 them kept a thousand hands.' They sent up six delegates 
lrom Manchester, ChQrley, Preston, Bolton, and Stockport. 
The men also sent delegates whose expenses were largely paid 
out 01 money lOaned by different Friendly Societies." The 
Bill favoured by the committee of men, which the delegates 
went to London to promote, provided that fifteen towns or 
districts were to send persons chosen by masters and men 
to Manchester, where' under the presidencY of the presiding 
magistrate they were to fix wages.' The list of subscriptions 
for the purpose, which has also been preserved, is interesting.' 
"77. lB. ed. was raised, and the subscribers include 

By Mr. Ainsworth for masters • 
Mr. Horrocks, M.P. 
J. B. Spencer &. Co •. 
Sir Robert Peel, M.P. 

£ B. D. 
75 0 0 
81 10 0 
1010 0 
8110 0 

Even Mr. Fletcher of Bolton no ionger saw disguised sedition 
in the prayer lor a minimum wage. He wrote in February 
1808' to say that the weavers and some of the manmac
tUl'elS had agrMo to petition Parliament to regulate wages, 
and that the committee lor managing the application have 
been detached from the agitators for peace. • To secure these 
Men by Attention to their Application_Yen though it should 
not be deemed apedi.ent to make the Law proposed-will 
tend much to give a right Bias to the Weavers' Affections 
both on this and future Occasions.' 

The London merchants joined foroes with the applicants: I 
• there was a meeting of merchants formed in London, and 
the leaders of that meeting were Messrs. Helps, Lewis and 
Ray, the two Goldschmidt&, brothers, Messrs. Rowland and 
Burrs, in fact the whole of the merchants of Cheapside were 

• .8011 Report of Select Com.ittee OIl CottOD w ...... • htiti_ piDtocI 
April.L 

• .8.14 Report from Select Committ ..... HoDd·_ 11' .. _ P. .... 
I See Mr. Fletcher. Much 6, .8.6, iD 11.0., 4L '49-
• See PbUip Halliwell .. hid ...... -. Select Coamitt<e .. BODd ... 

w ...... • "'lili ..... 8.l4o p."" 
• -. p. 44ll. • B.o.. 4L 95-
t R. N~ .8.14 Coauaitl1lo .. H ...... _ 11' .. __ ~ Do. ...... 
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on the committee and joined with us, a~d they subscribed 
money to support the application.' Needham gives an account 
of a curious incident from which it seems that the policy of a 
minimum wage was nearly adopted: ' ••• Mr. Rose com
municated to me when I arrived in London that the Privy 
Council had had a meeting, and that the Ministers had agreed 
to give us an Act for three years on condition we would submit 
to that; a meeting of the merchants of London- took place 
at Mr. Ainsworth's, Cheapside, and they were ready to receive 
it; however the following morning I was to have the ulti
matum of Government; and then they would ouly give it 
for one year, and the merchants would not consent to take it 
upon that principle.' An interview took place, between Perceval 
and nineteen merchants and manufacturers at which Richard 
Needham was also present. All urged Perceval to facilitate 
the passing of the law. • Mr. Perceval raised many objections, 
and those objections were answered by many of the merchants, 
large manufacturers and spinners, some of whom were employ
ing HOO persons; Mr. Perceval proposed that there should 
be a meeting called at Manchester of all the influential manu
facturers, such as the Horrockses, Ainsworths, and others, 
that they should meet and agree to this measure; and if thc 
small manufacturers who afterwards competed with them 
entered into a competition to run the prices down, he would 
on the ensuing session of Parliament, pass those resolutions 
into a law, but the manufacturers and merchants refused to 
act upon that proposal.' I 

How far were the manufacturers and merchants really 
sincere in their advocacy of the minimum wage T Whatever 
their original sincerity it was clearly unable to stand the test 
of opposition. Possibly some of the masters, in the spirit of 
Mr. Fletcher of Bolton, thought it desirable to humour the 
men by subscribing to their cause. Peel's conduct is a case 
in point. Needham in his enthusiasm probably exaggerated 
their zeal, for it is impossible to believe that had they been 
truly in earnest the project would have been so friendless in 
Parliament. 

One manufacturer indeed, Thomas Ainsworth, a man paying 
some UO,OOO a year in wages, was unsparing in his advocacy. 
Eleven years later he addressed to Sidmouth a long memo
randum about the repeated vain applications to Government 

I 1834 Committee OD Hand-100m Weayera' Petitions, p. 425. 
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for a regulation of wages, a memorandum in which fiarrative 
is 80 mingled with rhetoric that there is some excuse for the 
flippant official endorsement • A Rhapsody.' 1 • I was ••• 
both pressed and led by inclination,' he writes, • during Mr. 
Perceval's time. into the service of the distressed Manufacturers . 
and ·Weavers, in order to state their case to Go~emment, etc., 
and seek relief-To detail to your Lordship the support we had 
from the Country Manufacturers, and the Merchants in London, 
etc. The arguments then used, The causes of the distress 
assigned. The remedy proposed and the probable result of 
an unsuccessful application would fill a volume.' He then 
details a private interview he had with Mr. Perceval when 
Ainsworth warned him in vain of impending calamity. 

The project had a very brief life in the House of Commons. 
Rose, Vice-President of the Board of Trade, moved apolo
getica1ly for leave to bring in a Bill to regulate wages in cotton 
weaving." The fate of the proposal was a foregone conclu
sion. Perceval explained naively • that it was better that 
the cotton weavers should be disallpointed after a discussion 
of the merits of their application in the House of Commons, 
than by a refusal of his honourable friend to submit it for 
consideration.' Sir Robert Peel expressed his disapproval of 
the measure and with regard to • this application being coun
tenanced by the masters, he was sure, if this was the case at 
all, it was only in a very limited degree': a curious com
mentary on his subseription of £81, lOs. No voice was raised 
on behalf of the Bill, whilst, in addition to Perceval and Peel, 
Davies Giddy, Homer. Lord Milton, Thomson. Tierney, 
Baring. and Lascelles all spoke against it. The arguments
were of the usual kind: that abilities must be equalised before 
a minimum wage could be fixed; that numbers of workmen 
would be discharged and left to destitution; that the evil in 
the trade was not that wages were too low but that they had 
been too high and thereby attracted an abnormal supply of 
labour. Rose withdrew his proposal; he had previously 
explained that he made it not from a conviction of the • plOo'" 
priety' of the measure, but from a desire to comply with 
the wishes of the cotton weavers • backed with the consent 
of their employers.' 

Unfortunately the reasoning that convinced the House of 
Commons seemed less conclnsive to Manchester, and the 

1 H.o., ... 197. October It. 181g. 
• ,.",-." R~, MaJ '90 .8011. 
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refusal of Parliament to di!fcuss the Bill was followed by 
serious rioting. To appreciate the full extent of the distress 
of the time we must bear in mind that a large number of thE' 
weavers were Irishmen and therefore without a settlement 
and not entitled to any parish relief.' The wages of the weavers 
in employment were admittedly only 6s. a week. The workmen 
started by holding orderly meetings on May 2' and 25, from 
which they sent delegates to the principal manufacturers, and 
to the borough-reeve and other town officers asking for a redress 
of tbeir grievances. A correspondent in the Times stated 
that there were from 10,000 to 15,000 people present on the 
second day. • Loud indeed were the murmurs of ilie poor 
wretches but not the least indication was there of a riot. 
Many baskets of bread, wiili some ale, and several cans of 
butter-milk were distributed among ilie multitude; and their 
sorrowful and piteous tales of distress quite unmanned me, 
as also several other sympathetic spectators.' I As the assembly 
failed to disperse when the borough - reeve advised iliem to 
do so, the soldiers were called in and they killed one ma!l.' 
and wounded several others. 

, Having failed in their appeals to Parliament, to their em
ployers, and to ilie local auiliorities, ilie men struck work, 
demanding a 881 per cent. advance in their wages. They 
prevented any others from working by the simple expedient 
of entering ilieir houses and taking away the shuttles. The 
policy spread over the cotton district: Stockport, Rochdale, 
Wigan, and other places were affected. One gentleman who 
went with a force of 100 volunteers to stop a party of strikers 
near Manchester was much impressed by ilieir reasonable
ness, when he parleyed with them. • The Language 
they held forth to me was tIlis, that for the last six months 
their distress' had been well known, and no prospect of being 
relieved appeared, that driven to ilie miserable situation in 
which they stood it was indifferent to them which way they 
perish'd ; iliey acknowledged ilie Law was against ilieir 

, present conduct, but extreme want was the cause.' • 
The panacea suggested by one Lancashire magistrate, 

Colonel Silvester, was to make the taking away of shuttles a 

I ritlUl, May 30, 1808; cf. H.O .• 42. 95. • TiflUl, Ma, as, 180S. 
I Prentice, HislMicai ShleAu " MaNluller, 1851, p. 31, says • the officen 

and IOldien of the 4th Dragoon Guard PJ'eleDted Ii da". paJ' to tbe widow of 
the poor maD who was killed.' 

• fLO., 42. 95, May 30, .808. 
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capital felony,l an expedient which also commended itself 
to the energetic Mayor of Wigan who had arrested some 
shuttle takers. • This Case was considered by me to be barely 
Felony-but I wished to give it that construction, conceiving 
that such an interpretation of the Offence would have great 
effect on the Minds of the People.' -

At Rochdale there was some disorder. The strikers 
happened to leave unguarded two bags full . of shuttles, 
which the constables seized and deposited for safety in the 
House of. Correction. The strikers, after rescuing five or six 
of their comrades who were being conveyed to prison, came 
up and demanded the shuttles; their demand being refused 
they broke into the prison and burnt it down. One ardent 
spirit, Samuel Bayley, a book-keeper, was heard to hail this 
event rather prematurely as a second fall of the Bastille, an 
exclamation of which he afterwards repented at leisure in 
prison.-

Early in June (1808) it was reported that 60,000 loomS 
were idle in the Manchester district. At the end of May the 
masters-850'of them according to Needham '-held a meet-· 
ing and agreed to give a 20 Mr cent. advance; some person 
signed this agreement for the weavers, but the main body of 
weavers repudiated the agreement and held out for their 88. per cent.- The men during the strike drew on the funds 
of the Friendly Societies. I . 

The strike did not extend to Yorkshire, though the Lanca
shire woollen weavers joined the cotton weavers, and there 
were some food riots on the borders of Yorkshire and Lanca· 
shire in the Clitheroe district.' 

Curiously enough there is no record in the Home OfDce 
Papers of the terms on which the strikers finally retumed to 
work; apparently they gained their demands.' Richard 
Needham, who dissociated himself from the extremists and 

• H.O., 4"' 95. 1la73" • H·o.,42· 95. J- '$-
I R.O., 4"' 95. 
I Report from Select Committee GD H""'-I_ W ... w:rI Petiti_ .SJ4. 
I See H.o., 42. 95. HllDdbill eDCI.-d iD Iotter of J .... 81 aIIo A_ 
R~ • • 8081 c ........... po 63-

I H.o., 4"' 95. J .... '41 Il1o H.o., ... '490 Much '6" .8.6" __ • 
.. port &om Ad)t. Warr 011 Frieudl1 SocIeti .. _ .. that lb., pft ..... bold 
to be .. paid III aiz or lwei ........ 1IIa willi 111_. 

, R.o.. 4"' 95. Jun. l-
I See R.o., 420 95. Lord IUbbioodal .. I .... '0. """. tIaI eniD .... 

lowacd ... d was- miaed. 
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was willing to take the 20 per cent. advance offered by the 
masters, afterwar4s described the victory as lasting for about 
a month • and then it all tumbled to ruins again.' 1 During 
that month the victorious weavers must have thought a strike a 
better method of gaining their ends than appeals to Parlia.
ment. 

The weavers did not all return to work at once, and for 
some time spasmodic disorders continued, the malcontents 
occasionally syringing goods with vitriol. • The women,' it 
was said, • are, if possible, more turbulent and mischievous 
than the men. Their insolence to the soldiers and special 
constables is intolerable, and they seem to be confident of 
deriving impunity from their sex.' I 

The movement for Parliamentary Reform was going on 
steadily all this time, but was quite unconnected with the 
strike; indeed the politicians of Royton, that home of debsting 
societies and disaffection, even issued a handbill to the weavers, 
urging them to return to work and to spend their energies on 
attacking the war, the root of evil." 

That public snnpathy was on the side of the weavers is 
manifest from the trials of the rioters at the Lancaster Assizes 
on September 5. The Crown was clearly anxious not to press 
the charges, and the tone of the prosecution and the sentences 
are in marked contrast to those after the Luddite disturbances 
four years later. Six men were proved to have gone with 
other persons to Mr. Thomas Ashton's house at Heap ncar 
Manchester at night and to have forced him, after 'some 
rough handling, to sign a paper promising increased wages: 
'. • • from their violent conduct,' said Mr. Ashton, • he was 
fearful that his life was in danger, and he signed the paper upon 
his knees in the publiC road.' Their counsel elicited from 
Mr. Ashton the admission that his wages were not above half as 
much as they used to be, and the Jury acquitted all the 
prisoners.' It is fair to add tbst Mr. Ashton had expressed 
his wish that the prosecution should be as lenient as possible. 

Only one man was found guilty of firing the prison at Roch
dale and his sentence was two years' imprisonment. The 

1 Report fro .. Select Committee 0& Hand·loom Weaven, 1834-
• TillUS, June 25, 1808 . 
• H.O., 42. 95, Handbill enclosed in letter of JUDe 2. For ROytoD see 

B.O., 42. 87, January 3', .806; and H.O.,.p. 99, October 30, '809; and 
H.O.,4%. 153, September 14, 1816; and H.O .• 42. 163, April 7, 1817. 

t ri1lUI, September 9, 1808. 
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offence was not capital because no one was dwelling in the 
prison. Seven other prisoners who had destroyed woollen 
machinery or broken into houses or extorted money escaped 
with sentences varying from one to twelve months; amongst 
them was a woman, Elizabeth Walmsley, who was sentenced 
for breaking three shopkeepers' windows In Blackburn with a 
big stick. Six strikers who had taken away shuttles or stopped 
persons from working were not proceeded against.l 

The leniency shown to the riotous weavers was not extended 
to a man in a more prosperous condition of life, who 
was charged with having encouraged the strikers. Joseph 
Hanson, a colonel in the volunteers, who had stood as candi
date for Preston and was popular with the weavers for his 
advocacy of the minimum wage Bill, rode on to the field during 
the monster meeting of May 25 and addressed the people in 
opposition ,to the wishes of the captain of Dragoons. His own 
witnesses, citizens of respectable character, swore that he merely· 
urged the people to go home peaceably, but witnesses for th~ 
prosecution, a sergeant, two corporals, and two of Nadin's 
constables, swore that Hanson had used inciting expressions. 
, My lads, your cause is good; be firm and you will succeed.' 
, I will support you as far as £8000 will go, and if that will 
not do, I will go farther.' 'Nadin and his faction shall not 
drive you from the field this day.' • I am sorry your Bill is 
lost. . My father was a weaver, and I am a weaver, and I 
am the weavers' friend.' • 

The case was tried before Mr. Justice Grose in the King's 
Bench in May 1809, and Hanson, after a homily from the 
Judge, was sentenced to six months' imprisonment and to 
pay a fine of £100.1 The treatment of Hanson seems to have 
made a profound impression on the minds of the Lancashire 
workers. Prentice dates from this event 'that bitter feeling 
of employed against employers' with which we shall meet 
later. In their generous indignation they wanted even to pay 
his fine by penny subscriptions, an olrer which was declined ; 
but 89,600 subscribers presented him with a silver cup.' 

Two months before Hanson's trial the Select Committee of 
the House of CommOIl!, to whom the petition for a minimum 
wage had been referred, reported again.' This time they 

• For ...... ul 01 trioIs .... :ru..., September 9 abd '0. 
• I'mltice, .,. tiL, P. 32. I See ShrIa Tri4h, ool. DZi. pp. '* 
• I'mltio:e, .,. AI., P. 33-
I aeport. froro SeIeet Committee .... Cotton w ... ~ Petilioa>, 18of. 

I' 
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declared a minimum wage to be • wholly inadmissible in prin
ciple, incapable of being reduced to practice by any means 
which can possibly be devised, and, if practicable, would be 
productive ot the most fatal consequences.' 

Next year (1810) began well for the manufacturing districts, 
and a report to the Home Office trom Manchester could even 
declare that • the lower Classes in this populous district are 
perfectly happy, content and tranquil in their respective situa
tions,' 1 a tranquillity that was destroyed by an extensive 
strike of the spinners. 

The w~vers' prosperity in 1810 was short-lived. By 
August trade was declining and their wages were seriously 
reduced. Their next effort as an organised body was to 
attempt to induce the masters to limit the quantity of work 
instead ot lowering the price paid for it. Manifestoes were 
printed in various towns, signed by a committee ot weavers 
and addressed to the manufacturers. The Blackbum Mani
festo," after enlarging on the identity of the interests of master 
and workman, submits a plan to meet the emergency of trade 
depression. • It is simply this; Reduce the Quantity ot 
Goods when the Market is overstock'd, and their value will 
undoubtedly increase with the scarcity • 

• Gentlemen, the whole body ot Weavers in this Town have 
come to a Determination not to submit to a Reduction of 
Prices, but will rather be limited in the Quantity of their Work, 
and will, in conjunction with their Masters, bear every priva
tion for a few Weeks or Months, until a change takes place in 
the Markets.' This manifesto caused so much alarm to the 
Blackbum magistrates that they asked for troops to be sent 
there. The local militia, they pointed out, was mostly com
posed of weavers. 

Trade went from bad to worse; no mere restriction of out
put--even had the masters adopted the suggestion-«>u1d 
have tided over the evil days of the Orders in Council.' 

The despair of the victims was voiced in an address to the 
J H.O., 42. 106. A sideUght is tbrown OD • method by which the workinc 

dassel tried to meet fluctuatioDs by the complaint of • colonel of the Lanc:uhire 
militia that it was • common practice (oJ' young men to be bound apprentice to 
their relatives, and to enlist when tude "'81 bad only to be claimed back U IOOD 

U trade re'Yived. See H.O., 42. 105, February 27. 

• H.O., 42. 108, 1810. 
I For au. illuminating accou.at of the t'iciuitllda of the cotton trade durinc thi. 

period, lee G. W. DIDI.1t, T ... c.tt... T ..... ""riq , ... R_I.m-., _ 
NajllfAl,," Wus. 
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• Gentlemen, Landholders, Merchants, Manufacturers, and 
other respectable Inhabitants' of Great and Little Bolton 
from a committee of cotton weavers appealing for a 'public 
meeting to consider the distress.' • It is true benevolent 
institutions have been established, and poor rates also are 
increased, but the temporary relief afforded by these estab
lishments, is only to the most wretched, helpless, and worn
out children of indigence. We are well convinced anything 
of this nature can never be applied to the relief of many thou
sands mechanics, who are able and willing to labour hard to 
support their families honestly, and who of course disdain to 
become paupers, until forced by the arrogant lash of necessity.' 

Petition followed petition to London; the Bolton and 
Stockport weavers urged the Prince Regent to intervene on 
their bellalf.·· One more effort was made to obtain relief from 
Parliament. A monster petition, signed by nearly '0,000 
weavers from the Manchester district, was presented to the 
House of Commons on May 80, 1811 ; • and it was accompanied 
by petitions signed by 7000 Bolton weavers, and by 80,000 
Scottish weavers.' These petitions described the miserable 
plight of the weavers and asked for measures of relief in general 
terms without mentioning the rating of wages. The Man
chester petition indeed asked for the revocation of the Orders 
in Council, or if that were impossible a pecuniary grant; the 
Bolton petition suggested 'salutary laws,' but the delegate 
from Manchester and the three delegates from Scotland sent 
up to forward the business seem to have been more explicit 
in their demands and it was generally understood that the 
rating of wages was the weavers' ultimate object. The peti
tions were referred to a Select Committee on June II, more 
from a sense of courtesy to the petitioners in their misery, 
than because any one thought that any relief could be afforded 
them. The consideration of the report of the Committee 
was put off time after time, till at last the question was dis
missed and the ~titioners were forced to be content with the 
many compliments lavished on their patience under suffering, 
and a suggestion that they should either • work at lower 
prices or ••• employ their labour in some other manner.' I 

According to Mr. Ainsworth' the delegates disappointed 
by Government • applied to the opposition. ~ Mr. Whi~ 

, ' H.o.. II- no, F.-., ,8n. • See H.o., II- 110, II- 115-
o See Hu.rd. • H.o.. ~ 117. M.,-S. ,8u. 
• H~ Juno "4t ,Iu. • See p. r6 abo_ 
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bread in particular, his answer as near as can be repeated was 
as follows: "You have only to petition the King to dismiss 
his Ministers, we can do nothing while they are in Office, etc_" 
The answer of the delegates was, .. No, we will not make our 
concern a party question, we only want the protection we 
ought to have and we would sooner die than forward such 
a petition." , 1 

How the conduct of the House of Commons struck the 
petitioneJiS is told in a remarkable paper giving an account 
of the proceedings, signed by Richard Taylor, secretary of 
the committee for the petition, but said to be the composi
!ion of John Knight." This paper may be said to mark a 
definite date, from which the mass of the weavers, recognising 
the uselessness of appeaIs to Parliament, as it was then con
stituted, were driven more and more to take up the cause of 
.refOrM. 

The paper gi~es an account of the number of signatures and 
delegates sent up and the reference of the question to a com
tnittee whose report was to be considered on the 19th June, 
but as there was no House on the 19th or 20th the business did 
not come on till the 21st, • when, by a motion of the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer, it was again put off till the 240th, when, 
with a view, as it would appear, to get rid of so troublesome 
a question, it was a second time put off to a period, at which 
it was then expected the House would be prorogued, and the 
Session ended.' The evidence produced by the delegates 
gave ample proof of their sufferings, sufferings which the com
tnittee lamented without suggesting one solitary expedient 
tc? remedy them. As for the expedients proposed by the 
petitioners the committee found some of the measures too 
big for the time they could give to them, and others likely to 
interfere with individual liberty, and • tending to circumscribe 
matters which ought to be left to their own operation, and 
which like water, would find their own level.' The suggestion 
of pecuniary aid they distnissed as raising vain hopes and as 
inadequate. 

• We are only mechanics, of course ill aequainted with the 
reason why the same measures are frequently opposed. at one 
time. by the same arguments by which at other times they 
are vindicated and suported.' But considering the number 
of the petitioners and the extent of their sufferings • was it 

I H.O., .... 197 • 
• Euclooed in ale_fro. Mr. Fletcher, Ncmoeabe< 11,1811 (H.O., .... 117). 
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possible that some reasonable portion 01 hope should not have 
been founded on these circumstances Y But when we consider 
likewise, that the Legislature has already interfered in mattel'll 
01 apparently less moment-has enacted laws for regulating 
the price of com, for fixing the assize 01 bread, for fixing the 
price of labour in the case 01 the Spitalfields Weavers, and 
Journeymen Tailors 01 London I for augmenting the salaries 
01 JudgOll and Clergymen I for regulating commerce, and a 
multitude 01 other things, which time would fail to enumerate. 
To say nothing of the Aet now pending, or just passed into a 
law, for fixing a minimum on bank paper I and considering 
moreover, that every law by which society are (ric) bound 
together, are subject to the same objections as those brought 
forward against the prayer 01 our petition being granted I 
namely that it is an infringement of individual liberty. This 
Committee are utterly at a loss to conceive on what fair ground 
Legislative interference can be improper under circumstances 
so necessitous. H a large mound be projected from the one 
bank 01 a river, the stream must necessarily make inroads on 
the opposite shore: and illaws be made to regulate the price 
01 the necessaries 01 life, laws should also be enacted for regu
lating the wages by which such provisions must be purchased, 
especially when (IJI in our ea.re) such wages have lost all reason
able balance and proportion.' The paper then enters into a 
statement 01 accounts showing the amount subseribed to have 
been £109, &. II id. and the expenses exelusive 01 this address 
£108, 123. 'id. 

The most significant part 01 the paper follows. The moral 
to be drawn from these events is that the House 01 Commons 
(' as at present constituted or appointed ') is • unfit to manage 
your affail'll. ••• They, the Members 01 that House. can make 
arrangements which advance the price 01 provisions--increase 
your tues-introduce such a state 01 things as diminishes 
your business and employment, and reduces your wages, 
but when you state to them that you cannot exist under these 
aeeumulated and aeeumulating evils. they then coolly tell 
you they ~ relieve you. Had you possessed 70,000 votes 
lor the election 01 Members to sit in that House, would your 
application have been treated with such indifference, not to 
say inattention' We believe noL' The petitioners are 
urged to exert themselves to recover the right 01 electing 
representatives and extending the franchise • as far as taxa
tion.,' 
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The Luddite disturbances of 1812 are described fully else
where. It is in connection with these disturbances that we 
meet for the first time the complaint against the new rival, 
the power-loom. 

As the wages for weaving sank lower and lower, the weavers 
grew more and more dependent on the earnings of their chil
dren. Weaving became in fact a parasitic trade. 

Meanwhile the weavers tried one more expedient. Although 
'the attempt to obtain a particular Act to regulate wages had 
failed, the Acts of Elizabeth and James empowering magistrates 
to fix wages were still unrepealed, and at this time the workers 
in various trades in London and elsewhere endeavoured to 
put them in force locally. The story of the cotton weavers 
in Scotland, who in 1811, at the expense of £8000, extorted 
a reasonable scale of rates from the magistrates, but failed 
to extort an order to enforce it, and were afterwards, when 
they struck, put into prison for their pains, has been told by 
Mr. and Mrs. Webb in their HistoTy of Trade Unloniam. 1 

The cotton weavers in Carlisle also, after an inconclusive 
meeting with the magistrates and gentry in April 1812, ' waited 
on Mr. Christian with a petition, in which were abstracts from 
two Acts of Parliament, asserting the power of the magis
trates to regulate the price of manufacturers' labour. Mr. 
Christian promised them that as soon as possible his father, 
Mr. Curwen, would hold a meeting of the magistrates, when 
their petition should be duly considered.' I 

In Bolton, the magistrates themselves were favourable to 
this method of obtaining a minimum wage. In the very 
middle of the Luddite disturbances Mr. Fletcher wrote the 
following remarkable passage to the Home Office: I 'U the 
low Wages of Weavers (although they have been a little 
advanced) could be increas,ed so as to meet the present high 
Price of Provisions; it would doubtless tend to alleviate the 
distresses and to lessen the complaints of the poor; but how 
to accomplish so desirable a Measure in regard to Provisions. 
is perhaps beyond the competence of Government; with 
respect to Weavers' Wages, though it be very delicate to inter
fere-yet as it is acknowledged by almost all the Master Manu
facturers, that an advance of 5 per cent. on the value of the 
Goods, when sold, would not operate to lessen the demand 

1 P. SI. See Committee 00 Artisanl and Machinery. 1824, pp. 60 f. 
I A""fIIIl Rep'", 18JI; CA,.."ull, P. 63-
, 8.<>',40. I, April n, IS12. 
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It would seem to follow that, if they would agre, to advance 
the Weavers' Wages 15 per cent. (equal to about 5 per cent. 
on the Article) it would tend to the Benefit of the Weaver 
without injury to his Employer. But this they cannot agree 
to do amongst themselverto the Extent desired. There is 
however a Statute 1st Jac. 1 which authorizes Magistrates 
at their Easter Quarter Sessions to rate Wages not only of 
Labourers but of all others-And lately in the Term Reports 
July 1810 or 1811 the case came before the King's Bench in 
an appeal from the Paper Manufacturers of Kent-The result 
of which was that the POf1)tJf' of the Magistrates to rate Wages 
was recognized-and that they had a right to exercise a dis
cretion therein. It has been mentioned amongst the Magis~ 
trates and will be further agitated next Week (though perhaps 
not formally) whether it will be prudent to provoke an applica
tion from the Weavers to this Effect-'-your opinion as to the 
propriety of such a step would he very agreeable. • • .' 

Unfortunately for the weavers' hopes, the opinion of the 
Government was unfavourable to the propriety, so unfavour
able indeed that they proceeded next year, 1818, to repeal 
the laws which it was proposed to use. In moving the second 
reading of the repealing Bill in the House of Lords,' Lord 
Sidmouth remarked that at the time that recent petitions for 
regulating wages had been discussed in the House of Commons 
it was ~ot known that there were Acts in existence for regu
lating the rate of wages • but in the course of the last year, 
it had been discovered that there were Acts both in England 
and Scotland rendering it imperative on magistrates to fix 
the rate of wages.' Sidmouth assumed-and riihtIy assumed 
-that it was only necessary to mention the existence of this 
legislation to secure its repeal. • It did not require mindS so 
enlightened 88 those of their Lordships to be aware how per
nicious such a state of things must be both to the employer 
and the servant, but especially to the latter. They must all 
be convinced therefore that it was expedient to repeal these 
pernicious statutes.' 

The disappointment of the weavers at the destruction of 
their hopes is expressed in a petition from the cotton weavers 
of Bolton presented to Parliament on February 115, 1818.· 
After telling the old story of the failure of the Arbitration Act 
and of their unavailing attempts to obtain an Act for regulat
ing wages they continue • that, about twelve months since. 

• ,.",~ II~, April 6, ,8'3· • H_ofCo_/""" 
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it was found that the Statute of I> Eliz_ (if acted upon) was 
competent to afford the desired relief, and it was resorted to in 
certain cases, but the want of generality prevented its obtain
ing at that time, especially as it can be acted on only at the 
Easter Quarter Sessions, or six weeks thereafter; and that, 
as Petitions to the Magi~trates were almost general at the 
Easter Quarter Sessions. and all graciously received at each 
different jurisdiction, much hope was entertained that at the 
next -li!aster Sessions the Magistrates would settIe the wages 
of the Petitioners, and they obtain food by their industry, 
and that the present Bill to repeal the aforesaid Law has sunk 
the spirits ot the Petitioners beyond description, having no 
hope left. •• .' 

The spirits of the petitioners must have been raised in spite 
of the action of Parliament by the end of the year, for wheat 
fell m:d trade revived.' Even Mr. Fletcher could glean no 
tales of dark revolutionary plots from the reports of his 
'confidants.' The Jacobins, he writes, can do little owing to 
the prosperous state of trade which enables industrious men 
to earn a comfortable subsistence for themselves and their 
families.' This prosperity continued through IS14o,' which 
was looked back upon as a year of plenty by the starving 
weavers of IS16. A diligent weaver in lS14o, they said, could 
eam an average of 16s. ad. a week.' In spite of the prosperity 
there was an attempt to reduce the spinners' wages one-third 
(to 2d.instead of 3d. a pound), an attempt that was compromised 
by an agreement to work a shorter time at the old rate. 

The end of the war next year, which was expected to 
bring the golden age, brought instead hordes of discharged 
soldiers and sailors to join the already overcrowded ranks of 
the weavers. Instead of work increasing, the demand for 
weavers' labour fell off. 

I See Smart, IlcfmIJ1IIu A.-mUUt, 1801.20, po. 364- Wheat wbich wu 1ft,. 8d. 
in March (ell to 73>. 6d. in December. The quarteru loaf feU &om IL /ild. 
to leSi than II. 

I H.O., .f2. 136, December 16, J81l. 
I Tooke, 8i/l#l7 U PrUlS, ii. 6, 1&,. that the mmalactuJing population were 

iu a more satisfactory state than the,. had been (or the last .weary Je&IS 
(quoted Smut, .p. til., P. 391) • 

.. Petition of Stockport Weanrs, 1816; see 11.0., 42. 150, )fa, 21, 1816. 
Some ~rt ofactiyity was going OD amongst workmen'. societiel for Nadia early 
ia 1814 reported that aU trades. iDcluding the wca't'ert, were meeting in different 
societies aDd formiag combinations apialt tbeir tDqten (H.O., 4+ 138, 
March 06). 
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Not only was trad~ depressed but wheat rose steadily through 
the year 1816, till it reached the famine price of lOSs. in 
December.1 The iron and coal industries suffered perhaps 
most severely in 1816, but in the cotton districts of Lanca
shire too the misery was extreme. It was a year of soup and 
Reform agitation. 

ThB WSIIIIBI'8 tum 10 Be/tmTI 
The most interesting feature of the year was the growth ot. 

a new spirit amongst the cotton operatives. The Reform 
agitation captured the district, and henceforth the disentangling 
of political and industrial movements is a hard task. The 
best minds amo!\gst the weavers had followed the advice 
of the address of 1811. A spirit of hostility to employers and 
authorities is a marked feature of this new development. 
Soup alight flow in streams from the kitchens of the charitable ;
gentlemen of the old school might feel certain that • such 
kind attentions at this juncture must have the happyest 
effect • ; I the soup kettle became an object of ridicUle.· Under 
the influence of the reformers the weavers looked rudely 
into the gift horse's mouth and began to talk of sinecures. 
The generous London subscription of £402,000 to relieve their 
distress was ungraciously defined as • about £8000 more than 
Lord Arden receives fOI doing nothing," and ineonvenient 
calculations were made of the extent to which the sinecures 
and pensions paid by the Govemment might relieve distress 
if diverted in that direction. • What do the poor want" 
ran one pamphlet. 'Wagu not alms: Work not charity,' 
was the answer.' . 

At Bolton the weavers drew through the streets • an effigy 
of an old wom-out Soldier, begging, in 1IGfn, for Saup, to relieve 
the Calls of Hunger." The procession ended by drowning 
the effigy. • This was intended to ridicule the charitable 
Endeavours of the well-disposed to relieve by their oontribu
tiona the necessities of the Poor,' and also, it is added. to show 
the unprofltable nature of • soldier's life and their hatred of 

1 Smut, .. n»., p. 490-, • H.o., ~ Iss. N_ber 40 11b6. 
• Cobbett baued a _phlot npnsentblc the rich U _DC the _ 'a 

Buiu or Canioa Soap ia the .... band and • Haltea ia the oth .. ' (H.o., 42-
1$6, n.c.mber 6). Cf. Jlouul"1 ill 181,: 'Wedo Dot..u the. pea Soapolt .. 
lakinC r ... JOU w.pence out or.~ lhillinc, GeDt1ea> ... ' (H.o., ... 1641-

• R.o.,4&' 1S40 October 06, 11b6. • IIit#. 
• R.o., ~ .. 1$3. s.~ ... ber '40 1816. 
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the profession.- At Wigan the attitude of the poor was even 
more uncompromising: some declined to receive the local 
charitable subscription, • using very impious language and 
observing they would have Reform not relief,· and they went 
to the length of stoning a charitable committee • sitting to 
~Jlnsider the distresses of and to administer relief to the Poor.' I 

But though the Reform agitation was the leading move
ment, it would be a mistake to suppose that other movements 
were dead. At Bolton, indeed, there was an anti-Reform 
party among the weavers calling themselves loyal weaver. 
who sent Thomas Thorpe and Richard Needham to the magis
trates as delegates to draw attention to the universal distress,' 

. and the Stockport weavers again sent up a petition to the 
Prince Regent praying that Government should put a stop 
to the exportation of cotton yam." The question of the 
export of cotton yam was hotly discussed, and the weavers 
were not the only persons in favour of prohibiting it. Four 
Deputy Lieutenants of Lancashire sent up a memorial stating 
that whilst eveiy other branch of the cotton trade was 
declining, the export of cotton twist was increasing the spinning 
trade to an unparalleled extent, and that unless some relief 
was afforded to the weavers it would be impossible to keep 
the peace." In Stockport, too, many • respectable inhabitants ' 
signed a memorial to the Prince Regent against the exporta
tion, without reflecting, as Mr. lloyd, the magistrate's clerk, 
pointed out, that the spinning itself gave employment to 
nearly half the population.' 

The regulation of wages was again advocated at this time by 
its consistent friend, Thomas Ainsworth.' He recalled in a 
letter to Sidmouth later' the interview that he had with him in 
1816 when he presented at Sidmouth's request • a statement 

1 At Stockport wben a proposal was made at • gathering of WeRYerS to ask 
the Rector to caU.eeocra! meetio&, 00 the subject of the distress, people called 
out 'Damn the Rector ..•. We may wait for eyer if we wait (or him. He 
will order as IOUp I' (H.O .• .p. IS2. August 27). 

I H.O., 42- '53 (BfDi. October '5). • H.O.,42· '54, October '9· 
t They atated that the wares of those in work were 51. • week and tbat half 

the weavers of the district (20,500 ia all) would be out of work in three wecb 
(H.O.,4" 'So, May '9)· 

• Lord Bulkcley(Lord LieutcDant), to whom the petition wu sent for presenta
tion, writes characteristically to Sidmoutb _yine that be bad kept it back, I .. 

I did not like to be precipitate in lendine JOur Lordship anythinc uupleuant' 

(H.O.,42. '5')' 
I H.O., 42. IS', June 19 
I See po 76 .. bove:. 

, H.O.,4" '5', July 23, 
• t1.0.,4'· '97. 
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of the fair average price of labour paid to Weavers,' adding 
his own suggestions for relief. At the time of the interview, 
• a petition lay upon the Table signed by above 20,000 
weavers to the Prince Regent. I hope your Lordship will 
pardon my being plain. I did feel most intensely the slight 
and cursory manner in which your Lordship overlooked the 
paper, and the few minutes you took to give a decisive answer 
to what concerned near a million of souls. Seeing their weekly 
earnings you said, .. poor things I but can nothing be done 
for them." I replied (feeling as I did, rather too warmly, for 
which I was afterwards very sorry), .. It is as easy as for your 
Lordship to wind up your Watch." Mter a very few words, 
laying your hand upon the Weavers' Petition you laid, .. You 
may ten the Petitioners, I will present their Petition to the 
P. Regent at the Levee on Monday next." Then obeying your 
Lordship's motion, I bowed and left the Room •••• Week 
after week I was enquired of, if any answer was received Y 
No, No, No, was as often repeated.' 

Perhaps the most interesting instance of the blending of 
the old agitation with the new is afforded by the story of the 
Bolton meeting organised by the middle-class Reform party, 
with the object of considering the universal distress and 
pointing the moral that the only hope of relief lay in Parlia
mentary Reform. Amongst eighteen of the usual resolu
tions passed at meetings of the kind against war, taxation and 
sinecures,' and in favour of reform, is interposed a resolution 
Dot commonly found in the reports of such meetings: • That 
until a general and etfectual relief can be obtained for our 
National Distress, it is highly necessary as a Temporary 
Measure, that the export of Cotton Yam should be prohibited, 
and that some Minimum of Wages should be fixed for the labour 
of the Manufacturing Artisan.' I > 

When the weavers were considering the question of striking 
for better waget at the end of the year, a strike that they 
carried out for a short time in one or two districts, the reformers 
seem to have dissuaded them from their pUrpose.l -

The year 1817 brought a temporary check to the spread of the 
R~rorm movement in the suspension of the Habeas Corpus A~ 

l RCI!IOl\\tioD 4 JUDI: • That tb. IDdu,trioul Poor of this' TOWIIIlDd Deigbbou .... 
hood .... uld .. th .. work t ..... bee: ... d h ..... particulu ._ to ....nmc 
at ... &0. thow Plac:s>OII ucI POIIsioaen "h __ t.D' ucI ......nte4 
10COlDes fono _ gtOU .. _ of.he pIblic DisbesL' 

• H.O., .1. tS30 October ,. • 8.0. •• 1. .$6. December &, .1.6, 
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With the events of that year, including the Blanketeel'S' 
attempted march to London, we deal elsewhere.' 

Trade revived at the end of 1817, and 1818 was a year of 
commercial prosperity." Employment was brisk, but the 
wages which had been reduced avowedly under the stress of 
bad trade were not raised. The disastrous custom of supple
menting the weavers' wages by parish relief had taken finn 
hold of the cotton district. An interesting paper sent up both 
by Mr. Lloyd and by Mr. Hay to the Home Office in 1818 touches 
on this development, and even Mr. lloyd remarks, • it is known 
that the Manufacturers do not pay their workpeople proper 
wages according to their present profits.' I 

The paper is by a certain Mr. Smith, a gentleman of inde
pendent fortunes and principles, once a Jacobin now a friend to 
Government. He points out that the great increase of the cotton 
trade in 1817 over 1816 disposes of the argument that foreign 
competition makes it impossible to raise wages; to the English 
manufacturers • the price of the raw material is of no con
sideration if their 'Workpeople can be paid out of the poor's 
rate-their capital in trade does not contribute to that fund 
but by the use of that fund their profits and their Capitals 
are gradually accumulating.' He narrates a story told him 
recently by the Rev. C. W. Ethelston of a workman earning 
7s. a week who applied to his master, a man of the • first 
respectability,' to raise his wages to lOs., to which the master 
replied • that it would be of no service to him for that if he 
raised him to lOs. the Overseers of the Poor would ductm
tinue their allowanCe of 85. per week.' The practice of under
selling by reducing wages, said Mr. Ethelston, began some 
thirty years before under the cry of foreign competition, and 
• now the studied system is to keep them on the parish Books.' 
Mr. Smith adds that it would be to the advantage of the parish 
to support the weavers for a fortnight without their weaving 
a single piece, at the end of which time the mastel'S would 
agree to pay half more than their present rates.' 

TM Spinnm' Strike oJ 1810 
The history of the cotton workers in the early yeal'S of the 

nineteenth century is mainly occupied with the melancholy 

1 See Chapter XII. I Smart, 61. e.-I., pp. 610, 654-
• H.O .• 42. 11. February a2 aDd 23, 1818; and H.0.,42. 179. August I, 181S. 
• C£ the popen tent up by Mr. Hay (H.O., 4'· '790 August " .8.8), 

'There is a etIM*"nu4 of opinion among tbe English manufacturen that it 
IeI"I'eIi their oarticular interests to have their work people at 10 low • price that 
they mUll be fed in part out of the Poon' nte which Ien'eI U • Mnuu to the 
Capital employed in m&Du(acturinC' The ~iI i. growing into a .ystem.·, 
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fortunes of the weavers, but an important development must 
be noted among the spinners.· They had formed themselves into 
Unions as soon as spinning became a separate industry for men.l 
As early as 1792 a friendly .association of cotton spinners, whose 
members helped each other in times of distress or when resisting 
a reduction of wages, was founded in Stockport· and similar 
clubs were founded elsewhere under Friendly Society rules. 
Clubs would be broken up and restarted and broken up again. 
The first effort at amalgamation was made in 1810, when the 
different bodies in and round Manchester were organised as a 
• General Union' whose affaim were conducted by a general 
congress of forty or fifty delegates. This General Union 
organised a strike, the object of which was to raise wages in 
the country up to the Manchester level.' The men at Preston 
and Stalybridge struck work and were supported by subscrip
tions from the spinnem in Manchester and elsewhere who were 
stj\l at work. Some interesting papem giving the amount of 
the contributions paid in by different shops and paid out to 
different towns were handed in to the Committee on Artisans 
and Machinery later: in one week the receipts at Manchester 
totalled £606, 16s. 9d., of which £868, Us. was paid to • Staley' 
and £611 to • P' or Preston. Carlisle and Derbyshire con
tributed as well as the Lancashire towns. The answer of the 
masters to the men's action was to lock out the men in the 
whole district with the object of dissipating their funds, an 
object in which they succeeded. From 8000 to 10,000 persons 
were out of work for three or four months, most of these not 
themselves spinne1'9, but children and persons involved with 
them in other branches. Only the spinnem received relief 
from the funds, and when the funds were exhausted the men 
returned to work on the old terms. The Combination Laws 
were also used by the masters against the men at Staly
bridge and there were a number of convictions at Stockport, 
most of which, however, on appeal were quashed at the next 
quarter sessions owing to technical informalities.' 

I Chapman • .,. <it •• P. 193-
• Com'lDittee on ArtiaM &lid Mac:hlll"" ..... p. _ 
• For a_I of .8.0 Slrin, _ Committee on Anlaas &lid MachiDeJy, IIb4. 

pp. UN &lid 404-8. 
• But Wonl",. boI'oN Com'lDittee .... Anlaas ud Nac:hiDerJ, I .... p. 4~ aaid tbatt_..,.tIfte_ &lid ___ co ..... i ..... to M_ New Baile,,.,. ft!uoiaa to ..... I11III .. prioo ............ _ to __ th'1o 

1mJ>ri-t. 



CHAPTER V 

THE COTTON WORKERS 

1818-1882 

THE year 1818 was marked by the attempts of various sets of 
workers in Lancashire to improve their conditions_ We have 
seen how from 1811 the weavers, disappointed by the results 
of their appeals to Parliament for a minimum wage, had taken 
up the cause of Parliamentary Refonn. That slow move
ment had received a check from the events of 1817 and the 
imprisonment of its leaders, under the suspension of the 
Habeas Corpus Act, and the cotton workers turned once more 
to industrial action in the hope of gaining a share in the re
newed commercial prosperity.' 

There were four separate strikes amongst the cotton workers : 
(1) the jenny spinners at Stockport, (2) the power-loom 
weavers at. Stockport, (8) the Manchester spinners, (4.) the 
whole body of Lancashire and Yorkshire weavers. 

The jenny spinners of Stockport who worked in factories On 
hand-jennies seem to have been an isolated body who acted 
apart from other spinners. From 1814.-17 their wages had' 
been gradually reduced from 3d. to 2d. a pound, with the result 
that the men were making only ISs. or 16s. a week for a fourteen
hour day instead of 24.5. They asked to return to the 1814. 
rate of pay, offering to work fewer days, but were refused. 
About 800 of them then struck, and alter remaining out 
for some six weeks, settled the dispute with their masters, 
by agreeing to take 2!d. a pound, a figure which worked 
out to a wage of 17s. 6d. to 19s. a week for a fourteen-hour day. 
There were no prosecutions, and they remained on • agree-

1 cr. Kni"ht's speech at Stockport: C Some time 1110 you were tugging at the 
cable of Reform; but Reform Dot coming, and your sufferiogl being deep, it is 
no wonder retlr patience became exhaasted. In this state of things you Went 

retoind to try another experiment and aUe.pta! to ad't'aoC8 J01II' wages .... 
(R.O.,4J. ,SI. Ottobor 17. 11,1). 

N 
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able terms' with their masters for many years. They pro
fessed to have had no association or funds and to have 
lived during the six weeks' strike on credit from the shop
keepers.1 

The second strike, that of the power-loom, weavers of 
Stockport, is interesting as being the first instance of organised 
action by this new class of worker. I The power-looms, in 
contrast to the hand-looms, were massed together in factories 
and were worked, as we have said, by girls, women, boys, and 
young men. In Stockport there were many of these factories, 
and early in June the power-loom weavers struck for higher 
wages. According to Mr. Lloyd, at the time of the strike, they 
were receiving 15s. a week l they asked for an advance in 

. rates whiclt would come to an extra 5s. a week. Things went 
quietly till Mr. Garside, head of one of the chief factories, 
introduced some workpeople I from Burton-on-Trent to whom 
he was reported to be paying the wages whiclt he refused his 
old workers.. Infuriated by this importation of blacklegs the 
Stockport mob rioted for three nights round Garside's factory 
and round the house 'where the imported workers were lodged, 
throwing stones and breaking windows. The root Act was 
read,' and the Yeomanry and some soldiers from Manchester 
called in before the mob would go home.' To the horror of 
the energetio Mr. Lloyd, many even of the • respectable in
habitants,' including some of the constables themselves, were 
slow in rallying to Mr. Garside's defence, for they • dared to 
dispute the policy of his conduct' l and they went so far 

1 See Committee OD Attisans and MachinerJ. 18:14. p. 412. 
, For the documents from. which the foUowinc account is dra.wu, see H.O., 

4" 171, and R.O., 4" 179-
• Four or 6ft accordina to Mr. Lloyd. sixteen. m.ea accordiDC to C B.' (H.o., 

41.1791. 
• Mr. Lloyd denied this (R.O., 4" 1790 August II. 
I The mqistrate. Mr. Harrison, also barangued tbe populace with some strong 

languqe and a..:used lIaftuley. Johnsoo. and Drummood of beinc at the bottom 
of the business, an accusation that produced lOme limy correspondence: in the: 
M_ I»mwr. See M-'wtw cu-..rof A_t 8 (In H.O •• 4I. 1791. 
"here Drummond taunts RarriJoll with his • prupensil)' to become the rin! 01 
Oli.-er and the fa'lOlIrite of the sanctified.. Sidmouth • • .' 

• One of the men wounded bJ the toIdien afterwo.nb died. At tbe inquest 
b ..... d<cided to haft • died bJ tbe Visitatioo of God.' a _itt wbich caused 
some disotder. u the: witnesses had SworD. to the 'fiolence. ha'fiDe been done br 
ont of the YtomUI'J't -.ltho','writes Nt. LloJd, 'I kite. it ... ODe of the 13th 
wbom I b .... _ and beard ......... It at the Barrocb tIda aft ......... • (R.o., 
4" 1790 A"""" 5). 
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later as to subscribe to the Turn Outs, from which it is 
perhaps fair to infer that the strikers had a good deal of 
justification. 

But Mr. lloyd was not the man to let the cause of law and 
order suffer; the masters, indeed, he found lacking in energy 
and unanimity; they asked for troops instead of using the 
Combination Act; the strikers' numbers were smaIl but they 
made it an unpleasant task to fill up their places, and did not 
hesitate to give young women who were prepared to work 
a warning by holding them under the pump. He determined 
to scotch the conspiracy by stopping their means of support. 
On August 8, about a month after the beginning of the strike, 
he raided a public-house where they were distributing strike 
pay and took various men and women into custody under 
the Combination Act. A few days later the magistrate sent 
four of the men who had been giving out the strike pay to 
Chester Castle for three montbs; some young women who 
had been receiving it were merely bound over; but, com
mented Mr. lloyd, • if the Workpeople continue refractory 1 
have abundant Evidence to proceed farther.' The mcn 
arrested affected a strange lapse of memory with regard to 
the source and the destination of the money. • 1 was count
ing some Coppers yesterday,' said one of them. 'I cannot 
pretend to say what for, 1 cannot pretend to say wbere it 
had been got~I cannot pretend to say the swn.' But Mr. 
lloyd's policy had broken the strike and he rejoiced to see 
the beaten steam-loom weavers returning to work without an 
advance. 

The Spinnera' Strike of 1818 

We must now turn to the most important strike of the 
year, that 'of the Manchester cotton spinners. This was 
one of a series of strikes in Manchester.' Early in June 
the bricksetters with their labourers, and next the joiners 
and carpenters, turned out for an advance in wages. The 
former gained all, the latter half their demand. Then followed 
the dyers, who paraded the streets for two or three weeks till 
they too gained their demands. A week after the 1iyers had 
returned to work, nearly all the spinners, after previous notice 
to their employers, turned out in one day, and with them of 
course came all the persons whose employment depended on 

I B.O., ... 178, ]W129, 1818. 
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the spinners. The factories emptied their population into 
the streets. By July 18 it WllS estimated that at least 20,000 
persons were idle. The actual spinners seem to have num
bered about 2200.1 

Estimates of the spinners' wages before the strike were 
given by their masters and transmitted by the magistrates 
to the Home Office. Thirty or even thirty·one shillings a 
week, clear of deductions, was the usual figure.· Their pros
perous circumstances were contrasted with the lot of the 
weavers whose wages were only a half or even a third of those 
of the spinners. The advocates of the masters laid stress on 
the ingratitude of the -spinners. • No class of people have 
had such constant and uniform employment for the last twenty
eight years, as they have had: and this advantage the spinner 
enjoys at the risk and expense of his employer.'· It is 
interesting to tum to the spinners' own account of the 

. dispute. 
A first address • to the Inhabitants of Manchester and its 

Vicinity' merely asks for subscriptions:' • We the distressed 
Journeymen Cotton Spinners have been working a consider
able Time for Prices very inadequate to procure even the 
coarsest necessaries of Life for ourselves and Families, and 
have been obliged by degrees to part with our Goods and 
Clothing, and are !lOW unable to pay the demands which 
Justice requires from us; but having solicited our Employers 
for an advance of Prices (which has been refused) yet from 
the present State of the Market, we have every Reason to 
conclude that our reasonable Request ought to have been 
complied with, and their Profits (had their humanity kept 
Pace with their Avarice) would still have enabled them to 
live in alHuence.' 

A second address to the public from the mule cotton spinners 
of Manchester gives their ease in moderate language.' They 
wish to correct misstatements in newspapers. • We are stated 

• s .. H.o., 4". '79, August ,. 
a .,r. Mr. Nonis, JulJ .., (R.O., ... 1,8), 'ne spinne .. "oencinc them 

IhlOUChout the mills I. Mancbestu pin 3QS. per ..... k each hand ••• ' Oa 
August '3 (H.o., 4L '79) h. el- tho """'"II" earnings os StL rod. Cor adult 
ftll..l, spinners, and ISs.. for woms and bop of &ixteeD or eighteen.. The 
M __ CA_ of A_t '5, .S.B, ci- 3'" .. tho " ___ c:Iso 
of d.du",""'" 

"t N __ pA-'<t., August '5 •• 8.S. 
H.o.,41 •• ,8. • ".0., ... '79J also ,,_ ill A-Ittzi<tor, .8.S; " ......... 10, PI" I_I. 

G 
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in all the papers to have turned out for an advance of wages ; 
this we admit to be in part true, but not absolutely so. Two 
years ago, when our employers demanded a reduction of ten 
hanks, they affirmed that the state of the market imperiously 
called for such reduction; but when the markets would admit 
of an advance, they would willingly give it. We depended 
on their honour, and continued to labour for more than 12 
months at the reduction proposed. About 10 months since, 
on comparing the price of cotton and yam, we found that the 
markets would allow our employers to fulfil their promise; 
we therefore solicited them to that purpose, and ouly wished 
to be reinstated in the same prices we worked at previously 
to that reduction. Some declared they could not give it; 
others they would not; but the greater part, that they would, 
if others did, but they should not like to be the first. Thus 
we continued working and soliciting for the last eight months, 
though the demand· for yam has been unprecedented, and the 
consequent rise in twist great; they have still refused our 
just request; and in order to cause a belief that trade was 
in a decIining state, gave notice, that their mills should only 
work three days in the week, which appeared so extremely 
ridiculous, that the very children employed in factories laughed 
at it • 

• It is asserted that our average wages amount to 80s. or 
~. per week-it is evident that this statement was made by 
some individual either ignorant or interested.. In 1816, the 
average clear wages of the spinners in Manchester was about 
Us., they were then reduoed from 20 to 25 per cent., and have 
ever since laboured under that reduction. And it is to be 
remarked, that spinners relieve their own sick, as well as sub
scribe to other, casualties; therefore, when their hours of 
labour, which are from 5 in the moming until 'I in the evening 
(and in some miIIs longer) of unremitting toil, in rooms heated 
from '10 to 90 degrees, are taken into consideration, we believe 
the public will say with us, that no body of workmen receive' 
so inadequate a compensation for their labour.' 

The discrepancy between the sum the masters professed 
to give and the sum the men professed to receive is indeed 
considerable. The men accused some masters at any rate of 
deliberate falsification: • Our lIIaster keeps a Book and takes 
off Od. the Is. for Big Wheels and ~. the Is. for the little 
wheels and I have gone home with 120. and sometimes lOs. a 
1feek. It is a false statement of him [that we were getting ao.. 
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a week] and he &aid he could bring' bis Books before the 
Magistmtes and shew that ~e got 85s. a week.' 1 

The spinners,. as we have seen, were a well organised and 
compact body, and they imposed order and discipline on the 
large body of workers involved with them in the dispute. So 
quiet was their behaviour that it caused gmve anxiety to' 
Geneml Byng: ' ••• the peaceable demeanour ot so many 
thousand unemployed Men is not natuml.' I Their method 
of campaign was to assemble at , or II A.JI., four hundred or 
live hundred or even a thousand strong, at any spinning 
factory where work was being carried on,' and so carry 011 by 
force or intimidation though without any violent breach of 
the peace the hands who might be ,disposed to go to 
work.' I Another resource which gave an outlet to energies 
that might otherwise have caused disturbances was to pamde 
the streets in great processions. The impression made on 
• B.' alias Bent, the spy,' by these pamdes of the factory 
hands is perhaps worth notice.' • The whole of the Spinners,' 
he writes, • is out, Except about 500 ••• ,' they march along 
twice a day, ' the[y] marched By piccadilly on Tuesday and was 
281 minets in going Bye if his Majests Minesters could see the 
people that day or ether of the days since the[y] would have 

I Eumi .. tioa of John Hague, H.O., ... 1790 August S9-
A lelDuk.bI. utiel. ill the c..z.. for Septembel I" 11.8 (see H.O., ... 

180) elv" the _e. u follow •• 
On. operative .plnner uaisted by three ebildren called piOCOlO £ L 0. 

will spin 10 lbs. per week of 160 banb to the lb. _&kine • 3 4 
Out ofthia h. pa,.' £ .. "-

lit piecer per wHIt • , • 
aDd" 07. 
3td .. I. oS8 
Condl .. on "'race per .eelt D I 6 
Sick and other incidental __ D I 6 

I 5 D 

LnriDa per ... k for malnttllanct nfhi_lf and 6wUly,~ 

The ame uticl. mentions that the Dumber of spinneft in differeD.t establish
_to ... ries &0.. 14 to Iso. and th.t tbere are 14 or 1$ mast ... ill M_ 
who employ Iso. and reclt01ll that at the price at which cot_ twist _ oelw.c 
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IS., ... ,. tho .... ..." 00 .... make .S ...... t 01 which thor pay piecer ,.. 6d. 
and _ ........... I ... riDa .6s. """ Often then ere Olber deductioas _ . 

• H.O' .... 'Ja. Julr 06. • H.O', ... 17S,JaIr S9-
• See po 6, oboft, • &'0., ... I" JaIr II. 
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past Sir Robert peels Bill' those who should have apeared 
as men was Like Boys of fifteen an sixteen and most of them 
Cannot Mesure more than II feet 2 or 8 Inches, the plan the[y) 
take is as follows, one man from Eich shop is chose by the 
People and he commands them he forms them in Ranks 
and atends them on the march and as the soal Command and 
the[y] obey him as Strickley as the armey do their Colonel and 
as Little Talking as in a Regiment.' 

The spinners' strike spread on July 20 to Wigan, where the 
strikers paraded the streets in much the same manner, headed 
in this case by a delegate from Manchester or Stockport. The 
Stockport spinners were accused of stirring up this strike for 
fear that if Wigan wages .were not advanced their own might 
fall_ 

The connection between the Reform movement and the 
strikes is a question of some interest. Even those who wished 
to find the reformers at the root of all evil were unable to 
credit the main body with an active part. If the Reform of 
Parliament was a panacea for all the evils from which the 
working classes was suffering, it was obviously a mistake to 
expend energies on strikes. Added to this the middie-cIass 
reformers, some of them employers, would hardly be enthu
siastic on the strikers' side. Johnson, one of the more violen t 
section, was reported by one of Mr. Chippendale's' confidants' I 
to have declared that the reformers' party had considered the 
question of taking an ostensible share in the discontents of 
the different trades and had resolved against the policy, 
and that the reformers who had individually joined in the 
fmy had annoyed the • people of Property.' I The views of 
the • people of Property' are illustmted in the handbill circu
lated among the 'Discontented Manufacturers' which ex
plained that wages could not rise without the trade passing 
Dver to the foreigner, that the real evil was the high price of 
provisions, that this was due to taxation, and that the remedy 
was to lower taxation and abolish sinecures by reforming 
the House of Commons.' 

There was, howeveri an indirect way in which the Reform 
movement had altered the atmosphere. Ogden, Knight, and 
the other working-cIass reformers, undaunted by long months 
of prison under the suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act, 

1 Pcel'. Eleven Hour Bill; aee T,.". LzAotI'". p. 164-
• Mr. Chippendale kept. watch on the Oldham di5tricl (or Mr. Fletcber. 
• H.O., .... 179- • H.O.,.p. '79, Aagut '0. 
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were no sooner set free than they used their freedom to 
pour forth what Mr. Norris, the Stipendiary Magistrate of 
Manchester, termed • the most poisonous and alarming 
sentiments' about the Government. These men said much 
,that was foolish and extravagant i they sometimes gave 
themselves ridiculous airs i their speeches are tedious reading, 
and yet England owes them' everlasting gratitude for their 
indomitable courage and for the spirit that refused to be silent 
though ruin faced them and their families. The effect of 
their conduct on the cotton operatives was thus described by 
Mr. Norris: 'I do not by any means think that the system of 
turning out in the different trades is connected with this idea ' 
[reform] • or that the sentiment itself has taken root in the 
minds of the mass of the population, yet I am disposed to 
think that this idea gains ground, and that in consequence 
the working classes have become not only more pertinacious 
but more insolent in their demands and demeanour ••• -,. 1 

This changed demeanour was also deplored by Mr. Gray, owner 
of one of the principal factories which were afterwards attacked. 
He advocated strong measures i • Nothing in my opinion,' he 
writes, • is more unwise in any case than to allow the lower 
orders to feel their strength, and to extend their communica
tions with each other without restraint. Allow them to go 
on uninterrupted and they become daily more licentious •• _ ,. I 

But though the main body of the Reformers held aloof from 
the strike, two men, Bagguley and Drummond, identified before 
with the disastrous BIanketeer movement.," threw themselves 
headlong into the battle. Closely associated with them was 
the Rev. Joseph Harrison, Methodist preacher of Stockport, 
who, to the disgust of Mr. lloyd, • preached for the tum outs 
in Manchester,' and called himself 'Chaplain to the poor and 
needy,' an offence only surpassed by that of Bagguley in 
calling Christ the greatest Reformer.' It,is not unreasonable 
to trace the hand of the enthusiastic if indiscreet Bagguley 
in a handhill published early in Jnly entitled 'The Mule 
Spinners' Address to the Public,' I an address which was 
afterwards repudiated by the spinners' committee. 

During some weeks. except for a few unimportant riots. 
the strike continued its peaceful course without any check 
from the authorities. The magistrates and the masters did 

• R.o., 4" .78, J-I, a<). • R.o., 4"- '79> AqusI", 
• s.. Chapt.. XII. • H.o.,4"- 179> A .... II. 
I See luI 0/ ada.... II> n... ~, pp. 3D1 r. 
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not see eye to eye, and the strikers reaped the benefit. The 
magistrates blamed the masters for their inactivity. 'lIIy 
impression,' wrote the Rev. IIIr. Hay, 'is that they are collec
tively and individually frightened •••• Some of the masters 
have cases of combination, but they decline, in fact refuse, 
to bring the cases forward.' I The masters, or at any rate 
some of them, on the other hand, found the magistrates supine. 
IIIr. Gray arranged for a number of mills to send their over
lookers to identify the men who were standing about in the 
streets; armed with a list of names he and another big master 
spinner then waited on the magistrates and asked for warrants 
under the Combination, Act; the magistrates, with curious 
caution, refused to grant the warrants, explaining that they 
did not think standing round the mill without using threats 
or gestures was sufficient evidence of intimidation under the 
Combination Act. The magistrates were in fact acting under 
advice from the Law Officers. IIIr. Norris and the borough
reeve had both written to the Home Office to ask whether it 
would be prudent or indeed legal to drive away those trouble
some persons who stood about 'in clusters' in the streets 
and declared their right to stand in the highway. The answer 
of the Solicitor-General (R. Gifford) is remarkable: 'If the 
persons assembled about the 1IIiI1s, or on KersallllIoor conduct 
themselves peaceably and· quietly, and there are no circum
stances attending these meetings of actual force or violence, 
or having an apparent tendency thereto, I do not think the 
IlIagistrates will be justified in interfering to disperse them.' I 

In a few instances men were tried under the Combination 
Act." However mucll employers and magistrates differed 
in their opinions of eacll other's activity, they agreed in think
ing that the Combination Law sbould be strengthened. 'It 
is very much to be regretted,' wrote IIIr. Gray, ' that the Laws 
applicable to Combinations do not grant greater latitude to 
the powers vested in IlIagistrates. If they had Authority to 

1 H.O •• 42. 178, July 30. I H.O., 4'. '790 AU'"'t 19. • I.,.. On August 4 Mr. Hay reports that. man baa beeD IeDt to Lancaster 
Castle for two months, and 011 August 13 two IpinDcn were tried for obsuucting 
and ill-treating others at Mr. HouJdJwonh'. mill and were sentenced by the 
magistrates to three months of Lancaster Cattle: wbereypon they pyc notice 
of appeal, 'thus rendering, wrote Mr. Norria OD Au&ust I], 'all that has becu 
clone. perfect nullity, and it does appear from thil case that the Combinatioa 
Act is 01 very little if 01_ use. The cue eould Dot be made out against them 
as for. CODspir&C)'. The power of appeal ahoa.ld in my humble opinion be lakeD 
away' (H.O., 42· 179). 
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disperse the assemblages above described and to grant sta
tionary protection during the existence of combinations. IUch 
remedies applied to the present case would in a very ahort 
time terminate ~e whole matter,' 1 

How were the spinners, and the workers involved with them, 
supported during .the strike' As we have seen, they appealed 
to the public for subscriptions, but there is nothing to show 
that they met with any large response. In addition to their 
own funds some other trades certainly sent contributions; 
the hatters at Newcastle, Staffordshire, sent £5, and money was 
collected in the Potteries ; the Fustian Cutters, the Weavers, 
the Millwrights, the Calico Printers, the Tailors, and the 

. London Shoemakers all sent subscriptions,' • The money,' 
said one of the Committee, • is a gift to us from all Trades. 
They see that the Masters are determined to starve us out 
and they give us a trifle to keep us as well as they can." The 
sums sent were not very considerable, except in the spy Samuel 
Fleming's reports.' The London Boot and Shoe makers, for 
example sent £20, the Hatters £10, At the end of July after 
four weeks' unemployment the funds ran low, and the spinners 
were reported to have received only Is. 4<1. per head on pay 
,day, of which 6d. went to the piecers l whilst next week the 
sum fell to 9d. a head to male spinners and nothing to any 
one else.' The misery • amongst those connected with the 
factories (women and children) but who are not really turnout 
Spinners' soon became acute, and appeals for Poor Relief 
were generally refused,' As usual in such cases the strikers 
lived chiefly on credit from the small shops lone small huckster 
was said to have given the men credit for £250.' 

It was clear that the strike must soon collapse for want of 
funds, and early in August a despe18te effort was made to 
form a General Union of Trades. This short-lived scheme 
we describe in detail elsewhere.' 

An intercepted letter which fell into Mr. IJoyd's hands, a 
copy of which he sent up to the Home Office, gives an account 
of the position of the Spinners.. It is from Spinners to Colliers, 

1 H.0',41. ',9> Aucust 14- • H.O., ~ ',9> Aucut 'a, '40 08, ag. 
o H.o., 4L ',9> August ag. 
• s.. tI.o., 4L.I79> A_I 04. .. h ... he .. ys the Looc\oo delegate loroucht 

back 43000 Mr. HQbhOllse of the Home 0I6c:e .• ncJones th;" 'ProbobIJ 
_true or at leut enggerated.· "or Flemingt let Chapter x.. 

• H.o., 41. 178, Jul:J' as; H.o., 41. 179> Aucut •• 
I H.o.,41. '79> Aacust S. , &0., ~ '79> Aucut II UIIl ... 
• n.. Ldnorv, PI'- 306 8. 
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asking them to join the new General Union; it is dated August 
7, 1818, from Staley Bridge, and runs as follows: 1 

'SIR,-The Spinners of Manchester have authorized me to 
aolicit you to jOin in their union of trade, as all trades in England 
are uniting in one body for Trade and Reform, and you are desired 
to send a delegate to all Meetings to consult matters over and 
to inform you that you will he supported in your Trade in turn; 
A letter was received from London this day from the Silk Weavers 
wishing to join them and offering their support, they have taken 
all the big piecers in pay lest they should do mischief and their 
numbers is 800, they have no less now on pay than 8000 in the 
whole, we most try our Friends in every comer of the Land 
wherever they can be found and which every exertion is now 
making t. accomplish and hope it will contribute to carry them 
into ultimate succus they seem quite determined not to return to 
their Egyptian Slavery and haughty language and cruel uaage for 
the same terms they quited it for, and indeed nothing less than a 
serious determination will ever bring their employers to any reason 
for if Manchester is obliged to give way at last the Work People 
in this and every other Town may bid an everlasting farewell to 
having auy comfort or above one half of the Wages that will 
supply the common necessaries of Life. 

'I am for the Staley Bridge Spinners and by their Order, 
Gentlemen, Your obedient Servant, JUlES FIELDING. 

'To all Colliers in 
Newton Duckenfield Hyde 

and Staley Bridge: 

Before the actual formation of the General Union two dele
gates from the spinners, Henry SwindeIIs and William Jones, 
had been sent to London to enlist support. SwindeIIs in his 
absence was appointed • Grand Secretary for the United 
Trades of England.' I 

Unfortunately for the Manchester strikers the support that 
the delegates found in London was moral rather than financial. 
Trades might join the General Union but it was another thing 
to subscribe. The delegates scraped together some £80 and 
sent it off to Manchester, but when they were collecting a few 
pounds more at a meeting a reformer named Preston rather 
brutally reminded them that what they were doing was illegal, 
as there was an Act of Parliament called the Combination 
Act to forbid it." 

Meantime in Manchester things were going badly for the 

I H.O., 42. 179. I H.O., 4Z- 179, August 8 and '4-
• H.O., 42. 179, August .... 
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strikers; one master, Mr. Naylor, had yielded to the men's 
demand about August 19, but he bad never joined the body 
of masters and was described by the borough-reeve as con
suiting' his own immediate Interests mther than the geneml 
Welfare.' 1 IDs example was not followed, and the strikers' 
funds got low; hunger sharpened their anger, and as workers 
gradually dribbled into the mills the anger broke out into 
riots. At the end of August there were various riots at Mr. 
Birley's and at Messrs. Bouldsworth's, whilst at Mr. Gmy's mill 
the Riot Act was read and some of the regular soldiers brought 
in. On one occasion Nadin, the Deputy Constable, was 
imprisoned in a mill and had to be rescued by soldiers, on 
other occasions the mob bruised the beadles and carried off 
Bome blackJegs in triumph. It was in vain that the magis
tmtes took fifty constables into pay on August 26 instead of 
the usual ten; the millowners asked for a horse patrol in 
Oxford Road and Anooats during the hours of going in and 
coming out. The women and children gave great trouble • 
• The women,' wrote Mr. Norris, • twho are infinitely the 
worst) and children are always put in front of the mobs, the 
men keeping aloof.' I 

The weavers were also about to strike" and the magistmtes 
became alarmed and determined to deal a decisive blow at 
the spinners' organisation. On August 29 the constables 
seized five of the committee of the cotton spinners with their 
papers, and the magistmtes committed them for conspimcy. 
Warmn ts were issued against five others. The examination, 
wrote Mr. Norris, shows that the system has not yet gone to 
extreme length, but that the ultimate object is • of the' most 
serious nature in a commercial point of view, though nothing 
of a politieal nature $«l1li mixed with it.' The men orden!d 
to watch the mills, he notes, were called • Pickets.' There 
seems to have been little secrecy and much organisation about 
the proceedings of these pickets. They were orden!d out in 
the mornings, to the number of 40 or 50, or even one day 100. 
The committee sat from '1.80 "-II. to 8 P.II. at the Rifleman 
in the New Market.. 

The committee were crippled also by the absconding of their 
treasurer, John Medcalf, with £150, and it was thought advis
able to recall Jones, his brother-in-law, the delegate in London, 
lest he too should prove untrustworthy.- A new committee 

• H·o.,42-'790 A"II1IIl.g .... h.. • H.o., 4L '790 A"II1IIl_ uad all. 
• H.o.,4L '790 .\ugust S9- • 1L00,4L '790 A"II1IIl a6, ll90 uad 3" 
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was appointed and delegates sent to Norwich, Carlisle, and 
elsewhere, but the spinners were fighting a losing battle_ The 
tum-out of the weavers and colliers did them no good, and a 
second and more serious riot at Gray's mill on September 2 
brought matters to a head_ At this mill about 150 hands 
out of five or six hundred were working at the old rates. 
The superintendent, James Frost, was a person peculiarly 
obnoxious to the strikers, because he had himself formerly 
been a prominent member of the cottoo spinners' Union and 
had played a part in the 1810 strike, and was hence regarded 
as a renegade. 00 September 2 the mob about midday 
attacked the mill with stones; the persons within the mill 
fired on the mob killing one man, Thomas Brookes, a spinner 
of twenty-two, and wounding six or seven before the military 
arrived. The evidence at the inquest on Thomas Brookes, 
who was found to have beeo • justifiably and of necessity shot 
and killed,' was, as is usual in such cases, conflicting. Of the 
witnesses from outside the mill most declared that stones were 
thrown first from the mill, and the inside witnesses were certain. 
that the attack began from outside. The impression left by 
the evidence is that an attempt was made to force the mill 
door from outside in pursuit of the unpopular Frost, that 
stones were thereupoo thrown down, and that the main body 
of the crowd, thinking that stones were being thrown without 
provocation, retorted by attacking the mill' 

Not much harm was done but panic seized the magistrates • 
• Two or three pieces of artillery here would have considerable 
effect,' wrote Mr. Norris, announcing at the same time that 
Govcimnent itself will 8000 have • to attend to this insurrec
tionary and turbulent spirit.' 1 General Byng, in command at 
Manchester, kept a cooler head. He had for some time been 
resisting demands for military protection. Mr. Houldsworth, he 
wrote on August 28,1' said it was necessary that some soldiers 
should be stationed at every Mill, and that others should 
constantly parade the Town. I asked Hint in reply, who 
would order the soldiers to fire, or who would justify them 
for doing so, as I did not apprehend a Magistrste would be 

J See Coroner's Report, H.O., 4Zo 180, September 9. 18.' wrote: 'lbe 
knobstick. was prepared for the TurnoutJ an "el the Turnout. came aloa, tide 
the[y] stoned them the[y1 in the I~I Returned the 1OI.'e' (H.O., ... '80, 
September 4). For Frost'. OWD account of what happened, aee hi. erideace 
before the Committee OD ArtisAllIud MacbiDery, 1834, Pp. 575 It 

• B.O.,.po '80, September" I B.0.,41. '79-
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present with each, and whether it was not necessary for soldiers 
and their Horses to have. some rest as well as others. • • • 
Will they,' he adds pertinently, • submit the cause of the 
dispute, which occasions their alarm, to the Government, will 
they give the increase of wages upon the decision oHts justice, 
an opinion which is very prevalent among those well informed.' 
General Byng was indeed very critical of the conduct of the 
masters who expected the soldiers to do everything for them. 
• I found,' he wrote on August 80,1 • a guard of Infantry at 
Mr. Gray's Factory which had been there two or three days, 
and had been promised to remain for some days longer, but 
Mr. Gray himself had gone into the country to pass Saturday 
and Sunday-thus leaving the soldiers to defend His property 
while He took His ease ••• .' The withdrawal of the guard 
was followed by the attack on the mill. General Byng still 
thought the alarm unreasonable and the magistrates and 
masters less active than they might be, but he marched two 
additional companies of the 95th into the town, and on 
September II he reports: • They are fitting up places where I 
can station Troops, near to the principal Factorys, which will 
give confidence to the Masters and protection to those who 
will work." 

The spinners' strike was in fact at an end now, the men 
were beaten, • their spirit though not their obstinacy appears, 
broken,' wrote Mr. Norris. The activity of the magistrates, the 
employment of troops, and last but not least hunger, • all c0-

operated to produce this happyand satisfactorystate of things.· .. 
By the exertions of Mr. Lloyd, Bagguley, Drummond, and 
Johnson had been arrested on September 7 for their speeches 
at Stockport on September jI, clapped into prison and ordered 
to find an impossible bail. 'The,. needed in all twelve sureties 
of £200 each. When the Rev. J. Harrison, who had been 
chairman at the meeting. began to make himself • busy about 
Bail,' Mr. Lloyd made short work of him. • I have summoned 
him before the Justices, to find bail also to answer for being 
in an unlawful Assembly." By September 8, Mr. Houldso 
worth, the new M.P. for Pontefract, had filled his miD. • and 
10 much at ease does he feel now that he immediately set out 
for Pontefract to attend the races which commence to-day.' I 

• H.o.,4L '790 l H.o.,4L .80, September J ... s-
l H.o., 4L .80, Seplelllber 5 aDd a. 
• H.o.,4L .80, Sop_her 3, '0, ODd ... 
• H.o.,4L .80" SqlIomher &. 
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The men went back on the old terms, and in many instances 
had to sign declarations abjuring all combinations for the 
future. Delegates from Binningham and Nottingham were 
reported by Mr. Norris to have arrived in Manchester with 
funds, but it was too late to help the strike.1 

The masters had gained a complete victory, but no magna
nimity was shown to the vanquished. The men's combina
tion was broken up; the masters' combination remained in 
force,' far removed from any fears of legal proceedings. It was 
decided to proscribe ' the fl)(fTst people amongst the turnouts.' 
'There are about 100 hands of this description,' wrote Mr. 
Norris, 'who will never be received again into any mill.'· 
The support of these proscribed men was a constant drain on 
the resources of the spinners who had returned to work, and if 
Mr. Norris is to be believed, there were ugly quarrels and 
recriminations in the beaten ranks. & The General Union or 
Philanthropic Society that had started with such high hopes 
dwindled away after BagguIey's imprisonment and the 
spinners' submission. 

Broken though they were, the spinners still sent delegates 
to and fro to London; some of these delegates were reported 
to be at Norwich. Their object no doubt was to collect money 
for the forthcoming trials of the committee. Two of them, 
one of them a committee man out on bail, sent to London in 
November, were told that their expenses were not to exceed 
£2 per weck each on any account whatever.6 It seemed a 
vcry formidable proceeding to Mr. Norris. 

, The System of delegation is in every point of view so preg
nant with danger and mischief that so long as it is unchecked 
by the mang arm of the Law the system of general turnouts 
will be kept alive and may by such means become more for
midable and extensive than they have hitherto been. Perhaps 
if being a delegate were to be made a felony or to subject the 
party to a long imprisonment the evil might be subdued.' • 

Meanwhile the cotton spinners' committee arrested on 
August 29 had removed their trial by writ of certiorari to the 
King's Bench. The issue of other trials, however, showed 
them tMt they had litUe good to expect, and by February 

J H.O .• 42. 180, September 10 and II. 
I For the masters' attitude towardt the proposab for Factory LegillatioD at 

this tim~ lee T(IfII" ~w, p. 167 • 
• H.O., 42. 180, September 12. • H.O., 42.. lSI, October II. 
I ILO., ..... S., November 2+ • ·U.O.,"42- .S., November.8. 
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they offered to plead guilty and offer proper submission, a 
course to which the prosecution, now that quiet was restored, 
offered no objection. On March 8 they entered into recognis
ances of £100 each to attend at Westminster and receive 
sentence on their plea of guilty when called upen. They 
expressed themselves • u:tremely thtmJiful for the lenity which 
had been sh~wn to them and appeared. very penitent, promisint 
never to offend in liICe manner again.' 1 So ended the attempt 
of a compact well-organised body of men to obtain some fuller 
share of the increased commercial prosperity. For eight weeks 
they kept up the struggle. In the end they were utterly 
defeated. ------

TM Weavers' Strike I!f 1818 

We must now tum to the scattered ill-organised body of 
weavem who in their tum were struggling to escape from a 
standard of wages that meant peverty and degradation. All 
pemons outside the trade agreed that the weavem' wages were 
too low, however much they disapproved of all attempts made 
by the weavem to raise them. _ 

The weavers indeed, so long as they remained passive, 
received sympathy in abundance; their sufferings and their 
patience were contrasted with the impatience and the pros
perity of the spiunem. Long years of privation had lIurged 
them of the had effects of the old evil days of luxury when 
they • spent a great pertion of their time and money in ale 
houses; and at home had their tea tables twice a day, pro
vided with a rum bottle and the finest wheaten bread and 
butter.' I The old spirit that could not brook the indignity 
of the pauper position had been killed by hunger, and they 
had shown themselves in 1816 and 1811 • always thankful for 
a very moderate pittanllll of parochial relief.' I So long as 
they merely asked their employem in a respectful manner to 
ncrease their pay, even Mr. Chippendale himself could find 

nothing sinister in their action;' but when they took more 
active steps it was a different matter. 

In describing what happened in 1818, it is best to give the 
weavem' thoughts'and hopes in their own words. The most 
moderate and respectful statement comes in two manifestoes 
from the OIdh8Dl weavers. The first, dated July 15, addressed 

I H.O-, 4L 181. Jl\DuUJ al. Fehl'UU'J ). Much S. 
• R.o.,400 '79, A"CUII ., (Mr. Marriott, J.P.). 
I IWo • B.O., 4'. '78, ]uI, a6. 
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to the manUfacturers of Oldham and signed' The Poor Weavers,' 
runs: 1 

• We the Weavers of this Town and Neighbourhood respectfully 
request your attention to the wretched situation to which we have 
a long time been exposed, owing to the extreme depression of our 
Wages, and request you to call a Meeting among yourselves, and 
try if there cannot be lOme alleviation made to our Sufferings, by 
all advance thereof, as you well know they are not adequate to 
purchase the common Necessaries of Life. Weare of opinion 
that if you would exert yourselves as a body, the thing might be 
accomplished without affecting your profits, which we are far from 
wishing to injure.' 

They then asked for Id. per hank advance. 
The second handbill, dated July 20, is addressed • To the 

Gentlemen, Landholders and Leypayers of this Town and 
Neighbourhood,' before whom the weavers presume to lay 
their situation aftcr addressing the manufacturers: I 

• After the peace of Amiens, during the years 1802 and S 
our Wages were from SIS to 3/6 per Pound for 24 Hanks Weft 
and a pound being considered a reasonable day's work for a man, 
after deducting Sd. per shilling for Bobbin winding, House room 
and other Incidental charges, which is the customary price, the 
wages of a Journeyman Weaver would then amount to 2/7* per 
Day or 15/9 per Week, and this was pretty near upon a par with 
other Mechanicks and we maintained our rank in Society: We 
will now eontrast our present situation with the past, and it will 
demonstrate pretty clearly the degraded state to which we have 
been reduced. 

• During the last two years our wages have been reduced to so 
low an Ebb, that for the greatest part of that time we have 
received no more than from 12d. to 15d. per Pound which after 
deducting as before stated would bring the Journeyman's Wagea 
to the shameful price of 9d. or IOd. a day, or from 4/6 to 5/- per 
Week, and we appeal to your caudour and good sense, whether 
such a paltry 8um be sufficient to keep the soul and Body together, 
&8 we have "ur provisions to purchase from the same Market and 
at the asme price with other people, who have been earning three 
times the Money ••• : 

They explain that they ask for an advance of Id. a hank, which 
will bring wages up to Os. a week, and refer to • the late in
creased and increasing demand for Goods' as a reason why 
their very moderate demands should be gran~.1 

I H.O., 42. 178, July 26. • IINI. 
I It i. worth DOtinc that the Oldham masten agreed to tbe adnDce of Id. 

per bank on certain goods provided other maoIen would paJlhe laDle, and eOeD 
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Meanwhile the weavers from all over the cotton district 
were stirring, and on July 27 a meeting was held at Bury of 
delegates from a number of places including Manchester, 
Bolton, Bllry, Blackburn, Burnley, Padiham, Higher Darwen, 
Lower Darwen, Heywood, Haslingden, Todmorden, WaI· 
shawIane, Tottington, Cockeymoor, Prestwich, Pilkington, 
Stockport, Ashton-under-Lyne, Chadderton, and Middleton. . 
This meeting issued a handbill, signed by John Hibbert, 
president, and Robert Ellison, secretary, and addressed to 
the cotton manufacturers of Lancashire, Yorkshire, Cheshire, 
Derbyshire, etc. : 1 

I GlI:!I'I'L"""N. It is &om a gulph that absorb. all the faculties 
of body and mind we address you, supposing you capable of 
ameliorating the sufferings of an immense body of useful Arti,ans; 
ill this you must admit that we have suspended our exertions in 
wUng upon you, ulltU our vitsls are afFected, proved by indications 
III our visage, of an untimely approach of nature'. messenger, 
aurely there I. not a man ill civilised society 80 devoid of humanity, 
SO devoid of everything that dignities the mind, as to have the 
least desire to perpetuate sufferings of such magnitude ;-yet we 
muat confess it is with palll we have witnessed the perpetuatiOll 
pf them to an extent unparalleled in the annals of any Countly, at 
• time too, whell Peace overspreads all Europe, when Commerce, 
retarded by the operations of a protracted W sr, la presumed to 
have regained her wonted vigour, and to be heightening the 
prosperity of NatiOllI-Gentiemen, we hope your mind. are not 
become so callous, nor yet ao Indifferent to our aituation, as to 
rejoice over our misfortunes, thereby increasing your triumph in 
proportion to our calamity, or suffer a degree of unconcern to our 
case, to toke po"session of your minds, when you must be .ensible 
at the ..... e time of the justice of our cauoe, and the Injustice of 
the caus. which protracts such misery. 

• Gentlemen, we have been gi"en to understand for some time, 
that prosperity pervaded our Country, 'tis lNe, we see the Land 
overspread with H_ and M-ftlt:it1ria of immense value, and 
we hear our M-ftlClwen boasting our pre-emlnence in the 
Commercial worleL' That we stand pre-eminent in Commen:e is 
.. fact which cannot be denied, ... the chaugeo in SOtIlA A-w:. 
bas given UI the command of Commerce in that part of the World, 
... hich is the UI~ material part as those States contain ~ear 

I1lbscn1M:<l £4" 'ss. towards .... diDg delegates to induce other ...... u_ 
of the some kind of coods tojoiD in cnmti"lll (ft.o.., .... 84, FebruaIJ a), 

I H.O" ..... ,8. • • S1D"" 6_1< .lI.""" .• 80._ p. 652. pol ... ' out that the _ col 
pI<IIpOrilJ .... lIlo_ in 1h.1ip_ of fore ... trade. n .......... _ col 
abollta milU- in ImporlB. tbmomillior>$inupom. bIIf alDillioD ill_poria. 
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trvenl9 milli01l8 of So"iI, furnished with Manufactories from Europe; 
and as the Government of r enesueia has thought proper to favour 
this country on account of our Government maintaining strict 
neutrality by only subjecting our goods to an impost of """" and 
a half per cenl •• while the goods of every other Nation in Europe 
are subject to an impost of from t", ... 19 10 tkirlJl per cenl., yet while 
this is our envied situation as a Nation with respect to Commerce .. 
with unexampled industry we find ourselves incompetent to 
procure what will meet the exigencies of our families. 

'Adam Smith in his Treatise on the Wealth of Nations oays 
"that if the labour of one man would not provide the comforts of 
life for himself, a Wife. and three Children, such a Nation was on 
the decline, and would by emigration or ceasing to propagate, 
sink into insignificance, as importsnce must always fall 'With 
numbers." Smith says" a Laboure~ or Artinn should be able to 
maintain five'" good God, but how must they exist on SIX SHILLINOS 

per week, which is the sum the greatest part of Weavers must 
work early and I.te to procure; not more than one-half the sum 
that is received by every other branch of the Trade, and not more 
than one-fourth of the wages of some. Therefore, if such a vast 
body of ingenious, useful and laborious men must remain in such a 
degraded state, it must ultimately militate against the Stste. 

'Gentlemen. we ask you for an advance of lev ... Ihilling. "" lhe 
po"rul, in this you must admit we have confined ourselves within 
the boundaries of moderation, as several other branches of the 
trade have called for a greater advance than the whole of our 
income, but we trust you will not look on us with contumacy. OD 

account of our pacific dispOSitions, proved by our moderate 
demand.' 

The delegates went home to their various districts and 
attempted to induce their employers to grant the 7s. advance. 
Some employers gave it, some refused, many promised to 
grant it provided aJI other masters came into line.' Some 
offered a smaJIer advance." Public feeling, according to Mr. 
Norris of Manchester, was in favour of the men.· 

In some places the weavers called meetings to give publicity 
to their demands; at Bolton the authorities twice refused to 
eaII a meeting at their request, but the borough-reeve called 
a private meeting of the manufacturers, who resolved that 
they would not • enter into any combination to advance the 

1 e.g. The Oldham and Leigh manufacturers agreed proYided the lame was 
done in other places. The Ashton master. not only agreed to give if IeCUred 
elsewhere but gave a donation toward. helping the cause (H.O., 42. 179. 
42. ,80). 

I 'or. At Bolton they offered 3&- in the pound (H.O •• 42. ,60, Septemhor i). 
I M.O_. ~ •. '79. August .. 
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Wages, that the Weavers were too numeroUs, and that trade 
should find its own level,' 1 an act which caused the Bolton 
weavers, including even the loyalist Richard Needham,· to 
protest in a manifesto that they had been • neglected, degl'(Wed 
and insulted.' These weavers called a meeting on their own 
account on August 18, at which they passed resolutions about 
the 7s. advance, and gave it as the opinion of the meeting' that 
the causes of our Low Wages are of such a Jl!l.ature that they 
can be removed,' '.e. by raising the price of cotton goods; 
they also declared that the fear of foreign' rivalry was ground
less, being merely a pretext to blindfold the weaver invented 
by 'those who wish to fill their own Coffers at the expense of 
the Sweat and Blood of the poor Industrious Weaver.' I 

The weavers as a body, in marked contrast to the spinners, 
were non-political. They refused to hear political speakers' 
and kept themselves distinct from all the spinners' doings. 
Perhaps the most striking instance of this detachment from 

'the spinners was shown later at the time of the big riot at 
Gray'. Mill on September II, when the weavers from various 
districts to the number of some fifteen thousand were holding 
a peaceful lIleeting in St. George's Fields at the time of the 
disturbance. There were of course politicians amongsfthem, 
notably Robert Pilkington of Bury, who had been imprisoned 
under the suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act, and sometimes 
this political section voiced their grievances, as in a weavers' 
handbill issued about this time in Stockport addressed to the 
weavers of Stockport, which is as unrestrained in its language 
as any production of the spinners.' It begins with a sort of 
outburst headed' Motto' : 

• They say, by them our Mouths are filled with Plenty, though 
thousands now are starving in our streets : 

I H.o., .1. 179-
• Th .... i. a .... i .... Dony in the fact tbat Ricbard Needham, who bad acted u 

a '\oyaI'iuI'onDaDllo M •• Fletch. 10 .812 ( .... H,O., 42. '14), ... DOW beiDg 
ioCormed aboul by A. B. .us. R. Woddioctoo, one of the distJl'ectcd ill .811. 
A. B. 00 Aueull 7 II,. that RicIwd Needham II ODC'J boca .... the fact that. 
c1e1qal1l &om ~wlch bad __ od \0 _ tho BolIOO COIDID!It .. bad 
_<hed Mr. FI.tch ........ (H.o., 42. '79)., For A. B., _ Chapter x. 

I H.o., .1. 179-
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, They say, they treat us as a free born People, yet drive us 
roughly down the stream of power; 

, They say, our misery always finds a friend, yet no hold is 
left to save us from destruction; 

• They say, our Earnings more than fit our Wants, yet a 
hundred pence is all that we can earn for six days' labour: 

• All that bear this, are cowards, not to rise up at the great 
call of nature, and check the growth of these domestic spoilers, 
who made them slaves, and tell them 'tis their charter.' 

After urging the weavers to procure an advance in the .price 
of labour, and assuring them that the people are the masters 
of the Government, the address ends with fierce threats of 
hell fire to the employers : 

• And you, ye Oppressors of the Poor I be cautious of your 
Actions; for if you meet not your merited punishment in this 
World, it is certain in that where the Wicked cease from 
troubling and where the righteous are everlastingly at rest. 
Remember Him who hath said, it is easier for a Camel to go 
through the Eye of a Needle than for a rich I\Ian to enter the 
Kingdom of Heaven.' 

The connection of the weavers with the General Union or 
Philanthropic Society 1 founded by the spinners is obscure. 
Some weavers were certainly present at the meeting on August 
19 at Manchester, and at the last meeting on September 21, 
but according to Mr. F1etcher the meeting of deputies at 
Bury on August 22 refused to join the Union." It seems 
probable that isolated bodies of weavers joined, but not the 
whole organisation. 

As the position was so unsatisfactory, it was decided by the 
delegates towards the end of August to try the policy of refus
ing to work for masters who would not give the 7s. advance. 
This policy was agreed to first at Stockport on August 19, 
and afterwards more fonnally at another meeting of deputies 
at Bury on August 22. The policy, it may be noted. was urged 
by various masters who were willing enough to give the advance 
provided they were not undersold by others." The Bury 
meeting issued yet another handbill addressed this time to 
the weavers themselves." 

'Gentlemen,' it begins, "Tis with incessant toil you have 
struggled against penury •••• 

I See r ..... lA6.,.".. p. 3og. I 11.0 .• 42. '19. August .... 
I Committee 00 Artisans and Machinery, 1824. p. 394 (ElliIoD' .. evidence). 
• H.O •• 42. '19-
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• Gentlemen, Mr. Locke, who has been justly denominated 
the greatest Logician that ever England produced, said that 
.. every man, that possesses his natural powers, has a property 
in himself, viz. in the work of his hands and the labour of 
his body"; if so, we argue that they who by fraud or violence 
deprive the labourer of the fruits arising from his own pro
perty are Peculators, and if these are Peculators, those are 
Tyrants that would prevent him from taking the only com
modity he has to the best Market, and as labour is the only 
property you have, you alone have the right of appreciating 
its value.' 

It was resolved abo this meeting that after September 1 nobody 
was to weave for any manufacturer who did not pay the 
advance of 'Ts. in the pound. Another resolution recorded the 
• abhorrence and contempt of the meeting at the appearance of 
that' notorious Villain,' Samuel Fleming the spy, his dismissal 
from the meeting and the formal application to the Constable 
of the Township to attend the proceedings as a protection 
against such • perjured Villains.' The strike was duly carried 
out a day before the appointed date, on August 81. At 
Bolton it was estimated that four or five thousand out of 
nine thousand inhabitants were idle. At Manchester thou
sands came in from the surrounding country, in groups, to 
ask for the advance from their employers, from whom they 
received various answers. The behaviour of the strikers was 
perlectIy quiet and orderly, but their action caused grave 
anxiety; it was sinning against the laws of political economy. 
c ••• This species of restraint or coercion,' wrote Mr. Noms,1 
might • be ultimately a great evil as nothing can be more 
clear than that commerce in every respect should be a\Iowed 
to be entirely unshakled and free.' The practice of meeting 
together he describes as very dangerous: • It consolidates 
their power as a body and points out to them a system of 
co-operation which on future occasions if not in the present 
may occasion the almost destruction of our Commerce. ••• ' 

For the next few days processions of weavers not only 
marched about their own towns but went in turns with banners 
flying to swell the ranks at meetings in other towns. to. shuttle 
draped with crape was often carried aloft. Women too took 
their share in the display; 122j men and 85S women paraded 
the streets of Stockport on September 8 with two fifes, and 
they were joined afterwards by many thousands." On the 

1 B.o., ~ 179. Aqut 31. .H.o.,~ .IICI. 
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same day, it may be noted, there was a Refonn meeting at 
Stockport addressed by BagguIey, Drummond, and Johnson, 
to which 600 spinners came from Manchester, but the 
weavers had no more to do with this than with the riot at 
Gray's factory the day before. One of Mr. Chippendale's in
fonnants from Ashton-under-Lyne, who went by the name 
of • Brother to No.2,' noted that the Ashton Moss weavers 
were • proceeded by about 100 women who all say old and 
young the wiJJ go forward to Stockport and from the women 
being there in the heat and hiritation they now appear in I 
Auger no good.' • 

The Manchester magistrates also augured no good from this 
system of processions, and on September 4, when the weavers 
had planned to meet at Ashton Moss, a placard was issued, 
sigoed by the Justices Wright, Marriott, Ethelston, and Norris, 
forbidding such assemblies and processions of • voluntarily 
unemployed Labourers,' and declaring them illegal and danger
ous to the Public Peace.s Mr. Wright and the borough-reeve, 
accompanied by General Byng with a posse of soldiers, followed 
the Manchester weavers who were making for Ashton Moss, 
and coming up with them about three miles from Ashton 
succeeded in dispersing them by explaining to them the dangers 
they ran. The people, wrote General Byng afterwards, were 
I think • pleased and grateful at the kind manner they 
were spoken to." The method of keeping up enthusiasm 
and concerted action by means of meetings was thus abruptly 
brought to an end. Even without this prohibition concerted 
action was difficult enough, for the masters' promises varied, 
as we have said, and in some places a gradual advance was 
agreed to, in others a smaller rise was offered. 

Even the smallest advance was looked at askance by Lord 
Sidmouth. A 28. and as. advance, wrote Mr. Norris on Sep
tember 6,· • has certainJy been offered by many masters a 
little perhaps through fear, and on this subject I perfectly 
coincide with your Lordship in opinion, most unfortunately 
for the general interests of commerce and the community. but 
as the weavers have been working hard for small wages for 
some few years, if' any description or laborer in this district 
be entitled to indulgence in this respect it is the weaver.' 

The difference in the offers of the different masters led 
to II modification of the original strike decision, and at a 

• H.O •• 42.'8c>. 
• fWd •• September 50 
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meeting of forty of the deputies on September II at Bury, i~ 
was decided to take the advance in two instaImenta, namely 
48. on September 7, and Ss. on October 1. In hopes no doubt 
of keeping free from the meshes of the law, the deputies 
passed the following resolution : 
.• That as it is in the power of the manufacturer to compel 

the weaver to weave out his work in the loom, or on hand, he 
is advised, in such case, to'obey the dictates of the law; yet 
no injunction is hereby laid upon him by this meeting. and 
he is left entirely to his own discretion; but he is not to bring 
any more work from any manufacturer under the proposed 
advance mentioned in the first resolution.' 1 At this meeting 
the deputy c6nstable of Bury was paid for his time as a pro
tection. 

The weavers after September 5 settled down to enforce 
their demands in the. different districta. They were now 
faced with the problem of supporting those men whose masters 
refused to grant the advance. In Stockport they adopted 
the system of billeting out the workless weavers amongst 
those in work" a system which lIIr, Lloyd viewed with much 
suspicion. At Bolton, where a large proportion of the masters 
were favourable to their demands. they appealed to the public 
for SUbscriptions, a policy adopted also in Manchester where 
the Manchester Branch of Associated Weavers issued an 
address • To the Generous Public' headed with the weavers' 
arms:' 

• We the Operative Weavers of Manchester and ita Vicinity,' 
runs the address, • are happy to state the willingness of some 
of the Principal Manufacturers both in Town and Country. 
to meet us in respect to our Advance of Wages, agreeably to 
Resolutions agreed upon at Bury the 5th instant. But in 
oonsequence of others making objections, we find ourselves 
under the necessity of soliciting the aid of those who may be 
friendly to our cause, in Older that such as are out of employ 
may reeelve a support from such contributions as are collected 
by subscription. 

• It has often been suggested that every Trade ought to 
affOld such Wages as would be a reasout.ble support without 
the assistance of Ley Payers; and as it is well known to the 
Public, the various privations that Cotton Weavers have 
laboured under, the manner in which we have stood in need 

• H.o.. 4L ... ; 0Dcl Committee _ ArtisoDs aM MachiMrJ •• Sat. pp. 
394-5- • 8.0..4L .... 
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of the above support both in times past, and even at the present; 
and as we feel an inclination to extricate ourselves from this 
state, we trust we shall meet with universal countenance.' 

The weavers were not to be allowed to extricate themselves. 
In spite of the isolation of their lives they were showiug un
expected powers of organisation and co-operation. They had 
been allowed to act unchecked too lon'g, and it was time to 
set the law in motion. The Manchester magistrates issued a 
placard explaining that the Combination Act made the collec
tion of subscriptions illegal; the merchants met to consider 
how to • subdue the confederacy.' It was not after all a very 
difficult matter, and it needed no Flemings to compass it, 
for all their doings had been open and had rendered them 
subject to penalties if the employers chose to exact them. 
Robert Ellison, Richard Kay, and Robert Pilkington on Sep
tember 16 were committed for conspiracy for their share in 
the Bury meeting of September 5.1 All three had signed the 
handbill, the first as president, the two latter as secretaries 
of the meeting. The death blow was struck at concerted 
action amongst the weavers. In most places some smaIl 
advance was granted for a time,· but in Manchester, at any 
rate, even in October, before the committed men had been 
brought to trial, prices were again being reduced." By February 
1819 there was a general reduction for all lighter fabrics.' 
Complaint was useless, for the magistrates were now on the 
alert to check all • insubordination.' When the bleachers, 
undeterred by the fate of the weavers and spinners, began to 
tum out in October, their masters complained to the magis
trates, who inlmediately sent five of the men to prison for 
neglect of work, a policy, wrote Mr. Fletcher, which will 
• crush in its Bud this dangerous Spirit amongst the Workmen 
in that Branch.' I 
. The weavers, as we have seen, had behaved throughout the 
dispute in an absolutely orderly and, as they thought, law
abiding manner. There was, however, one exception. In 
the Blackburn and Burnley district, the centre of the weaving 
of plain cotton fabrics, the weavers were ill content with the 
advance offered them, and at Burnley on September 15 they 
sent the bellman round to give notice of a meeting to enforce 

I H.O .• 42. ISo j Committee on Artisans and Machinery, 1824. p. 395 • 
• The adftDceI granted by many masters OD condition that olbers camr: into 

line were of course withdrawn. • H.O., 42. 181, October 10. 
• H.O., 42. .s., February II. • H.O., 42· 181, October ZOo 
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their demands. The beDman, as 'the active agent of the 
combination,' was at once seized by the civil authorities and 
thrown into the lock-up; the weavers then forced open th.,.. 
lock-up, freed the heDman, and held possession of the streets 
till the arrival of a troop of yeomanlY cavalJY from Man
chester released the powers of law and order from their humiliat
ing position, when seven of the liberators of the bellman were 
in their tum safely lodged in prison, this time in Blackburn 
gaol.' 

The trial of the three conspirators from the BulY meeting 
did not take place till the Quarter Sessions early in Febru8IY 
next year. The result was 'such as the Friends of Order 
wished,' and showed that the freeholders of Lancashire were 
not contaminated with the ' London disease.' • Ellison, whose 
fourteen witnesses included his master and Mr. White, a pro
minent manufaeturer of Manchester, who had recommended the 
policy adopted at the BuIY meeting of September 5, was sen
tenced to one year in prison, Kay and Pilkington were both 
sentenced to two years." 

This was the last occasion on which the weavers made any 
considerable attempt to extricate themselves by organised 
action from their miserable conditions. The masters had 
subdued their confederacy with such effect that it never raised 
its head again. 

The weavers \low divided themselves into two parties, the 
one sought salvation through Reform, the other which called 
itself 'loyal' made further efforts to secure a minimum wage 
at home, or failing that, asked for assistance towards emigration. 

I B.o., <Po ISo, Sept_heir 171 .A_ RqisMr, 181'; C.v..icII, pp. 
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The prosecutions in 1818 had made a deep impression, and 
it is clear that much of the driving force in the Refonn agita
tion of 1819 came from denunciations of the Combination 
Law. l The weavers, wrote Parson Harrison to Bagguley in 
prison, • are the best givers, but, alas I they have nothing to 
give now." The story of PeterIoo we have told elsewhere.' 
It overshadows the year 1819, but we must not forget that 
during that same year constant appeals were still being made 
for a minimum wage. Bolton and Stockport were the strong
holds of the movement. A Bolton petition to the magistrates, 
signed on behalf of the committee by Thomas Thorpe, Richard 
Needham, and Thomas Kenyon, pointed out that the weavers 
had foretold the evils that would come, but their applications 
for a. minimum were refused; ' ••• dear bought experience 
demonstrates that there is a method of conducting our trade 
which for the moment appears to be advantageous to the indi
vidual, but which undoubtedly bears within itself a genn of 
ruin to the workman and eventually to the speculator himself.' • 

1 See speeches at Reform meetings at Manchester, Ashton, and Blackburn 
(H.O.,42- 183. January 23; H.O., 42.188, June 19; H.O .• 42. 189.]uly 10); 
also Placard in Manchester n Police Association: • The oppresaon have got 
POSSessiOD of. great part of the property of the Nation, through the operation 
of Com Bills and Combination Acts, whick are directly calculated to make 
Provisions DBn and wages low' (H.O., 42. 189, July 14). 

I R.O., 41 • • 8g. July.S. I See T ..... l4krI,.".. pp. 8g If. 
• H.O.,42. 187. May 4. This ume petition gives aa interestinc estimate of 
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The Stockport weavera in their address to the magistmtes 
and gentlemen, reviewed the history of their failures to pro
cure help from Parliament.1 This document, remarks Mr. 
lloyd on sending it up, • smells strong of the North.' Mr. 
lloyd himself during this year was busily engaged in attempts 
to seize the Cap of Liberty at the various Reform meetings in 
the neighbourhood, and these scu1lles and preparations for. 
scuffles left him little time for other pursuits. The weavera 
were told in answer to their request for a minimum that they 
had the arbitration law:" theofferOf this cold comfort convinced 
them that Reform was their only hope. ... 

The weavera in the Carlisle district had struck work and 
were also demanding a minimum. This they hoped to obtain 
by direct dealing with their employers. In politicians they 
put little trust: • We bave no peculiar affection for one 
denomination of public men more than another. Both Whigs 
and Tories have, in their tnm, cajoled the people, and profited 
by their credulity." In an interview with their mastera they 
explained that if there were a regular or fixed price for their 
work • the market would be kept from those fluctuations that 
deterred the shopkeeper from keeping any large stock; for 
if there was a minimum of wages, then the price Of goods in 
the market would not fall below the ratio of that minimum, 
and a security being given the shopkeeper so far, he would 
not, on every reduction of weavera' wages, hurry a asle, not 
knOwing how far a reduction might descend.' When the 
mastera refused the men's demands the latter were open in 
their eondemnation: '. • • your amhition and maddened 
views of aggrandisement have blinded and perverted yonr 
understandings to IUch a degree, that you no more unde~ 
ltand your own interests than you regard ours.' • 

TIN Masm.' Piau/or" Minimum W';" 
This same Year (l819) a a:nvement for a minimum wage was 

taking place amongst the masw manufacturera of calicoes 
and cambrics in the distrlct embracing Burnley, Bury, mack
bum. and Preston. These manufacturers who _ supported 
by nearly all the calico-printing fbms began by issuing in 
June a declaration &igned by fourteen fbms of calico manu-

a See n..~. po Ig6. • II.~, 42. .Sg, lui, S-
a H.~, 42. .88, J ..... 50 
• 11.0-,42. .88, Im •• o.. Tho CuIisIe ..... .at ..... to ..... ICtmled to 
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lacturers and approved in a further declaration by twenty-seven 
finns of calico printers, regretting the low rates of pay to 
weavers.1 Next, thirty-five finns of manufacturers signed a 
summons to other manufacturers to meet in Manchester on 
August 2' . to take into consideration the propriety of apply
ing to Parliament to fix a Minimum of Wages or to adopt 
such other measures as may appear most advisable for regulat
ing the Wages of the Weavers.'" This meeting, owing to 
the Peterloo disturbances, was postponed, and postponed 
indefinitely, for before fixing a fresh date, James Hutchinson 
of Bury, one of the movers, wrote a long letter to Sidmouth 
asking • whether His Majesty's Ministers, if it should appear 
to be the wish of a majority of the Manufacturers, would 
countenance or listen to a Minimum of wages.' The minimum, 
he explains, was to be a low and variable one, fixed by com
missioners chosen from the principal manufacturers, and it 
was suggested that a temporary and experimental Act for the 
purpose should be passed." The reply or the absence of reply 
successfully damped down the agitation. Hutchinson him
self was a recent convert to belief in Government regulation 
of wages. • I have tiJllately been of opinion jointly with my 
fellow manufacturers, that a minimum of wages was an evil 
to be avoided; but the unequal and low wages that have 
been paid for the last three years, added to the extreme and 
unnecessary oppression to which the weavers have conse
quently been subject, has affected a change in our sentiments.' 
The decline in wages he attributes to the' number of people 
of.little capital and less feeling' who obtain credit, embark in 
business and • attempt to realise a profit by underselling their 
more respectable competitors' who pay higher wages. 

A gloomy picture of the cotton trade at this time was 
given by Thomas Ainsworth,' himself a ruined man : 

'I have thought a great deal upon the suhject of Trade as 
relates to Master and workmen, having heen embarked in it 
above 40 years. For 25 years past 1 have paid on an average 
.£40,000 a year to Workpeople, and 1 believe maintained a 
Character for industry, honesty, and ability, to this day, though 
unfortunate, but those qualitieo have for some years ceased to be 
of use, Day ruinous. It is DOW • Trade of oppression, demi
swindling, aDd deception. A Master cannot live by the honest 
pursuit of Trade, nor can a Weaver by bard labour. Th. Capital 

, H.O., 42. 194. September L I IW. I 1ft4 
• H.O., 42. '97· 
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.. gone (I mean the Manufacturing Capital) we cannot hold Stock. 
of Good.; there is not S months Stock of Manufactured Goods on 
Sale In the whole Trade, yet 100,000 Weavers do the work of 
150,000 for balf wages. 1 have cloth on hand 1 paid 24 •. to 2S., • 
piece weaTing 1 could now get done for S •. and 9s. a piece. Those 
who could hold Stocks are ruined. I have lost .£50,000 by 
holding Stocks in the last 6 years, and .£80,000. by bad 
debts. Onr Merchants at home and abroad are ruined in same 
way. Goods at ltalf ~ bave found their way into parts where 
immense Depots were laying through the whole world. 

, A great many men of Capital that could, have given up the 
Cotton Trode except Spinning to supply foreign Weavers (Manu
facturers). Tbe active Capital is gone, we have only buildings 
and macbinery (comparatively) left. Our Wages have varied 
100 p.c. within the course of two months.- The Wages of Woollens 
have not altered 5 p.c. the last 25 years, there are 2 years con
lumption of Woollen Good. on hand on a fair calculation, and 
a capital to hold them, there is not a !l Months Stock of Cotton 
Goods on hand, nor do 1 think there is any capital to hold more. 
Did Dr. A. Smith ever contemplate such a state of things? it is 
In vain to read his book to find a remedy for a complaint which 
he could not conceive existed, vis. 100,000 weavers doing the 
work of 150,000 when there wa. no demand (as 'tis said) and that 
for h.lf meat, and the rest paid by Poor Rates, could he conceive 
that the prefits DC a Mannfacture shonld be what one Master 
could wring from the hard earning. DC the poor, more than 
another? That deception in the article W88 the only _y to get 
money. That a town like Manchester which when Trade W88 

not !d what it now is, could boast 30 or 40 respectable Mer
chants who supplied Europe with Goods ready for wear, and yet 
it cannot now find four ••• : 

This multiplication of small manufacturers owing to the 
ease with which credit could be obtained is DOted several 
times during this and the succeeding yealS.1 Curiously enough 
it comes at the very time when the power-loom was beginning 
to threaten the posi tion of the small man, for the coming of the 
power-loom meant of course that more capital was required 
for starting a weaving business. This introduction of powel'-
looms and preparations for their introduction ovemhadow 
the years 1822-25. In answer to queries from the Home 

I ,..,~ Mr. Chippendale of Oldham "rites iD 180 ~ ·Wea.ftn and mecbaD.ic:a 
are d.ny sprincinr up into MUlQfaetUms commenciDg Business with their 
aCQllDwattd s..iD&s I (H.O., 40. 17); and Major Eckersley writes ill 1S27: • A 
ftI'J &rat eYil aboat Blackbum and Burnley is the I,,_hew 01 • ..,.:wen who 
(owiDe to the Ia •• facili.y of obtaiDillll ....til and Coen', _ papel') ...... 
become .... all_ufactu ....... ' (R.o.,40, HI-
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Office on the state of trade in 1822, a correspondent from 
Manchester described the general feeling of alarm that the 
power-looms would destroy' the ratio of product and demand.' I 

What the posi tion looked like to the weavers is told in the 
striking letter from a committee of Manchester weavers in 
1823, urging the old remedy of a minimum wage and the new 
1'1l.!( of a tax on power-looms." Next year the Combination 
Laws were repealed, but the weavers were now too weak to 
take advantage of such opportunities as the new law offered, 
consequently repeal helped them little. 

Two years later (1826) another movement was started by 
several employers for the establishment of a voluntary minimum 
of wages." These employers drew up a list of prices and bound 
themselves not to give less than these prices, provided the 
Poor Law authorities would • pledge themselves to provide 
other employment, or SUbsistence, for such as are unable to 
obtain employment at the said list prices.' The leader of 
this movement was John Fielden, tbe great cotton spinner 
of Todmorden; it began with a meeting of the principal calico 
manufacturers of Burnley, Colne, Blackburn, Todmorden, and 
the neighbourhood, held at Burnley on April 14, 1826, and 
an adjourned meeting was held in Manchester on April 18. 
Forty-eight firms' signed the agreement, and fifty-three 
• printers and purchasers of calicoes' signed the statement 
to show their approval. A letter was drawn up to explain 
the policy addressed • to the Church wardens and Overseers 
of the Poor of the Township of -- ' : 

' ••. On every st&gnation in trade, (or maoy years past, tbe 
prices of weaving have generally been reduced lower tban were 
paid preViously to each stagnation; and on • revival of demand, 
price. bave not got up to where they were wben the reduction 
commenced. 

I R.O., 40- 17. May 17. Ure, C,t/HI Mantlftlel"" -f Creal BriltIi". if. 
pp. 429-30. points out the injurious effects at 6nt of power-100m' OD the 
spinners.. OwiDe to the competition with power-looms, hand·loom .eIlyn. 
coaId DO longer afford to pay the old pric:e.s for the yam, and the prices they 
could afford to give were msufficient to pay the cost of productioa. Hence (01' 

• time the demand for yarn. and consequently the prices, fell so low u aimOlt tl') 
annihilate the Jpinnen' profits; many wcot bankrupt and those alone proapered 
who had added power.loolDI to their spinning establishtneDL 

• See T,.,. ./.aHtIr".. p. 2gB. 
• For account of this movement, see Report from Select Committee on H.Dd .. 

loom Weavers' Penti ..... ,834. PI' s98 11 
• TeD bad signed the 1819 manifesto. 
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• Should the townships reject the measure proposed for fixing a 
minimum of prices for weaving, then, prices as low, or lower than 
the lowest now paid, will become general; a further reduction in the 
value of goods will consequently be submitted to, and established 
in the market, and the restoration of confidence thereby longer 
protracted; and, if the experience of the past be any guide for 
the future, there are the strongest reasons for believing, that for a 
very long period (even after a revival of demand) no advance in 
prices can be obtained by the manufacturer, tbat .. ill enable him 
to pay to the weaver .. bat may be necessary to ,keep him from the 
parish, But if, on the other hand, tbe measure be adopted, it will 
probably inspire eonfidence in the prices at whicb goods are sold; 
at present, the demand may be improved, and full work given 
sooner to the weaver, wbo, as soon as this Is tbe case, .. Ill ceSle 
to be a burthen to tbe parish • 

• Tbe townshipo, by adopting the messureproposed, may 
pollSibly, for a short period, be lubjected to higher rates for the 
relief of the poor, than they would be for the aame period, sbould 
they refuse to adopt It; but the pel'Dlanent advantages are so 
manifest, that any increased exertions they may be required to 
make, In the first Inltance, will be amply repaid by the good that 
will follow; It II tberefore boped tbat no other suggestion will be 
needed to induee those wbo are tbe possessors of property, and 
who are deeply Interested in the prosperity of the townshipo, 
promptly and manfully to come forward to protect tbe value of 
their property, by voluntary subscriptions, in aid of tbe poor ....... te, 
or else to afford lupplies at food to IUeb weavera .. cannot obtain 
work at remunerating prices, until lueb work can be obtained. 
By 10 doing, they will greatly eontribute to put a stop to the 
opprellSive and detestable practice of reducing tbe value of the 
poor man', labour, below the standard that will afford him sub-
aIItenee. ' 

• The townships will find their Interests much more effectually 
secured by coinciding in "hat ia here recommended, than in 
continuing a practice. it II said, some townships have lately 
resorted to, of giving a bonOl of Sci, or more, per piece to manu
focturers, to employ tbeir poor. It IIlamentsble that there should 
be any manufacturers 80 destitute of good feeling as to accept 
sucb an offer; and still more lamentable that such townships 
should not foresee that sucb a practice is only calculated to 
aggravate the e .. i1 it is intended to awid, Yi&. that of increased 
poor'l-fttes, for the want of employment for the poor. The moat 
humane and respectable part ot the manufacturers must quit the 
trade if this practice be persevered iD; for "hat manufocturer iD 
his aenses will go on muing goods on hi. own account, whilst he 
I, compelled to contribute bis proportion to a ... te that is expended 
In paying another to undersell him in the market?' 

The lIIIIDufacturelli agreed to meet again OD the 18th of 
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April in Burnley and receive the answers of the townships; 
but before that date the starving weavers had taken matters 
into their own hands and directed their blind anger against 
the power-looms, which belonged in several cases to the very 
finns who had signed the statement of prices_ These disturb
ances put an end to the project of a minimum wage, though 
it is more than doubtful whether the Poor Law authorities 
would have consented to take on themselves the burden of 
supporting men who refused to work below the scheduled 
prices. 

Tu Destrudim of p(Jtl)er-Looms in 1826 

The year 1826 was a year of unprecedented financial panic 
and disorder with an epidemic of bankruptcies. The weavers 
suffered acutely in the general distress, and by this time they 
were very sensible of the competition of the power-loom. In 
the misery of starvation the populace in April vented its anger 
on the new machinery, destroying in three days over one 
thousand power-looms, and doing more than £16,000 worth of 
damage in the districts round Blackburn and Bury. How far 
the attack Was arranged beforehand is doubtful; Mr. Fletcher's 
infonnant • Alpha' sent him news of meetings where delegates 
discussed the repeal of the Com Laws, the destruction of public 
granaries, the destruction of power-looms, and the destruction 
of yam packed for export: it was further recommended at one 
of these meetings' that those who had relatives serving in the 
Anny should sound their Inclination, as to injuring the People, 
in case of any Tumult.' I 

The actual outburst seems to have been unexpected, for 
the poor appeared to be bearing the prospects of starvation 
with laudable equanimity. • ••• It is certainly very different 
now (for the better),' wrote Major Eckersley from Manchester," 
• from 1819 and 1820, when Politics were mixed up with the 
distresses of the People.' The increase in Poor Rates, he 
mentions, is 50 per cent., and in addition some thousand pounds 
a week wexe distributed in voluntary contributions. At Black
burn, fourteen thousand persons out of a population of twenty
six thousand were kept from sheer starvation by provisions 
bought out of public subscriptions, I but from the inadequacy 

1 H.O.,4Cl. 19, March ZI, April 9, April20. 
I H.O., 40. 19, March 5. In Manchester there lire. he uys later, lOme 

thirty or forty thoUl&lld Irish, (all need,.' 
• R.O., ..... 190 April IS. 
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of the relief grave fears of dysentery were entertained. • The 
demeanour of the afflicted poor,' wrote the Vicar of Blackburn 
in an appeal publilihed in the Blackbum Mail, April 5,' • at this 
time of unparalleled distress has been such as to recommend 
them effectually to our ,respectful consideration, and con
tinued bounty. With very few exceptions none of them have 
transgressed the bounds of propriety, or shewn a spirit of in
subordination to the laws of their country. To their praise be 

'it spoken, there have been no symptoms of discontent, disaffec
tion, or sedition. _ •• They have trusted in Providence; and 
God's servants will not desert them.' Their trust in Providence 

, gave way before the end of the month and, as we shall see, they 
transgressed the bounds of propriety in a serious fashion. 

On Monday, April 2', a mob met at Henfield at the cross
roads to Blackburn, Burnley, Whalley, and Haslingden.· They 
first destroyed the power-looms at the different factories round 
Accrington and then went on to Blackburn. By the evening 
not a single power-looin was left standing within six miles of 
Blackburn. In conllicts with small bodies of soldiers sent to 
protect the mills two or three men were killed and several 
seriously wounded_ 

On Tuesday little was done beyond an attack on some power
looms at Haslingden. On Wednesday, April 26, the work of 
destruction spread along the hanks of the IrweII down to Bury. 
At Rawtenstall, Long Holme, Edenfield, Chadderton, Summer
seat, mills were entered and power-looms destroyed. At 
Chadderton in an affray with the soldiers seven rioters were 
killed and many wounded." With the destruction of Mr. 
IIutchinson's factory in Bury the activities of the rioters 
in this part ceased. The excitement, however, had spread 
to Manchester, and on Thursday, April 27, a mob. after attack
inll several power-loom factories which were successfully 
defended, managed to set lire to Mr. Beaver's factory in Jemey 
Street and refused to allow the firemen to extinguish the fire. 
On Friday Manchester was the scene of a carnival of disOrder 

• H.O ...... 'I). 
I For accounts of the disturbances. see H.O.~ 40. 19. and 44- 16; ud 

the A--' llqishr for 1&6; Cl. .... 'o:/o. pp. 63 If. 
a Complaints were afterwards made of the conduct of' the' riflemen' (not the 

dragoons~ Nr. Aiken, the proprietor of the mill, seems to have implom:J the 
milituy not to 6re but to CO awa7. In the inquest Ofti' the seYell mims. • 
....tiet of occidenlOl death .... bzought ill ill _ ..... of justiliable homic:ide ia 
foar oth ..... and ill 01>0 _ • nrdic:l of murder ogaiD&t • ri8cawl 1IIIkDowa 
(".0. ..... 19). 
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in which shops were sacked' and the number of street robberiel
committed was such, as, in broad day, and in the centre of a 
great town, was never before heard of! 

It was not surprising that Sir John Byng wrote to say that 
the alarm among the owners of factories was greater than any 
he had ever known; arms were distributed to them for self
defence, and an attack on Messrs. Johnson and Brooke's 
factory in Manchester on May 8 was successfully repelled. 

Things quieted down, not because trade improved-on July 9 
Sir J. Byng reported that the two last Tuesdays had been 
the worst markets since the Exchange was built '-but because 
the appetite for disorder in an English crowd is soon sated. 

The punishments appointed by law for the offences com
mitted in April were inflicted at the August Assizes at Lan
caster. Compared with the punishments inflicted on the 
Luddites they were mild. Sixty-six persons were charged 
with offences varying from rioting to the destruction of 
machinery. Ten persons received the death sentence but 
none were executed. all being transported for life instead. 
Thirty-three others were imprisoned for terms varying from 
three to eighteen months." 

The cotton weavers never recovered. Those who wish to 
follow the melancholy history of the evening of their trade 
can find the conditions described in the Poor Law Commission 
Report of 18M, where it is pointed out that whereas under the 
Speenbamland system of parish allowances the agricultural 
labourer. knowing existence at any rate assured, fails to exert 
himself, the weaver whose parish relief is calculated on what 
he could eam by piece-work, if industrious, is stimulated 
beyond his powers, and hence is noted for his • lean and hungry 
look.' I In the Reports of the Select Committee on the Hand
loom Weavers' Petitions in 188' and 1885 can be read the 
account of their last dying efforts, aided by Fielden, to obtain 
from Parliament a minimum wage. Their miserable plight in 
184.0 is described by tbe Commission on Hand-loom Weavers. 

The Spinners' Striku of 1829 and 1880 

During the closing years of this period the chief part in the 
industrial struggle in the cotton trade is taken by the spinners. 

I R.O .• 4Or. 20. I IM4s MInfI'7, August 12 aad 19. Octobtr 14. 1826. 
• See Mr. Hender.onr

, Report (rolD LauQlhirc. ill 8%1rwll jrHlI-fi'","" 
ru,iwtl ,,. p., LAIIII, 1833-
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Again, as in 1818, a project of a General Union for all trades 
comes from their body. 

The separate Cotton Spinners' Associations had for some 
years been growing in strength and importance, and ,since 
the repeal of the Combination Law in 1824., their proceedings 
bad of course been more Open.1 In 1829 the spinners at 
Stockport and at Manchester, after refusing to accept reduc
tions of wages, entered upon a long and disastrous conflict 
with their employers, in which John Doherty (secretary of the 
Manchester Union) played a leading part. 

The tum-out at Stockport, which involved some ten thousand 
workers, began in January 1829 and lasted till June, when, 
in spite of help from other societies, the men were beaten and 
foroed to return to work.' The struggle ,in Manchester began 
in April. The fine-cotton master spinners wanted to reduce 
wages-the reduction was said by the masters to amount to 
an eighth, by the men to amount to a third of their earnings
and the men objected. The men's leaders, who were less 
eager for a strike than the rank and file, made efforts to 
compromise. • We appointed a deputation,' said Doherty after
wards,' , to see the masters, to induce them, if possible, either 
to give up the proposed reduction, or to give US time to ascertain 
whether it was practicable to get the other masters in the 
surrounding districts to pay the same prices they were paying, 
and proposing in the event of not getting their consent to that, 
we should consent to their terms l they would not hear of it, 
and the aonsequence was the strike.' By May 9, at least ten 
thOU6and hands were out. 

The prolonged dispute proved a severe strain on the funds 
of the Union, although the men only received 2s. 2id. a week,' 
and the situation became more serious in July, when the 
coarse master spinners joined with the fine master spinners 
in a deliberate attempt to crush the men's combination. It was 
resolved that the fine master spinners should open their mills 
and offer work at a reduction to the tum-outs and then to 
any others. whilst, on a certain day. 'notice being given. the 

• Doherty (Committee on CombiDati .... or Work..,... •• 838, po .50) shIed 
tbat since Ih. lepeal or th. Act thOle had ...... DO aoth in th. Spianen' Associa, 
tion. 

• II .... claimed on behalf or lb. mu\en that wages We<e pre'fic>uIy 7! 
to IS pet cent. bigbH in Stocltport tbm elsewheft, and that the mulen were 
compelled to assimilate • theit price to the majorit, of the tn.de· b, the c:ae
lin.ally decNUinc .. Iue orJUDlaad cloths (H.O •• 40. 13. May IS). 

I Committee ou Combinations of Work-mea, ISl&' Po J64. • IW, P. aSI. 
I 
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coarse numbers masters will make a reduction in the wages 
of aU their spinners who are members of or subscribe to the 
Spinners' Union and that they will repeat this reduction from 
time to time until the Fine Spinners return to work and further 
that until they do return no work shall be given .to any new 
hands amongst the coarse spinners who are thus connected 
with the Spinners Union.' 1 The coarse spinners refused to 
renounce the. Union and came out. 

At the end of August the men appealed to the magistrates 
in an address signed by John Doherty," to arbitrate in the case • 
• We are not aware,' ran the appeal, ' that any body of work
men have ever, under similar circumstances, offered to entrust 
their case to the magistrates •••• We only wish you, as we 
know you will, to administer justice with an equal as well as a 
firm hand, and when you furnish forces to protect the inanimate 
property of the masters, the machines and cotton, the bricks 
and mortsr of their mills, you will equally respect anim.aU 
property, and afford the same protection to the blood and 
bones of a large portion of his majesty's subjects.' The appeal 
was fruitless, and so was a similar appeal in September to the 
Manchester churchwardens, asking them to arrange a meeting 
between masters and workmen.' In October, after twenty
seven weeks of struggle, the men were forced to retum to 
work at the reduoed rates. 

Such a defeat might well have made the men despair, but 
under Doherty's guidance they decided intmediateIy that what 
was needed was an organisation mo~cient and extensive. 
On December 5, 1829, a meeting was held at Ramsey in 
the Isle of Man of fifteen delegates from different Spinners' 
Societies in England, Scotland, and Ireland, who resolved to 
form 'a Grand General Union of all the Operative Spinners in 
the United Kingdom, for the mutual support and protection 
of all.'' Each member was to pay Id. a week to the general 

1 R.O., 40. "" (Report of July .6). The terml of the IUIdertaking wbicb 
the coarse masteD tried to make their mea. sign were as folloWI: 'I do hereby 
agree to work for 10 and 10 and td give him satisfactory evidence that I do Dot 

contribute to the fiDe mule spinnen who have tumed oat, and to suffer an abate
meot from my wages ... ery fortnightlUltiJ I have gi ..... ueb proof that I do Dot 
contribute to the Union. I See Doherty'. evidence, Committee 011 Cambro.. 
Doni of Workmen, 1838, p. z6s. For lII10ther nrsioD, see William Anow .. 
amitb's evidence. ibid., p. :119- I lLO., 400 .... 

• Committee OIL Combioations ofWorkmea, 1838, po. 166 . 
• See R.O.,400 '7, May '0 and JUDe ,. Webb', Hill#7" T~"," u_ .... 

PI" '''4 f., ""eo ... accoUQI of IIIiI UQioa. 
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fund in addition to local levies, and each member on strike 
against a reduction of wages was to receive lOs. a week. The 
same payments and allowances applied to • all male piecers 
capable of spinning.' but strict rules were laid down that no 
piecers were to be allowed to spin • on any account whatever' 
unless these piecers were near relations of spinners or • poor 
relations of the 'proprietors of the Mill.' and then the spinning 
was only allowed during the absence of the spinners in the 
wheel houses. Female spinners were not admitted members 
of the Union, but were urged to form a separate Association 
and assured of the • aid of the whole Confederation in supporting 
them to obtain men's prices, or such remuneration as may be 
deemed su1licient under general and particular circumstances.' 
The consent of the whole district had to be obtained before any 
strike took place, and it was decreed • that no more be allowed 
to come out at any time than what can be supported with the 
stipulated sums on any consideration whatsoever.' New Factory 
Legislation was to be pressed for by the different districts. 

No sooner was the Grand General Union of Operative 
Spinne91 launched on its career than Doherty set about an 
even more ambitious project, the formation of a General Union 
embracing different trades. The organ of this new body, 
called the United TrGdu' Co-operatiw J oumo.l was started, 
under Doherty'. editorship. in March 1880, but the body itself 
was not formally constituted till July 1880, when it received 
the name of • the National Association for the Protection of 
Labour.' Doherty waS succeeded as secretary of the Man
chester Spinners' Union by Peter. Maddocks who still con
tinued work as a spinner,l whilst Thomas Foster took his 
place on the General Union of Spinners. 

The year 1880, whilst this further movement for union 
amongst different trades was developing, was a year of strein 
for the newly formed General Union of Spinners. Various 
minor strikes took place during the year, notably at Bolton 
and Ashton in May and at Manchester in October. A strike 
was threatened in August in the whole of the Stalybridge and 
Ashton.undc:r-Lyne district, for the masters announced that 
instead of paying prices varying from as. 5d. to 4os. id. they 
wished to pay a uniform rate of as. Od., a rate, wbich, so they 
decl~ would be an increase on the wages the men were 
actually receiving.' The men thought otherwise, and declined 
the new rate. asking for u. id. instead. Colonel Shaw at 

l R.o.,40. a6, Decombo< ... • H.o., .... 16. Aapt 1190 
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Manchester became seriously alarmed at the prospect of the 
masters introducing blackleg labour in the midst of the excite
ment caused by the Revolution in France; I the working classes, 
he writes on August 26,' • talk a great deal of their power of 
putting down the military and constables, and until a few weeks 
have passed over, so as to aJIow these fumes and follies to 
evaporate, it would be well to avoid aJI extreme measures.' 
The extreme measures he deprecated were in fact avoided, 
and a compromise reached at the beginning of September 
by which the masters agreed to pay a uniform rate of 8s_ lld.· 

In Manchester, in October 1880, the spinners organised a 
series of strikes in different miI1s for the restoration of their 
former wages. • Their system,' wrote General Bouverie,' • is 
to order the Hands in only a limited number of Itfills to tum 
out at a time in order that, until these shall have gained their 
point, they may be supported by the Funds of the Union. 
When they have got their wages increased to the extent of 
their demands, another set of 1tIills are turned out, and so on, 
so that a constant state of irritation is kept up." The same 
plan was pursued in Cheshire. The policy of striking at 
different mills in succession proved too successfuL The mill
owners grew seriously alarmed. The General Union had 
expressly deprecated any interference with the management 
of any mill, but the masters felt that their rights were being 
invaded. Colonel Shaw, putting the views of the masters, 
wrote in August • that the men' insist not only on the masters 
giving them such wages as they demand, but that they regulate 
the whole work in the Factories, in aJI its details, in the manner 
which the Union prescribes; and the men refuse to com
municate with the Masters, referring them for terms to the 
leaders of the Union.' 

In November the masters of factories at Stalybridge, 
Ashton, and Dukinfield resolved upon a serious step with the 
object of crushing the men's Union.' It was the men's policy 

1 For the effect on Encland of the r8lO Revolution in France, see Batler, T46 
PfUn"rl/tlu Great Ref''''' Bill, pp. 85·88. • H.O., 40- 26, Augusl:z6. 

• nul., December 2. • Ijid, October]a. 
• One of the mills selected for a strike at Manchester was Mr. Gray'l. Mr. 

Gray, who had been prominent in the 1818 strike, wrote aD this occasion to the 
Home Office deploring I the improvident measare of repealing the Combination 
Laws' (H.O., 40. 27. December 22). • H.O.,40- 26, August 2C). 

f General Bou",erie wrote: The master. think that if the meu are reduced to 
accept their terms 'the power of the Union •• d the Union ilJelf wilt be at aD 
end' (H.O., 40. 36, December 8, 18,30). The account that foliowl of the lock· 
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to avoid the drain on their Union ,funds involved in a big 
strike; the masters determined to precipitate the crisis. They 
bound themselves, under a penalty of £500, to reduce wages 
from the 8s. ild. agreed on in September to the 8s. 9d. 
rejected at that time. Fifty-two firms signed the agreement, 
which was to come into effect on December j (altered sub
sequently to December 11), and it was estimated that the 
firms involved spun one-eighth of the cotton produced in 
England. U the men refused to accept the reduction the 
mills would be closed. • What effect,' wrote General Bouverie 
on November U, • this measure will have upon the Public 
Peace it is im,possible to say, but it is equally impossible to 
contemplate 1ihe possibility of so large a number of Persons 
being thrown out of employment in the middle of winter 
without great anxiety-at the same time it is certainly possible 
that the great numbers which must be thrown upon the Funds 
of the Trades Union for support will tend very materially to 
diminish those Funds and thereby to weaken the hold which 
the Union has upon the Working Classes.' 

The men, as was expected, refused to accept the reduced 
terms and the mills were closed. It was estimated that twenty
three thousand men were thus thrown out of employment. A 
mass meeting was held (December '), addressed by Doherty and 
Betts, and there was some talk of arresting these leaders, but 
nobody would come forward to give evidence. Nor eould 
special constables be induced to act. Strikers paraded the 
streets with pistols and bludgeons, broke windows, and forced 
those still at work to come out. The workpeoplc at Hyde, 
who had hitherto worked at lower wages than elsewhere, and 
had refused to join the Union, were visited and compelled to 
come out. Sir Henry Bouverie was anxious not to billet 
soldiers • among a population in so excited a state as that of 
these towns is at present.' The masters he eonsidered had 
brought this state of things upon themselves, ' ••• and it is a 
question whether the Troops are to be employed to prevent the 
ill consequences to the Masters of this their own measure at the 
risk of much greater evils than the destruction of all the' Pro
perty which they possess (however serious it may be).' Mel
bourne, on the other hand, who was now Home Secretary, 
thought that' illegal meetings '-a comprehensive term in his 
own construction of it-must be stopped at all costs. 
OQ.t and attempt at a &eDeraJ. strike is hued OD docwDeDts scattered ahoat ill 
H.0.,40. as. 40.. .6, 40. a7. Sa. la.. 
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The Spinners' Union, however, had no wish to quarrel with 
the authorities, and set itself against any disturbances. It 
even ordered all processions to be given up, and so rigid was 
the discipline imposed that by December 2' not a stick 
was to be seen in Ashton or Stalybridge. The drain on the 
men's funds was serious, and it was resolved to risk a desperate 
throw. A meeting of the General Union of Spinners of the 
United Kingdom was held in Manchester on December 16 and 
17, and a resolution passed calling a General Strike on December 
27 of all spinners • receiving less than 'so 2d. per thousand 
hanks of No. ~'s (and other Nos. in proportion).' 1 The Scottish 
and Irish delegates however did not wish to be drawn in till 
they saw how Manchester affairs turned out, and in England 
itself Preston, Stockport, Bolton, and Lancaster held back, 
either refusing to join the Union or refusing to obey. The 
finances of the Union were in a desperate state in spite of help 
from the National Association for the Protection of Labour. 
The payment of lOs. a week to spinners was reduced to 55., 
or in some places to 2s. 6d., and the piecers and labourers 
were given nothing." 

The attempt to enforce a General Strike was a failure. A 
few mills turned out in Glossop and in Manchester, but most 
remained quietly at work. • Although the result,' wrote Mr. 
Foster, the Manchester magistrate,' • will very much weaken 
the Union and create much division amOllgSt its members, it 
also lessens the security we had for their peaceable conduct 
whilst they were strong and united and under the control of 
leaders who had sufficient sense to know, that nothing was so 
likely to defeat their object as the attempt to attain it by open 
and violeut disturbances of the Peace.' Mr. Foster's words 
seemed justified a few days later, on January 8, by the lament
able murder of Mr. Thomas Ashton, son of one of the chief 
cotton spinners at Hyde. Thomas Ashton hin1se1f seems to 
have had no special cause of quarrel with the men, but his 

1 The resolution pointed out that' the system of every Master paying nch 
prices as he may think proper, enables the wont and most unprincipled of them 
to take advantage of the weakness and de(cncelesmea of the men by reducing 
them to such prices as the lair and honourable muten wow,ld ICOI'D to ofi'er to 
their meD, were they Dot forced ia lClf-defence to do 10 by the unfair compe. 
tition of those who do.' 

• Money' was u.ved by stopping the allowance of ,s .• week per head to the 
women .pinDen at Mr. M'Connell', miUJ on the ercnmd that the,. did not come 
out .. hen fir.t ordered (H.O., 40. 25, December '5~ 

, H.O., 40. a6. December 37· 
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brother. to whose mill he was going when he was murdered. 
had recently dismissed some men for belonging to the Union.' 

The strikers in the Ashton and Stalybridge district were 
being starved back to work. and feeling was said to be very 
, savage' against the fifty-two masters who had brought such 
misery on the population. a feeling not improved by some 
Oldham employers who took the opportunity of telling the men 
they intended to imitate the Ashtol) masters if the latter were 
successful. Report said that the Union tried to induce the 
colliers to refuse to supply with coal all mills that paid below 
the stipulated price; but this policy had no result. By March 
the spinners were all at work again. 

Thus at the time of the Reform Bill the new power waf 
most firmly establisJ;!ed in the industry in which machinerY! 
had made the most sweeping revolution. The cotton weavers 
supplied the standing misery which was the chief permanent 
cause of the .degradation of Lancashire life. The cotton 
spinners. far more advantageously placed for combination. 
had tried ambitious projects which had failed. Their wisest 
leaders had grasped the moral that the workers could only 
combat the new power by organising and developing their 
forces on larger lines. For this purpose they were cruelly 
crippled by the state ol education, and by tbe success with 
which the class ill' possession had guided and controlled all 
the changes of the last two centuries. .Tohn Doherty. a man 
of vision. knowledge, and great public spirit, saw what was 
needed. but to educate and unite the workers' forces rapidly 
and effectively, under existing conditions. was beyond his 
power or that of anyone else. 

• See ,,;""'0/ R"utw; 18311 a .... ido. p. ,. It Is sometim .. ~ thot 
tho Trade Ullioo olliciala iDStigated this murder (see Coapmu, .. tiI., P. 
199 .), hut the", ... IDS ftl'J little hosia rw this .huge. Lieut..CoI. Shaw, 
In his oIIiclal .. port 00 JanuUJ 40 wrote. 'The Tum Outs haH laid, heea 
heha'llng pea_bl, od in • ftI'J I1lbdued .. an .. or, ..,. is there the least pool' 
that the murder wu perpetrated b, thelD~' He also IDStionS that Thomu 
Ashtoo" father had' hee .. in DO difficult, with hi. wonpeople aDd tbat he was 
not eftn >idled b, the "-;00 when the workpeople went from RJde to 
StalCJbridJlO and Ashton' (R.o., 40. 19). The charJlO agoinat the Union rests 
on statementa 111 the confessions of the marderen tbemsel-.es, and In Yiew of 
the circumltances under which the} were obtaillec1 it is diflicu.lt to attach aDJ 
oolite to th_ .... feosI..... See OCCOUIlt or trial lD the A...oJ RqrUUr, 1834-
PP-19O It 



CHAPTER VI 

THE WOOLLEN AND WORSTED WORKERS 

I.-INTRODUCTION 

IN the eighteenth century the woollen manufacture enjoyed 
the prestige and the dignity of an old-estahlished national 
institution.' During the Industrial Revolution it was deposed 
from its proud position of the first trade in the realm by its 
new rival, the cotton trade, whose sudden growth and depend
ence on· foreign products were often contrasted with the 
stability of an indigenous industry that used for its material 
the fleeces of British sheep. The vain efforts of wool to stifle 
its new rival are described elsewhere. Though unsuccessful 
in that struggle, the woollen industry retained SO much of its 
old influence and importance that till 182' it was able to thwart 
the efforts of the powerful agrieultural interest to obtain per
mission to export British wool. 

The story of the long struggle between the wool growers 
and the wool manufacturers can only be sketched here very 
briefly." For centuries the export of British wool had been 
prohibited. In 1780 the wool growe!S, finding the home 
market overstocked, agitated for the repeal of the enactments 
against exportation. But the manufacturers were too strong 
for them; so strong indeed that they induced Parliament 
in 1788 to impose still more stringent penalties on the exporters 
of woo!.' Innumemble pamphlets were written on both sides, 
and the manufacturers were severely handled by Arthur 
Young in some acrid pages of the An1ll1la of Agriculture. At 
last in 1819 the wool growers gained an important point in the 

J For the regulations dating from the time of the Tudor. to which the industry 
was still subject, tee below . 

• See James, Hil/Dry.' 1M WtwSled MattU/w"r" 1857, pp. 300Jy lOS, 393 fr. 
I 28 George Ill. c. 38. An, penon coDcerned in exporting wool wu liable 

to • fine of £3 per Ib. or £50 aD the whole, together witb three montha' 
imprisonment (or the 6rst, and .ix months for the second offence. Ships were 
forfeited 8.1 welL See James, H;s,"? ~ 1M WW1ttd M(U"~/(UI"", 1857, 
p. JOS"· 
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struggle, for in that year Parliament agreed to the imposition 
of a duty of 6d. a lb. on foreign wool. The imposition of this 
duty led later to the establishment of free trade in wool, for 
the Government could now bargain with the manufacturing 
interest, promising to repeal this tax on foreign wool, provided 
the. export of British wool was allowed. Thanks to divisions 
in the ranks of the manufacturers (the woollen trade agreeing 
to the proposals, whilst the worsted trade still held out) an Act 
was passed in 182' which allowed the export of British and 
the import of foreign wool for a duty of Id. a lb. in each case : 
a measure which ended the long conflict, and, contrary to 
expectations, had no evil effects on the worsted trade. 

During the Industrial Revolution the centre of gravity of 
the woollen trade shifted from the South of England to the 
North, that is from the clothing districts in the South-West, 
Gloucestershire, Wiltshire, and Somerset, 1 and from the worsted 
districts of the South-East, Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex, to 
the West Riding of Yorkshire. Yorkshire increased whilst 
the South-West and the South-East decreased. 

To understand the different classes of worken and the 
problems with which they were coufronted it will be necessary 
to give a brief sketch of the history of the trade during the 
time with which we deal. First we must note that though 
there were certain special centres, the making of woollc:ns and 
worsteds was also spread to some extent all over the kingdom. 
and there were few counties in which the manufacture of 
Wool was not carried on in some form. Before the days of 
rapid interoommunication and exchange of goods.' it would 
seem as necessary for a neighbourhood to produce its own' 
clothes as to produce its own food, and in spite of the gradual 
concentration of the trade into special neighbourhoods, the 
old state of things lingered on. 

First of all we must distinguish between the two branches 
of the trade, (1) the cloth trade, usually called the woollen 
trade, and (2) the worsted trade, sometimes called the woollen 
stuff trade. I For the cloth or woollen trade the wool used 
was short wool, prepared for the process of spinning by card
ing: for the worsted trade long wool was used, and this was 
pl'<'pared for spinning by the process of combing. Both 

I De'ftmshin: was also a cent.,. for light woolleas which 10K much work to 
the North (see Claph ..... w..u.. _ w...-r-..wa. '907. p. 'S). 

• For the bat _I of the cli ___ OIl &lid 1nInte<I, ... 
Clapham, no w..u.._ w...-r __ 
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woollens and worsteds were spun and then woven, but after 
woollen cloth was woven, it passed through additional processes, 
unnecessary in the case of worsted goods. First it was felted 
(milling or fulling were the tenns generally used). that is to 
say, by pressure and moisture the fibres of the cloth were inter
locked and the cloth made thick and opaque. Mter the felt
ing was done, the fibres were raised, till a nap was fanned on 
the surface and this nap was then shorn off. These last pro
cesses Were called 'finishing.' The distinction between the 
two classes of goods has been thus described: 'The worsted 
fabric is not homogeneous like the fulled cloth, but is 
reticulated like linen and cotton fabrics.' 1 Into the various 
products of the worsted branch, the camblcts, shalloons, cali
mancoes, tammies, and others, it is impossible to enter here; 
roughly they all come under the head of what we call woollen 
stuffs as opposed to cloth. 

The two branches, as we have seen, were distinct and their 
interests sometimes differed. We will deal first with the 
woollen branch. 

W ooUen or CIot1a Trade 

Although the South-West district remained and still remains 
an important centre for the production of the highest quality 
of cloth, much of its trade passed to the West Riding of York
shire, and Leeds and Huddersfle1d became the chief woollen 
centres. 

The woollen industry in the South-West counties had early 
become a highly developed and capitalised industry. with big 
master manufacturers on the one side, and more or less organised 
bodies of operatives on the other. The fOlmer were called 
,. Gentlemen Clothiers.' They bought the wool and employed 
various classes of persons to work it up for them. As trade 
increased in the early years of the nineteenth century many 
of these gentlemen clothiers turned merchants as well." 

The high-water mark of the prosperity in the South-West is 
usually put at 1816 or 1817. Mter that the decline began. 
The coarser trade went up to Yorkshire, where attention 
was early paid to the middle and lower qualities of woollens. 
The migmtion to the North of the woollen industry was not 

1 Bischoff, Hist"" lj tile W~fk" and Worsted Ma"ufadU1'61, 1842, ii. p.402. 
I See Report of Committee on South-West W collca Clothiera' Petition,.1802-J, 

(Ed. Sheppard). . 
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affected so much by the introduction of the earlier kinds of 
machinery in the North as by the later developments of steam 
power. 

Yorkshire had had a ftourishing woollen industry for cen
turies. Unlike the gentleman clothier of the South-West, the 
tYPical Yorkshire cloth manufacturer was a small master 
manufacturer, much like the men described by Defoe, living 
on a few acres of ground, 'working up the wool bimself and 
carrying it into market. In spite of the introduction of 
machinery and the growth of the factory system, these small 
domestic manufacturers increased in number. Round the 
clothing towns the land was cut up into small holdings, and 
there was an increase of this system after 1795.' Arthur 
Young described in 1798 the ' mixture of pasturage and manu
facture' near Leeds. At Pudsey, he says, 'the common size 
holding, rather than farm, is from two to five acres, which let 
at 80s. to 50s. an acre •••• Yet the same land, twenty-five 
years ago, let, though grass, at only lOs. an acre; the vast 
rise being occasioned entirely by the manufacture •••• These 
little grass farmers buy the wool they work, and go through 
the whole operation of converting it into cloth, going to market 
twice a week to sell it." 'I viewed the Cloth Hall on a market 
day, and the scene was animated; but I could not help being 
struck with the reftection, that lUch an immense nomber of 
men were idle, twice a week, to come from all parts of the 
clothing country, in order for half a dozen to execute business 
which might as well be performed by one woman; or, if these 
men inhahited towns, who would, instead of a day, lose not 
more than an hour: one-third of the productive tinle of such 
multitudes thus Io&t, to say the least, is a disadvantage attend
ing this mode of spreading a manufacture.' I 

This domestic system, in spite of Arthur Young's strictures, 
lived long in Yorkshire, and was only 8nally extinguished in 
the nineteenth century, by the coming of the powe ..... looms. 
It adapted itself successfully to new conditions, for the factory 
system and the domestic system went on side by side, various 
processes, such as carding, sIubbing, and spinning, being done 
in factories, and the rest at home. Small manufacturers su ..... 
vived the rise of the big manufacturers represented by Mr. 
Gott of Leeds. As late as 1858, Baines, speaking of the Leeds 
district, describes it much as Arthur Young did: ' __ • the 

1 Report of CommIttee .. State of WooIl ... MaDoflCtue, .806, po. 444-

• "'- fI ~ .... uoii. po. M- • IW., P. 3". 
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Manufacturers of the outlying districts bring the cloth made 
in their looms, twice in the week, to be sold to the merchants in 
the two great cloth halls of this town.' I The great factories, he 
says, with • the power of capital, the power of machinery and 
the saving of time,' have not materially affected the system 
of domestic and village manufacture. • They [the small 
manufacturers] combined to establish joint-stock mills, where 
each shareholder takes his own wool, and has it cleaned, dyed, 
carded and spun: then, taking the warp or weft to his own 
house or workshop, he has it woven by the hand·loom, often 
by members of his own family. The cloth is afterwards fulled 
at the mill, washed and tentered.' a 

Yorkshire, in fact, with its number of smaIl manufacturers 
who combined a semi-domestic system with the use of steam 
for various processes, outstripped the South-West with its 
capitalised system and its water power. 

Worsted Trade 

Norwich had long been the centre of the worsted industry, 
• the chief seat of the chief manufacture of the realm' as 
Macaulay called her, but it was in the middle of the eighteenth 
century that she' attained the greatest prosperity.' She was 
famous not only for the making but for the dyeing of worsted 
fabrics. The years from Ins to 176S are counted her happiest 
days.8 The trade was conducted by merchant manufacturers. 
• the acknowledged aristocracy of the city, opulent men and 
generally surrounded by their dependents, they had some
thing of a lordly bearing •••• To improve their carriage they 
were sometimes accustomed to learn the use of the small sword. 
• •. From this probably they derived their peculiar air on 
entering a drawing room. What with shouting. scraping. stamp
ing and bowing, a well·bred gentleman made as much bustle 
at the door as if an ambassador bad just returned from a 
foreign court." They were men of remarkable resource. 
and what they lost by the competition of cotton goods at 
home, they gained by increasing their foreign trade. • Their 
travellers penetrated through Europe, and thcir pattern
cards were exhibited in every principal town, from the frozen 

I Baines. y ... I,I ..... Pdlt a"d P,unU, p. 655. • nid., po 656. 
• J&m.CI, 'I. m., p. 259· 
.. James, 'I, cU., P. ::161, quoting from SetUS, Eaat AngliaQ newlpaper. 

February 7. 1832. 
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plains of Moscow to the milder climes of Lisbon, Seville, and 
Naples.' I The yarn for the manufacture was for the most 
part spun in the neighbouring counties, but, 'in spite of the 
difficulties of transit, some of the wool was sent to be spun in 
Yorkshire, and even as far north as Westmoreland. a 

In the middle years of the eighteenth century the worsted 
trade in the West Riding of Yorkshire began to increase very 
rapidly. It was no new importation, for the industry had 
been there before 1700, but between 1750·60, whilst Norwich 
was flourishing, Yorkshire too greatly increased her trade, 
and many men who had formerly made cloth now turned to 
the worsted branch. The structure of the industry differed 
from that at Norwich. • Merchants had in abundance sprung 
up, who rode from town to town, and valley to valley, to 
purchase those goods which were mostly shipped to the con
tinent of Europe. A new road to wealth had been opened
the farmer either forsook the tilling of the ground to follow 
altogether the stuff business, or else carried it on as a domestic 
employment along with the cultivation of the land, and with 
thrifty habits, was often in an incredibly short time, enabled 
to purchase his homestead and farm. The art spread into the 
most remote dells, as well as in the towns and villages of the 
south-western portion of the Riding.' • 

After 1768 the Norwich trade began to decline. This was 
partly due to the growth of trade in Yorkshire, partly to the 
quarrels with the American colonies, which, even before the 
outbreak of war, hit Norwich hard. When Arthur Young 

.visited and described Norwich in 1771, it was still considered 
the most important centre of the worsted trade, with about 
12,000 looms which gave employment to some 72,000 persons 
in and near the town. The value of the trade in Norfolk and 
the adjoining districts he estimated at £1,200,000.' A year 
later (1772) the value of'the worsted trade in the West Riding 
was estimated for Parliament as some £1,40.,000. James 
calculates that by 177. no fewer than 8',000 persons were 
employed in the trade in Yorkshire.' 

The American war, with its continental complications, caused 
great depression in the whole industry; when peace came and 
trade revived Norwich never recovered her position, whereas 
the Yorkshire trade throve and prospered. It must not, 

I 1 ....... .,. <it., I' JOI, '11lOU.c OM II_~ NOKW_ror .798-
• 1 ....... .,. <it., po '53' • 1 ....... .,. <it., P. 067. 
• Qu- J ....... .,. <it., PI' 07t. Ira. • OJ. <it •• PI' 084. aSs. 
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however, be supposed that the Norwich trade decayed away 
at once. In the twelve years after the American war it was 
still great, though not growing. Its final ruin is often attri
buted to the French war, but it must be remembered that till 
1818 Norwich retained the monopoly of fine stuffs, and still 
employed about ten thousand looms.l 

Norwich was losing her trade to Yorkshire long before there 
was any question of the introduction of machinery, but her 
downfall was, no doubt, hastened by her inability to adapt 
herself to new conditions. The south-west of Yorkshire had 
overwhelming natural advantages. The streams of numerous 
small valleys supplied water power for machinery, and, when 
the age of the steam engine came, coal and Iron were close at 
hand. The rivers and streams helped also the creation of a 
canal system for the transit of goods. Hence it is more than 
doubtful whether Norfolk could have held her own, however 
eagerly she had adopted every new invention. As it was, 
her merchant manufacturers would not take the risk of intro
ducing machinery among a hostile population who feared 
that their livelihood would be taken from them. Their enter
prise and inventive gifts spent themselves on devising new 
stuHs, many of them mixtures of silk and wool, such as Norwich 
cmpe, poplin, or' Challis,' some of which suited the whims of 
fashion and gave Norwich from time to time a gleam of her 
old prosperity. But no sooner had a new fabric become 
popular than Yorkshire began to make it, and to make it 
cheaper,· and the Norwich manufacturers had to tum their 
minds to new fields. The gleams of prosperity were transient, 
and by 1888 there were only about five thousand looms in 
Norwich, and of these about a fifth were idle." 

In Yorkshire on the other hand, although the worsted trade 
did not increase during the first years of the French war, 
progress was made in utilising new inventions. Also, before 
the end of the eighteenth century Yorkshire began to dye 
her own goods instead of sending them south to be dyed.' 
IDtherto Norwich, London, and Coventry had been the chief 
dyeing centres, and goods were shipped from London for the 
Continent. As Boon as Yorkshire took to dyeing her own 
goods. Yorkshire merchants began to ship the goods from 

J James, oJ. til., P. ]06 • 
• Yorkshire earl, devoted herself to the manufacture of cbeap good_ (1eCI 

Baines, y.,hlU" 1'tu1 •• 4 Prum/, P. 6441-
• James, .~ til., P. 48". • Jam ... oJ· til., p. 3'4-
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Liverpool and Hull to other countries. Uolike the merchant 
manufacturers of Norwich, the merchants in the West Riding 
were, as a rule, a separate class from the manufacturers.1 The 
manufacturers might be quitll small men, buying the wool and 
working it up themselves, or they might be big men buying 
the wool and distributing it through agents to spinners and 
weavers, from whom they received it back, ready for delivery 
to the merchants in the Piece Hall at Halifax or Bradford.' 
The hig manufacturers drove out the small men more quickly 
in Yorkshire worsteds than in Yorkshire woollens where poweJ.'o 
looms were introduced later. 

Like all other trades dependent on foreign markets the 
worsted trade had considerable fluctuations during the early 
yean of the nineteenth century, but it suffered less than the 
other textiles, though the rosy picture given by the stuff manu· 
facturers in 18118 was perhaps overdrawn. • During the last 
eventful thirty years, the manufacture of long wool had never 
languished: the operative hands had been fully employed: 
and the master manufacturer had been enabled to give a rate 
of wages sufficient to afford to the labourer the means of sub
sistence, even in times of scarcity." We may take as a sober 
estimate the calculation of James that the trade in the West 
Riding doubled between 1810-20, increased by two-thirds 
between 1820-115, and by a seventh between 18115-80." 

IL-TmI SPIlINEIIII 

No p~ changed ibl character more completely during the 
Industrial Revolution than the process of spinning. It begins· 
as a cottage art carried on by women and children plying their 
distaff or spinning wheel: it ends as a factory industry carried 
on by machine worked by power with men and children to 

. minister to the wanbl of the machine. The spinning of wool 
or worsted __ d it will be convenient for this purpD&e to 
comprise worsted under the head of wool-was an old-estab
Iished and widespread art. The typical family would prepare 
ibl own wool and send it to the village weaver to be woven. 
Such a system remained in vogue in some districbl till the end 

• Then ..... 01 __ "100 ....... botb men:lo.., .. and manuliocta ..... 
• IIradfard aft.. 1800 1ft .. _ ImportaD\ _ Ht1ifu, loecomiDc tbo 

.... clisputM capitol 01 the worsted \r&d .. 
• J ......... <iL, P. 397. ·1 ......... <iI., pp. 3sa. ..... 3Q. 
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of the eighteenth century.1 Eden's thrifty and frugal Cumber
land woman in 1796 ' who spins wool for per neighbours about 
15 weeks a year, and earns 4<1. a day and victuals" was 
a survival of this old system. By 1760 spinning was a 
specialised industry, carried on by the women and even more 
by the children in the counties round the big centres of trade, 
for wool staplers who brought the wool and took away the yam 
when spun. 

The system by which the work was given out differed in the 
different districts. With the great difficulties of transit before 
the improvements in ,roads and the making of canals, it must 
have been no easy business to convey the wool to and fro. 
'The wool after being combed was sent out by travellers in 
tilted carts, who left it with the spinners in one journey, and 
took back the yam, paying the amount of spinning, at the 
next.' I The spinners near at hand, such as the relatives of 
the weave,r, would naturally have the preference, but so great 
was the demand for yam that the Norwich trade gave employ
ment to spinners beyond the boundaries of Norfolk and Suffolk,' 
in Essex, Cambridgeshire, and Bedford, and in early days wool 
was even sent up to Yorkshire to be turned into yam and then 
brought back." The growth of the worsted trade in Yorkshire 
from 1750 to 1760 gave a great stimulus to the learning 
of spinning, and numerous spinning schools were set up for 
the instruction of the young. The trade pushed into the 
Colne and Burnley districts of Lancashire, but was ov&,
powered by the competition of the growing cotton trade. Peel 
and other manufacturers were spreading their factories through 
the valleys of North and East Lancashire and attracting away 
the worsted spinners by higher wages.' 

What were the conditions under which spinning was done 1 

1 I.r. Angleley. .A"nals tIj' .II~llfJ". I", 408 (1790): • AImolt every 
farmer combs, cards and spins hi. own wool, and lends it to the weaYe', who 
charges from rid. to 3d. per yard, according 10 the finenest and breadth of the 
web. There is none e:r:ported, either wool or woollen cloth.' 

• Eden. Tn. S/fJle "lA, PHI', vol. ii. p. 1S. 
• James, 8;s/"",6/'"' Wwsled Malfu/adlln, po 272-
, Of Suffolk, Prof. Unwin says (Yielma Cftml7 Hislwy .., SIIJfoIl, YOlo Ii. 

p. 253) • the chief occupation of the county, 10 rar u tbe textile manufactures 
was concerned, was the combing of wool aDd the .piDDin, of yam for the 
worsted weavers of Norwich! A moderate estimate of the Dumbers employed 
in spinning in the middle or the eighteenth century he ,ivel .. 36,000 wOtnea 
and children. 

• James, "1. eiJ., pp. 252 f. • 1ames. DJ. nt., p. 6330 
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It is clear that they varied ~tly. even as the homes of the 
spinners varied. One advantage was that it could sometimes be 
carried on out of doors. • On fine days.' we read of BradfOl;d • 
• the women and children might be found in the streets and 
lanes fully employed with the labour of spinning upon the 
one-thread wheel. in which they greatly exeeIled': I and 
many a traveller through a village would see • Contentment 
spinning at the cottage door.' Possibly the children whose 
hands were being thus closely kept from the mischief with 
which Satan would otherwise have provided them, might 
have had a diUerent tale to tell, and Arthur Young, who thanks 
to the Woollen BillS was under no illusions as to the benevo
lence of the woollen manufacturers, gave lurid pictures of the 
state to which the spinners had been reduced. even before 
the competition with machinery had seriously begun. In an 
attack on the Norwich master manufacturers in 1788 he talks 
of • the suUerings of thousands of wretched individuals. willing 
to work, but starving from their ill-requited labour: of whole 
families of honest. industrious children oUering their little 
hands to the wheel. and asking bread of the helpless mother, 
unable through this ~ed manufacture, to give it 
them." . 

But whatever the haldships of the hand-spinner's lot, there 
is no doubt that the introduction of machinery caused wide
spread suttering to those for whom the developments in the 
industry brought no work in its place. Machinery for spinning 
and for the previous processes in the woollen and worsted in
dustry was adopted 'much later than in the cetton industry. 
nor was this entirely due to want of enterprise in the trade 
which Arthur Young taunted with being • sluggish, inactive, 
dead.' .' It arose partly from the weakness of the material 
which broke more readily than cotton when subjected to.any 
strain. 

It ~ be convenient to deal with the introduction of machin
ery ~ito the different districts in tum. 

Infrod1ldioft oj MacAi""1l (No 1M SoutA-W .... 

The use of the jenny was introduced into the South-West 
clothing district first in 17'18 at Shepton Mallet, where it caused 

lJ ......... ni.p.sSg.. 

• A.1Nh " ~ 'fOl. iz. P. "'" 
IE 

• S"" DOte 3 OIl P. 1J6. 
• 16M., 'fOl...u. p. '6f, 
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considerable riots.· In a petition to the House of Commons 
we are given the spinners' point of view: 

'A Petition of the Wire:drawers, Card-board-makers, Card
makers, Scribblers, Spinners, Twisters, Weaveu, and others, 
employed in the Woollen Manufactory, in Frome .. 11VOOd, Shept.,. 
Malktt, anel other Cloth-working Towns in the County of Somer .. t; 
Setting fortb, That a mschine called Th. Spinning Jen,,!!, for carding 
and spinning of Wool into Yam, bad been lately introduced and 
put in practice in the Town of Shepton Mallett, in the saiel County; 
and tbat the Petitioners were apprehensive tbat the same would 
be establisbed in every Clotb-working Town tbroughout tbe 
Counties of SOmeTset, Gloucester, and Willa, and would thereby tend 
greatly to tbe Damage and Ruin of many Tbousanel. of tbe 
industrious Poor employed in tbat Manufacture: And therefore 
praying the House to take the Premises into Consideration, and 
abolisb the Use of the said Spinning Machine in tbe said County, 
being olTered to be presented to tbe House; 

And a Motion being made, and tbe Question being put, That 
tlte said Petition be brought up ; 

It passed in the Negative: I 

The introduction was by qP means universal all over the 
district • .A note on the proposed Shearmen's Bill of 180""5, 
a Bill which if carried would have limited the number of jennies 
one person might possess and the number of spindles on each 
jenny, mentions 17840 as the date or its introduction." Of 
Trowbridge in Wilts we read in 1795: • The machines have 
been introduced chiefly within the last six or sevcn years, and 
as the people are much averse to them, they are brought into 
use by degrees." The writers of the Surveys of the Agricul
ture of Wilts and Somerset, for the Board of Agriculture in 
1794, discuss the probable effects of the newly introduced 
machinery. By 1808 the transformation was practically 
complete.· The clothiers had one by one introduced the 
system of having • spinning houses' on their own premises, 
and the weavers were filled with apprebension lest they too 
should be forced to work under their employer's roof. 

At the same time the employers began to use machinery 

1 Evidence on Woollen Trade Bill. 1802·3, p. 68. 
• Hnue -f Co",mnu JfJM,,,,,,I, November I, 1776. 
I R.O., 42. 83 . 
• Eden, q. m .. vol. iii. p. 802. 
• Hand.spinning still IUniYed in lOme places (see Minutes of Ewidence OIl 

WOOUCD Trade Bill, ISo2·3. P. 14). 
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tor the preliminary processes of carding, slubbing and scrib
bling necessary to make the wool fit for spinning.l 

The introduction of machinery for these preliminary pro
cesses and for spinning took place whilst the industry was in 
a flourishing condition and able to absorb a great deal of the 
labour so displaced.· But, without doubt, the more distant 
districts suffered by the concentration of work. • The earn
ings by spinning,' wrote a correspondent from North-East 
Cornwall in 1795,' • have, for the last year, been much cur
tailed, owing to the wool-staplers using spinning engines, near 
their place of residence, in preference to sending their wool 
into the country to be spun by hand. And whereas a poor 
woman and two small children (which is the average house
hold of a labourer) could heretofore earn fourteen pence per 
day, they cannot now earn more than ten pence •• _ .' 

Eden draws in 1796 a melancholy picture of what the intro
duction of machinery elsewhere meant to a village that had 
hitherto largely subsisted on hand-spinning. The place is 
Seend in Wiltshire,notfarfrom the clothing centre of Melksham.· 
• As the chapeIry consists almost entirely of dairy farms, and 
consequently affords very little employment in husbandry, 
cxcept during the hay-harvest, the labouring poor are very 
dependent on the neighbouring towns, where the cloth manu
facture is carried on; but, unfortunately, since the introduc
tion of machinery, which lately took place, hand-spinning has 
fallen into disuse, and for these two reasons, the clothier no 
longer depends on the Poor for the yam which they formerly 
spun for him at their own homes, as he finds that 150 persons 
(to speak within compass), with the help of machines, will 
do as much work as 1500 without them; and the Poor, from the 

I Seribblinc b1 band took a man g6 houn, b1 m.chine a child perl'onned the 
.. me amount in 14 houn (Report. from A-.istaDt Hand·loom WSftll' Com
mission .... '840, part ii. PI' 439 t).' " 

• cr .• -.ro, A_Is"~ •... 1. Iz. PI' 098-9. A co .... pond ... t from 
Pucklechurdt, Gloucestershire. wrote t 'I know that • ftrJ eonsidenble 
Will1hin clothier from • JIIO&l distance. 1ate11 wished to put OIIt apiDDinc in 
this pl .... "here the hands 'ftte boron. full of work. that the &ame persoII bas 
opened I. spiDniDl ho~. at a.till greater distaDce: from his residtDce. and that 
be WUliti to introduce the spinDiOC machines.' 

N.B.-ln lOIn. copi .. of ...t. Iz. of the A_ " ApinII .... tbo fan 
........... of COIteIpoIId ... t, to '1uesti_ about the -nen industIJ. from "hic\a 
the abo .. is taken, are .. ot p ... • A_oil" ~ ...t .... ri. I' 19-

• Ed .... .,. <It •• 001. Iii. P. f96. 
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great reduction in the price of spinning, scarcely have the heart 
to earn the little that is obtained by it.' 1 

But although the introduction of machinery brought disaster 
to some villages, to others it brought life and prosperity. 
Water power was used for working the jennies and the other 
machinery, and this caused a migration from the towns to 
those villages where streams were available. Just when 
steanJ engines were beginning to be used in the North, the 
use of water power became common in the South-West. This 
tendency to move from towns to villages is noted by most 
of the witnesses before the Committee on the Woollen Trade 
Bill in 1802-8. • In consequence of the introduction of 
Machinery Manufacturen are now looking out for Mill Scites 
to work by Water which cannot be obtained in Market Towns, 
and those Places where the Manufacture has been formerly 
carried on,' said one Wiltshire clothier: I and a Gloucester
shire clothier stated categorically, • since the Introduction of 
Machinery there is much more work for the Women and Children 
in the '1illages than formerly,' 8 a statement which is hard to 
reconcile with the loss of hand-iipinning, until we realise that 
village differed from village in its fate.' The migration of the 
weavers to the villages we have mentioned elsewhere. Owing 
to the competition of the spinning factories it was complained 
that the services of children as • Quillers ' to help the weavers 
were difficult to obtain. • A Child then, through the Introduo
tion of Machinery, can be useful from five or six Years old! 
Yes.'" 

It must not, however, be supposed that in consequence 
of the migration from towns to the villages, the towns lan
guished. The cloth trade itself was increasing and witI1 it 
the population of the manufacturing towns as well. A Frome 

• At Pewsey in Wiltshire, where the WODIeD and children were IUddent, 
deprived of their work by tbe competition of spinning mill. and the poor rata 
rOle to IS', in the poand, 'the Rec:torapplied to the manalactuer (ara conlin. 
anee of employment, offering to do it at the .. me rate .. the wool ... 'puD at 
the milb, or nen at lei', be was aos"ereel that the work wu supplied with 
more eue and certainty from the mUll, and therefore they could not employ the 
poor on anJ terms' (Reports of Society for Bettering the ConditiOll of the P_, 
.. oL iy. p. 82). 

• Minu.es of Evidence on Woollen Trade Bin. ,_], po 335 • 
• Report of Committee on South·Weat Clothien' Petition, ,b-] (Hemy 

Dyer). 
• Compare.bo another witDeII: 'Womeo who used to go out to LeasiDg and 

Han .. t are now emplO1ed aboat SpinniDg' (Evidence em Woollen Tnde BUI, 
,b· 3, p. 303). • 1W4., p. 300. 
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manufacturel declared in 1808 ~ • That he is so necessitated, 
from the Want of Workwomen, as to have applied to the Over
seers of his' Parish, for some Months past, to send him such 
as apply fOI Relief to be employed in the Woollen Manu
facture; and that he also sends Wool into different Parishes 
to be picked, from the want of Hands.' 

The change hom hand work to· machine work did not take 
place without some disturbances. A scribbling mill at Brad
ford, Wilts, was burnt down about 1790, whereupon tbe owner 
moved his works to MaImesbury! and threats of attacks on 
other establishments where machinery is used are reported 
from time to time. Thus .. magistrate in Somersetshire 
describes in 1790 I how he was called in by two of the principal 
manufacturers of Keynsham to protect their property • hom 
the Depredations of a lawless Banditti of Colliers and their 
Wives.' The wives had no doubt lost their work by the erec
tion of • spinning engines.' • They advanced at first with 
much Insolence, avowing their Intention of cutting to Pieces 
the Machines lately introduced in the Woollen Manufacture; 
which they suppose, if generally adopted, will lessen the Demand 
for manual Labour. The Women became clamorous. The 
Men were more open to conviction and after some Expostula
tions wele induced to.desist from their Purpose and return 
peaceably home.' 

A later change in spinning in the South-West clothing 
trade was made about 1828 by the introduction of the mule. 
this time there was no increase in general employment to 
compensate for the decrease o.f wort in a particular process • 
by two mules worked by one man and a child the whole spinning 
of warp and weft for a piece of cloth could be done in twelve 
hours. With the spinning-jenny a woman could spin the ~ 
in thirty-eight hours, a man with two children could spin the 
weft iii thirty-four hours.. Siz hundred and twelve hours was 
the time originally required for a womaD with one or two 
childrea's help to do the same amount. I . 

1~0fI oJ MacA'-Y inID York.tlir&-{l) Wool 
The introduction of spinning-jennies into Yorkshire for 

wool seems to have taken place about 1780, and though for 
• ~ OIl South· West CkIthi .... Petiti"", lb., (W>Iliom Sheppard). 
• E-tid ..... OIlWoolleDTnd.BUI,I_"p-!I+ • H.o.,.p.I6,Mudll,. 
• Report £10 .. Asaiataal HuacI-I_ W ... _' Comein;"""" 184D. put ii. 

pp. 439 r. 
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various reasons it caused less suffering than in the south, 
it was not entirely free from disturbance_ At Hunslet, for 
example, there are said to have been-riots when spinning-jennies 

, were introduced.! But the increase in the trade soon dis
pelled the prejudices against their introduction. • At the first 
and for some time after the introduction of spinning-jennies, 
pulling out and twisting from forty to sixty threads at once 
in the place of one, and of carding, slubbing and scribbling 
billies, performing with one man the work of twenty. etc., all 
seemed in the woollen trade to go on well; and instead of 
men being thrown idle as they apprehended, webs were pre
pared so much more quickly than before, that they all found 
themselves called upon to the looms, and the women and 
children only were left without work in their own houses.' So 
wrote the author of Observati01l8 on Woollen Machinery> in 
1808. 

One feature of this development of the industry that throws 
an ominous shadow over the new prosperity is mentioned by 
a correspondent from Gloucester to the Annala of Agriculture in 
1791:· 

• A Gentleman from York passed through this city a few days 
ago, who gave us a new confirmation of the flourishing state 
of the woollen trade in that county. He says, that although 
so many machines have been erected, yet the trade has thereby 
been encreased to that degree, that at this time no less than 
seventy additional machines are now setting up in the neigh
bourhood of Leeds, Bradford, and Huddersfield; One manu
facturer assured this gentleman, that he was in such want of 
hands as to be driven to the expedient of procuring from the 
workhouses in London, 600 poor children to be employed in 
his workshOps.' 

This introduction of machinery into the clothing trade for 
spinning and the preliminary processes seemed, to many 
observers, to involve as a necessary consequence the extinc
tion of the small manufacturers. Men put capita! into the 
industry on a large seale, and steam was applied as early as 
1798. • The application of steam engines,' wrote Arthur 
Young in that year,' • to move the machinery of manufactures, 
is nowhere carried further than at Leeds; there are six or 

• Report of Committee on Woollen Manufacture. 1806, p. 8r. 
I Page 13 • 

• A"rllJls " AgrinIIhIr6, 901. xvi. P. 422. 
• Jlit/., yol. uvii. P. 310. 
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Beven for mills, etc., and a dying house has also one. • • • 
Viewed with great pleasure the machines for unclothing and 
puffing out wool. if I may use the expression; also for spinning. 
and various other operations. The inventions that have done 
so much in cotton. are here fast introducing for wool.' The 
change that seemed imminent is clearly described by the 
writer of the Obseroati01l8 on Woollen Machinery in 1808 : 1 

• Formerly the mode of making cloth in this large cloathing 
district was as follows: A class of men with tolerable capitals 
called woolstaplem. rode over the country about cliptime, to 
buy up the wool from the growem. They then have the 
fleece carefully broke into its various qualities. and after
wards sell it out in smaIl quantities thus assorted. to innumer
able master manufacturem of little or no capitals. spread 
around in the adjacent villages. These master-makem super
intend all the remaining operations; have many performed 
in their own houses and hire out the rest to their neighbour
ing families: the whole of which husbands. wives. and children, 
were employed together in their own dwellings. some in weav
ing. othem scribbling. carding. or spinning • 

• Since the introduction of machinery a new class of men. as 
machinery. or mill-ownem. are concerned; and many of the 
master-makem have their own mills. The effect of which is. 
that wool is very much faster made into cloth. considerably 
more weavem are employed. and no home work left for women 
and children. Now after the wool is dyed by the master. it is 
sent to a mill. where. with the help of a man or two and a few 
children. it is most expeditiously scribbled. milled. sIubbed. 
spun and made ready for the loom.' 

The writer underestimated the powem and tenacity of the 
• innumerable master manufactu1'elS of little or no capitals,' 
for. as we have said elsewhere, they adapted themselves to 
the new circumstances, and set up their own mills where the 
preliminary processes could be earried out. The women and 
children either followed the work into the mills or were em
ployed in weaving or in helping to weave. 

Mules for spinning wool seem to have been introduced into 
Yorkshire about the same time that they were introduced 
into the South.West, in 1826." 

• Pace 14-
• lIai_ Y ............ I'uI_ hmM. P. 'sa. 
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(2) Worsted 

The story of the introduction of machinery for spinning 
worsted in Yorkshire differs in some respects from the story 
of its introduction for wooL • Spinning engines' were intro
duced earlier for wool than for worsted, and it is clear that 
any women and children displaced by the use of the jenny for 
wool could find employment at the wheel for worsted. The 
jenny indeed seems to have been used very little for worsted,' 
and the one-thread wheel remained the common implement 
till the end of the eighteenth century and indeed later.' 

The real competitor with the one-thread wheel was the 
. worsted mill or factory; where Arkwright's water frame or 
:developments of it were used,· worked by either water power 
or steam. 

The first worsted mill wi th water frames was built in 178' 
in Lancashire, at Dolphin Holme on the river Wyre, but for 
some time it was not a success. & Others followed towards 
the end of the century. By 1800 there were about ten, includ
ing one worked by steam built that year in Bradford." An 
attempt to build one in Bradford in 1793 had been stopped 
by the remonstrances of a number of • respectable residents,' 
who, fearing' such a smoky nuisance as a steam engine,' had 
threatened the proprietor with legal proceedings for nuisance.' 

The building of worsted mills was hastened by the shortage 
of yarn, for owing no doubt partly to the growing competition 
of the cotton industry,' and partly to the great growth of 
trade, Yorkshire towards the end of the century could not 
even supply enough yarn for its own worsted trade, and 
Norwich and the surrounding districts were now spinning 
yarn for use in the north." Early next century, with the 
coming of the mill-spun yarn, the tables were reversed, and 
the north supplied the south~ for after 1807 fine yarn spun 

1 Arthur Young, bowen,_ Dotes its use (or wonted at Leedt in 1793 (A'...JI 
p/ AgriculfW,. xxvii. po. 312). 

I James, ~1. cil., pp. 335. 355. 358. 
• There were also & fe.." mules worked by band 01 • gin hone introduced 

i.to Bradford .bout 1794 ( ... Jam ... oj. <iI., pp. 328'91-
• James, .,. <iI., p. 327. • Jam.., oj • • u., pp. 3SS aDd S90-
• James, tlJ:eit., po. 592. 
, C£. A"nals (If Arrkull"", yol. xYi.. p. 423: Halifax manufacturen 

complain of scarcity of bands owing to rapid proe:resl of the cotton trade . 
• James, III. til., p. 306. In earlier day' 'Wool had been seot frOID Norwich 

to be spUD iu Yorkshire. 
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by water frames in Yorkshire was despatched south to 
Norwich with its decaying trade, and by 1818 most of the 
Norwich yam was coming from the northern mills. I 

It must not be supposed that the worsted mills killed hand 
spinning at once; long after 1800 the two metll:ods of produc
tion went on side by side. MiII-spun yam was rougher than 
that spun by hand, but the invention of the false reed o. slay 
about 1800, a device which helped to guide the shuttle and 
made the use of rougher yam less troublesome, together with 
improvements in the Diill·spun yarn itself, made the extinction 
of hand spinning a question of time. I 

MoohlM17l and IhB South·ECISI 

Whilst in the north worsted mills were being built and 
machines worked by steam were taking the place of 
human hands, in the south-east, districts the processes re
mained unchanged though the work constantly diminish~ 
in volume.' As the cheap mill-spun yam from the north 
/looded the markets, the demand for the hand-spun yam of 
the south decreased, the rates of payment fell, and the southern 
yam was only used for particular sorts of stuffs. such as the 
finer kinds of poplins. Not only was the spinning done by 
machinery instead of by hand. but it was done elsewhere. 
Some attempts to introduce the spinning-jenny must have 
been made. for in 1816 its introduction was assigned as one 
of the causes of the misery that brought about the rising 
of the labourem in the eastern counties.' No s(.rious 
attempt was made to compete with the worsted mills of the 
north. though after 1882 one or two mills were started in 
Norwich.' 

It was the south-eastem counties of Norfolk. Suffolk. and 
Essex that suffered most severely from the loss of domestic 
spinning, and employment was further decreased by the 
scarcity and dearness of wool from 1785 to 1795, and again 

, from 1798 to 1809, which pressed hamest on the districts where 
trade was failing.' There was no temporary increase in other 
branches of the trade to help the workers in these counties 

• J._ .,. <iI., PI'- 366 and 386: • J ......... <iI •• PI'- 355 r. 
• Tho primiti ... cIistaII' and opincUe was IIIIIl uood iD Norfolk far the &nest 

JUu U ....... .,. <iI •• p. 334). • D.O •• <Po 151.Juuo,. 
, • Report _ AssIotlll\. HODCl-l_ W ...... • Commission .... 1840, put ii. 

Po 335· 
• I. .. Dni ........ c-.a tf E<tps" I~"'" c--... IL po 45S-
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to tide over the evil time, and no other trades came at once 
to those districts to sweep in the hands left idle by the 
decay of the worsted' industry.l The overseers sometimes 
adopted the disastrous pmctice of giving bounties to spinners, 
in other words making the manufacturer's wage up to a living 
wage. • 10, some parishes a happy pmctice has obtained, of 
stepping in to the aid of the industrious spinner, by supply
ing the deficiency of the manufacturers' prices. of labour, and 
paying her earnings at a stated price; thus, by a small addi
tion in money, preventing the vicissitudes ever attendant on 
commercial concems.-Admimble device I at once leading to 
the employment of the poor, and to the incitement.of their 
industry,' • 

By 1830 the spinning of wool or worsted as a domestic 
industry for commercial purposes was obsolete. 

After spinning had passed into the factories the spinners in 
the woollen factories seem to have been in much the same 
position as the spinners in the cotton factories: they were a 
small class of skilled men superintending the work of women 
and children. They do not figure so prominently as the 
cotton spinners in the records from which the material for 
this history has been dmwn: they were of course fewer in 
number and their organisation was weaker. We have some 
account of their conditions from a witness before the Com
mittee on Artisans and Machinery in 182'.' The witness was 
himself a woollen cloth maker, by name Joseph Oates, of 
Leeds, representing • the body of labouring manufacturers in 
Leeds, Holbeek, ArmIey, and Wortley,' Oates described the 
establishment of a Union in Dewsbury in 1822 which embmced 
both spinners and weavers, with the object of • equalising 
wages,' i.e. of bringing the bad employers to the standard 
of the good. From Oates' answers it is possible to piece 
together some infom1ation about the spinners in the heavy 
woollen district. The wages of spinners and weavers seem 
to have been much the same in Leeds, they were higher in 
Leeds than in Stanningley and the surrounding villages. higher 
also than in Dewsbury. The hours were fourteen to fifteen 

1 For the use made by other trades of the' large fund o( cheap technical ,kill 
leekiog occupation' in Suffolk, see It'ulilritl C.uJlI7 Hisl"7 -t Sfl.ff~IJ voL it. 
p. 'S3-· • 

• .Annals 0/ A~IlII"re, 901. :lzvi. P. 253 (of Essex), 1796 • 
• Report or Select Committee on Artisan. and Machin~ry, 1824. p. 533. 
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including two hours for meals. Spinners were making about 
twenty to twenty-five shillings a week in Leeds in 1819,1 
but that year the larger employers forced' a reduction of five 
shillings in the pound: the workers, spinners and weavers, 
struck, and they received considemble support from the 
geneml public, but after holding out for six months they were 
compelled to submit. The Dewsbury workers struck at the 
same time with mther better result: it is interesting to note 
that they had the support of a large number of· employers. 
The Geneml Union of Weavers and Spinners there had five 
thousand members. 

In the worsted mills, on the other hand, the spinners were 
chiefly • children or young persons,'· for there Arkwright's 
water fmme was in use. The conditions were very bad and 
cripples were -yery common.' We have an account of her 
life in one of these mil\s from a girl of eighteen who started 
work when about nine years old:' • I was put to learn to 
spin •••• I was put to the one spindle fmme. I was put at 
ftrst with another to learn me, and in two or three weeks I 
was able to mind it m'yself. My next sister went with me ; 
she was put to spin too, at the one spindle fmme •••• I got 
as. at ftrst and then as. 6d. When I ftrst went, we worked 
from six to seven • • • we had three-quarters of an hour for 
dinner and afterwards only half' an hour and no. time for 
breakfast or drinking.' When she was • tumed ten ' and her 
sister was nine the mill changed hands, and the new master 
picked out these two girls and one or two others to work long 
hours. • We went from five to nine. We had over-money 
for that: it made a week of seven days. My standing wage 
then was .Ils. 6d., we reckoned that from six to seven. We 
gave over at five on Saturdays. I had 6&. odd when we worked 
this time. I forget the coppers. • • • I had my health very 
well till I worked from five to nine • • • I worked on till 
better than a year ago. I worked those hours all the time. 
We sometimes worked from six to seven but it was mostly 
from five to nine. ••• I went from there to the Infirmary. 
My lameness has been coming on nearly six years. ••• It 

I Boin .. &i- the Colloirinc fiew<s taIt ... from 'an old and _t ""'. m 
tho Leeds diatrict. '79S, .60. gel. I'SoS, ..... ScI. ; .8.s, 3'" &d. ; .80S, _ 4d. 
Alia Introduction of mul. spinniDc ill .806 ..... It ......... od 4os. 10 .... .. 
paid to two pi ...... ill .8lS lhia 6gute .... 3710 "I. (BaiDeI, yomb ..... ,." 
_ 1'rr#aI. p. 6$01-

• Jam.., ¥- til., P. 549- • IIUI., P. SSG-
• .833 ...... "" Commission Fint Roport, p. 72. c. •• 
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was having to crook my knee to stop the spindle that lamed 
me as much 'as anything else.' 

It will be remembered that the earlier Factory Acts,l such 
as they were, applied only to cotton factories, and that there 
was no protection at all for the children in the woollen and 
~ worsted mills at this time. It was stated in the Leeds Mercury 
in 1880 • that the children were employed in the worsted mills 
thirteen hours with an interval of half an hour, and in the 
woollen mills fifteen hours with an interval of two hours. 
John Wood, the famous worsted spinner of Bradford, who 
was one of the earliest champions of the children, declared to 
Oastler, whcrn urging him to embark on the crusade with which 
his name is so gloriouslY associated, that the factory children 
were worse off than the slaves in the West Indies. Sadler 
made great play with this comparison when moving the 
second reading of the Factories Regulation Bill in March 1882. 
He showed that the Orders in Council of November 1881 had 
limited the work of adult slaves to nine hours a day and that 
of children under the age offourteen to six hours a day. • You 
have limited the' labour of the robust negro to nine hours: 
but when I propose that the labour of the young white slave 
shall not exceed ten, the proposition is deemed extravagant.' 

Thus the decay of the old system of domestic spinning did 
not bring more misery on the villages that suffered from its 
loss than the birth of the new system brought to the towns 
for which it found employment. 

m.-TuE WOOLLEN WUVERII 

The woollen weavers of the south-west, like the ,",orsted 
weavers of the Norwich district, were early an organised body 
of men, whose interests were often in sharp opposition to those 
of their masters. • Discontent,' it has been said, • was the 
prevalent attitude of the operatives engaged in the wool in
dustries for centuries," a discontent expressed in the old 
ballad of the Clothier'8 Delight, written in the seventeenth 
century, which describes the method. by which the clothiers 
oppressed their various classes of workers. One verse runs : 

I Except the 180s Act .. hich applied to ..,tlOD and woollea millo but dealt 
with apprentices only. 

I October 30, 1830.. 

I 
• Burale" HisU>7 oj W .. I """ WHk...s;_r, 188g, p. 160. 
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• We'll make the poor Weave .. work at a low rate; 
We'll find fault where there '. no fault, and 10 we will hate; 
If trading grow. dead, we will presently show it: 
But if It groWl good, ,they shall never know it : 
We'll tell them that cloth beyond lea will not go, 
We care not whether we keep clothing or no. 

Clwru.r.-And thia is the way for to fill up our purse, 
Althongh we do get it with many a curse: 1 , 

The woollen weavers had been the objects of Parliamentary 
attention long before the time with which we deal. Their 
combinations had been forbidden, their masten had been 
omered to pay them in money and not in goods, and the 
magistrates had been instructed to fix their rates of wages. 
But men, masters, and magistrates pald very little regam to 
the directions of the legislature. In the middle of the 
eighteenth century, we find the men trying to obtain the 
enforcement of the regulation of wages. It is worth while to 
give a brief account' of this attempt. 

In 1756 the workers employed in the woollen weaving trade 
in Gloucestershire petitioned Parliament, asking that the 
Parliamentary regulations for paying their wages should be 
better observed. I In 1'1'26 and 1'1'2'1' ,two Acts had been passed 
to regulate the woollen trade, which forbade combinations 
of workmen, prohihited truck, and also arranged for the fixing 
of wages by the magistrates. In 1728 at the Michae1mas_ 
Quarter Sessions an omer for a rate of wages was made, but 
this omer was never complied with. The petition stated that 
the men had no redress, for there was no summary way of 
dealing with olfenders. The evidence before the committee 
to whom the petition W811 referred showed that the ' Ciothien 
entered into an Association not to pay by that Omer,' and that 
when complaint was made to Quarter Sessions • the Clothiers 
have removed the Trya1s into Westminster Hall and the 
Expence of carrying on such Prosecutions have been too heavy 
for the Workmen to carry 00.' • 

l'adiament granted ~ men's request, and a fresh Aet was 
passed in 1756,' empowering the justices to fix wags. The 
men, acco1'dingly, petitioned the justices at the Oetober Quarter 
Sessions at Gloucestelr to use their powers; the masters sent 

• Bumle" Bw.."" ",."..., ",~, '889, Po 161. 
• B .... ';C-J __ • FebnarJ 04. 1756-
I _. NardI" 17$6 (Report of Committee). 

• 19 <karp II ... 3J. 
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a contrary petition; the justices decided against action.1 

Then the men resorted to another kind of pressure, they 
, appeared in a very tumultuous manner ••• committed great 
Outrages,' and kept the countryside in disorder for six or 
seven weeks. At last for the sake of the peace of the county 
the justices held an adjoumed Quarter Sessions, at which 
some of the masters who were favourable to the men, or 
else wished for quiet, drew up a scale wbich the justices 
fixed as the rate. I In Somerset the men were not successful 
in obtaining a rate. They petitioned the Quarter Sessions, 
but the justices 'upon a full hearing of the matter did 
openly declare that they could not adjust and settle the 
said Wages.' I 

The men's triumph in Gloucestershire was short-lived, for 
many of the masters refused obedience to the rate, and, to 
prevent disturbances, soldiers were quartered in the district. 4 

On February 7,1757, petitions from the masters in Gloucester
shire and Somerset were read in Parliament, asking that the 
sections in various Acts, beginning with the 5th Elizabeth, 
which empowered justices to rate wages, should be repealed. 
A few days later some Wiltshire m8l!ters also petitioned in 
the same sense.· The matter was referred to a committee 
which heard the evidence of a master clothier from Stroud 
and four workmen, two of them master weavers with looms 
of their own, and two joumeymen weavers, who had clearly 
been selected with great care. One of the master weavers 
declared his opinion' that if a Rate should be made agreeable 
to the Weavers it would certainly transfer the Work to other 
Counties'; the other stated that the journeymen weavers, 
if in work, could eam Is. in 8 day of fourteen hours including 
meals, ' which he thinks Money enough,' and' that the Master 
Weavers allow them Privilege, which is Small Beer, Lodging 
and Firing, which is reckoned at Is. a week more,' and the 
two joumeymen weavers were living examples of this scale of 
pay, one remarking that if he worked close he could make Id. 
an hour, the other stating that for thirty years he had 
eamed 6s. 8 week with an extra shilling for' privilege.' IDs 
hours were fourteen a day. The committee reported that 

1 For an account of the petitioDs to tbe justices, see lIe"ins, E"lluA T,tJM 
.Hd FinlUUl, pp. uS ff'. 

• U ... , .. /C.",,,,.,..j,nml4l, February 24,1751 . 
• nit/., February 1, 1751. • Ii;"., Februry ... 1151. 
• IHti., February I', '151. 
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the masters had made out their case, and recommended that 
the Acts in question should be amended.' _ 

A new Act was, aceordingly, passed (80 George u. c. 12) 
which repealed the wage-rating clause in the Act of the 
previous year, declaring it to have proved mischievous and in __ 
convenient. No attention was paid to the petition of • several 
poor and distressed Broad Cloth Weavers of Stroud, Minchin 
Hampton, Bisley, and thereabouts,' who urged that whatever 
the House thought fit to do, there might be·' some Power 
lodged in the said Justices of the Peace, or elsewhere ••• 
to ascertain and settle the said Wages, that the Petitioners 
may not be subject to the arbitrary Will and Power of the said 
Clothiers," nor to the further petition from the Gentlemen 
and Landholders of the same district' who asked that the 
powers of the justices might not be taken away.-

The history of the persistent efforts of the South-West 
weavers to bring about the enforcement of semi-obsolete laws 
in the early years of the nineteenth century shows that they 
were effectively organised at this time. Of these efforts we 
give an aceount elsewhere.o The Gloucestershire weavers 
seem to have had a closer and more ellicient organisation than 
the weavers of the other South-Western counties. 

A measure of some importance in the history of the weavers 
was the adoption of Kay's fiying shuttle, invented in 1788. 
The introduction of this flying shuttle, or ' spring loom' as it 
was frequently called, into the South·W~t clothing district is 
one of the few instances where mechanical improvements 
benefited the workers inlmediately and directly. The story 
illustrates the difIlculty of making any generalisations covel'
ing whole districts, for though the flying shuttle was used at 
some places in Gloucestershire by 1757," and was in common 
use in Gloucestershire and parts of WLltshi,re I by 1808, yet in 
SomelJ8t its introduction caused disturbances as late as 1822. 
An attempt had indeed been made to introduce it in 1801, but 
a riotous mob had intervened.' In Yorkshire the spring 

• E_ ./c--J_, FebruUJ .. , '757. • flu/", March" '757. 
• flu/", March 7, '757. • See p. I6&. 
• Hewi ... E..,u." """" .." ~. P. I." 
• In the parts nand Bradford it _ DO' Jet...d. See Report of Committee 

on South.Woo. Woollen Clothien' Petition, 18oa-3 Uohnjoneoll and MiAulel 
ofE-ridea<e OIl Woollen Trade Bill, 18oa-3, P. 8,. 

r Repeat of Committee Qft South.Wal Clothi .... Petitioa, ,801-3 (Thomu 
Jo7<tl-
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shuttle was used for woollens after about 1782.' The story 
of its introduction at Stroud in Gloucestershire as told by a 
weaver, John Clayfield, in 1808,· shows the master clothier! 
in a sympathetic temper. A certain Mr. Nathanicl Watts 
introduced the new invention about 1798 or 1795: • it caused 
Uneasiness in the Minds of the Weavers, and they went to 
Mr. Nathaniel Watts; there Was a public Meeting at which] 
have heard People say Twenty Thousand People met; and 
the Gentlemen Clothiers met and fotmed a Committee, and 
sent to the Weavers to know their Grievance; and they fotmed 
a Committee of Seven, who met them at the Fleece at Rodbury. 
They asked what was their Grievance; they replied, they 
were afraid themsclves and their FBlnilies should be ruined by 
Spring Looms. The Committee said, if that is your Grievance, 
they shall be given up. They said, we are afraid the intro
duction of them will reduce our Wages. To which the Com
mittee replied, that they would not reduce their Wages.' The 
upshot of the conference Was that Mr. Watts gave up the use 
of the spring looms himself, but sold them to the weavers 
who adopted them on their own account. Another witness 
from Gloucestershire in 1808 d~ribed it as • a Measure of 
the Weavers own Adoption: they are paid the same per Piece 
as before the Introduction of Spring Shuttles.' I 

The writer of the Report on the South-West clothing district 
in 18400 estimated that before the introduction of the spring 
shuttle the persons engaged in weaving a piece of cloth were a 
master weaver who received about 12.. 3d. a week, out of 
which he had to pay house rent and wear and tear of loom 
and tackle, a journeyman weaver making Ss. 3d. a week, and 
a child receiving 2s.; after the spring shuttle came in (he gives 
1796 as the date) the workers were a child receiving 2 •• and 
one man receiving £1, 2 •• 6d., out of which, of course, deduc
tions had to be made.' A weaver witness in 1808 put the 
clear earnings before and after the spring shuttle came in as 
68. to 7 •• and 91. to lIs. respectivcly. A master clothier in 
the same year estimated them as lOs. to 12 .. and ISs. to 21s. 
respectively.· 

• EndeDce OD Woollen Trade Bill •• 80:1.]. p. '3" • nUl., pp. '5 I; 
• Committee OD South-West Clotbien' PCtitiOD (Edward Sheppud). 
• Report from ADisbUlt Hand·loom W ... oed Commission ..... 840. port Ii. 

PP. 439 f. . 
• EndeDce OD Woollen Tnde Bill, .80:1.]. p. 10 I 0IId CommiUee on Sooth

We.1 Clolhl .... PclitiD .. 180:1'3 (Dwel LIOJd). 
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In Gloucestershire and Wiltshire increased trade absorbed 
the weavers whom the use of the spring shuttle would have 
thrown out of work had trade remained stationary. In 
Somerset, as we have mentioned, the flying shuttle was not 
introduced till many years later. It is curious to read in 1822 
a request that cavalry should be stationed at Frome' in order 
to prevent any disturbances during the introduction of spring 
Looms, which will now be generally used here, as they have 
long been in Yorkshire, Gloucestershire and Wiltshire.' 1 This 
introduction of the spring shuttle at Frome meant, not that 
the masters had looms of their own, but that they refused to 
give out work to the old double looms and paid Is. a yard 
instead of tbe previous Is. 8d. a yard. However mistaken 
their policy, it is a remarkable instance of the solidarity of the 
Frome weavers that they had resisted so long the introduction 
of an invention which would fill the pockets of those who 
adopted it even though it might be at the expense of loss of 
work to their fellows. Its tardy introduction into Frome 
fulfilled their worst anticipations: it came when trade was 
decaying and caused much suffering. Eighteen months later, 
in 1828, the Frome weavers struck, demanding the old wages 
paid before the introduction of the spring shuttle and the 
abolition of truck. They were unsuccessful in their objects, 
.and after eighteen had been sent to gaol with hard labour, the 
rest were starved into submission. The magistrates, it must 
be noticed, did their best for the weavers on the question of 
truck, by convicting one employer in £20 and announcing that 
they were ready to convict in other cases where it was proved." 

The stahility of the prices paid for weaving in the clothing 
trade of the south-west is in remarkable contrast to the 
feverish oscillations in the cotton trade during the same 
period. The spring shuttle doubled earnings, women entered the 
trade, and still the priee paid remained unaltered. In 1825 
the weavers in a petition to their masters could claim that 
• for ninety-six years their wages had remained unaltered,'· 
a statemept referring of course not to their earnings but to 
their piece rate. U we may believe the writer of the Report 
on Gloucestershire in 18"', it was a settled policy of the large 
clothiers to help the men in their struggles with masters who 
paid lower rates.' 

1 a.o..40- 17.IanurJI:7. a ForaboYetee H.O., 400 18.. 
• Report from AsIistmt Haad-l_ W .. ftft' ConunisSonen, 1140. put ii. 
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Wome;; had become weavers in considerable numbers before 
1802, as we learn from the various committees on the woollen 
trade in 1802-8_ During the French war in the years 1797-9 
there was a great scarcity of Spanish wool, employment 
was consequently bad and many men enlisted. Probably it 
was to take their places, when large supplies of Spanish wool 
arrived afterwards, that women went to the looms. One 
employer from Freshford in Somerset had as many women 
working for him as men, and at Bradford, Wilts, there were 
said to be • Two parts female weavers out of five.' Little is 
heard of them later, and there is nothing to show that they 
were paid at a different rate from men. Perhaps the weaving of 
the cloth proved too hard for them, for by 1840 women seem 
to have been working mostly in the lighter branches, for low 
rates of pay, such as the Exeter serges, which still employed 
over 8000 looms scattered about in Devonshire, and nearly 
600 at Wellington, in Somerset. This work was done almost 
entirely by women, • those who do the work being the 
wives or daughters of agricultural labourers, of mechanics or 
others.' There was one curious exception in the case of this 
trade, at Cullompton, where the men had bound themselves 
not to allow any woman to learn the trade. This prohibition 
lasted for nearly a century, till 1825, when the advantages of 
obtaining help from their own wives and daughters broke 
down resistance_ Nearly fifteen years later there were still 250 
men to 62 women, and the prices paid were higher than in 
other parts of the district.' , 

In 182.5, among the outburst of strikes after the repeal of 
the Combination Act, the Gloucestershire weavers struck for 
an advance of rates, claiming that more work was now required 
owing to a change in the makes of the fabrics_ In this strike 
they were successful. The manufacturers in the VIey district, 
headed by Mr. Sheppard, agreed to the advance at once, and 
• after agreeing to the price were as strenuous as the weavers 
themselves that the other manufacturers should be brought 
up to the same mark,' but the Stroud clothiers held out some 
five weeks_ There were considerable riots, and the masons, 
carpenters, and millwrights struck in sympathy_" 

A private letter from a Gloucestershire magistrate in 

1 See Report from Assistant Hand-loom Weave'll' Commissio:lC~n, I8.tO. 
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1826 I sbows that the close combination among thll weavers 
caused some alarm to the authorities. The Union, he writes, 
embraces all parishes in Stroud, Dursley, Wotton, and Kings. 
wood, and its delegates correspond with Wiltshire and York
shire. They declare, too, that they can communicate with 
every combination of every trade in Great Britain., The 
writer makes various suggestions for meeting the evil, amongst 
them the payment from public funds of·the expenses of the 
apprehension and prosecution of offenders. He has some
times had to defray them himself, and he considers it undesiJ'o 
able that he should act both as judge and prosecutor. 

A strike in 1828-9, although unsuccessful, showed that the 
weavers and other woollen workers were very highly organised • 
• Nine out of ten,' wrote Mr. Sheppard of Uley,· • of the whole 
body of operatives in every department of the woollen trade 
are sworn and entered, and a very considerable number of 
shopkeepers, tradesmen, artificers, etc.-in all full 20,000 
persons in this country.' The strikers clJose their first 
ground of conflict well, refusing to work for two masters 
notorious for their payments in truck. The gentlemen clothiers 
on January 20, 1829, held a meeting at Stroud at whiclJ, 
whilst deprecating the formation of secret societies and clubs, 
they passed a strong resolution against payment in truck • as 
oppressive to the workmen and injurious to the respectable 
manufacturer.' I But the workmen comhined other demands 
with those for the abolition of truck, notably the abolition of 
• shop,' or home looms as they were called, I.e. looms belong
ing to the master clothiers and worked on premises owned by 
them. Mr. Sheppard calculated that by this time about halt 
the weaving in Gloucestershire was done on these shop looms,. 
and the men failed to carry their point. _ 

The Government early in 1829 sent down a certain Francis 
Fagan from Bow Street to conduct an inquiry into the work· 
men's clubs, and to obtain evidence of th~ir illegality. He de
scribed their ceremonies with all the paraphernalia of swords, 
masks, scarves, and turbans. • 

• The original object of these Union Lodges,' he wrote,' • was 
professedly to suppress the practice of paying wages in what 
is termed truck, whiclJ had become prevalent with the manu
facturers in this neighbourhood, but at length from the great 

I H.o..40. 19-
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increase in the funds and numbers of members, lodges began 
to assume greater powers and importance, and endeavour to 
contest and regulate the price of wages and to prevent the 
adoption and use of Power looms in the Clothing manufac
turies, and the practice of Clothiers having their weaving per
formed in their own manufacturies. The members of the 
Lodges,' he says later, • consist of all sorts of people, trades
men, pensioners, and even attornies and surgeons, so that it 
is almost impossible to conjecture how far or to what extent 
the object of these regulations may be carried.' 

Organisation among the weavers in Yorksbire begins much 
later than among the weavers in the south-west, a difference 
due to the diHerence in the two types or industry. There was 
indeed a striking contrast between the two sets of workers, 
for whereas the normal Yorkshire weaver was a smallholder, 
it was said of the Gloueestershire weavers in 1806, • There is 
not one family in twenty who have as much land as this room.' 1 

In the south-west the weavers were organised bodies of 
workmen weaving in their homes or shops for capitalist 
employers who were chiefly concemed how to retain their 
markets by the excellence of their products, and were not 
unwilling to keep up the level of wages in order to prevent 
the competition of men with smaller capital.· In Yorkshire 
we find, side by side, the small men who sold their pieces in 
Leeds or Halifax, and capitalists who carried on diHerent pro
cesses in the manufacture of shawls or carpets or one or other 
form of woollen goods in factories, but gave out the weaving 
to bodies of workmen. In this way a manufacturer might 
employ as many as three or four hundred men. 

There were successful examples of organisation among these 
weavers in Yorkshire and Lancashire, as we know from the 
evidence of witnesses before the Committee on Artisans and 
Machinery (1824.) and the Committee on the Combination Laws 
(1825). -There was a general Union in Dewsbury, embracing 
both weavers and spinners, established in 1822, reported two 
years later to be five thousand strong. This Union arose out 
of a long struggle I?eginning in 1819, in the course of which 
the larger Leeds employers succeeded in reducing wages (at 
that time twenty to twenty-five shillings a week) by five shil-

l Report from Committee on State of Woo1lea Manufacture, 1806. p. 340-
I Report from A.ai.staDt Haod·loom Wcann' CollUDisaiooaa, litO, put iL 

P·450-
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average wage of the journeyman weaver was lIs. to 128. a 
week. 1t is interesting to remark the note struck by the 
committee when appealing to weavers to join the Union: 
• In order that you may become men and consider your own 
importance in the trade, the government in its wisdom has 
repealed the combination and conspiraey laws: . you cannot 
be prosecuted by statute or common law for combining to 
support or even to raise your wages.' I These workmen un
fortunately did more than justice to the spirit in which their 
rulers had consented to repeal the Combination Laws, as they 
discovered next year. but that expression • in order that you 
may become men' was the best and simplest statement of 
the aims of the workers that the age produced. 

The state of goodwill between employers and workmen in 
Rochdale which had been carried to lengths that shocked the 
committee does not seem to have lasted very long, for a 
magistrate wrote to the Home Office in 1827 to say that the 
manufacturers were reducing wages though they could well 
afford to advance them: • they scruple not to tell the weavers 
that if their wages are insufficient for their support, they must 
make application to the overseers of the poor of their respec
tive Townships to obtain relief to supply deficiencies.' A few 
days later he writes: • The weavers are perfectly peaceable 
at present but not a loom in motion.' Some of the manu
facturers asked the magistrates for special . protection but 
without giving any sufficient reason, and the officer command
ing in the district had a troop of carabiniers in readiness if 
reqnired, though he evidently agreed with the view of the 
magistrate about the conduct of the manufacturers. Ulti
mately the dispute was settled by the mediation of a local 
parson, Mr. Dodds, whose help was requested by the Weavers' 
Committee, but the terms are not given.· 

There was at the same time a flourishing Union at Hudders
field covering a district about thirty miles in circumference 
with five thousand members. A member paid 3d. a week 
until he had paid a pound in all and then he was a life member, 
paying no further subscriptions except in case of a strike. 
This Union appears for a time to have been tolerably powerful, 
for it was able to compel one employer to pay a fine of £100 in 
compensation for the wages the men had lost while on strike. 
One of the employers, a manufacturer of waistcoat pieces and 

, Report of Committee on Combination LaWI. 1825. P. 37. 
• For above ICe H.O. f 40. U. 
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other fancy goods near Huddersfield. invited his men to dinner, 
and told them that they must choose between the Union and 
himself. According to his account lwenty-four stood by the 
Union and forty stayed with him: a workman witness said 
that the forty-five men out of seventy who belonged to the 
Union were all discharged. The most significant fact in the 
story is that the employer found himself obliged to swallow 
his scruples and to ask his men to come back. 1 

It is difficult to get any exact idea of the wages the woollen 
weaven were receiving in 1880. It is clear from the evidence 
given before the committees already quoted that wages were 
higher in Leeds thaa in Dewsbury. Employen and work
men often differed in their estimates. One employer from 
Huddersfield told the committee in 1825 that his weavers were 
making thirty shillings a week: a workman witness said that 
these same weaven were making seventeen. But it is clear 
that the woollen weavers had not sunk into anything like the 
pitiable poverty of the cotton or wonted weavers.' A happy 
accident had laved them for the present from their common 
enemy, the power-loom. The thread used for woollen fabrics 
was feebler, looser, less twisted than the thread for other stuffs, 
and for this reason it was more liable to break and less suited 
to the swift motions of the power-loom.' Woollen weaving 
thus remained a domestic industry for many years after the 
disappearanoe of the hand-loom weaver in cotton or worsted. I 

1V.-TJm SHEAlUlEN OB CROPPERS 

The weaven and the shearmen were quite separate classes, for 
both weaving and shearing were largely hereditary industries 

1 Committee on Combination Laws, 1825, Pp.. 120-48-
• Jamea Ka, ... cotton and woollen manufacturer Dear Bury. gave some 

particulan of tb, waget he paid to his cotton WU"Yen to the Committee OD 
Trade in ,8,a (po "''). These .. _ dropped &om , .. in March ,8'0 to .... 
in May 1811. In November .811 the, had risen to 45. 6cJ.. Asked to account 
for this lut rile b. answered, t On account of the dispoaition of the people to 
riot and the Committ" of Masters recommending it." He was then asked 
about hi. woollen weavers. and he answued. that woollen weaven' wages did 
not nry much. , B&in.., YMhA .... PDJt _ PruMI. P. ]6" 

41 See Report from. Hand .. loom Weavers' Commissioners, 18.4lt P. 84: ... Nearl, 
tw.entJ JUra haft passed smc:e tbe applica.tiOD of the power-loom to wool, and 
thou&h COII.taotl, utendinc it i, "ill much I ....... ployed !'or that purpose tbaa 
tho: band .. loom.. So m.uch leu that it. use does D.ot seem to ha'ft as Jet affected. 
wages iII the woollen Inde.· E"", as late as .8S8 B&ines .tates that the ohuttle 
or a pnwor-\oom .... onl, 8, &I the nte or • h ... d·\oom!or btoaddoth (.,. RI., 
p. 63'). 
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and they were never carried on under the same roof_ It is 
therefore specially interesting to notice that they joined forces 
at the beginning of the nineteenth century in a campaign that 
was to last for many years. The story falls into this section, 
because, though the weavers took an active part in the struggle, 
and the programme presented to Parliament included special 
demands of their own, it was the shearmen whose fate was 
finally determined by the issue. The workers hoped to per
suade Parliament that certain semi-obsolete regulations should 
be put into practice, and in this effort they had the help at 
one time of the small master manufacturers who had reasons 
of their own for disliki.tig the development of the factory 
system. 

For many centuries the woollen trade had been subject to 
various regulations. They seemed indeed an integral part of 
the industry. and the industry itself had a traditional character 
as a national institution, a fact which, no doubt, accounts for 
the serious consideration paid by Parliament to the men's 
proposals.1 

The main laws dealing with the manufacture on the Statute
book were briefly these: 

1. A statute of Edward VI.'S time (5 & 6 Edw. VI. c. 22) 
which prohibited the use of gig mills. 

2. The famous statute (5 Eliz. c. 40) which enforoed a seven 
years' apprenticeship on workers in the woollen trade. 

8. A statute (2 & 8 Philip and Mary, c. 11) which limited the 
number of looms any clothier could possess to one, 
and any weaver to two, outside a • city, borough, 
, market town or town corporate.' I 

I The peculiar position of the woollen trade .. regards the introduction of 
machinery is clearly let out in the little pamphlet iaued at Leeds in 1803 caned 
OjsWWII;fIIU m WullM Mditm;yo In this it is arcued that since the raW' 
material for the trade is a monoply and limited in quantity, tbe rea50DI that 
recommend tbe introduction of machinery for coUon and Bu do Dot apply to 
wool. 

t This Act, howeYeJ', did Dot apply to Yorkshire. There .... also • labyrinth 
of statutes reeulating minutely the processes of manufacture and arranginc 
(or inspectioD. but these seem to baYe Callen iato disuse. Mr. Sheppard, the 
big clothier of Uley, declared that he had Dever known of aD inspector in 
Glouccstershire. whilst I Somerset clothier described the functions of the 
inspector. a shoemaker by trade, with whom he bad dealings in Somerset, .. 
merely Dominal, consisting o( the receipt of 2d. per piece of cloth and OlD 

annual visit to the Quarter SessioDs to .wear be had dODe his duty (Report 
bf Committee on Soutb.West Woollen Clothiers' Petition. 1802·3). Aboat 
these laWl the workmen did Dot concern themselves. 
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1. Gig MillB.-A Gig Mill was the name given to the machinery 
used for raising the fibres in the cloth in order to form a nap 
on the surface, a nap which was afterwards shom off. These 
two· processes of raising and shearing togethe~ were called 
• finishing,' and the men who worked them were called cloth 
workers, or shearmen, or, in Yorkshire, croppers.' Originally 
the raising of the nap was done by hand, with teazles. A gig 
mill was • a machine containing a cylinder about a yard in 
diameter, covered with teazles, and revolving with great 
rapidity between two upright posts. Above and below this 
cylinder are two others, round which the cloth is gradually 
wound ••• .'. The saving of a gig mill in time and labour 
was very great. By hand work it took a man eighty-eight 
hOUlS to raise the nap on a given piece of cloth: by a gig mill, 
worked by one man and a boy, the same process was done in 
twelve hOUlS. The process of shearing off the nap after it was 
raised either by hand or by a gig mill was performed by shear
men, working heavy hand shears which weighed thirty to forty 
pounds. Their work in this second process of finishing was 
also threatened by the introduction of shearing frames, a 
device by which several pailS of shears were fixed in a frame 
'which travelled over the cloth.' By this device, so it was 
estimated, the time required for shearing a piece of cloth was 
reduoed from eighty-eight hOUlS to eighteen.- Although gig 
mills were illegal, there was no lew on the Statute-book pro
hibiting shearing frames. 

By 18011 gig mills had been used in a few places for a great 
number of years. There had been some gig mills in Gloucester
shire and Yorkshire for sixty years, and round Ha\ifu several 
had been set up twenty years previously.' Great discontent 
had been roused by the use of these mills, and a curious letter 
amongst the Chatham )ISS.' addressed to Pitt by a certain 

I Tb ... __ are described by Bain .. (Y_lin Put .. Pm"", 
P. 630): 

~'I • raising up all the films ofth. wool whicb c:aa be detacbecl by 9101 ... 1 and 
IooK ..... tinued. btuminK of th. cloth with teules, .... to malt. a Il&p 
oa the :surfAce' » 

(II • sh .. ,"" off that up • • • .. c1 .... OJld smooth u to gi .... a 10ft and 
almost ftI .. t7 appearance and feel to the cloth.' 

• R.port &om Assistant H ... d·IOOlIl w ...... • CommissiOllen, part •• p. 31J. 
• 'For._ fiIruoo ... Tabl .. iD R.ports rro",Assistont Hand·l ..... w .. _' 

CommissiOll .... '840, part ii. pp. 439 f. 
• Mi.ulOl of E'ti~ au WooIIea TAd. Bil\, '-3. pp. "49 OJld J7aJ 

H.o.,.p. 66. • Cbatbom MSS., '4/i. 
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Mr. Thomas Phipps Howard in 1795, contains a suggestion 
(whether authorised or not by the gentlemen clothiers does 

. not appear) that the • turbulent spirits' amongst the workers 
in the South-West should be the objects of the Press Gang's 
attention. The master clothiers, says the writer, desire to 
get rid of the men, and' they think they might be made useful 
to their Country in the Army and Navy; their present Masters 
would provide for their FamlJies.' He estimates the possible 
numbers as between three thousand and four thousand. 

Both in Yorkshire and in the south-west actions had been 
instituted before 1795 by the shearmen against users of gig 
mills under the old law of Edward VI., but as they had failed 
to prove that the gig mills were the same as those prohibited 
by the statute, the question was still open.1 The adoption 
of gig mills in Wiltshire was the cause of the renewed agita
tion of 1802. 

2. Apprentiuship.-The practice of enforcing a seven years' 
apprenticeship for weavers and cloth workers had fallen into 
disuse by 1802. A big Gloucester master mannfacturer 
asserted in 1808 that out of 158 weavers employed by him 
only twenty-one had served a regular apprenticeship, whilst 
no one of his cloth workers had been apprenticed.- In Wilt
shire apprenticeship seems to have been more common.' In 
Yorkshire only about one in twenty of the men had been 
regularly apprenticed. < 

8. Limitation of Looms.-Neither of the two former questions, 
gig mills or apprenticeship, affected the small master manu
facturers in Yorkshire with their domestic system. It was 
the regulations with regard to the limitation of looms that 
they wished to use against the big masters, and hence they 
joined forces with the workmen who desired to enforce noL 
only this but the other restrictions as well ••. These Yorkshire 

1 Evidence on Woollen Trade Bill, 1802-3. P. 372; anel H.O., 42. 83 (Mr. 
Read's report). 

I Committee on South-West Woollen Clothiers' PetitioD, 1802--] (Edward 
Sheppard). 

I See jjid. Two manufacturers gave the proportio, of apprenticed to un .. 
apprenticed as two to one. There hac:I also been of receot years _ considerable 
inftus of unapprenticcd women wea"cn both in Yorkshire and the South· W ett.. 

• Report of Committee on Yorkshire Woolleza PetitioDS, 1802-3 . 
• Committee on State of Woollen Manufact.ure, 1806, p. 9. At a matter of 

fact the .tatute of Philip and M.,ry did Dol apply to Yorkshire, but no doubt 
they hoped for the lubstltution of. new statute limitine looml eyerywhere (see .. 
Report or Committee on Petition or ManufactureD of Woollen Cloth in York • 
• hire, 1803'4). 
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small masters with their two or three journeymen saw them, 
selves in danger of extinction at the hands of the big masters 
who were concentrating numbers of looms in one building: 
whilst the weaven in the south-west dreaded thB.t weaving 
like spinning might in future be carried on in the master manu
faoturers' own premises, instead of. as hitherto, in their own 
homes. All this time in the south-west clothing district a 
migration was going on from the towns to the villages, where 
there was water power to work machinery. An enforcement 
of the Act of Philip and Mary would stop the concentration of 
looms in these villages. In Wiltshire, it may be noted. there 
was already one factory where the employer had gathered 
the looms working for him together into one building,' but as a 
rule the weaven worked in their own homes at looms belonging 
to themselves. 

The chief advantage claimed by those few masters who had 
the weavillg.like the spinning. done on their own premises, was 
the prevention of embezzlement which was said to be rife 
when weaving was done at home; a most master clothiers, 
however, preferred the risk to the trouble of providing large 
premises and the difficulties of inducing worken to enter 
them. 

The serious campaign against gig mills began with their 
introduction into Wiltshire, in the towns of Warminster and 
Bradlord in the spring of 1802.' The shearmen refused to 
finish cloth previously put in a gig mill, and a series of out
rages ensued in the course of which the men not only destroyed 
property but Bred into the windows of the owners or workers 
of the unpopular machinery. Public sympathy was on the 
side of the shearmen.' In addition to the disputes about 
gig mills the shearmen at Trowbridge. where there were no 
gig miDs, had a difference with the master clothiers on the 
subject of wages early in July, but after a week's strike Bve 
clothiers met a deputation of Bve shearmen and acceded to 
their terms. But the dissatisfaction with the use of gig mills 

1 Comlllitl<e OIl South.west Clotbien' PetitioD •• 1Ioa-3 (J .... JODeS). 
• _ (Edwud Sheppud). 
• Commitl<e OIl Soutb·West Clothi ... • Petition •• 1Ioa-]. For wblt rollo _ 

_ H.O ..... 65. ua ... 66-
• Tbe High Coutabl. or WumiDIter _plaiDed that the iDhabi .... ts __ 

apAthetic 01 IJmpatheti.c OMac to • disgust at the mtroc:luc:tio. of mac:biDeIJ,' 
ud Mr. J .... J ...... _ that -7penouter....t to oct .. rpecioI_ 
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still remained and showed itself in violent forms. On July 21, 
1802, a cottage fulling and spinning mill at Littleton was burnt 
down; another mill at Steeple Ashton was also fired a few 
days later, and by the end of July it was estimated that no 
less than £8000 of damage had been done. 

The headquarters of the shearmen's organisation in the south
west was at Trowbridge, and their sHairs were managed by 
a committee of thirteen. Members had a printed ticket 
with the motto, • May Industry and Freedom unite us in 
Friendship,' and without this ticket no shearman was allowed 
to work. The ticket held good in Yorkshire also where similar 
tickets were in use.' 

The most remarkable feature of the proceedings was a 
regular and intimate correspondence between the south-west 
and Yorkshire. Shearmen's clubs must have been in exist
ence a considerable time, but possibly the communication 
between them had been less close. Mr. Read, a London 
magistrate sent down by Government to inquire into the 
outrages, wrote: I • these Clubs are certainly not of many 
months' standing, and I think their Government is at Leeds, a 
letter has been seen as coming from thence, directing the forma
tion of Clubs and Committees of Correspondence and to write 
as sensible a Letter as they could and direct it and any other 
Letters to George Palmer " •• Leeds, the person who com
municated this to me is a respectable clothier at Wanninster, 
and as he did not come by his knowledge of the Contents in an 
honourable manner I at present can give your Lordship no 
further information about it.' 

The leading spirits among the shearmen were men who had 
been discharged from the Army and Navy during the Peace 
of Amiens.and had come home to find themselves without 
employment. Ail one of the masters put it, it is • not an 
assembly of a common Mob but a body of armed, regulated, 
and systematical people composed principally of Militia Men 
and Marines.' I Their point of view is given in an anonymous 
letter to Mr. Benjamin Hobhouse, M.P. for Hindon : & 

, MoST WORTHV SIR,-Called by the general voice at Bradford to 
one of whom We hope have a natural feeling for hi. Brother 
Mortal. to whom We hope will intercede for us so that We may 

1 H.O., 42. 65, aod 4" 66. • H.o.,42. 66, August 10. 
• H.O., 4" 65, July 26, 
• H. 0., 42. 65. w. ba •• iDserted pllDctuatioD. 
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have labour to earn our Daily Bread. Some of UI may perhaps 
more or leu served in His Majesty'. Service lome SiI, Eight 
or ten years In Defence of him and his Country. Now the Con
tending Nations are at Peace with each other we are send home 
to starve. Will our Masters that have discharged U8 hold with 
this t We know that it have been mentioned to our great' men 
and Ministers in Parliament by them that have Factorys how 
many poor they employ, forgetting at the lame time how many 
more the,. would employ were they to have it done by hand .. 
they used. to do. The Poor house we find full of great lurking 
Boys who could earn a Shilling a day on the SCribling horse. 
The la.t granting of Poors Rates is not collected by 800 Pounds 
or the Parish i. that behind. Five grantings of Poors Rate. 
granted I .. t year, and our Gentlemen. time is 80 took np with 
.keming Inventions to take away Poorl Labour that if a Vestry 
i. called there is hardly any Person to Attend, so we find them 
grantings i. not settled, that People is determined not to pay such 
a number of Rates, and so often I am informed by many that 
there will be a Revolution and that there is in Yorkshire about 
80 thousand in a Correspondent Society. The fresh __ ent 
of Toea and poo.. Rate. Through '0 many being put out 
of employ will .oon bring it to an Issue, if Government do not 
take it in hand Quickly for the Poor to have Plenty of Work. 
The Lord will sooner or later Punish those that wants to Abate 
the hireling in his wages. The burning of Factorya or setting fire 
to the property of People we know is not right, but St&rvation 
force. Nature to do that which he would not, nor would it reach 
his Thoughts had he sufficient Employ. We ,have tried every 
Effort to live b,. Pawning our Cloaths anel Chattlea, 80 we are 
now on the brink for the last struggle. ,Do with us and for UI as 
you would wish to be done unto that We may before we giYe up 
the Ghost Clasp our bands and lay Hobhouse for ever. 

from a Souldier 
Returned to his Wife and weeping Orphans.' 

A deputation of seven sheannen waited on July 26 on Mr. 
Jones of Bmdfonl, one of the masters who had lately set up a 
gig mill. Mr. Hobhouse was also present at the deputation. 
Mr. Jones made the fair offer not only to give work to all at 
present unemployed in the parish of Bradford (stated by them 
to be thirty in number). but' always to give a preference to 
the employment of Men of the said Parish rather than use 
Frames for the cutting or Sheering of Cloth whilst IIDY such 
men should want work'; he further promised not to do gigging 
or shearing for hire. These liberal tenns did not satisfy the 
deputation; they rejected them on behaH of the body of sheu
men • IIDd declared it was the resolution of the SheaDneo 
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throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland not to work after 
Machinery -' I 

The master clothiers of the south-west seem on the whole 
to have adopted a conciliatory and reasonable attitude_ On 
August 16, 1802, they held a meeting at Bath, at which, after 
dealing with the question of granting rewards for the dis
covery of outrages, they passed th~ following important 
resolution: I 

'Tbat for tbe Preservation of tbe Trade of tbis Part of the 
Country, it is tbe Determination of this Meeting to defend tbe 
Machinery already introduced, and any wbich, from its Utility, 
may be judged advise able hereafter to introduce into tbe Woollen 
Manuf&ctur~s, against the Attacks of any Person or Persons 
wbomsoever; tbe Manufacturers engaging to find Employ for all 
Persons in their respective Employment in some otber Brancb of 
tbe Manufacture, of wbich sucb Person .hall be capable, at ample 
and sufficient Wages, in case by tbe Introduction of Machinery the 
Services of any such Persons sball be rendered unneceasary in the 
particular Branch of the Manofacture, in which they are now or 
bave lately been employed; so long as ouch Persons shall demean 
themselves with Propriety.' 

These negotiations were poisoned like all negotiations of the 
kind by the existence of the Combination Act. On the face 
of it the offer seemed a fair one, and the workers would have 
been wise to accept it. But there was no security that the 
promise would be kept, and if the workmen wished at any 
time to discuss an apparent breach of the agreement or the 
meaning of such terms as • ample and sufficient,' the employers 
could effectually restrain them by the use of the Combination 
Act. Already, indeed, proceedings had begun against them 
under that Act and the Conspiracy Law. It is, therefore, not 
surprising that they were unwilling to surrender what they 
considered their trump card, the claim that gig mills were 
illegal, without some more definite guarantee than a promise 
of this kind. Arrests had already begun. The Law Officers 
had wished to proceed against the deputation who wai+ed on 
Mr. Jones. 

'We are of opinion' fthey wrote" 'that the Conduct of the 
Individuals who came to Mr. Jones' Aouse ",ill support an Indict
ment for a Conspiracy-and we should recommend au Indictment 

1 H.O,.4J. 65, July a6; and Committee GO South·WeIt Clothiers' Petition, 
1802'3· 

I H.O.,4J. 66, September 6. I H.O., 4J. 65.1.I,.a. 
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to be prepared and sent down to the assizes for Wiltshire eharglng 
these senn men with such Conspiracy and that Mr. Hobhouse. 
and the other persons present with Mr. Jonel should attend at 
the Assizes to go before the Grand Jury with the Bill. 

SPENCER PERCEVAL, 
THOHAS MANN&RI SUTTON.' 

Mr. Jones, however, had a more delicate sense of honour 
and he demurred to this; the seven delegates, he wrote,l had 
been promised that no advantage should be taken of their 
attendance, and hence however desirable it might be to make 
examples, ~ I shall personally become reprobated for an apparent 
deception towards these Men.' He asked that proceedings 
should at any rata be suspended. Apparently no further 
action was taken in the case of this deputation; attention was 
directed instead to the question of arresting the coriunittee 
at Trowbridge. Mr. Jones had urged the necessity 'Of this 
step and of examining all letters to and from Yorkshire-' the 
elteets of such Combinations,' he wrote, 'are more to be 
dreaded than even open Attacks.' -

The Govemment early in August sent down Mr. Read from 
London to help the justices on the spot and to find out if 
the militia were implicated.- Before his arrival, l\lr. Jones, 
who seems to have played the double part of manu
faeturer and magistrate, had arrested Thomas EIleker or 
Hilleker on the charge of buming the mill at Littleton, and 
wrote: I • I have also secured three other Men on suspicion, 
hoping one of them, after a little Confinement, may be induced 
to come forward as an Evidence.' He added that he did not 
intend to discharge'the men for some days, • believing their 
apprehension will produce a general dismay amongst these 
oltenders.' 

Mr. Jones' plan was not very suecessful: • the working 
Clothiers,' wrote Lord Pembroke, the Lord Lieutenant, • when 
once so deeply engaged as these are, are unfortunately true to 
each other.' I Mr. Read, when he reached the distriet about 
August 9, urged the magistrates to arrest the coriunittee and 
to search their houses for papers; • although I have not yet 
discovered that they have any other object in View than that 
of making better Terms with their Employers and of getting 
rid of the Gig Mills, yet it appears to me that the Club is likely 
to become a dangerous Engine, upon the present extensive 

1 H.o.,4&. 650 July 30-
• 8.0., 4&. 66, A""", So '/1;4 

• H.o.,4&. is. July .,. 
• 8.0., 4&. 66, A""", ,. 
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Plan.' I Five of the committee were secured by August 18 
and were charged under the Act of 87 Geo. m. c. 128," 
with administering an illegal oath. Their trial was fixed for 
the March Assizes. 

The Combination Act with its more summary methods 
was also called into play; temptations held out to accom
plices, wrote Mr. Read on September 1,· have hitherto 
been useless, but six shearmen were sent to gaol last week 
under the Combination Act, four for offences, the other two 
for refusing to give testimQny, • and we have had one pecuniary 
conviction for paying a Shearman to keep him out of Work. 
I am bringing forward as many Cases as I can under the Com
bination Act, and by forcing some to give Evidence against 
others, I hope to provoke some quarrels amongst them, and 
by that means to be able to bring some of their Deeds to light.' 
Twelve days later he wrote : ' • Two or more Justices meet 
daily at one or other of the Manufacturing Towns and as the 
Combination Act affords a very convenient pretext for sum
moning and examining upon Oath any suspected Persons I 
have continually some before them. It answers the double 
purpose of keeping the Magistrates at their Post and of alarm
ing the disaffected, we have six in confinement for Offences 
against the Act and three for refusing to give testimony.' 
He adds a sentence which illustrates the alternative before 
workmen against whom active magistrates chose to enforce 
the law; two men had come with money from Leeds, and he 
regrets that he did not hear about them in time for he had 
intended to have • summoned them before Two justices in 
Somerset and to have made them either perjure themselves 
or disclose their Secrets.' 

Meantime in Yorkshire the shearmen. or the croppers as 
they were called in that district, were gaining their object. 
Mr. Jones of Bradford in Wilts. it may be noticed. had not 
ceased using his gig mill. but seeing that the shearmen refused 
to cut his cloth for him after the nap had been raised in the 
mill. he introduced shearing frames. superintended by persons 
not shearmen. I In Yorkshire. on the other hand. the croppers 
not only suceeeded in preventing the erection of new gig mills. 
but even stopped those already in use. 

1 H.O., 42. 66, Auru.t 9. 
I An Act paned at the time of the Mutiny or the Nore. 
• 11.0 •• 42. 66. • liUl.. Septe .. ber '3-
I 16U1.. September 50 
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, Mr. Cookson, the Mayor of Leeds, wrote on August 21, 1802 : 1 

• The whole system upon which the ~hearmen in the West 
act, was, I am afraid engendered here, being perfectly con
genial to the threats and tone of language they use on any 
occasion attracting their hostility.' Knowing the dangers 
of their threats, he continues, • I have, within these last nine 
months by my own personal influence privately prevailed 
upon one or two Houses who meditated the adding a Gig mill, 
or a shearing Machine to their Works to desist for the present, 
or I am firmly convinced we should have had such horrid 
outrages to deplore here, as have been practised in the West. 
••• Every Class of Workmen,' he adds, ' make a common Cause 
with that of the Cloth workers and every tum out for advance 
of Wages, is supported by general contributions from almost 
every other Class.' Later on he writes' that the Yorkshire 
croppers are alarmed about the Bath meeting of August 
16, 'for they know that the use of machinery in the south
west will lead to its use in Yorkshire," or else carry away 
much trade. Within the last three weeks by threatening a 
strike the shearmen had succeeded in stopping all the gig 
mills at Huddersfleld, some of which had worked for twenty 
years. The masters yielded rather than lose the shipping 
season, • and the Law here against Gig mills is now as complete 
in affect, nay more so, than if enacted by Parliament.' 

The situation was complicated in Yorkshire by a strike of 
croppers against Mr. Gatt, the well-known woollen manufac
turer of Leeds, for apprenticing two boys who were over four
teen. The eighty croppers working for Mr. Gatt refused to 
do any more work unless he dismissed the boys. This Mr. 
Gatt refused to do, and the eighty croppers struck work, in
volving some nine hundred other workers with them. I The 
quarrel extended to other houses too. The croppers were in 
a strong position. • They are the Tyrants of the Country,' 
wrote Lord Fitzwilliam,' • their power and influence has grown 
out of their high wages, which enable them to make deposits. 

I H.O., ~. 66. • R.O., 4G. 66. 
I At the bottom of .. printed adftrWement for sheumell wanted at Leeds 

circulated in the ..... iI .. note in .titine ezpwning C how well things went in 
Yorkshire where then weft DO cic mills or Shearing Frames ud. the p:»OI' 

Man" Labour no. abrid&<od, and that if Things were to become 10 here 0""'7" 

thioc would he peace and Harmon,' (B.o., ... 66, Oetohet 31-
• H.o., 4L 66, Septemher '7 and October 31 and c-miltee on Wooll .. 

Manufac ....... lllo6, p. 04. 
• ao., ... 66, Sep ..... ber '7. 

I( 
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that puts them beyond all fear of inconvenience from mis
conduct.' The croppers' funds, in fact, enabled them to hold 
out till the masters yielded early next year. Lord Fitzwilliam's 
comments on the position of the small skilled body of work
men who acted as missionaries to other trades are interesting, 
and are written as if there were no such law as the Com
bination Act.' 

, By the reports I receive, it does not appear that the Croppers 
commit any acts of violence, nor do I know upon what principle 
the measures they adopt, and which render them so powerful can 
be restricted or even reprobated. What is objectionable in bodies 
of Men laying up in the day. of prosperity against those of 
adversity? Within these few years Parliament has .anctioned 
and enconraged the principle to the full extent of anything thele 
People appear to do.' However, I fear it will be productive of 
.erions evil hereafter. The advantage thele People derive from 
their system of combination becomes an example to every other 
branch of trade and manufacture, and the pains they take to 
disseminate their system amongst other trades, gives just cause 
for apprehension that the trouble they take in thil cause, will not 
be without its consequences. Others will do .s they have done. 
Wages will increase universally, and of consequence the prices of 
manufacture. The' question that arisea, is, How far can the 
foreign Market bear increase of price? It is an alarming incite
ment to the industry of other Nations,-there is the evil-I see 
little else to be uneasy .bout.·· 

The masters' panacea in Yorkshire was to attempt to make 
the Combination Laws more stringent, though they do not 
seem to have tried to enforce the existing laws. Lord Fitz. 
william, the Lord Lieutenant, it must be noticed, though 
lamenting the tyranny of the croppers deprecated this policy.' 

Communications between Yorkshire and the south-west con
tinued through the year 1802 partly by means of delegates, 
partly by letters. Copies of a few of the letters which were 
intercepted in the post by the authorities, survive amongst the 
Home Office Papers. The originals were sent on in order to 
prevent suspicion. It is interesting to know what the shear
men were thinking. • Gentlemen,' writes James Griffon from 
Trowbridge to George Palmer at Leeds on September 5.' 
• The two friends that you sent amongst us gave every informa
tion and council that we could desire.' The obstacles, he goes 

, R.O., 42. 70, January 30, ,So]. 
I He rclen, no doubt, to the Friendl, Society Acto of 1793 (33 Geo. ilL 

.. 54) and 1795 (35 Geo. ilL .. III). 
I lLO., .2. 66, September "7. • lLO.,.po 66. 
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on, are many, • but we hope by the blessing of God and your 
help to surmount them all, we think thst we may say thst 
excepting one or two places which is but very little consequence 
that the whole country will be harmonized.' The writer urges 
his friends to accept information only from Trowbridge. • We 
are informed that something have turned up in our favour, 
but for the truth of it we cannot say, and we hope thst some
of our friends will be at home soon,1 and those thst do remain 
will not be so cruel used as they have been. but, if it is possible 
we shall bail them out, and if so we shall give you infOl'Dl8-
tioDo ••• By Order of the Community, JAB. GBIFFON Co' 

Another packet of letters directed to George Palmer at 
Leeds I was intended for a certain Joseph Warren, a shearman, 
nephew of the James May who had been arrested as a leading 
member of the committee. Warren in fear for his own safety 
had made off to Yorkshire. • I know that you cannot come 
to me- yet,' writes Ann Waller his sweetheart, • Qn]ess you do 
mean to involve yourself in trouble and put it out of your 
Power to do any good to your Friend.' ' Your Uncle James: 
writes his mother, Pha:be Warren, 'has been used very had 
since he have been in Gaol. I hope, my Son: she adds 
cautiously, 'thst you will think on this thst a Friend in the 
Pocket is better than to trust to another.' 

Another letter comes from Charles ThOIIias, the president 
of some trade or other at Bristol, and is also directed to George 
Palmer at Leeds,: I • Gentlemen.' it runs. • we received your 
kind Letter the 11th Instant and am sorry to hear thst you 
have so many Enemies to contend with. as it must be very 
expensive to you when 60 many men is out of employ, hope 
you have had liberal supplies from most Towns in the Kingdom; 
if you should be in want we have no objection of making you 
a small remittance. Hope you will in a short time be able 
to give us an account of your baving met with good success, 
and be able to let the Merchants and Manufacturets know they 
are in the WIOIIg, and be ashamed of their nasty mean conduct. 
We shall always be happy to hear from our Brethren the Cloth 
Drmsers of Leeds, as they are a set of men which ought to 
be esteemed, and I hope is by all Trades. Gentl«-.men, wishing 
you health and Respect, I remain your most obedient, 

I Cleorly the Ill'" iu P"
lao., ... ,.., II ..... If. 

CBAlu.Es TBOKAS. PnridertL.' 

lao., ... ~ October ,. 
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William May, brother of James May, went up to Leeds late 
in the year 1802, and wrote on December 16 that he was doing 
much business with the committee; 1 that he had visited 
Huddersfield, Saddleworth, and Manchester; that it had been 
decided to pay £50 to Mr. W." before he left Leeds, and to send 
another £100 to Trowbridge by December 28. He, William 
May, had promised that £50 should be raised in the west 
by that time • in order that a Petition may be immediately 
carried into Parliament. Mr. W.,' he adds, • have received 
positive instructions to retain the first Counsel for the Trial.' 

To understand William May's references to a petition to 
Parliament it is necessary to go back a little. The activities 
of tI1e men in tI1e woollen industry tI1at summer were not 
confined to violence against gig mills. In Gloucestershire 
the weavers formed or revived an association, with Mr. Walter 
Hilton Jessop, an attorney, as President, and started a cam· 
paign against unapprenticed weavers.' Mr. Jessop issued 
notices of actions against some 150 weavers for illegally exercis
ing tI1eir trade; tI1e action was only proceeded with in one 
case against a Mr. Webb, a master clothier, for employing a 
non-apprenticed man, and this case which came up at tI1e 
August Assizes, 1802, was dropped on the understanding tI1at 
Mr. Webb would no longer employ unapprenticed weavers. 
Of the otI1er weavers about a hundred were said to have stopped 
weaving. 

Prosecutions were tI1reatened as well under tI1e statute 
of Philip and Mary for using more than tI1e prescribed 
number of looms. The shearmen of Wilts and Somerset 
also tI1reatened actions against unapprenticed men, and 
solemnly presented some gig mills as a nuisance to tI1e Grand 
Jury at tI1e Salisbury Assizes in August.' The Grand Jury 
took no action, and it was of course very doubtful whetI1er 
the gig mills were tI1e same as tI10se prohibited by Edward VL 
But the masters felt tI1emselves placed in an awkward position, 
and in order to put an end to tI1e various actions hanging over 
tI1em, applied to Parliament in tI1e autumn of 1802 for a Bill 
to suspend tI1e woollen statutes till July 1808. The statutes 
~hich tI1ey wished to have suspended were twenty-four in 

• , H.O., 42. 66 • 
• Mr. W. = Mr. Wilmot, an attorney at Bradford who acted for the mea. 
I Eyidencc on Woollen Trade BUI, Ib-3 (Mr. ]euop'. mdence), pp. 441[; 

IUd Committee on Woollen Manufactue, .806, p. 3S', 
• H.O.,420 66, September 6. 
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all, including various Acts regulating the manufacture. It 
was to promote a petition against this Bill, which would of 
course have been fatal to the men's cause, that William May was 

..seeking help in the north. The shearmen all this while were 
receiving support from a number of different trades. From 
the books that fell into the hands of the House of Commons 
Committee of 1806 it appeared' that contributions have been 
received from all descriptions of persons in 1802, clothiers, 
colliers, bricklayers, wool-sorters, from the clothiers' community, 
joiners, sawyers, Ilax-dressers, shoemakers, turnpike-men, 
cabinet-makers receipts from Manchester, patten-ring makers 
and paper-makers.' 1 

. The masters' Bill for suspending the operation of the woollen 
statutes crept through the House of Commons," but its career 
was checked at the second reading in the Lords on February 8, 
1808, when Lord Pelham (Home Secretary) asked the House. 
to dcler the second reading a month in order that the question 
of repeal could be discussed.' This rather doubtful victory 
was hailed with more joy than the occasion warranted by the 
weavers and shearmen. • Barton the weaver,' runs a letter 
of February 10, 1808, sent up by Mr. Jones,' • has written to 
his Comrades at Bradford that their Enemies are defeated, 
that praise was due to Mr. Jessop (their attorney) and that 
they had obtained a complete victory •••• ' Again on February 
11, • Some few Weavers paraded the streets of Bradford yester
day with blue Cockades, and the Bells at Trowbridge have 
been ringing most part of this morning. Barton came home 
with others in Post Chaises.' 

Early in March at the Salisbury Assizes, Thomas ElIeker 
or Billeker was capitally convicted of arson for the burning 
of Littleton mill and paid the penalty with his life. James 
May and the four other men charged with administering an 
illegal oath were acquitted. The witness, an accomplice, broke 
down. • The execution of Hilliker will, I hope,' wrote Mr. 
Read, • answer all the Ends of Public Justice.' I The disturb-

1 Committee OD WooIl ... Manufir.c:ture, 1806, p. 3SS-
• • The -ntl1 at Iaree nat mome anythiDc of its Dature,' aid the ......... 

• fIerwuds (B.O., ~ 13J, 
• See ~ R~, Fei>nwJ 8, 110]. That !be qaestioa c:aasod 

tom. arudelJ 10 the Go-..menl is aho ..... bJ. dnl\ lettulo the Lonls Liea • 
....... 1 of the olothine COIllltl .. aski"l Cor theU- opWou ... the Abject, • lett. 
which .... not .... t leal there Ibould ....... di-.. 01 opioion 0ID0"C't !be 
minis'ers (H.o.. 42· .,... IanlWJ 31. 
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ances, indeed, had ceased many '!lonths previously and the 
men were busy with their legal and Parliamentary campaign, 
though the master clothiers were seriously alanned at • the 
more than common respect' shown by the multitude of work
men at Hilleker's funeraJ.1 No breach of the peace occurred. 

The master manufacturers of the three sou th-westem cloth
ing counties petitioned in March 1808 for a Bill to repeal parts 
of thirteen Acts of Parliament, including the Acts about 
apprenticeship, gig mills, and limitation of looms.· The 
merchants and manufacturers from Yorkshire also petitioned 
on the same side, whilst the weavers, the sheannen, the occupiers 
of houses and tenements in clothing towns in Wilts, Somerset, 
and Gloucestershire, and the sheannen from the West Riding 
petitioned against the Bill. The Bill went through the Commons 
after some discussion, a but was changed in the Lords into a 
Bill suspending the statutes for a year. There was an under
standing that the whole question of the woollen laws should 
come up for final revision the next year.' 

The evidence given by the different sides in support of 
petitions for and against the Bill is voluminous and interest
ing.5 Much of it is technical. The one side says that gig 
mills strain and damage the cloth; the other side claims that 
they produce a better result than hand work; one side declares 
it takes seven years to learn weaving-i)8 one witness puts it, 
a weaver is not' compus mentis' under seven yeal'l>-the other 
puts the length of time required as under a year. The witnesses 
on the men's side include, besides weavers and sheannen, 
some small master clothiers_ All are closely questioned 
on the subject of the man's associations, and exhibit the dogged 
secretiveness engendered by the Combination Act. They 

1 Ptsrlitunnll/U7 Relil'''', April I, 1803. The Sbearmcn'. Union evidently 
gave his widow. amallaUowance (see Report on Woollen Ilanafacturc, 1806, 
P·355). 

• PtVliaJIu"t,,'7 R,gUtw, April 6, 1803. 
• See ParJiamtnltJry Rerister, March 28, April I, Apri16, April7J April 27. 

July I, 1803. 
40 See ao., 4Z. 83: undated petition of .heumen in which the,. 1&, that 

the master clothiers only obtained the mspending Act in August 1803 'under 
as your Petitioners were infOf'Dled and believe a solem. pledge and a.'i$uraoce 
that they would come forward early in the ensuing JeSIioDi with. Bill for a 
general revision and regulatiOD of the said wws.' CL letter from !lath. 
Edwarda and John Tate, iMd. 

• See Report on South-West Woollen ClothieR' Petition, 1802-3; Repotl of 
Committee on Vorbhire Woollen Petitions, 1802-3; MiDGles of E.,idence OD 

Woollen Tnde Bill, IBoa·lo 
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must in truth • either perjure themselves or disclose their 
secrets,' and they choose the former. Nothing could exceed 
their obstinacy in maintaining both the truth of their asser
tions about apprenticeship and gig mills, and their ignorance 
about recent events in Wiltshire and Gloucestexshire. The 
news of rioting or of corresponden~ between the men in .the 
south-west and in Yorkshire comes to them as new and 
interesting information. The only club they have ever heard 
of is an innocent Benefit Club. One, when hard pressed, 
admits that he belongs to • An Association, to subscrihe our 
Mites to bring this before the Honourable House of Commons. 
To bring what Y Our Case that we might not be sent to the 
Factories.' I 

In 180. there was a cllange of Ministry, and Parliament was 
too busy to pay rilUell attention to the subject of the woollen 
laws. The weavers of Gloucestexshire tried without success 
to come to an arrangement for a revising Bill with the master 
clothiers, They declared, • We the Weavers of the said County 
do solemnly declare 'that we have been and ever will be un
connected with the workmen in every other branell of the 
Woollen Manufacture.' They proposed that villages should 
be treated as towns, that those at present working should be 
unmolested, but that apprenticeship should be enforced in 
future, except in the case of the weavers' own children; that 
there should be no factories, but that the number of looms one 
man migM have should be three broad. or six narrow, or one 
broad and four narrow, or two broad and two narrow; the 
other statutes to remain unellanged.· A Bill of some sort or 
other was indeed introdueed on the subject but was shelved 
on the second reading. and a fresh suspending Bill brought in 
and carried instead. Pitt observing that • at this late period 
of the session it was impossible that the House could attend 
to the regulation of a subject of suell magnitude." Accord
ing to the sheannen he • pledged his word to the House that 
Ministers would take up the Business • early next session.' 

In lS05 the sheannen made a determined effort to obtain 
a settlement in their favour. This year the small clothiers 
of Yorkshire took an active part as well as the weavers of 
the west." A Bill favouring their cause was prepared by Mr. 

• E-oidence 011 Wooilell Trade Bill, .Sat'30 P. a6. 
• Commitlft 011 Woon... Muafao:tuft, .806, pp. 336 r. 
• ~ RfKWor, J .... '30 .804. • H,o., 4&. 83-
I R.eport of C-mi"" 011 0 __ ... ad otben' htiti ...... 80$0 
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Brooke, long their champion, by Wilberforce and Sir William 
Young.1 This Bill, whilst repealing some of the statutes 
objected to, proposed: I 

(1) To reinforce restrictions about apprenticeship with 
exemptions for those already at work: 

(2) To set a limit to the number of looms in a clothier's or 
a weaver's house: 

(3) To limit the number of spinning jennies to be used' by 
a clothier on his premises, and to limit the number 
of spindles on each jenny: 

(4) To prevent truck more efficiently. 
(5) To regulate the duties of inspectors. 
(6) To declare that the Act of Edw. VI. about gig mills 

applied to the present gig mills. 

The Yorkshire clothiers backed the Bill vigorously, 39,000 
of them petitioning in its favour.· This Bill, which would 
certainly, as its opponents pointed out, have proved a serious 
check to machinery, was withdrawn on its second reading 
(June 19) on the understanding that the matter would be 
dealt with finally in a similar Bill next year. Pitt,' though 
he could give no pledge that such a Bill should be brought 
forward, yet assured the hon. gentleman that the attention 
of parliament should certainly be drawn to the subject as early 
as possible in' the next session." Meanwhile another sus
pending Bill was rushed through both Houses. There were 
numbers of hostile petitions. Mr. Peter Moore, who opposed 
the suspending Bill, estimated that whilst there were only the 
signatures of 83 manufacturers on behalf of the Bill, its opponents 
numbered 200,000.1 Counsel was not heard against the Bill 
either in the Commons or the Lords, for the question of time 
was urgent; the previous suspending Bill expired on July I, 
and this only received its second reading in the Lords on June 
28, and the royal assent on July 2. Had there been any gap 
b~tween the two Acts many of the woollen manufacturers 
would have been liable to considerable penalties. The new 
suspending Bill instead of lasting a year was to expire on May 

1 hr/i&metUlVY Register, May 24t 1805. 
t In H.O., 42. 8], there is an undated memorandum OIl the SbearmeD'. BiU 

from which the following is taken. 
• Parlia"",,,ary Rlr-isllr.jllDe 6, ISos. 
• //Jid., JUDe 19. 1805. 
• ,6U1" June.." .80S. 
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I, 1806, a provision meant to ensure that the question would 
be finally settled early next year. 

That the Government were by no means unfriendly to the 
men's side is proved by the memoranda on the business in 
the Home Office Papers; indeed unless one bears in mind that 
the woollen trade seemed to be on a difierent basis to any other 
trade and that, as Mr. Read put it, the experience of five 
hundred years showed that some regulations were necessary,' 
it is difficult to reconcile their attitude with their dislike of 
restrictions in other trades. 

One memorandum of 1805, in what looks like the hand· 
writing of the Under Secretary, a advises that instead of repeal. 
ing the Act about gig mills the shearmen should be allowed 
to try the case at law, and then if the gig miIIs are the 
same-and the writer thinks they are not-the men should 
have their remedies. Apprenticeship the writer declares to 
be a difficult question; if IS Eliz. Co 41 continues to be sus· 
pended • mischief may arise to our manufactures, from a toQ 
general use of Labourers not properly instructed.' The 
question had better be reported on by the Committee of the 
Privy Council for Trade. The attitude of the writer on the 
question of the limitation of looms and the factory as opposed 
to the domestio system is il\,teresting; the case of the weavers, 
he writes, • merits attention, and if the principles upon which 
the use of looms is restricted to private Houses, is set aside, 
this great branch of business will as far as the Per8l1M of those 
Individuals are concerned, be carried on upon the same prin· 
ciple with Machinery-that is they will be collected in Work· 
houses, and become the hired Servants of the Manufacturer 
instead of being Housekeepers and heads of Families. But 
there seems no objection to allowing the Weavers, in their 
present state, to have as many looms in their Houses as their 
Families can work.' Another memorandum' points out that 
the question bristles with difficulties, and the writer sees • great 
objections to GoYemment taking the Measure up in the first 
Instanoe and making what is to be done IAdr _ Ad. The 
Shearmen therefore should have an Interview first with one 
of the Secretaries of the Treasury and afterwards with Mr. 
Pitt and Mr. Rose and endeavour to settle with them the 
best mode of putting the Business in a course of Investiga· 
tion and of bringing it to a speedy conclusion by a Decision 
of Parliament.' 

• H.O' .... 83- • /Jill. 
"/WI. 
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But Mr. Pitt had other things to think about, for in those 
short months the Third Coalition against Napoleon-his last 
unhappy creation-was constructed and shattered, and the 
shearmen's hopes and fears counted for little in the great 
march of events that winter. Their persistence, however, was 
unabated. No sooner was Pitt dead and the Ministry of • All 
the Talents' instaI\ed, than they began their applications 
again, this time to Lord Spencer the new Home Secretary.l 
Again in 1806 the matter was shelved and a suspending Bill 
brought in. • The two last Ministries,' wrote Lord Auckland," 
• having been unable to form any practicable opinion on this 
subject during a period of four years, we may, without taking 
shame to ourselves, recommend a further suspension to the 
next session_ •• .' Again the suspending Bill was passed, 
and again a promise given that the question should be settled 
finaIly the next year, 1807. 

In additiOn to this a Committee of the House of Commons 
was appointed to inquire into the state of the woollen manu
facture in England, and their Report, drawn up by Wilber
force," and the Minutes of Evidence taken before them give a 
most valuable picture of the industry.' The Report recom
mended the repeal of the statutes to which the masters objected. 
Wilberforce had long been a firm aIly of the smaIl clothiers in 
Yorkshire, but he had come to the conclusic;>n that their posi
tion was not seriously threatened, and that they would con
tinue to exist side by side with the factories, a forecast in which 
he was justified by events. • If the factory system,' said one 
member of the committee, James Graham, a landowner near 
Leeds, in giving evidence,' • if the factory system were to exclude 
from the country the domestic system, it would be dreadful 
indeed, for it is very pleasing in Yorkshire to see the domestic 
Clothiers living in a field, with their homestead, rather than 
shut up in a street.' Towards the shearmen the committee 
adopted a very different tone. Their Society with its com
munications between different districts was credited with 
almost un1imited power, and WIlberforce's old horror of work
men's combinations was given full rein. 

• The least of the evils to be apprehended (though an evil 

1 H.O., 42. 83. February 10. 

• IIid., February 22. Lord Au.ckland was President of the Board of Trade. 
• Smart .. Ec"",,,," -"""",Is. i. p. rz8. 
• The Report was printed July 4. 1806. 
• Committee on Woollen Manufacture, 1806, p. 445. 
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in itself abundantly sufficient to accomplish the ruin, not only 
of any particular branch of Trade. but even. of the whole 
commercial greatness of our Country) is, the progressive rise 
of Wages which among all classes of Workmen must be the in
evitable, though gradual result of such a Society's operations : 
-an evil, the fatal though more distant. and in each particular 
increase, more doubtful consequence of which it cannot be 
expected that the Workmen themselves should foresee so 
plainly. or feel so forcibly, as not to incur them, under the 
powerful temptation of a strong and immediate interest.' 1 

Dark hints are further thrown out of the political dangers of 
such societies. 

The Report of the Committee of 1806 was a death-blow to 
any hopes that the sheannen might still cherish of the pro
hibition of gig mills. Close behind the gig mills came the 
shearing frames which if generally used would. as Mr. Read had 
pointed out in 1802,· • entirely cut off the Artists in that 
branch of the Trade.' The domestic weavers and the small 
Yorkshire clothiers who, ,had built hopes on the limitation of 
looms were also disappointed, but the Report prophesied 
correctly in· their case so far at any rate as the immediate 
future was concerned." 

Although the Report of the 1806 Committee showed that 
the attempt to resuscitate the old statutes was doomed to 
failure. tl,le actual question of the woollen laws was not definitely 
settled by Parliament till 1809. In 1807 another suspending 
Bill was passed, and there were fresh petitions against it. In 
1808 yet anotlter Suspending Bill was passed. It must be 
noticed that though each suspending Act only exempted ezist
iug gig mills from prosecution, new ones were set up, which 
were indemnified by the next Act. This device ef shelving 
the question by passing one suspending Bill after anqther was 
very unfeir to the shearmen. A ratlter despairing set of 
resolutions from the eloth-womrs and shearmen of the West 
Riding of Yorkshire and Lancashire sent up to the Home 
Office in 1808' sets out • That the great question respecting 
the use of that Machine in the Woollen Manufacture, haviug 

• Committee OIl woon... M.....ractu ... 1806, P. I,. 
I H,O', .... 1i6, September S-
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been brought in so many Sessions of Parliament, the Expenses 
have greatly distressed them.' Indeed the amount of money 
spent by the woollen workers on the whole business must have 
been considerable; Mr. Jessop, the attorney, who had been 
President of the Gloucestershire Weavers' Associatien in 1808, 
said afterwards that he had spent about £1500 of the weavers' 
money in Parliamentary expenses that year without counting 
his own charges.1 In the summer of 1808, riots were feared 
in the Bradford (Wilts) district, and an employer wrote to 
the Home Office asking for troops; '. • • in the improvements 
of the Factorys,' he explains, • the misguided and evil dis
posed Shearmen erroneously fear their Interests are suffering.' I 
In 1809 the disputed question was at last settled by the Act 
49 Geo. m. c. 109, which definitely repealed the Acts and 
clauses of Acts on which the workers had built so many hopes.· 

The subsequent history of the shearmen or cloth-workers 
is a melancholy tale. Gig mills and shearing frames came 
into general use earlier in the south·west than in Yorkshire; • 
and if we may believe the writer of the Report on the South
West in 1840, owing to the briskness of trade, most of the men 
displaced by machinery found other work.s In 1816, however, 
when many extra hands returned from the war there was the 
old complaint of 1802; the journeymen cloth-workers of the 
West of England petitioned the Prince Regent for help;· they 
had hoped when peace came to return home to a trade, but find 
nothing to do, • and it is Distressing to see so many out of work 
and are now at this Present moment lying on the streets of 
Bradford and Trowbridge and its Neighbourhood and in time 
of War there was no giggs nor Frames at Trowbridge but 
sad to relate it is now Increasin Every Day.' The petitioners, 
they declare, are compelled to wish for another war. 

1 Committee on Woollen Manufacture, 1806. p. 35Q, 
I H.O., 4" 95. 
a By this Act woolleo worken were allowed to ezercise &D1 trade In an1 

place. 
• In 1806 John Tate was lent down from the Yorbbire Central Committee 

of She armeD to find out the disposition of the people in the west about Parlia
mentary proceedings, 'the principal [object] was to knoW', .. macbioety was 
more general there thaD in any other county, whether it had the IBme injurioUi 
effects, aDd whether they felt it • grievance or Dot' (Committee on Woollen 
Manufacture, 1806, p. 353) • 

• Report from Aslistant Haod·Ioom Weavenr' Commissionen. 1&40, put iL 
p.4400 I H.O., 4" 171.10.0 JO. 
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In Yorkshire the Luddite disturbances of 1812, of which 
we give a description elsewhere, were connected with the intro
duction of shearing frames, still more or less of a novelty in 
Yorkshire. Gig mills had indeed come into use in spite of 
the croppers' protests, violent or pacific, except in Leeds, 
where, as late as 18U, it was said that the manufacturers 
dared not introduce them.1 By 1817 the condition of the 
Yorkshire cloth-workers was pitiable in the extreme. A peti
tion to Parliament presented by Lord Lascelles I stated that the 
number of gig mills had increased in Yorkshire since 1806 from 
five to seventy-two; that the number of shears worked by 
machinery had increased from 100 to U62, and that among the 
shearmen only 768 were fully employed, 1"5 partly employed 
and 1170 entirely out of work. Theshearmen renewed their old 
prayers for the prohibition of the machinery that was injuring 
them. The petition by its respectful tone and • proper manner' 
drew encomiums from both Castlereagh and Brougham, the latter 
remarking that' the people were sUll sound at heart; that they 
still looked up to that House as their constitutional safeguard, 
and the grand source from which they were to expect relief.' 

The petition was ordered to lie on the table, and finding that 
this did them no good the shearmen, under Lord Lascelles' advice, 
turned their minds to an attempt to get help for emigra.,. 
tion to North America. The existing laws, as they pointed 
out, debarred them as artiflcexs in the woollen trade from 
seeking employment in other lands, even though their trade I 

had deserted them at home.1 Lord Lascelles, writing to Lord'" 
Sidmouth,' urged that the Government should help those who 
wished to go to North America.' • The restraints imposed 
by the Laws,' he wrote, • do not appear to be as necessary 
now as at the time they were made, because not only in Europe, 
but in other parts of the world, improvements in manufactures 
are no longer unknown.' Even were they allowed to go, they 
oould not pay their own 9peIISe&, so that Government aid 
was necessary. Sidmouth, however, would do nothing to help 
them. He answered curtly that both Lord Loverpool and he 
agreed that machinery could not be stopped in the woollen 

1 8.0., 4lI. 137. JUlIIUJ 04-
• See HUlAId, H_ of Com_I, Felnary II, .8'7. 
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trade, and that no special tenns could be made for the dis
placed men who wished to emigrate to the colonies.1 The 
shearmen, in fact, were left to starve as best they might. 

An improvement in the machinery for cutting cloth, in
vented about 1820 by Mr. Lewis of Brinscomb, enabled the 
masters to substitute boys for the few men still employed_" 
The • Tyrants of the Country' had indeed met with the fate 
foretold by Lord Fitzwilliam in 1802. They should be super
seded by machinery, he wrote,· for then • their consequence 
would be lost, their Banks would waste, their combinations 
would faIl to the ground, and we should hear no more of meet
ings of any sort of description.' The shearmen thus pass 
out of the pages of history. 

V.-THE WORSTED WEAVERS 

Early in tae history ot' the Yorkshi"" worsted trade the 
interests of masters and men were displayed in striking contrast 
in the passing of the curious enactments called the Worsted Acts; 
With the growth of the industry the masters complained of an 
increase of frauds among the workpeople; the woolcombers, 
it was said, embezzled, and the spinners reeled falsely. Severe 
penalties for these oHences existed on the Statute-book,' but 
the masters complained that they found it impossible to en
force them. Accordingly the worsted manufacturers of York
shire, acting in concert with those in Lancashire and Cheshire, 
succeeded in inducing Parliament in 1777 to pass two Acts, 
commonly called the Worsted Acts (17 Geo. m. Co 11, and 
17 Geo. m. c. 56). By these Acts the previous penalties 
were increased, and the manufacturers were now authorised 
to appoint a committee of twenty-seven (eighteen for York
shire, nine for Lancashire and Cheshire), and this committee 
was to appom. dispectol'S whose salaries were to be paid out 

1 B.O., 79- 3, October u. 
• Report from Assistant Hand·loom We.;.,en' Commiuionen, put ii. P. 44L 
• H. 0.,42. 66, September 27. 
, These penalties for embezzlement were: first oft'e:oce. fourteen clays' bard 

labour and a public whipping; second olIence, ODe to three mouths' hard laboar 
ODd. puhli< wbippinc. For false spUming the penalties " .... : first oll'eDce,. 
fine of from S!-. to 201.; secood otJenee, • fiDe ofErom 401. to£5; third offence, 
• mouth'. bard I.bour and • public Whipping (see u Gco. u. c. 27. aDei 14 
Goo. n1. Co 44J. It ia worth noticiDg that tb. peoalti .. for false opinDing bad 
been mad ..... -ere, beca .... offenders .."t ,onpnniahed aucI maDJ bonae 
Ind ... trioua penono were deterred hom spinning by their snaitJ. 
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of the drawback on soap employed in the, manufacture of 
wooL Seven inspectors were appointed, each in charge of a 
district, at a salary 01 £50 each. Prosecutions were under the 
direction of the committee; offenders could be convicted on 
the oath of the owner of the wool, of an inspector, or of one 
or more credible witness. 

The most drastic clause in the Acts was one in direct con· 
tradiction to the maxim that in English law a man is deemed 
innocent until guilt is proved against him. This clause gave 
two justices of the peace ~e right to grant a search warrant 
for embezzled material, before conviction, and enacted that 
if materials were found the person on whose premises they 
were found was to be deemed guilty unless he could prove 
his innocence. Constables could apprehend any person 
• reasonably suspected' of carrying embezzled stuff, and here 
again, unless the person apprehended could prove his innocence, 
he was deemed guilty. An appeal in both cases was allowed 
to Quarter Sessions. These subvelliive clauses were applied by 
the Act (17 Geo. m. Co &6) to the other textile trades, as 
well as to hats, iron, leather, and fur, but the worsted trade in 
Yorkshire was distinguished by its machinery for enforcing 
them.' In spite of this machinery, it was at first difficult to 
put the Act in force. • Justices of the Peace,' we read, • especi. 
ally in agricultural districts, until compelled by mandamus. 
refused to entertain charges against or convict upon proper 
evidence. embezzlers or faIse reelers,' I 

Apologists of the Acts maintained that prosecutions were 
carried out' prudently and without vindictiveness.' • It seems 
difBcult to believe that injustice can have been avoided.' 

The most important body of worsted weavers in the eight. 
eenth century were the 'weavem of Norwich and the neigh. 
bourhood; in spite of the gradual decay of trade and in 
spite of long periods of unemployment, they were remarkably 
sucoessfuI in keeping up their rates of wages. In the pros. 
perous days of Norwich they were a weIl-organised body like 
the woolcombers and like the wooIlen weavem of the south
west, attracting the attention of Parliament by their combina· 
tions. and maintaining a certain standard of living, described 

• J ....... Hi.." ". W-..I.II~ P. _ sa,. the 1IIOIIII6r.chua 
of lOme Midland C .... ti .. followed their _pie _.-. 

• Jam ... y. nl., P. ,gil. 
• J ....... y. nl., P. 09S I of. Baines, y-.ar, hJt _~, p. 677. 
• TheM iallil1 inro.... So<: no w.., y-&o.t. 18'7, p. ~ 
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in the report • that every weaver of any character made a 
point of having a goose, or some equivalent, lor his Sunday 
dinner.' 1 They worked hard for their goose. • One remark
able feature of the city noticed by all observers, was the still
ness of the streets by day and night. The weavers and their 
families kept at home, and when drawn forth by a fine Sunday 
or holiday, the chairing of a member, or some Mouaelwld hoax, 
people wondered where they all came from.' I This busy 
silence was a marked characteristic of Norwich. 

It is impossible to trace the fortunes of the Norwich weavers 
in all their vicissitudes. We hear little, for example, of the 
introduction of the flying shutLle. In Essex it was said to 
have been introduced about 1750, and Arthur Young mentions 
it as in use for Colchester baize in 178... In Yorkshire, on 
the other hand, the fly shuttle was very little used by worsted 
weavers till after 1800, when the invention of the false reed or 
slay, added to an improvement in the quality of mill-spun yam 
which was no longer so liable to break, overcame the preju
dices against it.' The use of the fly shuttle in Yorkshire clearly 
increased the earnings of worsted weavers. • The Spring 
Shuttle was the Weavers' Invention,' said a witness in 1808, 
and he explained that as the prices had not been lowered the 
weavers received all the advantage. A witness in 1888 stated 
that whereas before 1800 he had made about 6s. a week, after 
that time he earned from 125. 9d. to 178." 

It is sometimes asserted that the worsted trade was originally 
'introduced into Yorkshire from the south because wages were 
lower in the north and the weavers could live on oatmeal." 
But as James points out.' by the time Arthur Young took his six 
months' tour through the North of England in 1768, wages 
in Leeds were higher than those in Norwich, and Eden in 1796 
even suggests that .the low wages in Norwich are one of the 
causes of the decline of the trade'." But though the wages 
were low; it was only by organisation that the weavers 
prevented them from falling lower. Their general policy in 
the Norwich district was to refuse red~ctions of prices even 

1 ]ame., #po ei/., p. 26,. • James.~. dI., p. t62. 
• ,Anll4u ,,/ Arricu/lun, ii. p. loS, and rr. p. 261. 
t James, #p. N., p. 356. 
• See Report of Committee on Yorkshire Woollen PetitiODlt 180,-,1 

(NalbaDiel Murplroyd); and Jam .. , ~. m., p. 480. 
• James, 'fI- cit. J p. S86. Jamea, however, OD p. 200 doubt. it. 
, Jam.., ~ . • iI., p. 291. 
• Eden, Siol. "Ilu p..,., 1797, yol. ii. P. 478. 
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when work was slack, preferring no work to work at reduced 
rates. During the French ;war the scale of pay was raised and 
this 8ca1e was maintained till IS29.1 One of the Norwich 
masters, before the Commission on Hand-loom Weavers in 
IS'l), lamented this policy as handicapping the Norwich trade. 
It would be better, he suggested, if the masters were free to 
reduce wages in slack times rather than be forced to keep up 
the rates and 80 tum wqrkmen off when trade was bad." The 
example of the cotton trade, it might be remarked, was not 
an argument in favour of this change of policy. 

Of the position held by the .weavera in Norwich one illus
tration will suffice. In IS22 the manufacturers agreed on and 
announced a reduction of wages. The weavers at once took 
conoerted action and asked for a deputation to be received by 
the manufacturers at the Guildh&ll.. It was agreed to receive 
a deputation of twelve, and whilst these twelve were confer
ring with the masters, the crowd behaved in a very violent 
manner, attacking an unpopular master, and beating and kick
ing him. The military were called in, but &II distu.rbances were 
ended by a declaration from the Guildhall balcony that the 
masters had consented to the old prices, a declaration received 
with ' thundering shouts of joy and elrultation.' The masters 
had not been an unanimous body, for the men's hero, Mr. 
Arthur Beloe, himself a manufacturer who had lately estab
lished a faetory, was strongly against the reduction and ridi
culed the fear of competition with Yorkshire. 'I do not 
feel afraid of competing with the Yorkihireman. though he 
may be paying a penny or two per dozen less than we are.' I 

Individual workmen or bodies of workmen were no doubt 
prevented from acoepting work at lower rates by the know
ledge that their fellow workmen were streng enough to show 
their sharp displeasure. Wymondham came to attack Ashwell
thorpe in IS27 because Ashwellthorpe was taking work at 
reduced rates. t In protesting against new machinery they were 
not less violent, and the power-loom was not introduced into 
Norwich till after our period. How little the system of ' shop 
looms' had been introduced into Norwich is shown by the 
remarkable figures in the Hand-loom WeavelS' Commission 

• Reportl f ..... AIIist •• t Hana.loom W." ... • CommisoiOll .... 'Il400 part u. 
.p. 311. 

I R.eport froID. Hand~1oom. WeaYers' Commissioners. 1841, p. 3S~ 
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Report of 1840. Out of the 4054 looms at work in Norwich, 
8898 were in the weavers' own homes, and of these, 2890 were 
in houses where there were either one or two looms only.' 

James, after commenting on the lack of enterprise shown by 
the Norwich manufacturers in the introduction of machinery, 
adds: • Again, there existed a strong party spirit in the city, 
and neither party durst introduce machinery in dread of 
offending the bulk of the citizens, who with a short sightedness 
which has been extremely injurious to their interest, were 
violently opposed to the use of spinning and weaving machines, 
and as before seen, this opposition sometimes occasioned 
dangerous riots in the city_ ••• In truth for anyone at this 
period to attempt to set up machinery in Norwich, was to 
ventute his life.' I 

It must not be supposed that the introduction of power
looms into the West Riding was an easy matter. There also 
the weavers fought against this menace to their livelihood. 
The earliest power-loom for worsteds was sent secretly by a 
manufacturer in 1822 from Bradford to Shipley, where he 
hoped that it might be worked without attracting notice. 
nut no sooner had it arrived and begun to work, than the bell
man was sent round to the neighbouring villages, whence the 
weavers issued in force, surrounded the mill, destroyed the 
loom,and carried its remains round in triumph.' Their triumph 
only lasted two years, for in 1824 Messrs. Horsfall and other 
firms established power-looms in Bradford and elsewhere. In 
1826, when the fury against power-looms spread from the 
starving cotton weavers in Lancashire to the starving worsted 
weavers of Bradford, Horsfall's mill with its power-looms was 
the object of a bitter attack. This attack followed a meeting 
at Fairweather Green on May 8, called by some woolcombers 
and stuff weavers. The terms of the notice are curious : 

• ,At the suggestion of some of our employers, we, the Wool
combers and Stuff-weavers of Bradford and its vicinity, hereby 
convene a meeting ••• to take into consideration the present 
unparalleled distress and famishing state of the operatives, 
and if possible, to devise some prompt and effectual means 
to afford them relief • 

• A numerous attendance is particularly requested.' ' 
I Report from Asmtant Hand-100m Weaven' Commissioners, -&to. part iL 
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There were no speakers or leaders at the meeting, and the 
mob marched to attack Messrs. Horsfall's mill. The mill was 
garrisoned by ten of Horsfall's men and thirty .soldiers, ten 
of them dragoons and the other twenty members of the recruit· 
ing staff at Leeds. The mob attacked the windows with stones 
and tried to force an entrance, but failed to do so, owing to 
the iron bars fixed in front. The garrison, however, thought 
that they were making their way in and fired, killing a youth 
of eighteen and a boy of thirteen. A magistrate came np aftel'
wards and read the Riot Act, and finally two troops of the 
Yorkshire Hussars were called in to restore order. Two rioters 
were afterwards tried at the York Assizes. One was acquitted, 
the other, John Holdsworth, who had demanded of the magis
trate, Colonel Temple, • What are we to do' Are we to starve!' 
was found guilty but his life was spared.' 

The coming of the powel'-loom meant that the hand·loom 
weaver must starve or seek other work: year after year more 
work was done by power, less by hand, till in 1888 the 140,000 
hand-loom worsted weavers left in the Bradford district were 
making on an average only 6s. or 780 a week. • 

n.-TIm WOOLCOJOlEBS 

The woolcombers may be called the aristoeracy of the 
worsted workers. An ancient, skilled, select, and well-organised 
hody whose insubordinate conduct gave much trouble to 
their employers, they form an example of a trade that was . 
long able by comhination to keep up ita wages, but was 
ultimately destroyed by the coming of machinery. Before 
worsted ean be spun the fibres of the wool must be laid in a 
parallel direction, and this work used to be performed by the 
woolcombers, wll.ose stock in trade was two hand-combs with 
two or three rows of teeth apiece, a stove at which to heat the 
eombs, and a post on which to fix one of them. The work was 
hard and skilled, the atmospltere in which it was done was 
generally vitiated by the fumes of the stove. The woolcombers 
themselves have been described as • a well-informed class • • • 
memorable for strikes and general improvidence. and strongly 
impregnated with political doctrines of the democratic school' • 

1 For au ac:count of the attack see A".....JRqisIw. t8z6; C~I pp. 7.t. 
aDd Appeodiz to C'-"Ir, PI'- 3' t; J_" dL, P. 599; also 1Mb 
MIf'<W'7. Jul7 .s,.8a6. . 

• Ja ........ <it., p..8a. • J ......... dL. P. 5S9-
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It was the action of the woolcombers, this formidable class 
of workmen, and the worsted weavers that led the Norwich 
masters and merchants to ,take measures to obtain the Act 
of Parliament in i726 • to prevent unlawful Combinations of 
workmen employed in Woollen Manufactures, and for better 
Payment of their Wages.' I But the laws had little effect on 
their actions, and in a notable strike at Norwich in August 
1752 they quarrelled with their masters on the subject of the 
employment of one Trye, whom they declared to be not only 
a • colt' • but a thief. They left work until he was discharged 
and sent agents to different parts of the kingdom to prevent 
other woolcombers from taking their places. They themselves 
• retired from the city to a heath about three miles off called 
Rackheath, ,where they erected booths, and about three 
hundred of them being supported by purse clubs lived without 
any irregularities.' After severa! weeks of camping out they 
won their point and returned to work. I 

With the growth of the worsted industry in the West Riding 
the number of woolcombers increased,' and like their fellows 
in Norwich, some of whom had no doubt come up to York
shire, they proved themselves in their employers' eyes • a 
turbulent, ill-ordered class,' organised in clubs with strict 
rules for all who followed their craft. A 

The first blow at their independence was struck when Cart
wrigbJ:, the investor of the power-loom, devised a machine for 
combing wool. His first two patents were taken out in 1790, 
his third in 1792. His machine, which was called • Big Ben' 
after a prize-fighter of the day, caused great consternation 
amongst the combers, a consternation that was premature, 
for the invention, ingenious though it was, required, like the 
power-loom, improvements from many other minds before it 
superseded hand labour. Employers however, here and there, 
began to set up • Big Bens,' and the worsted manufacturers 
in the south-west seem to have set the example. Some other 
ne~ inventions for woolcombing were patented just after 
Cartwright's, including one by William Toplis of Cuckney, 
Nottingham. In April 1798 a meeting of woolcombers was held 
at Bradninch, near CuJlompton, to take into consideration this 
new and serious evil that threatened annihilation to the wool
combers, 70,000 of whom, they declared, woul~ be reduced to 

• 12 Geo. I. c. 34. 
• A • colt' was • man who Iwi Dot tened • regulu apprenticeship. 
• I am.., oj. <iI., pp. 06a £ • IWI., P. 322. 
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poverty. It was resolved that land holders and others be 
requested to petition Parliament for the abolition of this 
machinery.' • 

In the early months of 179. the woolcombers marshalled 
their forces to oppose the introduction of machinery. Petitions 
poured into Parliament against the new machinery from Bam
staple, from New Sarum and Exeter, from Somerset, from 
Plymouth, from Tiverton; from Devonshire, from London, 
from Honiton, from Wilton, from Ashburton, from Tavistock, 
from Southwark, from Kidderminster and Bro"msgrove, from 
Coventry and Atherstone, from Cornwall, from Warwick, from 
the North Riding of Yorkshire, from the County and City of 
Durham, from Ripon, and from Leicester.-

The Barnstable petitioners I . 

'beg leave to state to the Houl'; thatbytbe fnventionand Practice 
of a Machine for the combing of Wool which diminishes Labour 
to an alarming Degree, the Petitioners entertain serious and just 
fears that themselves and Families will speedily become a uReless 
and heavy Burthen to the State; That it appears to the Petitioners 
that One Machine only, with the asaistance of One Person and 
Four or Five Children, will perform aa much Labour as Thirty 
Men in the customary Manual Manner .•.. That tbe Machines, 
of which the Petitioners complain, are rapidly multiplying 
throughout the Kingdom. the pernicious Effects of which have 
already been lensibly felt by the Petitioners, numbers of wbom 
thereby are In .. ant of Occupation and Food; and tbat it is with 
the mOlt heartfelt sorrow and anguish the Petitioners anticipate 
tbat fast approaching period of Consummate Wretchedness and 
Poverty. when Fifty Thousand of the Petitioners, together with 
their diatressed families, by a lucrative Monopoly of the Means of 
earning their Bread. will be Inevitahly compelled to leek Relief 
from their leverai Parish.,.,' 

Several of the petitions draw attention to the difference 
between the introduction of machinery into trades capable 
of expansion and into the woollen trade where the raw material 
is limited; for ezample the Leicester woolcombers state: I 

' ••• In other departments of Trade. wherein Machines haYe 
conduced to the Extension of the Wealth and Commerce of the 
Nation, the Raw Matenal haa heen capable of inde6nite Increase, 
whereas the Growth of Wool is definite, and neYer eqnala the 

I H.o..42. IS. 
I B_YC--;-' 17940 raDlIUJ. FebruarJ. ""d ~ 
I IW..1794.1 ....... 11 ... 
• IW.. 17940 Karch 31. 
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Ability of tbe Woolcombers to manufacture, and therefore any 
sudden and unexplored Diminution of the Quantity of Manual 
Labour will reduce the Petitioners to a state of the most wretched 
Poverty, and be attended witb tbe most calamitous Consequences 
to tbeir Wives, Children and nomeroDS Apprentices.' 

In contrast tn these appeals from men alarmed lest their 
property in a skilled and well-paid trade should be taken 
from them, it is interesting tn read the petition of William 
Toplis, the worsted manufacturer of Cuckney in Nottingham, 
with its complaints of the clubs or societies of the woolcombers 
and its fears of foreign competition.' He states : 

'That, for several Years past, the Petitioner has employed from 
100 to 150 Woolcombers in combing Wool"which be has spun 
into Worsted Yam by Machinery, and that, experiencing great 
Inconveniences from the Inadequate Number of Woolcombers 
for the Purpoles of Trade, when the same is extensive and 
flourishing, and from their irregular and improper Conduct in 
forming themselves into Societies and Combinations, the Petitioner, 
after great Labour and Stody, invented a Machine for combing 
wool, to be worked by Water, and for the Exclusive Use and 
Exercise of which the Petitioner on the 8th day of June 1793, 
obtained His Majesty'. Letters Patent for a Term of Fourteen 
Years, and by the Machines invented by the Petitioner Wool can 
be combed as well as by Hand, and with a great Saving of Manual 
Labour and Expence, "hereby the Worsted Yam, and the Good. 
manufactured from it are produced botb better in Quality and 
cbeaper: That in tbe Year 1792, wben the Worsted Manufactory 
was carried on to a greater Extent than at present, the Wool
combers in .ome Parts of tbe Kingdom were found insufficient to 
comb the Wool wanted, and they are formed into Clubs or 
Societies in different Parts, and govemed by La .... or Rules of 
their own, by wbicb they are restrained from taking Apprentices 
(except tbeir Eldest Son.) or extending their Number by instruct
ing the Apprentices or Servanta of their Employers; that many 
of them are Single Men, and lead Itinerant Lives, travelling from 
One Part of the Kingdom to anotber, and aeldom ... ork half their 
Time; that tbe,Woolcombers employed by the Petitioner can, 
npon an Average, cam from Twenty-five to Twenty-eight Sbillings 
per Week, when they chuse to work every Day, wheress the 
Average Wage. paid to them seldom exceed Teo Shillings per 
Week, and tbis DiffereDce arises &olely from their refusing to do 
more Work. and not from its being withheld from them: That by 
Mean. of the Societies or Clubs formed by the Woolcombers in all 
the Manufactoring Parts of the Country. the Mannfacturers are 
entirely ... t the Me.." of their Combers, and must pay them ... hat-

I H_.fC.-/........J, 17940 March 3'-
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ever Wages they demand, particularly when Trade is in a 1I0urisb
ing State, insomuch that if a Manufacturer displeases one Wool· 
comber all the others either quit his Service entirely, or until he 
appeases the offended Member, and no other Woolcomber will 
work for him 80 long as he continues under the Displeasure of any 
of the Members of their Society: Tbat there are various Societies 
independent of, and who refuse to mix or work with each other, 
so that a Yorklhi", or I.tmctulti", W oolcomber could not obtain 
Employment amongst the Midland Woolcombers, whose Chief 
Society or Club is held in Leictoler./A",; and that the· Use of 
Machines for combing Wool will reduce the Quantity of Manual 
Labour consumed in the Fabrication of Worsted Goods, and con
sequently enable the Manufacturer to bring them to Market at a 
lower Price, and to undersell the Manufacturers of other Countries, 
and the Petitioner submits to the House, that the Principle upon 
which the Woolcombers oppose the Use of Machiue. in combing 
Wool would equally apply to restrain or prohibit every other 
Species of Manufacturing Machinery, as the Object of all such 
Machinery ia the reduction of Manual Labour, and without it 
the Manufacturers of Groat BriJoin could not support a successful 
Competition with those of other Countries, and the Objection 
made by the Woolcombers to the Use of combing Machines would 
equally apply to all the Machinery used in the preparing and 
.pinning of Cotton, Worsted, and Woollen Yam, and Silk, and in 
weaving, printing, and dreSling, many of the most valuable 
Manufactures in this Country; and that, in addition to these 
Considerations, the House will recollect that all the Inventions 
and Improvements in the Manufactures of Groat BriJoi.. are 
adopted and Imltsted in other Countries, and, if the House should 
In any Degree restrain the Use of Manufacturing Machinery, It 
would enable Foreigners by the Use of them to undersell the 
BrilUA Manufacturers: And therefore praying, That in Case the 
House shall ~d to take the Petitions of the Woolcombers 
Into Consideration, it will, at the same Time, also take the 
Petitioner', Case into Consideration, and ~ Occ:asion should 
require) the Petitioner may be heard, by h' , or by hi. Counse1, 
at the Bar of the Honse, and may be permitted to adduce Evi
dence in support of the Allegstions contained in this Petition.' 

In spite of Mr. Toplis the woolcombem were strong enough 
to get a Bill introduced into Parliament in 17941 to protect 
them • from being inju!ed in their manufactwe by the use 
of eertain machines.' 1 WooIcombem from all districts joined 
to defray the apenses, which were very heavy. The York
shire Womted Committee was active OIl the other side, and 
a petition against the Bill was presented by the worsted 
manufacturem of Yorkshire, Lancashire, and Clteshire. The 

I H ..... " c--,-. 1794. April a. 
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Bill was defeated on its second reading on May 9 by 67 votes 
to lI4.1 Next year (1795) the woolcombers were given a certain 
relief by an Aet which relaxed /) Eliz. c. , in their favour, 
allowing them to exercise any' Trade or Business which 
they are apt and able for, in any Town or Plaee witbin this 
Kingdom.' I 

III the west of England the woolcombers were said to tum 
their thoughts to the destruction of machinery, darkly hinting 
that these machines should share the fate of the Albion milIs.· 
• The Mine~,' we read,' 'who work on Mendip in Somerset
shire have already offered their services to destroy the Machine 
that is at Twarton near Bath.' These friendly services, how
ever, do not seem to have been accepted; perhaps the combers 
were beginning to realise the fact that the superiority of their 
work would protect them against the machines already hi· 
troduced. For may years indeed the woolcombers main
tained their aristocratic position amongst the working classes, 
a position described by Lieut.-General Simcoe in his re
ports to the Home Office on the" food riots in the Exeter 
and Tiverton district in 1801 "_, they both were certainly 
directed by inferior Tradesmen, Wool-combers and Dis
senters, who keep aloof, but by their language and immediate 
influence, govem the lower classes •••• The numerous 
association of Wool-combers (who as they boast consist of 
sixty thousand persons in different parts of the Kingdom) 
being for the most part Dissenters are the just objects of 
attention to Government, and to those who support the 
constitution of Great Britain against Republican machina
tions.' 

- So weJJ organised were the woolcombers that they seem 
to have been no more troubled by the Combination Aet 
than by the previous Act to put down combination in their 
own trade. In 1812 a document was sent up to the"Home 
Office,' respecting a Congress of Woolcombers to be held in 
August in Coventry, at which it was hoped that divisions 
in the ranks would be closed up, by the adoption of some 
forty-four articles. It is interesting to note that one of the 

1 H,us, 1/ c.",,,,.m J.",.,,(I/. 1794. Mar 9-
• 35 Geo. I1t. Co 124. An es:ceplioD wu made i.D the cue of ~xford aad 

Cambrjdge. where they were not to act up as nomen or sell wine or liqaon 
without the leave or the Vu:e·ChanceUor .. 

• The AlbioD mill. in Soutbwark were bumt down in 1791. 
• H.O., 42. 30. YaJ 18. • H.O., 42. 61. March 11. 
• H.O.,.p. 130, December fa. 
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articles pledged the Union to help any master in a remote 
district to procure a regular supply of labour. The Law 
Officers when appealed to on the question of prosecuting the 
woolcombers were not encouraging: 'These combinations are 
mischievous and dangerous, but it is very difficult to know 
how to deal with them.' I 

Luck tumed against the woolcombers in 1825. The year 
began. with rejoicings and ended in calamity. Every ·seven 
years it was the custom to hold woolcombers' celebrations, 
called Bishop Blaize Festivals in honour of their patron saint, 
whose flesh had been tom from him by iron combs in the 
second century "',1). In 1825 the festival in Bradford (Yorks), 
now the recognised centre of the worsted industry,' 'was of 
a specially imposing character. Jason, Medea, the King, 
the Queen, and Bishop Blaize, with their numerous retinue, 
went in solemn procession through the streets, and the whole 
town gave itself up' to celebrating its prosperity. A few 
months later began a deadly struggle between the woolcombers 
and weavers on one side and their employers on the other. 
The woolcombers not only wanted certain anomalies in pay
ment abolished, but demanded a share in the increased pros
perity of trade in the shape of higher wages. In the previous 
autumn they had persuaded the weavers to join with them 
in a Union, an interesting instance of combination between 
workers receiving different rates of pay. Estimates of combers.~ 
earnings varied very much. Tester, the secretary of the 
Union, put them at 1M. to ISs. a week for working from 
, .... 11. to 10 P.Il. In reply to this it was alleged that 
comb shops opened at 15 .... 11. and shut at 8 P.Il., and that 
Tester himself had eamed about !ISs. a weet." No doubt 
the payment for differen~ kinds of work varied very much and 
this was one of the grievances. The weavers adsnittedly made 
only lOs. to 128. The weaVt;Jll lite the combers demanded 
an increase in pay. 

A conference between masters and men early in June was 
fruitless. The men then struck against three firms in Brad
ford. Next day, June 8, fifty masters met and pledged them-

I R.O.,.1. 130> December .,. 
I It was calculated that aD ua lOud Bradfant within • radi .. or sis ..u. 
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'Ives not to employ any comber or weaver belonging to 
the Union. The masters further dismissed children employed 
in their mills whose parents were in the Union or refused 
~ repudiate it.' For twenty-two weeks the struggle went 
on; it was estimated that quite twenty thousand workers 
were unemployed. 

The strikers all this time were being supported by contri
butions from outside. The repeal of the Combination Act 
had of course made this possible. - From all over the country 
money was subscribed. The masters did their best to cut off 
supplies by inducing the employers in other worsted towns 
to dismiss their Union combers and weavers. The Halifax 
worsted weavers declared that they would not submit to such 
• unprincipled oppression' from their masters; • they were 
resolved not to be their absolute slaves, or to suffer themselves, 
their wives and children, to remain in the abject and degraded 
condition of irrational animals, but to enjoy that share of 
happiness and mental improvement designed for them by that 
gracious Providence which had placed them here as proba
tioners for another and a better world.' I The commi ttees 
for taising subscriptions in other towns redoubled their efforts ; 
thus the Committee of Trades in Newcastle urged • every 
Mechanic, Artisan and others interested in the common Weal,' 
to belp their fellow workmen at Bradford. • We view with 
the utmost Degree of Contempt,' so ran their manifesto,' 
• the unmanly conduct of the- Master Worsted Manufacturers 
of Bradford, Keighley, Halifax and Darlington, in expelling 
the Workmen from their employ who belonged to or sup
ported any Union, which had for its Object the Protection 
of Wages • 

• That as a Combination exists amongst the Employers 
of almost every Branch of Business, for the Purpose of regn
Iating the Wages of the labouring Classes agreeable to their 
own Wishes, we, therefore, recommend GOOD FELLOWSHll' 

amongst every Class of Workmen, as the only safe guard 
to protect our undoubted and natural Rights.' 

Good fellowship all over the country responded through 
the strike to the extent of subscribing some £20,000,' a tan
gible proof of the outburst of enthusiasm and hope amongst 
the working classes in 1825. But even £20,000 does not 

J Burnley, Bisillry tlf IY.,/ tmtI WtNlktJm"j"r. p. 167. 
• Burnley, •. cit., p. 172. • H.O .• 400 18, October 29-
.. J.mel, _,. til" p. 406. 
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go far when many thousands of workers are without wages 
week after week. The Union funds were further drained by 
the necessity of supporting the woolcombers from the neigh
bourhood who had been locked out for belonging to the Union. 
All the strike went on the conditions of trade altered; depression 
sucoeeded activity; the masters were less eager to begin work 
again and demanded unconditional surrender. Finally, early 
in November, the men crept back to work as best they could, 
on the muters' terms, but when all the hands needed by 
the muters were supplied there were 1700 left without 
work. 

In spite of the sufferings during.the strike there had been 
no violence or outrage of any kind. 

The dogged resistance of the woolcombers tumed the 
muters' thoughts towards machinery. Although • for the 
first forty years of this century the hand-comber held the 
position of being able to produce better combings than any 
machine that had been invented,' I yet he never recovered 
his position, and by 1882 his condition wu so miserable 
that it wu considered a mockery to hold the Bishop Blaize 
celebrations. Another strike, that same year, at the Dolphin 
Holme Mill near Lancaster, ended in disBBter.1 The combers 
lingered for many years competing with machinery, and as 
the machine. improved their wages decreued. Their extinc
tion it is said WB8 practically accomplished by the display 
of woolcombing machinery at the Great Ezhihition of 18l11.' 
The lament of a dying industry is contained in the address to' 
the Bradford Masters in 18"': a • Our homes, which were 
not many years ago the abodes Or comfort and domestic 
enjoyment have now in consequence of the frequent reduc
tions in our wages and other alterations in the sorts, become 
the dwelling places of misery and receptacles of wretched
ness. ••• We are compelled to work from fourteen to six
teen hours per day, and with all this sweat and toil we are 
not able to procure suftlcient of the necessaries of life where
with to subsist on. When we leave off work at night our 
sensorial power is wom out with fatigue: we have no energy 
left to exert in any useful object or domestic duty: we are 
only lit for sleep or sensual indulgence, the only alternations 
our leisure mows: we have no moral elasticity to enable us 
to resist the seductions of appetite or sloth: no heart tor 

• Rumle,." <iI., p- '44-
• Rumler, .. <fl., p- .85· 

• J ........ <fI..P-41S-
• 1IumIq,. tiL, PP- .76 t 
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rcgulating our households, superintending our family concerns, 
or enforcing economy in our domestic arrangements; no 
power or capability to rise above our circumstances or better 
our condition; we have no time to be wise, no leisure to be 
good: we are sunken, debilitated, depressed, emasculated, 
unnerved for effort; incapable of virtue, unfit for anything 
which is calculated to be of any benefit to us at present or 
any future period.' 



CHAPTER VII 

THE SPITALFIELDS SILKWEA VEBS 

TuB silk industry in England, unlike the other textile in
dustries, was an • exotic trade.' I It was strictly protected. 
and although there was II good deal of smuggling of foreign 
silks' the main bulk of the silks used in England were 
of home manufacture. The chief centre of the industry in 
the middle of the eighteenth century was Spitalfields. and the 
Spitalfields silk weavers alone amongst textile workers obtained 
an Act for regulating their wages. Before the Spitalfields 
Act, as it was called, was passed in 1778, Spitalfields was the 
scene of constant rioting and confusion. The passing of the 
Act brought peace and there were no more damaged looms or 
spoilt pieces of silk. The journeymen weavers were bold, 
determined, and strongly organised. I In 176B, their masters 
petitioned the Government for military aid, stating that the 
men wished • to increase the Prices of their Labour, according 
to certain sums inserted in II Book, which they have caused 
to be printed and delivered to each Master." The increase 
was refused and the weavers took to violence; • masked and 
disguised in Sailors Hahits and otherwise, and armed with 
Cutlasses and other Dangerous Weapons,' they proceeded to 
cut and destroy the silk in looms, and the looms themselves, 
to ilItreat the journeymen who refused to join them, and to 
parade the streets with the etIIgy of an unpopular master in 
to cart, • with to halter about his neck, an executioner on one 
side, and II cofIin on the otlaer.· The efIlgy was solemnly 
hung and burnt before they dispersed.- A detachment of 

l See Cunamebam, c ... tA " Elf&iiri 1"h7 _ c.._. it p. 636-
• So atrooc w .. the fashionable ..... j.dice ia r.. .... , of ramen utiel .. that 

English 1D.l.Dufacturen would own send their roods do ... to the coast to be solei 
as French "",,"led products (see A.....J Ilqist .... • h4. p. 77). 

.. In '769, tb. Commit_ of Sillt W .. 'OerS were ton'eSp<lIIIIiDa wIIIt the 
joomOJUl'" silIt _ftn ia D.blin. Tbe ...... report«l the ....... of _ 
muten to be 'Uke adamant' (H_Q. Dom.. E. a, 14S). 

• Ii.o. Dam. E.B.. '94- • ,,_Ilqistor. 17630 P. lOS. 
M 
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guards was sent to SpitaIfields and overawed the weavers 
for the time. 

In 1765 the journeymen weavers gave another exhibition of 
their strength: • conceiving themselves greatly injured by the 
too free use of French and other wrought silks,' they induced 
Parliament to pass a Bill totally prohibiting their import.' 
The weavers with their wives and children assembled in 
their thousands in Spitalfields and Moorfields," accompanied 
by drums and • arrayed under such colours as might not only 
contribute to keep them together, but remind themselves 
and acquaint the public with the supposed causes of that 
distress, which their pallid looks and emaciated carcases 
made sufficiently evident,' and they marched to St. James 
and Westminster Hall, which they surrounded. • They even 
stopt several of the members in their chairs and coaches: 
and though it was only to beseech them in the humblest 
terms to pity their wretched condition, so unusual a step, 
considering the reports spread of the weavers of the inland 
towns and their dependents in trade coming up to join their 
distressed brethren in London, could not fail of creating the 
most alarming apprehensions for the public tranquillity. 
For had this once happened, or had these aftlicted members, 
instead of seeking redress from the head, taken upon them 
to redress themselves, there is no telling how far the flame 
might have spread, or what ravages it might have made 
before it could be extinguished. But, providentially, their 
rage, which was prevented from breaking out into greater 
outrages by a mild yet steady exertion of the civil power, 
assisted by the military' spent itself in besetting the house of 
a nobleman, suspected of favouring French silks, and in break
ing a few windows, and was appeased by a subscription for 
their relief, a promise from the silk mercers to countermand 
their oniers for foreigu goods, and finally by the passing 
of the Protective Act. 

In 1769 serious riots broke out in August and lasted till 
October.· The handkerchief weavers were the leaders in 
this outbreak, and they instituted a subscription of 6d. or 
~. a loom. In cases where the rate of payment was un
satisfactory, or where the masters would not allow their 
men to pay the subscription, the work in the looms was 
cut. Th, master weavers published a notice announcing' that 

), 5 Geo. III. Co .s. • 44",,,,111 Rqr,'ster, 1765. p. 41 . 
• For papen quoted see S.P. DoDl., Geo. nt. .01. "ii. 
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we will support the journeymen in all their just rights, and 
will pay them their full prices, it being our unanimous detel'o 
mination to give an equal attention to their interest as to our 
own,' and Sir John Fielding, the blind magistrate, Henry 
Fielding's half-brother, issued notices of rewards for the appre
hension of fourteen miscreants,l but neither notice prodl1ced 
any result. 

Sir John Fielding played a prominent part in the attempt 
to check these disturbances. On September 28 he urged 
the Government to send two companies of the Guards with 
some • sensible discreet officers,' to be quartered in public 
houses. Nothing but vigorous action • can check the present 
Outrages,' and, he added, • nothing can prevent them for 
the future but an Act of Parliament, giving a elearer Authority 
to the Magistrates to settle the Wages between these Manu
facturers and their Journeymen.' He had himself attempted 
to set the Elizabethan Act in motion; masters and men had 
agreed on prices and had on his advice petitioned' the Session 
at Hicb Hall to establish the Prices so mutually agreed to 
by Law, but the Magistrates then differing in Opinion rela
tive to the Act of Parliament this matter was unfortunately 
defeated.' Soldiers were sent to Spital1ields. One of the 
masters had handed to the Magistrates a paper he had received 
which ran as follows I • Mr. Hill, You are desired to send the 
full Donation of all your Loombs to the Dolphin in Cock Lane. 
This from the Conquering and bold Defiance to be levied *1.' 
per 1.00mb.' Instead of Mr. Hill's donation a party of soldiers 
was sent to the Dolphin Ale House, where the men's committee 
were sitting, with the result that in the affray that ensued, 
one soldier and two weavers or • cutters' as they were called, 
were killed and four weavers were taken prisoners. This 
was not the last affray between the soldiers and the cutters 
that year, for on October T, five of the latter were killed and 
many wounded,' but soon after this the disturbances stopped. 

1 It it norieea.ble tha.t with the exception of Gossett all the fourteen Dames are 
£nellsb. The descriptions aft: minute and .ivid, • .r~ • John Sriaitb ... ftI'J 
ahort man, much pitted with the small ))OX. remarkable bow legs. did lift in 
Artill..,....... Spitalfielcls, DOW APposed to lurk .bout the Borough': .. 
'Joseph Cole ....... ht. 5 n. 8 i ... high, nIh .. ibiD, remark.hIe .. ,boucles ill 
hi. r ...... U· ... ad •• h .. "1IOllC Irish a.-I, & _ by lhe ....... of JolIJ Dog. 

I It is !lot dear ift tbe original whether this is 4d ...... wt .. the sabscriptita 
_Ii ...... ill the A~ R~, '7690 P. .06 .. 6cL, 401. ia the more probable . 
readiag. 

• ,,-R~, '7690 p. '38. 
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The use of troops in this dispute between masten and men 
received a eood deal of criticism from a party headed by the 
sheriffs Messrs. Townsend and Sawbridge. • They mean,' 
J!uggested Sir John Fielding •• to .make the Publick believe, 
that the Master Weavers. under the Protection of the Troops. 
are oppressing the Poor Workmen.' The sheriffs had a 
further dispute with the higher authorities.' On October 2J 
two of the • cutters' John Doyle and John VaIJine, were sen
teneed to death at the Old Bailey. For the sake of exampl" 
the Government decided to execute them near the scene of 
_the disturbances. To this the sheriffs took exception. The 
sentence. they said. had ordered the prisonen to be taken 
to • the usual place of execution,' and the neighbourhood 
of Bethnal Green Church was not the usual place. Their 
business was merely to carry out the sentence of the court. 
and they were not justified in any deviation from it. The 
King. they urged, had the prerogative of mercy, but could 
not add to the rigour of the sentence. • Now, my lord, it 
will not be said, that the present alteration is. or is intended 
as. a mitigation of the judgment pronouneed. To foree, in a 
manner, the wives and children of the unhappy sufferers to 
be spectators of the infamous death of their husbands and 
fathers, by executing them as near as conveniently may be 
to thcirown houses. cannot be intended, nor will it be esteemed. 
a matter of royal grace; nor is it granted at the prayer of 
the parties or their friends ••• .' The point at issue was 
finally submitted to twelve judges, who decided against the 
sheriffs, and the sheriffs then carried out the sentence in 
Bethnal Green unaided by the military. The .Annual Register 
gives the whole correspondence with comments. • Thus ended 
this affair; from the proceedings in which. this writer thinks it 
is evident, that there is a settled plan, a wicked conspiracy, 
to expose and set aside the civil power of this country.' 

Three more' cutters' were executed at Tyburn in December, 
and various sentenoes of imprisonment were imposed on 
rioters. including a sentence of one year on a weaver who 
shot a woman through the hand • for refusing to deliver up 
her husband. in order that he might be plaeed on a jack-ass 
for a misdemeanour.' I 

For the next few years Spita1fields was comparatively qniet. 
Prices were fixed between masters and men, but there W81 

I See " ... ",41 Rqisl .... '769. pp. 1S'-7. 
• Jf"PlfI4l RegiIl6'. 17691 p. 162. 
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nothing to force the masters to adhere to them, and in 1773 
discontent was again rife. This time it took a more orderly 
form. The authorities it is true were much alarmed in April 
by certain handbills distributed in the East End of London, 
addressed not only to the weavers, but to the coal heavers, 
to the watermen, porters and carmen, urging them to • Rise 
up as one Man, and wait "humbly upon the King at St. James 
every Day, that His Majesty may see our Misery; he will then 
be convinced of our Distress, and his Royal Heart 'Will bleed to 
behold us." The weavers met for this purpose at Moorftelds 
on April 26. • Suffer yourselves no longer,' ran the handbill 
that summoned them, • to be prevented by a set of Miscreants, 
whose way to Riches and Power lays through your Families, 
by every attc!mpt to Starve and enslave you, in a Land where 
Freedom and Plenty is the native Product l exert yourselves I 
like Britons, nor let the latent spark be quench'd that gloWlj' 
in every manly Breast.' I They were persuaded however to 
change their plans and to confer with the magistrates rather 
than petition the King. To the magi.trates accordingly 
they submitted proposals regarding apprenticeship, and asked 
• That some means may be devis'd to compel the Masters 
to abide by the p~ces of their work, 't' settled between them 
and the Joumeymen by certain printed Articles, to which 
the Masters exact a punctual obedience in the workman; 
but have themselves broke through in many respects particu
larly in sending work to be done in the Country .at under 
prices by men sent down by themselves for that purpose.' I 
The weavers had a friend not only in Sir John Fielding but 
in the Lord Mayor (James Townsend, one of the sheriffs 
of 1769), who sent the City Marshal down to inquire into 
the weavers' grievances. a The resnlt of the discussions was 
the famous Spitslflelds Act (18 Ceo. m. Co 68), which received 
the royal assent at the beginning of July. __ 

By this Act the wages for silk weavers were to be fixed 
in London by the Lord Mayor, Recorder and aldermen, in 
Middlesex and Westminster by the magistrates, and masters 
who paid higher or lower wages than those fixed were liable 
to a fine of £50. In 1792 by 62 Geo. m. Co "' the provisions 
of the Act were extended to manufactures of silk mixed with 
other materials, and in 1811 by 51 Geo. m. Co 7, the Act was 
extended to include joumeywomen. 

l Dom_ Geo. In., 'fOl. a. .-. '11M. 
lnu. 
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Sir John Fielding's letter to Lord Suffolk describing the first 
working ofthe Act is interesting.1 It is dated July 9, 1778, •••• 
he had the Pleasure Yesterday of assisting at the General 
Quarter Sessions for the County of Middlesex, to carry into 
Execution the late· act of parliament for the regulating the 
Wages of Journeymen Weavers in Spitalfields, &c., and the 
Wages were then settled by a Numerous and unanimous 
Bench to the entire satisfaction of those Masters and Journey
men Weavers who appeared there in behalf of their respec
tive bodies, and I sincerely hope that this step will prove a 
radical cure for all tumultuous Assemblies from that Quarter 
so disrespectful to the King and so disagreeable to Govern
ment, as it will amply reward your Lordship's Judicious 
attention to a Matter so conducive to Peace and good Order, 
for by this Statute your Lordship has conveyed content
ment to the minds of thous~ds of his Majesty's SubjectS.' 

What was the effect of the Spitalfields Act, which remained 
in force for over fifty years? It was a commonplace amongst 
opponents of regulation in other trades that the effects of 
the Act were bad," and lurid pictures were drawn of the dis
astrous state of Spitalfields. • In consequence of this [Act),' 
wrote a correspondent to the AnMla of Agriculture in 1788, • 
• some principal employers removed with some of the most 
respectable families, into distant countries and into Scot
land, where they have the work done cheaper. Hence, the 
trade of Spitalfields is, in a great measure, ruined; many 
of the houses going to rack as may be plainly seen. Abund
ance of people are out of employment, being deterred by their 
associates from working lower than the rates fixed I-they 
have no alternative but to rob or starve I although they might 
otherwise have work enough, and the trade would again revive.' 
And yet the persons mainly affected and presumably ruined 
by ~e Act clung to it with a passionate attachn1ent.· Fowell 
Buxton in 1819 summed up the position: • An honourable 
friend of his had said, that bad consequences bad resulted 
from the Spitalfields Act. He could only say, that the people 
of Spitalfields were ignorant of such evil consequences.' I 

I Dom. Geo. In., .01. x-
I Cf. Hume in Debate on Frame-work Knltten' Bill, Husard, Jul, :U, J8ll. 

• VoL z. p. 453. 
• See Evidence before 1818 Committee on Ribbon \Vrue"' Petition., and 

tbeltri1c.ing declaration in fa1'OOl or the Act Ly ei£:btJ-cigbt employe,., pp. 196-8.. 
• Hanlard, MaT 13. 18,. 
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The truth seems to be that though some trade left London I 
-in 1818 it was said that the crape, gauze, bandana and 
bombazine trades had all gone into the country-a large 
proportion remained,' and masters and men alike preferred 
a limited business done under the conditions imposed by the 
Act, to a large business in which masters devoted their energies 
to undercutting each other, and men, as at Coventry," brought 
tickets from their masters to the parish officers in order that 
they niight have their wages made up to the lowest figure 
at which human life could be sustained. The state of Coventry, 
where the work was largely done by half pay apprenticeS, 
mostly girls, who were partly supported by the rates, was 
indeed an object lesson to those who believed that Spitalfields 
would benefit by the repeal of the Act. Nor can the migra
tion of silk manfacture from Spitalfields to the eastern counties 
be attributed solely to the Spitalfields Act. The worsted manu
facture was moving from Essex, Norfolk, and Suffolk up to 
Yorkshire, and silk weaving was introduced to replace it.· 

Opponents of the Act laid great stress on the hardships 
inDicted on weavers during the depressions of trade-' the 
law saying, .. You shall rather starve than take less than 

. your full wages," is a barbarous infringement of a man's 
plainest right' - nor could the demoraJising effects of the 
inequality in treatment be ignored. for in a time of restricted 
work 'many amongst them were getting their usual com-

• The Act prooided • penalty of £so lOr. manufacturer who sent work to be d .. e 
at cheaper rates out of London, but of course this did Dot applJ to persons who 
moved from London. At Sudbury, in Suffolk, it was reported. in 1797lbat there 
..... lIDall Iilk mannfactOlJ est.blished bJ the Londoo me-. about tweDlJ 
,.. .. before, 00 llCCOunt of the dearness of labour in Spi .. lfields (Agrindlttn of 
S.,NA, p. 109). Arthur Young, bo_r, .. ririnC in '7114, ... ted that tbe silk 
manufaclOrJ .t SudbOlJ ........ blished in '769 or '7700 thai is, beI"ore the 
Spi .. 16.lds Acl ( .... ,,_ of ~ ii. .06). Silk .... .mg &om Spital. 
fields .... &eIlt 10 various pl .... in Essex, Sulrolk, Berks, and Han ... and in aD 
the pri .. paid .... ~larl, two-thirda of the Spitalfields' 'book' (oee Reports 
&om Assistant Hand·loom W .. oen' Commisoiooers, .1140, part ii. Po :aSS). 

I cr. Mr. Wm. Hal ... 8t8, Committee .... Ribbon W .. vers, Po 47. 'Hu 
Ih. SpitaI6e1da _. i_sed or diminished RiD .. the puaine of the Act l
In_llhere be ......... more silka manofacturec\ within the last _,..... 
J should think, in Spital6elds, th ....... man1Ofaciored in tho .. me gi_ time 
at .., rormer period. At the ROme lime J oaght, J think, m CRIIdoar \0 thOR 
wbo cli.fFer with me OIl the lubject or lb. .. Acts to IItale that the lD&D..fi.c:torie. 
bu. alao IDcreased in Macdesfield and other pIoca.' cr. oIso Mr. Hale's 
.. k1.., .. beI"ore .834 Commiltee OIl Hand'- W .. .,.,." ""'iii ...... 

• .8.8 Comm'_ .. Ribbon W ....... Po 6t. 
• S .. CwniDcbam, C_ of lfrv/UA ~ _ ~ ii. po 637. 
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fomble living, whilst their less fortunate neighbours were 
totally destitute.' 1 Upholders of the Act on the other hand, 
pointed to its effect during times of distress as a proof of its 
benefits; • i.t prevents,' said one employer afterwards, • the 
cupidity of selfish men from taking every advantage of the 
temporary depressions of trade to reduce the price of wages' ; • 
it prevented in fact that glutting of the market with goods 
made at famine rates, which was so common a feature in the 
cotton industry. The temporary distress might he great-
that could not be avoided-but when trade revived the 
benefits were felt at once. An argument in favour of the Act 
that weighed strongly with those responsible for law and 
order was the change in the character of the district. Turbu
lence and rioting had become a thing of the past. A magis
trate writing up to the Home Office in 1795, estimated that 
owing to the recent raising of the wages by the justices, an 
additional £150,000 a year in this time of scarcity would 
circulate among the weavers, and pointed with pride to the 
fact that no weavers had taken part in the recent riots.' 

An interesting picture of the varied interests of the Spital
fields weavers was given in 18400 by Mr. Edward Church, a 
solicitor, who had lived for thirty years among them in Spital 
Square.' He described their numerous societies for amuse
ment and instruction." • The Spitalfields Mathematical 
Society is second in point of time to the Royal Society, and 
still exists. There was an Historical Society, which was 
merged in the Mathematical Society. There was a Flori
cultural Society, very numerously attended, but now extinct. 
The weavers were almost the only botanists of their day in 
the metropolis. They passed their leisure hours, and gener
ally the whole family dined on Sundays, at the litUe gardens 
in the environs of London, now mosUy built upon, in small 
rooms, about the size of modem omuibuses, with a fireplace 
at the end. There was an Entomological Society, and they 
were the first entomologists in the kingdom. The Society is 

1 Mr. Ambrose Moore before 1818 Committee on Ribbon Weavers, p. 159-
I Report of Committee 00 Hand-100m Weavers, 18.]4. p. g. 
• H.O., 42. 35, July 1795· 
4 Reports from Assistant Hand-loom Weavers' Commisaionefl, 1840. part ii.. 

PI'- .,6 £ 
I For the various Trade SocieliCi tee ShoU, SIuwI BOOrk41 II,",,'" -.f t. 

Si/II MtIII"fo,tt"", London, 18u. He complaina that the weaven failed to 
IUpport them. 
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gone. They had a Recitation Society for Shakespearean 
readings. as well as l'e8ding other authors, which is now almost 
forgotten. They had a Musical Society. but this is also gone. 
There was a Columbarian Society. which gave a silver medal 
as a prize for the best pigeon of a fancy breed. • • • They 
were great bird fanciers. and breeders of canaries. many of 
whom now cheer their quiet hours while at the loom. 

I Their breed of spaniels. called Splashers, are now much 
reduced in size, and from being bred small. were of the best 
sporting blood. • • • 

I Many of the weavers were freemasons, but there are now 
very few leU. and these old men. Many of the houses in 
Spitalftelds had porticos, with seats at their door, where the 
weavers might be seen on summer evenings enjoying their 
pipes. The porticos have given way to improvements of 
the pavements.' 

The Spita\fte\ds weavers in fact became an aristocracy 
amongst wage eamers. It cannot be said that the price 
paid for their orderly behaviour was very high; in 1818 for 
instance, a large number oJ: masters agreed that the avemge 
wage after deductions were made was not higher than 12s. 
6d. a week,l but compared with· the starvation rates of lis. 
or 'l's. paid elsewhere this was riches, and it was the eamest 
desire of the silk weavers in other parts of the country I that 
the Act should be ~ed to them. This extension would 
of course have abolished any unfaimess inflicted by the Act 
on the Spita\ftelds masters. In 1'1'99 the ribbon workers 

•• 8.8 Commit"'" on Ribbon W _vera. pp. 18c-L 
Tb. common IdOl. that th. Spital6e1do .... von ..... ed ftIJ bu:ge _ 

..... from th. fact tbat their fa, .. eek. teceived more attenti ... from their 
employen thOll their 1_ weeks. Mr. Hal .. a bu:ge _ufaCt1IIer of great ... 
perience. put the matter clearly = t I bow lOme, who I haft a ftIJ great respect 
for and who would say DothiDI but what they conscientiously belie\'e is true. 
that wUl tell lOU their weaftl'S can eun two CUineu .. week. .. single hand. . • • 
I have for -J roars end .. _red to ........... th. aggregate amouut of the 
.... t industrioul of mJ bands, and tbougb I .... produce manJ instances of 
joumeymeo, .... dJ men wbo work for me ... ho haft hquontlJ ..... ed two 
guineas a weelt for .... 1ta together. Jet the aggregate amount of their earnings 
through .. t th. rear. though ther ...... equallJ indllStrions throughout the rear. 
and though I make .... of eve." means to keep them COIdtan.IJ emp\oJed. 
never.......aed ..... a week &ad seldom more than a ponad' (1818 Committee, 
pp. 4S·6~ Tho a'ftnp earnitIgs of aU bla .... vers he put at 1310 a week, p. 
'41. 

, In Dublin there __ Ads regnlatlnC_ ( ... IStS Committee on Rihbao 
W .. ve ... pp. IJ6..J~ 
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of the county of Warwick and the city and county of Coventry, 
asked Parliament that they should be brought under regu
lations similar to those in Spitalfields, declaring that they 
laboured under great difficulties and inconveniences, because 
there was • no power of properly fixing, settling, and regu
lating the Wages, Pay, and Price of Labour of the Journey
men and Work people.' I A Bill that met their wishes actually 
passed through the House of Commons but was held up in 
the Lords. When Lord Carrington' presented a petition in 
its favour signed by twelve thousand ribbon weavers from 
Coventry, and moved its third reading, the Lord Chancellor, 
Lord Loughborough, talked of the mischievous tendency of 
the Spitalfields Act and the Bill was lost.-

In 1818 a determined effort was made for the extension 
of the Act, not only by the ribbon weavers of Coventry, but 
by the ribbon weavers of Leek and the silk weavers of Maccles
field and Reading.- VolWltary attempts, favoured by many 
masters, to avoid the ruinous system of undercutting in wages 
had failed both in Coventry and Macclesfield. In 1816 the 
principal employers in Coventry, Nuneaton and Bedworth 
nominated • three respectable persons' to join with • three 
respectable undertakers' • in order to draw up a list of rates. 
This list was drawn up but was not adhered to uniformly 
for a single week, and after a year all the employers had 
ignored it.· In Macclesfield the system of voluntary regu
lation had a much longer life. Regulations about wages 
and apprenticeship of one sort or another were in force there 
from 1796 to 1815.' In 1815 the maslers suddenly tore 
them up. To the men it seemed tbat • the masters' idea 
upon that subject, was to break us up entirely, and to have a 

I HtnUI -f C."'m#IU JtJUrnai, February 25. 1,9g. 
, PlZrliame#lary Resist", July 8, 1799 and Tnu BriJ_, Jaly 9.1799. 
• Estimates of numbers of loolDI and of namben employed (rom 18.8 

Committee OD Ribbon Weaven: 
Coventry and, ocighbourhood.-Male wcaven, 5056; female weavers, 

4365; .arpen aod winders, 3CJOS; looms, 8491. 
Macclesfield.-SUk weavers, 1300 to 1400; looms, 1200. 
Leek.-Ribboo weavers, 300; broad silk weavers, SO or 60. 
Reading.-Ribbon looms, 100; broad silk looms, too. . 

41 The undertaker .a. a middleman who for hit services received a third 0. 

the earnings. It wu said in 1818 that the mute ... were beginDinr to dispense 
with uodertaken but that the journeymen were Dot bene6led (Committee 00 
Ribbon Weaver., p. 8) • 

• 1818 Committee OD RibboD W .... er .. pp. 9 ODd II. • i6i4., p •• 06. 
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predominant power over us, and give us what they thought 
proper, and do as they liked with us.' 1 The masters affirmed 
that the system of regulationa had to be abolished because 
work was going to Manchester, where the masters had freed 
themselves from a similar system of regulationa in IS12.' 

Voluntary arrangement.. between masters and men having 
failed, efforta were made, as we have said, to obtain an exten
sion of the Spitalfields Act. A Committee of the House of 
Commons was appointed to consider the various petitions 
and • proceeded ' as they themselves stated • at great length' 
to investigate the petitions and to examine witnesses.' It is 
worthy of note that though the Macclesfield masters who were 
silkweavers were opposed to the extension, the Committee 
reported that' the whole of the Masters and Weavers in the 
Ribbon Trade concur in the propriety of an extension of the 
Spitalf\elds Act." The Committee recommended the ex
tension. of this Act, at any rate for a few years, by way of 
experiment, but when Mr. Peter Moore, member for Coventry, 
next year introduced a bill founded on the Committee's 
report the reception it met with in the House of Commons 
was so hostile that he felt forced to withdraw it.' 

In Coventry in IS19 a striking example was given of the 
helpless position of the workmen, even when many masters 
and publio opinion were on their side. A list of prices, as 
has been mentioned, had been drawn up in IS16, and a 
committee of workmen was appointed at the request of 
the masters to' protect the minimum of wages then laid 
down.' The masters subscribed to the Committee, and 
• respectable gentlemen' acted as treasurer and secretary. 
The list of prices, as we have said, was soon clisregarded by· 
the masters, bllt the Committee continued to exist and so 
did the Combination Act, a weapon ready for the hand of 
any master who chose to use it. Two years after the forma
tion of the Committee the secretary and the treasurer were 

• 11.8 Committee on Ribbon W ....... P. 9*-
• llUl., pp. 63 IIld "5" Tho Macclesfield m .... n ..... DOt COIllent witll 

h&lf met.lUI'ft b\lt made an the: ...... sip a docum.eo.t: 'I do hereb, 
ooIemuq declare, lbal I do Dot bel"", 00 IDJ commiltee or associaled body of 

. wanra, and tha.t DO committee ., associated bod, bas an, power or CiOntrol 0ftIr 

•• _"'atloe'ftl'l (I"i.t, p. 93). 
• Commiltee on Ribbon W ...... n· PetitioDs, .818. 
• Thl M.)'Ol IIld Corporalion of 0._1"7 _ ... II_IJ ia Iil ..... of \be 

ealeDsion (~., p. 130~ . 
• See H.-.d, May lJ, 18190 lor deba\1t on aubjod. 
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proceeded against at Warwick, and damages of £50 were 
assessed against them, and 'at the next quarter sessions for 
Coventry, the treasurer and seven poor men were indicted 
criminally for a conspiracy for the same oHence; the very 
same thing. • • • The treasurer heing a very respectable 
man, other respectable persons endeavoured to eHect a com
promise. The whole of the fund was given up, and the poor 
men acknowledged their oHence by a public advertisement, 
and the prosecutor dropped it.' 1 

The special Act fixing wages for silkweavers in Spitalfields 
still survived, and it survived until 182'. In May of the 
previous year I a petition for the repeal of the Act was pre
sented from employers in London and Westminster who 
complained that the Act prohibited machinery, because the 
magistrates had one and the same rate for hand-made and 
machine-made work, that the cost of production was from 
50 to 66 per cent. cheaper elsewhere, and that consequently 
many manufacturers had transferred their works to Norwich, 
Macclesfield, Manchester, Taunton or Reading. When a 
Bill to repeal the Act was introduced there were petitions 
against repeal from the silkweavers of Sudbury, the silk
weavers of London and Middlesex, the inhabitants of Spital
fields, the overseers and inhabitants of St. Matthews, Bethnal 
Green, and the overseers and inhabitants of Mile End New 
Town.· A resolution from the journeymen silkweavers of 
Spitalfields asked Huskisson to withdrawthe Bill 'to repeal those 
Acts which we humbly conceive to be our greatest Blessing.' • 

It is clear that repeal was very unpopular in Spital
fields: eleven thousand signatures were attached in three 
days to a petition, although as it was explained, • Females 
had not been permitted to sign, nor any person under the 
age of twenty,' 0 and Palace Yard was crowded on the day 
of the third reading of the Bill with agitated siIkweavers. 
This fact that repeal was unpopular was recognised by the 
repealers, Huskisson declaring that 'some prejudice and 
indeed a good deal still existed among the workmen; but 
the House really ought to act for them without reference 
to those prejudices," while Baring discounted the petitiona 

1 Committee on Artisans and Machinery, 182.4, p. 603. 
I See Hansard, May 9, 18230 • IIIid., Mayar, 1823. 
• H.O., 40. IS. • Ht .... d, May 90 .8'3. 
• IMt. 
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against repeal on the ground that they • came from a set 
of persons who were either labourers in the trade, or 
tradesmen and ehopkeepers with whom those labourers 
dealt and who would, of course, join in the prayer of their 
customers.' I 

There were considerable debates in the House of Commons 
on the subject. The chief champion of the men was Fowell 
Buxton (1186·184.5), generally known as the Emancipator, 
from his exertions in the crusade against negro slavery. He 
lived at his brewery in Spitalflelds, and therefore spoke with 
a good deal of local knowledge.' Repeal was demanded 
in the name of political economy by Ricardo, Huskisson, 
and Hume. Ricardo said that if the Acts were repealed, 
the number of labourers would be increased. • They might 
not indeed receive such high wages; but it was improper 
that those wages should be artificially kept up by the inte!'
terenoe of a magistrate. If a manufactu.er was obliged 
to use a oertain quantity of labour, he ought to obtain it at 
a fair prioe.' • 

Hume argued that the petitioners who attributed the 
comparative prosperity of Spitalflelds' to- this system were 
really mistaken. The trade was in point of fact migrat
ing to Sudbury where the Acts did not apply. Some who 
were repealers on principle were in favour of delay. These 
included Brougham, who thought that the petitioners against 
repeal might be given a fair hearing, seeing that the Acts 
had been in force for half a century, and Ellioe, who argued 
that the repeal of these Acts ought to follow, and Dot to pre
cede the Repeal of the Combination Laws. 

Fowell Buxton had some stinging sarcasms for Ricardo's 
abstractions. He said his elients did not pretend to unde!'
stand political economy, which appeared to change its prin
ci pies every two or three years, and that, considering that 
their subsistence depended on these Acts, it was not un
natural that they should be impatient of the authority of 
this mysterious scienoe. He reminded the House that the 
silkweavers of Coventry had' asked for similar legisJation. 
In Coventry the poor rates were Ills. in the £I, and in 
Spitalftelds 6s., and in Coventry wages ranged from Sa. lid. 
to lOs. • week. in Spitalflelds from Us. to lIIs. The 

I Hansard, M.a.,. 81 •• Sa].. 
I 1ft4~. MaJ 9 ud al; JUDe,. 
• lii&. J ..... 90 lSaI-
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weavers who saw that these wages were just double the wages 
of the Coventry weavers, could not understand how a Bill 
which was to reduce their wages to the Coventry scale was 
going to benefit them. A speaker on the other side used an 
argument which was scarcely calculated tEl reassure the 
weavers on this point. • It was a remarkable circumstance 
that since that bill had been passed the rate of the weavers' 
wages had risen, but had never fallen. No instance of a fall 
had occurred although the wages in other branches of the 
trade had been reduced.' The Bill, though it passed the 
Commons in 1828, was so amended in the Lords that the 
Government, io the weavers' joy, dropped it. 

So confident were the weavers of their strength that early 
next year they refused to join in the agitation conducted 
by Place for the repeal of the Combination Laws, answering 
that' protected as we have been for years under the salutary 
laws and wisdom of the Legislature, and being completely 
unapprehensive of any sort of combination on our part, we 
cannot therefore take any sort of notice of the invitation 
held out by Mr. Place.' • The law, cling to the law, it will 
protect us,' was the cry of the meeting that passed this resolu
tion.' But the protection of the law was soon to fail them. 
In the very same year, 182', in which they expressed their 
satisfaction with the existing state of things, the position of 
the silk trade was altered by Huskisson's measure which 
substituted an import duty of 80 per cent. for the prohibi
tion of foreign goods, and lowered the duties on the raw 
material The trade Was now faced with foreign compe
tition, and when a fresh bill for repealing the SpitaJfields 
Act was introduced by Lauderdale in the Lords, it passed 
by a majority of three, and was let through by the Commons 
without discussion. The petitions of the weavers to Parlia
ment against repeal were disregarded; their request to the 
King to withhold his assent was answered by a statement 
of the Royal belief • that under all circumstances they will 
remain steady in their attachment to his person, and will 
continue to set that example of industry and good order for 
which they have always been conspicuous.' I The scene 
outside the House of Commons was vividly described by 
the Timel/.' 

I PIa<e MSS • ..,,800-5'; M.,.,iat Cr.,..;.,., February 90 IS.., qUOlecl b1 
Webb, Ril/Dry., TNIk U"i",;""', P. 87 •. 

I Ti",u, April 13, 1824- • June IS. 1824. 
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'The great interest escited by the tblrd reading of tbe Silk
mauufacturers' Bill (or more properly apeaking tbe Bill for the 
repeal of tbe Spitalfielda regulations) brought down yesterday 
nearly tbe whole of tbe poor person. employed in tbe aiIk trade 
to tbe. neighbourhood of tbe House of CommoDS_ Palaee-yard 
w.. througed witb them in every part, as was every avenue of 
tbe house from tbe outer door to tbe members' lobby. Some bad 
paid half .. ..,...,wn for tbe luxury of a &queese in tbe gaUery to 
Lear the debate on tbe measure. Many members, and strangers 
.... ho were mistaken for members. were earnestly aolicited by 
Varioul groupa. as tbey passed in; to oppose tbe bill. At seven 
o'clock tbe crowd about tbe hooae was immense. The interest 
excited amoug tbe crowd w" intense. when it .... communicated 
to them that tbe House w .. dividing on the tbIrd reading. As 
BOOn .. the division was over. a person .. ho came from tbe House 
Informed tbose nearest tbe door· that tbe bill .... lost. Thia 
pleasing ne_ apread iustantly amongst tbe crowd. and was 
received witb loud shouts and _Ying of hats. The exultation 
..... howe .. r. but .hort-Iived. The real state of tbe caae was 
lOOn made known-that tbe bill .... pused by a majority of 
tbirteen. The disappointment seemed to be deeply felt by all, 
but we never .... ao Jarge an assemblage bear a disappointment 
better, There .... not tbe .lightest diSposition to disorder of any 
kind. The crowd aeparated into small groupe, by .. hom tbe 
merita of tbe bill .. ere again diae ..... d. and after a time tbe .. hole 
bad peacably retired.' 

The later history of tbe SpitaUields weavem is melancholy 
reading. Under the stress of foreign competition the bade 
which hitherto bad been sheltered declined_ Wages. no 
longer kept up by regulations, were reduced to starvation 
level or below it. Public subscriptions were started to relieve 
the distress. but the weavelll no longer continued to set that 
• example of • • • good order for which they bad always 
been conspicuous.' Strikes. window breaking and the cutting 
of si1k on the looms began again.' And in spite of the repeal 
of the SpitaUields Act much of the bade that survived the 
competition of the Continent passed from Spitallields to Hac!de&
'field. 

In 18M, ten yeam after the repeal of the Act, two Spital
fields mastem gave evidence before the Select Committee 
on Hand-loom Weavers' Petitions. They regretted the repeal, 
for 'the Spital1lelds Act at the time saved us from much greater 
distress than if it bad not been in ezistence,' and they favoured 
the policy ad_ted by the petitioneJS of settina up a boud 

'See B.o.. 4L ai, 4L.,; 4L S40 
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or boards of masters and workmen, to regulate wages and fix 
a minimum.' In 1840 it was reported that all the silk-weavers 
in every district wished for a board of trade to regulate wages.' 
But such a policy was contrary to the spirit of the nine
teenth century, and labour continued to lind its own level of 
starvation. 

1 See Evidence of :Mr. Ballance and M,~ Hale beforc Committee, p. 9 and 
PP·320 ft'. 

, Report from Assistant Hand~loom Weavers' Commiasioncrs, 1840, part U. 
p. 395· 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE FRAME-WORK: B:NITTERS 

TaB ancient art or mystery of frame-work knitting was an 
important industry long before our period. It dates back 
to the year 1589, when the Rev. William Lee, a graduate 
d Cambridge and curate of Calverton, completed his in
vention of the stocking frame. The stocking frame, or 
stocking loom, as it is sometimes called, was a smaIl machine 
at which the workman sat-.s it might be at a piano or a 
typewriter-working it both with hands and feet. In hand 
knitting the needle deals with one stitch after another all 
down the row: in the stocking frame each stitch had a needle 
to itself, and all the needles worked simultaneously. The 
material produced by a stocking frame. like the product of 
hand-knitting and unlike woven stuff, was composed of one 
continuous thread formed into a series of loops and hence 
easily unravcIled. Lee himself profited IitUe by his inven
tion and died in France where he had tried to accli~tise 
it. IDs brother brought the trade back to England, and 
London was its centre.' The employment of parish appren
tices early became an abuse in the frame-work knitting 
trade, and as far back as 1710 the London joumeymen, in 
protest against the large scale on which apprentices were 
employed, broke one hundred frames, threw them out of 
window, and beat master and apprentices into the bargain.· 

The London frame-work knitters had obtained from 
Charles II. a charter by which they became a close corporation. 
The heavy fines levied by this company encouraged the 
transference of the trade from London to the Midlands, where 
the frame-work knitters contrived to escape from their juris
diction.' The company attempted to assert their authority 

• In th.mlddleofth ....... t .. nth .... ID" ... tolth.6SO fra ..... IDEac_ 
400-.1. Load ..... 

• Felk .... 8"'-1" .v ........ -" aoliM7 _lAU .v .... fott-. '867. 
po • .,. 

• lip ."., then ...... sao frames ita Londo. ud SSOO ia the prooiaoes; 
bJ .,&0 th ....... SOO ia Lond ..... _ ia Svte7. ">350 ito the Midlucl .. """ 

III 
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in the Midlands, but after various efforts the question was 
settled against them in 1758 by the decision ot a Committee 
of the House of Commons that their regulations were in
jurious, vexatious, hurtful to the trade, and contrary to the 
liberty of the SUbject. The company were supported by 
the journeymen, and opposed by a combination of the masters 
and the country gentlemen_ Henceforth the Midlands were 
the chief seat of the trade which grew steadily more important, 
and was an early instance of a capitalised industry. Strutt, 
who patented an important improvement in the stocking 
frame by which ribbed hose could be made (known as • Derby 
ribs '), was able to provide the capital for Arkwright's early 
ventures, and the growth of the cotton trade in its turn re
acted on the frame-work knitting trade, by cheapening the 
yam for stockings. Nottingham became the centre for cotton, 
Leicester for woollen, and Derby for silk hose. 

In 1788 an attempt was made in Leicester to apply Ark
wright's cotton spinning invention to the spinning ot woollen 
yam for stockings, but a mob destroyed both machinery 
and houses, with the result that the industry moved elsewhere, 
and Leicester made woollen stockings from yam produced 
in other districts.' 

Of the condition of the workers during these early years 
accounts vary. An idyllic picture of Leicestershire in the 
tniddle of the eighteenth century, quoted by Felkin,' describes 
how • every village had its wake; the lower orders lived 
in comparative ease and plenty, having right of common 
for pig and poultry, and sometimes for a cow. The stocking
makers each had a garden, a barrel of home-brewed ale, a 
week-day suit of clothes and one for Sundays, and plenty ot 
leisure, seldom working more than three days a week. More
over music was much cultivated by them.' On the other 
hand, a gloomy picture is given in the evidence before House 
of Commons Committees in 1778 and 1779 ot pauper children 
enslaved to long hours at work which destroyed the nerves 
and the bodily strength of grown men and women," toiling 

950 elsewhere in Enclanlli. There were al.a 1000 iD Ireland. Felkia., .. eilo, 
pp. 7' ""d 117. 

1 FelkiD, .. nt., p. 129-
• FelkiD, ¥. dI. P. 118, qaotlag from Gardiner. MIUU __ FrUtttb, ~L ii. 
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from II ..... 1. to 10 1'.11., day after day, for a pittance of 4.&. 6d • 
. aweek. 

Grievances on the subject of frame rents, a perpetual sore 
in the trade, were already acute. Frames were not worked 
aD the employers' premises, but were scattered about in 
workmen's oottages in the various centres of the trade and 
in the neighbouring villsges. They belonged sometimes to 
the workman himself, sometimes to persons unconnected with 
the trade who had invested money as a speculation in frames,' 
more often to the employer himself, who charged the work
man a fixed rent. Sometimes a workman would hire one 
frame only j in other uses he would hire four or five, and 
employ other workmen or apprentices, or members of his own 
family, to work them. Sometimes he would -have-frames of 
his own side by side with hired frames. 'The Bulk of the 
Hosiers,' it was stated later,' 'possess very oonsiderable pro
perty in Frames and through them contrive to acquire the 
entire Control over their Workmen.' In 1779 the men 
complained that the masters refused to employ men who 
possessed frames of their own and charged rents for frames 
even when the frames were idle.' 

The truth about the peral oondition of the workers towards 
the end of the eighteenth century seems to be that, althongh 
in some branches of the trade there was undoubtedly sweat
ing, in others, notably in the many new faney articles that 
came into fashion during this period, the workers oould 
obtain a fair living, though they did not obtain their due share 
of the growing profits of the industry. The industry itself 
depended largely on the whims of fashion, so that a flourish
ing branch one year might find that its market had entirely 
disappeared the following year. 

In 1778-9 the men in the trade made a determined effort . 
to secure a minimum wage. On January 28, 1778,' the 

, Tb ___ .. lied 'IndopeDClen' FIames.' Felld",_ .,.. <it., P. 4.350 .. ,. 
of. later d.l. thai ..... , rnm .. belonged to dulls ill which work ..... i ..... ed 
their .... "" I of •• Butch_ bol<_ publicau, ptlem .... _ ........... of 
-. dassel" aad p<lSOIII eagogecl ill ai_I • ...,. trad., Oft ..... 10 be th. 
01rllen of rla_es. I Report from. Ccmmiuionu oa Frame--W.tk Knitters. IltS. 
p.S60 

• R.o.,4S0 ')9, Je • .,. "'40 
• Fro ........ h at th.IIi_ ..... to ..... _ from 9<1. to IS.. _k. The rnm .. the __ ~ £7 or l8. See Reports OR Frome-Wnrlt Kftltms' 

Politi ..... H_rf"--J ... .-..l. ".bNuJa5o 1718,_ Nay 50 1779-
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frame-work knitters of London, Nottinghamshire, Middle
sex, Surrey, Leicester, Derby, Northampton and Gloucester
shire petitioned for a Bill to settle and regulate their wages_ 
Their petition was referred to a committee. The hosiers 
of Nottinghamshire and Derby 1 petitioned against the pro
posals, declaring that owing to the intricacy of trade and the 
• Mutability of Fashions' it was impossible to fix wages, 
and that • it an Advance of Wages should be established 
upon Parliamentary Autllority' it would be prejudicial to 
all sides. The committee reported on February 25,' and its 
report consisted entirely of the evidence given before it. Wages, 
which were paid by piece-work, varied from 6s. a week (after 
deductions for frame, materials, etc., were paid) in the silk 
branch, to 46. 6d. in tile COarse worsted branch. The men 
asked for an increase of wages which would represent Is. 6d. 
to 2s. a week. The proposal that leave should be given to 
bring in a Bill was defeated by 52 to 27 votes." 

Next year (1779) the men made another attempt, on this 
occasion petitioning more generally for a Bill • to regulate 
tile Art IUld Mystery of Frame-Work Knitting." Petitions 
came from many places, Nottingham, Leicester, Derby, 
Godalming, London and West Middlesex, Tewkesbury and 
Northampton.' A Committee of the House considered tIlese 
petitions and heard evidence in tile course of which it came 
out that tIlere had been disputes between masters and men 
about tile application to Parliament tile previous year, and 
tIlat some men lU1d been turned off in consequence.' This 
time a Bill to regulate frame-work knitting was brought 
in,' and, in spite of petitions from tile masters against it,8 
tile Bill reached tile Committee stage, only to be dropped 
on Report.' 

Disappointment at Nottingham showed itseH in charac
teristic fashion. From all tile villages round, tile COun try 
stockingers flocked in. Three hundred frames belonging 
to Mr. Need, tile chief opponent of tile Bill, and others, 
were broken and tIlrown out into tile streets, and finally 
a house was burnt down. Troops were sent to Notting
ham," but in spite of tIleir arrival' such was tile effect upon 

• H_,,,, C."" ... '" J"''''''', February "3. 1778. • Ibid. 
I /JUl., February zS. 1778. f. 16;1 .• February 2. 1779-
• IHtI •• M.",h 2g and 30. 17790 • Ibid •• May 5. '77g· 
, May '0, '7790 • May I]. 
• June 9- • Sec S.P. Dom., Geo. tll.,.oL .Iiii. 
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the minds of the authorities as well as the hosiers, that at 
the instance of the former, the latter, on 19th June, declared 
themselves unanimously determined as a body, .. provided 
an immediate cessation or violence took place, to !emove 
every oppression from their workmen, and to bring all the 
manufacturers up to a fair price, not the highest rate, but 
the best generally given." Upon this peace was restored. 
A man, MephringhJUll' was tried at the Assizes for aiding in 
burning the house, but was acquitted l upon which this sa!!.. 
conflict was allowed to come to an end.' 1 Rioting in fact 
had proved more successful than applications to Parliament... 
In 1787 a fresh list of prices :was drawn up and agreed to by 

. masters and men. This list W1I,I observed in the main foe 
the next twenty years or so: I after which the frame-work 
knitters entered upon their long period of misery. 

The twenty years before 1810 were: regarded afterwards as 
the halcyon days of the frame-work knitters. The witnesses 
before the 1819 Committee on the Frame-Work Knitters' 
Petition all agree, whether masters or men, that the wages 
earned during this prosperous time were Us. or Us. a week 
for some twelve or thirteen hours a day. • The workmen,' 

. said one witness, • were enabled to maintain themselves 
and families by their labour.' A lurid picture of the disas
trous effects of these wages was 'given in 1812 by the Rev. 
J. T. Becker, an active magistrate at Southwell. • Abundance 
thus mpidly acquired by those who were ignorant of its proper 
application hastened the progress of luzurY and licentious
ness, and the lower orders were almost universally corrupted 
by profusion and depravity scarcely to be credited by those 
who are strangers to our district. Among the men the dis
cussion of politics, the destruction of game, or the dissipa
tion of the ale houses was substituted for the duties of their 
occupation during the former part of the week. and in the 
remaining three or four days a sufficiency was earned for 
defraying the 'current expenses.' I 

The latter part of the eighteenth centurY; when the leg 
was considered worthy of ornament, was the great em for 
fancy hosierY. In 1800 there were still seventeen or eighteen 
kind. of hose worn, differing in shape, colour, and tezture,' and 
numerous fancy articles were made on stocking frames. The 

1 "elkin, .. <iI., P. aog. 
• R.O., 4*- 110. 
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• FeUr.iD, .,. <iI., po O:JO-
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warp machin~, a mixture of the weaving loom and the stock
ing frame, constructed about 1775, produced not only attrac
tive novelties for the world of fashion, such as silk hose with 
blue and white zig-zag stripes, but also heavy woollen articles, 
and during the Napoleonic wars our sailors f<J)1ght in woollen 
jackets and trousers of Nottingham manUfacture.' With 
the ,nineteenth century dress grew more sombre and fancy 
hose passed out of fashion,' together with such productions 
as • silk tickler mitts' and • silk elastic mitts and gloves' 
for which 600 or 700 frames had been used, or • cotton spider 
net for ladies' habit shilts,' which employed 1500 frames. I 
Frames and workmen alike were by 1810 thrown back into 
the plain hose branch, always the worst paid branch, and a 
period of hopeless over-production began, during which the 
masters' only remedy was the policy of forcing a demand for 
goods by lowering prices.' 

About this time were introduced wide frames with their 
inferior • cut-up' goods. As the term • cut-ups' occurs 
frequently, in connection with the Luddite riots, and with 
the efforts of the men to obtain Parliamentary regulations, 
it is necessary to explain its meaning. In addition to the 
ordinary stocking frames, which were narrow machines, 
there had been for a considerable time a number of wide 
frames constructed to make (1) pantaloons, and (2) fancy 
stockings called • twills.' • Now the demand for both these 
articles had, fallen off; pantaloons were no longer required 
for the Continent: • twills,' in common with other fancy 
stockings, had gone out of fashion. The owners of these 
frames, instead of discarding them as useless, employed them 
in a manner best described in the words of a well-informed 
writer in the Nottingham RevJew for December 6, 1811.' 
The wide frames • are employed by some of the hosiers 
in making pieces, which are cut up into gloves, socks, sandaIs, 
or stockings, according as they want these respective articles ; 
which articles, through their being thus cut and shaped with 
scissors, are deprived of proper loop selvages, and of the 
means of being stitched with a lacy seam, and instead thereof 
are stitched together in the same manner as a tailor stitches 

1 FelkiD. 01. cit., P. 145-
• The fashioD of wearing boots and gaiten Wal also • factor (see Committee 

OD Frame-Work Knitters' Petition, 1819; p. 18). 
I FelkiD,.,. cit., po 435. • H.O.,42. 118. 
I 11-0.,4". '31. I U.O., 43. 118. 
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a garment.' In consequence of • the loopy. nature of the 
stocking-frame manufacture,' these cut selvedges give way, 
goods become useless, and well-made stockings come into 
disrepute. The immediate results of this new system of 
manufacture are that the market is stocked with these worth
less goods and that those who continue to make hose • in a 
tradesmanlike mimner,' must either make them cheaper 
or starve.1 • U cut-up stockings are to be tolerated,' adds 
the writer with indignation, • we may as well proclaim a new 
em in the trade, and let tailors and milliners take measure 
of our legs.' " 

Tbese cheap cut-up goods, which were spoiling the market 
tor the better class of hosiery, were as much disliked by 
those hosiers who refused to make them, as by the men, 
and attempts were made to stop their production. In 1809 
various hosiers of standing agreed together to reduce wages 
8s. a dozen, unless the workmen could obtain a reduc
tion of frame rents and a cessation of • cut-up' work." But 
the workmen were too ill-organised and too hard pressed 
by starvation to achieve this. Instead, they tumed first, 
as in 1778, to Parliament in hopes of obtaining an Act to 
regulate wages, but were advised to apply to the old London 
Company instead. This company, supposed to be defunct 
long before, was resuscitated for the occasion, and many 
workmen became freemen of it on payment of £1, ISs. ~. 
each. An action was brought before Lord Mansfield against 
Mr. Payne of Burbage, Leicester, for' colting,' that is having 
too many apprentices contmry to the bye-laws of the company. 
Tbo jury found for the plaintiff, but awarded Is. damage 
only, and though Mr. Payne was ruined by the heavy ex
penses he had incurred, the result brought little advantage 

I A .till inferior cut-up utiel., wu produced later. tor when the raw material 
Iftw more costl,. instead or &b.apine the utides with the IlCiIlOft it was 
'trelched to Ihe shape nquUed, Ilul, of coune, 1001 its shape Ihe lint time it 
..... washed. See 1819 Committe. 011 Frame-Work KDllten' Petiti...., p. 8-

• In cozmectiOll; with the perennial.gitation or the workmen against lcut_Ups' 
It II ., .... tiDe to DOtice Ih. Reporl 011 Ihe Frame-Work KDltten ill 1845 os 
aummuited by Dr. CuuD.inglwa t '. • • there ..... dus of hosiery b.oWD as 
<WI -'0 and purchuen ...... aot able to distiDCUiSh it readil, from _ad 
work. U Dd .. th_ circolllltuces, the d ....... d !or SOOIId work ha~ groan, 
faileD ~ aud ....... ,ops .... D......., ill order 10 Ii" the poohlic coofi.deoce 
ill the.- offend !or _, (~Lc/is'~-c--a. 
Ii. p. 617). 
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to the men, and did not deter other employers with longer 
purses from taking the risk of a lawsuit.' 

The depression in the stocking trade during the early years 
of the nineteenth century was in part relieved by the growth' 
of the lace trade, which started as an offshoot of the frame
work knitters' industry, and was developing upon different 
and more prosperous lines. From 1760 onwards, the more 
ingenious minds in the stocking trade had exercised them
selves over the problem of adapting the stocking frame to 
the making of lace net. A point net machine by which 
cushion lace with its six equal sides could be imitated, was 
finally patented (not by its original inventor) in 1778; little 
use, however, was made of it till it fell into the hands of the 
Messrs. Haynes, keen business men, who towards the end of 
the century introduced certain modifications, and made a 
great commercial success of their point net lace. The point 
net lace trade had risen to considerable prosperity by 1810, 
and it was estimated that there were over 1500 point net 
frames in Nottingham.' 

After 1810 the demand fell off, and hard hit by the com
petition of other methods of making lace, the manufacturers, 
to cheapen production, resorted to the original form of point 
net, called • single press,' an inferior article which unravelled 
easily, and which held a position analogous to that of • cut
ups' in the hosiery trade. According to Mr. Haynes, the 
chief manufacturer of point net, the lace hands objected to 
the'single press point, not on account of the price, but because 
of its inferior quality.' It was against' cut-ups' and • single
press lace,' as well as against low wages and the evils of the 
truck system, that the Luddite campaign was directed. As 
this campaign is described in a separate chapter, it is uil
necessary to discuss it here, further than to say that the 
main results were that one thousand frames were broken, and 
wages raised, for a short period, 2s. a week. 

At the end of the Luddi te disturbances. the energy of the 
frame-work knitters was concentrated on the effort to 
obtain Parliamentary regulation for the programme which 

1 FeikiD, ". e;I., pp. 435. 436. • Felkin. ~. dI., pp. 138, 139-
• H,O., 42. 131. Felkin eYidently tboucht the objection justified. • ID coo

Rquence of the falling oft' of demand and to cheapen tbe article, it wa.s made 
again of lingle presl in lSI I ; and It ill further to lessen the cost of (OUOD point 
not, aingle yam waa used. Thil completed the ruin of the manufacture in Eng· 
I.u>d. B,,8'5 the demand had colirel, eeued hero' (Feild", .,. ,iI., P. 140). 
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they had partially enforced by their campaign of frame break
ing. Mr. Coldham, the Town Clerk of Nottingham; drew a 
sad picture of the terror-stricken state of the masters, afraid 
to lay their views before the House of Commons.l He might 
well have spared his pity, for the masters were to find firm 
advocates in the Lords. The Bill, which was termed a Bill 
• For preventing Frauds and Abusea in the Frame-Work 
Knitting Manufacture, and in the payment of persons employed 
therein,' in its first form prohibited the making of obnoxious 
cheap goods (notably • cut-ups ') both in hosiery and lace 
work, ordered the masters to fix schedulea of prices for 
different classea of goods, and forbade the payment of wages in 
truck. By the end of its career in the Commons the references 
to hosiery had dropped out acept in so far as truck was con
cemed. The Bill passed the Commons in spite of a long 
speech against all interference with trade by Hume,' but in 
the Lords its life was short, and it was rejected on July U,' 
after speechea against it by Lauderdale, Liverpool, Holland 
and Sidmouth.' No voice was raised in its favour, and Sid
mouth 'trusted in God that no such principle would be 
again attempted to be introduced in any Bill brought up to 
that House.' 

The disappointment amongst the frame-work knitters 
was keen. Delegates from Leicester and Nottingham had ' 
been up in London to support the BilI.' and 'there was a 
general movement towards united action, as we leam from an 
intercepted letter from a frame-work knitter in London to 
a friend in Glasgow, announcing that Godalming, Dublin, 
London, and Derby had fonned societiea for the maintenance 
of their trade, and hoping that Glasgow would • follow the 
noble example.' I 

Their hopes defeated, their funds ahausted by the Par
liamentary campaign, the frame-work knitters might Dot 
unnaturally have resorted again to frame breaking. Instead 
of this, largely under the influence of Gravener Henson,' 

• H.O, .... II]. • Hansard, JuI, aI, ,81L • nitl.. Joll ..... 8,L 
t H.o.~ 40.. I. I H.~ • .p.. I .... 
• G ....... r H ........... a bobbin .... t maker of Nottingham and lead •• of 

Frame-Work Knitters' eo .. blna'i..... Hel""pared .. elaborate BiD iD_ 
with George Whit .. a clerk of CoIDmitte .. of the Ho .... of C ............ tepeoIiDc 
ComhioatiOll Acts, with ........... !Neti" iDcIustria\ proposals. His BiD .... 
Introduced b, Pm. Moore, M ••• for Cn'fen1tJ (see Webb, BistoI7 of n.a 
U. ..... i_. p. 19.1 
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who, after witnessing the defeat of the Bill, had been urged 
by the members for Nottingham, • to soothe and modcmte 
the public mind,' 1 they set themselves to form a closer and 
more efficient combination than any they had yet achieved. 
The Artic!les and General Regulations were framed with the 
utmost care in 1818. Report said that the plan of associa
tion had been dmwn up by counsel of great eminence, namely 
Sir S. Romilly and Mr. Samuel Marryatt, so that it should 
be kept within the bounds of the law." It was called by the 
unobjectionable name of a society' for obtaining parliamentary 
relief and the encoumgement of Mechanics in the improve
ment of Mechanism.' I 

The combination was a federation of sociel:ies, each con
sisting of not less than thirty and not more than one hundred 
members, and a hiemrchy of committees was established 
for the different districts with an executive committee in 
Nottingham at their head. The districts which it was pro
posed to cover comprised not only the Midlands, but London, 
Godalming, Tewkesbury, Scotland and Ireland. A General 
Conference" for representatives from Ce~ral Committees 
in Nottinghamshire, Derby and Leicester was to be held 
annually, and a General National Conference attended by 
a deputy from every • Central Committee in the Empire' 
was ~o be held every three years. The rules were mainly 
occupied with the constitution of the Society, and the rela
tions of the different committees to one another. The coat 
of arms of the Society represented the different districts 
concerned, with the device of a 100m and an arm holding 
a hammer with the motto, • Taisez vons.' These arms were 
omitted from the second set of tickets issued to members 
since thcy were supposed to arouse suspicion.-

A good many wild ideas were current about this new organisa
tion which started on its career in January 1818. It is agreed 
by certain individuals at Nottingham, wrote one enthusiastic 
informant, • that the Constitution of this Club is founded 
upon the Methodist system of Wesley, and this particularly 
struck one of my friends as a convincing proof that Latham 
who is a Methodist was one.' I The Union was also credited 
with instigating the spasmodic attempts at frame breaking 
which still occurred from time to time, and which were as 

J H.O., 41. 166. • H.O., 42. 139-
• For constitution of Society see H.O., 42. 137. and 42. 139-
& H.O., .p. '35. • H.O.,.p .• ]8. 
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a matter of fact contrary to its policy. The Minutes of the 
first Central Conference of the Society, held some time in 
1818, are among the. Home Office Papers.' Deputies from the 
three Midland hosiery counties were present, and the figures 
given show that the total membership in these districts and 
in London (27 members) and Goda1ming (70 members) '!'Vas 
2890, whilst the funds in luind were £195 in all, including' 
£126 in Nottingham, and £1 in London. Ten ou' of the fifteen 
resolutions passed deal with the establishment of Houses 
of Call in eaclt place where a Society exists, • for the better 
convenience and infonnation of the taking and letting of 
Frames, and for the obtaining more certain employ for 
Members.' Eaclt House of Call in fact was to act as a sort 
of employment bureau, keeping a list of frames, of work 
and 01 workers. 

The SoCiety embarked on a striking and novel plan of 
action. In November lS18, • The Societies hire all the un
employed frames and engage all the work they can whiclt 
they let out to their members but to no other person, if a 
member has empjPyment flsewhere with whiclt he is dissatisfied, 
the Soeiety make him a weekly allowance until he finds better 
Employment either from the Society or other persons." 
• The main prop of their Excltequer,' wrote Mr. Coldham in 
July ISUo, after examining the papers and accounts of the 
Society, • bas been borrowing Money for the purpose of being 
applied to Manufacturing, and by this means they bave pro
duced a great many Silk Hose whiclt are now sent to London 
to be sold." I 

The Societies of course Duly acted incidentally as pro
ducers. their main object was to keep up the standard of 
wages. and for eighteen months they met with oonsider
able 6Ucoess. First one and then another branclt pressed 
for an advance. Lace hands, we read, are not to make a 
claim OIl the funds, • till the grievances of the Plain Trade 
is redressed'; again the plain two needle branclt are to 
have their grievances redressed before those of the plain 
three needle branclt are taken in hand.' Amongst the Home 
Office Papers is the copy of a letter, dated June 16, ISU., from 
a Nottingham frame-work knitter to a frame-work knitter 
in Dumfries. I This letter came into the hands of the Pro-

I H.O.,~ '39-
• H.o.,~ 14Qo 
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curator-Fiscal of Dumfries, who sent it to the Town Clerk of 
Nottingham. It runs as follows: 

'NOTTINGHAM, June 16, 1814. 
'SIR,-Having seen a letter you have sent to your Brother 

Timothy explaining the Disposition of the Trade of Dumfries to 
join their Friends in England in uniting themselves under the 
Union, I feel it my Duty to give you every Information on the 
Subject. You will see by the Articles that the intent of the 
Institution is to unite every branch for the support of each other 
in times of Distress. The Institution has been found to be very 
beneficial to every branch, as we have all received a small advance 
on our work except the Plain Silk Hands, which we are now con
tending for; We have had sao hands out of employ for more than 
six weeks because the Hosien have not the honour to give a 
reasonable advance. The Hosien have formed a powerful Com
bination against us, but this we have not eared for, we have 
persevered, and resolved to persevere until we accomplish the 
object in view which we hope is not far distant. 

'The Union is well-established in Nottingham, Derby and their 
Counties, and is making very rapid progress throughout Leicester
shire, London, Godslming, Tewkesbury and Nortbamptonshire 
have all formed themselves, and we have long wished to form an 
Interest in North Britain in order tbat the prinCiple may be 
diffused throughout the Nortb; and we are bappy to find tbat 
Dumfries is anetious to set the example, and hope wben yoo bave 
formed yourselves you will disseminate the priociple througb all 
Scotland, for depend upon it if the Trade are united and true to 
their own Interest, we shall be able to make our Trade as respect
able 81 any other in the Kingdom and no longer be designated by 
the application of" Str.eking Stockinge..... According to request 
I have sent four Articles and sixty Diplomas tbat you may form 
yourselves as soon as pOSSible. • • • 1 bope you will excuse us 
not writing sooner as we are DOW so throng, we have scarcely time 
to attend to anytbing but the Turn Out. S. S,MPSON. 

'N.B.-Direct for me Newtons Head, Glassbouse Lane, Notting
ham: 

It was ~e conflict in the plain silk branch mentioned in 
this letter that proved the ruin of the men's Union.1 In April 
1814 the men demanded an advance in the wages for plain 
silk hose. On April 21 a 'large and respectable meeting of 
Hosiers' in London, composed no doubt of representatives of 
houses in Nottingham and elsewhere,decided to refuse anysuch 
advance, and to form a Society for prosecuting frame breakers 
instead. Now Messrs. Ray. the chief makers of plain silk 

I For the account of the collapse of the IDCD'. Ullioa that follo .... see the 
papen in H.O., 4'- 1]9. and 42. ' .... 
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h~e in Nottingham, found themselves in what Mr. Coldham 
caIl~d • an unpleasant Predicament,' for they • had proposed, 
in cansequence of an Engagement as I believe with their 
WorklJlen to do so, the very Advance which .the Comhina
tion demanded. and which the great body of the trade had 
refused to grant to the Frame-Work Knitters.' Under pres
sure from' their fellow employers they went back on their 
word, and refused the increase. Unlike most hosiers they 
owned few frames themselves, the bulk of their work being 
done on 'independent' trames. The Union on April 2. 
called out Messrs. Ray's men, amounting to two hundred or 
three hundred, and proceeded to give them strike pay, or else 
to employ them on making silk hose to be sold by the Union. 
Messrs. Ray suffered a heavy blow by this desertion o~ their 
men, and even wished to give in and keep their word, but after 
many negotiations and • clashing opinions' were persuaded to 
throw in their lot with their fellow employers. 

The hosiers at Nottingham had previously founded a Secret 
Committee of which .Mr. Coldham, the town clerk, acted 
as secretary. It was decided by this masters' combination 
to pursue all legal means to break up the men's combination, 
and to refuse employment to any workmen who had struck 
for an advance in wages, • or who are otherwise engaged in 
this illegal combination.' The Law Officers had given it 
as their opinion that the men's societ)' was illegaI, but had 
added that it was useless to prosecute until persons could 
be found to become members of the different societies in 
order to give information.· The committees set themselves 
to obtain such information, but, wrote Mr. Coldham. it is 
• inconceivable the difficult)' there is in getting amongst 
Frame-Work Knitters upon whom you can depend to obtain 
information for you. and no other person can be of the smallest 
use.' A more hopeful plan of crushing the men's resistance 
was suggested by the Secret Committee of Hosiers on May 
118, after the tum out had lasted a month, namely. that the 
Leicester, Nottingham and Derby Regiments of lIIilitia should 
be disbanded. This, as Mr. Coldham pointed out, would 
largely increase the number of hands wanting work. U 
these new hands worked for the masters at the old rates it 
would become more difficult for the manufacturing committee 

• H.o. .... 137. :a,. the me ... f&ot .. -..me difl'eftDt _ches the Society 
.... ilI~ a_ing to 39 Geo. III. C. '" • All Act Iw the SuppnuiGD of 
Sed\Ii .... &lid ~b1. Societies.· . 
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of men to dispose of their own goods l if, on the other hsnd, 
the new hands joined the Combination, the Society must 
either find them work or' support them. This suggestion 
was evidently acted on. 

The long struggle was exhausting the men's resources l 
their own funds were insufficient to support them, and collec
tions were organised through the district. A copy of the 
men's accounts in the Home Office Papers shows that between 
April 25 and July', 181', no less than £1802 passed through 
their hands, mostly collections and subscriptions. In addi
tion there is a mention of a book containing an account of 
the money lent for carrying on the manufacturing of silk 
hose. The masters waited to deal their blow till the process 
of exhaustion was sufficiently advanced, and early in July 
they judged the moment propitious. Action was taken 
nominally by Mr. Ray, in reality by the Secret Committee. 
Mr. Ray's master hands, summoned to answer the charge 
of neglecting their work, proved a disappointment, almost 
all being' devoted to the Combination.' Some of the journey
men,however, were taken up on secret information, and from 
one of these iuformation was obtained against three of the 
leading members of the men's committee. One of the three, 
Samuel Simpson, writer of the letter quoted above, escaped 
from the district, the other two, George Gibson and Thomas 
Judd, were convicted of collecting money for illegal purposes • 
• As this,' wrote Mr. Coldham, on July 7,1814., 'was the first 
prosecution under the Combinations Act, it was not thought 
politic to push the conviction up to the full extent,' either 
by prosecutors or magistrates, and one month's hard labour 
was the sentence imposed. The books and papers of the 
combination had all been seized. 

The sentence though blamed by some as too lenient did its 
work. The Union, unable to stand against the opposing forces. 
broke up, and its collapse was followed by a recrudescence 
of frame breaking. A letter written by Mr. Coldham on 
August 12, whether in hi. capacity as town clerk or as 
secretary of the Secret Committee is not stated, i. a signi
ficant commentary on the situation. • I have the pleasure 
to assure you that I regard the resumption of the Practice 
of Frame breaking as a strong and decisive Evidence of the 
Disorganisation of the System of Combination as applied 
for the purpose of accomplishing an Increase of Wages. I 
consider that this has been effected by the joint aid of a 
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depressed Trade, of an increasing supply of Labourers in the 
Manufactory from the Discharge of the Militia Regiments 
of the Manufacturing Districts, and of the Confusion and 
Dismay occasioned by the Seizure of the Books and Papers 
.of the Committee of the Combination.' I 

The collapse of the • Society for obtaining Parliamentary 
Relief' made the men despair of obtaining redress by orderly 
methods. Gravener Henson, with his policy of clubs and 
combinations and his hostility to violence was discredited,· 
and a smaIl section of frame breakers, who did not scruple 
to use personal violence when any of their body got into 
trouble, revived the policy of 1811, and continued it till the 
bloodstained retribution which followed the destruction of 
lace machines in Heathcoat's Loughborough factory closed 
the epoch of Luddism. • The branch who broke the frames,' 
said Gravener Henson afterwards in 182',' • never contem
plated any IUch thing as the oombining; they broke them 
merely because it was the only means that presented itself 
of rescuing themselves, as they conceived, from the com
binations of their masters.' 

It would be a niistake however to think that the whole 
body of frame-work knitters now turned to frame breaking. 
A spy was at last found by Mr. Coldham in March 1815, who, 
for the wages of £2, 25. a week, & was willing to send in descrip
tions of the inconsequent and irresponsible talk at public
houses, in which projects of revolution and refonn, proposals 
for frame breaking and for prosecutions of masters under the 
Truck Aet, and petty personal quarrels are wound together in 
ineztricable confusion. In one of these reports the secret agent 
writes of the would-be Revolutionaries, • there is somebody 
concerting a plan and will make it known in proper time, 
but I cannot learn who these persons are, and I think they 

. I R.o. .... 's" This lett .. h .. b1 mistake beea pIac:ed amoocst th. popers 
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don't know.' 1 When Mr. Coldham died early' in 1816 Mr. 
Enfield, who like his predecessor combined the offices of 
town clerk and secretary to the Secret Committee of Employers, 
continued to send up reports flOm time to time to the Home 
Office. 

Gravener Henson himself now devoted his untiring energies 
to organising prosecutions of the masters under the Truck 
Act. In two test cases against 'two very respectable 
tradesmen' in 1816, the men were successful, and much 
alarm was created among the masters, whose contention, as 
stated by an apologist in a letter to the Home Office,· was 
that when overstocked with their own goods 'they barte~ 
with other tradesmen for such goods as they know their men 
will be wanting,' and that if informations were laid on a big 
scale, and the system stopped. thousands of men would be 
thrown out of work. In the two cases tried, it may bc re
marked. the goods in which the men were paid happened 
to be frames which the men certainly did not want. Henson 
afterwards attributed his own arrest I largely to the unpopu
larity he had thus incurred among 'the unprincipled maIi
cious part of the manufacturers.' • 

In the year 1816 there was an organised renewal of frame 
breaking. As in 1811 the attacks were confined to frames 
working under price. 'It is not a war against any particular 
description of loom,' wrote General Fane, who. was in com
mand of the Midlands, 'but against all looms let for work 
below certain fixed rates of wages.' I Scrupulous care was 
usually taken not to damage other articles. Whereas in 
1811 the attacks were made on stocking fram:!S. they were 
now chiefly directed against the lace frames, and in order 
to explain the most famous of these attacks it is necessary 
here to give some brief account of the new developments 
in the lace trade.' 

The point net trade by 1816 was a dying industry, but 
two new trades had grown up : 

(1) The trade in warp lace. a lace that went by the name 
of Mechlin lace. and was made upon the warp machine. a 
mixture of the weaving loom and the stocking frame. This 
trade grew considerably after 1807, when rotary power was 
introduced. 

I H.O •• 4 •• ' ..... 
• See p. :141. 
I October 24.1816, H.O., 42. 154. 
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• H.O' J 42. 166. 
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(2) The bobbin-net trade, the most important branch of 
the lace business, associated with the name of Heathcoat, 
who patented the first bobbin-net machine in 1808, and the 
second in 1809. 

How far Heathcoat was himself an inventor is a mucl! dis
puted point. Many men had spent themselves over the attempt 
to produce by machinery a more exact imitation of twisted 
and travcrsed cushion lace. • Some of these,' says F,elkin, 
• died in poverty, and others became insane.' No one com
pletely mastered the problem before Heathcoat, and he, like 
Arkwright, had the gifts of a man of business. Bom in 1788, 
the son of a small farmer, he started life as a frame-smith, 
and ended it a prosperous manufacturer, deputy lieutenant 
for Devonshire and colleague of Lord Paimerston in the House 
of Commons. 

The bobbin net lace trade, unlike the stocking trade, 
early became a factory industry, the first large factory 
being occupied about 1810. In these factories the machines 
were gathered together, but it 'was not till 1816 that power 
was used. At first the machines were worked by hand, and 
then wheels were put in which doubled the speed.l Heath
coat's success was remarkable.· In 1811 his lace factory. 
according to the estimate of a fellow manufacturer, brought 
him in £15,000 a year," but like Arkwright he found that his 
fellow manufacturers had no scruples about infringing his 
patents. The litigation he began against infringelS was 
sensationally stopped by the • surprising and untoward 
discovery,' not revealed to the public, that the copyist in 
cOpying out the specification froin the draft had omitted a 
line. thinking that the omitted line was a mere repetition 
of the line before, and had further substjtuted the word' bring' 
for • put.'· These alterations made the issue of the ease 
doubtful, and hence the iufringelS were able to go on un
checked for some years. By 1816 theM were'156 of them. I 
It was the competition with these infringers, added to the 
competition with the warp lace trade that prompted Heath-

I FelkID .. ';' n"~, p. ",0.. 
• I ... 8'3 an Importallt impro ........ t OIl H .. ~t'.lIlIchin. ,... etrected bJ 

John r.-.. origiDallJ • fiuDesmith, who toek out .. 0 pat ... t, wasted his time 
anel tal ..... oc:cording to Felki .. in el.illlr. ... el political _0 .... IUld liDaIIJ. 
like tb. original in .. ntor of tho ....... ing _chine, ..... t 0_ to FtaaceIUld diccl 
.t Rou ... (cE. Gra .... et Hellson" niclen ... bef"", Committee OIl Artisuo .. el 
Machi .. e", .804. po .'4). • Mr. Nu .. ", H.o. • .p. u8. 
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coat to lower his wages by a third, and thus led to the 
destruction of the machinery in his Loughborough factory. 

The lace trade being a new and· prosperous industry had 
attracted many of the best hands among the Frame-Work 
Knitters, and the wages had been good, compared with the 
miserable pittances of the stocking hands; they were stated 
by Heathcoat's solicitor to run from 80s. to 60s. a week.' 
In May these wages were suddenly reduced by one-third at 
the two factories ill Loughborough, Heathcoat and Bodens, 
and Mr. Lacey's. Mr. Lacey, in answer to remonstrances, 
advanced his wages again, but Heathcoat and Boden were 
obstinate.· Some of Heathcoat's men turned out and in con
sultation with Lacey's men and with the Nottingham warp 
lace hands, they determined to destroy Heathcoat's machines, 
in order to prevent him underselling his rivals." The' job' 
was carried out at midnight on June 28, 1816, by seventeen 
men, all disguised with blackened faces and high cravats, whilst 
a guard of some hundred sympathisers waited outside and 
kept the streets clear. The fifty-three patent bobbin net 
frames in the factory were smashed in the course of haH 
an hour, and £6000 worth of damage done.' The demand 
for goods was so great that ten of the frames were being 
worked by night as well as by day, and the workmen found 
in the factory were forced to lie down with their faces to the 
floor. There had also been a guard of six men provided 
with arms, but five of these had conveniently gone off to 
drinJr.in a public house at 11.80, and remained away till the 
business was done. The remaining guard, John Asher, aimed 
a pistol at one of the intruders, and was shot in return, but 
not mortally, whilst a big dog who flew at them was killed. 
Some incidents mentioned in the confession of one of the 
seventeen,· show that they were not altogether the • desperate 
villains' they were often taken to be. • Rodney olill8 Bill 
Towle was going to pocket some lace; Hill said we are not 
come to rob, but for the good of the trade; if ever I see you 
up to that again I will blow your brains out. He took it away 
and burnt it on the floor.' • On going out of the factory 

1 H.O.,.p. '5" • f6U/. 
• For following account see papers in H.O., 42. 151 . 
• Heathcoat and Boden estimated their loueJ at £JO,ooo: £6,000 for 

machinery. the rest for contracts for '"gea to 100 JDeD aDd the 1011 of tia; 

month,' profits (H.O., 42. 152). 
• Blackburn, H.O., ". 10. 
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several of them went to ~hake hands with Asher who was 
shot ••• he told them to be off, that he might have a doctor.' 

One of the seventeen, by name James Towle, had been 
identified, and h«i was tried and found guilty of shooting at 
Asher, and condemned to death in August. Samuel Slater, 
tried at the same time, was acquitted, thanks to the fifty-six 
witnesses produced by the prisoners, who swore so consistently 
and resisted cross examination so successfully, that Towle 
himself would have escaped but for slips he had made when 
examined by the Magistrates before he was committed.1 

It was not Towle's first experience of prison; he had been 
tried in 1816 for frame breaking, and acquitted, to the great 
annoyance of Mr. Coldham, who accused the Judge, Mr_ 
Justice Bayley, of partiality to the prisoner and even of 
cowardice.' Whilst Towle was awaiting this first trial an 
attack had been made, presumably by his friends, on the 
house of Garton, the chief witness against him, and in the 
affray two lives were lost.' Towle was now, August 1816, 
condemned to death, but owing to a technical point as to 
the correctness of the indictment, he lingered on in prison 
till November, when he was executed. 

The general sympathy with the frame breakers was shown 
at Towle's funeral, at which Dr. Wylde, J.p .. Rector of St. 
Nicholas, forhade the reading of the Burial Service. There 
were three thousand presmt, wrote the Secret Agent,' • A 
School master, I was told. gave out the Hymns t!lat were sung 
from his house to and at the Grave by Six young women. 
Peter Green was there and joined in the ainging. Many other 
men also sung. Badder I was there with me. ••• There 
was a Starr or Cross v.pon the Coffin lid, which excited much 
conjecture what it could be for. Some said it was because 
he had died game, others because he had been hung. and 
some damned Dr. Wylde lor not allowing the Funeral Service 
to be read. Badder said the Parish Parson would have read 
the Service, had not Dr. Wylde threatened to strip off his 
gown if he did it, but he said it did not sigoify to Jem, for 
he wanted no Parsons about him.' During his months in 
prison, every effort had been made to induce Towle to reveal 

I H. 0" 4Ao IS" • 110&, 4" 143-
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the names of his accomplices, but the authorities failed • t 
bring him to the desired point.' The Duke of Rutland wanteo 
his life to be spared if he would turn informer, but the poo 
wretch gave no information of value, though he tried 1< 
implicate Gravener Henson in the Luddite movement.' 

The autumn of 1816 waS a time of anxiety for the authorities 
and of starvation for the frame-work knitters. The systen 
of parochial relief broke down. The condition of Hincklel 
will serve as an example." At Hinckley, inhabited mostll 
by Frame-Work Knitters, there were 1200 families comp 
prising 6000 souls. Six hundred of these families were ou' 
of work, three hundred of the remaining six hundred wero 
excused from poor rates because of their poverty, leavinl 
three hundred families to bear the whole burden of the poo. 
rates. Needless to say the three hundred began to dwindle 
as family after family passed over into the other categories 
and the burden on the survivors increased proportionately 
It is no wonder that some alarm was felt, for' the morals 0: 
the lower classes,' wrote a clergyman of Hinckley, • are iI 
danger of being vitiated from want of employment.' I Charit) 
eked out the poor rates, but even large sums went little wa) 
amongst so many. Hinckley, like many other parishes, adoptee 
the expedient of employing tile poor in frame-work knittinj 
and still further overstocked the market. 

In Nottingham it was feared that the troops would ref~ 
to act against tile mob, and the Duke of Newcastle urged the 
building of barracks to keep them separate from 'the popu' 
lace_' The year before (1815) Mr. Coldham had urged thi! 
measure, • any Infantry want Barraclu here to be effective fOl 
otherwise they are mixed up with tile Mob, and cannot bE 
kept in a state of regularity and discipline ••• the con· 
stant state of Association with tile Town's People has had 
a very pernicious effect upon the spirit of the men if attempted 
to be brought into Action against the People.' I In spite 
of Towle's conviction frame breaking went on unchecked, 
and there were great complaints among the masters that 
tile magistrates did not make a number of arrests. The 
fact that tile Corporation was Whig explained tIleir short
comings to the other side. The Loughborough affair had 
overshadowed all other frame-breaking exploits, and of the 

I H.O., 42. 153. 154, and 156; and 40. 10 (Towle'. narratiYe). 
• H.O., 41, 150, and 41. 151. • Ih"d .• 42· '5". 
• IjUl., .2. '55. • llill., ... '4+ 
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chief actors all but one were still at large_ • The Luddites" 
wrote Mt. Lockett early in 1817, • are now principally engaged 
in politics and poaching.' 1 It was a poaching adventure 
that led to their capture. John Blackburn, one of the seven
teen, when arrested in connection with an attack ,on Lord 
Middleton's gamekeeper, made a voluntary confession of 
the names of his accomplices in the destruction at Lough
borough to the magistrate, Mr. Rolleston, but Mr. Rolleston 
finding that they were not the chief Luddites, told him that 
his life would only be spared if he told all about the clUe! 
Luddites; • this at first he positively refused, but subse
quently complied with.' I On Blackburn's information 
warrants were issued against thirteen' men; seven were at 
once taken, including Burton, who was also persuaded to 
tum informer. As a result of their evidenee, six men were 
executed, Mitchell, Crowder, Amos, Savage, Rodney' Towle 
and Whithers, and three more men were transported for life •• 

Some of the unhappy men condemned to death tried 
every expedient of disclosure and invention to save their 
lives; Savage, in particular, who had beerl mixed up in the 
Refonn movement, declared that, if his life was spared, he 
could reveal treasonable correspondence between Major 
Cartwright, Sir Francis Burdett and Gravener Henson. • He 
says he thinks Gravener Henson equal to the perpetration 
of anything that ever Jlobespierre committed." Mean
while the budding Robespierre had gone to London to try 
to save the lives of those who were imperilling his own liberty, 
and in London, on affidavits of magistrates inspired by these 
• disclosures,' which gave body to the existing vague feeling 
that he was a treasonable fellow, he was thrown into prison 
during the suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act. There he 
remained from April 11, 1816, till November 18, 1817, long 
enough to learn discretion. He was • a sensible fellow,' wrote 
one of the magistrates, • and very fond of talking.' I 

Unhappy as was the fate of the condemned Luddites, the 
lot of the two informers was still more wretched. mack
bum was only twenty-three and Burton twenty-one years 
old; each had a wife and a little daughter; shunned by 
honest and dishonest alike. they did not dare to pass their 
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thresholds for fear of an assassin's bullet; they were aftel 
wards shipped off to Canada, whence they soon pleaded to 
return even to the bitterness of their old surroundings_l 

As a measure for the repression of Luddism, the executiOl 
of these men was successful. The boldest spirits who, thougl 
they might not have planned the frame breaking, had usuaIll 
volunteered for the • jobs,' were either dead, or transported 
or had 1Ied thE' country.· Some of them returned when quie' 
was restored, and led blameless and law-abiding lives. On. 
of the Loughborough seventeen, who became a faithful anc 
trusty servant, caretaker of valuable stock in a warehouse 
was supposed to have left behind him a lull account of Luddism 
but FeIkin failed to find it." 

lIeathcoat, who sued the county for damages, was awardee 
£10,000, but as it was a condition that this money should 
be spent locally, and as he had detemtined to abandon th, 
Midlands, it was never paid.· As his solicitor represented 
his affailS to be in a serious state, the Treasury agreed to pa) 
the £500 reward offered in the name of Heathcoat and BodE'n, 
and they also agreed to pay the heavy costs of the prose· 
cution, some £2261, though suggesting that, in includin~ 
Mr. BodEn's own tmveIIing expenses as an item in the bilI, 
Heathcoat was perhaps relying over much on the plea 01 
reduoed circumstances.' 

The Loughborough affair is often supposed to have driven 
a good deal of the lace trade from the Midlands down to 
Devonshire; Heathcoat himself about this time set up works 
at Tiverton, in a disused woollen mill, where first the watelS 
of the Exe, and afterwards steam were used to work his lace 
machines. But he had already started this manufactory at 
Ti verton before the destruction of his Immes at Lough
borough, as is clear from bis letter to the Mayor of Tiverton 
on July I, 1816, sent by the Mayor to the Home Office.' 
After asking for proteetion for his manufactory at Tiverton, 
and stating that be had just heard of the attack on his 

I H.O.,41. :188. 
I For example Christopher Blackburn. ODe of the ,",steen, who was pr0-
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property at Loughborough, he goes on, 'I believe the real 
cause of this mischief being done is principally, if not whoDy, 
owing to the offence given by our removing here.' The 
failure of the wooDen trade in Devonshire provided cheap 
labour, and empty mills were available for manufacturers 
who wished to move.1 

Curiously enough, the very year of the Loughborough affair 
the vexed question of Heathcoat's patent was decided in 
his favour on a side issue in another ease, and .he made him
sell as unpepular with the masters, as he had previously 
been with the men, by starting actions against the infringers. 
He won his test ease, in spite of what the Lord Chief Justice 
described as 'the system of terror' at Nottingham, where the 
masters showed that they, no less than the Luddites, could 
when necessary use the weapens of intimidation. He waived 
his right to the damages of £10,000, dropped his other actions, 
and entered instead into a profitable arrangement for grant
ing licences to the infringers, from whom he secured a tribute 
of some £10,000 a year till the ex~ration of his patent in . 
1828.' 

After the execution of the Loughborough Luddites the lace 
masters were no longer troubled by tears that their fmmes 
would be broken if they lowered their pay. An intercepted 
letter sent at the time of the executions from a workman i.a 
Nottingham to a friend at Calais, with the object of securing 
'work over there for a young lace hand, who had his reasons 
for wishing to be away tor a time, shows that the masters were 
not slow to use their oppertunities. 'All trade is better here 
than it As been, but they have begun to hate And to tel us 
that Ned • is at Liester now And they well can do as they 
like,'· FeIkin, writing long after, when fmme breaking was 
a legend of the past, summed up his judgment about it thus : 
• The broad substratum of the whole of this wretched heap 
of wrongdoing was undoubtedly the hunger and misery into 
which the Iarge portion of the fifty thousand fmme-work
knitters and their families were fallen. and from which they 
never fully emerged for the following forty years.' • 
'. See letter &om J-.. Deon, .... d _ &om ..... Enter, Decemba 6, 
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Frame breaking was now discredited, and the Frame-Worl 
Knitters resorted to other expedients. The history of thei 
later attempts to escape from their miseries shows that 
however abject their conditions, they always contained II 
their ranks men of ideas who delighted in arguing against th, 
economic doctrines preached by their employers. At LeicesteJ 
early in 1817, the Frame-Work Knitters held a meeting 
at which they passed twelve resolutions afterwards sub 
mitted to the employers. These resolutions dealt with thl 
evils of low wages arising from competition amongst employeD 
to undersell each other" 

The Leicester masters in response to these resolutioru 
held a meeting, on February 18, 1817, at which fifty-onc 
of their body were present. They recognised and Iamenteci 
the privations of the Frame-Work Knitters, praised theil 
temperate and patient conduct, declared that, whilst it WBl 

impossible to lay down any general arrangements, they woulci 
advance wages as soon as the revival of trade made it possible, 
and attributed much of the existing distress to the ruinow 
practice of the parishes in competing as manufacturers, 01 

in offering premiums. These two sets of resolutions wen: 
sent up to Lord Sidmouth • for the serious consideration oj 
your Lordship and the Cabinet Ministers,' on behalf of the 
Frame-Work Knitters by William Jackson, the Secretary 
of the deputation to the Hosiers.' Jackson's letter to Sidmouth 
is interesting as giving the point of view of the thoughtful 
workman." 

You will find in the enclosed, he writes, • a statement of 
matters of fact, and things as they really are in this Town 
and Neighbourhood. The Frame-Work Knitters in con
sequence of the reduction of their Wages are reduced to, the 

I See H.O., 42. 160. quoted in TAl T.". LMtltlrW', po 303-
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'lowest state of misery and wretchedness, and if the present 
system of giving low Wages is persisted in, the whole of the 
common people must soon become paupers. One .cause 
of this state of things is the Combination Aet, which is un· 
just in its principles, and impolitic in its application. U 
this Act had never been enforced mechanics would in a great 
measure [have] been enabled to resist their employers in 
reducing their Wages, and consequently the country would 
have been in comparatively flourishing circumstances. All 
ranks of People in this Town see and feel the evil of the 
present system of giving low Wages, and we can assure your 
Lordship from a personal interview we have had with the 
Mayor, that he, and the other Magistrates of this Town are 
anxious that our Wages should be advanced, the present 
system will eat up the Vitals of the Country, and your Lord· 
ship will find that a nation of Paupers will ultimately pro· 
duce an empty exchequer and a National Bankruptcy. It is 
not the want of employment of which we complain but the 
lowness of our Wages, the hands out of Work being com .... 
paratively few. You have legislated to keep up the price 
of Com, and it is hut just that you should legislate to keep 
up the price of labour, and your Lordship will ever find in, 
time of Peace that the Price of one is dependent on the price 
of the other. U the MechanicS and. artizans were well paid 
for their Labour they would not hoard up their Money. It 
would lind its way into the shops of the Tradesmen, the Pockets 
of the Fanner and into his Majesty's exchequer. U a low 
price is given for Labour the price of the necessaries of life 
must come down in proportion, in defiance of aU attempts 
that are made to keep them up, and we would ask your Lord· 
ship how a low price of Com, [and] a low price of labour can 
exist with a heavy tuation' Your Lordship will see in 
the Resolutions of the Hosier&, that they tell us they are 
forced to reduce our Wages, to come into the market npon 
equal terms with Parishes that manufacture goods. and those 
Hosiers who receive a Premium from Parishes for employing 
their Poor I We would call your Lordship's attention par
ticularly to this subject. Parishes manufactu!e goods, send 
them to Market and sell them under prime cost, and the 106S 
sustained is made up from the poor rates: to meet this com
p<'tition, the Hosiers are obliged to reduce the wages of their 
Workmen: your Lordship from this Statement we trust 
will see the necessity of some alteration in the Poor Laws. 
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We would humbly suggest to your Lordship that if the POOl 
Rates throughout the Country were collected and put into 
one public fund, and the whole of the poor paid from that 
fund there would be no inducement for parishes to manu
facture or give premiums to manufacturers for employing 
their poor and forcing them to work for low wages as is the 
case at present.' 

However little consideration the Cabinet might give to 
such proposals the men now found important allies in the 
parish officers. The Mayor of Leicester refused to allow a 
meeting of Frame-Work Knitters to be held on Whit Mon
day, urging the impropriety of fixing on a day 'which in 
general was spent on Idleness and Dissipation'; I but the 
Overseers of the Poor of Leicester took matters into their 
own hands, resolved not to employ any poor in the Manu
facture of Hosiery, except those actually in the Poor House, 
and further came to the important determination described 
in a letter to the Home Office • not to allow any assistance 
to Persons who work at what they ('all underprice, and claim 
assistance from their Parish-The Overseers have therefore 
at a public meeting, set a sort of rate of wages for the different 
kind of work, and it is to be observed that the statement 
of the prices they have fixed, are not speculative, but, on the 
contrary, are moderate and perfectly justified by the pruem 
market prices of Honery.'· The difference between the 
prices actually paid and the new prices, adds the correspondent, 
is as 7s. to 25s. a week. This policy, which began in Leicester 
itself, spread over the county. • The dispute,' wrote Mr. 
Mundy, J.P., from Burton on July 22, 1817, •• is a very unplea
sant one. The workmen are supported by the parish officers, 
who are of opinion (I fear with some truth) that there exists 
a combination among the Hoziers, to keep doWD the prices 
of the workmen so low that the parishes are obliged to make 
up the earnings of the workmen, so as to enable them to 
support their families, and thus carry on their trade in some 
measure out of the poor rates. Thus far is certain that the 
Hoziers have agreed that a yard of work shall consist of two
and-forty inches, instead of six-and-thirty. In consequence 
most of the parishes in this county, and I believe all those 
in the Town of Leicester, have agreed to support the work
men who give up their frames in consequence of the low 
prices: 

I H.O., ... 1650 I J .... 9, 1I.0.,.p. 166. I H.O., 42 .• 68. 
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The men gained their advance from most of the m~ters 
in Leioester' itself, but it was granted on the condition that a 
similar advance should be gSined throughout the county and in 
Nottingham. The men ,in the cotton branch in Nottingham 
agitated vigorously, announcing that since advances had been 
made in Leicester, • so as to make it more pleasant between 
the Employer and the employed,' similar steps must be taken 
in Nottingham, and the Frame-Work Knitters in Nottingham, 
like those in Leioester. used the opportunity to ventilate 
their philosophy of Trade. • That this Meeting,' ran one of 
their resplutionsj on July 21st • is fully sensible of the Advan
tages which this Country has derived from the Spirit of Enter
prise and useful Competition, as it respects Capital and Talent, 
but although it is acknowledged that a judicious Use of these 
Means must necessarily be highly beneficial to the Com
munity at large, yet this Meeting is firmly persuaded that 
the same has passed the Bounds of Limita!;ion necessary 
for the weD-being of all, so as to become injurious to every 
one connected with the Frame-Work Knitting Manufacture.' 
And again, • to keep any large Body of Men in Work without 
a proper Remuneration for, their Labour 'is greatly to be 
deprecated l as it not only enervates the Spirit of Industry, 
which ultimately renden them a Burthen to the Public, 
but creates an unfavourable Impression in the minds of the 
Workmen towards their Employen, which is IargeIy parti
cipated in by most Classes of the Community.' 

The employen in Nottingham held out, and meanwhile many 
of the houses in Leioestershire withdrew their advance. • One 
who was on the Committee who drew the scale, departed 
from it the first Saturday but one.' a Early in September, 
however, most of the hosien agreed to accept the higher 
rates provided the acceptances were general l but a few 
still refused and imperilled the men's success. A letter 
of September 8 to a friend, from one of these employers, 
IIlr. John Parker, • a manufacturer of the first _pectabiIity,' 
who held out, was sent up to the Home Office. He laments 
the • unpleasant circumstances under which he has _tly 
been placed.' • Presuming that you are weD acquainted 

1 Som. held out I • .... nJ of the HOIIien ODd the. the _ opal .. t ODd of 
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Aucust '3 •• S.t IH.o. •• 1. .6g), For oth .. popon 'fOoted .. the .a'7 -pt 
to mi. --. .. H.o.. 41. .,.. 

• Committee .... Artht. ... ODd MadW>ert ..... po a6S, 
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that the nature of our manufactory is that of considembJe 
permaifence in the engagements between master and work· 
men, you will be able to judge how very painful [is] the situa· 
of the employer, in being incessantly called upon to refuse 
gratifications which the workman is most industriously in· 
formed is really his due.' The writer's anger is excited 
especially against the outside sympathisers with the men, 
such as the siguatories of a mauifest~ published at nkeston 
whose C9nduct, he writes, • renders them in my mind parties 
to a conspiracy for advancing wages.' This manifesto of 
August 11, 1817, from Freeholders, Farmers and Trades· 
men, was sigued by twelve persons, including the Vicar, 
a Churchwarden and two Overseers. • With dcep regret,' 
it ran • we behold the once Industrious, but now degraded 
Frame-Work Knitters of this Parish and its Vicinity. in a 
most forlorn and wretched Condition. Men we have seen 
with pleasure maintain themselves and Families in a credit
able and respectable Manner, but now deprived of that Oppor
tunity, by their Wages being inadequate to their Labour 
and the Necessaries of Life.' The siguatories announced 
their willinguess. whilst deprecating violence, to co-ilpemte 
with the men in order to enable them to live by industry, 
and their further willinguess to CO-ilpemte with parishes 
for this end. 

Various Parish overseers met in Nottinghanl early in Sep
tember 1817, and passed a resolution that' it is the inalienable 
Right of every honest and industrious Man to live by his 
Labour'; but the dissentient employers still held oot, and 
a general strike involving some eight or nine thousand persons 
began on September 6. The' Philanthropic and Feeling Public 
of Nottingham' was called upon to give sopport. It is not 
clear whether the men at this time otilised their old Committees 
or formed new ones-Gravener Henson was in prison all the 
time-but they seem to have been effectively organised. 
with a system of correspondence between Leicestershire, 
Derby, Nottinghamshire and Gloucestershire; and a mao 
called Snow from Leicester was said to have travclled about 
to different places. The Magistrates, as usual, were blamed 
by the masters as supine. At Leicester, indeed, they called 
up the Chairman and many of the Central Committee, and 
warned them of the illegality of their conduct, but they were 
accused by a Leicester employer of having • a predileetion 
lor the stockingers,' so that' it is next to impossible to main-
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~n any kind of subordination.' The proeeedings of the 
~n, adds the same gentleman, will have the effect • of very 
mUch cramping the trade and allowing no scope for genius.' 

'fhese fears were unnecessary, for the' united efforts of 
the men and their sympathisers were powerless against the 
maChinery of the Combination Act, which could be set in 
motion wheneve~ the employers wished. • At the close of 
1817,' said one of the workmen later,' • the workmen en
deavoured to keep themselves united, that they might know 
how the tradjl was going on, and wbo was paying the price, 
and who was not, and contributed weekly sums; but such 
was the want of information in the county, the law being 
threatened against us, the combination entirely ceased, and 
the manufacturers departed from their agreement to such 
a pitch, that in 1818 we were in great distress, and in 1819 
worse.' I 

The state of the Frame-Work Knitters was indeed pitiable 
in the extreme. The accounts of the miserable condition 
of these Midland worken all through this period recall 
Cobbett's observation: • This is what logicians· call proolng 
100 much; for, if this were really true, you must ~ have bl'ell 
detuJ years ago • ;' and yet of the main facts stated by Felkin 
there seems no doubt, namely that working sixteen to eighteen 
hours a day they could only make from 4s. to '7,. a week-I It 
might be said of the Frame-Work Knitters, that the wolf 
was always at their doors, and that when he pressed his way 
actually in, a strike ensued. It was also no doubt the sight 
of the starving men and women in the streets, that made 
the upper classes distrust for once the favourite theories 
of labour finding its own level, and subscribe to support the 
men in their struggle for a bare subsistence. 

In the early part of the year 1819, many secret meetings 
took place at Nottingham; • it was proposed that Delegates 
should be sent to every Village in the county to suggest the 
ceasing to work at the present prices and apply to the Parishes 

1 Committee OIl Am..,.. OIld Machin..." '824. po ns-
• Cf. Committee GIl Flame-Work Knitten' Politi .... , .8." po 38. s-e of 
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for relief.' Gravener Henson was free again now and took 
part in the proceedings, but the spy system had spread such 
suspicion that some of the workmen mistrusted him. They 
said, • Beware he does not tum Oliver.' 1 

The old proposal to abolish • Cut Ups,' was also revived 
this year; some of the Leicester hosiers as well as the great 
body of workmen favoured it, and a Committee of the House 
of Commons recommended a three years' trial of the pro
hibition in the case of the Worsted Stocking Trade.' A Bill 
to this effect actually passed the Commons, but, like its pre
decessor, was rejected in the Lords." Its rejection was followed 
by a large and well-organised strike of the stocking hands 
of the three counties, Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire, and 
Derbyshire, who demanded a return to the 1817 statement 
and refused to work under these prices. Men harnessed them
selves together with ropes and drew cartJoads of frames along, 
depositing them at the hosiers' doors.' It was estimRted 
afterwards that fourteen thousand men stopped work. I The 
hosiers were divided; most were willing to give the advance 
provided all others did the same; some even subscribed to 
help the men.' Some of the parishes again supported the 
men's cause; at Hinckley, for example, • the inhabitants at 
large considering their demands reasonable, agreed to sup
port them by parochial relief altogether, rather than compel 
them to work for reduced prices, and then make up what they 
might require out of the poor rates." The most remarkable 
feature of this 1819 strike was the extent of the sympathy 
and help that the men reoeived from the public. 

It was in Leicester that the men found the greatest 

1 Secret agent's report, H.O., 42. IS7. 
• See Report from Committee on Frame·Work Knitteri' PetitioD of 18190 

The Report ltated •• That YOIll Committee are .. tis6ed that the deteriorated 
condition of the workman is, in • coDJiderable degree. owme: to the introduction 
altho articlo complaiDed of, the inferiority of which has brought the Wonted 
Stocking Trade into disrepute in the Foreign and Home MarketJ, and hal 
thrown • great number of Hand. out of employment without conferriog aD, 
advantage on the Commonil,.' 

Your Committee farther report: • That both the HOlien and Frame-Work 
Knitters (the Masters aDd Workmen) ezpreSlan eqv.al desire for the prohibitiOD 
of this Article _ • .. 
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support. One of the men's leadem said afterwards: 1 • The 
Lord Lieutenant I and the gentlemen of the neighbourhood 
assisted us • • • the parishes combined, the theatre afforded 
us relief, the parish churches preached in our favour, and 
subscribed to us; the dissentem afforded us relief from their 
pulpits, and we had it from every source.' The Leicester 
men again challenged publicly their mastem' economic doc
trines;' after declaring that the workem are entitled to live 
by their industry, and lamenting the bad disposition of the 
hosiers, they resolved: • That if the demand is not equal to 
the supply, an advance of wages, to an amount that will 
enable single men at least to obtain a livelihood by labour 
of twelve houm will tend to remove this evil, as therebye 
the houm of labour will be considerably diminished, and 
consequently employment afforded to a greater number of 
hands, while reducing the wages increases the hoUl\!l of labour, 
and throws a proportionate number of hands out of employ
ment.' 

At Leicester a new and interesting experiment was started 
in disregard of the Combination Acts. A Union or Friendly 
Relief Society for the three Counties was constituted, largely 
by the exertions of the Rev. Robert Hall; the funds, consisting 
of subscriptions bom the gentry and contributions from the 
workem, were managed by trustees and a Committee of gentle
men. Men paid 6d. a week, women and boys 8d. Relief 
was paid out to those who could not obtain the standard 
prices; the relief being 6s. a week for men, as. a week for 
women and boys. At the end of the year no less a sum 
than £6000 had been paid out, of wbich £UOO bad been con
tributed by workem.· Felkin notes the great effect of this 
enterprise on the Poor Rates. At Nottingham the. autho
rities do not seem to have been quite so friendly to the men • 
• The people are orderly,' wrote the Lord Lieutenant, the 
Duke of Newcastle, • peaceable, and I must say reasonable, 
but still they have enter'd into a Conspiracy, and therefore 
cannot be entitled to any legal assistance.' He had issued 
an address to them counselling patience.. • Let me beg of 
you to bear up manfully, and make the best of even wbat 
you may consider an indifferent lot.' I The people indeed 
showed no disposition to riot, and three hundred families 

• Committee OIl Artisons ... d Machi"..,. •• 8"40 p.166. 
• The Dub of Rutlud. • H.o.,4L J9O. 
• Felku., .. nt., p. 443- • H.o.,4L 193 uocIl940 
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accepted the opportunity offered them of emigration to the 
Cape of Good Hope.' 

On September 13, 1819, the men seemed to win a victory. 
The hosiers of the three counties met at the Exchange Hall in 
Nottingham, and drew up a statement of prices satisfactory 
to the men." Unfortunately, however, there was no method 
of compelling all masters to adhere to this; in Nottingham 
sixty-seven agreed to the prices, twenty-three refused. Funds 
in Nottingham were getting low, and the men had to go back 
to work, even at the houses who refused to give the state
ment prices. The other employers kept to the statement 
for six or eight months, and then wages fell as low as ever." 
In Leicester, owing no doubt to the stronger position of the 
Union, prices were kept up longer, even till 1822, accord
ing to one witness before the Committee on Artisans and 
Machinery.' But there too, complaints arose that though 
prices might be kept up work was sent to Nottingham to 
be done at the cheaper rates. The Rev. Robert Hall's 
Friendly Society lasted less than five years. The drain on 
its resources proved too great. In 1821 of the eight thousand 
persons connected with the society over two thousand were 
out of work:.' 

It would be wearisome to recount the long series of dis
putes, sectional and general, between masters and men, that 
revolved round the 1819 statement. They all present the 
same features. Starvation causes the men to strike, there
upon the public and many of the masters help the men; 
the masters all meet and agree to retum to the 1819 state
ment; they keep their agreement for a few months, then 
wages fall again, and preparations for a new struggle begin. 
The chief strikes of this character were in 1821 • and in 182". 
It seems at first sight remarkable that so little use was made 
of the Combination Act in these disputes. Perhaps it was 
difficult to prosecute a Combination openly favoured by the 
Lord Lieutenant, to which the Corporation of Leicester had 

J FelkiD. DP- til., p. 441. and H.O., 41. 193. 
I H.O., 40- 16-
I Committee 00 Artisans and Mac:hinery, 1824 (Benjamin Taylor), pp. 270-71. 

• William Brown, p. 268. 
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voted £100,1 though the story of the Coventry Ribbon Weavers" 
shows that the participation ,of • respectable persons' did 
not always secure immunity; but no doubt the real cause 
lay in the division of opinion amongst the hosiers. A further 
point arose about the legality of the Fmme-Work Knitters' 
Union; when fourteen· of the Committee were prosecuted 
in 1821 for combining to raise wages, their Counsel, Mr. 
Hopkinson, fortified by the opinions of J. Chitty and T. 
Denman, denied that the cas.e came under the Combination 
Act, seeing that the men were merely relieving each other 
when they failed to' obtain a Tariff fixed by the masters them
selves. The Magistrates on this occasion let the Committee 
off with a caution • not to attend nor to hold any more 
meetings, for that probably the next time the consequenct; 
would be imprisonment.' A later conviction was quashed for 
informality.· 

A long strike, lasting from thirteen to eighteen weeks in 
18114, which resulted in the return to the higher prices for a 
few months, left such memories of suffering, that the spirit 
of the Fmme-Work Knitters seemed finally broken. Con
tributions to the Union failed at the very time when the. 
repeal of the Combination Act caused such activity in other 
trades. The more spirited and enterprising workers' had 
no doubt been drawn off into the lace manufacture, whilst 
fmme-work knitting, like hand·loom weaving, being easily 
learnt, became the refuge of the destitute from other eall
ings. It is indeed a remarkable faet, considering the ciMlllll
stances of the industry, that the frame-work knitters had 
been able to combine, and to combine, as we have seen, on 
occasions with considerable effect. 

It was not till long after the time discussed in this volume 
that frame-work knitting became a factory industry. The 
factory system had hardly begun in 18M, and was not in 
full force in 1867.& So miserable was the condition of these 
dODle&tic workers, • easily distinguished by their careworn, 
anxious faces from other handcraftsmen,' that few could 
regret the change. Felkin, who lived through the time, gives 
it as his opinion that the suffering and privation during the 
Lancashire famine of 186l1-11. was far less than the distJess 

• R.O'.S .... 
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in the Midland hosiery district between 1810-4.S, • where it 
became a long and widely spread practioe to still the cravings 
of hunger in the adults by opium taken in a solid fonn, and 
by children in that of .Godfrey's cordial.' 1 In 1888 Felkin 
estimated that there were some seventy-three thousand work
people in the industry." 

This starving population presented a new and larger pro
gramme in a petition sent from Basford to the House of 
Commons in 1888,· praying for the enactment of a minimum 
of wages, for the abolition of wide frames and cut-up work, 
for an allotment of crown or waste lands, to which they 
might transfer their families, and for the repeal of taxes on 
the ~eoessaries of life_ 0 In the same yesr the Union of the 
three counties was revived, and Felkin quotes from state
ments put into his hands in hopes that he would act as an 
intennediary with Government." . 

• They think God made man to inherit the esrth. Persons 
having property and capital should use them for the benefit 
of their fellow-citizens as well as themselves. A workman's 
property is his labour •••• They were good subjects, anel 
hoped by refomling themselves, their trades and wages, to 
make this England a paradise in regard to the state and 
morals of the labouring class, and by rendering bad govern
ment and general misery impossible.' 

The laoe trade meanwhile was becoming more and more 
distinct from the stocking trade. Between 1820-22 water or 
steam power was largely applied to the bobbin net machinery, 
and machines were being drawn into factories, whilst increasing 
numbers of women and children were employed for sub
sidiary prooesses, both in and out of the factories. In the 
year 1828 Heathcoat's patent expired, and a season of wild 
speculation began in Nottingham." Capital and labour 
poured in, the population of Nottingham rose from 4.7,800 
in 1810 to 79,000 in 1880, mechanics reoeived fabulous wages, 

I Felicia, #po til., p. 458. For evidence 011 the miserable condition. in tb. 
lndutry, see Report of CommissionEr on Frame-Work Knitters, 1845. 
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building land was sold for £40000 an acre; the whole district 
went mad with what was popularly known as the • twist 
net fever.' Machines that worked and machines that did 
not work fetched equally high· prices. But the days when 
blacksmiths and watchmakers turned bobbin and carriage 
makers for the occasion and coined money in th!'ir garret 
workshops, whilst the improvident journeymen lace workers 
• would ride on horseback to and from labour, and having 
taken their shift at their machines refresh themselves with 
a pint of port or claret on their return,' ended in 1826, and 
the collapse brought with it the usual train of misery. In 
1826 there were 24069 ~ bobbin net machines as against 970 
in the year 1818. The making of machines had become an 
important industry employing separate capital and skill, 
and this industry continued to pour out machines in spite 
of the collapse, so that in 1829 there were some 88402 of them.' 

Although bobbin lace-making had become predominantly 
a factory industry, down to 1881 there were still numerous 
small owners with hand machines. The figures indeed are 
surprising. Felkin in that year found that there were twenty
two faotories with 1000 power lace machines, and in addi· 
tion there were 8500 hand machines.' The number of owners 
of machines is equally surprising-lS82 in all, of whom not 
less than 700 owned one machine apiece. It is noteworthy 
that with the exception of eight, all the owners of bobbin 
net machines in 1828 had been originally working artisans.' 
The small owner disappeared rapidly soon after; in 18840 
narrow and slow machines were sold as scrap iron in Notting
ham, and a street cry ran 'Old rags, bones, and twist machines 
to sell.' The evil legacy of long hours and night shifts, dating 
back past the 'fever' to the time when Heathcoat and his 
licensees used every precious moment before the patent ex
pired, remained with the trade after prices had fallen. How 
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long these hours were is shown by the attempt made by the 
owners of bobbin net machinery in 1828 to check over-pro
duction, by reducing the hours of working from eighteen 0] 

twenty to twelve hours a day_ The attempt was successfui 
for some nine months, but then failed, as so many agree· 
ments between employers and men in the hosiery trade failed i 
a minority of owners refused to be bound, and the majorit, 
could not coerce them. The old unlimited hours were resumed 
in Nottingham, in spite of remonstrances from the journey . 

. men, but in the South-West several manufacturers, including 
Heathcoat himself, refused to return to the long hours owing 
to the demoralisation they caused among the workers.' The 
horrors of the conditions under which women and children 
worked both in the factories and at home falls outside the 
scope of this chapter. They were fully exposed both by the 
1888 Factory Commission, and many years later in J861 by 
the Commission on Children in Lace Manufacture. . 

, F elkin. ",. til .• pp. .6S. 338. 



CHAPTER I.X 

THE NOTTINGHAM LUDDITES 

TIm outbreak of Luddite disturbances in tbe Midlands In 
.811-2 is an episode in tbe long and varied history 01 tbe 
relations between masters and men in tbe frame - work 
knitting trade, and as such can only rightly be understood 
in oonnection witb what oomes before and after_ Since, 
however, it ooincided witb disturbances elsewhere and assumed 
a deflnite character of its own in tbe publio eye, it will be 
convenient to treat it separately, only referring to tbe history 
of frame-work knitting when it is necessary to explain tbe 
conditions of tbe trade. 

The main feature of tbe disturbances in Nottingbamshire 
and tbe adjoining oounties was tbe organised destruction of 
stocking frames by small bands of workmen. A wrong impres
sion of tbe motive and origin of this campaign is widely pre
valent, an impression tbat is largely due to tbe Report of 
tbe Secret Committee of tbe Bouse of Lords on tbe dis
turbed state 01 certain counties. This Report announced 
tbat • tbe disposition to combined and disciplined riot and 
disturbance • • • seems to have been first manifested in tbe 
neighbourhood 01 tbe town 01 Nottingham, in November 
last, by tbe destruction of a great number of newly invented 
stocking frames, by small parties 01 men, principally stocking 
weavers, who assembled in various places round Nottingham.' 
Again, tbe Committee described tbe • spirit 01 discontent' 
as • called into action,' amongst otber eauses, • by tbe use 
of a new machine, which enabled tbe manufacturers to employ 
women, in work in which men had been before employed.' 1 

Hence it has often been assumed tbat tbe Nottingham Lud
dites were venting tbeir anger against new and improved 
machinery, whereas, in truth, tbere was no new machinery 
in use, altbough, amongst otber grievances, tbere was a 
new and, as it seemed to tbe men, an illegitimate adaptation 

• "'-.I 11";-, 18.a, p. 3aS
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of an old machine, in the making of what were technically 
known as 'cut-ups.' This adaptation of machinery has been 
described in the chapter on the frame-work knitters. 

In their campaign against 'cut-ups' the men had the 
support of many of the more far-sighted employers. These 
worthless cut-up stockings were glutting still further an over
stocked market, and as continental trade was at a stand
still, the hosiers' only expedient was to force a demand by 
cheapening production. Wages went down and grievances 
of payment in truck became acute. Thus the men's anger 
was directed against • cut-ups,' not only as evils in them
selves, but as exercising an evil influence over the whole 
trade. • For some time before these troubles broke out,' 
J,'eported Messrs. Conant and Baker, the two London police 
magistrates sent up to Nottingham by Govemment to report 
on the disturbances,l • in many places, a fifth of the frame 
workers were out of employ, and this naturally induced 
some Hosiers (not .perhaps of the first Reputation) to give 
them particular kinds of work at reduced prices; and the 
Hosiers who were giving the higher prices found themselves 
undersold in certain articles at the London market. This 
again brought about new arrangements, which soured the 
whole body of workmen, and the scarcity of Com occurring 
at the same time a general discontent prevailed. The first 
emotion was resentment against the Hosiers who paid the 
under price, and the unemployed and ill-disposed went about 
disguised to break the frames belonging to these particnlar 
persons, and also all frames that facilitated the work by 
being made wider than the old ones.' According to the Rev. 
J. T. Becker, the energetic magistrate of Southwell who 
wrote a long account of the origin of the dispute to the Home 
OfIice,' when the prices were lowered and the market over
stocked with cheap goods, 'representations were urged by 
the workmen, and the example of many respectable trades
men, who discharged their supemumary men and continued 
the remainder on full work at equitable prices was urged 
as a model for imitation' but without elIect. 
. .conferences between masters and men, or hosiers and 
stockingers as they are often called, were a common practice 
in the frame-work knitting trade, and one of these con
ferences lad been held just before the first outbreak in 1811, 
when Messrs. Brocksopp and other hosiers had agreed • to give 

I H.o.,42- laO, February 6. • B.O., 42. "0, February II. 
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the men unabated wages, provided they would join in bringing 
up the under-paying maste!8 to the same standard and to put 
down cut·up work.' I The men set about this in a more 
violent fashion than their friends among the maste!8 desired, 
by destroying the obnoxious frames. 

The frame·breakeJ\S called themselves Luddites, and signed 
their proclamations Ned Ludd, sometimes adding Sherwood 
Forest. The original Ned Ludd, according to the Nottingham 
lUuiew,· was a boy apprenticed to leam frame-work knitting 
at Anstey, near Leicester. Being averse to confinement 
or work, he refused to exert himself, whereupon his master 
complained to a magistrate, who ordered a whipping. Ned 
in answer took a hammer and demolished the hated frame. 
His later fortunes history does not relate. 

The aim of the frame·breake!8 is grandiloquently expressed 
in a curious declaration from • Ned Ludds Office, Sherwood 
Forest,' sent up to the Home Office, where it received the 
official endorsement: • This letter cannot be answered.' I 
The declaration explains that by the Charter granted to 
the trade by Charles D., the frame-work knitters were 
empowered to break and destroy all frames and engines 
that fabricate articles in a deceitful manner, and to destroy 
IUch articles I' that the Act passed in 1788, making frame
breaking a felony, is null an4 void, and that it is the inten. 
tion of the frame-work knitte!8 to break all frames that 
make SpUriOUI articles or fail to pay the regular prices agreed 
to by maste!8 and men, and • all Frames of whatsoever descrip
tion the workmen of whom are not paid in the current coin 
of the realm will invariably be destroyed.' Banditti, robbing 
under pretence of frame-breaking, are denounced, and a reward 
of £1000 offered for their detection. 

A BOng, entitled C General Ludds Triumph,' I expressell 
even better the frame-breakem ideal: some of it runs thus : 

'The guiltJ may fear, bllt no yengeance he aim. 
At the honest mana liCe or estate ' 
His WTath is entirely con6ned to wide f'nmes 
Aad to those that old prices abate: 

• FelkiD,Hu...,." II..,..., w.....,pt Hm.r,-LIn 1I""'!/fI<hnw .. 1867, 
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These Engines of mischief were sentenced to die 
By unanimous vote of the Trade; 
And Ludd who can all opposition defy 
Was the grand Executioner made. 

I And when in the work of destruction employed 
He himself to no method confines, 
By fire and by water he gets them destroyed 
For the Elements aid his designs. 
Whether guarded by Soldiers along the Highway 
Or closely secured in the room, 
He .hivers them up both by night and by day, 
And nothing can soften their doom • 

• He may censure great Ludd's disrespect for the Laws 
Who ne'er for a moment reRects, 
That foul Impo.mD1l alone -""'s the cause 
Which produced these unhappy effects. 
Let the haughty no longer the humble opp .... 
Then shall Ludd sheath his conquering award, 
His grievances instantly meet with redress 
Then peace will be quickly restored. 

, Let the wise and the great lend their aid and advice 
Nor e'er their assistance withdraw 
Till full fashioned work at the old fashioned price 
Is established by Custom and Law. 
Then the Trade when this ardoroul conteot is o' er 
Shall raise in full splendour its head, 
And colting 1 and cutting and squaring no more 
Shall deprive honest workmen of bread.' 

The promise that Ludd's wrath should be • confined to wide 
frames, and to those that old prices abate' was strictly kept 
except in one or two instances where mistakes were made, 
as, for example, at Lenton in Nottingham, where the indig
nant owner complained in a handbill (January 25) I that five 
stocking frames had been broken, • all of which were working 
at the FULL PRICE,' and gave affidavits from the workmen 
employed on them to prove this. The cut-up goods made 
on the wide frames were destroyed, I and on at least one 
occasion the rioters searched the bags of a carrier as he was 
coming into Nottingham, and burnt all the cut-up hosiery, 
leaving the goods with proper selvedges.· 

J. For 'colting' see p. 227. • H.O., 42. 119. 
• 1111be lace trade the obnoxiou article that held aD. analogou poIition to 

cut.up •• at what was termed I single Prell lace.' see P. u& 
• R.O., 4" 119, Janua.., 31. 
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It would be a mistake to suppose that fmme-breaking was a 
new device in the hosiery trade. The distinguishing mark of 
the frame·breaking in 1811·12 was that it was not a wild 
outburst of popular anger, but a well-planned and organised 
policy. The nature of the machinery and the structure of 
the trade lent itself to the practice. The fmmes for the 
most part belonged to the master hosiers, who hired them 
out to their workmen, charging a fmme rent of (rom Is. to 
lis. per week.I This rent, as we have said, was a perpetual 
source of grievance. 

The first outburst of fmme-breaking at this time took place 
early in March 1811, when over sixty fmmes belonging to 
an obnoxious employer were destroyed in one evening at 
Arnold. As the month went on a few other fmmes were 
broken, and then there was a cessation till November 4, when 
the campaign started afresh with the destruction of fmmes 
at Arnold, Bulwell, Basford, and other villages. The destruc
tion continued throughout November in Nottinghamshire, 
spread to Leicestershire and Derbyshire early in December, 
slackened in the latter part of December, revived in January, 
and died away in February 1812. In all, about one thousand 
frames were broken; one hundred of these were silk fmmes 
used for fine cotton work; a very few were lace fmmes. The 
total damage was estimated at from £6000 to £10,000.' 

It was impossible to protect the scattered frames. The~ 
number of actual fmme-breakers was small, but the mass of 
the people sympathised with them, and the workmen who 
hired the fmmes were not concerned to defend the master's 
obnoxious property. Troops and special constables patrolled 
the villages, orders were issued that no one should be out of 
his house after 10 P.ll. under pain of arrest, but a handful~ 
of men, when the soldiers backs were turned, could quieti 
enter a house, break the machines, sparing any frame that 
belonged to the occupant, and leave again when their work 
was done. without fear of detection. The magistrates resorted 
to the device of arresting the persons in whose houses fmmes 
were broken, but the suggestion that they should be held 
responsible for damage was rejected as illegal by the Law 

• M.o.. <Po 10 ... FebntUJ 9-
I For t.tcoUul of _ .. bnUin", _ B.o.. <Po 119: B.o.. <Po 131. 

lllac:ber, the historiau of NottiD&h ..... estimated tho: total u ..... her of _ ia 
Holts, Lei_er. &lid Derb:r ... 18,. u 's. .. s. iDdudinc __ 1 __ 

-... FelkiD, .. riI., pp. 437.s. 
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Officers, unless gross negligence could be proved.1 At Basford 
it was said that some frames were broken within ten yards 
of a magistrate and a party of Dragoons, I and Felkin teus 
the tale of a frame-breaker surprised by a patrol of soldiers 
and special constables, of whom Felkin was one, in a house 
in Rutland Street, who quietly ran along the roof, jumped 
from the eaves of a three-storied house further on to some 
newly turned earth, walked through the kitchen where the 
family were at dinner, and escaped.' 

On November 10 there was an affray over some frame
breaking at BulweU. The owner of the frames, in whose 
house they were, defended his property by barricading windows 
and doors, and in an attack on the house a young man, John 
Wesley by name, was shot dead.' His funeral on November 
141 was made the occasion for an orderly and impressive 
deinonstration of popular feeling. This was the only life 
lost in the disturbances; most of the frame-breaking took 
place, as we have seen, quietly, in the workmen's cottages. 
In Nottingham itself fe~ frames were broken, and the owners, 
where possible, brought their property into the town for 
protection. 

The first request of the magistrates for military aid was 
answered by the despatch of a squadron of the 15th Dragoons,' 
but these proving inadequate, aU the local corps were called 
out by the sheriff,' and application for more troops made 
to the Government. By December 9, from 800 to 900 cavalry 
and 1000 infantry of the Regular Militia had been sent into 
the disturbed districts,' but the frame-breaking still con
tinued. Even the hard-pressed and unorganised women, 
employed at home in lace-running, f.e. in embroidering 
patterns and designs on net, embarked, to the scandal of a 
Loughborough parson magistrate, on a campaign to better 
their Jot. On December 19 the Rev. R. Hardy, J.P., writes: I 

1 H.O., 42. 120, February 18. I H.O., 42. 117. Noyember 17_ 
• Felkin, ,p. til., p. 234- .. H.O., 42. 119-
I H.O., 42. 117. 
• TA. 11_"'" R'rUler (.8n. Chron •• P. '30) sa,. that the sherif!" <ailed oat 

the jdsz, t"",iJahu and the local Militia.. In his own letter the sheriI' talb of 
the locaI!",rps (H.O •• 42. 1'7. Noyember '7~ The Duke of Newcastle. Lord. 
Lieutenant, was much annoyed because the sheriff acted without commuuicating 
with him. Some fear wu expressed by the Duke as to the trutworthinea of 
the loeal Militia (H.O .•• 2. 117. Noyember .6). but he reported on No.ember 
28 that they had beha.ed .ery .. ell.-~ 

r H.O ..... 1190 .• H.O., 42. u8. 
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A Spirit of Combination to dictate to their Employem, and 
to raise the price of thl'ir Wages, has within these few days 
shown itself among the Women who are employed in what 
we call rvnnlng L,,". Meetings have been called and emissaries 
Bent into all the neighbouring Towns and Villages to unite, 
and to collect Money for their Purpose. I have thought 
proper to issue a hand Bill to warn Pemons against such 
illegal Meetings. I have reason to hope that the impression 
I have made upon this Town will soon spread abroad, so as 
to put a stop to their proceedings in this way in places adjoin
ing.' Mr. Hardy's handbill seems to have had the desired 
effect. It is interesting to notice 'that Mr. Haynes, the lace 
manufacturer, estimated the number of • runners' (women, 
girls and children from five upwards) at this time as some 
twenty thousand working in their own houses throughout the 
IIlidland counties. The common payment for a good hand 
is 2d. an hour. Their earnings he estimates, in the case of 
girls and women at from 78. to 128. a week, or, for the best 
work, from 15s. ,to 21s., obviously an employer's roseate 
picture. He adds, however, that the girls and women often 
receive two-thirds of their earnings in articles of dress.l 
, A vivid account of the frame-breakem' systematic methods 
in outlying districts is given in a letter of December 25, 1811, 
to Sir Joshua Banks from his steward,' describing what took 
place at Pentridge in Derby: •••• on Thul'Sday two men 
came to this place who called themselves inspectors from 
the Committee, they went to every stockinger's house, and 
discharged them from working under lIuch prices' as they 
gave them a list of, and said they should come again in 8 few 
days, and in case any of them were found working without 
having a ticket from their Master saying that he was willing 
to give the prices stated in their lisb-They should break 
there frames. They summoned all the Stockingers about 
twelve or fourteen in number of Master Men to a Publick House. 
with as much consequence as if they had had a mandate from 
the Prince Regent. When they got them thither all I can 
learn at present, was for the purpose of oollecting Money 
from them for the support of those families, who where deprived 
of getting their bread by having their frames broken.
Where they found 8 frame worked by a pemon who had not 
served a regular apprenticeship. or by a Woman. they dis
charged them from working, and if they' promised to do sO. 

1 ao., ... 131. • ao., ... ul 
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they stuck a paper upon the frame with these words written 
upon it: .. Let this frame staud, the colts removed."
Colt is the name given to all those who have not served a 
regular apprenticeship.' 

How far the existing men's organisations took part in frame
breaking or gave it their countenance it is difficult to deter
mine. There was clearly some organisation formed to support 
the persons deprived of work by the destruction of their 
machines. Some of the leaders, for example Gravener Henson, 
disapproved of the whole policy of frame-breaking, but it 
seems probable that most of the members of existing trade 
societies, without joining in the policy of destruction them
selves, were not ill pleased to have the work done for them. 
There is scarcely a stockinger,' wrote the Rev. J. T. Becker 
of Southwell,' • who will not give haU his victuals or his 
money to those .. friends of the poor man" as they are styled, 
who beg in the evening from house to house, exposing for 
sale the Frame-Work Knitters Act, as a protection against 
the vagrant laws.' 

It must be remembered that whilst frames were being 
destroyed, negotiations were taking place between masters 
and men, and addresses of thanks or appeal to employers 
were being inserted in the press, often with signatures attached. 
Thu, we learn from the Nottingham Review of November 
29, 1811,' that the gentlemen hosiers of Nottingham had 
agreed by November 27 to give an advance of 6d. per pair on 
black silk hose; an advance, as the secretary of the plain silk 
stockingmakers puts it, which arouses in the men that grati
tude which is imprinted on the human heart by the deity. 
Again on November 29 the frame-work knitters appeal 
to the gentlemen hosiers of Nottingham for • Advice, Aid, 
Direction and Support,' with regard to • an Address to Parlia
ment, for the better Regulation of our Trade, and means of 
defence against future Impositions.' They point out their 
miserable state • Destitute of all the Comforts of Life, our 
only acquaintauce is pinching Poverty and pining Want. 
We wish to live peaceable and honestly by our Labour, and 
to train up our Children in the paths of virtue and rectitude, 
but we cannot accomplish our wishes. Our Children, instead 
of being trained up by a regular course of Education, for 
social life, virtuous employments and all the reciprocal advan
tages of mutual enjoyment, are scarce one remove from the 

I H.O., ... 120. • 11.0., ... 117. 
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Brute, are left to all the dangerous Evils 'attendant on an 
uncultivated Mind, and often fall dreadful Victims to that 
Guilt which Ignorance is the parent of ••• .' 

Some houses made their own terms with the men, as is 
shown in the tale told by FeIkin.1 In the • last week of 
November 1811, ••• the writer of these lines, then a youth 
of scarcely seventeen, was required by his masters to ge~ 
into the saddle and make a long round, to convey the 
information that if their frames, of which they employed about 
three thousand, were spared from the destruction with which 
they were threatened, one shilling per dozen advance would 
be paid .the following Saturday, and be continued whether 
others paid it or not. It was a dreary afternoon with heavy 
rain and winter sleet. He rode hard, and at Basford, Bulwell, 
Eastwood, Heanor, Dkeston, Smalley, Sawley, Kegworth, 
Gotham, and Ruddington, delivered to their head frame
work knitters the joyful news of the offered advance.' The 
promise, it may be added, was faithfully kept, and not one 
of the frames was destroyed. A curious advertisement in 
the Nottingham Journal for February 1, 1812,- throws some 
light on the relations between masters and frame-breakers. 
An employer, C. Shipley, explains that he has not removed 
to Mansfield in order to set the trade at defiance, or to make 
unlawful work. but simply because he has heard that the 
men intended to break· all lace frames in country villages 
• without regard to what they were making.' He regrets 
the false reports, assures them that he is stopping the 
obnoxious work. and hopes that they will offer him no 
further violence. 

On December" the Nottingham employers and men were 
engaged. under the auspices of the magistrates. in negotia
tions that came to nothing.- On December 18 the hosiers 
agreed to raise wages. but not enough to satisfy the men ; , 
by December 21 the hosiers were reported to be coming into 
the workmen's terms.' On December 28 a list of prices 
agreed to by the hosiers and lace manufacturers was pub
lished in the Nottingham JI1IIf'ftIJl" and the Duke of Newcastle 
reported that matters had been arranged satisfactorily round. 
Mansfield. though there was still discontent in the Nottingham 
district.' In Derby the hosiers were early inclined to revert 

• "elkin, -.. dt., P. au. I H.O., 4L I .... 
I H.o.. 4L J'9. • H.O~ 4L uL 
, H.o.,4L u8, December ag. 
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to the old prices. The Derby Committee of Plain Silk Hands 
addressed an earnest appeal to the Gentlemen Hosiers in the 
columns of the Nottingham ReoierD of December 20, 1811.' 
• Galled by the pressure of unprecedented times, we cannot 
any longer remain indifferent to our common interest as 
men. As a body 'of ingenious artizans employed on materials 
of great value, pent up in a close shop fourteen or sixteen 
hours a day (a confinement prejudicial to many constitutions), 
having under our constant care a machine confessedly difficult, 
from the construction of its principles, to preserve in good 
condition, &lid allowed to be one of the first productions of 
British genius; devoting our time and abilities alone, to 
adorn the rich and great, we conceive ourselves entitled to 
a higher station in society: and that, in point of emolument 
we ought to rank with mechanics of the first eminence. U 
the position be admitted that one caJling is more respectable 
than another, surely the making of Silk Stockings is an em ploy
ment, both in point of value and elegance of the article, highly 
respectable; and considering our manufacture is consumed 
alone by the opulent, it ought to produce a competence adequate 
to the just wants of our famiIies.' • Hedged in by a combina
tion act,' they continue, • we cannot say to you as a public 
body, that we demand an advance of wages, but we can say 
that .ruSTICE DEMANDS that we should receive a remuneration 
for extra labour.' 

Felkin estimates that the rate of wages was raised 2s. a 
dozen by the Luddite commotions, though it relapsed after
wards.' It seems reasonable to suppose that the cessation 
of frame-breaking was chiefly due to the fact that the men 
had, at any rate for the time being, attained a good part 
of their objects. Added to this the interests and energies 
of the more orderly portion were soon engrossed in promot
ing a bill in Parliament to abolish truck and to prohibit the 
making of obnoxious articles. The story of this bill and of 
the Union that succeeded its failure are told elsewhere.' As 
early as February U, an advertisement to frame-work 
knitters in the Nottingham ReoierD,' announces that as the 
legislature is taking notice of the disturbances the workmen 
had better furnish information about the causes, and the 
workmen in every town and village are asked to send two 
creditable persons to a meeting which will communicate with 

I H.o., 42. Jl8. • FolkiD,.,. .iI., P. 439-
• See Chapter VIII. • fLO., 420 , .... 
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Lord Holland, the Recorder of the Town, with the two M.P.'. 
of the town and the county, and with Mr. Whitbread. 

Tbe notice taken by the legislature of the disturbances 
took the form of two bills. The first, for the preservati!>n 
of peace in the county of Nottingham, enabled the county 
authorities to select special constables from ·the male in
habitants above twenty-one' years of age, and to establish 
watch and ward in disturbed parts. The second made frame
breaking, which was at that time a minor felony, punishable 
by fourteen years' transportation, a capital felony. The 
Frame-Breaking Bill was criticised in the House of Commons 
with great vehemenCe, Sheridan, Whitbread, Romilly, Hutchin
son, Pigott, and Curwen among others opposing it;' but the 
second reading was carried on February 17 by 06 to 17. 
Lamb, afterwards Lord Melbourne, supported it with two 
ominous sentences in which he declared that it was a delu
sion to suppose that the distress • could receive any relaxa
tion under the present unavoidable system,' and that • the 
fear of death had a powerful influence over the human mind.' I 

In the Lords the Bill was in the charge of Lord Liverpool. 
three months later to become Prime Minister. There was a 
considerable discussion. Holland. Lauderdale, Grosvenor, and' 
Grenville all opposing the Bill; but the most interesting event 
of the debate was the maiden speech of Byron, who opened 
the attack on the Bill' with his famous declaration that he 
had never seen under the most despotic government such 
squalid wretchedness as he had seen since his retum in the 
very heart of England. He described the frame-breakers as 
men conVicted of the capital crime of 'poverty, said that 
capital punishment had been the favourite remedy of legis
lation since the days of Draco, and added an argument that 
was more likely to touch the heart of the Govcmmentr-the' 
argument that juries would refuse to convict. In spite of 
tills warning the House of Lords passed the BilL It received 
the Royal assent on March 110. It is interesting to notice 
that the Bill was not popular with the Nottingllam autho
rities; indeed, the Town Clerk, Mr. Coldham, Wl'Ote up in sbong 
tenns against it.' • It is as I feared, I have had a long confer
ence with those who have given me most important Worma
tion, and kept a Watch upon the Motions of the frame breakers. 

1 See Co\bett'l ~ zw.to., FebnarJ 14. 17. 18, ODd ... I&la. 
• P-iI' • ...., R~. FelanwJ '8, ,8.a. 
• FebruarJ 17. • B.O', ... 1190 
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and they will do so not a moment longer than the Law is as 
it now remains. They cannot they say consent to act where 
the death of a Fellow Creature must be the consequence of 
their giving such Infonnation as may lead to his Convic
tion. It is revolting to their Feelings and in their Judgment 
increases in a tenfold degree the danger of their Employ
ment. ••• ' 

The death penalty did not, of course, apply to such frame
breakers as were in custody awaiting the March Assizes, 
unless burglary could be proved against them. The Govern
ment, after some demur, agreed to pay the costs of the 
prosecution.1 The prosecutors were, for the most part, unwill
ing to proceed, and the witnesses had an unpopular part to 
play. Mr. Coldham reported that, as the trials approached, 
men were turning infonners in order to obtain money to 
pay for the defence of their comrades at the Assizes;' 
an ingenious method of spoiling the Philistines_ There were 
many rumours that prisoners were to be rescued during the 
Assizes, and after much correspondence on the s1!bject, caused 
by Mr. Justice Bayley refusing to give directions though 
not withholding his consent, the military were retained in 
the town during the trials.' 

The Assizes took place before Mr. Justice Bayley in March. 
Nine prisoners were tried; two were acquitted (one of them 
of sending a threatening letter), and the remaining seven were 
sentenced to be transported for either seven or fourteen years. 
The judge aroused great indignation by what was described 
as his • temporizing and timid Conduct" in not insisting 
on a conviction for burglary instead of frame-breaking. Had 
Mr. Coldham seen Mr. Justice Bayley's private letter of March 
18 to the Secretary of State,. in which he suggested that 
Government might like to exercise discretion in the case of 
the seven youths sentenced to transportation, that indigna
tion would have been stronger. William Carnell, aged twenty
two, and Joseph Maples, aged sixteen, who were both acquitted 
on the charge of burglary, had been sentenced to fourteen 
years' transportation for breaking into a house in company 
with a party of twelve and destroying seven frames. Carnell 

1 They pointed out in vain to the local authorities that in tbe Wilt.bire Riots 
ofl802,£lo,ooohacl been raisc:dbyloc:allUbocriplion(H.O.,42-1J9,JanUUY9 
and January 00). 

I RO., 42. UO, February 27. • H.O., 4:1. 121 • 
• Mr. Coldbam, H.O., 42. I", April 6. • H.O., 42. 121. 
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had been leader, but, tbe judge pointed out, • he had tbe 
merit of protecting tbe occupier of tbe House, an old Man 
of 70, from any personal violence.' Maples called wit
nesses to prove an alibi, • and tbough tbe Jury disbelieved 
tbem I am not quite sure tbat tbe verdict was right. How
ever Maples was apprehended tbe next night witb a pistol 
about him.' Benjamin Poley, aged sixteen, pleaded guilty, 
so tbe particulars of his case were not detailed. Benjamin 
Hancock, aged twenty-two, a youtb of good character, had 
been ringleader of a mob which destroyed £~o worth of 
frames, and George Green, aged twenty-two, Joseph Peck, 
aged seventeen, and Gerves Marshall,likewise aged seventeen, 
had been members of tbe same mob and had helped to break 
frames. • They were probably drawn into tbe outrage witbout 
considering tbe consequences,' wrote tbe kindly judge, • and 
Marshall and Green had very good characters.' I The Govern
ment's answer was promptly to remove tbe felons for trans
portation, witbout relaxing a single sentence, a firmness 
for which tbe Town Clerk tbanked tbem heartily. John 
and Elizabetb Braitbwaite, who by tbeir evidence had secured 
tbe conviction of Carnell and Maples, reeeived a· rewald of 
£SO each, but were forced for I&fety's sake to move to a distant 
part of tbe kingdom.' 

We have said tbat no violence was done in tbe disturbances 
save to frames, but an exception must be made of tbe attempted 
assassination of Mr. William Trentbam, tbe hosier, which took 
place in April, after tbe otber disturbances had stopped.· Mr. 
Trentbam was knocked down outside his house and wounded, 
and in spite of tbe offer of six hundred guineas reward tbe 
assailants were never discovered. Probably this was tbe 
work of private vengeance, and tbe key to it seems to lie in 
a curious tbreatening letter to Mr. Trentbam, now amongst 
tbeHomeOfficePapers.' As it dealswitb tbesubject of women's 
work, about which as a rule so little is recolded, we will quote 
from it at some length : 

• 8'R,-1 have receive.! Instructions from the Captain from his 
Head Quarters at Grinds Booth In which he orders me to 

• Enclosed I». Mr. Justice .,1"7'1 letter is • pitiful .... p of paper .... t by 
CameD after b. bad been ........ eed, ukinc to _ the judj:e. •••• tell him,' 
It ........ that I ba"" _etb\uc to ., to him of more importaace thaD eatber 
Life or Death God .. ,. th .... that them that she .... _ shall &DcI it.' 'Ibe 
judI" refused to _ him. • H. 0., ~ .13. Mo, 3 _ ""J L 

• 8·9·, ~ .... Apri118 • 8.0., ~ , .... 
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represent to you the conduct of a Person of the name of Haywood 
who takes chevening l from your Warehouse. This woman gives 
her Girls but half a Crown a Week tho' they chevene six pair of 
Hose a nay for which they work a great number of Hours the 
Captain has written himself to. House of Nottingham respecting 
this Woman and he informs me that the result has been most 
satisfactory the Captain desires me to represent to you in the 
strongest terms his detestation and abhorrence of your conduct if 
you are privy to this Womans transaction. as you must be sensible 
that no human being capable of work can be maintained with 
2/6 a Week. 

'You must be sensible Sir that these unfortunate Girl. are 
under very strong temptations to tum prostitutes, from their 
extreme poverty. / . 

'The Captain authorizes me to say that these People being 
defencele •• he conceives them to be more immediately under his 
protection as his believes their Wages are the lowest in England. 
He hopes you will endeavour to alleviate their misfortune. by 
giving the employ to each of these Individual. at an eqUitable 
Priee/ 

The letter ends with a threat of an attack on Mr. Trentham 
and his property unless these demands are complied with. 

I Elllbroidery. 



CHAPTER X 

THE LANCASHIRE LUDDlTES 

TmI Govemment, already aIarmed by the organised ham" 
breaking in the Midlands, saw in the disturbances which 
broke out early in 1812, in Cheshire, Lancashire, and York
shire, proof that the working classes were meditating not 
only the destruction of machinery but a general revolution. 
The narrative of what occurred in Lancashire and Cheshire, 
as coloured by their aIarm, is best given in the words of the 
Report of the Secret Committee of the House of Lords on 
the Disturbed State of certain Counties: I 

• The cliseontent which had thus lirst appeared about Notting
ham, and had in some degree extended into Derbyshire and 
Leicesterahire. had before this period been communicated to other 
parta of the country. SubBcrlptiona for the peraon. \&ken into 
custody In Nottinghamshire were solicited in the month of 
February at Stockport, in Cheahire, where anonymous letters 
were at the aame time circulated, threatening to destroy the 
machinery used In the manufactures of that place. and In that and 
the following months attempt. were made to let on lire two 
different manufactoriea. The spirit of discontent then hpidly 
spread through the neighbourhood, inRammatory placards, inviting 
the people to a general rising, were dispersed, illegal oathl were 
administered, riots were produced in varlou. place .. bouses were 
plundered by persona in disguise, and a report was industriously 
circulated, that.a general rising would take plaee on the 1st of 
May, or early in that month. 

• The lpirit of riot and disturbance was eztended to many other 
places, and particularly to Ashton-under-Line, Eccles, and Middl. 
ton; at the latter place the manufactory of Mr. Barton was 
attacked on the 20th of April. and although the rioter. were 
then repulsed, and live of their number were killed by the military 
force assembled to protect the works. a second attaek was made 
on the illd of April. and Mr. Burton'. dwelliug hoOlO was burnt 
before military assistance could be brought to his support; when 
troop. arrIYed to protect the works, they ... ere fired upon by the 
rioters, and before the rioter. eould be dispersed, se"eral of them 

I'll 
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were killed and wounded; according to the accounw received, at 
least three were killed and about twenty wounded. 

'On the 4th of April riots again prevailed at Stockport; the 
house of Mr. Goodwin was set on fire, and his steam-looms were 
destroyed. In the following night a meeting of rioters, on a 
heath ahout two miles from the town, for the purpose, as supposed, 
of being trained for military exercise, was surprised and dispersed; 
""ntributions were also levied in the neighbourhood, at the 
houses of gentlemen and farmers. 

, About the same time riots also took place at Manchester, and 
in the neighbourhood; of which the general pretence was the 
high price of provisions. On the 26th and 27th of April the 
people of Manehester were alarmed by the appearance of some 
thousands of strangers in their town, the greater part of whom 
however disappeared on the 28th; part of the local militia had 
been then ealled out, and a large military force had arrived, which 
it was supposed had over-awed those who were disposed to 
disturbance. An apprehension, however, prevailed, of a more 
general rising in May, and in the neighbourbood of the town 
many houses were plundered. N octumal meetings for the purpose 
of military exercise were frequent; arms were seized in various 
places by the disaffected; the bouse of a farmer near Manchester 
was plundered, and a labourer coming to his assistance was sbot. 

'The manner in which tbe disaffected have carried on tbeir 
proceedings, is represented as demonstrating an extraordinary 
degree of concert, secrecy, and organization. Their Signals were 
well contrived and well established, and any attempt to detect 
and lay hold of the offenders was generally defeated. 

'The same spirit of riot and disturbance appeared at Bolton-In
the-Moors. So early as the 6th of April, intelligence was given, 
that at a meeting of delegates from several places it had been 
resolved that the manufactory at West Houghton, in that neigh
bourhood, should be destroyed, but tbat at a subsequent meeting 
it bad been determined, tbat tbe destruction of this manufactory 
sbould be postponed. On the 24tb of April, bowever, the destruc
tion of tbis manufactory was accomplished. Intelligence having 
been obtained of the intended attack, a military force was sent for 
its protection, and the assailants dispersed before tbe arrival of tbe 
military, who then retumed to their quarters; the rioters taking 
advantage of their absence, assailed and forced the manufactory, 
set it on fire, and again dispersed before the military could be 
brought again to the spot.' 

It is possible a hundred years later to examine the papers 
on which the Reports of the Parliamentary Secret Com
mittees were based, and from these and other sources to 
piece together a more or less coherent account of what actuallr 
happened. 
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The tale is an intricate one, and the material on which to 
base it disordered. Four main factors stand out: (1) a general 
discontent with power-looms, (2) deliberate but unsuccessful 
attempts to destroy the obnoxious looms fomented if not 
originated by spies, (8) food riots, beginning in anger at high 
prices and ending in the destruction of power-looms or build
ings, (4.) rumours of a • general rising' started as far as ean 
be gathered lolely by spies. 

The use of power-looms, originally invented in 1785, had 
been first made profitable by the supplementary invention 
of a dressing machine, patented by William Radcliffe of Stock
·port in 1808 and 1804..1 They were not found yet in many 
factories, but the hard pressed hand-weavers saw in these 
machines a fresh menace to their livelihood and a fresh cause 
of their misery. The definite movement against steam looms 
began in Stockport, the place where they were most in 
use." The weavers first waited in an orderly manner on the 
Rector of Stockport, Mr. Prescott, J.P., to complain of the 
want of employment through steam weaving. He advised 
them to apply to Mr. Ryder, the Secretary of State, on whom 
BCCOrdingly two of their number waited, only to receive from 
that genUeman the cold «lOmfort of an assurance that • the 
Steam Looms weJe of great Service to the State.' I 

Their next step, early in February 1812,' was to ask the same 
friendly rector to arrange meetings between them and the manu
facturers on the subject of their wages. In this they seemed 
at first more successful, the manufacturers agreeing in the 
magistrates' presence to raise their wages lis. a cut, but the 
meeting over, the manufacturers met again at Manchester, 
thought better of their promise, and told the workmen's chief 
lW:presentative that they weJe only making game of the men.' 
Negotiations thus broke down, and a few of the more violent 
spirits amongst the weavers, discontented with their leaders. 
determined to take matters into their own hands' and to 

, See Po ,,. 
• Besid .. William RadcU8"e _ oth .. firms \wi _ looms, GoocIain, 

Manlan4, Hindl., (H.O.,...,. II-
I H. 0., 4&- 188 (Oli_ Nic:holaoD). 
• H.o.,4&- lao. February II. 
I Report of Committee OIl Arw...s ... 4 Machinery, 1S24. Po 41, U-p\> 

Shenoin'l e'fid ..... 1- H. iDataDc:ed this ... cue of ..... binatioR of_ .... 
• • The workmee heeune clamorous ... 4 blamed th ... who IwI acted .. 

theiJ port .. wantiDc opirit .. ahiliti .. ' (Th ...... WhitbIter, H.o., 4&- UI). 
, 8 
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destroy the obnoxious power-looms; but though several 
meetings were held • little was done,' as one of them 
expressed it, • save differing in opinions.' Meanwhile threaten
ing lettelS about the destruction of power-looms reached the 
Stockport authorities, a rumour went abroad that subscrip
tions were being collected for the Nottingham riotelS,l and 
a general feeling of uneasiness was engendered. 

Mr. Lloyd, the energetic clerk to Mr. Prescott, of whom 
we shall hear more afterwards, was prepared for active measures 
as early as February 11. He made no distinction between 
the law-abiding and the violent weavers. As soon as the 
weavers do anything irregular, he wrote,' I shall act decis· 
ively; • shall a set of obscure 'Individuals who possess no 
interest or feeling for their Country's honour dare to dictate 
to a Government or to the proprietor of a Manufacture of 
this sort what they shall do or what Machinery they shall 
use? ' 

Into this atmosphere of rather incoherent discontent came 
a mysterious man from Manchester, • with something of Im· 
portance to communicate.' Our evidence for this part of 
the proceedings rests on the confession of Thomas Whittaker 
of Stockport, afterwards convicted at the Chester Special 
Commission, who hoped by revealing all that he knew to 
save himself from transportation. • When the conversa
tion began,' he says, a • I found that the scene was changed, 
advance of wages was not the topic as usual, and I never 
was more surprised in my life when I heard the Manchester 
Delegate lay down the plans and communications with other, 
towns.' Whittaker gives a long account of the report of the 
Manchester delegate. who detailed an elaborate oath, explained 
that companies of tens were to be formed for drillfug at night, 
declared • tbat a fixed time would be appointed for a general 
rising of the People,' and announced that Yorkshire and 
Nottinghamshire were very forward, that London would 
secure the Tower, Bank, and Woolwich, and, that 500,000 
men were ready to rise in the North and Midlands. 

Now nobody who has read through the Home Office PapelS 
for this period can fail to recognise in the report of what the 
Manchester delegate said, the voice of • B.,' alias Mr. Bent. I 
Mr. Bent was a buyer and seller or cotton waste, much in 

I H.O., 42. 120, February ·n. TbU ramour ... lnnllated by the Seeret 
Committee into & fact. 

I nill. • H.O.,.p. 121. • See p. 67 above. 
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the confidence of the working-class refonners in Manchester 
and the neighbourhood; as • B.' he was also the trusted 
confidant and infonner of Colonel Ralph Fletcher, the active 
Bolton magistrate. • B.' specialised in a • general rising.' 
The Home Offire Papers contain numbers of illiterate com
munications from him, full of lurid hints of the approaching 
outbursts of the lower orders, encouraged by mysterious 
beings in high stations. The general rising, with the number 
of thousands who have taken the oath in different parts of 
the country. is his constant theme. About this time he sends 
up particulars of the oath and announces that 4.0,000 
had already been sworn in in Nottingham, Leicester, and 
Derby. 

It is not unreasonable to suppose that the particular Luddite 
oath, of which we shall hear a good deal more, originated 
in • B.'s fertile brain, and it is clearly he who visited Stock
port and urged the weavers to action. They were not 
attracted by his elaborate programme and preferred to form 
a Secret Committee • to destroy all steam looms, to collect 
money and to repelloree by foree if hindered' ; 1 apparently, 
however, they adopted the fonn of oath he suggested.- This 
oath ran as follows: I 

. • I A. B. of my own voluntary will, do declare, and solemnly 
Iwear, that I never will reveal to any person or persons under the 
.mop,. of heaven, the names of the persons who compose this 
Secret Committee, their proceedings, meeting, places of abode, 
dress, features, connections, or any thing else that might lead to a 

. dilcovery of the same, either by word or deed, or sign, under the 
penalty of being sent out of the world by the 6rst brother who 
shall meet me. and my name and character blotted out of 
existence, and never to be remembered but with contempt and 
abhorrence; and I further now do swear, th.t I will use my best 
endeavours to punish by death any traitor or traitors, should he 
rise up amongst us, wherever I can find him or them, and though 
he should fly to the verge of nature, I will pursue him with 
increasing vengeance. So help me God, and bless me to keep 
this my oath Inviolable.' 

• H.o., 40. • (Yarwood). . 
• It must be l'eIIlembeJecl that b, 37 Gee>. Ill. e. '13, .... Aot ..- aft ... 

the Mulinl at the Nore, the gi.mg or tUm&: of unlawful oaths .... pmishable 
b,,,_ JO&R' traDsportatiOD. Pu.cticalll ""1- oath would _. -
the Act. 

I See Report of Boo", of LcmIo' _ Committee, ,, __ Rqislw, .S., 
P. 39" For oarianta of oath, _ po J36 belo ... 
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In tracing the actions of such Secret Committees it must 
be remembered that all workmen's meetings and committees 
for any trade purpose, however legitimate, were, owing to 
the Combination Law, necessarily secret, and that organisa
tions for Parliamentary Reform were also compelled to work 
underground. Hence any workmen's meeting was liable 
to misinterpretation by spies, and it is often difficult to under
stand what really took place. General Maitland's shrewd 
observation 1 • that the present state has originated, and 
that it now exists without either, any definite Object, or 
distinct End' seems often applicable to the proceedings 
of these committees. 

The Stockport Secret Committee entered into negotiations 
with other towns in the latter part of February and the begin
ning of March, in the hope probably of starting an organised 
campaign against machinery. Overtures were made to 
Bolton, where six weavers met two delegates from Stock
port at the • Gibralter Rock.' The Stockport delegates 
proposed an oath, but all but one of the Bolton men dis
approved of it, and nothing further seems to have come of 
this meeting." The next place approached was Manchester. 
Here many meetings of weavers had taken place in connec
tion with the attempts now being made all over the kingdom 
to enforce against their masters the existing laws about appren
ticeship and regulation of wages." Delegates from Notting
ham, Carlisle, and Glasgow were noted as present in Manchester 
on February 18.1 The meetings produced no result, but into 
the ears of some of these disillusioned weavers came a whisper 
of a vague • advantageous pIan,' which culminated in the 
arrival from Stockport one Sunday, by the morning coach, 
of a delegate who met four weavers, Humphrey Yarwood, 
John Buckley, George Boyles, and George Howarth, and 
persuaded them to form a Secret Committee consisting of 
the last three. The Stockport delegate administered the 
oath and solemnly arranged tallies by means of which they 
were to communicate with Bolton and StockporL" There 
were now two Secret Committees, Stockport and Manchester. 

Meanwhile at Bolton. although the proposal to form a Secret 
Committee had come to nothing, the discontented weaveD 

• H.O',42- ..... 
• H.O., 42- 128 (OUr.r Michobon oad J ...... LJOD~ 
o See p. 86. • H.o., 42- .. a. 
o H.O.,4D. I (Yonoood'.lIalellleDl). 
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decided OIl Barch 2 • to meet every Evening after they had 
done their work by Daylight and before they lighted up 
Candles and by that means they thought they could frighten 
their MasteI'9 to give them more Wages.' 1 At these meet
ings their shouts were to inspire tenor. Unfortunately 
the mastel'9 were not as much impressed by their demon
strations as the weavel'9 had expected, and a more active 
ol'g\Uliser now stepped on the scenes to rescue the Bolton 
weavers from futility. This was' John Stones, a proteg6 
of Adjutant Wan of the Bolton local militia. Adjutant 
Wan was employed by Colonel Fletcher, • Bolton Fletcher' 
as Cobbett used to call him, to obtain information by means 
of • confidants,' and in John Stones he struck a rich vein. 
• The Adjutant of the i.ocal Militia under my command,' wrote 
Colonel Fletcher on March 28,' • has got a confidential person 
to join apparently in the schemes.' 
, Stones alias lSI must have begun opemtions at the end 

of February 01' early in March, and with a creditable family 
feeling he soon enlisted his father in the service. His regular 
rate of pay seems to have been £1 a week and out-of-pocket 
expenses; occasionally clothing was given him as well, for 
amongst the items of Cash for Secret Service' we find : 

March 9. 
16. 
21. 

.. 21~ 

Cash to lSI'. • 
Cash to lSI and old lSI. • 
Cash to lSI to buy Shoes and 

Breeches. • • • 
Expenses at Isherwoods, Meat. 

,Liquor, etc., for the above 
and othel'9 concerned • 

By May his father was sharing in his allowances : 

£ So D. 
800 
1'10 

100 

17' 

May 21. Cash to old lSI and young lSI • 8 2 8 
.. 2lI. Hitchins Bill for Clothing Old 

lSI and young lSI II S 0 

Thanks to Stones' energy a Secret Committee was now 
formed in Bolton, one genuine member of which. curiously 
enough, was Robert Waddington, aftenvards to beeome 
notorious as a spy in 1817. 

, H,o., ..... 8 (Robert WaddinKtOD uuJ W.- Makin). 
• R.o., .1. Ill. • ao.. 42. U+ 
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There were now' three Secret Committees, one for Stock
port, one for Manchester, one for Bolton. Whether they 
represented anyone but themselves is doubtful. The busi
ness of destroying machinery hung fire all through March, 
except for an attempt to bum William Radcliffe's factory 
in Stockport on March 20 between 2 and 8 A.1I.1 Torches 
were thrown into the building, but the owner was able 
to save it from destruction. Whether this ettempt was 
the work of the Stockport Secret Committee or of private 
malice it is impossible to say. Stones at Bolton meanwhile 
was doing his best to enliven proceedings by writing about 
meetings at which the firing of factories was planned and 
resolutions taken to murder any magistrate who arrested 
an incendiary.' He was also busily engaged in persuading 
people to take the oath, but no definite steps for organised 
action were taken till a meeting on Sunday, April 6, at the 
King's Arms, Oldfield Lane, Manchester, of delegates from 
various towns.· With 'his picturesque touch Stones reports 
that at this meeting it was said that Lord Cochrane, Burdett, 
and Whitbread were to join the movement, when the country 
was ready, the aim of the movement being • to put the great 
Men down that had trampled them under foot so long,' As 
a practical step it was suggested that • something serious 
in the way of destruction' should take place at Bolton, Man
chester, and Stockport on Thursday night, April 9, but this 
was to be contingent on the consent of Manchester. 

Manchester, however, according to Yarwood, would have 
nothing to do with the plans: • When it was proposed by 
some of the Secret Comlnittee to the Districts it was rejected 
and nothing but discord reigned amongst them that night.' 
The Manchester organisation, in fact, was in anything but 
a flourishing condition; the districts (whatever they con
sisted of) would not even subscribe enough money to pay 
for' the trifle of liquor' consumed by the Secret Comlnittee, 
and when {t came to paying the coach fares of two men to 
Bolton and Stockport to announce that Manchester refused 
to act in concert, and would not join in any work of destruc
tion, the comlnittee had to fall back on Mr. Bent, aIias • B.,' 
who, as we have seen, had in all probability originated the 
whole thing himself. Mr. Bent lent the Secret Comlnittee 
£1 for the journeys, and here, on April 6 or 7, the existence 

I R.O.40. I, March 21. • H.O., -42. 121. 
I See Stow 01nl report. and Yarwood'. accouDt, both iD H.O., 400 I. 
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of any Secret Committee. in Manchester connected in any 
way with the destruction of machinery comes to an end. 

Manchester having failed, the dpstruction planned for April 9 
was whittled down to a plan to fire the steam-weaving factory 
at West Houghton, and this plan was in due course com
municated to the magistrates by the informers. 

Of the Stockport committee we have no further information. 
Possibly they stirred up the mob who attacked Mr. Goodair's. 
house and steam looms and broke the windows of Mr. Mars
land's, Mr. Hindley's, and Mr. Radcliffe's houses on Aprill4r.' 
Nobody was tried for these disturbances, so that their history 
is obscure. Mr. Prescott, the magistrate, some years later, 
desl'ribed them as unpremeditated. 

It is of Bolton, the scene of Stones' activities, that we have 
the fullest accounts. These come not only from Stones 
himself, Colonel Fletcher, and other • trustworthy sources,' I 
but also from the depositions of a number of Bolton weavers, 
some of them Stones' victims, made when they afterwards 
took the oath of allegiance,' and lastly from a series of a1II.
davits and statements, which, amongst other things, reveal 
the part taken by spies in fomenting the disturbances.' 

From these papers we leam that before the West Houghton 
factory was finally burnt on April 210, there had been two 
other attempts to induce people to bum it down, attemptll that 
had failed in spite of the indefatigable efforts of Stones and 
his associates. We will now deal with the first of these 
attempts. 

It has already been mentioned that plans had been laid at 
a meeting of delegates to fire West Houghton factory on the 
night of Thursday, April 9. The project kept Stones very 
busy. • lSI,' we read in Warr's report to Colonel Fletcher, 
• is to go over to his father's to see how many he has got 
for they did not know but they might want them Thursday 
night.' Again, on April 7, Warr reports that a delegate 

1 H.0.,40. I. • R.0...40.. I. jIIssi& 
• B.o., .2. us, October ,s, ,8,a. 
• See b ... dl. or p.pers in B.O. 4lI. 1320 heeded 'Trials and PtoceediDga 

at Luocasm, etc., -'oed &om LcmI SidmOllIb 4 J ..... ,8'3.' Ia Ibese 
popers It is _tiooed that the alIida';ts .... Iell wilb Mr. Whit_d. These 
""'pen ..... probably Ibe eoiel..,.,. tollected by Dr. Taylor and Mr. Crook in 
order • to pro ... a _ before Parliament' (Colonel Fletcher in B.o., 4lI. 'S90 
JU ... 19). ForWbitbread'undB_bam'sspee<:heaODthe ... bjectintbeBoaae 
or Commons, ... ~ ~, IuIJ to and t30 tS,a. See abo 
l'teotice"I1I __ , pp. $$ f. 
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(presumably father Stones) has gone to Chowbent to' instruet' 
them: there are between thirty and forty in Chowbent, 
these with two from Bolton to instruet them will be enough; 
they want lSI to be one of the two. The plans are carefully 
laid; on Thursday morning at 1 A.J(_ there is to be a general 
meeting of all those sworn in, and those not attending will 
be dragged out of bed. Some are to go to the master of the 
factory or the overlooker and ask him to come on particular 
business, to demand his keys, to put a pistol by his head and 
keep him secure till the business is done. lSI is to go to 
his father's to ask him to attend the general meeting, and 
if his men be not properly arranged, they will instruet him 
in matters relating thereto. 'lSI hath been round to colleet 
Is. 2<1., but only got lOd. which he gave to Ratcliff.' 

ISfs own account, given through Wan, is corroborated by 
the deposition in October of Peter Gaskell, one of the men who 
afterwards took the oath of allegiance.' He told how early 
in April, Stones and another called asking for subseriptions 
for the Secret Committee. Gaskell gave 2d.; Stones then 
warned him to attend the meeting that night; the reluctant 
Gaskell replied that he had no arms, Stones retorted that 
'those who did not attend would be in greater danger than 
those who did attend and would be tom out of their Beds_' 
However, in spite of all the efforts of Stones and his father, 
Simeon, it was impossible to beat up enough recruits to fire 
West Houghton on Thursday night, April 9. So ended the 
first attempt. Colonel Fletcher solemnly wrote that the 
attack was postponed because London was not yet ready. 

Stones, however, was not discouraged, and he now devoted 
his energies to starting a quasi-military organisation among 
such weavers as he could get together. He held secret meet
ings at the Brick Kiln on Bolton Moor, and divided his forces 
into classes, appointing captains of tens to whom he gave 
the appropriate names of Oliver Cromwell, Sir Francis Burdett, 
Lord Grey, even Lord Grenville; for' himself he usually 
reserved the name of Whitbread, and his own class was Whit
bread's class, though occasionally he indulged in further 
flights of fancy, dubbing himself Coloncl Wardle, then at 
the height of his popularity for exposing the connections 
between the Duke of York, Mary Anne Clarke, and the British 
army. At these meetings the attendance was usually twenty 
or thirty; even Colonel Fletcher, whose informants nat~ra1Il 

, JJ.O., 42- 128, Oclo~ ,s, 
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wished to magnify them, gives only sixty or seventy as the 
number. 

The descriptions of their .fa!clcal proceedings would be 
merely amusing, were it not for the shadow of coming doom 
over some of the foolish actors. John Hurst, for example~ 
who was afterwards transported, entered into the spirit of 
the drill with great zest, acting as generalissimo with a 1DIISk, 
a false beard, and a long staff. On one occasion Hurst, after 
putting his army through thei. facings and marcbings 'in 
order to try their Courage suddenly ordered them to disperse 
saying the Horse were approaching, which they did in such 
a Trepidation that aeveral got immersed in a Pool of Water 
near the place of Meeting in the darkness of the Night.' 
Stones in vain attempted to rally his men by , damning their 
soft souls,' and· pulling out a pistol vowed 'be would have 
shot the first Man who offered to take him.' 

• Old lSI' all this time was busily swearing people in, saying 
'you can have a big loaf for little money, you must take 
the oath first, and then I will tell you how,' assuring his foolish 
victims that the whole country had joined and taken the 
oath, and that factories were to be destroyed and the nation 
plunged in confusion. 

The s~d attempt to get West Houghton factory bumt 
was fixed for the night of Sunday, April 19. ten days after 
the first. effort. This second attempt went by the name of 
the Dean Moor Meeting. and is not mentioned in the reports 
of the Parliamentary Secret Committees. It is interesting to 
see what Colonel Fletcher, no doubt on the authority of 
Stones, expected on this second occasion. • One the 18th,' 
he writes on April 22, • news came of an expected assembly 
in a field near my house of f1'Oll) 200 to 800 persons. One 
division was to assail my houae, a second division was to 
bum Mr. Thomas Ainsworth's house and warehouse. a third 
division was to do the same at Mr. Hewett's and the dis
affected from Chowbent, with the aid of a delegate from 
here were to bum down the Weaving Factory at West Houghtoo 
a miles from here.' ·So much for the ambitious programme 
revealed to Mr. Fletcher. 

or the actual events we have remarkably tulI evidence. 
The dramatis personlll were certainly not more than thirty or 
forty. Ten of these afterwards appeared in court charged 
with administering an illegal oath to militia Sergeant Holland 
J30wcJen, 'fell others, namel;y Stones and his confederates, 
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who by their own and their employer's admission had acted 
as spies, also appeared in court as witnesses against thE 
other ten. In addition to these twenty, five other persons 
gave accounts of the meeting afterwards in depositions. So 
far as destruction went the events of the night fell very llat. 
The fiasco Colonel Fletcher ascribed to the fact that he had 
called out the local militia, which alarmed the conspirators 
so much that they did not attempt the whole programme. 
Instead of the expected three hundred, • some 80 or ~ 
mustered in the said Field, who were soon however ordered 
to repair to Dean Moor (another situation two miles distant), 
where the General caused them to pass in Review (about 
11 o'clock) by their several Companies of Tens ••• .' He 
describes how they then moved off to Chowbent, meeting 
on the way with Sergeant Holland Bowden, whom they 
insisted on • twisting in' 1 before they would allow him 
to go. This, Colonel Fletcher adds, will enable us to bring 
conviction home to many of them, • as we had several 
confidants present.' Only two persons, he says, joined 
before Chowbent, although -the General had expected about 
three hundred, who were to burn West Houghton. He 
then describes how a proposal to break church windows 
was made, -and declined, how they gave three cheers, fired 
off three pistols and dispersed. • In the Interval I had 
taken a party of 86 Local towards West Houghton to inter
cept any Straglers, but they having passed along Byeways 
eluded us.' He does not\plention the unpleasant episode 
alluded to afterwards by one of the spies in court: • as we 
returned some of our own men took us into custody.' I 
Though their blackened faces were no protection, the spies 
obtained their release on showing their foraging caps." 

We have from one of the men present, John Heys, who 
was afterwards tried and acquitted for his share in the night's 
work,' a remarkably vivid description 6 of the Dean Moor Meet
ing, valuable as illustrating the desultory and rather incon
seque,nt discontents of the men whom the governing c1ass 
credited with deep-laid schemes of rebellion. John Heys, 
who was out of work at the time, returned home about 10 

1 Makine him take the secret oath. • H.O., 42, 132. 
• Preo.tice says the Ipies ,enerall, blackened their f'aca. 
fi According to Brougham he wu acquiued because the apies • buzzed round' 

him too obviously (see ParIUunnU.", D~""'u, July 13J 1812) • 
• See depositions in H.O., 42. 138. 
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P.II. that night by DellD Moor; he was stopped by two men 
with blackened faces who made him go to the meeting, saying 
that the military were out, IIDd that they could not let him go 
lest he should give information. Two 'white faced' men came 
and conducted him to the lDeeting, which consisted of about 
twenty persons; after lID hour or so ten or twelve blackened 
and disguised men came and joined them. He relates : 

• That on his arrival at the Meeting they were discoursing on 
the Act of Queen Elizabeth which empowered the Magistrates to 
raise Wage. to the price of Provisions, on the bad government of 
the Town particularly the management of the Oversee .. , who 
kept the Poor waiting twenty or thirty hours a week for their 
allowance. 

• That the Orde .. in Councll and the Conduct-of several manu
facture .. were reprobated, the price of Provisions and the future 
prosperity of Trade were discussed. . 

• That on the arrival of the Black. or Persons with their Faces 
blackened, the whole were formed in a Circle and one of the 
Blacks addressed the Meeting, asking what was to be done, 
recommending good Order, Wishing all to speak Creely but only 
one at a time. When he ended, a Man with a clean Face began 
a speech describing the Situation of the Country, the Hardships 
and Miseriea of the industrious Weavers and Meehan;"', which he 
attributed to the War, the Orde .. in Council were reprobated, 
and also the System of reducing Wagea instead ot diminishing the 
quantity of work in a given time, he recommended likewise a 
Subscription to apply to Lord Ellenborough for a Mandamns to 
compel tbe Magistrates to do their duty. 

• That he was answered by one who was disfigured who said it 
was aU ""_ttl N_ 10 141. 'If I- "' 110 J...w:. .....Jd 6e dOR. 
ucopI IIuy did it 1Aowuelw8, that they had lost time and spent 
Money enough to no I'urpose, he notieed the Proceedingo at 
Nottingbam, Yorkshire, Stockport and Middleton and hoped they 
would do their part which was to burn the Weaving Factory at 
West-bougbton but this was rejected by all but the Blacks. 

'That the M'\iority wishing to go home they were told the 
Military and tbe Constables were on the roads, and that it was 
Impossible to get to Bolton without being arrested. 

• That they were also told there .. ere 200 Men waiting at 
Chowbent wishing to be joined by Bolton, and If they went to 
Chowbent by the time they got back the Military would be 
dismissed. Tbat It was agreed to go, and beiDg cold with standing 
SO long on the Moor, be walked pretty sharp on passing the Four 
Lane Ends in Hulton there was only three in his Company. 

• That he met onl, three drunken Men, that he stopped at the 
Bridge near Cbowbent till the rest eame up which .... more than 
balf an HOllr. 
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'That they then proceeded to the Cross where a Pistol was 
fired, three Cheers given and then they were ordered to disperse: 

So ended the second attempt to fire West Houghton factory. 
That half hour, during which John Heys waited at the bridge 
near Chowbent, was eventful for the rest of the party, for 
it was in this interval that they came upon Sergeant Holland 
Bowden, whom, as we have seen, they forced to take the 
oath. How far this was done at the instigation of the • con
fidants' it is impossible to say, but it is difficult to believe 
that '~tones could have allowed anyone else to take the lead
ing part. 

The Dean Moor plPject was thus a failure, but next day 
at the Monday market there were lively scenes at Bolton, 
as well as in Manchester, Ashton, and Oldham. Oatmeal 
and potatoes, as Colonel Fletcher wrote shortly afterwams, 
were at nearly double their usual price--' the distresses con
sequent upon it,' he adds, • are and must be very great until 
it shall please Heaven by a plentiful Harvest to relieve them.' 
Meanwhile the crowds of starving operatives menaoed the 
farmers so seriously that the military had to protect the 
market, and the Riot Act was read. Next day, April 21, 
several hundreds again assembled and shouted, and at midnight 
an attempt was made to set fire to a Rope WaIk,l an attempt 
possibly not unconnected with the report sent in by • our 
confidential men' of a settled plan to disturb the peace of 
the country by secret fires. Nothing seems to have happened 
on the 22nd or 23m, but on Friday, April 2', 1812, John 
Stones' efforts were at last crowned with success, and Messrs. 
Rowe and Duncough's weaving factory at West Houghton 
was attacked and bumt. ", Unfortunately the materials for 
the inner history of this thim and successful attempt are 
wanting. Colonel Fletcher himself was absent from Bolton 
on private Enelosure business on the 23m and 2'th, and 
either did not receive or did not transmit any reports from 
his • confidants.' Prohably Stones found in the mob who 
had started food riots the Monday before better material 
for his purpose than in the meagre companies of tens, whom 
he had drilled so diligently. The outer history is clearly 

• Charl .. Clark .... ofterwucls tried for thi. 6re ..... acquitted (M_~"'" 
M~. Ma, 06, 1812~ 

I See for later hi,tory of W. Houghton lOIDe iDlerettinc 6cuea iD Coot_ 
Ta1101'. T"" i" MIIIIII/lIllrlri., Dunt" p. 169. 
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told by Colonel 'Fletcher and in the documents for the prose
cution, amongst the Treasury Solicitors papers.' 

On the nights of the 20th, 21st, and 22nd April a Nld of 
the local militia had remained in the building; on Thursday 
night, the 23rd, a, guald of employees furnished with anus 
by the local militia sat up all night, • but on Friday the 24th 
April, the reports of ilie Mob coming being very prevalent, 
the Men who worked in the Building thought it not prudent 
to Protect it as their Families might suffer. • ..' The mill, 
in fact, was not working that day. On the morning of the 
24th, the long-expected mob assembled at Chowbent and went 
to West Houghton. Application was made from the mill 
to Bolton for soldiers to protect them, 'and a party of the' 
Scots Greys under Captain Bullen arrived at noon to find 
no rioters there. Captain Bullen, imagining hiuiseH to be 
the victim of a hoax, took his men back to Bolton, declar
ing that he would only move again on the older of Mr. Hulton 
the magistrate. As 600n as he had gone off, the same or 
another mob, consisting of not more than fifty persons (most 
witnesses said forty or fifty) assembled at Chowbent at 
1 o'clock, and left Chowbent for West Houghton at 8 or 4 P.II. 
The manager of the mill, hearing of their approach. went 
off in person to Bolton, to summon the military again, but 
by the time he arrived back at the factory with 60ldiem the 
mob had completed their work of destruction and had left. 
They had broken the windows, fetched straw from the stable, 
piled it inside and set fire to it. About £6000 worth of damage 
was done. 

That night the Bolton local militia were busy. When 
Colonel Fletcher returned home he sent off eighty men at 
II P.IL under Adjutant Warr to arrest riotea against whom 
he had what he called • __ or opeII information'" The ways 
of these local militia men and of the authorities wbo employed 
them are amply exposed in the bundle of papem mentioned 
above,· which contain many affidavits showing how, without 
any ezcuse or warrant, they would break into the cottages, 
sei1le the oocupants with every circumstance of insolence. 
and haul them befole Colonel Ji1etcher, who in many cases 
sent them home uncharged. adopting in other eases the 
ingenious plan of exacting bail 'to answer any chaI:ge which 
might hereafter be made.' 

I 8.0., ~ I. au4 ,....." SoIiciIDr, GeDeni SerieS, 3$80 (a-.! 0IIi00). 
• 8.o.,~.sa. 
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West Houghton having been satisfactorily destroyed, 
Stones seems to have rested on his laurels, and we hear of 
no more disturbances in the Bolton district. Meanwhile in 
Manchester and its neighbourhood much had been happen
ing. As we have seen, the movement, if it deserves that 
name, for the destruction of machinery in the Manchester 
district had collapsed early in April, but another movement 
amongst the working classes was rapidly gaining ground, 
the movement for Parliamentary Reform. The two move
ments were linked together in the person of John Buckley, 
weaver and Calvinist preacher, apparently a fussy conse
quential fellow with a great aptitude for quarrelling. When 
the original Secret Committee of three, of which he had been 
the moving spirit, came to an untimely end, he set to work 
to induce representatives from different trades to join together. 
The history of this new Secret Committee is rather obscure. 
Parliamentary Reform was clearly the main object, but 
Buckley seems to have used wild language, which led 
Yarwood at any rate to think that there was something more 
behind it. 

Buckley was connected with the more respectable move
ment for Parliamentary Reform in the following way. For 
the 8th of April a meeting had been arranged by the lead
ing men in Manchester to thank the Regent for retaining 
in office his father's Ministers; • a few gentlemen of the 
town,' as Prentice describes them, determined to get up some 
opposition to the passing of the resolutions, and in connection 
with this invited Buckley, as representing no doubt a work
ing-cIass organisation for Reform, to meet them at the Bridge
water Arms,' a fact of which he afterwards boasted a great 
deal. The sequel of the proposed Exchange meeting and the 
riot to which it gave rise are fully described by Prentice 
in his History of Manchester.' The promoters of the meeting 
determined to abandon it, but on the day a disorderly mob 
of men and boys appeared round the building, and were 
allowed to pass unchecked from sitting in mock solemnity 
on the chairs of the grand room and reading the news aloud, 
to damaging the furniture and smashing the windows.' The 
most interesting point about the riot was the fact pointed 

I H.O.,400 • (Yarwood); H.O.,42. 10' (Whittaker). 
• See pp. 4B If. 
• Colonel Clay corroborat.. "hat Prentice .1' of the oIackn... 01 Ibo 

magiotrat .. (8.0., .po "', Aprilu). 
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out by Prentice that the Manchester mob was'no longer a 
Church and King mob. 

Into the doings of Buckley's new Secret Committee, their 
failure to pay subscriptions, their squabbles and recrimina
~ons, it is unnecessary to enter. We have full accounts of 
them from Yarwood, who had been associated with Buckley 
in his former enterprise, and from Bent, alias 'B." who 
sucoeeded in getting himself appointed General Treasurer.l 
From these accounts it is abundantly clear that the new 
organisation had nothing to do with the two events that 
caused 80 much alarm to the Manchester authorities, namely 
the food riots on April 18 and 20, and the attack on Burton's 
factory and house at Middleton on April 21 and 22. Of these 
food riots the House of Lords' Secret Committee gravely 
said: • the general pretence was the high price of provisions.' 
What this high price meant to the retail buyers is succinctly 
put by General Maitland, sent by Government shortly after 
this to take command in the disturbed districts. General 
Maitland, it must be observed, was a shrewd and independent 
observer, ready to criticise the ways of local authorities and 
employers.- _ 

Potatoes, he reports,- which are much eaten, have risen 
from '/'s. to ISs. the load: at retail prices they have risen 
from a penny for three pounds to a penny for one pound. 
Other articles have also risen, some more and some less. 
Wages. on the other hand, have fallen, and whereas the common 
weaver used to get 11 guineas or 80s. a week. • ten shillings 
I am well informed is the outside they now earn. and fo 
that they must work six days in the week and hard. Unde 
such Circumstances.' he naively adds, • it must naturall 
be expected that jp'eat sourness and irratability will 
exist.' \ 

Some of this • soumess' found play in the food riots on
April 18 and 20. 'The potato market in Shudelrlll,' wrote 
the Manc1wItr Mawry (April 21, 1812). • was on Saturday 
moming the scene of great disorder and confusion. owinlt. 

1 H.O .• 4o..l. 
• Thus he mites Oft one oecaUOl\: C If we: were to gi ... way to lndi"tidud 

.... u..r 0"'7 Manufaetu,.. iD this part of lhe CouDtry ... uld haft "i&hecI to 
haft bis 0_ Property d.feDded by the MilitarJ. ODd haft made the Ilililaly 
probo.blJ the ...... of to_riDr the laboar of Hla Workm ........ below their 
........ ,I • ...t' (H.o.. 40. I, M" 0). 

• H.O., ... "30 May 6. 
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to the much' increased price on that indispensible part 01 
the sustenance of the poor. Between the hoUl'S of ten anrl 
eleven o'clock, a number of ignorant, unthinking people, 
most of whom were women, failing in their endeavours tc 
purchase the potatoes at the '1'educed rate [at] wbich the]l 
required them, immediately put themselves in possession 
of most of the produce in the Market, and never did we beholrl 
industry more conspicuous than in the seizure and convey· 
ance of this spoil to the various abodes of the busy depre
dators.' The contents of the carts, we leam from anothel 
souroe, were sold by the rioters at Ss. the 10ad.1 The Mercul1 
account adds that the military came up and took several 
persons, mostly women, into custody. • B.' alias Bent, in 
one of bis letters,' describes how some of the delegates 01 
the newly formed • association of trades '--that is, his Secret 
Committee No. II - • saw the people seize the potatoes, 
wbich was bigh glee for them, as it was the opinion of thE 
country people that our folks durst not do anything of thE 
kind, and indeed it was done by the women and large boys, 
and since the business of the Exchange • it has been done b, 
);he above.' 

On Monday, the 20th April (market day), there were 
food riots, not only in Manchester and Bolton, but also iD 
Ashton and Oldham and all along the part of Chesbire north
east of Stockport that lies between Lancasbire and Derby. 
In all these pIaces mobs seized provision carts, and in some 
eases they broke open shops and appropriated food with 01 

JOithout payment. At Tintwistle on April 21, after sellin8 
tIour, meal, bacon, and groceries at what they considered 
a fair price, they destroyed some of the machinery in Rhodes' 
woollen cloth mill, and also in some cotton mills. 

The Oldham food riot had a serious sequel in the attempt 
to destroy Messrs. Burton's power weaving factory at Middle
ton. There is no reason to connect this attack with any 
secret organisation. It seems to have been an unpremedi
tated outbll!St of popular resentment. • B.' is very explicit 
on this point. • The Executive,' he writes,' • recommends 
the people to be peaceable and not to disturb the peace on 
any account-those people who do are not of those who are 
twisted'in, there may be a few who mix with the others but 
they are few.' The Boardman Square district. he reports, 

I H.O., 4J. "', AprU 18. 
• The ElIChange riot. 

I H.O.,40. I. 
• ILO., ..... I, AprU 18. 
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wished to go to Middleton, but their leaders forbade, 
them.1 

What happened in MiEldieton is clearly told in several 
reports.' Oldham on the market day, Monday, April 20, 
was crowded with colliers from, Hollinwood, who • united 
with the rude uncultivated savages of Saddleworth formed 
an assemblage of the most desperate cast.' These rough 
visitors went to the meal and provision shops and presented 
a list of prices at which they forced sale: the best flour Us. 
a peck, meal 2s. a peck, and potatoes Us. a load. Elated by 
success they discussed and rejected a plan to attack the local 
militia depSt, going off instead to Middleton, where they 
joined forces with a Middleton mob in attacking Burton's 
power-loom factory. The Saddleworth and Oldham con
tingent were from all accounts the most active. When the 
crowd arrived at the factory Mr. Burton wamed them, • if 
you dare to attack this factory I will resist with force of 
arms.' They continued to throw stones and to use clubs, 
and Burton and his servants flred trom the factory. Five 
rioters were killed and eighteen wounded, and the mob retired 
with imprecations, vowing that they would bum down Burton's 
dwelling house as a punishment for what they considered as 
a cold-blooded murder. 

Next day, Tuesday, April 21," a mob about two hundred 
strong, consisting chiefiy of local miners, with fowling-pieces 
and picks, reappeared and earried out their threat of setting 
fire to the house. When the military arrived the mob received 
them wit.h some irregular shots, on which the soldiers opened 
fire, killing or wounding about six. ACCOrding to • B.' ten 
rioters in all were killed in the two affrays. 

It is in connection with the attack on Mr. Burton's house 
that we hear the most explicit particulars of a supposed 
• general rising' on May I, which caused a great deal of terror 
to the Manchester magistrates. As a rule it is only men
tioned as bare information coming from • those on whose 

• Apln.n M'f'a, • B.' reports' O.r T ..... [i. •• Manc:hesl<rjha,b done all 
in. their power to do .waJ with su.ch business as BreUinC and BumiDC 
Machinery and .Uem.ptioc to take Men" Lives' (H.O., 40. I). 

I See WilliUD. Chippendale in H.o.., 4G. I, April -3; CoIOllei CIa,. H.o.. • 
• 1. , .. , April "' ; • U"'.-coI.n.1 of Oldham militia, B.o., ... ' ... April 
"3; Tn .... " Solicitor, Generol Seri .... 766-

• The Lords' Seem Committ .. ci- tbe elate u the uod. This io c\corI7' 
lDistalte for the Itlt, 
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veracity I can depend' or • respectable channels' or • a respect 
able source.' In this instance a oolonel ot the Oldham local 
militia sent up a mucn more circumstantial story,l told him 
by some anonymous person, of how whilst the Middleto~ 
riot' was in progress • active delegates amongst the revolu. 
tionary Jacobins' were stationed all along the roads and in 
the public-houses with ruled sheets of paper which the, 
urged passers-by to sign. At the head of the paper W8.! 

a • rebellious oath,' and the signatories bound themselvei 
to attend a general rising on May j. The colonel's mysteri· 
ous informant was told • that the rising would be general 
in London 'and all over the kingdom on that Day, that theft 
would be Leaders and Money in Abundance and nothin~ 
would be required but resolute Hearts, as there would ~ 
Numbers to overturn and overwhelm every Thing.' Had 
Middleton been a scene of Stones' activities it would be tempt
ing to see his hand in this story, but as the account is quiu 
uncorroborated, and no mention was made of this episode 
at the trial of the rioters, it seems probable that it originated 
in the lively brain ot the unnamed informant. 

May 1 and not May j was the date usually fixed on by the 
• respectable sources' for the general rising. By April 26 
the magistrates were worked up, into a state ot panic. 
The magistrates Hay and Silvester on April 26 sent to 
the Home Office a petition against sinecures offered for 
the signatures of weavers, spinners, mechanics, and other 
inhabitants of Chorley, with the comment that the fact that 
the signatures may be affixed till May 1 coincides with the 
information about a general rising.- Again on April 27· 
their fears were enhanoed by a mysterious notice of hiero
glyphic figures stuck up in Prestwich churchyard, which • being 
deciphered by a trusty man ' proved to mean • You are hereby 
required to be ready on the shortest notice to join our army, 
fail not at your peril Amen,' and by a still more aIarmmg 
scrap of paper presented to them by the same • respectable 
source,' containing amongst other blood-curdling directions, 
• Mode ot Attack. Each Sett to murder the AfHuent in their 
own Neighbourhoods; also such poor as win not join them 
in taking their property and uniting with them in the work: 
Its supposed this win be done in the space of three Hours.' 

• On the 26th and 27th April,' reports Mr. Hay. on April 
29, • some thousands seemingly strangenl, resorted to this 

• H.O • .po ua. '/Hd. • /Hd. • IMd. 
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town-they were all of awkwal'd description, yestel'day 
these people • • • totally· disappeared.' May 1 passed, and 
May , passed, and the affluent were still allowed to sleep 
quietly in their beds. • For my own part,' wrote General 
.lII:aitiand on May 6,1 • I am a total disbeliever that either 
such rising was seriously intended or that they were in a state 
of orgaDisation to admit of it,'· . 

AD disturbances in Lancashire and Cheshire had now ended, 
and numben. of the rioters were fast in prison, awaiting their 
trial, but the terror of deep-laid schemes of revolution still 
haunted the authorities, and the flame was carefully fanned 
by • B.' and other' respectable sources.' Their efforts culmi
nated in the arrest and trial of • the thirty..eight,' which 
we discuss later. We must first describe the trials of the 
rioters. 

At Chester, the Special Commission to try the Cheshire 
offenders sat during the last week of May.' Mr. Justice 
Dallas and Mr. Justice Burton were the Judges. Forty
four prisoners awaited trial, but of these, one was admitted 
evidence, three were acquitted, and twelve, most of them 
charged with rioting; were let off on their own recoguisances, 
leaving twenty-eight to receive sentence. Of these twenty=' 
eight no fewer than fourteen received the death sentence. 
but though five of these fourteen were reserved for execution, 
in the end only two were hung, Joseph Thompson, a weaver of 
thirty-four, who had stolen some silver and set fire to a house 
at Edgeley, and John Temples, a weaver of twenty-seven, 
who had stolen silver spoons and clothes at Adlington. Of 
the other twelve sentenced to death and respited, only three 
were convicted of attacks on machin~: these were James 
Crossland, a shoemaker of forty-five, John Heywood, a carder 
of eighteen, and John Ellis, occupation not stated. They 
were found guilty of breaking machinery at Tintwistle. The 
other capital convictions were for riots and obtaining money 
or Rour at various places. In -.l.dition to the capital convi~ 
tions, eight men were sentenced to tmnsportation for seven 
yealS, six of them for stealing Rour at com mills, anel two 
for illegal oaths. These last two were John Bradshaw and 
Thomas Whittaker.' the latter a • man of superior ability 

I H.b.. ~ 1'3. 
I See Af_lumr M"""7. J_ne g, .8.a; and a.o. .... "30 MaJ 3Q. 
, See po &7. abo ... 
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and educatiou,' for whose conviction the prosecution were 
particularly urgent. l 

The case against these men and against three others who 
were acquitted or not proceeded against rested on the sole 
evidence of one John Parnell." Mr. IJoyd of Stockport had 
gone out, in his capacity of captain of the local militia, on 
April 15 to disperse an assembly, and in the course of proceed
ings John Parnell was caught. Afterwards, under Mr. Lloyd's 
care, he confessed that he had on April 6 received aniJIegal 
oath from Thomas Whittaker. 'None of the persons in 
custody sworn at the same time are inclined to corroborate 
the Testimony of Parnell, because it is evident they are so 
ignorant as to conceive themselves under the obligation 
imposed by the diabolical oath not to tell of one another.' 
Mr. IJoyd, however, managed to scrape up corroborating 
evidence of 'various minute circumstances' and Whittaker's 
conviction was secured. Six more prisouers, one of them a 
woman, were sentenced to terms of imprisonment of one 
or three years for rioting or stealing flour. Of the various 
prisoners, it may be noticed that a good many were colliers, 
one of whom, William Walker, who had incited a mob to 
disorder and tumult at Gee's Cross, was dignified by the 
name of General Ludd. Thompson and Temples were not 
executcd till June 21. Thompson gladdened thc hearts of 
the authorities by making a rambling dying confession, declar
ing that a rebellion existed and that things were to be like 
Oliver Cromwell's time.3 

The trials for offences in Lancashire took place before a Special 
Commission at the end of May and beginning of June 1812. 
The Judges were Baron Thomson and Mr. Justice Le Blanc. 
It seems possible that their selection was one of Perceval's 
last acts before his assassination. 'Mr. Perceval,' he wrote 
on May 6,' in a private letter to the Home Secretary who 
had written to him on the subject of the Special Commis
sion for Lancashire, 'does not conceive that it is or can be 
his official Duty to select the Judges, as would appear to be 
implied by the terms of Mr. Ryder's letter.' He adds, however, 
that if on inquiry he finds that he ought to do so he will make 
the selection. Whoever was responsible for the selection 

1 See Treasury Solicitor's letter from Chester (H.O., 4::. 123, May 30). 
I Treasury Solicitor, General Series, 1160. 

• H.O., 42. 124, June 35. .. H.O., 42. 123. 
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made sure that the rioters in Lancashire should not meet 
with the leniency for whieh Mr. Justice Bayley had been 
blamed elsewhere. 

The question of the necessity of using the evidence of spies 
to convict the prisoners from the Bolton district had mueh 
exercised Colonel F1eteher. • We are shy of bringing these 
Witnesses forward,' he wrote on April 80,' • being desirous 
to cover over our Intelligence even with a 81uuJom rather 
than exhibit the Sources to open Day.' A week later it was 
decided to use evidence from what might be termed the piece
work spies, in contrast to Stones and his father who were 
employed on a time-work system.' By May 21, however, 
it was evident that the testimony of the • main Informants' 
would be necessary, but the informers themselves had faJIen 
under suspicion. • His' [that is John Stones'] • Fa,ther, 
Simon St.ones,' wrote Colonel F1eteher,' • who was the Leader 
of those Ten Men-amongst whom some others of our Con
fidents were introduced to the Meeting of the 19th April
has since the Committals to Lancaster become suspected, 
and the suspicion has been extended also to his son-who 
as he resided in one of the most seditious parts of this Neigh
bourhood has requested to have his Family removed to a 
Place of greater Safety-whieh has been pro.rused on our 
part and will be carried into Effect during his absence at 
the Assizes.' He adds that they have requested the solicitors 

. for the prosecution to make as little use of Stones as possible. 
and that it is hoped the Government will think him deserv
ing of some remuneration, even if the' fact of his giving open 
testimony makes him useless for the future. 

The prosecutions before the Lancashire Special Comlnission I 
can be divided into four main categories: (1) those for the 
food riots at Manehester, (2) those for arson at Middleton. 
(8) those for arson at West Hou~, (41) those for illegal 
oaths. In addition them were some minor cll&lg<'S for varioua 
riots and one for arson at Bolton.' For the first eategory. 
the food riots at Manehes~er, eight persons wem tried. sill: 
men, two women: four were acquitted and four were found 
guilty and received the death sentence. Of the four con
demned, three-John Howarth, John Lee, and Thomas Hoyle--

• H.o.. 40. I. • IJi4. • IIW. 
• See N~ NIftrIJ7. MaJ a6; and n-., SoIicitGr, GcDcnl s..n... 
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were found guilty of riotously assembling at John Holland 
house in Deansgate, breaking his door and windows Opel 
and stealing bread, cheese, and potatoes. The fourth, Hanna 
Smith, a woman of fifty-four, had played a violent pa: 
in the riots.· When the mob had seized ten bushels , 
potatOes and decreed to sell them at Sd. a score, Hanna 
Smith was heard to say, • damn them we will have thel 
for nothing,' and she afterwards helped to shovel them ou 
filling her own apron. She had also headed another mo 
and forced George Lomas to sell his potatoes at a loss, an 
here too her language was violent; • we will not be satisfic 
with Potatoes,' she cried, and • she threatened to stop Butt.< 
Carts and horses bringing Milk to Town, she would hal 
Butter at Is. per lb. and Milk at 2d. per Quart and 
the OWl\ers would not take that price she would have bol 
Butter and Milk for nothing.' She carried out her th~ 
about the butter, and -the charge for which she was trie 
first and condemned to death WB!l for jumping on a butt.< 

, cart at Ardwick and selling twenty pounds of butter, wor! 
86s., at Is. the pound. 

The rioters at Burton's at Middleton, charged with alSO. 
had a more fortunate fate than the Manchester rioters. Si 
men were tried for setting fire to Burton's house. There w. 
no evidence to prove that they were concerned in the actu, 
arson, but it was pretty clear that they had been in the mol 
and Mr. Justice I.e Blanc charged the jury. that even it til 
prisoners were not guilty of actually setting fire to the hollS< 
yet. if they were guilty of a riot alone. they were guilty ( 
the whole charge." What happened is best told in the worn 
of the prosecuting counsel. Mr. J. A. Park. Attorney-Genen 
for the County Palatine, in his description of the proceedin~ 
to the Home Office: I • There were six others acquitted ( 
the clearest case of Arson. to the utter dissatisfaction of tb 
whole Court, Mr. Ewart, a Merchant of Liverpool, the fon 
man of the Jury, and the BOle cause of the Mischief, havin 
kept the Jury out an hour. before he could bring them ove 
to his opinion. But I immediately to the great satisfactio 
of the Sherilf and Grand Jury, presented a fresh Bill agairu 
them for the Misdemeanour of rioting. ete •• and would hal' 
proceeded instantly to try and opeuIy said so. But whe 
brought up they chose to tmverse-bowever the Judgl' 

I Treasury Solicitor, 3582. 
I R.O., ... ' .... 1- .. 

I 16id.., .766. 
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lequired two sureties for every Prisoner in £100 each, wbich 
bail they probably will not obtain, so that there has not been 
the triumph expected L....and Mr. Ewart was so looked down 
upon, that he never was seen in Court or at Lancaster aftel'
wards.' It does not occur to Mr. Park that Mr. Ewart, having 
saved six persons from the hangman, might shake the dust 
of the Lancaster Special Commission off his feet for other 
reasons. 

For arson in the successful attack on the West Houghton 
factory, thirteen prisoners were tried-nine were men, two 
were boys of fifteen and sixteen, two were girls of fifteen and 
nineteen. It was not necessary to bring forward the evidence 
of any 'confidants,' as the prisoners could be identified by 
persons from the mill. Outside the. Brief are scribbled some 
notes that show the lines of the prosecution:· 'Lowness of wages 
-and dearness of provisions-the ground for the objection
Will of Providence-Is the [word illegible] mended by destroy
ing property-one hundred pecple thrown out of employment. 
The Means of Charity destroyed-Never was so charitable 
a country. The Poor shall never cease out of the land-The 
poor ye shall have always with you,' etc. It is satisfactory 
to learn from the Minutes of the trial that the pl'06ecuting 
oounsel, Mr. Park, after pointing out that '_provisions being 
scarce was the dispensation of God,' alluded to the girl and 
boy prisoners 'with feeIing,' but added 'neither the tender 
sex of the one or the youth of the other could excuse them.' 
The evidence for the defence consisted of rather weak alibis 
or of testimony to character. The jury deliberated for an 
hour, and found only four out of the thirteen prisoners guilty. 
They seem to have made a selection of those whom they 
thought most deserved hanging. Clearly the 'tender sex' 
of the two girls, Mary and Lydia Molyneux, saved them from 
death, for they had played an active part , with Muck Hooks 
and Coal Picks in their Hands breaking the Wmdows of the 
Building and swearing and cursing the souls of those that 
worked in the Factory,' I while John Brownlow, the boy of 
fifteen, was saved by his mother, whom two witnesses described 
as having pulled him away against his will. The four who 

• Four of the prlsoa ... _aged to &ncl _.. They .... __ to 
two JOUS' impriaon ..... t at the August Assi-. The two who IwI Iioilecl to 
..... re ball ............. eecI to eigb ..... 1DOIltho. Jboucham ... __ for £our 
of the prIsoaen (TlRSUIJ Solicitw, 47661-

• Tnu.." Solicitor, 3580. • liliti. 
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were found guilty were condemned to death. Their names were 
Job Fletcber, Tbomas Kerfoot, James Smith, and Abraham 
Charlson, aged sixteen. Abraham Charlson, wbo bad three 
soldier brothers, bad played the soldier to his own undoing. 
He had acted as sentinel, pacing up and down with a scythe, 
and calling out encouraging remarks. 

For the fourth category of ofiences, namely, administer
ing, receiving, or being present at the administration of illegal 
oaths, fifteen men and boys were sentenced to seven years' 
Itransportation. The question of the Luddite oath is dis
cussed elsewhere; 1 it is enough to mention here that six 
of these men I were sentenced on the evidence of Holland 
Bowden, who could not identify the prisoners, and of nine 
spies, for the oath to Sergeant Holland Bowden on the famous 
Dean Moor evening, April 19." The rest' were sentenced in con
nection with the administration of oaths to Isaac Crompton 
and others at Bolton Moor, mainly on the evidence of Isaac 
Crompton himself, who purchased immunity by disclosing 
what had passed. In the notes for the case 5 the sinister 
fact is mentioned that the only corroborative evidence comes 
from John Stones. 

Two more men were sentenced to seven years' transporta
tion for breaking into a mill at Worsley, and stealing grain 
and flour, and six women and girls and one man received. 
the light punishment of six months' imprisonment for rioting at 
Middleton or elsewhere. The result of the trials was briefly 

8 Deatb and hung. 
11 Transported seven years. 
7 Imprisonment six months, 
6 Traversed to next Assizes. 

20 Acquitted. 

58 

The eight capitally convicted were executed on Saturday, 
June 12. • Their conduct throughout confinement,' wrote 
the Manchester Mercury," • manifested the greatest indifie1"o 

• See p. 336 below. 
I A seventh. Samuel Radcliffe. wu afterwards convicted. 
• There ia an imperfect copy of the report of thi. trial in the bundle in B.O., 

42. 132, mentioned above. 
t With the possible cJtception of John Burney, sentenced (or administering II.D 

oath to Isaac Clayton. which looks like a misprint for Crompton. 
• Treaaury Solicitor, 3580. • June 16, 18'12. 
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ence and 'unconcern, as to the awful state in which they were 
placed; iUld all the pathetic exhortations of the Rev. the 
Chaplain were frequently repeated before signs of repentance 
of their crimes or necessity of preparation to meet their God, 
appeared in any wise to awaken their benighted minds.' 

Abraham Charlson, the boy of sixteen was childish for his 
age, and at the time of his execution • called on his mother 
for help • • • thinking she had the power to save him.' 1 

We must now describe briefly the incident of the arrest 
and trial of • the 88,' not only because they are often called 
• the 88 Luddites,' but because it explains the temper which 
could exact such cruel penalties from the rioters." John 
Buckley, as we have said, had tried to organise a committee 
of representatives from different trades, which was called 
the second Manchester Secret Committee," and many quarrels 
had ensued. John Buckley seems then to have dropped into 
the background, and the association of trades for Parliamen
tary Refonn was taken over or restarted by more reputable 
persons. Of this new organisation of working-class retonnem 
• B.' or Bent was chosen treasurer, and he writes reports I 
of a meeting of the delegates on May 18 for the business of 
Peace and Parliamentary Refonn, but the • other business,' 
he adds signill.cantly, must not be lost sight of. That Bent 
ever seriously tried to induce any of his colleagues to work for 
violent measures is unlikely, as otherwise men of the stamp 
of John Knight would not have continued to trust him, but 
his own report II.ts in well enough with the account given 
later by Yarwood,' who, hoping to save himself by a full 
• confession,' did not semple to implicate Bent, ignorant of 
course that he was a spy. • One Observation of Mr. Bent's 
strikes me, he said if this Business had been or was to be 
carried on under the pretence of a Petition for pesce and 
Parliamentary Refonn, many persons would conuibute 
under that pretence, as would not under any other, and It 
would be a safer plan too.' 

Meanwhile the new organisation decided on May ill to 
prepare an address to the Prince Regent and a petition to 
the House of Commons. On June 11 they met again to 

, Prentice, ., <iI., Po 5'1. quoting John Edwud Taylor. 
• 1' ... 1oI1owing _. lee Report of TrW ~ TIIUt]Ni~ X-. with In_ 

,11.",ory IWftti .. by John Knicht, Muehester, .8.a. 
• See p.. 086 ahoft" • ao.,40- " MaJ. • ao. 4'>- I. 
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consider these documents, moving from one public·house 
to a second, because they were warned that Nadin, the deputy 
constable, would disturb them. But they did not escape, 
for their meeting at the second public-house was interrupted 
by Nadin, who came in followed by soldiers, and arrested 
the thirty-eight occupants of the room. They were charged, 
and afterwards tried on August 27 at Lancaster for the felony 
of administering or being present at the administration of 
an illegal oath to Samuel Fleming. 

Now Samuel Fleming was an unemployed weaver, who 
acted under Nadin's charge, as one of the • respectable sources ' 
of the magistrates' infonnation. He had been ordered by 
Colonel Silvester, J.P., and by Nadin, to get himself' twisted 
in,' and his story was that at this meeting William Washington 
and Thomas Broughton administered the approved Luddite 
oath to him and to one or two others, whilst the rest looked 
on. After taking the oath he went off to fetch Nadin, who 

/ promptly arrested the miscreants. There was no corroboration 
of Fleming's tale from any source, but this did not trouble 
the Lancashire magistrates. Indeed com pared with the evi· 
dence on which men had already been transported, Samuel 
Fleming's story was ample for conviction. 

General Maitland, however, was uneasy. • Since I addressed 
you yesterday,' he wrote on June 17,' • I have grounds for 
thinking the Men taken up here lately, will not be liable 
to severe Punishment, unless the fact of their administering 
Illegal Oaths can be brought home, which at present is ex· 
tremely doubtful. I am endeavouring to try to get some 
of them to inform, and am not without hopes this may be 
accomplished, with the Aid of some money and a little manage· 
ment.' The money and the management were alike fruitless. 
Higgins, the gaoler, did his best to help by intercepting 
all letters and setting other prisoners on to glean informa
tion, but all he could produce was the fact that one of the 
thirty-eight had a fathe .... in·law who was said to have made 
gunpowder for the Irish Insurrection in 1803,· and a rambling 
communication a from a convict in Lancaster gao) which con· 
nected Dr. Taylor and Mr. Hulme, well·known reformers of 
the professional class, with the thirty-eight, and asserted that 
three of the prisoners were alarmed lest Stones, who came 
to the prison one day with Colonel Fletcher, should identify 
them as having once been present at a meeting in Bolton. 

I 8.0., ........ "8.0., ... "5. July 4- • I~ Jul116. 
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General Maitland's uneasiness grew. 'I am much afraid,' 
he wrote on July 80,1 'unless new Evidence can be procured, 
most of these will be acquitted. which would be a thing in· 
finitely to be regretted, for though we might not be able to 
get legal Proof I have no doubt of their Guilt.' 

The event proved even worse than Maitland's anticipations. 
After more than ten weeks in prison, on August 27, 1812, the 
whole tbirty-eight were triumphantly acquitted. The verbatim 
account of the evidence, published afterwards with the in· 
troduction by John Knight, one of the defendants, is of 
absorbing interest. The tbirty-eight were fortonate in their 
Judge. Baron Wood, fortonate also in their counsel, Scarlett, 
Brougham, and Williams,' who though unable, as it was 
a case of felony, to speak on behalf of the prisoners, conducted 
a merciless cross-examination of Fleming and his employers. 

Fleming had made some serious blunders: indeed he seems, 
so far as one can judge from his later reports, to have been 
a man of poor capacity. In this case he fixed on Washington 
as one of the men who gave him the oath, an unfortonate 
choice, for Washington, as it happened, unlike the others 
had not come to the meeting till after Fleming bad gone, 
and could produce satisfactory evidence to show this. Again 
Fleming. when called on after the arrest of the prisoners to 
identify one of the men who bad taken the illegal oath with 
him, had pointed out one of the turnkeys. The tumkey, 
it must be mentioned in Fleming's excuse, was sitting in the 
place into which Nadin had pertinaciously tried to force John 
Knight. Nadin too bad made his mistake; in the excite
ment of the evening he had overlooked one of the conspirators 
on the staircase and fa.iled to arrest him. and this man was 
able to appear as a witness to the evening's ~gs. 
No Bible on which to administer the illegal oath was found 
in the room, and the only documents discovered were the 
address to the Prince Regent, the petition to the House of 
Commons, and some resolutions already printed in the Stata
_ Baron Wood in summing up put the case to the jury: 

I R.O.,~ '0S-
• The' M ... thest .. Lu.dditi ... • .. Colonel Fletch .. called the RtfonD pony, 

b&d bttu bosy raising 1\\On"7 for their deren .. ; possiblr. he adds, th ... b a 
- fund r... them 'Crom Quarttn Jet .... discooertd· (R.O.,42. ..... J-
30). The _potions of the thirtJ-eight ..., gi .... ill Trea5UIJ SoIici ..... ~ 
Twelve were _ ...... 6ft _ spinnen. neat .... _ ..... ulactuer (Job 
Knichtl, _ brolt ... aed the tat helaagH t.o ........ trod .. oach as hottt:no 
r..tian<tltten, bricklayeas, etc. 
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• You have the single oath of Fleming to support the case 
against the prisoners, and you have the evidence of five or 
six witnesses, whose credit is unimpeached, all of them con
tradicting what Fleming has sworn.' The jury, as we have 
said, returned a verdict of • Not Guilty,' and the' thirty-eight 
bundles of Blue,' as Mr. Lloyd of Stockport facetiously called 
them, were, to the deep and unconcealed regret of the Man· 
chester authorities, allowed to return home instead of being 
transported across the seas.-

The trial' of the thirty-eight ought to have made a career 
like Oliver's impossible, for it brought into daylight the 
methods in use in Lancashire, and it called the attention of 
Parliament to the machinations of spies. Unfortunately the 
disctlSsion in Parliament in which Whitbread and Burdett 
exposed the part spies had played in the affair of Dean Moor 
and other events, that Imd seemed so terrifying to IIlinisters, 
seems to have made no impression on Castlereagh and Sid
mouth. The immediate effect of the trial in Lancashire was 
apparently to discoumge the Reform movement. Every
body saw that the accused men, who had spent three months 
in prison, had owed their escape to a lucky combination of 
circumstances, and it was not likely that the next set of 
victims would be equally fortunate. Of the thirty-eight on 
whom Nadin had pounced the only one who took an active 
part afterwards was the indomitable John Knight. 

1 Mr. Becket, [rom the Home Office, write. to Lloyd on September a: 'Any 
new Information against the 38 from Lancaster should be taken and IeDt up 
for consideration' (H.O., 42. (27). Fleming was rewarded in Ipite of hia 
f.ilure. On February 28, 1813 (H.O., 40- 2.) Mr. Hay writes to General 
Acland that the magistrates have at last settled with Fleming and paid him for 
hi. trouble. He can settle with his family where he like.. • HiI wishes were 
ridiculoUl-wanted au. ensign'. commission, etc. etc.' According to the official 
endorsement of • letter on the best mode of getting Fleming off the MDdl 
of Government, the Treasu.ry were asked to advance £100 for the PUlpOIe 
(H.O.,42. 132, JaDlI&lJ 26). 



CHAPTER XI 

THE YORXSBIBE LUDDITES 

TuB Luddite disturbances in Yorkshire began about the same 
time as those in Lancashire, but lasted into the· summer, 
and the trials for the offences that were committed did not 
take place till January 1818. The scene of the disturbances, 
which at first were the work of a small band of highly organised 
and skilled workmen, was the woollen district of the West 
Riding, and the form the destruction of shearing frames
that is, the machinery for cutting off the nap that had been 
raised in the previous process. The process of cutting the 
nap was called • shearing' or • cropping' or • cutting' the cloth. 
The raising of the nap, as we have seen, was originally done 
by hand, but by this tim~ hand work was practically supel'
seded by those gig mills against which the shearmen had put 
up so persistent a fight.l The shearmen seem now to have 
acquiesced more or less reluctantly in the use of gig mills," . 
and to have concentrated their efforts on retaining the shearing 
of cloth as a hand industry. 

This work of • cropping' or shearing the cloth under the 
old system was carried on in small shops where master dressers 
employed three or four highly skilled shearmen, called in 
Yorkshire • croppers.' These croppers each worked one 
pair of shears by hand, and it was said that a cropper could 
always be identified by the hoof formed on his right hand 
from holding the shears. The new machinery, by which one 
man could do the work of four, was in the form of a frame 
in which two or more pairs of shears were fixed and worked 
by power at the same time." This machinery had been in-

1 See pp. .68 f. ,ho>e. 
• 0.. J..,1lUJ'1, .8 ... , gic mill iD Leed ..... barDOd do ... (H.O', ... 119-

J""""'7 hI· Cf. p. '89 ,ba>e. 
• For accoUDt of the old Uld Bew IJSIemo, tee n. Rm.p ~ 1M L""-. 

bJ FnDk he!, IIId editlo., pp. .0 Uld 09; Reporto of AaisWlt Haod-_ 
W .. ~ Commisai ....... '840, put ii. pp. 4391£. 
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troduced in various small shops in or near Huddersfield and 
at a few bigger establishments •• 
~ It was an unfortunate time for the introduction of labour
saving machinery. There had been a bad harvest the year 
before; the Orders in Council had crippled the woollen 
industry; there were numbers of unemployed apart from those 
turned adrift by the introduction of new machinery. The 
croppers, as was perhaps natural, attributed all the evils 
that beset them to these new machines, and determined 
to destroy them. Their proceedings were at first as well 
organised and thorough as those of the Nottingham Luddites. 
They started by destroying the obnoxious shearing frames 
in some small establishments in the Huddersfield district 
in the latter part of February 1812. • General Snipshears' 
and his men, for so they styled themselves, would send a 
waming letter, telling the owner of the frames to take them 
down under pain of having not only his frames but his pre
mises destroyed. U any owner, 'or servant of the owner, 
opposed them when they appeared, they used to tie him down 
and guard him till the work was done. Shearing frames, 
shears, and cloths were destroyed: in one instance where 
the owner had taken his frames down they agreed at his 
request to spare the shears, but took out the frames from the 
bam where he had put them away, and smashed them to 
pieces." 
• By March 15 Mr. Joseph Radcliffe, the energetic magis

trate of Huddersfield, reported that eleven houses had already 
suffered these depredations.- Relations between magistrates 
and military were strained. Mr. Radcliffe complained of 
the supineness of the commander at York, General Grey, 
who had refused to send one hundred infantry to protect 
property at Huddersfield. General Grey's case wa.., that it 
was impossible to send to Huddersfield infantry which he 
had not got: in fact wi th the troops under his command 
he could not furnish the aid which the magistrates seemed 
to expect, and he in his tum complained that the squadron 
at Huddersfield was reduced to nothing because the magis
trates required 80 many detachments to guard particular 
houses. Were the force ten times as great as it is, he wrote," 

I Sbearing fnunes had been I1Sed in Yorbbire certainl, u earl1 u .806 
(_ Committee 011 Wooll .. MIIDIlfact...., '806, P. 367). 

I B.O., 4CI. I, Karch I", I H.O .• 42. 131. 
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it could not furnish • separate guards for evelY individulll 
who may be under apprehensions for the sarety of his pro
perty.' 

Whatever the JeSponsibility of the different authorities, 
the result was that the machine breakers, meeting with no 
check, grew emboldened to attack larger establishments 
with their' Enoch,' for 80 they ca\led the big hammer used 
in the work of destruction, arter the firm of Enoch and James 
Taylor, who made not only the shearing frames but the 
hammers that destroyed them. The last verse of the croppers' 
rollicking ballad ran : 

, Great Enoch still ahalllead the van. 
Stop bim wbo dare! Stop bim wbo can I 
Pre .. forward every gallant IIllUl 

Witb batcbet, pike and gun I 
Ob, the cropper lads for me, 
The gallant lads for me, 
Who with lusty stroke 
Tbe ahear frames broke, 
Tbe cropper lads for me: 1 

On March 15~ in Mr. Vickerman's establishment at Taylor 
Hill near Huddersfield, ten frames and thirty pairs of 
shears were broken.' On March 2' Messrs. Thompson's mill 
at Rawdon near Leeds was attacked and the machinelY 
destroyed l the next day Messrs. Dickinson's premises in 
Leeds were entered and the cloths cut to pieces.' ConsteJ'o 
nation spread amongst the owners of the unpopular machinelY l 
troops were applied for on evelY side but could not be pro
vided. One of the magistrates at HorbulY urged the owners 
to pull down their .obnoxious machinelY l· some complied. 
Mr. Joseph Foster, proprietor of a big mill at HorbulY, re
fused to adopt the suggestion. and on April 9 his mill where 
his four sons, Thomas. John, Josiah. and Joseph, were sleep" 
ing, was visited by the frame breakers at midnight.1 Thomas 
and Joseph were kept in bed. guarded by men told off for the 
purpose. John and Josiah were foroed to come downstairs 
to open the doors. Josiah opened the scribbling mill door, 
but the rioters, declaring those were not the machines they 
wanted, broke into the cropping shop and destroyed all the 
shean and some of the machin8lY. Jobn and Josiah mean-

• Peel. 110 RilUvf _11M ~ po .,. 
• B.o.. <Po •••• Much.S. 'I'" 
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while were ordered to lie down, their legs were tied, and they 
were closely guarded. When the work of destruction was 
finished they were bidden to stand up; one man guarded 
them till the rest had gone, and he then passed out of the 
door himself wishing them good night. Identification of 
the rioters was impossible, for in these midnight raids they 
were always disguised by blackened faces or masks. 

Two nights after this Horbury aHair, on Saturday, April 
11, 1812, occurred the attack on William Cartwright's mill at 
Rawfolds in Liversedge, immortalised in the pages of Shirley. 
It was here that the frame breakers met with their first and 
their final rebuff. The Rawfolds mill was a large mill for 
finisbing cloth. Two or three years earlier, Mr. Cartwright 
had begun to introduce shearing frames and to economise 
in labour. The effects of his new machinery were felt not 
only by his own men, but by the various small cropping shops 
in the neighbourhood, who found their work being taken 
from them. Cartwright, a man of courage and resolution, 
but of a cold and unsympathetic temperament, continued 
to introduce new machinery in spitc of the depression of 
trade. Two waggon loads of frames destined for his mill 
had been broken up on the Hartshead Moor sbortly before 
t)tis time, bnt the incident had merely sharpened his deter
mination. Knowing that his mill was singled out for attack, 
he fortified it with every precaution, and for six weeks before 
April 11 he had slept there every night. 

The attack was carefully organised.' Contingents from 
Halifax, Huddersfield, Liversedge, Heckmondwike, Gomersal, 
Birstall, Cleckheaton, and other places, numbering. about 
150, met in a field belonging to Sir George Armytage near 
the' Dumb Steeple' or obelisk, some three miles from the mill, 
between 10 and 11 o'clock. They were armed with guns, 
pistols, stakes, hammers, or wbatever weapon came to hand, 
and after being mustered by numbers into companies of 
musket men or pistol men or hatchet m~n they marched to 
the mill, wbich they reached rather more than half an hour 
after midnight. A contingent from Leeds was expected to . 
meet them above the ballow, but tbis reinforcemen.t only 
arrived when firing had already begun, and tbeir hearts fail
ing them, they turned back home again. What happened 
when the rioters reached the mill is best told in a private 

1 See for account of attack the Report of Proceedings at York Special Com_ 
mission, January 18I3; and 17u Risings rift}" Luddilis, chaps. ix. and x. 
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letter to a friend from Cartwright himself. This letter was 
Bent up by Lord Fitzwilliam to the Home Office: 1 

• From the friendly Interest you take in my Concerns I am aure 
the particulars of the recent infamous attempt to destroy my 
property will be interesting to you. In consequence of the sick
ness of two of my men and of some symptoms of Fear manifested 
by a third immediately after the affair at Mr. Fosters which 
induced me to discontinue him .s part of my Guard at my Mill, 
I apply'd for live soldiers of the Cumberland Militia which made 
os Number 10 Men, we retired to rest about & past twelve, in les. 
than t of an hoor after which we were roos'a by the most dread
ful Ct-&sh of the Window. and at the same instant a heavy Fire 
was given Into the Window. of the ,Floor opon which we were ; 
we Immediately ftew to arm., our Fire was given with much 
Steadine •• and rapidity and continued a. oor Neighbours state 
nearly 20 minutes during which Time we discharg'd nearly 140 
Shots. The asaailants being driven back we found tbey had left 
bebind them two Men wounded mortally who however from un
toward circumstances made no Disclosure of their associate .. 
Many are certainly wounded the Traces of Blood being very 
heavy in different Directions; We can form no idea of the Nomber 
of our assailants, their fire wal however very heavy and well 
directed, providentially no man within was hurt. Our guards 
without atate that the Men closed upon them very sileotly and 
took tbeir arma from them whici1 prevented tbeir alarming UI by 
the Diseharge of their Blunderbusses, they make the Number 
between one and two hundred that some of them had military 
uniform, But as I myself un not satisfied that they did their Duty 
I suppress their Statement entirely. On looking over our Damage 
we found a large Door so muci1 cut by Hatchets as to make it 
useless and eight Wiodow. 00 tbe Ground Floor completely 
destroyed Glass and Frames aod ahove Stairs nearly 50 Squares 
of Glass by Single Shots.-The Iroo Stanehions of the Ground 
Floor whici1 I haye recently put 10 for the Purpose kept them 
from making any Impreslion or getting in. In their Flight they 
threw away large Hammers Hatci1ets and Mauls, I t of which we 
ha .. found .. 

• You will I am oure regret uoder my Circumstances the 
Expenses I must ha.. incurred for the preparations for my 
Defence as also in my subsequent expenses: they cannot ha .. 
been lesa than .tao exclusi .. of tile Duoages done. My Door 
I. replaced by a oew ooe bot the Wmdows I shall not pot in 
uotil there Is a certainty of DO further attack mean Time I baY< 
made light Fram.. and cover'd them with oiI'd paper which 
as the warm Weather ill coming will answer Yell well. My 
Family nothwitbstandiog the omall Distance say t mile were 

I See B.o., 41. 'lUI, AprU alo .S.a. 
V 
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uuconscious of the proceedings which gave me much Happine •• 
they are noW' well. The public papers have been very circum 
stsntial and correct in the Detail of the affair. But I could no 
refrain from handing this to you.-I am, my dear Sir, Yours truly 

w. CARTWRIGHT. 

'I wish 1 knew the Way to get the name of one of my men wh. 
oerv'd 9 years in the 11 th L D and was discharged in Conse· 
quence of a thigh broken in the Service without pension to the 
notice of the Government he behaved most galantly. Two of the 
Cumberland Men behaved ill one of them was brought to Courl 
Martial and punished; our Effective. were thus only 8: 

Cartwright in this -letter, it will be noticed, makes mentior 
incidentally of two men mortally wounded who 'from un' 
toward circumstances made no Disclosure of their associates. 
The ~harges against Cartwright in connection with the treat 

-ment of these dying men must be mentioned here as the) 
explain to a great extent the passionate desire for vengeanc< 
which diverted the movement from attacks on machinel) 
to attacks on men, resulting later in the attempted murdel 
of Cartwright and the assassination of Mr. Horsfall. One 
of the wounded men was Samuel Hartley of Halifax, a mar 
of twenty-four, formerly a cropper in Cartwright's employ 
turned off when the new machinery was introduced. Th. 
other was John Booth, a boy of nineteen, son of a neigh. 
bouring clergyman. Booth's father, once himself a cropper, 
had been ordained by the help of the Vicar of Huddersfield, 
who had noticed his scholarly disposi tion.l He had bee. 
given the living of Lowmoor but eked out its scanty stipend 
by a partnership in a small cropping business. The son John, 
who was apprenticed in Huddersfield to a hamess-makin~ 
ironmonger, had studied the doctrines of Owen, and in hil 
enthusiastic desire for the regeneration of society had beeD 
drawn into the Luddite schemes by his friend George Mellor. 

These two young men, Hartley and Booth, lay in agon, 
outside Rawfolds mill in the cold hours before dawn on that 
Sunday morning. Cartwright left them untended till neigh· 
bours arrived, afraid, so it was afterwards asserted at the 
trial to explain his inaction, 'lest it should be said that he had 
murdered them.' At last various neighbours including the 
Rev. Hammond Roberson, well known as Mr. Helston in 
Shirley, arrived on the scene, and the party from the mill 
came out. The story goes that Cartwright, with Roberson'. 

I T4, RIsi"p oft'" L"""illl, p. 1+ 
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approval, refused help to the wounded men except on con
dition of their disclosing the names of their associates, but 
that Dixon, manager of a neighbouring chemical works, in 
spite of Cartwright's prohibition, moistened the lips of the 
miserable Booth, whilst Billy Clough, the tipsy bon-vivant 
of the neighbourhood, insisted on placing a stone under the 
head of Hartley, who was choking. A crowd then began 
to gather, Cartwright gave up his attempt to enforce con
fession. and the wounded men were brought into the mill 
and doctors summoned. Afterwanls they were taken off 
to the Star Inn at Robertown, where soldiers rode up and down 
to keep baek the excited throng, amongst whom sinister 
rumours soon spread of cruelties practised on the dying men 
in onler to induce them to reveal the names of their accom
plices. 

The belief that torture was applied lived long, and it was 
strengthened by the fact that two beddings at the inn were 
known to have been destroyed by aqua-fortis. used probably 
in hopes of stopping the bleeding by the surgeons, for 
Booth's leg was shattered and had to be amputated. Without 
supposing that any deliberate cruelty was shown, it is easy 
to see how in those days before anlleSthetics, a clergyman 
who hung over patients suffering at the surgeons' hands, 
urging them and urging them in vain to reveal the names of 
their accomplices, might seem little removed from an official 
hovering over his victims in a torture chamber. By six in 
the moming Booth's agony drew to an end: as • he lay at 
the point of death he signalled to Mr. Roberson, who in
stantly went to his side. • Can you keep a secret" gasped 
the dying man. • I can,' eagerly replied the expectant clergy
man. • So can I,' replied poor Booth, and soon after calmly 
expired.' I Hartley, who had been wounded in the body, 
lingered on all through Sunday, and died at 8 o'cloek on 
Monday morning. No wonl had passed his lips. The' un- 1 
toward circumstances' of faith and loyalty had prevailed. 

Hartley was buried at Halifax on the Wednesday amidst 
an immense concourse of people from all sides.." Booth's 
funeral was arranged for midday on Thursday, but when 

I n. /Iisi~ ",TH IMMiIu, p. ..... 
• The Ro.. I-boa Buntinc, '.porintendenl of the WesIeJaa Methodist .. 

.... oed c-t hooUulJ bY_sing to pedonD the burial senice, ... d I ... .mc it to 
• junior proch .. ( ... ew.."" Wmo- M,, ___ ill Bali/-. ."T. U. 
Walker, nalifu, 18]6, p. IS4~ 
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the thousands who wished to attend it arrived, they foun~ 
that the authorities in alarm had hastily buried the bod) 
early in the moming. Forbidden to pay the last honoul'l 
to their young comrade, whose steadfastness had rousro 
their deepest emotions, the bolder spirits grew embittered, 
and • Vengeance for the Blood of the Innocent' was chalked 
up on many doors.' A week later, on Saturday, April 18, 
Cartwright rode over to Huddersfield to give evidence at thE 
court-martial on the soldier who had refused to fire. ThE 
man was sentenced to three hundred lashes. Cartwright 
asked for mercy, which was refused. As Cartwright galloped 
home he was fired at by two men, both of whom missed theil 
aim." Who these men were was never known; tradition 
says that twelve men drew lots for the task of the two • avengers.' 
On the same day a stone was thrown at the house of Mr. 
Annitage, a magistrate at Lockwood, to draw him to the 
window, and a shot fired.· The unhappy soldier was brought 
to be tlog~ a few days after (Tuesday, April 21) close til 
Rawfolds mill, but Cartwright, the • bloodhound' as he was 
now commonly called, to the crowd's astonishment, inter
ceded with such fervour that after twenty-five strokes the 
man was unbound.' 

Although the number of those who actually took, part 
in the attack on Cartwright's mill or in the destruction of 
shearing frames elsewhere was comparatively small, popular 
feeling was on their side, and there was hardly a man or a 
woman in the West Riding who would have' hesitated to pro
tect 'one of the rioters from the gallows. The croppers, it 
must be remembered, had formed as it were the aristocracy 
of labour, and sympathy is perhaps more easily roused by 
neighbours who have been prosperous and are now, through 
no fault of their own, begging their bread, than by men and 
women who live perpetually on the brink of destitution. 
In addition to this, the small masters, who were themselves 
suffering from the competition of machinery, could hardly 
be expected to look too harshly on proceedings that might 
bring the work back to their own shops.' 

1 R.O., 4" ,... I 1'M Risi"p '" 1M Lfllidilu, pp. ''''- and .. s. 
• R.O., 40. .... • 1'M Rim¥1 0/11, LfllidjlQ, P. '3" 
• Mr. Vickerman descnDed the f apirit of rebellion' ... promoted In thil 

Deigbbourhood cbid, by meD called Muter dresaen who Imploy from 4 or S 
to twenty' mea who can in general ret greaf wage. and spend more mOJJey at 
the A1ohoUlOthan all the othOl IobabilaD .. ' (ILO., 4D. .~ 
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• A confidential servant,' wrote a magistrate from Headingley 
in a letter sent up to the Home Office,' • tells me that it is 
surprising how much the opinions and wishes even of the more 
respectable part of the Inhabitants are in unison with the 
deluded and ill-disposed of the population with respect to 
the present object of their resentment Gig Mills and Shearing 
Frames and this extends also to persons having Mills of a 
different description employed in the Manufacturing branch, 
[and] will account for the rioters constantly escaping detec
tion.' The adventures of the rioters preserved .by tradition 
or revealed at the trials amply' bear this out. Hence the 
authorities had no easy task before them. One or two men 
whose share in the affray was betrayed by wounds they could 
not conceal, were arrested, but no evidence against them 
was forthcoming, nor did it seem likely that any would be 
produced. A woman, Betty Armstrong, suspected of giving 
information against one of these men, was roughly handled 
by a mob in Huddersfield.· The offer of £1000 reward for 
information about the attacks at Leeds and at Rawdon mill
had brought no response, and it did not seem likely that the 
similar offer in respect of Cartwright's mill would be more 
successful. , 

Just after the Rawfolds mill affair, some alarm was created 
by a food riot at Sheffield on April U, in which a mob, chiefly 
composed of women and boys, seized potatoes and other 
vegetables and attacked the storehouse of loeal militia arms, 
taking away seventy-eight stands of arms out of 86., and 
damaging some 200 more. • It is evident, however,' wrote 
General Grey on April 18, • that this affair was without pIan 
or system, and 1 should suppose totally unconnected with 
the proceedings at Leeds, Huddersfield, etc., particularly as 
everything has since been perfectly quiet at Sheflield.' I In 
the Leeds and Huddersfield districts the organised destruc
tion of shearing frames had come to an end, but all was not 
quiet. Cartwright, as we have seen, was fired at on April 
18: ten days later, on April i8, Mr. William Horsfall of 
Marsden, another manufacturer who had made himself p_ 
minent by the introduetion of new frames, and by his out
spoken detennination to defend them, was shot by four men 
as he rode home from Huddersfie1d market, and died thirty
eight hours later. 

HolSfall was a man of hot temper and violent language. 
I H.o.,43. .... • LW., ... L • LW., ... ua. 
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In his exasperation at the destruction of shearing frames 
he had once uttered a wish, according to report, that he could 
ride up to his saddle girths in Luddite blood, and his hostility 
was so well known that children would tease him by running 
in front of his horse, calling out • I 'm General Ludd.' 1 He 
had taken an active part in the formation at Huddersfield 
of a • Secret Committee for preventing unlawful depredations 
on Machinery and Shearing Frames' I which had tried to 
instill more energy into the masters, and he ·had been busily 
employed in the endeavour to track down the assailants on 
Cartwright's mill. 

The leading spirit amongst the murderers was George 
Mellor, the friend of John Booth, a young man of twenty
two, who had been prominent among the machine breakers. 
He was no hardened ruffian, but a youth of a passionate temper, 
whose mind had been darkened by the affair at Cartwright's 
mill. One story, handed down by his cousin, relates that 
he cherished a deadly hatred against Horsfall as an oppressor 
of the poor, and that once before as Horsfall was riding past 
the plantation where he was afterwards to meet his death, 
Mellor held up before him, with a bitter taunt, the dead 
starved baby of a cropper's wife, whilst the woman lay faint
ing by the wayside. Horsfall's only answer was to cut Mellor 
across the face with his Whip.· Whatever the truth of this 
tale, the murder of Horsfall was a cold-blooded crime, and 
perhaps the most significant fact is that besides the four 
murderers, at least five other men, fellow workers in the 
cropping shop of John Wood, Mellor's stepfather, knew of 
the deed and were sworn to secrecy. Many others must 
have had more than a suspicion of the identity of the murderers, 
yet all through the spring and summer of 1812 the offer of £2000 
reward brought no response. Panic prevailed among the 
authorities, and they began to blame each other. The magis
trates thought the military useless: the military declared 
the magistrates to be incompetent and slack. 

The disorders had now taken the form of nocturnal visi ts 
to houses by small bands of men, for the purpose of seizing 
whatever weapons there were in the house. They did no 

I 'I'M Bisi"p Iftlu Ltddilu, p. 134- • 8.0., 4CJ. I. 
I See Be .. .. Bills, TA. L...tdiI., by Sykel and Walker, pp •• 67 fr. Colonel 

Campbell in command at Leeds wrote that when HomaD wall ahot he Wal 

IUrrounded and reproached with having been the oppressor of the poor (see 
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damage, though they occasionally demanded food, but later 
on in the year these nightly visits were turned into sheer 
excuses for robbery, and gangs of men. who had nothing to 
do with the frame breakers. worked different districts, to 
the great terror of the inhabitants. The military wished the 
magistrates to march about with them and lay traps for the 
collectors of arms: the magistrates retorted that they were 
not prepared to act as police officers. and that unless the 

. Government gave them special powers to search fpr arms. 
they could do nothing.1 Sidmouth at first was unfavourable 
to this proposal. 'The Magistrates and Inhabitants,' he wrote.' 
• seem to be Panic-struck. and Government is reproached 
for not resorting to measures the most rash, and, under present 
Circumstances. unwarrantable. because those who are On 
the spot will not employ the Means which the Law has placed 
in their hands.' 

Meantime, rumours. usually second-hand, of men drilling 
at night increased the uneasiness. Alarmists were not want
ing. The Clerk Elf the Peace at Wakefie1d. for instance, 
wrote up at the end of April to say that the local powers 
of defence were connected with the insurgents. and that 
the enforcement of the Watch and Ward Act. 'so far from 
aiding. would be putting arms into the hands of the most 
powerfully disaffected." Sir Francis Wood, the Vice
Lieutenant of the County. declared that the disaffected out
numbered the peaceable.- When the General Sessions was held 
at Huddersfl.eld for executing the Watch and Ward Act, most 
of the townships had asked to have the Act suspended, on 
the ground that their present poor rates were very burden
some, and the want of trade and the high prices made it im
possible to put the Act into execution. They were answered 
that the court had not power to suspend it; I but the town
ships seem to have suspended it themselves, for on June 1'7 
Sir Francis Wood reported that in only two places in the 
district round HuddelSfie1d and Kirkstall could the Act be 
carried into effect.' At a County Meeting at Wakefield on 
May Ii it was decided to form Voluntary Associations, instead 
of enforcing the Watch and Ward Act, and this seemed to 
Lord Fitzwilliam quite satisfactory. Fitzwilliam refused 
to surrender to the general alarm. and declared that he believed 

I H,o., 40.. I. 
I Ii .. " • ..: 'u. 
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• the mass of the people to be sound, though complainant 
under occasional suffering.' I Colonel Campbell also, in 
command at Leeds, although himself attacked by some 
mysterious assailants as he was returning home one night, 
refused to believe with the magistrate, Mr_ Scott, that the 
people round Huddersfield were' desperately disposed.' • 

General Grey, as we have mentioned before, was in com
mand of the West Riding, but General Maitland-, who was 
in command of the inland and north-west district, where 
disturbances had practically ceased, and punishments been 
exacted early in June, was in confidential communication 
with Sidmouth about Yorkshire as wcll as his own district, 
and by the middle of June was arranging for the services 
of spieS there. His relations with Srey are puzzling. When 
Major Searle at Sheffield wrote to him about a would-be 
informer, Thomas Broughton, he administered a sharp rebuke 
to him for not communicating with General Grey;' on the 
same day he sent a confidential letter to Sidmouth,' saying 
that this business about Major Searle was a delicate matter, 
as Yorkshire had been left under General· Grey, when he, 
Maitland, took command of the inland and north. west 
district; that they were on the most friendly terms, but 
that no doubt it would be better to have all the disturbed 
districts under one head. • I need not state,' he added, 
• the Reasons in regard to Grey, that makes it to me a most 
unpleasant subject to enter on.' Whatever the reasons, 
all difficulties were overcome by General Grey tactfully 
asking for three months' leave of absence to get married.' 
When his leave was up, he was given the command of the 
western district, and the two districts previously divided 
between him and Maitland were united undcr Maitland.' 

Maitland introduced into Yorkshire the practice of keeping 
small bodies of soldiers moving constantly about at night, 
a practice previously employed with success on the bordcrs 
of Lancashire, Cheshire, and Yorkshire. This movement 
of troops naturally caused a good deal of annoyance to the 
peaceable inhabitants, and a letter to the Home Office describes 
how General Maitland would knock up householders at 
2 A.H. and make them quarter his troops.' He also in tro-

1 H.O.,.po 123. May 16. • iHd .• 42. II], Ma, 10. 
• I6U1., 4" uS, JuI, ,8, 42. 127, September 6. 
• I6U1., 42. uS. • I6U1., 4"- "5, Jul, '9-
• IUd., 4"- "90 N.,..mber 10. ' IUd., ... 1"+ 
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duced an extensive use of spies, largely supplied by NadiD 
of Manchestet, and enrolled amongst the military. Revela
tions about the proceedings of these bodies of soldielS were 
afterwards published by Captain Raynes of the Stirling militia 
and caused a considerable sensation.' 

Among the Home Office PapelS' are various bundles of 
military reports on the disturbances, considering largely of 
the lettelS of this Captain Raynes and of othel'S to their 
commanding officel'S. From them we learn that Captain 
Raynes employed various • S.C.s,' or Special Constables, 
to act as a • medium of intelligence.' • The S.c.s have applied 
to me for money,' he writes; he asks if he is to attend to 
them, as Nadin fails to supply it, adding that he has given 
each of them £1. These S.C.. apparently enrolled them
selves as membelS of the Stirling militia, and he .complains 
that tI;Ie Norfolk men I have circulated the report that the 
Stirling men are sent to get intelligence, which has caused 
a check to their operations. They did not confine them
selves to acting as spies, but arrested whomever they pleased 
in an entirely arbitrary fashion. The best plan, observes 
Raynes, is to take up men on suspicion, and then othelS 
'tumble in' through fear. There are long descriptions of 
hunts for evidence against different suspects. 'I find,' naively 
complains Raynes, • nothing will procure info~ation but 
money'; another letter from Colonel Nelthorpe at Ashton 
describes how they seized a man, Charles Faith by name. 
and threatened him with 'swinging' lmless he gave evidence 
against ·othelS. It is not surprising to read that the people 
were very angry with soldiers going about in this secret 
manner and that 'our parties were aU hissed into Stock
port yesterday on their· return.' By October 8 General 
Maitland was suggesting the curtailment of the use of these 
Special Constables as much as possible in order to avoid 
unpopularity, as • there exists a feeling of detestation against 
us that makes its appearance even in the middle of their fears.' 

The rate of pay for these military s.e.a seems to have 
been one guinea a week. Raynes reports to General Ac1and 
that he promised the active TIJomas Braddock 5s. a day 
for expenses, and the same salary as the other Special Con-

I s ... Bea .... 'olpeech in debate .... Spi .. ODd Infcmnen (Husud, Fe"""'" 
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stables. But the money expended was strangely unprodU4 
tive; perhaps the methods of the S.C.s were too rough 'an 
ready, and after the trials at Lancaster men were more aliv 
to the dangers of intercourse with spies. Even Williat 
Cooper, alias Strapper, who had won his laurels by achie, 
ing Single-handed the transportation of Daniel Garside fe 
an illegal oath at the Chester August Assizes,' was a failUf4 
He was, indeed, as Captain Raynes regretfully wrote, ne 
a man to be trusted with much £ s. d., but his plans, if U[ 
successful, were ingenious. He was made a constable 0 

the Halifax station, and we learn that • he thinks he sha 
get a number of Ludds to attend his dancing school.' 

Two of Raynes' men, posing as Luddites, succeeded i 
entrapping a carpet weaver of Millbridge, James Starke 
by name, aged twenty-two, into an opinion on the best metho 
of destroying Cartwright's mill. Starkey had no connectio 
with the Luddites, and he suggested a barrel of gunpowde 
only to find a few hours later that he was charged with it 
citing two soldiers of the Stirlingshire militia to blow u 
the mill. Starkey, however, luckily for him, had inBuentil 
friends, one of them the Rev. Hammond Roberson, and the 
succeeded in getting his trial postponed several times, unt 
the tale of victims was judged complete without him.' 

The S.C.s were not the ouly spies let loose in Yorkshire 
to mention only the successful, there were MacDonald an 
Gossling, of whom we shall hear later, and Thomas BroughtoI 
who offered to obtain information about Barnsley.- Genen 
Maitland, before he took over the command in Yorkshin 
suggested to Government a plan for procuring informatio. 
by means of men from the clothing districts in Wiltshire: 

1 See Treasury Solicitor, General Series, No. 1160. The only corroboratin 
eYidcace lfU tbat of & maD who had seen accuser IIIld priJODer toccther. Se 
also for Cooper. H.O., 42. 126, and 4%. 127. 

• For Starkey oee T.ie RisUJp of tlu Luddilu, pp. 116·8; Proceediogo. 
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of England clothing districts had orieinally been Iqgeated by lOme Hudders6c11 
merchantl, who asked that one or two of the dragoons Itationed at Hudden 
field. who bappened to ba.,.e been cloth·dressers in the west of England..hoalj 
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two were to be sent to Huddersfield, one to Halifax, one to 
Bradford, one to Saddleworth, two to Leeds. They were 
to become' Active and Efficient Members of these Committees, 
to conceive merely being sworn in is nothing.' Each was 
to be known by a letter in the alphabet, beginning at M, 
• as I hope $e other previous letters will be filled up.' Sid
mouth in answer was not hopeful. • It will not be possible, 
I fear,' he wrote,' • to find in Wiltshire such a number of 
fWmpetenl Pemons as you have named,' though he added 
that possibly Gloucestershire might supply the deficiency, 
• but the Inhabitants of those parts have not the sharpness 
of Understanding nor the determination of character which 
belong to those of the North.' The search, even in Gloucester
shire, apparently proved unsuccessful, though possibly it was 
there that the Government picked up a certain mysterious 
• party' called Playfair,' whom they suggested sending 
down to Yorkshire in company with another man. Maitland, 
however, wrote strongly, • I am a total Enemy to C0-
partnership,' and urged that Playfair should be sent down 
alone and be put entirely in som'!! one person's hands, for 
unless he is put undet a strict rule, a gentleman of his dis
position • will infallibly become a general Operator under 
Government '_ warning, it may be remarked, which Maitland 
might well have taken to heart with regard to his other in
formants. Playfair was not despatched after all, and only 
one man came from Wilts and he was useless. Maitland's 
attempts to procure men from Scotland also failed. • Those 
who are willing to undertake mixing with the Disaffected 
are generally of a Character whose information must be 
received with eztreme Caution, and certainly in the instance 
of those on whom we could rely, they very much to their 
Credit feel eztreme diffieulty in going the lengths they must 
necessarily do, to be of any real Utility.' • 

The West Riding during the summer and autumn of 1812 
presented acurious spectacle of the methods of justice in tracking 
down offenders. The military were at work with their spies, of 
whom the magistrates knew nothing I Mr. lloyd of Stock
port, clerk to Mr. Prescott, J.P., was also taking an active 
part in operations: he held some sort of curious semioQflic:ial 

1 H.O., ... 1240 J ........ 
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position, being employed by the Crown,! corresponding con 
stantly with the Home Office and managing hi5 own 5e 
of spies; Last came the magistrates, the most notabI 
amongst whom was Mr. Joseph Radcliffe of Huddersfield 
a bluff, straightforward, irascible gentleman, who 5eem 
to have had no hand himself in gaining information by ques 
tionable methods. His general attitude is shown by an inquir; 
addressed by him to the Home Office, as late as August Ie 
I wish to know, he wrote, •• how I am to act, in case of aJ 

informer being an accomplice, but supported by no othe 
evidence; shall I send him about his business, saying suel 
persons are not to be attended to, or in what manner am 
to act?' The official endorsement on this letter is interest 
ing in the light of the subsequent trials. 'Acquaint Hin 
that He may proceed as a Justice of Peace in the same manne 
upon the information of an Accomplice as He would UPOl 

that of any other Person. It is to be observed, howevcl 
that it is very desirable in all such Cases to procure corro 
borative Evidenoe-as upon the trial of the party informe. 
against, the Judges will not direct a Jury to Convict UPOl 

the Evidence of an Accomplice only unsupported by con 
firmatory Evidence of some sort.' 

Complications arose from the quarrels of these differen 
authorities; nor were the magistrates themselves a homo 
geneous body, for General Maitland complained bitterl~ 
of their 'teazing' jealousies. Mr. Hay, the Lancashi~ 
magistrate, was also a justice of the West Riding, and tende. 
to interfere in what Mr. Radcliffe naturally regarded as hi 
own sphere of operations. The relations of the differen 
authorities were illustrated in the amusing case of Josepl 
Barrowclough, a man on whose seizure and confession th, 
highest hopes were built early in July." Barrowclough wa 
reported to be a valuable mine of information by White 
head, one of Mr. Lloyd's special informants, sent by hID 
from his own district to the West Riding. Barrowclougl 
was arrested at Holmfirth, under a warrant from Mr. Hay 
by Maitland's aide-de-camp, with whom were Mr. Lloyd, MI 
Lloyd's clerk, and Whitehead. It might naturally be ex 
pected that he would be taken before a magistrate to b 
examined; instead of this his examination was conducte< 
by Mr. Lloyd and by Mr. Allison, the solicitor for the Hudders· 

I H.O., 42. 13 .. J .... uy 13- • H.O., 420 .. 6-
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field Society for Prosecuting the Luddites.l General Maitland 
described himself as unwilling to interfere in the matter of 
Barrowclough's examination, • but I believe Lloyd and a 
very zealous Oflioer indeed having no such Delicacy, went 
into him and got out of him all the Information we 
had.' 

Meantime Mr. Hay spirited the prisoner away into Lan· 
cashire, to the intense annoyanoe of Mr. RadeIiffe. The 
battIe fot the body of the living Barrowclough resembles 
the quarrels among medieval cities for the bodies of dead 
saints. Barrowclough, in Mr. Lloyd's hands, did his best 
to give satisfaction, and the susoeptible Mr. Hay confessed 
himself to be • a good deal agitate4Y by the disclosures. The 
general rising, or the marriage feast of Mrs. Ludd, was, post
poned, said Barrowclough,' till July 2~, 18U, twenty-four 
years from the beginning of the Luddjte system. French 
oflioers were' drilling the Luddites and managing the whole 
affair: roads were being mined and powder laid for blow
ing up opponents. Pressed for concrete detai1s Barrow
clough warmed to his task, revealed the name (a wrong one) 
of Horsfall's murderer, and gave a circumstantial and detailed 
account of fifteen small dep6ts of arms near Holm6.rtb, con
veniently plaoed in fields. so that no search warrants were 
neoessary. In vain did General Maitland make long and 
earnest search for all fifteen: not a. firearm, not even a pike, 
could be found. Barrowclough was much disturbed at this 
and asked leave to point out the plaoes hilnsE'Jf. Accordingly 
Mr. RadeIiffe received him once again into his jurisdiction. 
But confidence was shaken, and though nine men were kept 
in prison on his information, and though the stories that 
French officers on parole were drilling Luddites were believed, 
and the question of supervising them more closely considered, 
Barrowclough himself could not recover his prestige. Even 
Mr. Lloyd, though stin convinoed that Samuel Haigh, whom 
BarrowcJough had denounoed as Horsfall's murderer, was 
the criminal, for he had exhihited symptoms • very convinc
ing· to me of his guilt,' reluctantly admitted that Barrow
clough's manner was • sufliciently equivocal to induce a stranger 
to suppose him flighty.' 

BarrowcJough no sooner faded from the scene than a man 
of stronger inventive powers took his pIaee. This was Sergeant 

1 Mr. AIIisoD ....... also 10 haft been -plOJOOl bf the CIowD eItboo ""w ... 
later (ao.. 4&. 13" Jaoua" lJl, 
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Lawson,' alias Montgomery, of the 1st Royal Surrey militia. 
stationed at Chelmsford, who confessed to Brigade -Major 
Chamberlain at that place that he was involved in a tenible 
and far-reaching plot, fostered by French prisoners, the ultimate 
object of which was to establish a RepUblic, the immediate 
programme to fire all big towns and to assassinate Castle
reagh. One of the leaders, 'Lord Lovat' by pseudonym. 
corresponded with France. and Lawson had seen a letter 
to him from Talleyrand beginning 'My Beloved Couzin.' 
The conspirators were active round Manchester and in the 
West. Riding, the plot extended to Ireland, and they cal
culated on mustering some 150,000 followers. Wcek after 
week did Lawson pour out his fresh revelations. Maitland, 
to do him justice, was occasionally sceptical with regard to 
his part of the country, but no doubt seems to have been 
cast on Lawsou's more important revelatious: indeed on 
September 21 warrants were issued by Sidmouth to appre
hend Lord Lovat, otherwise Russel, and twenty-one others 
for high treason, and Maitland, in spite of the dissuasion 
of the Law 'Officers, was ordered not to restrict himself to 
the persons named in the warrants, if there seemed oocasion 
to arrest others. • I am confident,' wrote Sidmouth, • that 
you will assume an Authority for that purpose, if the Occasion 
should appear to you to call for it, and I need not add that 
in that case, you may rely on· the support of the Govern
ment.' But the warrants were never execu~, for the culprits 
were not to be found, and Lawson himself fell under a cloud. 
He crossed over into Ireland, and Peel's searching eye· noted 
serious inaccuracies in his tales of operations there. His 
stories, it must be confessed, presumed on his hearers' powers 
of credulity. Amongst other items he professed to have 
travelled 1078 miles in eleven days. Disillusionment pro
gressed rapidly after this, and outside the last of innumerable 
bundles of documents about him runs the inscription, • PapelS 
relating to Lawson, a fabricator of false intelligence.' 

At the end of July 1812 the Bill for which the Yorkshire 
magistrates had asked was passed. They were given power 
to search for arms in any place where they suspected them 
to be, without waiting for a deposition on oath that arms 
were there. They were also empowered to demand the 

1 For LaW!on see H.O., 42. 126,42. 127.42. 128,42. 129,42. 1]0. 
I Peel was Irish SecRtar,.. 
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surrender of any arms not secure from seizure, and to dis
perse without the formality of the Riot Act, tumultuous 
assemblies by day, or suspicious assemblies of ten or more 
by night.· 

The provisions of the Bill were to expire on March 25 next 
year. Another Bill was passed earlier in July, whiclt made 
the penalties for giving or taking illegal oaths more stringent, 
death being decreed for the former, and transportation for life 
lor the latter." One section of the Act promised indemnity 
within three months to anyone coming forward to confess 
that he had taken an unlawful oath, and to take the oath of 
allegiance. 

Little resulted from the new powers given to the magis
trates, whom Maitland accused of slackness, but as summer 
advanced and trade showed some improvement the raids 
fOf arms became less frequent. The Orders in Council had 
been repealed on June 28,' five days too late, as America 
had already declared waf, but Napoleon's disastrous invasion 
of Russia broke up the continental system.' 

No want of zeal could be alleged against the indefatig
able Mr. Lloyd, but he worked under certain difficulties, 
as Mr. Radcliffe's ways were not his ways. 'In the case 
against the Murderer of Horsfall,' I he writes from Wake
field,' 'and other Depredators committed to York, I have 
obtained a material piece of Information, which if the zeal 
nf Mr. Radcliffe the Justice has not marred, I shall avail 
myself nf here-but the doubt I have is that Mr. Radcliffe 
has been taking some steps upon the same information which 
was unfortunately laid before him-and now if I make any
thing out of the Witnesses, it must be by suddenly taking 
them up and nmn'fIg CItDG!I .nth IAem to /J Distance a measure 
I shall certainly take the responsibility of doing, and there
fore I am not asking your advice, but informing you nf the 
resolution I have formed. I find Mr. Scott a valuable Justice 
-I fear Mr. Radcliffe fIJlk.t too mucA.' 'I see no great objec-

I The "'-rvatiOll of Ih. Public P ..... Bill. S. Goo. nt. c..60. In Loa .... 
shireand Cheshire the mqistnt<o had Dot waited for the legal permissiOll (R.o., 
4". '24.4<>"). 

I 51 Goo. m. Co'04- ID the oriciDaI Bill both (lime ucI tUmr __ 
mad. Clpi ... oft'eo_ (see Haosanl. May S, .S.2). 

I Maitland. on JnDO '90 declared that the ....-peodiDr the Ord ... iD Comtc:iJ 
had already bod a COlld ,!feet Oll bade (H.o., ..... 124). 

• Smart. E_" JlOIIWh. L P. l3>. I The WIOllC-
• H.O', ..... 116, Aqut 3" 
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tion to this Step' (of running away with thewitnesses),answered 
Mr. '~ecket of the Home Office,1 but he warned Mr. Lloyd 
'to leave Bent alias • B.' alone, for Lloyd, with inconvenient 
zeal, had got hold of a letter from' B.' written in his character 
as reformer, and had asked what should be done about him. 

A startling example of Mr. Lloyd's methods- was given 
in the case of John Schofield of Nether Thong." John Hinch
cliffe of Upper Thong, parish, clerk of Holmfirth, told the 
Rev. Mr. Keeling, whether correctly or not it does not appear, 
that John Schofield was implicated in Luddism. Schofield 
'accordingly was arrested, but as there was no evidence 
against him he was released. Shortly after, Hinchcliffe was 
visited at night, according to his own story, by two men, 
who abused him for informing against Schofield and shot 
him in the left eye. Hinchcliffe was unable to idflltify either 
of them. Next day, John Schofield, hearing 'that Hinch
cliffe accused him of the attack, made off for America via 
London. In London he was caught and taken before a magis
trate, where he foolishly denied that he knew anyone of 
the name of Hinchcliffe. He was then brought back to York
shire, much to the annoyance of the Home Office authorities, 
who were considering the question of offering him a pardon 
in return for disclosures. Mr. Lloyd now set to work to prove 
that Schofield, against whom there was no particle of evidence, 
beyond the fact that he had rUn away, was the culprit. At 
last he met with success. • By a particular mode of examina- ' 
tion,' he writes, • which I made use of in this neighbourhood 
where I have met with Hinchcliffe (the person shot at Nether 
Thong) I have now prevailed over Hinchcliffe to identify 
Schofield as one of the two men concerned in that outrage.' 
The case, he remarks complacently, will cause a great sen
sation. Hinchcliffe, after his complaisant identification, 
might well wooder whether he were accuser or prisoner. 'Hinch
cliffe is npw safe at a Gentleman's House in the neighbour
hood, not to be seen by any except myself and Mr. Allison 
the Solicitor of this place.' Later on, Hinchcliffe, like many 
others, was spirited over the County borders to Congleton. 

, • I placed [him] here in retirement under the inspection of 
Mr. Watson, a county Magistrate, who is my relation; and 
consequently to be trusted with such a business.' 

In spite of all the exertions of Mr_ Lloyd information came 

1 B.O',42 . 127t September 2. 
I Fe< Scbofi.ld ••• ItO., .p. u6, and 4" •• olL 
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In but slowly. Culprits were arrested in plenty, but no evi
dence against them could be obtained. At last, early in 
September, Mr. Lloyd succeeded in gaining, infonnation 
against one of what General Maitland called the • gangs of 
plunderen.' His method was circuitous: he started by 
arresting a man at Flockton for being out of his house at an 
unreasonable hour. Now this man was known to have been 
in company with a man of bad' character, and the man of 
bad character was examined to such good effect that warrants 
were issued against two other men for burglary or incitement 
to burglary. One of these last men, Earl Parkin by name, 
a collier, • impeached (by good management 1) many othen 
of capital offences." General Maitland was clearly a little 
uneasy about these methods of obtaining infonnation. • There 
is no doubt,' he wrote,' • much of it is out of the strict letter 
of the Law, though I believe perfectly in the Spirit both of 
the Law and of the Constitution, when fairly understood. 
It does not appear,' he continued, • that the Gang here have 
ever taken the Oath regularly, and I rather think it will tum 
out, what I heard for the lint time three days ago, that an 
accumulation of Villains, had come into this part of the Country, 
finding that the Terror, and the Timidity was such, \hat by 
knocking at a Door, and stating themselves to be Luddites, 
they could obtain ,the same Ends, in a much more quiet 
manner, than they had heretofore done, by House breaking 
or any such Practise.' 

In spite of the arrest of this gang, the results, from the 
point of view of cases to try, were still poor. In the middle 
of September the Law Officers, consulted on the' advisability 
of reswiiing the Assizes at York on October 19, for trying such 
cases as were already to hand, answered that in the absence' 
of confirmatory evidence it was better to postpone the trials 
rather than risk an aequittal.« The magistmtes meanwhile 
were asktng for a Special Commission. Their motives were 
not so much the desire for the greater pomp and impressive
ness of a Special Commission, as the wish to avoid having 
the lenient Mr. Justice Bayley as Judge.' At the August 
Assizes at York. when the Sheffield rioters' were tried, he 
had deeply pained the county authorities by his treatment 

1 'By pod management' is sc:ratched ou.t in original but It ill legible_ 
, H.o., ... 121. Septem.ber.. 8 J __ •• 4&. 127, September I]. 
I IjUl.,4" 10,. • Jiitl.. 4L '190 No.eJllber:to 
• s.. po 309 abofto 
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of the offenders.' 'I could have wished,' wrote Mr. Radcliffe, 
'Judge Bayley had not so lightly held forth the conduc 
of Sykes of --'s forcibly taking anns (to the jury) 88 b 
deem it a frolic. I am very glad to hear,' he writes later, 
• there is no chance of the prisoners being tried by Judgl 
Bayley whose determinations at the last assizes have in my' 
humble opinion done much harm.' Unaware of the stronr 
prejudice against bim, Mr. Justice Bayley wrote in November 
offering to resume the Assizes in York, in December, if re 
quired.' But Government had decided otherwise. 

Late in October, six months after Horsfall's death, bi, 
murderers were apprehended. Two of them, Mellor ani 
Benjamin Walker, had been in custody on suspicion shortl] 
before, but had been released for want of any evidence. Tw( 
other men had also been in prison on suspicion of being th« 
murderers, one on the information of Barrowclough, th« 
second, Joshua Haigh, who had probably taken part in th« 
attack on Cartwright's mill, and had certainly run away, 
on the information of an inaccurate aunt. Both were guilt;. 
less of the murder. Benjamin Walker's mother, afraid that 
one of the other murderers might tum King's Evidence, 
confided her fears to a friend, through whom Mr. Lloyd heard 
of the affair. He applied bis usual methods, I and in the 
end Benjamin Walker agreed to give information. A visit 
by Mr. Lloyd and Mr. Allison to Wood's workshop, where 
the prisoners had been working, in order 'to prevent their 
proving alibi,' resulted in information from William Hall, one 
of the most prominent of the frame-breaking croppers, who 
had lent Mellor the pistol with wbich he shot Horsfall. Hall 
further informed against sixteen men for the attack on Cart
wright's mill, and against ten for breaking Mr. Tickerman's 
shearing frames.' 

Much to Mr. Lloyd's chagrin, it was decided to send down 
the solicitor for the Treasury 7 on behalf of the Government 
to manage the prosecutions. General Maitland had long been 
• ill at ease in regard to the effect of over Zeal wbich is frequently 

1 The heaYielt lenteute WBIi fifteeD mODths'lmpritonmeoL 
• H. 0., 4.. 126. • Jiid. • .... 128, Ottober I. 
" Ijitl.. 42. 129. Nonmber 6. 
• '.r. October 20: • I ba.e rull away with one of the wilDeaes to preYent 
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worse than doing nothing at all.' 1 and had urged that the 
cases needed sifting. It was decided to hold a Special Com
mission in January. The evidence against the men in custody 
for the attack on Cartwright's mill, and for the breaking 
of Vickerman's frames was still unsatisfactory, resting entirely 
on William HaIl, the accomplice: indeed the Law Officers, 
who seem to have been more strict than many Judges in their 
views as to the value of the testimony of accomplices, gave it 
as their opinion, as late as November 11, that there was • no 
evidence whatever' in these cases.' Efforts were now directed 
to obtaining some sort of eorroboration of William Hall. 

Early in December some more arrests were made: Job Hey, 
John Hill, and William Hartley for stealing arms in August; 
James Hey, Joseph Crowther, and Nathan Hoyle for demand
ing firearms and taking a £1 note, as late as November 29. 
The first three seem to have been part of the original Luddite 
organisation, the latter group a mere plundering gang, whose 
Object, as an accomplice euphemistically put it, was • to receive 
or get some property to better their circumstances, by going 
into people's houses and plundering them.' I It may be re
marked here, that whatever their threats, in no instance 
did these gangs do any bodily lwm to the persons whose 
property they took, nor does there seem, after the early days 
of searching for arms, any eoncerted action. General Maitland, 
early in November, pointed out that there was • no real bottom 
in all this Luddite system.' I Had the harvest been better 
and the American ports open, the • unpleasant scene' as he 
called it would end. but whilst provisions were high and 
wages low, the situation must be anxious 

The Special Coniinission opened at York on Saturday, 
January II, 1818.' The Judges were Mr. Baron Thomson 
and Mr. Justice I.e Blane, both of whom had already ftgured 
at the Lancaster trials. The Grand Jury, we are told, was 
• highly respeetable." The first trial was of four mem, Swallow, 
Batley, Fisher. and Lomb, members of a plundering gang, 
against whom Earl Parkin had • by good management' in
formed. Three of them, as well as the informant, were eoaI 

• H.o. •• 2. '1'1. September oS. • nw. .... '29-
• Prooeedings at Y Oft Special Commissicm, p. .g&. 
• H.o.. 42 .• ag. 
• See Proceedings at Yo'" Special CommissloD, J......, .8JJ, "" e<HtIoa. 
• H.O., ... ']a, Jan .. .., 4-
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miners. The case was clear. and was strengthened by th. 
fact that the prisoners had talked incautiously to a debtol 
in York Castle. All four were found guilty. • The Court, 
we read, • was extremely crowded throughout the day, and witt. 
an audience for the most part of a very ill Complexion. Bul 
the Verdict"was received with perfect Silence.' I 

Next day, Wednesday, came the trial of George Mellor, 
William Thorpe, and Thomas Smith for the murder of Horsfall, 
made dramatic by the evidence of their fellow murderer, 
Benjamin Walker. Here again the case was clear. The 
delence consisted in attempts to prove alibis for all three. A 
curious light is thrown on the value of these alibis and on the 
administration of the gaol by a letter smuggled out by Mellor, 
which afterwards fell into the hands of the Govemment.1 

In it he urged a friend to impress on his cousin that he must 
stick by what he had swom before Mr. Radcliffe, ' remembe! 
a Soul is of more value than work or Gould.' All three were 
found guilty and condemned to death. Thursday was spent 
over the trial of John Schofield for shooting at John Hinch
cliffe. He was acqnitted. Not only was the difference 
between Hinchcliffe's statements a strong point in the prisoner's 
favour, but his alibi was a good one. There had been a 
Methodist meeting in his father's house, where he lived, the 
evening that Hinchcliffe was shot, and he had been seen in 
the house by persons who attended the meeting though he 
had not been present at it himself. At the close of the day 
a curious little scene was enacted. The Grand Jury stated 
that they had no more bills before them. Mr. Park, the pro
secuting counsel, thereupon made a solemn short speech 
to the effect that finding that the pexsons involved in certain 
cases had been misled by those already convicted, the pro
secution had decided to exercise leniency and to forbear to 
press the charges by presenting bills against them, at any 
rate for the present. He hoped that they would return to 
a better course of life, through fear if not from 'gratitude 
for the mercy extended to them.' 'The Effect of this step,' 
wrote the solicitor for the prosecution, 'is to release about 
six Prisoners without Prosecution against whom the Evidence 
was next to nothing.' I 

On the Friday moming before the court opened the three 
mul'derexs of Horsfall were executed. To the last they refused 

J Letter (rom Solicitor COl Treuury. H.O .• 42. 132. 
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to acknowledge their guilt. • They were young men,' wrote 
the Leeds Met'cury, • on whose countenances nature had not 
imprinted the features of assassins.' 

Friday's sitting of the court 'was taken up with charges 
of administering illegal oaths. First John Eadon, a weaver 
of Barnsley, was convicted of administering in Mayan illegal 
oath to Richard Howells. This case was one of the fruits 
of the exertions of Thomas Broughton, who had offered 
his services to Major Searle of Sheffield. Richard Howells 
,.as a young man whom Broughton persuaded to produce 
information. Howells' story was that Eadon had persuaded 
him to take the oath when they were alone in the fields 
together, and had given him a paper on which the oath was 
written out. This paper he professed to have given to 
Broughton, and it then passed through various hands. Howells 
explained that he himself took the oath as a sort of joke. The 
case rested on the evidence of Howells, and on that of Broughton, 
who had no hesitation in swearing that the paper was in 
Eadon's handwriting, on the strength of having once seen 
Eadon writing some names of delegates. Broughton also 
described an interview with Eadon, in which Eadon had 
talked of forming an organisation in the country to overthrow 
the tyrannical system of Govemment. Eadon denied the 
wb,ole story. Whether he was a Parliam\'Dtary Reformer, 
as seems possible, does not appear. At any rate he was sen
tenced to seven years' transportation. It was arranged after
wards that Broughton and Howells should receive £10 each 
for this piece of work, as well as their expenses which amounted 
to £27. Broughton went to settle in Dublin, and Howells 
enlisted.' Another ease of Broughton's against the same 
John Eadon and a certain Craven Cookson for administer
ing an illegal oath to him was dropped, as it was too weak. 
There was no Howel\s to corroborate. Cookson was exhorted 
to retum to the course of honest industry. 

The next case, also one of administering an nnlawfnl oath, 
excited great interest. It was against six prisoners from 
IIalifax: John Baines the elder, a hatter of sixty~; his 
son,Zachariah Baines, a boyof fifteen; his nephew, John Baines 
theyounger,a shoemaker of thirty-four; William Blakeborough. 

I 8.0., 42. '33, April as; but from Mr. Stuart Wortlq'a lett .. , October 
so. .8'3 (R.O., 42. '35), it ... _ .. if omIJ BroachlOll cot !be £.0. IlL 
Sloart wortky compioiDa bill"', of DOl haoiDc had !be _ lie 0<1_ ... 
!be pupme "'paid bJ the TRasurJ. 
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a' shoemaker of twenty-two; George Duckworth, a shoemake: 
of twenty-three; and Charlcs Milnes, a cardmaker or twenty, 
two. John Baines the elder was leader of such democratic 
or republican party as existed in Halifax, and the other 
prisoners were all his close associates. For three-and-twenq 
years, so he said, his eyes had been opened, and when thE 
Luddite movement began he hailed it with joy. At a meet.in~ 
of his democratic club at the Crispin Inn he made a fie!') 
speech, so impressive to the listeners that it was handed 
down by oral tradition.1 • Oh that the long suffering peOplE 
of England,' he cried, • wotild rise in their strength and crus~ 
their oppressors in the dust. The vampires have fattened 
too long on our hearts' blood •••• They have filched from 
us our natural inheritance, and by usurping the House 01 
Commons, have got the purse strings of the nation into theh 
hands also. They have provoked wars and lived and fattened 
upon them. They have sent us to fight anybody and every
body, to crush French liberalism and to maintain despotism 
allover Europe •••• All the offices in the land are held by 
them and their friends; salaries and pensions are showered 
upon them from. the national treasury, and still like the horse
leech they stretch forth the greedy, ravenous maw, and cry, 
.. Give I give I .. 

• For thirty years I have struggled to rouse the people against 
the evil and, as some of you here know, have suffered much 
for my opinions in body and estate. I am now nearing the 
end of my pilgrimage, but I will die as I have lived; my last 
days shall be devoted to the people's cause. I hail your 
rising,' he ended, • against your oppressors and hope it may 
go on tin there is not a tyrant to conquer. I have waited long 
for the dawn of the coming day, and it may be, old as I am, 
I shaD yet see the glorious triumph of democracy.' 

With the actual destruction of machinery Baines seems 
to have had nothing to do, though he was present at Hartley's 
funeraL He regarded that destruction as a mere preliminary 
to the people's' rising in their majesty.' 

Such a man was naturally an object of suspicion to the 
authorities, but for several months no evidence against him 
was forthcoming. Early in July two police spies were sent 
over to Halifax from Manchester by Nadin at the request 
of General Maitland." Their names were John MacDonald 

1 Prel'ac:e 10 .. coDd edition of Til RUirop ., llu LtuldiJu, and pp. 54 f. 
I See NadiD',lettcr, H.O., 42. 13S, March 26, J8'4. 
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and John Gossling. • I've got two men at Halifax,' wrote 
Maitland," doing well, if they will only be quiet; they think 
it a great thing to get twisted in whereas that is only the 
beginning.' MacDonald, who was sent on this errand, had 
8 chequered career, best described by Mr. Evans, the stipen
diary magistrate at Manchester some years later, when 8 

question came up, in another connection, as to the value 
of MacDonald's testimony.· • John MacDonald is a person 
who actually was formerly in the habit of uttering base coin, 
and was afterwards employed in detecting offenders in the 
same line and in the passing of forged Notes, and taken into 
the general employment of the Police of which he has been 
a useful Assistant •••• In October 1812,_ MacDonald was 
convicted at Manchester Sessions, of an assault upon a Woman 
of the name of Harriet MacOwen, who swore that he had 
put some base money into her basket {or the purpose of charg
ing her with the possession of it.· He was sentenced to be 
imprisoned a year, but had previously been instrumental 
in detecting some of the persons guilty of administering un
lawful oaths at Halifax and was examined, as a witness at 
the Special Commission at York in January 1818, and in 
consequence of that evidence received a pardon.' Such was 
the man on whose unsupported evidence (unless the tale of 
his assistant, Gossling, who did not profess to have been 
present at the administration of the oath, can be counted 
as support) John Baines the eider and the four other men 
were found guilty of administering or assisting at the adminis
tration of an iIlcgal oath. 

John MacDonald's story was that on arriving in Halifax 
he made the acquaintance at the Crispin Inn of Charles Milnes, 
who took him' that same night to John Baines' house to be 
swom in l John Baines the cider administered the oath in 
the presence of the other prisoners. Goss1ing's story was 
that four of the prisoners had afterwards admitted the • twist
ing-in,' and that Baines the elder had declared that his eyes 
had been opened for three-and-twenty years and had held 
forth on the meaning of the wolds Aristocracy and Demo
cracy. Some qualms were felt at first even by Mr. lloyd. 

I R.O ..... "S. JuIf... • /&i;/.42- IS., Aucut IS. .8.6-
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'With respect to the path,' he wrote on September 17,1 • none 
but. MacDonald and the committed persons were present, 
but some of those afterwards admitted the fact to Gossling 
-who will not appear implicated as to the oath-And John 
MacDonald going for the purpose of taking it, will be in better 
credit than being connected with them in all matters. He 
gave information of it immediately. The only thing I dislike 
is his Character. He had done too much in the like sort of 
manner. But I hope to God he has not been base enough 
to swear a lie. The other man appears to be a very decent 
respectable man, and I shall be happy to find upon an examina
tion that there is confirmation such as will dissipate every 
doubt.' No confirmation was forthcoming, and on November 
11, by which date MacDonald was himself in prison for his 
more recent escapade, the Law Officers remarked that there 
were' some singular circumstances' in the case." 

When the Commission opened, scruples had disappeared, 
though fears were felt that the case might be weakened by 
the cross-examination of MacDonald.' A month or two 
of prison, and the knowledge that his own liberty was at 
stake, seem to have sharpened MacDonald's wits. In a eulogy 
of his conduct at the trial the Rev. Mr. Hay (Chairman of 
the Quarter Sessions that had convicted MacDonald in 
October) wrote,' 'He certWnly rose powerfully in propor
tion as he found how weak Mr. Brougham was on his cross 
examination.' Against the evidence of the police spies the 
prisoners produced what certainly seem to the reader satis
factory alibis. The jury disbelieveq them. Probably the 
obviously false alibis of Mellor and the other murderers 
two days before had brought this species of defence into 
disrepute. Mr. Baron Thomson, in summing up, did his 
best to quiet any misgivings the jury might have as to the 
part played by MacDonald.. 'And there really never can 
be any injustice done in such a case to an innocent man, for 
if the person applied to (as in this instance) is not one of that 
description, that is, in the habit of administering unlawful 
Oaths and binding persons to the wicked purposes of such 
associations, it is impossible that he should in any way be 
trepanned into any such unlawful act.' 

One of the accused was acquitted, Zachariah Baines, the 

I H.O., 42. 127. • find., 42. 129-
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boy of fifteen, whose alleged offenee was that he had held the 
door whilst his father gave the oath. The jury refused to 
listen to the plea of the prosecution, in the mouth of Mr. 
Park, • you will find (and the humanity of the Law of England 
every man is acquainted with) that malice supplies age, 
malitia supplet oelatem.' I • A smile lighted up for an instant 
the wrinkled race of old John Baines as he heard that his 
son Zachary was acquitted, and then he turned with a defiant 
air towatds the Bench to hear his own sentence.' a This 
was given four days later, when Baines and his four companions 
were sentenced to seven years' transportation, the heaviest 
sentence possible. As Mr. Baron Thomson pointed out to 
Baines the elder, had· the oath been admioistered only two 
days later (perhaps It would be more correct to say, had Mac
Donald fixed on a later date), the offence under the new Act 
would have amounted to a capital felony.- The Judge indced 
hinted that the sentence of transportation was unduly light 
for a man of John Baines'record.' • You, John Baines the 
elder, have made it your boast that your eyes have been opened 
for three-and·twenty years; and you also· declared your 
sentiments with respect to Government, and with respect 
to no Government, plainly, according to what we have collected 
from the evidence, preferring anarchy and confusion to order 
and subordination in society.' 

The trial of eight prisoners for the attack on Cartwright's 
mill was taken on Saturday, and lasted the whole day. All 
the prisoners were croppers of good character, in the prime 
of life. Cartwright and the others in the mill were unable 
to identify any of the assailants, but they were betrayed by 
their accomplices, helped by a few shreds of corroborative 
evidence. William HaIl, Joseph Drake, and Benjamio 
Walker, Horsfall's murderer, all of whom had taken part 
in the attack on Cartwright's mill, were the chief witnesses. 
helped by Sowden, another worker at Wood's shop, who had 
been privy to all the frame·breaking pIans. Five of the 
prisoners were found guilty and three acquitted. There was 
li ttle to choose between the cases. Of the acquitted, John 
Hirst was popularly supposed to have owed his life to the 
unwillingness of William Hall to bring to the gallows his old 

, Proceedi"" at Y ark Spocial CommiuioD. II' ilL 
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shopmate who had often concealed his own irregularities.' 
Hence Hall's memory failed him when asked if he had 
seen Hirst at the mill, though Hirst himself admitted that 
he had under compulsion gone there and seen some firing. 
Hirst lived to old age, but refused ever to speak about his 
Luddite days, till he fell into his dotage, when he would 
re-enact the scenes to himself, and rock his grandchildren to 
sleep with a Luddite ditty : 

• Around and around we all will stand 
And eternally swear we will, 
We'n break the sbear. and windows too 
And set lire to tbe tszzling mill: 

James Brook, another of the acquitted, prohably owed his 
life to the fact that his next-door neighbour, a woman who 
came forward to give evidence against him. was proved to 
have bome him a grudge. Against John Brook there was 

. hardly any evidence. 
Among the condemned, Thomas Brook had sealed his fate 

by borrowing a hat from the gossiping wife of a fellow· 
Luddite, as he retumed from the attack. His own bat had 
fallen off into the mill dam. James Haigh had been badly 
wounded in the shoulder by a musket ball, and was forced 
to go to a surgeon with a story that he had been injured by 
falling into a quarry. The surgeon discreetly asked no ques 
tions, and held his tongue, but Haigh was too ill to retur 
to work. His master did his best for him by taking him I 

a distant friend's house, but suspicion was aroused and he w 
arrested. though no evidence against him was forthcom' 
till William HaJJ turned informer. John Ogden had g 
borne from the mill in company with George Mellor, Tho 
Brook, and the two accomplices Benjamin Walker and D1 
On the way they had stopped at a woman's house in CI 
and got some muffin bread and a pitcher of water, for' 
they paid her 3d. The woman herself corroborated . 
and Walker's story, though unable to identify the pel'S( 

Jonathan Dean, like James Haigh, had been woun 
Rawfolds mill. Dean's wound was in the hand. ' 
appeared after the affair, only returning in June " 
hand was healed. He was then arrested, but was 
by the well·meant perjury of his master's two ap 
who swore that Dean had by his master's ordelll he' 

1 For Hirst, _ n. Risi"l' ",Iu LfliJifn, p. J84 
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to • harden up' the night of the Rawfolds affair, and that 
his hand had been injured in doing so. ms master corro
borated the tale, though he did not profess to have seen Dean 
himself.l Dean was released and went quietly back to wolk, 
thinking that his troubles were over, till William Hall betrayed 
him at the end of October. He was again arrested, and under 
the expectation that it might be to his advantage, signed 
a voluntary confession. It is noteworthy that the prose
cuting counsel read this confession in his opening speech. 
although when Mr. Allison, the solicitor, was called on to prove 
it, and the question raised of the circumstances under which 
it was made, he agreed to drop it." The recital of it. however. 
had done its work. The fifth of the condemned. John Walker, 
had left the neighbourhood and had enlisted in the Royal 
Artillery at Woolwich. where he lived in fancied security 
till William Hall's disclosureS. The evidence against him 
in addition to that of the accomplices came from Sowden. 
The witnesses called by the various prisoners to prove alibis 
were numerous. but unconvincing. After an hour's delibera
tion the jury found the last live prisoners guilty and acquitted 
the first three. 

After the trial of the Rawfolds rioters a few cases remained. 
and they were disposed of on the Monday and Tuesday. 
In the lirst of them, the trial of Joseph Brook for being a 
party to one of the regular raids for arms and money. the 
evidence of identilication was so weak that in spite of the 
obviously concocted alibi of the prisoner. the jury acquitted 
him. Job H"y a waterman. John Hill a cotton spinner, 
and William Hartley a tailor. were next found guilty of 
stealing arms : James Hey a woollen spinner. Joseph Crowther 
a cotton spinner. and Nathan Hoyle a weaver. of robbing 
a dwelling house. In both cases an accomplice. Joseph Carter, 
gave evidence. Pathetic tales have been handed down' 
of the starving William Hartley. who joined the Luddites in 
a lit of desperation. against the entreaties of his wife, who feD 
dead at the time of his arrest. These trials were the last. 
There were indeed other prisoners in plenty. but the eases 
against them were dropped. Seventeen men indicted capitslly 
for the destruction of shearing frames or the stealing of arms 

I See H.o.. ~ loS. 
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were discharged on bail, to appear and answcr when required: 
thirteen were not indicted; three were acquitted by consent. 

It only remained to pass sentence. The six men con
victed of admiuistering illegal oaths were, as we have said 
before, sentenced to seven years' transportation. The ten 
men found guilty of taking arms or money received the death 
sentence: one only, John Lumb, was reprieved and trans
ported for life. The five men found guilty of the attack on 
Cartwright's mill were also condemned to death, making 
with the three murderers of Horsfall, already executed, a 
death-roll of seventeen. Cartwright refused to interfere on 
behalf of the Rawfolds prisoners, unless they first made fuU 
disclosures of all they knew. • I can have none other than 
fulness of compassion,' he wrote on January 12,1 • for the 
unfortunate and misguided Men and I deplore as much as 
any man their Delusion, but a sense of Duty only having 
guided me up to the present moment I cannot step out of 
that Line by interfering with the course of Justice until after 
the most satisfactory disclosure-you will then find me ready 
to aid you in the best manner I am able.' Belief in the exist
ence of mysterious stands of arms of which the condemned 
men could tell if they would, still survived, though it seems 
difficult to understand why the accomplices were not sup
posed capable of making the required disclosures. 

The fourteen condemned men were executed the following 
Saturday, seven at a time. • A grim joke of the Judge sur
vives. After the Baron had passed the sentence of death 
the counsel for the prosecution asked his Lordship i(he thought 
that the fourteen men should all be hanged on one beam. 
Baron Wood revolved the question and then in his grave 
conscientious way replied .quaintly, .. Well, no, sir, I con
sider they would hang more comfortably on two." , I 

It is perhaps worth while to glance at the subsequent history 
of a few of the actors in the Yorkshire Luddite drama. Mr. 
Joseph Radcliffe, in retum for his exertions, was, to General 
Maitland's annoyance, offered through Lord Fitzwilliam a 
Baronetcy, which he accepted.' Mr. Lloyd's opemtions 

I H.O., 42. f3'. 
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were brought rather abruptly to an end by the Treasury 
Solicitor after the trials. General Maitland. wrote Mr. Hob
house, the solicitor" thinks that the severe example here 
together with an amnesty will ensure tranquillity. • I con
ceived it would be right to prevent the Effect of these Measures 
being endangered by any Indiscretion on the part of the 
Attomies who have been employed for the Crown at Hudders
field. I have therefore taken upon myself to inform Mr. 
IJoyd and Mr. Allison that they 1lease to be employed from 
this time. and that they are to take no step whatever on the 
part of Government without express orders for which how
ever they are at liberty to apply if they shall see occasion.' 
For pecuniary reward Mr. IJoyd received a handsome purse 
from some gentlemen manufacturers. though it was suggested 
in vain by his friends that the office of clerk to the magistrates 
at Manchester would be very acceptable.' 

If William Cartwright caused much suffering. he also 
suffered much himself. Financial ruin stared him in the 
face. About twelve months before the attack on his mill 
he had been nearly ruined by the dispute with America, but 
friends had stepped in and averted the catastrophe. I After 
the attack on his mill, his fellow millowners did not at once 
given him the help he considered his right i in a letter he 
talks of • the miserable prospect of Ruin, in Consequence 
of the Desertion of those. whose best Interests had been 
promoted by my successful stand against a lawless and mood· 
thirsty Ilanditti.'· His difficulties were relieved in December 
by a gift of money (the amount not stated) from the Govern
ment. handed him by General Maitland.' Later on, in May 
1818. others came to his assistance. and at a public meet
ing at Halifax addresses were pftSented to Sir Joseph Rad
cliffe and to William Cartwright,' and it was resolved to share 
Cartwright's expenses and losses and to give him handsome 
compensation for his services, settling the balance of the 
money subscribed on his family.' This subscription is said 
to have amounted to £sooo.' Two years later. in November 
1815, the Government gave Cartwright a gratuity of £800.' 

I. H'O' J 42. 132:. Ja.nuuy 13. • nitl.., 42. 136, 42. 134- • ni;l.. 4G. I. 
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Benjamin Walker, who had brought his fellow murderers 
to the gallows, applied but applied in vain for the blood money 
of £2000. He had been supplied by Mr. Lloyd with money 
to go to some distant part, but in 1816 we find him still hoping 
for ~he reward, though redueed to beggary in London. This 
reward had been promised not by the Crown, but by the 
committee for prosecuting the Luddites at Huddersfield. 
The committee evaded their obligations, by saying that 
Walker was not the first informer, and turned a deaf ear 
to Walker's plea that the £2000 had been held out as an 
inducement ·to him to reveal the names of his accomplices. 
Probably the committee agreed with the Treasury solicitor 
in thinking that Walker should consider himself sufficiently 
fortunate in escaping a halter.' 

Of William Hall we hear no more; he and the other accom
plices were not again required to give evidence on behalf 
of the Crown, in spite of the fact that there were many DUt

standing cases depending on their testimony, in which the 
plaintiffs claimed damages. • I mentioned to you and to 
Lord Sidmouth,' wrote Mr. Park in June 1818," that I had 
prevented certain cases from being brought on at the last 
Assizes at York, from a desire not to have the witnesses, who 
had given evidence, particularly the accomplices, upon the 
Special Commission again submitted unnecessarily to public 
inspection. I communicated this to Mr. Baron Thomson, 
who highly approved of my motives.' Mr. Park adds that a 
further inducement to drop these cases was the fact that at 
the trials there would be a discussion of what cases fell within 
the lliot Act and what did not, • and how far rioters might go 
in the execution of their plans, without incurring the guilt 
of felony. It did not appear to me to be wise to have this 
too generally known, especially in the County of York.' 
Hence he suggested that Government should pay the monies 
clainIed rather than proceed wi th the trials. 

R cannot be said that the instruments used by Govern
ment were satisfied with the treatment meted out to thcm. 
Joseph Nadin I in particular complained bitterly in February 
lSI' that not a penny of his long bills sent up to the Govern
ment had been paid. He detailed his many services and 
sacrifices to the cause ~f law and order. In addition to the 

1 See H.O., 4". 153, October IS. 1816. • /MIl., 4J. 1]4, June 17. 
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exploits for which he sent up accounts, he claimed to have 
achieved at the Derby Spring Assizes the capital conviction 
of five men, three of whom were hung and two transported 
for life. The Treasury solicitor in his comments on the bill 
remarked sbrewdly that' the Amount of some of those Items 
which are charged as Disbursements, leads to a strong Suspi
cion that a considerable Profit on them must have accrued 
to himself.' Nadin, he remarks, is 'a very useful Police 
Officer, whom it is desirable to render chearfuJ in the Execu
tion of his Duty,' but the Derbyshire cases must have been 
sufficiently profitable to him without further psyment, since 
the five convictions entitled the prosecutor to five rewards 
of £4.0 each, besides the Tybum Tickets lout of which Nadin 
probably had a. considerable share. Nadin, indignant at 
this close scrutiny of his accounts, declared that the rewards 
and Tybum Tickets at Derby had all been taken by the 
prosecuting solicitor, and as for his other accounts, he had 
paid out £60 in excess of his charges, not to mention the sum 
of £87 spent in experiments in getting people twisted in 
round Manchester for which he made no charge as the attempts 
were not successful. Nadin's actual bill is not preserved 
among the Home Office PapeN, but we leam that £800 was 
disbursed to him in March 18140 for his expenses during the 
riots. This included some payments for expenses and loss 
of time to MacDonald and GossJing, who had been out of 
work for six months after the trials. MacDonald sent up 
his own plea for a reward and was given £50.' MacDonald, 
it must be remembered, had also been liberated from prison 
in reward for his exertions. He was again employed under 
the Manchester Police, and there are many tales in the M/JR
cMmr 0bs1:rwF of 1818 of his _ys and methods, from which 
it does not seenI that he had altered his character. The 
last we hear of him is a recommendation from various Man
chester magistrates in 1821 that he mould be employed in the 
London Police Foroe.· 

Much haa been said in these pages of the Lnddite oath. 
a feature of the disturbances that caused more uneasiness 
to tile Govemment tI1an any overt act. ' The object of this 
oatil,' said tile House of Lords' Secret Committee.' 'is to prevent 
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discovery, by deterring through the fear of assassination 
those who take it from impeaching others, and by binding 
them to assassinate those by whom any of the persons engaged 
may be impeached. These oaths appear to have been adminis
tered to a considerable extent; copies of them have been 
obtained from various quarters, and though slightly differ
ing In terms, they are so nearly the same, as to prove the 
systematic nature of the concert by which they are administered.' 

What was the origin ofthis oath. and how widely was it in use r 
The trials for illegal oaths at Lancaster. Chester. and York. as 
we have seen. throw little light on the subject. They prove 
that Government spies. or prisoners who could obtain their own 
fl'!!edom by doing so. were ready enough to give circumstantial,' 
if uncorroborated. accounts of the administration of the oath. 
but nobody who has followed the trial of the Thirty-eight at 
Lancaster will be inclined to put much faith in this species of 
evidence. That an oath was administered in some cases in 
Lancashire and Cheshire seems clear. This we know from the 
depositions of those who took it. and of those who were solicited 
but refused to take it: the real point to determine is whether 
that particular oath was ever administered except by spies 
or their dupes.· • Under the Combination Laws.' Mr. and 
Mrs. Webb have pointed out •• oaths of secrecy and obedience 
were customary in the more secret and turbulent Trade 
Unions.' I and .apart from the natural love for mystic and 
secret rites. it was imperative to impress on all new members 
the need for secrecy. since a eareless tongue might involve 
others in heavy penalties. Hence the mere fact of an oath 
being administered would cause no surprise to any workman. 

The particular Luddite oath was stated by a correspondent 
to the Home Office to be • by no means dissimilar' to one 
of the Freemasons' oaths." There were several variants of it 
sent up by • B.': in one of them the taker swore that rather 
than betray the secrets I will have' my head cut off with both 
my hands. and all my Family served the same if any I have. so 
help me God.' I The form most commonly nsed. and quoted by 
the House of Lords' Committee. was sent up by Colonel Fletcher 
on March 28.' some time after the mysterious Manchester dele
pte. whom we saw reason to identify with • B •• ' had paid 
his visit to Stockport.' As we have said before. it is not 
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unreasonable to suppose tbat • B.' started this particular 
oath on its career when he visited Stockport, and that it was
administered by the members of the Secret Committees fonned 
Bolton is the place about which we have the fullest infonna
tion, and there Stones and' his father and one or two dupes 
were for some time very busy' twisting in.' 

The Act passed on July 9 (5\1 Geo. m. c. 1040) which,in
creased the penalties for giving or taking illegal oaths, also 
gave indemnity during the next three months to those who 
confessed to having taken them. The question arose whether 
the indemnity extended to the • twisters in' as well as the 
• twisted,' and the Law Officers replied that, although strictly 
speaking only the latter could claim the indemnity, yet as 
• a measure of discretion and prudence' it would be well 
to extend the benefits to the fonner a1so.l After the York 
trials this pardon was renewed until March I, 1818, by Royal 
Proclamation, and was extended not only ,to those who 
had taken illegal oaths, but also to those who had stolen 
firearms.' 

What light doeS the infonnation about the numbers who 
availed themselves of this indemnity throw on the subject 
of the oath, The chief influx of persons to purge themselves, 
in the three months after the passing of the Act, was at Stock
port, where, by the end of August 18111, Mr. Prescott the 
magistrate reported that upwards of live hundred had come 
in.· General Maitland looked at these numbers through a 
magnifying glass, and inserted in the lMdI Mtf'CtIT1/, • a very 
mischievous Paper Universally read among them' (" •• the 
disaffected), a paragmph to the effect that a thousand had 
oome in, at and near Stockport.' Now the surprising thing 
about the people who took the oath of allegiance at Stock
port is that not one of them came from Stockport itself or 
from any other town, but all lived in the small district harried 
by Captain Raynes and his • s.c.s.' the district where Lan
cashire, Cheshire, Yorkshire, and Derbyshire meet." 

Maitland deduced from this the conclusion that the numbers 
for the whole country must be enonnous. It did not occur to 
him that a close acquaintance with the • s.c.s' and their 
methods might leBel any reasonable being to purchase indem-
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nity from a charge of taking an illegal oath, whether he had 
actually taken one or not. Early in September; thirty-two 
of the Duke of Bridgewater's colliers came in,l whether to 
confess to the Luddite or simply to a trade oath does not 
appear. No man from Manchester or all that neighbourhood 
had yet taken advantage of the Act, but on September 13 
the magistrate from Didsbury reported that fifty-eight 
Manchester men had 'come in and confessed to having been 
twisted in." 'They profess that in some cases motives of 
curiosity to know the secret attached to it: in many fear 
or terror or persuasion induced them to take the oath, • but 
in all no information was given to them as to what must 
be done, but they were told .. to be ready when called upon." 
It appears that the men who administered the oath to these 
people. were either Strangers or Men who have left this part 
of this Country.' It is impossible not to connect this descrip
tion with Nadin's abortive attempts, over which he spent 
£87, at • getting people twisted in' round Manchester." 

On October 7, almost the last day to which the indemnity 
extended, twenty Bolton weavers went-not to Colonel 
Fletcher be it noted, but-to Sir Richard Clayton at Adlington, 
and there made depositions of all that they knew, and took 
the oath of allegiance. Fortunately these depositions are 
preserved, and we have drawn on them largely for the account 
of what happened at Bolton. Seven of the twenty professed 
to have actually taken the oath, most of the others had seen 
copies of it. In all cases the business can be traced to the 
machinations of Stones and a few dupes. 

In Yorkshire the results of the offer were surprisingly 
small. On February 18, 1818, General Maitland reported 
that not more than fifty had availed themselves of the Royal 
Proclamation.4 According to Mr. Scott, the magistrate, those 
wllo took the oath of allegiance denied that they had taken 
an illegal oath.' A few individuals are mentioned separately.' 
Altogether, so far. as the Home Office Papers show the offer 
of the indemnity produced less than 700 confessions of one 
kind or another. It is, of course, impossible to say how many 
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of these professed actually to have taken the oath, or how 
many had taken Trade Union oaths, and thought it safer 
to confess to them, for it is only in the case of the twenty 
Bolton weavers that we have the actual depositions, but 
on the most liberal interpretation, there is no evidence to 
show that the oath was widespread, or that it was ever adminis
tered except in districts where spies were busy at work. 

One last question remains: what evidence is there of any 
correspondence hetween the different disturbed' districts r 
This correspondence was, as we have seen, usually assumed 
by the authorities. • The general persuasion,' reported the 
Secret Committee of the House of Lords,! 'of the persons 
engaged in those transactions appears ••• to be, that all 
the societies in the country are directed in their motions 
by a Secret Committee, and that this Secret Committee is 
therefore the great mover of the whole' machine; and it is 
established by the various information to which the com
mittee has before alluded, that societies are formed in different 
parts of the country; that these societies are governed by 
their respective secret committees; that delegates are con
tinually dispatched from one place to another, for the purpose 
of concerting their plans; and that secret signs are arranged 
by which the persons engaged in these conspiracies are known 
to each other.' 

Early in 1812 suggestions were made that the Nottingham 
rioters were having arms prepared for them in Birmingham, 
and the Birmingham magistrates forwarded a communication 
from a 'respectable inhabitant' to this effect.1 Mr. Conant, 
one of the London magistrates sent down by the Govern
ment to'""Nottingham, summed up these rumours thus: I 
'The Intercourse with Birmingham and Manchester, similar 
to that named with Birmingham in your inclosure, continually 
are spoken of here ••• , but no one ever has any authority 
for what they surmise, or can give any clue to any quarter 
in which anything from authority can be had or the report 
be traced.' and of the Birmingham communication he says 
scathingly, 'though the writer may be respectable he may 
also be credulous ••• it is a pity the gentleman endured 
ten sleepless nights before he unbosomed himself.' 

Tales of delegates going to Manchester are sent np by 
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an anonymous correspondent at the end of February 1812, 
but it must be remembered that delegates were by nc 
means necessarily connected with the disturbances. AI 
this time communications were passing between differen 
trades in different districts on the subject of enforcing the 
existing laws on apprenticeship and the rating of wage 
against employers," the crop of actions that sprang Ul 
necessitated concerted arrangements, and these arrangement 
had necessarily to be kept secret, on account of the Com 
bination Act. There Were also delegates sent up to Londol 
on Parliamentary business, who would naturally visit differen 
towns on their way; such, for example, were the delegate 
from Manchester and the three delegates from Scotland sen' 
up to London with the petitions of the cotton weavers for I 

minimum wage,· or the delegates sent up from different Mid 
land towns in connection with the Frame-work Knitters' Bill.' 
Thus when delegates from Nottingham are reported by Lor( 
Bulkeley and other magistrates to be meeting the delegate 
of the weavers at Stockport in December 1811, or wheI 
delegates from Nottingham, Carlisle, and Glasgow are &ai, 
by a commercial house to be present in Manchester in FebrualJ 
1812," there is no reason to connect their visits with the dis, 
turbances, and when Colonel Fletcher, in March 1812, announce! 
that delegates from Nottingham have been in Bolton adminis, 
tering the oath, I it seems necessary to know from what 
• respectable channel' he obtained this piece of infOI:lIl& 

tion, before deciding as to its truth, for no suggestion thai 
the Luddite oath was ever administered in the Midlands il 
made elsewhere.' 

J H.O., .p. ,.,. • See Webb. OislOl'7 ./7"nIM U,,;Mi_, pp. ~ It 
• See po 8] above. • See po '29 ahoYe. 
I See H.O., 42- 118, and 42. 1m. • DNI., 42. 121. 
, The only evidence of connection that we haft been .ble to &ad eomes ill 

an account of .. visit from .. NottioglwD delegate to Haliw, aDd 1m lpeedl 
1_ TM Risu.c, of 1M Lwldilu. pp. 5' Itl ..,d thi. d .... DOt fit ill with tbo 
e-riGence of the Home Office Pape ... 



CHAPTER XII 

THE ADVENTtmES OF OLIVER THE SPY 

• Close by the ever-buming brimstone beds, 
Where Bedloe, Oates, and J ud .. hide their heads, 
I saw great Satan like a Sexton stand 
With his intolerable s~de in hand 
Digging three grave.. Of coffin shape they were, 
For those who coffinle .. must enter there 
With unblest rites. The shrouds were of that cloth 
Which Clotho weaveth in her blackest wrath: 
The dismal tinct oppre .. ' d the eye that dwelt 
Upon it long, like darkness to be felt. 
The pillows to these baleful beds were toads, 
Large, living, livid, melancholy loads, 
Whose solme .. shock'd. Worms of all monstrons siae 
Craw'l round; aud one, upcoil'd, which never dies. 
A doleful bell, Inculcating despair, 
Was alway. ringing in the heavy air; 
And all about the detestable pit 
Strange headle .. ghosts, and quarter'd forms did lIit; 
lUvera of blood from dripping traitors spilt, 
By treachery alung from poverty to guilt. 
I ask'd the fiend for whom those rites were meant? 
.. These grave .... quoth he, .. when life's brief oil i. spent, 
Whelnhe dark night comes, and they're sinkiug bed"ards, 
J mean for CasU .. , Oliver, and Edwards." , 1 

TnB reader who took his history or the year 1817 flOm the 
Reports or the Secret Committees or the House or Lords and of 
the House or Commons,' reports "hich the authors described 
as • substantiated, in almost every particular" by deposi
tions on oath taken before magistrates,' would picture the 
manulacturing districts of the North and the Midlands 
as seething with revolutionary fury only held in check by 
the powers given to the executive under the suspension or 
the Habeas Corpus Act. The fust proof or t)le • tmitolOUS 

1 Lamb, • The TIuee Gra .... • • See HIUISUd, J ....... and .... 8'7-... 
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conspiracy for the overthrow of our established govelmnent 
and constitution, and for the subversion of the existing order 
of Society' he would find in the plan for a great march 
from Manchester to London with the avowed intention of 
presenting petitions to the Prince Regent, with the real in
tention of using force if their petition was not granted. But 
no sooner was this attempt mercifully frustrated by the 
'vigilance of the authorities than the rebels proceeded to • re
organise the party,' and a general insurrection was planned 
to take place in Manchester on March 50, in the course of 
which magistrates were to 'be seized, factories were to be set 
on fire, soldiers were to be overpowered. 'This atrocious 
conspiracy,' be would learn with relief, • was detected by the 
vigilance of the magistrates, and deJeated by the appre
hension and confinement of some of the ringleaders a few 
days before the period fixed for its execution.' 

In spite of this blow to their plans, delegates from Man
chester, Birmingham, Nottingham, Derby, Leeds, Sheffield, 
Wakefield, HuddersfieJd, and elsewhere continued to meet in 
secret and • to combine some general plan of simultaneous, 
or connected insurrection; the object of which was, after 
consolidating a sufficient ,force, to ma~J:Ch upon London, and 
there to overturn the existing Government and to establish 
a republic.' Thanks however to the timely arrest of these 
assembled delegates on June. 6, • the final arrangement of 
the plan which was there to be settled, was thus happily 
frustrated,' though the spirit which had been excited could 
not be wholly suppressed and showed itself first in an out
break at Huddersfteld on the night of June 8, where, in spite 
of the retreat of the insurgents, • guns fired as signals, in 
different directions, and lights shown on the heights through
out the country, sufficiently proved the extent of the con
federacy, and the concert with which it was organized,' and 
secondly in • a more open insurrection' on June 9 in Derby
shire, when two hundred insurgents armed with pikes or 
firearms marched towards Nottingham, but were cut off 
on the way • by detachments of cavalry (under the orders 
of active and intelligent magistrates).' The reader would 
learn, finally, that in spite of the successful repression of;' the 
late insurrection on the borders of Derbyshire and Notting
hamshire,' the commi ttee who had access to all the reports 
on th~ subject considered the ordinary powers of the Jaw 
insufficient to cope with the grave spirit of disaffection. 
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What relation does this lurid picture bear to the actual 
course o[ events? It will be best to answer this question 
by giving a narrative of what happened, a narrative based 
mainly on the Home Office Papers, which contain the docu
ments on which the Reports of the Secret Committees are 
based. We shall find the main actor in the latter part of 
the story to be a certain Mr. Oliver, alias Richards, alias Hollis, 
celebrated by Lamb in the verses quoted at the head of this 
chapter, who, although his activities pass unrecorded in the 
Reports of the Secret Committees, figures extensively both in 
the Home Office Papers and in subsequent debates in the 
House of Commons. \ 

The earlier events at Manchester, in which Oliver had no 
share, fall into two divisions: first, the march of the Blanketeers 
on March 10 1 second, that 'most daring and traitorous con
spiracy' for March 80. We will take these two episodes in 
omer. 

The unfortunate Blanketeers' march was organised by two 
of the more hot-headed amongst the working-class reformers, 
Bagguley and Drummond.l The other leaders dissuaded 
or, as Bagguley considered, deseJte<l them.' The spinners . 
were also connected with the plan. 

To understand the material of misery on which Bagguley 
and Drummond worked for their scheme, it is worth while 
to glance at some statements about weavers' earnings and 
peductions, published in the Manchester Political Register 
for January':' 

(I) Weekly receipt for 
1 LSd. of particular 
kind of warp which 
a man weavea in t. tl. 
Ii weeki • 6 41 

Leaving h Old. for aupport. 

Week'. Expense&- t. d. 
Rent .'J 9 
Fire ••• 10 
Siaing warp. • 0 S 
Looming.. • .0 8 
SilO or Sowan for do. 0 S 
Soft soap. tallow. oil 0 • 
Candles. • • 0 '" 

. Soap for £ami!,. and 
.... hing .0 '" 

I See p. 101 above. Bamford ... )'1 that the scheme of the marcll came rrom 
London(Pas"lP' ia'M l.ifo~.R""i<oI. l' 32). Preatieementionsutorytbot 
II ..... approm of by Cartwright .... d Cobbett (Pm>ti<e, .,. til., PI' 93-94). 

"11,0. ..... '64- • SeeH.O' ..... 'Ss. Sometechni<:aldetailsueo.utted, 
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(2) Journeyman doing same 
work- •. tl. 

Weekly deductions 
for loom room, &c., I. d. 

Weekly receipt • 6 4! one-fourth • 1 71 
Sizing warp • 0 8 
Looming" • 0 8 
Candles • . • 0 4 
Lodging, cooking, and 

washing. • 1 6 

Leaving 2 •• 51<1. ...!..!.!i 
(8) For another sort of warp-

Aged man weaves a eut a week, and his wife wind. the 
picking. 

Weekly receipt. for 
weaving and wind- •. d. 
ing 4 0 

Weekly deductions- I. d. 
Rent .19 
Fire • • • 0 10 
Sizing warp. • 0 8 
Looming" • • 0 3 
Size or Sowan for do. 0 B 
Candles. • • 0 4 
Soft loap, tallow and 

oil • • .0 2 
Soap forfamily wash-

ing .0 2 

.. 0 

The Political Register declares that these budgets far exceed 
the average earnings of any considerable number. How do 
such people subsist? it asks. The answer is that they do 
not pay outgoings such as rent, and that they depend on 
parochial and private relief. 

The plan of the great march was carefully organised. It 
was to be all open and above board, and the constables were 
invited to attend. Bagguley had unearthed some Act of 
the time of Charles II.,' from which he had got the idea that 
it was legal for ten out of every twenty petitioners to go and 
present their petition. Hence the idea of a great march 
to London to present petitions to the Prince Regent. There 
would be a leader for every ten, and a leader for every hundred, 
and if any man wanted anything he was to apply to his leader 
of ten, who next applied to the leader of the hundred, who 
in tum would apply to the • provisioners.' It was ca1cu-

1 If.O., .... '6+ 
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Iated that in six days they would reach London and that 
they would have to sleep on the ground or in churches on 
the way, hence the need for blankets. The question of 
support on the way had to be considered. It was suggested 

. that those remaining behind at work should contribute 25. 6d., 
Bs., even ISs. a week-or what they could afford~ther 
to the families of the marchem or to the marchers them
selves. The arrangements for commissariat werep.,rhaps 
a little vague. 'A gentleman,' Bagguley told the would-be 
marchem, 'has calculated that you can do it on oatmeal and 
water." 

The spinnem took an active part in the organisation of 
the march. To the surprise of the magistmtes, though 
exempt from the pressure of the times, they were discontented. 
This is perhaps less surprising to othem, seeing that their 
wages are said to have fallen by one-third from 1814 to 1817." 
They were said to have given ISs. each in addition to the 
donation of £20 from the box of a Friendly Society.' About 
this donation full particu1am were sent to the authorities from 
a firm of employem two of whose men had been deputed 
to give the sum.' The Society was a Sick Club composed 
of the spinnem from nine or ten mills, and founded only the 
previous Whitsuntide with the sole ostensible object of re
lieving the sick and burying the dead." The elub had ahout 
£80 in hand, and out of this the majority of subscribing mills 
had voted about £29 • towards defraying the Expenses of 
carrying Petitions to be presented to His Royal Highness the 
Prince Regent begging Redress of grievances.' The men, 
however, who were appointed to present the money arrived 
too late at the meeting. One Meldrum was sent by the spinnem 
by coach to London, to look after the proceedings, but he 
was arrested on the way at Nottingham as a suspicious char
acter.' 

Each petitioner was to carry his petition wrapped in a hit 
of brown paper and tied round his right arm with a bow of 
white \ape.1 Some well-thumbed copies of the petition, 
written or printed, lie amongst the Home Office Papers.' It 

• H.O., ca. 164-
• Committee OD Artisus cd Machinery, 1B240 po 411. 
I H.o..,.o. 10. • J~ •• .p. 161. 
• II is, of _ .... impo ... ible to "'1 how &or tho ... _18 .booll thea chilo 

uetrue. 
'~ca._~ca.- '~ca._ .~~~ 
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is difficult enough to understand how the authorities could 
conneet this pathetic and futile outcry with any • traitorous 
conspiracy.' Before the last war, say the petitioners, we 
neither felt nor feared difficulties and privations, our repeated 
applications have been disregarded, taxation has been quad
rupled, rent has doubled, the whole produce of the Kingdom 
is absorbed and nothing is left for us. Had the House of 
Commons been appointed by the people at large these evils 
could not have happened, nor would the Com Bill nor the 
Libel Law nor the suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act have 
been passed. Hence we pray you to dismiss your Ministers. 
Our lives are in your hands; if you will not relieve us, • we 
can neither support you nor ourselves.' The marchers were 
far from being the active revolutionaries pietured by the 
Secret Committee. To judge from their subsequent deposi
tions few had clear ideas of their objeet or the meaning of 
the petition. They ouly knew that times werc bad and that 
this plan might bring some help. When one of them who 
said he was going to London about the Habeas Corpus was 
asked what the Habeas Corpus was, he answered, • he could 
not tell but it was to mend the trade.' I Another was going 
• to petition the Prince to make a better living.' A childish 
belief in the power of the first gentleman in Europe to redress 
their wrongs was held by many of the marchers. • All I 
was to say,' said one of them, • when we were to go down 
on our knees before the Prince was to ask him for help-the 
most miserable looking of us was to kneel down and the others 
to take the petition and the Prince would then tell us why 
trade was so slack.' • 

The lOth of March was the day appointed for starting. 
There was to be a • send off' from a meeting in St. Peter's 
Fields. The majority of the marchers were weavers, few 
were over thirty, many were under twenty.' Their women
kind seem to have used some violent language. • The Women 
of the lower Class,' wrote Mr. Evans, the stipendiary magis
trate, afterwards, • aeem to take a strong part against the 
Preservation of good Order, and in the course of the morning 
of the lOth it was a very general and undisguised Cry amongst 
them that the Gentry had had the upper Hand long enough 
and that their tum was now come.' • 

No dangerous sentiments are reported to have been uttered 
1 H.O., 42. 161. 

"/Hi ....... to. 
I IMtl., 4S- 1M. 

• IWI., 403. 1630 
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by the would-be marohers themselves. The plan, however, 
seemed full of danger to the authorities. Nadin, writes Mr. 
Hay, J.P., says that' as they go through the country they 
will breed a Commotion in the towns as they go along and 
by that they will have a heavy body together and try at a 
Revolution.' I It was decided that the desperadoes must be 
stopped. The meeting was aIlowed to take place, but a 
detachment of dragoons under General Byng rode up and 
surrounded the hustings, whilst the civil authorities (special 
constables) arrested twenty-nine persons including Bagguley 
and Drummond.' This had the effect of dispersing the 
meeting, but several hundred marchers had already set out. 
The dragoons, yeomanry, and special constables set off after 
them and came upon the main body as they were stepping 
quietly along, before they reached Stockport; one hundred 
and sixty-seven were taken prisoners and sent back to Man
chester. Only one man, John James, was killed, and he 
had nothing to do with the Blanketeers. He was watching 
the procession from his gaMeD in Heaton Norris when Borne 
one near threw a stone, whereupon one of the regular 
soldiers came into his gaMen and killed him by cutting 
his head open. I The marchers were not all stopped near 
Stockport. Some four or five hundred straggled into Maccles
field tired and footsore. I Five hundred were said to have 
got as far as Leek, but as they marched on towards Derby 
they found the Hanging Bridge over the river Dove near 
Ashborne occupied by yeomanry, who expected some thirty 
thousand men to march upon them. Most turned bact. 
some twenty-five were taken into eustoQy.' A few, in spite 
of the force at the Hanging Bridge, got as far as Derby whence 
they were persuaded to return, some were said to have reached 
Loughborough ;' one, at any rate, Abel CouJdwell of StaIy. 
bridge, reached London and presented his petition to Lord 
Sidmouth for the Prince Regent on March lB.' 

The • knapsack' prisoners, as they were caJled, were a 
serious embarrassment to the magistrates, and the prospect 

1 H.O .• 42. 161. 

• IMd., 41. 161. W .. the Riot Act _d 1 J. E. Taylor thinks probabIJ 
not (see Prentice, .. ciJ., P.93). Ct Peterloo. 

a At the coron.er·, inquest a verdict of Wilful Murder was re:tarDed hilt .. 
one .... bro"lht to trial ,see H.o., ""' ,62), 

• H.o.., 42. 16a. • Ifill • .p. 161. 
• 11id... ""' ,6a. r 11M., ""' ,630 
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of the arrival of twenty-five more sent back by the magis
trates of Staffordshire and Derbyshire was not greeted with 
enthusiasm. • They might have made cases of Vagrancy 
very well against them in Staffordshire and Derby,' wrote 
Mr. Lloyd of Stockport, who was playing a zealous part in 
the affair, • and,' he adds, • it may be running no risque to 
have them convicted in acts of Vagrancy here.' I Not only 
were the prisons already overcrowded, but awkward questions 
as to the legality of the arrests began to be asked. The Home 
Office adVised on March Ii that those who were deluded by 
others and were now contrite should be set free.- The magis
trates acted on this advice, but there were some who were 
not contrite; what was to be done with them' Five at 
least were such stubborn Britons that they refused to find 
sureties, declaring they had done nothing wrong. One of 
them, George Grimshaw, would not allow his employer to 
offer bail; another, Thomas Leigh, a boy of seventeen, was 
• very obstinate in maintaining the Propriety of his Conduct,' 
and would not let his friends give bail. These five with four 
others were eommitted for trial at the August Assizes." Mr. 
Evans thought some prosecutions for misdemeanour essential 
-otherwise actions might be begun against the magistrates 
and municipal officers. It might indeed be • desirable to 
be provided with certioraries for removing the eases into 
the King's Bench at the discretion of the gentleman who 
may be employed as counsel,' though if the ease could be 
brought to trial with a strong expectation of conviction it 
would be very beneficial' for the Jury of this County who 
feel the situation which we are in will I apprehend not be 
indisposed so far as is fairly consistent with the Merits of 
the case." 

It is worth while to record what the prisoners themselves, 
whose conviction was to be so beneficial, were thinking as 
they lay week after week in prison. In May they sent a 
letter written by one of them, William Wood, to Lord 
Sidmouth:· 

'In behalf of Myself and fellow Prisoners, 8 in number, who 
bumb1y crave your Assistance, in our present Distress, we was 
taken by the Military aud Civil Powers on Monday, March loth 
last, nearly at Noontide, betwixt Manchester and Stockport, on 
our Journey for London with an Intent of presenting a Petition 

I R.O., 42. 161. • Seeret Letter Book, R.O., 7~ 3-
• H.O., ... 16.. • IMI., 4'. 165. • IHJ. 
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to the Prince Regent; for a redress of our Grievances w hi.h' was 
dreadfullin the extreme, our Familys being nearly in a state of 
Starvation, and haveing no means of paying our Rent, and nearly 
Naked, a. luch we thought it a duty incumbant there was up
wards of Two Hundred Person. taken that Day, and Lodged in the 
New Bailey Manchester the rest was Liberated, in a few Days, 
excepting Nine as mention'd above, we was detained in the 
Lockups, 6ve of us Nine Da,.. and Nights the other four of which 
I was one 18 Day. Bnd Nights with nothing but bare ftagga, to 
sleep upon, which I found all"ected my health being nearly 61 
Yea" of Age, when Committed to Lancaster Castle, we was sent 
in Irons, lome of our property was detain'd at the New Bailey, 
amongst which was a Sum of Money, advanc'd by our Relations 
and l'riends to defray our expences on the Journey, wee made 
AppUcation to the Governor of this Castle he advised us to Apply 
to the Magistrates of Manchester, as such we wrote a Petition to 
them which was presented, by a friend, We did so, and by them 
order'd to apply to Mr. Nadin Deputy Constable, we apply'd to 
Mr, Nadin, but he would not deliver the Money. My Lord we 
hope you will take our case into Consideration and as we trust in 
your Clemency we rest in hopes we .hall not be disapointed, 
as We do assure your Lordship, we really thought we was doing 
our duty, as real Friends to the Laws & Constitution of our 
Country •••• '1 

The last incident in the tmgic ccmedy of the manketeers 
is the sending of a ccnfidentialletter from the Undez-Secretary 
of State to Mr. Fletcher of Bolton. This letter is fortunately 
preserved in the Secret Letter Book." • The only Govem
ment proseeution at Lancaster,' writes that gentleman, • is 
that against a few of the obstinate manketeers. It is an 
extremely difficult case to deal with, and I am very much 
disposed to think that after the prisoners have sustained 
about 8ve months Imprisonment it will be more: prudent 
to make a m~rit of letting them off, than to run the risque 
of a Verdict after an in8ammatory speech of Mr. Brougham 
or some such Orator.' The eight prisoners were acccrdingly 
discharged without trial.' 

I Mr. En.nl' comment OIl tid. ia tb. ch.,uteristic oflicial &SS11IUlce: that 
.wry attentioD .... paid to the prison.n.. Since. howeYer. there weft 001, 140 
al ... piDg cells ID Ih. prison ond then we... akeo.dy S60 prisoaen helon the 
COIUpiraton "10. in. th. accommodatioll ..... Il......ruJ 100gb. Aa rw the 
property, all bad _ letumed .... pI th. mon., coIIcctcd ...... d th. hastiJlco, 
or which £" 3L 6d, had _ foaDd OIl Grimshaw ..... or the priIoDen. It 
would he iDt .... tiDg \0 know the a1tim&te destin, or this mon.,.. £1/0 .... 
abo - tUeo from BagguI.y and DnunlDODcI. ' D.o., J9. S-

o Seo petitioo &om Naac:heatv. Haaoud, Fehn..,!h .BIL 
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We must now return to the day after the Blanketeers had 
started on their expedition, the 11th March, when the dark 
plot for Ii general insurrection at Manchester was first broached_ 
The information obtained by the' Government on the subject 
came from five sources: (1) A certain Michael Hall, alias 
Dewhurst, known as No_ 1; (2) a certain James Rose, known 
as No.2: these were both convicts returned from Australia 
employed by Nadin, and they had for some time been report
ing on the doings of the Reform party to the Manchester 
authorities; (8)' A. B.,' or Robert Waddington, a weaver 
of Bolton, who figured in the Luddite business,l but had 
now for some time been the confidential informant of Colonel 
Fletcher; (.) an • informant,' name unknown, employed 
by Mr. Chippendale of Oldham; (5) William Lomax, a barber, 
whose position is more difficult to understand. 

On the 11th of March Lomax began going round to 
various persons, with wild talk of factories blazing, and of 
Manchester becoming a Moscow that very night; amongst 
others he, or an emissary of his, applied to Bamford, whQ 
describes how the Middleton reformers rejected his mad 
proposals." Lomax in fact met with no success in his mission; 
t.hose whom he addressed thought him. at best a foolish young 
man. at worst a spy; but it is not the habit of Englishmen 
to rush to the police to denounce wild talk, and hence nothing 
was said to the authorities. On March 17 Lomax wrote 
up to Lord Sidmouth to inform him as a loyal subject that 
• there Egzists a Conspiraey to overturn Government by force 
of Arms,' and promising to give every information in return 
for protection. He would like, he adds, to see Sidmouth. 
but his wife is ill and his clothes are in rags.' No notice was 
taken of this letter, and beyond a perfectly futile attempt 
to induce two men to fire some factories on March 2',· Lomax 
seems to have engaged in no further operations, nor had he 
any knowledge of the great plot for a rising on Sunday night, 
March 80.' 

The credit for this plot must go to No. I, No.2, • A. B.' 
and Mr. Chippendale's informant, but No. 1 deserves the 
lion's share., On March 17 there was a gathering of some 
ten or twelve men at the house of John Lancashire (in Middle
ton), called for the purpose of collecting money for the men 

• See Po 277. 
• 11.0 ...... 6+ 

• PtUSoru i .. tIu Lift If. Rdi.a/, P. 37· 
t Philip'. speech, Hanaard, Februarl9. 1818. 

• 11.0 ...... 6+ 
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who were already in prison. At this gathering No. 1 'was 
a prominent figure.' There was a good deal of 'incoherent 
and some wild talk, no business was transacted, but another 
meeting was fixed for the 28rd at Chadderton. Here again 
the attendance was so small that this meeting was adjourned 
till the 28th. For the meeting on the 28th, No. I, No.2, and 
• A. B.' were indefatigable in whipping up recruits, but they 
only succeeded in procuring an attendance of ten, excluding 
spies, and one of them, Redeings of Failsworth, hl!d come 
expressly to protest against suggestions of violence. How 
far the others were implicated in any wish for violence it 
is of course impossible to say. We have their word on one 
side, the spies' word on the other. The only corroborative 
evidence on the spies' side is that of Richard Flitcroft, one of 
the'men arrested and thrown into prison. After a few weeks 
of prison he wrote an abject letter" offering to give informa
tion. IDs information," which describes the meeting on 
the 17th, ahows that there was some wild and futile taIk, 
and that Flitcroft himself had gone as a delegate to Birming
ham, but as he had no credentials nobody would listen 
to him. Bamford, with the self-righteousness that made 
him unpopular with his associates, thought that they had 
become compromised by mimg with the spies.- How
ever this may be, the formidable meeting that was to engineer 
the general rising in Manchester two nights later I was adjoumed 
that same evening, on Dewhurst's suggestion, to the George 
and Dragon at Ardwick; Dewhurst himself stayed behind, 
ostensibly to bring over late comers; Waddington went with 
the ten,' and with them was arrested by the police officers 
that same night, an inconvenience which Dewhurst managed 
to escape. 

Mr. Hay, who figures largely in these proceedings. which 
reso:mble his exploits in saving the State in 181l1, was fuD of 
activity and excitement that night. • I feel in a very respon
sible situation,' he wrote,' and he dwells on the • dreadful 

I See H.o.. 41. 168, for No. 1'.accounL .• H.o. 4&. J6s.. • JH4.. 
• Abo •• os bad ... se could be ... d. out agomst Damfon! himsdl for 6 ...... 

IDa to Lomax. or Loau', emi5S:UJ witbcRlt deoouD.c:inC him, &ad this RobiDsoa. 
did not fail to point out in the Houl. or Com_ona (H ... ..ro. N ..... 50 .8.8). 

• Chippendale's lnfol1JW1t went furtheor and said that limultalleoa.s risiDcs 
wete arn.ng<cl for iD Sheffield, Nottiqham, Lei ....... 0IId BirmiJl&lwa (8.0., 
4" .60). 

t Tho mo ..... onll or No. ......... certaiD I Phllipo did DOt bow orm.. 
, H.o.. 4" .• 60. ' 
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intentions' and the 'loss of life' imminent but for his pre
parations. In addition to the men arrested at the actual 
meeting, a few more dangerous characters were seized, in
cluding William Lomax, of whose overtures to Sidmouth 
the spies were clearly iguorant. 'William Lomax,' wrote 
Mr. Hay, ' ••• is inclined to give evidence, and has dis
closed several circumstances, stating that his intention was 
to give Evidence, he acknowledges having written to youl 

,Lordship.' . 
The conspirators from the meeting were not a very formid

able-looking band. 'All these,' wrote Mr. Hay, 'are miser
able objects, but I fear, desperate incendiaries.' 1 Lomax 
and Waddington (alias A. B.) were released next day. Lomax 
died soon after;· Waddington's career as a spy was cut short 
by his unfortunate arrest. A certain awkwardness arose 
in his case for, so wrote Mr. Hay," Colonel Fletcher had stipu
lated that he should not be brought forward as a witness, 
• but inasmuch as he is now blown upon, he can never 
again be employed as an infonner. Our infonner,' I he adds 
proudly, ' stands unsuspected and may be of further use.' 

The arrests of March 28 were followed by many others 
under the suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act, Bamford, 
Knight, and Benbow being among the victims. 

No suspicion fell on No.1 for many months, till November, 
when Sellars, one of the men whom he had helped to entrap, 
wrote to his wife from prison saying that Hall had always 
been ready to treat those without money, and had proposed 
the change in the place of meeting on Mareh 28. This of 
course cannot be true, says the borough-reeve naively, I since 
the instructions given to No. 1 and No. 2 from the very first 
were, not to push forward the plans of refonners, but only 
to engage so far as was necessary to discovery under pain 
of dismissal. However, Hall was now suspected, a distino
tion he shared, it may be mentioned, with most of the 
genuine working-class refonners, and it was thought wiser to 
remove him from Manchester before the prisoners returned.' 

• H.0.,42. 16... • H. wu dead b)' No •• mber (H.O., 42. 17')' 
I H.O., 41. 164. • No. I. • H.O., 42. 171. 
• H.O., 42. 171. and 79- 3. After Dewhurst'. and Lomax'. doiop were 

unmasked by Mr. Philips, February 9. 1818, the Go",crnmeut (F. RobiDlOD) on 
March 9 declared. that no man of the name of Dewhurst was known to Go?em
ment. It was true that be was not kno....-a. UDder tbat name, but on February 13 
Mr. nay had written· MOIIlri_. W. consider tbat b)' D ... bant II meaDt 
No. I' (H. 0., 42. 174). 
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No. IIwas.notsuspected till later, but according to the Mamhe8ter 
Ob8ertJfJf' of March 7, 1818,' where he is called Roe, both he and 
No.1 bad fled by that date. His last contribution to the great 
plot was to hold a meeting on March 81,· after the arrests, 
with flve notorious characters· and to decide that it was 
useless to attempt a general insurrection since the military 
Jorce was too strong.· The great Manchester plot was in 
fact over, and we now come to the more extended operations 
connected with the name of Oliver, operations compared 
with which the achievements of No.1 and No. II are reduced 
to very slight proportions. 

Mr. Oliver, alias W. J. Richards, was described by an 
acquaintance as • a person of genteel appearance and good 
address, nearly six feet high, of erect figure, light hair, red 
and rather large whiskers, and a full face, a little pitted with 
the smaIl-pox. His usual dress • • • was a light fashion
able-coloured brown coat, black waistcoat, dark-blue mixture 
pantaloons, and Wellington boots." According to his own 
account he was born in Shropshire.' By the time he came 
into public notice he had already lived thirty years in London, 
where he pursued the callings of carpenter and builder, 
and also latterly of surveyor. Business had not prospered 
with him, and he declared that he had lost a large sum as 
a builder. The Opposition in the House of Commons aftel'o 
wards ferreted out some inconvenient details about his past 
life,· such as the fact that he had. committed higamy, and the 
more relevant story of a rather ugly transaetion with a Mr. 
RestaII, formerly his. master, a carpenter who aceused Oliver 
of fraud.' 

Oliver's first communication to the Government seems 
to have been made 00 March 118, when he brought an un
signed letter to the Home Office requesting an interview.' 

1 H.O.,42. '75. • R.O., 42. .6s. 
• Sir F. BuMett, Ro ... of Commons (Husani, JllDe .6, .8'7). 
• Examination on JIUle '5, .8'7 (8.0., 42. .66). The M"-- c-wr, 

March 30 .S.8, mid that he ......... ti ... of South WaJ... . 
• Hansard. February 11 and March S. 1811. 
• William Smith, ill the H ...... of Commons, March 5, 18.8, declared himself 

read, to IUbstanti&W chugu of _ fraud against Oli_. Mr. Bath .... 
.. torted that the affair all.dod to had ....... r.m.d to o:tbitJatioo, and that 
though the o:tbitn.to< directed Oli_ to po, ....... of mOllOJ he acquitted him 
of crimiDality. Mr. SlBilb .dbe..d to IUs story,mid the o:tbitn.to< ...... doceioed, 
aod asked for an .... quirJ. , 8.0.,.0. 10 (BaDdle ,). 

I 
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At this time he was mixed up with a certain PendrilJ, one 
of the more violent London reformers, and whether it was 
for his own saiety, DB he himself avowed,' or for the sake 
of gold, that he asked to see Sidmouth and promised com
munications, is unimportant. His activities in the pm
vinces began on April 23, when he started out for a tour in 
the North and the Midlands, in company with Mitchell, a 
hot-headed and unbalanced enthusiast, ostensibly for the 
purpose of obtaining petitions for Parliamentary Reform. 
Birmingham, Derby, Sheffield, Wakefield, Huddcrsfield, Dews
bury, Leeds, Halifax, Roy ton, Middleton, Manchester, 
Bamslcy, Nottingham were all visited, many of them twice." 
Mitchell was got out of the way by arrest on May j,l 
but Oliver's own tour lasted till May 16, when he arrived 
back in London and consoled his friend Mitehell by paying 
him several visits in Cold Bath Fields prison.' 

During this first tour Oliver wrote reports to the Home 
Office.. He is • obliged to appear as a Liberal patriot,' he writes 
from Birmingham, and Miwhell believes him sent, he says 
in another letter from Wakefield, by the London patriots; 
, every nerve of mine,' he adds with considerable truth, • has 
been at work since I left London.' His task indeed was 
arduous. To the more staid reformers he represented him
self as the friend of Burdett and Cartwright, introducing 
himself' with Sir F. Burdett's compliments," bent on obtain
ing a monster petition for Reform, but insinuating that stronger 
measures mi~ht soon be necessary. To the more violent 
spirits, chafing under the suspension of the Habeas Corpus 
Act, he represented himself as delegated by the physical 
force party in London, where seventy thousand men were 
ready to rise as soon as plans were matured over the country. 

1 H.O., 42. 166. 
S His own time-table is given in H.D., 40. 9. Bennet's history of him. 

which coincides, though all the dates are not filled up, is in Hansard, February 
II, 1818. 

I The arrest took place rather sooner than Oliver intended. See OliTer. 
own letter, H.D., 40. 10. 

" Mitchell was afterwards 8.Ccused of being a spy himself, but there is DO 

CTidence of this. 
• H.O., 40. 10. 
I When Burdett complained of this, Castlereagh'& ans,,~r was characteristic: 

• If the hon. baronet's name had been mi:r.ed up with any of the proceedings of 
the individuah to whom he had alluded, it was himaelf that he had to thank for. 
iI, and nol !)i.Il_jesty', ~oTern~t' (Hansard, June [90 [8[71. 
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At each town, the other towns were reported to be ready' 
tor action, eager to begin the great fight for liberty, pro;, 
vided only that the town he happened to be visiting at the 
moment would make its ammgements. The object of all 
these machinations was to gather together recruits, or • dele
gates ' as he ea\led them, to attend meetings, and he worked 
hard for this purpose, generally with less success than his 
exertions deserved. 

IDs seoond and more important mission to the Midlands 
and the North began on May 28 and ended rather abruptly 
on June '1, but in that fortnight he achieved a great deal. 
He was in an even mote responsible position now, for he 
brought with him credentials from the Home Office, in the 
form of a private letter dated May 22 from Whitehall,' to 
four or five individuals in positions of trust. 

'SIR,-A . Person well acquainted with the Designs of the 
DiIalTected at -- and other Place. in the Midlands and 
Nothern Counties, will lcave London Tomorrow EveniDg, and 
will visit -- prevloUi to his Return. It il possible that he may 
obtain lome Information while at that Place, the early communi
cation of which to a magiltrate on the spot may be of material 
importance. He will accordingly be entrusted with this Letter 
which he will make use of as hio Introduction to you, in case 
auch a Communication should become necessary during hia Stay 
at--

'He II an intelligent Man, and deserving of your confidence. 
I am, &0., J. H. ADDINGTON: 

This letter was sent to Mr. Hamper, a magistrate of Birmin/l" 
ham, to the Mayor of Leicester, to Mr. Lockett of Derby, 
to General Byng, and to Mr. Hay the parson magistrate 
at Manchester. The secret was kept from other magistrates 
with embarrassing results. At Sheffield the justices had 
their own private informant, Thomas Bradley by name. 
a silver plater, Now Bradley in his reports made such eon
stant mention of the London delegate. Oliver, and of his 
doings, that the magistrates naturally thought that Oliver's 
arrest was most desirable. At Sheffield, Oliver had found 
good if 8C&Dty material on which to work, including a certain 
James Westenholme. who seems to have been whole-hearted 
in his desire to use &tIy means • to effect the delivranee of 
our common country from the greatest Slavery and Despot
Ism.-' 

l u.o., .po I6$. • .... 
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On May 21, Bradley relates I that Mr. 0--, the London 
delegate, was in Sheffield last Wednesday and agreed that 
• the concern' should be put off from May 27· to June 10, 
and that Oliver recommended that accounts of this postpone
ment should be sent by post to Manchester, Birmingham, and 
Nottingham. Again on June 8," Bradley deposes that when 
he went to Wakefield on June 1 at the request of the magis
trates, there was much talk about Oliver, the London dele
gate, and the landlord of the inn asked if Bradley ever doubted 
that Oliver was a man of good faith, saying, • if he is not, 
I and many more must be hanged.' Bradley goes on to say 
that on May 28 he was in the company of Oliver in Sheffield 
and Oliver • urged Sheffield on,' saying that he could raise 
seventy thousand men in East London and seventy thousand 
more in West London. The Sheffield party, he adds, haVI;. 
no other knowledge of the strength ·and numbers of partisans 
in Nottingham, Birmingham, and elsewhere, • but what they 
were told by Oliver. Oliver is the Chief Agent and pro
moter in the business.' Elsewhere he states of Oliver, • He 
was considered by all the Party as the Man who communi
cated and directed things from London, and as they directed, 
so he acted.' I 

The Sheffield justices wishing to nip the plot in the bud went 
in person, on the information of Bradley, to surprise a secret 
meeting at the Grinding Wheel on May 29.' The conspirators 
received the alarm and took to their heels, but four men, 
including Westenholme, were arrested as they came away. 
Mr. Parker, a Sheffield justice, who communicated with the 
Home Office, wrote to Lord Sidmouth to describe the arrests, 
adding casually in a postscript the remark that as he had 
a full description of Oliver he would, if time allowed, send 
a constable to take him at Leeds; if missed at Leeds he 
might be arrested when he went to visit Mitchell in Cold 
Bath Fields prison. This official zeal caused consternation 
at headquarters; and in the Secret Letter Book is a copy 
of the letter Sidmouth wrote iXI Mr. Parker on May 81.' After 
praising his activity, I must tell you, he proceeds, • that O. 
is employed by me, that He is travelling under my directions 
at this time, and that I have reason to confide in his dis
position and ability to render Himself eminently useful, Under 

I H.O., 42 •• 65. 
• Bradl.", J- 6 IH.O., 4G. 10), 
'8.0.,790 3-

I H.O., .p. .63-
• 1L0.,.po 16$0 
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present circumstances, I accordingly shall be anxious till 
I hear again and should be much relieved by hearing that 
He has not been apprehended.' 

'It was purely accidental,' wrote Mr. Parker in return,' 
, that Oliver did not fall into our hands at Sheffield, and from 
a letter yesterday from the Mayor at Leeds I find he had a 
similar escape there.' He added that the persons engaged 
in the affair in Sheffield were • of the lowest order and not so 
numerous as I stated in my letter of the 8181 Ult".' 

The number then suggested as a maximum was 280, calcu
lated on the unlikely supposition that each man who came 
to meetings had ten others behind him.1 

Mr. Parker was a second time rather too energetic to allow 
the plans to ripen properly. Oliver. as we have said, worked 
indefatigably to gather meetings of so-called • delegates • 
from different places together. He had contrived one such 
meeting at Wakefield on May 6. another at Mill Bridge near 
Wakefield on May 11, and he was now busily engaged arrang
ing for a third at Thornhill Lees on June 6. He spared no 
pains to obtain a good attendance. He did his best to get 
a delegate from Birmingham, even sending over Crabtree. 
a foolish young man who had entered heart and soul into 
his schemes. to persuade one of the members of the Reform 
'party to come, but his efforts were useless. I 

Manchester was equally cold, and Oliver expended his 
eloquence there in vain.. The only persons, in fact, whom he 
managed to collect at his meeting on June 6 at the Sports
man's Arms, Tbornhill Lees, Were ten obscure individuals 
from Leeds, Bradford, Wakefield, and the surrounding 
districts.· The attempts in this part of the world. wrote 

I R.O., .... 66. • R.O', .... 6s. 
• Mr. 1 ones. a respectable jeweller in Birmingbam, head of the Re(ona parlJ 

there, hed heeD one or the 1m people ..... bl Oli_ on his former missi ..... 
Rather -reluctant), a delegate hMl beeD sent &ora BirmiDcham to the meeting at 
Wakefield OIl Mal S. bot Inding that instead of petitiODS ph";col Coree .... 
discussed. the Birminghem reformers hed DD more to do with on ..... schem .. 
(see Bennet's speech. Hansard. February II, 1818). 

• OnJono 4 General BJDg wrote that he heard that Manchester had Ii- up 
the risioc u hopei .... and that on ... who hed jost ..... e &om lIanchester 
conoboraled this information (H.O., .... 66~ AU the inflt.mmable _terial 
hed t.!rudlheeD used up bl No. • and No. • and A. B. Prentice, OJ' tiI., pp. 
.08.g, says thaI a small hand of middle-c:laa _ in lIanchester had 
upoaed the IpJ lJIIem 100 thoroughll for on.., to cot aDJ £ooIinc (et PIeatico, 
OJ' cit., po .n), 

• H.o., .... 66. 
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General Byng on June ',I after seeing Oliver, will be decided 
on at a meeting of delegates next Friday, • which He will 
attend, and then see me, and immediately afterwards proceed 
to Birmingham •••• ' It is clear that Oliver had not meant 
these delegates to be arrested that day, nor did General Byng 
wish it. Byng wrote I that as Mr. Parker, after a meeting 
of magistrates, proposed arrest, he could not very well object, 
but he accompanied the magistrates and yeomen in person 
to give aid, and • that I might take Care and dispose of the 
Person introduced to me by your Brother, who I knew was 
to be there.' • The Person I alluded to,' he adds later, • I 
was forced to seize upon, but I contrived his escape and sent 
him off by the Mail tonight for Nottingham and Birmingham, 
from whence he proceeds to town.' This slight incident 
was to have very important consequences. 

The ten dangerous delegates safe in prison, Oliver went 
on his way to Nottingham.· Oliver's filst visit to Notting
ham was on May 15, just at the end of !Jig first tour; his 
second visit was on May 26, when he stayed till the 28th 
visiting the villages round; his third visit. when he came 
from Thornhill Lees, was on June 6. At Nottingham he 
found an enthusiast ready to fall in and forward any pro
posal however wild, in the person of Jeremiah Brandreth, 
a half-starved, illiterate, and unemployed frame-work knitter, I 
of swarthy and what is commonly called • foreign' appear
ance. Probably he had a strain of gipsy blood. Brandreth, 
to whom leadership and excitement were attractive, entered 
heart and soul into the scheme. On May 23 Mr. Enfield's 
secret agent reports. that Brandreth came to sec him and 
talked of the • general strike' to take place in London, Man
chester, Sheffield, Derby, Nottingham, Leicester, Yorkshire, 

. and other places the following Sunday or the Sunday after. 
'Part of the plan was to seize soldiers' arms wherever they 
could get them, to mareh together to London, and in London 
to contend for a change in Government. On May 25 he reports • 
a meeting at Brandreth's house in the morning of five persons, 

, H.O., 42. 166. I IMti. 
• In the c ... of Nottingham, u of Sheffield, th .... are reportIfrom _ther ·...,.t .goot' employed by the IoeaI authoritiel IIDd ignllllUlt of Oliver'. 

poIitioo. 
I He ... receiriog parilh relief at Ihe tim .. IIDd with his r .... i1y bad heeo 

• remoYed' from SuttCID .AahIiehI 10 Willord (_ 1'rWI " 8,.",;,a. """ 
.O/UN, yoL i. p. all). 

• 8.0.,42. 16S. • fl .. 
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when thete was a good deal of incohetent conversation about 
the Brunswick family, the people's cause and pikes. Another, 
meeting took place at the Three Salmons the same after
noon, of the same persons joined by live othen, including a 
delegate from Bradford, identified in the margin by the Home 
Office authorities as Crabtree.' This delegate discoursed, 

, after Oliver's fashion, on the theme that it had been _olved 
to' petition no more but to arm themselves, and a vague dis· 
cussion followed 011 the time of the rising and the Brunswick 
family and the expectation that the 1.ondon delegate would 
come next Tuesday. 

Thete ate no more reports from Nottingham till June 8,
by which time plans had matured, and Brandreth had been 
given, or had assumed, the command of the contingent from 
Pentridge in Derby which was to march out and join the 
other forces at Nottingham. Brandteth told the Notting
ham secret agent that the London delegate was well known • 
• I asked him if they had any communication with any other 
penon than the London Delegate. He said they had not 
but some of the Chaps had.' • Birmingham, when! they had 
trusty friends, was to send a delegate. From other sources 
the secret agent learned that arms were expected from 
London, that the London delegate was to visit Nottingham 
shortly. that the rising was fixed for Monday night, June 9, 
when Mansfield and Sutton were to rise at 9 P.II., Bulwell 
at 10 o'alock, Nottingbam at 11 o'clock, whilst the London 
dclegate was to go to Chesterfield, Sheffield, Leeds, Man· 
chester, Liverpool, Derby, Leicester, Binningham, London, 
and then back to Nottingham. Next day, June 6, the secret 
agent reported - that the villages of Arnold and Bulwell, 
which he had been askCd to rouse, refused to take part in the 
plan I that refusals to join came from many quarters, but 
that all was said to be ready for action on Tuesday at Bir
mingham, where Jones the jeweller was to head the rising. 
Those who were not killed were to be put in a coal pit. 

We now come to Oliver's arrival in Nottingham on June 0,. 
r=h from Thornhill Lees and from his interview with Geneml 
Byng. He brought word that they were to begin at Sheffield, 
lIuddersfield, Wakefield, and Leeds on Sunday the 8th. and 
the Nottingham people decided that their operations should 

, begin on Monday the 9th and sent word to Derby and Bimling
ham to that effect. But now a curious situation arose. 

I H.a., <Po "s. • &.a., <Po .66. • lli4. 
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News had reached Nottingham of the Thornhill Lees arrests 
and of Oliver's strange escape_ One of the small band at 
Nottingham, Holmes by name, began to suspect Oliver, 
or Hollis as he now called himseU. Was he perhaps a traitor 
in disguise Y Would it be as well to decoy him into the 
fi~lds and there shoot him Y 1 Some favoured this policy, 
others opposed it. Finally a meeting was held at the Punch 
Bowl of about twenty persons, and Oliver was subjected 
to perhaps the most searching ordeal he ever had to face. 
He must have been a man of considerable nerve, for he stood 
the cross-examination well, declared, what was after all the 
truth, that he was an ex-builder paid by a mysterious friend 
to travel about in the cause of Reform, and persuaded them 
--also the truth-that his activities· were essential to the 
su~ of the scheme. They let him go and he returned 
to London, visiting Birmingham again on his way, where, 
as was suitable to the type of reformers he visited there, 
he made free use of the names of Burdett and Cartwright." 
When he reached London his part in the rising was over. 
It only remained for the rising itseU to take place. 

The story of this rising which was to embrace the North 
and the llfidlands is soon told. In ouly two places were 
there persons foolish enough to translate words into action, 
first at Huddersfield, and secondly in the Derbyshire villages 
round Pentridge. At Huddersfield, Sheffield, Wakefield, and 
Leeds the rising as has been said was to begin on Sunday 
night, .June 8.· On Sunday night a mob gathered at Hudders
field, demanded arms at several houses, met six of the yeomanry 
at the bridge, exchanged shots and forced the yeomanry 
to retire. When, however, the yeomen came back in stronger 
force the mob was gone, and the rising, so far as the West 
Riding was concerned, was over, though a few of the so
ealled insurgents were recognised and arrested.o 

That Sunday Brandreth was sitting in a public-house at 
Pentridge discoursing very openly of his plans to an audience. 

1 H.O., 42 •• 66-
• Bennet'l speech, Hansard. Febrna.ry II, 1818.. 
• H.O., 42. 166. Byo&, writes OD June 10 &om Wa1r.e6eld: I want to find 

out • why the Rising was not attempted last nigbt, (or of the intention tMrl 
IGIIIUIIM • ~t. J 

• See Fitzwilliam's 1._ of JUDe 17, B.O., 42- '67. AIao see B.O., 42-
.66 (Briefs of Evideoce). 
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which included two special constables, who were so far from 
taking him seriously that they contented themselves with 
mild remonstrances. Brandreth and his friends threatened 
to put them up the chimney if they were not quiet. Brandreth 
recited some verses, probably of his own composition: 

• Every man his skill must try, 
He must tum out and not deny; 
No bloody soldier must he dread, 
He must turn out and fight for bread. 
The time is come, you plainly see 
The Government opposed must be.' 1 

It is possible that in spite of his enthusiasm Brandreth would 
have obtained no following had not local indignation been 
stirred by the fact that some men from Mr. Jessop's foundry 
at Butterley had been discharged on' the Saturday night 
• in consequence of their Jacobiuical principles, and caIling 
themselves Members of an Hampden Club.' I As it was, 
a smaIl number of workmen, at the most two hundred, prob
ably fewer, from Pentridge, Wingfield, and Ripley were 
induced to join in a march towaMs Nottingham. Some 
thought that when they got to Nottingham there would 
be plenty of rum and a hundred guineas,' others more vague 
• wanted a bigger loaf and the times altering,' • and they all 
thought that something important was happening every
where else. England, Ireland. and France. said one enthu
siast, would rise that night at 10 o'clock. and there was 
much talk of a • cloud of men' sweeping down from the 
North and carrying all before them.' 

Encouragement indeed was needed, for the rain poured 
down, it was fourteen miles to Nottingham. and the expected 
reinforcements were nowhere to be seen. At Nottingham 
that night there was a good deal of agitation in the streets 
-not an unusual occurrence in that town-and about one 
hundred men were said to have gathered on· the raoeeourse, 
but nothing more happened. On their way the Pentridge 
party stopped at nine or ten houses and demanded aJDIS. 
and in some cases forced a man from the house to go with 
them. The insurgents were armed in motley fashion. 
mostly with what witnesses afterwards eaIled • spikes' or 

• 1lW4 ..... 1. L pp. 7S f. 
• S .. lotler from DerbJ Pool 0IIice, 1- II (H.O', .... 66). 
• 7ri.Jt. 'fOl. i. p. ,8. • ~. oaI. L P. 113-
• I~. 'VOL L P. s,. 
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• sticks with things in them,' though the Government pre
ferred to describe them as • pikes.' There was one act of 
violence. At the house of a Mr. Hepworth, Brandreth, in his 
wild excitement, shot and killed a manservant. There is 
nothing to show that the deed was intentional, but firing 
through windbws to impress the people within is a dangerous 
game to play. 

With dwindling numbers and sinking spirits the rebels 
marched on in the early morning hours as far as Eastwood 
on their way to Nottingham. There at about 6 .l.U. they 
met two magistrates who had come out with eighteen men 
of the 15th Light Dragoons and two officers to oppose them. 
What happened is best described by one of the magistrates, 
Mr. Mundy: I ' ••• about a mile before we reached East
wood we came in sight of the mob who though at near three 
quarters of a miles distance from us no sooner saw the Troops 
than they fled in all directions dispersing over the fields and 
throwing away their arms they were pursued for a consider
able time and finally driven out of this County into Derhy
shire • • • they did not fire a single shot and seemed only 
intent on escape.' Some were captured at once, others were 
heaten out of the .woods and hedges like pheasants; in all 
about forty-eight were taken." Never was war levied against 
the King in more spiritless fashion. 

Hitherto to those ignorant of the part played by Oliver, 
the outbursts, however futile in themselves, might seem 
signs of a grave state of affairs, but on June 14 the most sen
sational revelation that ever newspaper published appeared 
in the second edition of the Leeds Mercury, on the subject 
of Oliver and his share in the late disturbances: a revela
tion that caused a profound change in public opinion. It 
so happened that amongst the persons with whom Oliver 
had got into touch were Mr. WiIIans a bookseller of Dews
bury, and 'Mr. John Dickenson a linen-draper of the same 
town, both members of the local Refonn party. Oliver had 
cdme several times to IIfr. WiIlans' house, where Mr. Dicken
son had seen him, but Mr. WiIlans had grown suspicious of 
Olivers hints about the need for employing faroe, and had 

1 fLO., 42. 166, JUDe 100 
• H.O.,4Z- 16611ld 167. Braadreth _ped .!fust,od afterni. a1t"'plllto 

obtaiD a pasuee to America from Bristol I01l&ht refuge iD the • teeret II£cDtI' 
house ia NottiDgh ... wben: be wu tak .. ()'w122, ILO.,.p •• 68). 
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ceased communications with him, thinking him a dangerous 
fellow. On the morning of the meeting at Thomhill Lees, 
Oliver had come not once but twice to Mr. Willans' shop 
to press him to attend the meeting as a delegate from Dews
bury. His friends in London, he told Mr. Willans, • were 
almost heartbroken that the people in the country were so 
quiet.' Mr. Willans, however, refused. Later in the day, 
after the arrest of the delegate" Mr. Dickenson chanced 
to be in aU. inn at Wakefield and there to his surprise he saw 
Oliver, and asked him how it was that he had escaped when 
all the otherreformel'li had been seized at the Thomhill Lees 
meeting. Oliver was hard put to it,and could only give the lame 
reply that no papers had been found on him. Mr. Dicken
son knew enough of the ways of justice to think this a very 
insufficient explanation of Oliver's escape, and his suspicions 
were at once aroused. Unfortunately for Oliver, Dickenson 
was the witness a few moments later of an incident that tumed 
his suspicions of Oliver's real character into conviction. For 
a manservant in livery came up to speak to Oliver and as 
he came to him he touched his hat. Dickenson making in· 
quiries found that the man was the servant of General Byng 
and had driven Oliver in a tandem from his master's house 
to catch the coach. Dickenson and Willans put these fects 
before the Leed4 Mercury, which publisbed them with a strong 
article demanding an explan&tion of Oliver's position, and 
declaring him to be • a green bag maker.' I 

This article saved Oliver's Yorkshire victims. It caused 
great excitement, and everywhere the reformers began to 
put two and two together and to reconstruct the story of 
Oliver's operations. On the 16th lIIr •. Dickenson and lIIr. 
Willans attended before the magistrates to iay charges against 
Oliver.- On the 17th Fitzwilliam sent an important letter 
to the Govemment, round which controvers:r afterwards 
raged.-

I S .. a1IO~M....."ror June II, as, Iul7 5, n, 190 ete. 'Ibelinelbe 
~ M....."hu clODO ",.eII "'on harm to the political morals (ill _yallow 
the term) of the Iaboariac _ ... this port th .. eftl Tom Paine's _ did 
-it D • "'oot 'IiIIoinoas publicatiOD' (Comtspoadeat to Bomo 0fIice, FebnJuy 

. 1818, B.O', ... 1,.1-
• Mr. DieuDSOD'a cIopositiOD _ taIt ... (B.O., ... 1156, J- 16), 1Ir. 

Willau -.ld 1101 be ha.rcl bocause though l10t Jet fOnDaUJ admittocl IS .. 

Qoahr he hid couciClllioua 1CI'IlpI .. opiDSt lakiDc an eodl (D.O' ..... 167. 
J-17), 

• See P. 313 bolo ... 
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After giving particulars of the WiIIans and Dickenson revela
tions he wrote : 

'There certainly is very generally in the Country a strong and 
decided opinion that most of the events that have recently 
occurred in the Country are to be attributed to the presence and 
active agitation of Mr. Oliver. He is considered as the main 
spring, from which every movement has taken its rise. All 
the mischievous in the country have considered themselves at 
subordinate Members of a great leading Body of Revolutionist. 
in London, as co-<>perating with that Body for one general 
purpose, in this view to be under its Instructions and Direction. 
communicated by some Delegate appOinted for the purpose. 
Had not then a pe'1"'n, pretending to come from tbat Body, p.nd 
for that purpose, made his appearance in the Country, it i. not 
assuming too much to say that probably no movement whatever 
would have occurred. It doe. not follow that a dangerous spirit 
could not have been found lurking in any Breast, but that that 
Spirit would not have found its way into action: 

He then gives his opinion as to recent occurrences : 
• First then at Sheffield it appears that when the Delegate from 

London had made his appearance and aanctioned by his approba
tion the measures taken there, and had urged tbem to press 
forward and not to be more backward in preparation than other 
places, when therefore a Meeting of Delegates or Leaders of Tena 
was summoned for the important purpose of finally arranging 
matters for a Rising, and the consequent measures of operation, 
eighteen Leaders only, with four excuses, were present. 

• Again, when the grand effort in the Manufacturing District 
was made Sunday June 8th when actual Insurrection waa resorted 
to; when the Insurgents came out in Battle Array, took post at 
the Bridge near Huddersfield, and bad their Sentries at their Out
posts, who brought prisoners, or attempted to do 80, to Head 
Quarters, tbeyare not reported to bave exceeded a f- Hrmdredl; 
and such appeared their want of order, or their want of Arms, 
tbat having come into Contact with Six Yeomen npon whom they 
fired, and foreed back, nevertheless in less than an hour, on the 
return of the Yeomen in force, not a Vestige of. Body, or even 
of a Man in Arms, was to be found: 1 

The revelations of the Leeda Mercu'1J had an immediate 
effect on the treatment of the prisoners in Yorkshire. Of 

I B.O.,42. 167, June 17. Sidmouth wrote in aDiwer to FitzwiUiam'.leUer 
and Dickeuon'. declaration: • The StatemeDt ia to me iDcred.ible bat I think 
It 10 importaot u to reqalre immediate OIld minuto IDTOItiptlOO' (8.0., 42-
167). The ODI, iDftltigatioa, 10 (ar u ODe cu judge, WU aD emuaiDalioa of 
'!be Penon known by tho _e of W. J. Ricbarda' bY Home 0Iice oIIiciaII 
un JDDO 15 (8.0., ~ 166). 
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the ten Thombill Lees delegates, met to arrange the final 
plans for the rising, two were sent up to London under warrants 
from the Government.- The magistrates discharged seven 
others on their own recognisances or on bail, and detained 
one in hopes of further evidence." The prosecution of the 
Huddersfield rioters had been even more of a fiasco. Here 
Fitzwilliam's influence was clearly shown. On June 28 he 
writes I that he has recommended the magistrates not to 
try to procure further evidence against others from the 
prisoners; he dislikes the evidence of accomplices and there 
is no hope of getting • witnesses less objectionable.' It is 
better to restore public confidence and not leave every one 
with the uneasy feeling that they may be arrested. In spite 
of this the Government solicitor (Wm. Le Blanc) hoped 
to obtain capital convictions against six men tor shooting 
at a constable and against eight men for burglary of arms.' 
He had reckoned without the Judge, Mr. Baron Wood, who 
shared Fitzwilliam's dislike of accomplices' evidence. The 
prisoners charged with burglary were all acquitted; for 
the Judge treated the evidence of' accomplices as valueless 
unless confirmed, and the only confirmation came from a 
woman who happened also to have told some people that she 
knew no persons implicated. After the summing up the 
jury could not fail to acquit. The riot charges were dropped 
when it was seen how the Judge treated such evidence. Nat 
day (July 26) the prosecution met with no better fortune in 
their charges connected with the shooting of the constable." 
Heft again the only witnesses for the Crown were accomplices, 
and one of these was, according to the prosecution, tampered 
with, and so told the Grand Jury that the yeomen fired first 
when he ought to have said the mob fired first. According 
to his own story' what he said was true, but the prosecu
tion had tried to bribe him by Is.. worth of oranges to say 
that the mob fired first. However that might be, he was 
rendered useless, and grave doubt being thrown by the Judge 
on the truthfulness of the other witness, here again the 
prisoners were all acquitted.' 

I H.O., 42. 166. • &0.,42. 167. 

• IH4. • R.o.,42. 169-
• Tbe Grmd JIIIJ IwI thtown ... t a hiD for liriDc at the constable, bat found 

a mao bill for rioting t.n4 abetting in tho sbootiDc. 
• See Sherwin" ~ Rqimr, Augast 90 1817 (R.o., 42. 170). 
• The Go_e.t in J\Ule bad met with anotber ~ cb<dt. w.-. r-. ThiotIcwaod, aD<! Hooper ..... all anaip<d" Iflch 
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• How little do those who triumph on' such occasions, see 
that the Jurors neglect of his oath has a direct Tendancy 
to the subversion of a Public Liberty.' So wrote an official 
of the Home Office on Lord Sidmouth's behalf to Mr. Fletcher 

, of Bolton after the verdicts.1 The comments of the Annual 
Register form an interesting contrast: • Against all this 
weight of power and influence, seconded by the public purse, 
a few obscure men and boys, principaIIy in the very lowest 
ranks of society, had to defend themselves. The odds were 
terrific; but with the zeal and intelligence of their profes
sional advisers and advocates, and the presiding presence 
of a righteous Judge, who knows no distinction between the 
lofty and the humble in the administration of justice, the 
trial by jury obtained another distingnished triumph, and 
the prisoners after a period of deep anxiety were restored 
to their liberty and to their friends.' JI 

The prisoners at Derby were to meet with a less happy 
fate. There was no Fitzwilliam in Derbyshire, and they 
were not tried before Baron Wood. A repetition of the fiasco 
at York had to be avoided by the Government, and some 
careful stage-management was needed. A Special Com
mission with four Judges was issued and the prisoners were 
charged, not with such simple counts as burglary or shoot
ing, but with High Treason itself. Mr. Lockett, solicitor 
of Derby, who helped prepare the cases for the Crown, wrote 
that it would not do to have the trials before the harvest 
was over, for' we shaII want at'least ~ common Jurors 
from parts of the county In which crops are backward, 
and if they have to come before crops are nearly housed, 
they will make every possible excuse, and come, if obliged, 
with reluctance, and out of humour. This temper would 
be prejudicial to us." He adds advice, which was taken, 
to brief Mr. John Balguy for the Crown, for he is popular 
with Derbyshire juries and might be briefed for the otber 
side; advice reiterated by Mr. Mundy, J.P., who added: 
• As it will be necessary in selecting the jury to avoid those 
parts of the County that border on Nottinghamshire, as 

Treason in London. The Goyemment case.. rested on aD accomplice, CutIes; 
the jury acquitted Watson, I.D.d in colllCCJoence the Crown dropped the- other 
prosecutions. 

1 H.0.,79o 3, August 90 • A", .. MI Rp ... , .8'7, Cbrooicle, P. 73-
• R.O., ~ .69, Aupl 110 
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also those parts in wWch the insurrection broke out, and 
also those parts that are much connected with Manchester, 
the summoning the jury will of coume fall heavily on the 
other parts.' I 

Mr. Lockett afterwards came in for a good deal of criticism 
for having acted as if he were under sheriff as well as solicitor 
to the Crown, by using Ws influence with the under sheriff 
to name and pack juries.' The criticism would have been 
strengthened had Ws critics seen Ws letter to the Home Office 
on October 11: I • I am happy to inform you that we are 
prepared for the trials. I have intelligence upon wWch I 
can depend as to every Juror. The list throughout is most 
respectable. There will be but few challenges on the part 
of the Crown.' 

For four months. till the harvest was over and suitable 
jurom were ready to try them. the prisonem lay in gaol. They 
had some friends. among them Joseph Strutt, the curate of 
Pentridge named Wolstonhoime,' and. a Presbyterian clergy
man. Mr. Higginson; and a solicitor was engaged for their, 
defence. Their solicitor wrote after they had been eight weeks 
in prison to ask if they were not' intitled to some other allow
ance as state prisonem besides BrItJ4 and Wat.!r. on which 
alone the greater part of them are now subsisting; not having 
the means of procuring any tWng better or more sllbstantial.· 
The answer given was that the prisonem were to have an allow
ance • adapted to the Situation in life and the ordinary mode 
of living of the respective Prisoncm.' I Mr. John Cross and. 

• H.O., 42. '69, August s30 
I H.0.,4" '730 On July 14 IH.O., 42. .68) ho writes up to .J that u the 

Derby gaal is oftlClOwded and insec:we be has 0!d0led Brontheth 10 he ironed 
ud ..... to be authorisocl to bon tho othe< High T_ priIoD .... 

• H.O.,42.'70-
• H.O., 42. .,.. Joseph SlIutt, manufactunor, _ thltd _ of Jedediah 

Stmtt of Derb,.rib moehino r.me.. J-pb ... a polloa ef at and Iiteratu ... ; 
.... hi. priace1,1ibenlity to the towa, see y.uw.. op. tit., p...... Loc:Itetl 
wanted 10 hue Wolstoaholme anested on the geoeral dwge of _b1e 
pracli .... and he WIGle to the Home Office pointing out that il was unclesinble 
to confine: him til the: Derby p-isoa where he might get i.to communication 
wilh the other prisoners. Tho Attorue,.GeaeraI evidentl, thought that 
Wolstonhalme might he able to defend himself and that a geoeraI dwge_ 
be risk,. Lockett accasocl Wolstoahohae of sheltering Weightman. WaIIton
holme wu a man 01 grut eoa.rage and independea.ce. Ria liceace. 10 Lockett 
wrote, enabled him to 'bid de6""co to tho loyal potty.' Lockett hoped _ 
thi"ll might he doao b, _no from Sid ...... th OIl Walstonhclme'!l bishop 
IH.O •• 42. '?Oand '7'~ • H.O' ..... 69> A"K"'I9-
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Mr_ Thomas Denman were counsel for the prisoners. Much 
clearly turned on the question whether Oliver's doings could 
be kept out of the proceedings. The suggestion that Crabtree 
should be tried or used as a witness was soon vetoed by 
Mr. Lockett.1 • I do not want Crabtree. He will let in 
Oliver's proceedings upon us. We will confine ourselves to 
the Derbyshire traitors if you please.' When the trials 
began it looked as if it might prove impossible to keep 
Oliver out altogether. • Oliver must eome to be produced 
in court if necessary,' wrote Mr. Litchfield, the Treasury 
solicitor; I • please send him at once with Raven, disguised 
and under the name of Maule to the George Inn.' Oliver 
came, but his services were not required. Mr. Litchfield 
frankly describes the line pursued by the prosecution, • avoid
ing all questions about 0-, and not ever giving them an 
opportunity of introducing his name.' I A few days later 
they decided to send Oliver back, for' we have resolved not 
to bring forward any prosecution in which his name can be 
brought in question.' 

Five-And-thirty traitors' were brought up for trial on October 
16, 1817, charged by a stroke of grim irony with having been 
• moved and seduced by the instigation of the devil' to levy 
war against the King, and to compass to depose him. The case 
of Brandreth was taken first. Evidence as to his actions on 
June 8 and 9 was clear and conclusive. The defence tried 
to show that what had happened was a riot, not treason. 
Could the jury say that • the five and thirty miserable paupers 
••• arraigned here did levy war against the King f ' The jury 
instructed by the Judge saw nothing grotesque in so deciding, 
and Brandreth was found guilty. • A crime is not less a crime,' 
said. Lord Chief Baron Richards in summing up, • because 
the man who commits it is poor.' After Brandreth's con
viction the other cases were taken one by one and the evidence 
given again with wearisome repetition. First, William Turner 
a stone mason, formerly a soldier, was tried and found guilty; 
second, Isaac Ludlam the elder, also a stone mason; thild, 

1 H.O .• .p. 169. Augult II. • B.O.,42. 171. October IS. 
I H.O., 41. 17 •• October I~ 
• 1I.O., .po 171, October 22. Olioer'. joumef 10 Derby had become Imo" .. 

and puticulan were published lu the papen cauiDg comiderable aensaliOD. 
• Forty·m: "ere iDcIicted on J olf 06. The~.. apiDit deY.,. were 

erideotJ, cbopped. 
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'George Weightman a sawyer. DelllX1ali pressed inconvenient 
questions as to the motive for drawing a veil over everything 
tha~ had occurred before June 8, but he received no answer. 
He employed all the arts of his eloquence to persuade the 
jury that the others were merely led on by Brandreth whose 
influence, • the influence of an eye like no eye that I ever beheld 
before,' he m~gnified ,until he was even led to quote the 
description of Conrad in Byron's Car80ir as a portrait of 
Brandreth, beginning I 

• Who Is that chief? hi. Dame OD every shore 
Is famed and feared; they ask, III1d know DO more: 1 

When it came to George Weightman's case, his counsel 
merely asked for merey without attempting any defence. 
• Here,' wrote the Postmaster of Derby to the General Post 
Office in London •• the Ilnger of Providence was perceptable 
for upon this Jury one Endsor of Parwick had got in who 
would if his word is to be taken have starved the whole sooner 
than have found mm guilty.' As it was, he adds, it was 
difficult to persuade Endsor to acquiesce in the verdict of 
guilty with which however a strong recommendation to 
mercy was joined.' 

The prosecution meanwhile was hoping for overtures from 
the prisoners' representatives seeing that 'each case as we 
proceed will be gradually weaker." These overtures were 
made. As a result the charges were dropped against twelve 
of the younger prisoners and they were set free, whilst the 
remaiuing nineteen pleaded guilty and received fonnal sen
tence of death. One of them, Thomas Bacon, had been 
much associated with Oliver and had acted as a delegate 
at meetings arranged by him. IDs name carne first in the 
original indictments, but his detennination to· plead that 
he was Oliver's dupe ensured the postponement of his trial.· 
'Old Bacon,' wrote a correspondent from Derby during the 
trials, 'has been telling the prisoners they are not tried by 
their Peers, but by men of property. I name this to show 
you what dreadful principles these men han taught their 
unfortunate children." 

• The loll. or Bnndreth', lost _ with ill pitiful ..... ,... 'A I'IaJ<r u. 
trobel or Sin,' aad his adj ... ti_ to his wife remiad the ...I .. or • _ 
preach .. rather thaa a Co";r (H.o.. 4& .,.). 

I R.O ••• 1. '71. Ottober IS. ' H.o.. 4& "'. Clctoboo ~ 
• &0..4& '70, Sept.mber I. ' H.o.,4& "'. Clctoboo ... 

SA 
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Including the four tried at the beginning there were twenty 
three men found guilty of High Treason. • Your objec 
was to wade through the blood of your Countrymen, to ex 
tinguish the Law and the/constitution of your Country, ane 
to sacrifice the property, the liberties, and the lives of you 
fellow subjects, to confusion snd anarchy and the most com 
plete tyranny. God be prai~ed, your purpose failed.' I Sil 
of the prisoners had their death sentence commuted to variou 
terms of imprisonment, three were transported for fourteel 
years, eleven, including Thomas Bacon and George Weight 
man, were transported for life." Jeremiah Brandreth, Willian 
Turner, and Isaac Ludlam were left for execution. On Friday 
November7,1817, they were drawn on a hurdle round the yal'l 
in front of the felons and debtors, hanged on a platfonn h 
front of the gaol till they were dead, and their heads sevel'e( 
from their bodies. The rest of the sentence as to quarterinl 
was graciously remitted by the Prince Regent. • God bles 
you all and Lord Castlereagh too,' said Brandreth. • I pral 
God to bless you all, and the King upon his Throne,' saie 
Isaac Ludlam, but William Turner, in a manner describe< 
by Mr. Lockett as • malignant and deceitful,' uttered as hi: 
last words, • This is the work of Government and Oliver.' 
This declaration created a painful impression, which eVei 
the chaplain's certificate that neither Ludlam nor Turne 
had ever seen Oliver or heard of him at meetings failed tc 
dispel.' Mr. Enfield, the Town Clerk, and Mr. Carpenter 
Smith, who was on the committee that managed the polio 
at Nottingham, asked that they might see Oliver's state 
ments in order to answer the questions put to them as tc 
the truth of Turner's assertion.' • Lord Sidmouth,' ran th, 
letter in answer to this application, • would have great satis, 
faction in complying with the Request of those respectabl' 
Gentlemen if he could do so consistently with His Publi, 
Duty but at this period when it is the WISh of H.M.'s Govern' 
ment to thro .. a Veil over the Scenes of Turbulence whicl 
have passed; His Lordship deems it impolitic to extenc 
the Knowledge of Oliver's statements which (as you an 

I Lord Chief Baron Richard< in passing lenIence. 
• Twent, year. later, .beD • Whig Government 'Wu ia power, Preotia 

ltarted a IUccessful agitatioD (or their retum (Prentice, ~ til., P. 112). 
• B.O., 420 171, Noyember , . 
• Oliver, of couse, dealt with the pri.ocipala, Brandreth and Bacoa. 
• fLO., .2. 172, Decembu 13-
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aware) relate to a great Variety of Facts and implicate a 
large Number of Persons not connected with the Counties 
of Derby and Nottin~am, and convey much Information 
unnecessary for the Object which Mr. Enfield and Mr. Smith 
have in view.' I 

Oliver's career is important in history because these methods 
of government were rapidly growing into a system. Prob
ably no English Government has ever been quite so near, 
in spirit and licence" to the atmosphere that we used to asso
ciate with the Tsar's government of Russia as the Govern
ment that ruled England for the first few years of the peace. 
Oliver's adventures were the most daring enmple of methods 
that had become habitual in the treatment of the poor by 
several magistrates, but the employment of spies, and of the 
kind of spies that pass readily into agent8 prOfiOCatetw8, had 
become very common in the last few years, as part of the 
political system; Tierney declared in 1818 that there was 
no subject that demanded the attention of Parliament so 
urgently. The system was checked by two forces: the 
independence of the London juries and the protests of 
the ,Whigs in Parliament. No writer on the subject of 
this volume is likely to run into a dangerous enthusiasm 
over the conduct and achievements of the Whig party 
as a whole, but it is clear that it was the rally of the 
Opposition to the call of Bennet and Philips that scared 
CastlereagIvand Sidmouth and successive Governments from 
developing these practices. The debates of 1818 on the 
demand for an inquiry into Oliver's conduct, though they 
ended as all party debates end, displayed a spirit and excited 
a spirit that made Governments more cautious in the future.' 

The Whigs were in many respects as indifferent to the claims 
and conditions of the working classes as the Tories, but they 
hsd p!eserVed the tradition of the Englishman's way of look
ing at this particular species of injustice. Men like Fitz
william, Grosvenor, Tierney. and Althorp, though they had 

1 H,a..79. ,. December I,. 
• Th ......... debates In tho Hoa .. of CommODl OIl Febraory II Uld Iluch 

II, 18.8, DB m.tI_ for Inquil')'. On the 6nt _on the motiDB .... r<i
b, 1I ... tes to sa I on tho ...... d b, 16a t. 690 There ..... debate In Ibo 
Honae of Lord. on Febnlal')' 18 on tho grio ....... of the Habeu Corpu 
prisonon which took largely tho _ of • debate on ospi_ The 
m.tion .... nepti>od with .. , • eli,,;.;.... Tho Oppooition ..... em:odiDcIJ 
actiftln both H ..... lluaacbooot Ibo _ilia of FebnuJ and Iluch. 
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the general point of view of their class, had a sense of honour 
that was revolted by the spectacle of wretched and ignorant 
men tempted to their ruin in some wild scheme by a Govem
ment spy. Moreover as politicians, they saw the dangers 
of such a system; as it was, a Govemment that wanted an 
'excuse for suspending the Habeas Corpus Act had found the 
machinations of their spies a most convenient pretext, and 
it was obvious that the temptation to use them deliberately 
as agm.t8 p"OOOcateuTB might be too much for terrified and 
unprincipled Ministers. Consequently the men who often 
had only the support of half a dozen friends when denoun~ 
ing injustice in Parliament had on this occasion the support 
of the Opposition. 

The issue was a simple one. The Govemment had per
suaded Parliament to .suspend the Habeas Corpus Act after 
submitting to Secret Committees a mass of evidence tend
ing to show that the working classes in the North and the 
Midlands were preparing a rebellion. By the time that 
Parliament met in 1818 it was known that this report was 
an absurd exaggeration, a good deal of Oliver's history had 
come out" and it was everywhere noted that disturbances 
ceased when he ceased to look for them. There had been 
the exciting discovery of Dickenson of Dewsbury, and the 
prompt action of the Leeds MerWA'1/. The middle-class re
formers of Manchester, who were by this time a powerful 
body, had been exasperated by the machinations of the Lan· 
cashire spies, and their demand for an inquiry was voiced 
by Philips, who presented a petition from Manchester mer
chants and manufacturers on February 9 and made a 
damaging speech about the Lancashire spies. Meanwhile 
the facts of Oliver's journeys and conduct had been gradu. 
ally collected with infinite patience and trouble J:>y the most 
active of the little set of men who tried to expose and 
prevent the ill-treatment of the unsheltered classes. Henry 
Grey Bennet I was the John Howard of his day. and his 
visits to the prisons had taught him a good deal about the 
spy system. In the House of Commons he defended the 
poor as the Seventh Beadman in Spenser's holy hospital 
defended orphans and widows : 

• BenDet ('777-.836), SOD of the 4th Earl of TankerriU .. _ RacIicaI M.P. 
m Shr .... burJ •• 806 _ .8u·I6, ... ODe of the balf-d-.. millt uefuI .. en 

·ID Pu1Wnent, but by • Itnnp omiuioD ba ..... !lOt lind • pIoa ill the 
DU~" NaI;"".1 Biol,qIt,. 
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• In face of judgement he their wight would plead. 
Ne ought the powre of mighty men did dread 
In their defence; nor would for gold or fee 
Be wonne their rightCuU causes downe to tread!' 

His speech on this occasion I was a model of discretion 
and judgment. The Government's critics had a stronger 
case than they knew, but even without the conelusive evi
dence contained in the Home Office Papers they were able . 
to construct an argument that was unanswered because it 
was unanswerable." 

The Government's reply only made matters worse. In the 
House of Lords Sidmouth called Oliver a • much injured 
individual.' Lord Holland retorted that he could make out 
a better case against Oliver than Sidmouth (lOuld make out 
against the people of England from whom he had taken the 
IIabeas Corpus, and Gl'OBvenor promised to bring overwhelm
ing evidence to show that Oliver was at the bottom of the 
whole business. In the House of Commons I Canning eitod 
the first letter lfrltten by Fitzwilliam, in December 181e. 
and omitted to mention the fact that there had been a second 
letter. This disingenuous conduct provoked a sharp nemesis, 
for Fitzwilliam's son, lIIilton, who had felt that as a member 
of the Secret Committee, he was not at liberty to disclose 
what had happened at its deliberations, (lOusidered that as 
his father's first letter had been. brought into use by the 
Government it was his right and his duty to tell the full story. 
It was thus that the IIouse leamed that the' Government 
had withheld from the Secret Committee what was perhaps 
the most important document in their possession.' Wllbel'o 
force made two unhappy speeches, forwhichRomiIly reproached 
him with obvious pain, protesting at once his attachment to 
the God of Truth and his attachment to Lord Sidmouth. As 
a follower of the God of Truth he abominated spies: as a 
follower of Lord Sidmouth he disliked the proposed inquiry. 
His vote went to Lord Sidmouth. Tiemey brought the sub
ject home to his audience by a simple analogy, making no 

• February II, r8r8. 
• All,..,.. who r:ompares the fiocta lOt out b, _ in his apooch witlll the 

InformatiOil disclosed in the Home Otlice Popen most .dmiJe tho __ 
which he h.d piK<d the stolJ t<>gether. The cIilIicuIIi ...... oIrric>as, for of 
course to admit that one had been iD. Oliftr', presence was in"ritioc danga. 
He made: • &lip Of two but was on the whole siDgularly ac:cmate. 

• Debate 011 Spieo and ~ Haosud, FchnalJ II, .8.8. 
• See Po 364 .bo ... 
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wild demand on their imagination. 'Suppose one of these 
artful informers persuaded a gentleman who kept five horses, 
to return only four, and afterwards not only made the fact 
known to the commissioners, but participated in the reward; 
if the matter were brought before parliament, would not every 
gentleman start from his seat, and demand an instant and a 
strict inquiry? Yet where was the distinction, except that 
here the lives of poor men, and not the pockets of rich men 
were concerned? ' 

It is probable that the Government fell under graver suspi
cion than they deserved in consequence of their refusal of 
an inquiry and the line of their defence. There is no reason 
to suppose that Sidmouth deliberately employed Oliver for 
the diabolical purpose of fomenting an abortive rebellion, 
and this view was undoubtedly held at the time. The guilt 
of the Government was grave enough but it was not this. 
They took Oliver into their employment without knowing 
anything of his character. Their own correspondents sent 
them information, early in his career, that would have put 
any Home Secretary, who had the slightest sense of respon
sibility for the lives and liberties of his countrymen, on his 
guard. Then came the disclosures of the Leeda Mercury, 
which were brought to the notice of Parliament at the time 
by Burdett. When Brandreth and his fellow victims were 
on their triaJ the Government knew enough about Oliver 
to make them suspect that these foolish ranters had been 
drawn into their ludicrous escapade by the craft of the man 
who was receiving the money of the taxpayers and acting 
as their servant. The temptation to produce something 
that looked like a spontaneous disturbance was strong, for 
hitherto the life of the country had borne no resemblance 
to the pictures drawn by the Government in the House of 
Commons. Moreover if Olivers part in the Derbyshire 
rising had been made public, the part he had played elsewhere 
could scarcely be hushed up. Sidmouth never professed to 
put a high value on the liberty of a working man, and he 
would easily satisfy himseH that Olivers miserable victims 
were better out of the world or at any rate out of the country. 
IDs conduct accordinglY seemed less shocking to him than 
to many of his contemporaries, and the alternative of a pos
sible exposure of the entire system of espionage would have 
appeared to him a far greater catastrophe than a miscarriage 
of justice. 
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The history of the Oliver affair is important because it 
influenced English opinion on the whole subject of Reform. 
In Lancashire and in some other parts of England spies were 
constantly shadowing the lives of working men. This system 
had attracted little notice until 1817, when Oliver, thinking 
to take rather more valuable prizes than his fellow spies, 
entered into zelations with the middle-class reformers, and 
made the mistake of trying to araw into his toils men whose 
education and position enabled them to defend themselves. 
If Oliver had been less ambitious and contented himself with 
the ordinary working-class victims, this great exposure would 
probably never have come about, and his career would have 
continued. Bennet pressed the obvious moral in the House 
of Commons, that Fletcher of Bolton ought to be removed 
from the Commission of the Peace. Sidmouth Was not likely 
to punish a man for acting as he acted himself, and there 
is nothing to show that Fletcher modified his practices in 
consequence. But the revelations of this debate were an 
important element in the conversion of the middle classes 
to Reform. 

One other comment is suggested by the affair. To many 
historians the odium that surrounds the memory of Castle
reagh is a mystery. As modem investigation has revised 
the traditional accounts between him and Canning, he has 
gained in reputation as a Foreign Minister_ Recent military 
history has awarded him the palm of comparative success 
in a sphere where all his contemporaries reaped unqualified 
failure.' In both these fields he has deserved the distin
guished reparation that has been made to him. How comes 
it then, some historians ask. that Castlereagh went to his 
grave amid a hatred that death itself could not abate for 
a single hour, and that his memory was pursued with a bittez
ness unique in the history of public men' The answer is 
that of the three men whose govemment of England is sym
bolised in the two wolds, Oliver and Peterl.oo, Sidmouth was 
saved by his comparative obscurity, and Canning was saved 
by his later life, and thus Castlereagh stands out in the popular 
mind as the type of methods that are odious to the English 
nature. Historians who only think of England as an aristo
cracy in mortal conOict with Europe's tyrant; attribute 
to spontaneous malice the hatred that haunted the Minister 
who defended her with such resolution and courage. But 

'Fortescue, Bw..;,I/,..BrilisAA,.. 
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the mass of his countrymen remembered the War Minister 
who sent the armies to the Peninsula as the Minister who 
employed German mercenaries at the public flogging of English 
peasants, and the diplomatist whose heart never failed him in 
the dark hours of the war with Napoleon as the politician 
who regarded the poor of his own country as he regarded 
the Jacobins of France_ Hence in the Mask of Anarchy 
Sidmouth passes riding on his crocodile, and Eldon weeping 
big tears that tum to millstones, but Castlereagh is followed 
by seven bloodhounds and throws them the hearts of his 
countrymen to chew. 



CHAPTER XIII 

CONCLUSION 

r Education ••• would teach them to despise their lot in life, 
Instead of making them good oervents in agriculture, and other 
laborioua employments to' whiah their rank in 80ciety had 
deatined them.' 

D4V1 .. GmDY, President of Royal Society, 
Houae of Commonl, July 1807. 

, The poor man '" eotoemed only as an inouument Cor the 
creation of wealth.' 

Voi .. 'II/Joe Poot>M, January 29, 1831. 

TIm system on which modern industry is eonducted has two 
aspects: in one aspect it appears as the organisation of capital ; 
in the other as tho organisation of' effort, 

Men and women are engaged in producing: they produce by 
applying energy of mind and body to the forces of nature. 
For this task they need equipment I they need machines and 
they need also food,. clothing, and shelter during the process of 
production. This Ilquipment 'is provided by the saYinga of 
the past, .. ,. by the excess of things produeed over the things 
consumed, which beeomes a reserve of wealth and is called 
capital. As mechanical improvements progress, the help that 
capital gives to human effort in this way increases. When 

. it is said of some industry that it needs little capital, we know 
that such an industry uses cheap and simple plant: when it 
is said that an industry needs a great deal of capital, we know 
that the operations perfonned by machinery are many in 
number or eomplicated in their character. 

The rulers of the eountry a century ago looking at this system 
saw it as the organisation of capital. This was natural in the 
case of the old territorial aristocracy, the guardians everywhere 
of privilege and authority. and of the rights of inherited power. 
The industrial pioneers, who were assuming a'share of political 
control, were free from many of the prejudices of an old oMer, 
but their outlook on the industrial system was virtually the 
6BIIle. They were struck. not unnaturally. by the vast and 

J77 
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"mpid results that followed from the introduction of machinery 
for which capital was necessary. They thought of capital as 
the master of human energy, for they argued that it depended 
on the use to which capital was put whether this or that kind 
of worker was employed. The owner of capital might consume 
it, or he might build a mill in Lancashire, or he might sink a 
shaft in Derbyshire, or he might set up a factory in France or 
Switzerland. He was then the arbiter of thousands of lives, 
for his choice would determine the destinies of thousands of 
men and women. He was thus the de Judo ruler of society. 
He could turn wildernesses into populous towns or populous 
towns into wildernesses, for he could decide how and where 
men should live and whether they should live at all. 

The wise society would recognise the de Judo ruler and adapt 
its arrangements to his convenience. This involved a certain 
amount of suffering, in the form of low wages and long hours, 
but such suffering was inevitable, and it would only be aggra
vated by any interference with the authority of capital. The 
test of civilisation was not the kind of life that men and women 
were leading, but the encouragement and scope that it gave to 
the owner of capital Show him the opportunity of profit and 
he-will use his capital in your country and so enrich your people 
and increase the comforts of the world. Let him expect trouble 
and insubordination, and he will either consume his capital on 
his own pleasures, or he will employ it in some other country 
where the capitaIist is free from the danger of disturbance. 

Was this dependence of the world on the small class of the 
owners of capital desirable and not merely inevitable' In 
the long run they would answer, yes. The world was advancing, 
slowly for many centuries, rapidly to-day, from hard and 
barbarous condi tions of life to a standard of comfort and refine
ment. That advance demanded the full use of capital and the 
full use of energy. How were men induced to use their capital 
for production instead of consuming it on their pleasures, and 
how were tbe workers induced to work instead of idling or 
drinking' The great incentives were the love of gain and the 
fear of hunger. Remove the hope of gain from the capitalist, 
and he would enjoy his wealth instead of using it: remove tbe 
fear of hunger from the worker and he would work less dili
gently or cease to work at all. The capitalist system gave 
~rder and method to these commanding motives: it organised 
the leading impulses of human nature for the general good of 
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mankind. For it guaranteed the two essential conditions of 
progress; production and accumulation, industry and thrift. 

A society concerned only with this aspect of the industrial 
system made the security of property the object of its existence. 
What was the chief danger to property Y The discontent of 
the poor. The basis of this system was an inequality of wealth, 
education, political and civil rights, that was not softened but 
intensifled with the progress. of mankind. Inequality breeds 
envy and hatred; men and women who found that it was their 
lot to live in poverty and ignorance and to bring ·up their 
children to the same prospect would be tempted to rebel against 
their circumstances. It was therefore essential that they 
should never know their power. Education was one way of 
teaching them their power; combination was another; politi
cal discussion was a third. The. judge, the magistrate, the 
parson, every one who occupied a responsible position in 
society was to look at every question from the point of 
view of this danger. Seneca said that a great fortune was a 
great servitude, hard to acquire and harder still to guard. 
The wealth the nation had acquired imposed this servitude on 
its politics. The philosophers of an earlie. and a poorer age, 
living in an atmosphere of hope, had talked of the good life 
as the object to be pursued by a civilised State I the ruling 
class a century ago, living in an atmosphere of fear, had made the 
State into a police system, existing for the protection of capital. 

Let us now turn to the other aspect of the system on which 
- modern industry is conducted. A thousand men are working 

in a factory with machines and appliances provided by capital. 
Their enterprise, which looked to our forefathers as the organisa
tion of capital, might be regarded in a different light as the 
organisation of effort. This body of men is producing some
thing with the help of capital. Should capital in such an 
arrangement be regarded as master or servant' On the one 
view we ask, as our ancestors asked, how capital can make the 
most out of the labour of the thousand men: on the other we 
ask how the thousand men can make the most out of the help 
of that capital. On the one view we argue. as, they argued, 
that the profit of capital would be imperilled if these men did 
not work long hours and live on a bare minimum of comfort : 
on the other we should argue that the power of those men to 
tum the help they got from capital to the best account, would 
be impaired if they were stinted of food or leisure, and if their 
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natural faculties of mind and body were left undeveloped. So 
with society as a whole. Looking first at the importance of 
preserving and developing a small rich class, men like Sidmouth 
could argue that it was more dangerous to have an educated 

- than a servile population.l But if we regard property as a 
means to the full life of the community. it is clear that the better 
the health of men and women, the happier their homes, the more 
thorough their education, the more beautiful their towns, the 
greater the advantage they will derive from the help of the 
capital they employ. This was the unconscious instinct behind 
the revolt of the workers in all industries against the new 
tyranny. They wanted men to be the masters of this power, 
whereas their rulers believed that men could find no higher 
destiny than to be its servants. For those rulers had converted 
every new engine that man invented into a new tyrant over· 
man, and now they had made the greatest engine into the 
greatest tyrant. The spinner or weaver, the comber or cropper, 
the frame-work knitter or the miner were all rebelling on behalf 
of human nature against a new and universal slavery. 

If an aristocrat who had ever thought about the society 
which he found so agreeable had been asked to justify its 
inequalities, he would have said that a small c1ass preserved 
the traditions of culture. giving shelter to art and literature 
and the spiritual light of mankind, while the mass of men and 
women did the hard work of a world to whose finer treasures 
they must inevitably remain blind. The hands of the many 
produced the necessaries of life that the minds of the few might 
give it the beauty of form and colour. The sacrifice of the 
many was thus the price paid for the seH-expression of the 
few who could enrich the world with their ideas. The Industrial 
Revolution gave a new tum and a new stimulus to this view of 
society from the scope it offered to special genius. The great 
inventions dazzled the age. The mass were to live and labour 
in ignorance that the few might invent. It was painful to think 
of tired children toiling to the mill in the dusk before the dawn, 
and struggling to keep a wake in the dusk after sunset, but 
the human mind was comforted by the thought of the new spin
ning machines that had made the arrangements of yesterday 
seem almost savage in their primitive simplicity. The cotton 
industry, if it presented the most terrible sacrifices, presented 
also the most intoxicating triumphs of the new system. The 

• See Wallar, Uft of p'-. po 33& 
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temptation to measure civilisation by railways and steam 
power alone, always strong, was irreSistible, and even critics 
of the political abuses of the time overlooked the sacrifices of 
that system in their admiration of its triumphs. 

For in an age of such rapid invention and development it 
was easy to slip into the belief that the one task of the human 
race was to wrest her secrets from nature, and to forget how 
much of the history of mankind is the history of the effort 
to find a tolerable basis for a common life. Man has been 
more successful in learning to control his environment than in 
learning to control his social relationships. in learning to 
co-operate with wind and water than in learning to co-operate 
with his fellow man. It is not the obstinacy of nature but 
the discord of human wills that has been the chief obstacle to 
progress. So it was easier to invent the spinriing machine 
than to construct the human associations that could make that 
machine a help rather than a hindrance to human fellowship. 
The effort to find such a basis has thrown up a hundred social 
forms, from the Greek City-State to the modem Empire. In 
the greater moments of his history man has aimed at somt:tbing 
more than outward order: he has aimed at a society in which 
men can live and work together in a spirit of freedom and 
mutual respect; he has thought of the State, in the words of 
Aristotle, as a community of free men. That desire, breaking 
against the old world of custom and authority, had given to 
mankind in the French Revolution a generous hour of hope. 
followed by a hitter hour of despair. From this spectacle the 
rulers of England had derived one set and fixed idea! the idea 
that the art of government was the maintenance of discipline; 
the power to imprison beneath an inexorable system of force 
all those spiritual discontents that disturb the life of habit. 
Hence their unquestioning welcome to an industrial system 
that seemed to answer their own purpose and to answer the 
purpose of nature as well: to reinforce at once the law of 
authority and the law of progress. In their terror of the French 
Revolution they treated the sovereign hope that has inspired . 
its best minds throughout the long pilgrimage of the lace as 
an overwhelming illusiOIlI in their confidence in the unchecked 
rule of capital they made law, order, and justice the sentinels 
of a new and more terrible inequality between man and man. 
The life of a society in which violence so deliberate as this is 
done to the instincts and the passiooa of mankind turns m-. 
evitsbly into civil war. 



APPENDIX 

OLIVER'S LATJ:& HISTO&Y 

MR. A. C. G. LLOYD, the Librarian of the South African Public 
Library, was kind enough to write to us after reading Tile To .... 
Labourer to say that there was good reason to believe that Oliver 
turned up afterwards in Cape Colony as William Oliver Jones, 
Inspector of Buildings during the Governorship of Lord Charles 
Somerset, and he directed our attention to documents that were 
likely to throw some light on the point. 

From these documents it seems quite clear that Jones was 
Oliver. Lord Charles Somerset is described by Dr Thea! as a 
high-handed and extravagant Governor, and his administration 
provoked a great deal of discontent. Some of his critics roundly 
accused him of corruption. Certain of these allegations were 
examined by a Commission of Inquiry which was sent to the 
Cape. One of the complaints urged against Somerset was that 
he treated Jones as an intimate and confidential adviser and 
that Jones had received advances from the Public Treasnry for 
buildings for which he gave no account. The Commission of 
Inquiry found fault with these financial arrangements, and both 
Lieut.-Colonel Bird, who was Secretary to the Government at the 
Cape from 1818 to 182~, and Somerset made statements to the 
Commission about Jones which bear on his history. 

Bird, who was very hostile to Somerset, aaid: 'Lord Charles 
Somerset may now affeet to regret haVing placed &0 much confi
dence in W. O. Jones, but was Lord Charles Somerset Ignorant of 
the character of W. O. Jones? did he not know who W. O. Jones 
was? and may it not be inferred that therefore he gave him con
fidential employment?' (Thea!, lUconU of Ike Ca~ CoItmJJ, voL nI. 
p.168). 

Somerset gave &orne Important evidence about the circumstances 
under which Jones originally found public employment. ' I have 
now only to add that the employment of W. O. Jones did not 
originate with me. When I returned from England I found him 
superintending the repairs of the wharf and doing the duty of 
inapector of government buildings, the inspeetor having had a 
long leave of absence from the acting Governor. Lieut.-Colonel 
Bird informed me, that Mr. W. O. Jones brought out a letter from 
Mr. Goulburn, under date loth January 1820, recommendin~ 
him for employment here, and it was in consequence of IIIch 

III 
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recommendation of him that I confirmed him in the appointment 
of inspector of government buildings on the resignation of Mr. 
Melville' (Ibid., vol. xxiii. p. 475). 

Mr. Goulbum was Under-Secretary for the Colonies from 1812 
to 1821. This statement explains how it is that Jones was able 
to enter Cape Colony without the usual formalities, which at the 
time were very strict. There is no record of hi. receiving any 
permit. 

Jones was more than once publicly Identified with Oliver and 
the allegation was never directly denied. 

Thus a colonist of the name of Bishop Burnett, who brought 
several charges against Lord Charles Somerset, accused Jones of 
writing and posting up a libellous placard attacking the Governor 
in the hope of incriminating Burnett. This charge was not 
proved, but in his petition to Parliament Bumett calls Jones 
• Oliver the spy,' and Brougham when presenting that petition 
referred to this allegation (Hansard, June 16 and i2, 1825). 

Jones died in August 1827 without ever accounting for the 
public money that had passed through his hands (Bird's state
ment, Theal', R_nh, vol. xxxiii. p. 892.) Compare Somerset's 
statement, ibid., vol. xxxi. p. 275 : 

• It has long been matter of more regret and vexation to me 
than I can find words to express, that the inspector neglected to 
keep his accounts in the form required, which has rendered it 
impossible to ascertain with precision the exact expense of each 
distinct service on which the artificers and labeurers were employed 
under him,' 

He len a will, dated 10th December,1824 (Cape Archives 
Orphan Chamber Wills, vol. cill. of 1827) in which he described 
himself as a native of Ponsonbury in the County of Salop, aged 
about fifty, and married to Harriet bern Dear of Fulbourn, Cam
bridgeshire. 
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cutiog Luddite.. 316. 317, 334; 
and Oliver. 354. 3S9; and 1811 
rislog, 360. 364; trials of riote.s. 
365. 866-

Hull,I43· 
Hulme, Mr •• 298. 
Hulton, 283. 
- Mr;r J.P., .85. 
Hume, JOB8ph, M.P., 110 ... a17. 

119· 
Hunsiet, '50. 
Hurst, John .8,. 
Hu~ W., M.P •• ",M,8. 

~=SODc:r::':~.~~~67' 
-- James, of Bury, la2, I~. 
Hyde, 104. '33. 'SS .. 

JACK.ON, William, 244-246. 
Jacobius, 9, 59. 66, 67. 88, 92, 290. 

56x: of France, 576 . . 
Jam .. I., Act of. ngulatiog _os. 

86,87' 
James. John, Hi.""." Df WDrsu.J 

MaflujtlCltw., Chaptel VI" pASsi .... 
---347' 
Jarrow, 24. 
Jonny-opinno .. of Stockport, otrike 

in ISXS, 94. 9', 
--spiDDing, invented by H .... 

greaves, SO-55, 57; destroyed in 
'779. 54; Parliamentary eom
mittee on, S6; and woollens, 145 
ISO: and worsteds, 152, IS3-

f
OSlnODd Done, 35· 

=~I.'ro,,!~~~.~: 180, 181. 188. 
obling, 43, 44-
ohnson (reformer), 95 .... 100. '01. 

116. 
-- aod Brookes, 128. 
Joiners, 47, 96. 18,. . 
Jones, jewelle1'l of Birmingham, and 

Oliver. 357 R •• 359. 
- John. of Bradford, Wilts, 

171 Rm:73-176, 181. =: ~smS!."tJ~. 
Judd, Thomas, 234· 

KAy. James, 167" 
- John. 49- s.. aloo Flyiog 

ahuttle. 
-- Richard, 118, 119-
Keoliog. Rov. Mr •• 5_ 
KeelmeD.lg.. 
Kegworth, 265' 

~~~T"h!....1_ 
Kerfoot, Thomas, 196. 
Kersall Moor. loa.. 
Keymham, 149-
KiddermiDstel. 191. 
Kiog. Mlo. (of Homo 0000), 6L 
Kiogswood, 163-
Kirksta1l, 311. . 
• Knapoack' ~ 347-349-
Knight. W111iam, 14. 94 .... 100 ; 0Il0 

01' the 38,' 297. _. 300; unst ill 
1811. !SS-

Knott, James, SS8 ... 
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also Loughborongh); Dnmb:ers Leicester. May"" of. '<!G. 
employed (r8SI). '55 n. See also Leigh, "' n. 

u!>b~~~t ~~!~~ -Le-D-to'Z~:'a.:s' 34
8

. 
Children in, 256. i Levers, J obB, 237 n. 

-- running, 1. 262, 263. Lewis, Mr., of BriDscomb, 190. 
Lacey, Mr., 238. L. F., spy, 73. 
Lamb. Charles. TTY TM .. Grav... Libel law. 346. 

34'. 343. Litchlield. Mr. (Treasury Solicitor, 
--George. See Lord Melbourne. 1817).368. 
LambtoD, H. Morton, 36 n. Littleton, 172. 
Lancashire, John, 350. Liverpool, 143. 359· 

Lau~~34CommissioD (18I:1), -Li-·v-~~, ~~4. 229. 267· 
'9'-296. lloyd. Mr., of Storkpon. 90. 9'; 

LasceIJes. Mr •• M.P., 77. ....dLaucashireLuddites •• 74.29.; 

-La-tham-~3~~9. ~:'~~uadii.. ~-::,:t:. 
LaLauwd •• rdS~eLo' Lordr~'~en'8bo' 'r29ou'g'h.67. 315.317, 319, 320-322, 32 1. 328, _ = 33'-334; and BlanketeelS, 348; 
Law Officers, and 1818 strike, 102: and 1818 strikes, 95. 96, 101, 103, 

and shearman, 174; and wool- J01. 113 •. , 117; in 1819. 121. 
combers, 201; and frame-work lloyd, A. c,G., 377. 
knitters' Society, 233; and Law.. Locke, John, ItS. 
son, 318; and Yorkshire Luddites, Lockett, Mr., of Derby; and OliV81f, 
321, 323. 328; and illegal oaths, 355; and Derby trials, 366--368, 
531. 370. 

Lawson, Sergeant, alias Mont- Lomas, George, 294. 
gomery, 318. Lomax, William, 350, 351 fl., 352.. 

t.ead miners. S .. Miners. London: merchants and minimum 
I.e Blanc, Mr. Justice, 292, 294, 323. wage, 75; juries, 119, 371: wool .. 
--William, ,65. combers, 197; frameMwork 

Lee __ • ~'':illiam, 221. ~~.!21f.::.t;t!.,29-:i:: ~~ 
Leeds, 2, 192, 195; wooUen centre, Oliver and revolution in, 35., 356, 

~!~, :::"J52S:?; ::ll: r1i:~D~~~t.ord,Z9'30134,S8", 
spinners, 154,. ISS i weavers, 167 ; 41. 

~:~&::a:S;~~!lt:a~:1~ ~~~~~~ of, 168, 170, 111, 
turbances, SOl tJ., S03. 504, 309, ISo, 183-185, 187· 
515; and Oliver, W, 35., 356, Lash, James, 37, 38, 43 .. 
351. 359. 360• Loughborough, 341· 

UuU Mer""", 325, 331: and -- Lord, 21 .... 
worsted mills, 156; revelations -- Ludditeo: .ttack on Heath-
about Oliver, 362-364, 312, 37+ c:oat"a factory, '38; trial r.nd 

Leek, "4, 347. execution of. '4r~43· 
Leicester. 56; frame-work lmittera Lovat, Lord. a1ias Russel, 3IB. 

of, 3, 5, 224, 229: centre for Lower Darwen, III. 
woollen hose, 222: spinning Lowmoor, 306. 
machinery destroyed at, 222; Ludd, General, zgz, 310: lOng 
frame-work knitters' resolutions about, 259, 260. 
(1817). _; parish authoritiee --Mrs., 3'1. 

=-~:n~:~.2~8~ -Ln-d-di~ed~t!rt;;.:i! S,. Chap-
eurrection' (1817), 351 .. : and ten IX-, x., and Xl. 
Oliver. 555. 358; and wooI- Lodditeo. Loughborough, 238-243-
combers. 191-199. Ludlam. Isaac, 568• 370-

__ Corporation of, '52. Lomb, john, 3'3. 5320 
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MACA'O'I.A", 140.' . 
Macclesfield, and silk, 211 fI" 214-

1.6, "9; .... d Blanketeors, 347. 
MacDonald, Jolm, spy, "4, ,.60-

S'8, S95· 
Machinery: Introduced· fa. cotton 

:r~r~rs5:~~J3_~~; i~=u~ 
fOI cotton weaving (power--loom) t 
71 .. " 73, 1:13, 1:14: opposition 01 
workers to (.SI.) Chapter x. 
(18\6), ,.6, "7, 128; Introduced 
faa wool .... d worsted spinning, 
145-'56, loa; opposition of 

~=~~)~:6~!1raJ~~~: 
'64, .67; Introduced in worsted 
weaving, "93-'95; Opposition 01 
warkerl to, 194. 195; mtroduced 
for shearing, gig mills, '69, '70, 
188, IBg, SOl: shearing frames 
'69, ,S7, .SS, 190; opposition;;! 
worJm8 to (.So'), '70-ISS, .... d 
/IS •• ) Chapter XI.; introduced 
for woolcombing, 196, 2°3: op
position of ...,rkers to, 191'"'00. 

MacOwen, Harriet, 927. 
Moddocka, Peter, 131. 
l\laitland, General, and Luddite di ... 

turban_In Lanes, 176, aS7 ; and 
~eral rising, 191; on trial of 

58,' 298, 299; and General 

~~ '!I{ro~':, ~~~~~~:: 
"5"S'5, 926, S"7: on m8ilstrates, 
SI6, "9; and Barrowclough, 
9r7' .... d Lowoon, 9'S: on 
Uo~" methods, S2l. 32.: ~d 
Luddism., 32" ,:u; on Radcli1fe, 
33"' on Luddite oath, 937, ssS. 

Malmoshury, 149-
Manchester, 10, ISo (_ Chapters .... 

and v., ,.... ... ), weavers' odd .... 
(ISIS), 117' and silk trade, 215 • 
• ,6, and Luddite disturban .... 

;fa', ·76, .... 18, ~'1?;.:.S6-~~_::: 
=dl~:=m=~~ 
tion. sanoral.· 

M_ eo..n... 553" 
--M......". aS7. 288, ag6, 297. 
-- 0Nawr, 99 ... 119 ... S3S. 

559· 

~tt.!t~~:t4' 
~~,a:;.;.S590 
MlOpIeo, Joooph, a68, a6g. 

Marri~ l\lz •• J.P .• 116. 
Manya",S~u~,a8o. 
Marsden. 909. 

:=cI, ~7;~; '79· 
M"d .f A"",ch", 976. 
Maule, alias 10. Oliver. 36S. 
May J James, 179, 181. 
-- 'William, 180, 181. 
l\t'Connell·. mills, "4 .. 
Medcalf, JoIm, lOS. 
Melboum"~ Lord, SS: on Minera' 

Union. 44. 450 011 spinners' strike, 
ISS; on Framo BIe&kiIlg Bill. 
267. 

Meldrum. '45-
Melksham, '41-
Mellor, George, S06. 310, 3221t 324. 

SSo. 
Mephriugham, 2'5. 

~~=-~:~':;~~":;,;tters, 22+ 
Middleton, " III: Luddite disturb

anoes, 2S7, 296 (SH IIlso Burton) ; 
. reforme.. and genaral iJmureo. 

tion, 1817, 550 i and Oliver, 35+ 
-- Lord, 241, 242 .. 
Milbanke, Sir Ralph. ~+ 
Mile End, rn6. " 
Military, DSO ol,ln strikeo .... d riots: 

miners' strikes, 17. 22, 55: Man
chester riot (1808). 7S; StocIo-

is~ ~~ a1~~~~~~9~ 
Spitallields, 2_; Luddite 
dioturbancos, 262, aS2, 2s., 2SS ; 
at Cartwri~nt·. !Jllll. S05. So6. 
soB: Pentri~ 3 S62; pr0-
posal to sound (IS06 , 106: .too 
hiondly to people lOt ottiugham, 
240: Maitland on demands for, 
287": Grey on. so- i diflereDoas 

~~m~~o.:,rt!; flood 
lahnu market and h.-k Union, 
IS9, 255' UMd by _played 
workers, 82 .. 

Mill Bridge, '140 957-
Millwrights, lOS_ 
Milnes, Charles, so6-st7-
Miltoo, LcmI, 77. !173-
Minchin HamplOD. 159-
Miners of l»ne and W_ (

Chapters n. and m ): early oon
woODS, 17: dispute of I810, al : 
statement 01 grievances (1825), 
"7' strikes of IS,. and .~;p, 
Chaptonu., di:I9olu_oIt1DtOD, 
4J. 
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Miners, lead, 57. 58, 40, 43. 
-- Lancashire, 20, 103, 104, 289, 

'92,338. 
-- Somerset, 149, 200. 
-- Yorkshire, 20 •. 
Mines Repo~ 1842, 28, 43. 
Minimum wage. Slid Wages, regu-

lation of. • 
Mitchell (Loughborough), '4" 
-- (refonner), 354, 356. 
Molyneux, Lydia and Mary, 295. 
MODtagu, .Mrs., IS, 19. 
Montgomery. S., Lawson. 
Moore, Ambrose, 212 fl. 
-- Peter, M.P., 184, 215, 229 fl. 
Moorfields, 206, 209. 
• Moscow, Manchester to be a,' 

350 • 
Mule, the spinning: invented by 

Crompton, SO-53, 57; used fM 
woollens, 149, lSI. 

--SpiDDerS' addresses (1818), 97, 
101. 

Mundy, Mr", J.P., on bosiers, 246, 
247",;: and Pentridgerising, 363; 
and Derby trials, 366, 367. 

Murgatroyd, Nathaniel, 192 •• 

NAD'N, Deputy Constable of Man-

g~~l ~ilt:8S;;1 :t~g:;; ::~ 
Luddite disturbances, 313. 326, 
334, 335, 338; and BJauketeers, 
3'17,3'19· 

Napoleon, 8, 319. 376. 
National Association for Protection 

of Labour, 42 •. , 131, 13 .. 
Naylor, Mr., IDS. 
Need, Mr. (bosi .. ), 224-
Needham, Richard, 79; and Arbi

tration Acts, 62, 68, 6g II.: and 
minimum wage agitation, 12, 73. 
75, 76, 120; as Joyal weaver, 90, 
113· 

Nelthorpe, Colonel, 513. 
Nesfi.eld, Rev. Mr., 22, 23, 2S •• , 27. 
Newbum-on-Tyne, ss. 
Newcastle, S8: Town Moor. 51, 

g5; Committee of Trades, 202. 
-- Chroni&U, 36. 
-- Duke of, 240, 251, 262 .. , 265-
-- Mayor of, 31 fl., 32, 53 .. 
-- (Stalls), log. 
New Cbapel, S9-
Newton, 59. 104. 
Nore, Mutioy at, 116 .... 275 .. 
Norfolk: worsted c:entte, 137, 1440 

ISS; ailk, all. 

Norris, lb., stipendiary at MaD
chester, 91 ft.: and 1818 strikes. 
101, 102, 105.108. 112, liS. 116. 

Northampton fram ..... ork knitters, 
224,232. 

North Riding, '97. 
-- Shields, 38. 
Northumberland,Dukeof.25· .• ' ... · 
-- Earl of, 1+ 
Norwich, 106, 108; worsted centre, 

140-145. 152, 153 : worsted 
weavers, 191.194: woolcmlbers, 
196; silk trade, 216. 

Nottingham,s, 53, 54, 56, loS; 
centre for cotton hose, 222: 
frame-work knitters of, su Chap'" 
ter vm., pass;",: riots on rejec-
tion of Minimum Wage Bill (1779), 
224: • system of terror ' at, 243 ; 
strikes of 1811 and 1819, 247. 251, 
2S2; and twist·net fever, 254, 
'55; and Luddite disturbances, 
Chapter IX .• and 274, 339, ~40; 
and' geneml insurrection' (,817), 
342,345, 351 •. ; and Oliver. 354, 
356, 358-361• 

--J-,.65· 
-- Rni8e, 226, 259, 264. 266. 
Number One. 5 .. Hall, Michael. 
Number Two. 5 .. Rme, James. 
Nuneaton. 21+ 

OurLBR, Richard, 5, 156-
Oates. Joseph, 154, 165 •• 
Oath of allegiance, 219, :180, 319, 

337-338. 
Oaths, illegal: penalties for, '75 •. , 

519. 5'7: shearmen and, 1']6, 
181: Luddite oath, 275. 276, 278, 
.go; trials for, (Chester) 291, 
'9', (Lanes) 293, 296, 298, 299. 
(yorks) 325"329; discussion of 
Luddite oath, 335-.540. 

Oburvaliolu .. WoolUto Madti..." 
ISO, lSI. 168 fl. 

Ogden, Johu, 100. 33G. . 
Oldham, 2, 57, 59, 112 •. , ISS: 

weavers' mani~ log, 110 i 
food nota (,81'), 284-

Oliver tho spy, alias Richards, alias 
Hollis, alias Maole, alias W. 0. 
Jones, 95 "-, 250. 300, 341, 343; 
described, 353; first mission, 354: 
oecond mission, 355-360; dis
closures about, 362-364: and 
Derby trials, 368-370; de_ 
aD, 371-.574; latel hi.at:oJy. 1M 
AppaudiL 
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Orders iD CouDciI (.807), 8, 8., 83, 
28S. 302, 819; of Novembel' ISSI, 
156. 

Owen, Robed, 5, 5'1 "'J 306-
Oxford, :aoo II. 

PADIBAM, III. 
Paisley, 52. 
Palm .. , George, 01 Leeds, '72, 178, 

179· 
Palmerstoo, Lord, 2'7. 
Pap.~makcm. 87 .. 181, 
Peppl.wick, 57. 
Parish authoriti.. aDd minimum 

wag": frame-work knitters, 246, 
248, 250: cotton weavers, 124-
126. 

-- employment 01 poor, 240, 244, 
"45· 

-- relief, payman' 01 wages from: 
cotton weavers, 92, 128; worsted 
spinnoa, 154: woollen weavers, 

Pe~~}. ~~~d "'tri~ ~casbire 
Luddites, 294, "95; 01 Yorkshire 
Luddit .. , S"4, '"9. '34-

Perke, Mr. Justice, «.~ 
Perker, Mr., J.P. 01 Sbeflit\d, 356-

358. 
-- John (basi .. ), ~7, 148. 
Parkin, Earl, 921, 323_ 
Perkinson, Samuel, 55. • 
Parnell, John, 29a. 
PatteD-ring makers, 181. 
Paul. Wyatt and, 51. 

~~::'Bf:'(~~r~). SIS. 
919. • 

Peck, Joseph, 169-
Poel, Robert (the elder), 54-
-- Sir Robert (61St Bart.), S, 66, 

100: aDd minimum wage. 15-77-
- -- (second Bart.), ,,8. 

=~:~~~~75-
PendriU (reformer), 554-
Peutridge, 26,; rising, 5S9'562; curate 01, ,67. 
Pvoeval,Speocer, 74, 175. ~.; and 

minimum _ (1808), 76, 77. 
Peterloo, 10, 06, I .... 1&2, 575-
Pewsey. 148 tL 

P~ act':~;':~:Qte 01. S .. 
Pbili~., M.P •• aDd spies, SSG .... 

951 ... ,,2 ... , 571, a'lL 
PicketiD8. 105_ 
Picldord, Mr., J.P. S. Ratcliffe, 

Joseph. 

Pigott, Mr., M.P., .67. 
Pilkington, III. 
-- Robert, 113, u8, Ilg. 
PitmeD. S .. WD .... 
Pitt, William, 60, 169; aDd Arbitra

tion Act, 62, 63: and woollen 
laws, 183.186. 

Place, Francis, alB. 
Playfair (spy), 3'5. 
Plymouth, 197. 
Poaching, 225, 241. 
Point-net trade, 228, 236-
Poley, BenjamiD, 269. 
Political UnioD (NoxthumberlaDd), 

S5· 
Poor, Society for BetteriDg CoD-

~ti~,:fA:~~rl!:;' S,. Parish. 
-- Law CommissioD (18S.), 1.8. 
Porters (London), '09. 
Portland, Duke of, 60. 
POSH c:o.iIatMs, 262 II. 
Potteries, lOS. 
Powex-loom : IDvented by Cart

wright, 71 j use of, for cottons, 

:;;nre~, 12l~4 ~~ ~ ~pai:: 
against (1812), sa Cbapter z., 
ta&si,. ; destxuctiOD 01 (18.6), 
1:1:6-128: for woollens, 139. 1% 
167; for _ISteds. '93-195. 

-- _vezs, strike at Stockport 
(1818), 95, 96. 

Pmltice,A.: History.IM_, 
78 .. , 81, 286, 1187. 343 .. ; on 
Oliver, 357 II. ; aDd Derby 
prisoners, 8?O ... 

PRscott, Rev., J.P. 01 Stcckport, 
.73. :174. 279. SIS. 337· 

Pn!ss -. 170-
Preston, 54, SS, 75. 81, 93. ron, 1'4· 
-- (refoxmer), 10,," 365 ... 
Prestwich.. JII, liS ... ago. 
Priestley, l>r., 9- , 
PriDce Regent: Blaoketeers aDd, 

542, 5«-'47, 349; aDd Derby 
rioters, 370-

Privy Council, Committee for Trede, 
185. 

Pacldechun:b, 147 ... 
Padsey, 139-

RACE1IBA11I, 1960-
Radcliffe, Josepb, J.P., .

Sir,9;uclYorkshireLwldite&"oa, 

~~~~~:." , .... 5,a, 353-

--;;.~~~~~.:.~ 
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and power-loom, 71, 273; and 
Luddite disturbances, 278, 279. 

Ramsey (Isle of Man), ISO. 
Ratcliff, 280. . 
Raven, 368. 
Rawdon mill, g03. 3og. 
Rawfolds mill, destruction of, g04, 

307-309. S.. Glso Cartwright, 
William. 

Rawtenstall, 127. 
Ray, Messrs. (hosioxs), 232-234. 
Raynes, Captain, 313, 314, 337. 
Read, Mr., l10n., 172, 17S, 176, lSI, 

185. 
Reading, silk trade, 214. 216-
Redeings of Fou1sworth, 351. 
Reform Bill, 35, 45. 
Reform movement, 10, 11: miners 

and, 26, 35 i cotton weavers and 
(1808-1809), 80; tum to Reform, 
(18n) 84, 85, 94, (1816) 89"91; 
and Luddite disturbances (1812), 

:!~ 2~:~::e ~!~~~-~OC;~ 
1817, 350 ; and Oliver, 354, 357, 
360, 362, 375; connection with 
I8r8 strikes, 100, lor, 113, 1I6, 
IIg; r8I9 agitation, 69, 120, 121 ; 
Loughbbrough Luddites and, 
241; Cobbett OD frame-work 
knittel'S and, 252 fI. 

Reformers, early, g. 
Regulation of wagee. S .. Wages. 
RestaU, 353· 
R .... U. 0/ M(I(;hi,.."" The, + 
Revolution, Industrial, 2-8. 
-- in France (1830), 132. 
Rhodes, Messrs., 288. 
Rhymes, doggerel, 6+ 
Ribblesdale, 79 ... 
Ribbon weavers of &ventry, 21 I, 

217, 218; and miniumm wage, 
214, 215: prosecution of Com
mittee, 215, 216, 253. 

--Weavers' Petitions, of Leek, 
214. Committee OD (1818),210 fl., 
211 .. , 212 fl., 213 fl., 214",215. 

Ricardo, 217. 
Richards, Lord €hie! Baron, 368, 

570 • 
--W. J. S .. Olivet. 
Ridley, J. B., 1+ 
Riot Act, 284, 534. 347 II. 
Ripley, 361, 
Ripon, 197. 
• Rising, general,' of 1812. 273, 275, 

289-291, 3'7. 'S .. Glso Ina=eo
tiOD, general. 

RisiDg of Jabounn (1816), 1510 

Roberson, Rev. Hammond, S06, 
30 7,314. 

Robertown, 807. 
Robespierre, 241. 
Robinson, F., M.P., 351 fl., 352 fl. 
Rochdalo : riots in 1808, 78-80; 

woollen weavers, 165. 
Rodbury, 160. 
Roller spinning, 51. 
Rolleston, Mr., J.P., 241, 242 fl. 
Romilly, Sir Samuel, 230, 267, 575. 
Rose, George, 18S; and ArQitratiOD 

Act, 68, 72, 74: and miDimum 
wage, 76, 77. 

Rose, James, spy, a1ias Numbe< 
Two, 350-353. 

Ross, Sir Henry, 53 fl. 
Rowe and Duncougb. S.. Wesl 

Houghton factory. 
Rowland and BDmI, 75. 
Royles, George, 276. 
Royton, 9, 80, 354. 
Ruddington, 265. 
Russel. S .. Lord Loval 
Rutland, Duke of, 240, 251, 252. 
Ryder, Mr. (SecretaIy of State), 273, 

292. 

ISf. s .. Ston ... 
Saddleworth, 180,289, SIS. 
Sadler,' Michael, 9 fJ., 156-
Salford, 59, 61, 66 fI, 
Salisbury Assizes (1802 and 1803), 

180, 181. 
, Sam, Little,. 241 .. 
Sarum, New, 191. 
Savage, 241. 
Sawbridge(~,~ 
Sawley, 26,. 
Sawyers, 181 . 
• S.C .• ' (special constables) in York

shire Luddite disturbances, 313, 
314,337· 

Scarlett, James, 29!). 
SchOfield, Jobn, 5'0, 524-
Scotland, 67, 134, 91" S40 ; w-vers. 83, 86; shearmen, 174; 

Bilk, 210; tram.work lmittem. 
230,232. 

Scots Greys, 28S. 
Scott, Mr., J.P., SlZ, 319, SS8. 
Scribbling, ,,,t7 tI' J 149. 173· 
Seamen, 19. 
Searle, Major, 312, 525 • 
Sec:tet Agent of Nottingham, .S5, 

2S9: on Oliver, 558, SS9-
- Letter Book, 5490 uo. 
Seddo:n, John, J9. 
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Seend,147. 
Sellars, S5" 
Serf system for mine .. ill Scotland, 

ra. 
Settlement, pariah, r3. 
Shaw, Colonel, 131, 132, 1.55 fl. 
Shearing frames, r6sl, 173. 187, 188, 

190 i destruction of, in 181:1, ... 
ChapterlQ. 

Sbearmen or croppera, r67, 19o; 
work of, 169; campaign against 
sill' mWs (r80a), 171-r80; ~ti
tiODS againn snspending BiUo, 
18t .. t88 i. Bill of, 146, 183, 184: 
ask to emigrate, IB9; eystem of 
work ill Yorkshire, Sal. S .. aIM> 

Sb~.\'::-::;: food riots (1812), 
509, ~21; and general ilIsurrec
tioD (lSI?). 342, 551: .. : and 
OlIver 35'1-,60, 364. 

Sbep~";d of Uley, r60, 163, 168 .. 
-&. William, 149 .. 

• Sbepton Mallet, r45. 146. 
Sberldan. a67> 
Sberilla, and SIlita1fiolds. 208. 
Sberwin, Joseph. 275 .. 
Sb'arwood F ..... t, aS9-

~(!'(~~er), 265. 
SA,,,",,, 304, 505. 

~~~I~ 0/ SUA, 
II." 

Sboplonm eystem, 163, 187 ... 193. 
ShuilebiU Market, aS7. 
Sidmouth, Lord, 16, ~s ft., 122, 

a!a ;'",:n1' ~ti~oo.J3~ 
~7. 90. 91; and r8r8 strike, n6 ; 
aDd emigration of shearmeD, 189 : 

::;~"~:~~di~ 
Sn. sr.; on spies from S. W'! 
srs ; on La_. sr8: . ana 
Lomax, sso, ssa: ud Oliver, 

r~': SS~5!t..b'J~ul~ 
riotws, 366. 

Silk, prohibition of ~, 006. 
-- stocking makels ad_ 

(r8n), t66. 
--_vera of Spita1fiolds, 47, 

::t~7"to~~Spi~~lds-tJ 
(r773).""I)-8I2; societies amongst, 
112" 2I~; wages, 213: oppost. 
tioa to rapeo.l of Act, a,8, 219: 
later histo<y, a,9o tao: of 

~~~ol~ ~~~:,: o~!.~ 
also Rihbon weavers. 

Silvester, Colonel, J.P., 78, 2go, 
298. 

Simcoe, Lieut.-General, 200. 
Simpson, Samuel. lSI, 234-
Sinecures, 89. 91 ft., tOO, 2go. 
• Single press • lace. 228. 260 .. 
Singleton. J obn, 60. 
Skipsey, 44. 

~S~~:'259-
Smalley, 265. 
Smart, Professor, E_it; A"""". 

8 •. ,8StI.. 
Smith. Mr. (writer of. paper on 

weavers' wages), 92. 
-- Adam, 6" na, 12S. 
--liannab, a94· 
--~~",296. -- f:.hn, 207 .. == w~.:: ~.~., !ISS L 
• Snipshears, General: 302. 
Snow, of Leicester, 248. 
Soldiers, discbarged. and unemplo," 

ment, 70. 88, 172. 17!S, 188 i and 
soup, 188. 

Somerset, 197: clotbiug district, 
151, 146, 149. ISS. 159. 161. 162. 
168 .. ,ltta 

SouP~~. ~:"si."' 378. 
Southwark, 197, 200 .. 
SOuth....n. 2'5 •• Ss, ali+ 
Sowden, 329, 331. 

~=: ~!.~: Cbesbira 
Ludditae, 291. 29a: I.IUlcashino 
Luddites, 09z-897: Yorkshino 
Luddites, 5Z1, 52",332: Derby 

s~!.i'" ~s:.i!i~66-1:: S.c. .. • 
S~b=~~ ta8. S. 

Spencer, J. a, '" <:0:, 75-
-- Loid, 73 .. , 186. 
Spenoor, Edmund, 378, 573. 
Spies and Informers: first mentiOD of 

~~~ ... ~~)~ 
Luddite disturbanoes (r8r.), 
an fl.: responsibility for Luddite 

:tht~~'~Jdi-::~ 
:'-J:~~~:l..pY= 
S'4: emp\aJmontmNotIiDgUa 
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(,S's), 2S5. 2S9; protests of 
ftlanchester merchants against use 
of, 372; activities about' general 
insurrection' (1817), 3so-SS3; de
bates OD, in Parliament, 279 .. , 
300, 371-374: effect of, in making 
workers suspicious, 250. Su also 
. B.': 'Brotherto No. 2'; Brough
ton, Thomas: • C/ ; Fleming, 
Samuel; Hall, Michael: Gossling, 
John; L. F.; MacDonald. John ; 
Oliver; Rose, James: • S.C.s·: 
Secret Agent of Nottingham; 
Stones, John and Simon: 'T.': 
Waddington, Robert. 

SpitalJields Aet. 72. S5; pass.ing of. 
209: effects of, 210-212; sug
gested extension, 68, 214-216; 
repeal of, 2.6-2'9. 

-- weavers. Su Silk weavers. 
Spring looms. Se. Flying shuttle. 
Stafford, 43, 56, 348. 
Stalybridge, 93, 104, 347; spinners' 

strike (,S30). 'S'-'3S. 
Stanley. Colonel, 62. 
StanuiDgley. '54-
Starkey, James, 31+ 
Steam po_ applied to cotton in

dustry, 57; to wool, 142, 148, 
ISO; to worsted, 152; to lace, 
254· 

Steeple Ashton. 17:1. 
Stirling militia. S'3. 314. 
Stockport, 59. 69 .... 75. 7S. 120. 

340 ; weavers' addresses and 
petitions. (.SII) S3. (.8.6) SS.9O. 
(1818) IIS, 114, (1819) 121; 
spinners' combinations, 93, 100; 
power-loom weavers' strike(18IB), 
95, 96; weavers' strike (1818), 
III, 114-Jl1; jenny-spinners' 
strike (.S.S). 94; &pione .. ' strike 
(1829 and 1830), 129, 134; and 
Luddite disturbances, 271-279, 
3'3.337· 

Stones, Johu. a Bolton spy, 277, 
278; part in Luddite disturb
ances, 279-'284. 293. 296, 298, 
337. 33S• 

-- Simon, father of JobD, spy, 
277. 280, 281, 293, 337· 

Strapper. S .. Cooper. William. 
Strikes: min .... ('765) '3-.6. (.S.o) 

21, 22, (1816) 25, (1831 and 1832) 
€hapter UI.: cotton spinners, 
(.S.o) 92. (.S.S) 96-'09. (,S29. 
18so) 128-135: cotton weavers, 
(.808) 7S, (.S.S) 95. '09'"119; 
woolleD apinneIB. (.8'lI) ISS; 

woollen weavers, Yorkshire, 
(,S'9) .64. Frome (.S23) .6 •• 
Gloucestershire (.S25) ,M. (.8.8-
.8'9) .63. Rochdale and Hudd ..... 
field (,S'7) .66 ; shearmon. 
(.802) 171; woolcombets and 
worsted weavers, (1825) 201-2°3; 
flame-woIk knittel's. (,S'4) '33. 
(.8'7) 24S. (,S'9) 250. (.821) 25'. 
(,S'4) 253. 

Stroud, IS8, 159. 160, 1M, 163--
Strott. J edediab, 222. • 
-- Joseph. 367. 
Sudbury, 211 n., 216, 217_ 
Suffolk: worsted centre, 137, 144, 

153, IS. ft.; and silk, :lU. 
-- Lord, 210. 
Summerseat, 127. 
Sunderland, 19, 38. 
Surrey, 22+ 
Surrey militia, s.s. 
Sutton, 359. 
Swallow, 323. 
Swindells, Henry, 10+ 
Swinton, 20 ft. 
Sykes, 322. 

'T.: spy, 73-
Tailors, 17, 41. 8S, 103-
Talleyrand. 3'S, 
Tate, John, 182 ft., 188 .. 
Taunton, 216. 
Tavistock. '97. 
Taylor. Benjamin. 2SS .. 
-- Dr., 279 ft., 29B. 
-- Enoch and James, So,," 
-- J. E .• 297 ,,~.S47 .. 
-- J. P., 165 ft. 
-- Richard. S4. 
Taylor Hill, 305. 
Temple, Colonel, 195. 
Temples, John, 291, 292. 
Tester (woolcomber), 201. 
Tewkesbnry. flame-work knittel's 

, ~J;~~1~ 2~~,' 291; arrestl 
and tria1 of. 297-300. S36-

Thistlewood. 365 _. 
Thomas, Charles, 179-

R~=:sJ=r.~o:l, .. 
Thomson, Baron. Lancashire Special 

Commission (1812),292: Yorkshire 
Special Commission (.8'3), S'3, 
32S. 3'9. 334-

-- Mr., M.P., 77. 
Thong, Nether, szo. 
-- Upper. 320. 
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ThomhiU Lees. 857'360. 363. 365: 
Oli_· ......... t and escape. 358. 

ThO~:..;"as. 63, go, 120.. 
--William. 324. 
TbreateDiDg lotters. 65. 
• Three-days' grieVIIDC8 (miners). 

21,31,33.' 
Tierney, ueorge, 77 : OD spy 

system, 371 j on Olivet, 57S. 374. 
Ti,"", the, 78. 2x8, 219. 
TiD\Wistlo •• 88. '91. 
Tiverton, r97: Hoathcoat'. lace 

works, 200, 241. 
Todmorden, III. 124. 

~!o"=."kt~;/~~~l8 ... 
Toplis. William. r96; petition 

"r'inat wooIcombers, 198. 199_ 
Ton ... ru, 571. 
Tottington, III. 
Towl., James, :139, 24a. 
-- Rodney, aliu Bill, 238, 241. 
TowD8 of Industrial Rovolution. 7. 
TOWllsend. Sherif!. 208; Lord 

Mayor, 209-
Trad. Unions.. S .. Clombinatlo .... 
Tnntham. WiWam (hooier). 269. 

'700 

Tro':.=.,~I. I~:~on"'l:~s:. 
171, 172. 175. 178-181. 

Truck system: mines, 20, 21, 115, 33; 
woollen industry, IS7. 161, 163. 
r84 : tram ... work knitting in· 
dustry. 028. 829. "35. 856. asa, 
.66-

Tryo (wooicombor). r96. 
Torn .... Willillm. trialllDd execution 

of, ~68, 5700 
TurnPIke m .... 181. 
TwartoD, .00.. 
Twist-not Ie_. "55-
'lYburn tickets, SSS. 
'lYn. Main. 45. 
--M...." • ... SS-5S, 58 .... 41, 
--\,a1e, 18. 

VAGllANC'I' ACT, 43.348. 
Valline. John, .08. 
Vend, the Newcastle, 24. 25. 
Venezuela, 1J2e 
Vickenn..... Mr.. 5°3. 508 .... SU. 

S"3· 
I Vindex· in T,.,.. M.,CNr1, 96 . 
Voiu froM UuJ CIHII Mi ..... A, 27. 
VoluntoeIs. doubts of. 66. 

WA.DDINGTON, Robert, .8J?~, alias 
A. B., US fl., 277; actiVIties OVU 
• general insurrection' (1817), 
550-552 • 

Wages. zegulation of: cotton 
weavers, 61, 62, 72-7.5. 77. 78, 83, 
86, 81, I:n, 124. 128: woollen 
weavers, 157-159: silk weavers, 
207. 2(5)-219; frame-work 
knittcs, 2aS. 224. 25+ 

--miners, 18, 18 fl., 20, 21 fl., a8, 
53. 87 i cotton spinners, 94. 97-
99. 129 ... 131-13'; cotton 
weavers, 7G, 74. 78, 88, 92, 110, 
120, '43. 344; woollen spinners,. 
144, 147. IS4, ISS: voollen 
....vers, 144 tI., IS4. ISS, ISS, 
160, 161, 164. 166, 167; shear
men, 173: worsted. spinDers, ISS; 
worsted weavers, 192, 195 ; 
woolcombers, 198, 201: silk 
... vers, 113. 217: ribbon 
wea~ 217: frame-work 
knitters, 223-225. 228, 2+f ... 
'&46, 249. 263. 264. 266, 2700 

Wakefield, Sit, 319. S4a: and 
Oli_. 554. 556• 557. 359. 560, 
565. 

Waldridge, 5lhfo. 
Walos,45· 

W~~~240m~ .... sso~ 
...~ ..... t bistoIy. SS+ 

-John,SSI. 
--William, 292-
wan ... Graham. 7 .. 

~:rd:."'~botb, 81. 
WaIsha" Lane, III. 
War: ,,;th America, (1775) 5S. 55. 

14". (1812) 519; ,,;th France, a, 
14'1. 16a, 19S. u6; ,,;th Spain. 
55· 

Wardle, Colonel, .80. 
WarmiDster, 171, I7&. 
Warp maclUne, 026, 056-

ef W~ lace trade, a56, "57; woden, 

lin" 
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Warr, Adjutant, 79 fl., 277, 279, 280, 
285. 

Warren, Joseph, 179. 
-- Phrebe, '79. 
Warrington, 59. 
Warwick, 197; ribbon weavers, 

214,216. 
Washington, William, 298. 
Watch and Ward Act, SII. 
Water frame, patented by Ark

wright, So; used ftn worsted, 
152, 155. 222. 

Wate~eD, 2og. 
Watsoo, Dr., 565 fl. 
--Mr., J.P., 320. 
Watt, James, and steam engine, 57. 
Watts, Nathaniel, 160. 
Webb, Mr. and Mrs., Hislory of 

T,tuh Unionism, 86, 130 ,.., 336. 
--Mr. (clothier), 180. 
Weddle, George, 44. 
Wedgwood, Josiah, 5+ 
Weightman, George. 567 R.. 369. 

570. . 
Wellington. 162. 
-- Duke of, 10. 
Wesley. John. 230. 
---- (Luddite). 262. 
Wesleyan Methodists. 507 II. 
Westenholme, James, SSS. 
West Houghton weaving factory, 

272 ; plans to fire, 279-284; 
burned. down, 285; tri.aIs and 
executions for, 293, 295. 296. 

Westmoreland, 141. 
West Riding, .. ; and worsted trade, 

157, 141, 143; and woollen 
trade, 137-140. 

Whalley, 127. 
Whig Ministry of 1806. 75. 186. 
Whigs, 121, 2 .... 0; and spy system, 

571. 
Whitb~. Samuel, 83. 267. 278. 

2rJ fI" 280; OD apies, goo. 
White, George, 229 ... 
--Mr. (cotton master). 119-
Whitefield, 59, 63, 6+ 
Whitehead. 516. 
Whithers, 241. 
Whittaker, Thomas, !a7!1 .. , 27.., 

286 .. , 291--292-
Wigan. 54, 55, 58, 59, 78, 100; and 

abuse of charitable at, go. 
WilberfOrce, WUliam, and wooDeD 

workers, 18... 186, 187; on 
Oliver, 57S. 

Win.ncr. Mr~ nf 1'lInIn:Ihnrv_ 4:62_ 4:611. 

Wilmot, Mr .• 180. 
Wilton, 197. 
Wiltshire, 10; clothiDg district, 

137, 146, 158; riots of 1802. 
268 ... ; suggestion to ~ spiea 
thence, 314, ,315. 

Wingfield, 36,. 
Wolstonholme, Rey. Hugh, S67. 
Women: as cotton hand-spinnera. 

501 53, 56: as cotton machine
spInners, 131; &9 cotton hand .. 
loom weavers, 60; as cqtton 
power-loom weavers, 72; strike 
of, in 1818, 95, 96; as woollen and 
worsted spinners, 143-156; 88 
woollen weavers, 161, 162: as 
silk weavers, 209; as frame-work 
knitters, 222 ft.; Luddite opposi ... 
tion to employment, .. 257, 263; 
as lace workers, 254, 255 ft., 256; 
lace runners try to combine, 2M, 
263; as embroiderers of hose, 
26g, 270: behaviour in strikes 
(pitmen's wives iD 1832 strike), 
42,43; in cotton strike (1808), 80: 
in cotton strike (1818), lOS, 115. 
116. 

Wood, Alderman, 527 ... 
-- Baron, 532, and trial of • the 

98: 299, 900; and trial of 
Haddersfield rioters, 565, S66. 

-- John (cropper), ,310, 323, 529. 
---- (Bradlord spinner), 156. 
-- Sir FranciS, ~JJ .. 
--William (Blanketeer), s0j8, 349. 
Wool, export of British, 136, 137. 
Woolcombers, 47. 190, 194 (&U 

<lliaptM VI., section vi., 195); 
nature of work and character
istics, 195. 196; oppositioD to 
machinery. 197-200; Toplis on, 
198, 199; Congrese at Coventry, 
200, 201; Bradford strike (182S). 
201-203; ouperaeded by machin
ery, 203, 2°4: addreu to muters 
(184°),203-

Woollen Bill, 1,36 .. , 145. == ~~~I~mittee OD 
state of (1806), 181, 186, 187. 

-- statutee, 168: attempt of men 
to onto"", (1802-ISog), ISo-188; 
Billa suspending, 181-185, 187, 
188: ehearmen·. Bill, 184: Ilom
mitteo of 1806 on, 186; tepMled 

k!:.!~:!_ J:it:':'DG~fl= 
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Bti"", rsG l attempt to obtain 
tegulatiOI1 of wages in S.W. (1756), 
r'7-'S9; attempt to ellioree 
woollen statutes (,802-1899), ,80-
r88; ""d dying shuttle, 'S9-,6r: 
stability of wag .. In S.W., .6a: 
Organisation ""d strikes In S. w., 
,60-'64: organisation and strikes 
in Yorkshire, x6.-r67: and po_ 
looms. 167. 

WooI...,rtws, t8 •• 
WortjIIStV, 56. 
Wonley, ag6. 
--T.9S" 
WOl'lIt;;.i Acts, 1\10, lSIr. 
--Commltl:et. 190. 1\19. 
--Industry, I,6-IS8, 140-143. 
--milia. 152. IS" 15S. 156-
-- ..... vora, 41 (_ Cha~ vt •• 

aoctiOll v., 190): of NOI'WIob. 191-

~:po~~~~ ::t'; 'fJ.; 

wooIcombers in 18'5 strike, aOI-
203· 

Wottley, '54-
-- Stuart, 525 ... 
Wotton,16s· 
Wright, Mr., J.P., 110. 
Wyatt and Panl, ,I. 
Wylde, Dr., J.P., .S9-
Wymondham. 193. 

YARWOOD, Humphrey, and Lnddite 
disturban .... a76. 278, 286. a87. 
297· • 

Yates, Mr. (Peel's partner), 66, 
Yeomamy, the, used (,8,8), 9S, "9. 
Young, Arthor: on woollOil manu-

=J2,I~~~' :~~ !!o,~~~X/ : 
~edIIess of spinners, 145: 
OIl'miners, 18 .. , 19. SO ... ; 011 
silk, 3U_. 

YoUng, Sir William, 111+ • 
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